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Preface

“....what people concerned for animals have to face is that, for the most part, it is not that Christian tradition has faced the question about animals and given unsatisfactory answers, rather it is that the question has never really been put. We do not have books devoted to a consideration of the theological significance of animals. We do not have clearly worked-out systematic views on animals. These are signs of the problem. The thinking, or at least the vast bulk of it, has yet to be done.”
	Andrew Linzey, Christianity and the Rights of Animals, 1987, p. 23.

As the Anglican professor Andrew Linzey wrote thirty years ago, Christianity has not addressed the many questions about animals in our world. Progress has been made. The church is showing signs of awakening to the place of animals and the Earth in the gospel message.
I hope to further illumine Christians by offering this book, God's Animals.
	
Readers need to know, in brief, about the author. Why should I dare to write a book on a difficult subject and hope that you will learn from it? 

Each person in the church of Jesus Christ has been given “spiritual gifts” and a life history, guided by the Holy Spirit, that enable him/her to spread God's kingdom.
Since childhood, I have been distracted by animals of various kinds. I have shared responsibilities for turtles, tortoises, lizards, snakes, chickens, parakeets, cockatiels, parrots, horses, sheep, chinchillas, rabbits, dogs, cats, hermit crabs, tropical fish, and an “Uncle Milton's Ant Farm.” Living with animals does not make me an expert. It does mean that I have some practical grasp of the care that animals require and the personalities they display. I started writing for publication at age 11, with a poem about my recently deceased dog, Pilate. 

“I had a puppy, whom I deeply loved. He made me happy when I was depressed. But now he is gone; gone for good. We jumped over fences and chased after snakes. Ran through the fields and hopped over rakes. But my dog is gone; gone for good. He snuggled beside me when I was scared. When I was in danger his teeth were bared. But it happens no more because my dog is gone. My dog was loyal and always prepared, and when thunder sounded he was never scared. If I could have anything in the whole wide world, Pilate is all that my heart desires. When I looked into the sky he was in the corner of my eye. Out of dolphins and kitties and nice healthy horses, none did I love more than Pilate. None do I love more than Pilate. Goodbye forever dear Pilate.” (c1978)
The sudden death of Pilate the German Shepherd started stirring the question, “will I see him again?,” and thus led, with unexpected twists and turns, to writing this book.
I spent several years preparing to become a pastor: learning to interpret the Bible and teach it to others. One of my first sermon texts was Proverbs 12:10, “The righteous man regards the life of his beast, but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.” I wrote articles on the proper treatment of animals for small Christian magazines. Upon earning the Masters of Divinity degree, I recognized that I was more comfortable working in libraries. I received the Masters of Library Science degree at the University of Pittsburgh in 1995, and became a professional librarian.
As a librarian, I taught people how to find information. Professional librarians are encouraged to publish books about books, as “research helps.” My first and third published books, Animal Rights and Animal Welfare, and Animals are the Issue, were annotated bibliographies, to help people find resources on the subjects of animal rights and animal welfare. To write them, I read hundreds of books about secular and religious views on the treatment of animals.
My second book, People Promoting and People Opposing Animal Rights, includes interviews with forty people, on both sides of animal welfare issues. I wanted to under-stand not only what people believed, but why they believed, and how they sought to either bring change or protect the status quo.
About ten years ago I left library work to start a small business. Many Sundays I would preach as “pulpit supply,” meaning that I filled in at churches that lacked pastors. Every evening I continued studying about animals.
My fourth book, War Elephants, shows the history of military use of pachyderms in warfare. In 2011, I finished a sequel, Animals in the Military, about dogs, pigeons, camels, horses, dolphins, and all other creatures used in war. This gave me a deeper understanding of the historical progression of human 'dominion' over certain animals.
God has thus provided me with professional training in Bible interpretation and secular research, which I have used to further His kingdom in a very narrow way. The first five books were simply the warm-up to this project: I believe that Jesus Christ planned for me to spend thirty years in this fashion. What seems like an indirect, hap-hazard, scattered collection of life experiences and duties, was my training ground. It took decades for all of these books and ideas and truths to percolate into a reasonable and helpful work. A 19th Century humanitarian, Lord Shaftesbury, wrote “I was convinced that God had called me to devote whatever advantages he might have bestowed upon me to the cause of the weak, the helpless, both man and beast…” (Linzey, Creatures, 24). 
God’s calling for me is to focus mainly on the beasts. 
I hope that my previous books about animals will lend credibility to God's Animals. Had I been a pastor for twenty years and then written this book, the audience might ask, “what does Reverend Kistler know about animals?” Instead, I have had the time and opportunity to study nearly every book ever written on the subject of animal treatment, both religious and secular. So, while I may err, it is not for lack of trying to find the truth. I provide citations and ideas from many sources so that you can seek the original sources. 
The purpose of this book is not simply to teach theology, nor to entertain. Even if you never discuss the theology of animals with another person, the subject is important to you directly. 
Why? Because cruelty to animals is a sin. God judges sin. If you practice cruelty to animals in flagrant disregard of God’s warnings, you will learn firsthand that Jehovah hates cruelty more than animal-rights activists do! As Thomas Boston said, “When the suffering of the creature by thy hands shall cease, then thy suffering shall begin.” (293)
 I intend to be true to the Scriptures and to the scientific data, which is the best that I can do. I welcome you to be skeptical! I also ask you to be open to the possibilities of truth, at the same time. Can you be skeptical and open simultaneously? This requires you to be cautious (lest you be deceived), yet flexible (lest you remain deceived). The Holy Spirit is the expert in guiding our hearts and minds to truths in God’s Word.
God’s Animals is designed to help people understand the purpose, nature, treatment, and future of the animal world. 
May the Lord bless us in seeking His truths.
 
Foreword
 by Joel Salatin of Polyface Farm
(author of Christian farming books)

As a pastured livestock farmer, I've been accused of everything from murder to exploitation to putting animals on the same level as humans since I dare to decry factory farming. I've joked that I'm so talented I can make both sides angry.
 Folks generally find comfort in polarization.    Debates become easier at the extremes. If I decry factory farming, conservatives label me an animal rightist or worse, animal worshiper. If I disagree with the cow-methane-global warming chain of reasoning, I'm a planet hater. 
To further complicate the discussion, most Americans no longer have a historically visceral relationship with animals. Not too long ago, if you wanted to travel somewhere, you rode a horse or a cart pulled by a draft animal. If you wanted milk, you squeezed the teats on a cow or goat. If you wanted chicken nuggets, you went to the backyard and butchered a chicken and then cut out the pieces. Nuggets are not a muscle group on a chicken. The smell, care, habits and personalities of animals were part and parcel of human existence.
Not too long ago, if you wanted something to eat, you had to stalk it, kill it, butcher it, and then cook it long and slow. Without refrigeration and supermarkets, real time nutrition came from things walking, crawling, swimming, or flying. It didn't have to be frozen, canned, dehydrated, or refrigerated.    Kill and eat was not something people argued about.
This lack of close personal relationship with animals and food creates a profound change in perceptions. That people have an affinity toward animals is obvious. The recent, almost maniacal attachment of people to their pets is an example of compensatory human-animal interest. In fact, it seems as if when human relationships falter, human-animal relationships intensify.
Here at Polyface farm, we raise thousands of animals and kill thousands of animals. We do everything possible to offer a respectful, honoring habitat during life, believing that such stewardship sanctifies the sacrifice when the final day arrives. Only in respecting the pigness of the pig do we elevate the pig's sacrifice to a place of honor as we dine.
That something must die in order for something else to live is one of the most foundational principles both of ecology and spiritual reality. From decomposition and regeneration in a compost pile to decomposition and regeneration in the human gut, everything is eating and being eaten. We literally consume and become, consume and become in an endless cycle of life, death, decomposition, and regeneration.
Many times people ask me: "How can you kill animals?" This while munching on a slice of bacon or chewing a juicy hamburger.    Our cultural myopia on the human-animal relationship is a product of a new disconnectedness not only with visceral experience, but also with biblical understanding.
Into this ignorance and myopia John Kistler steps like a wise counselor, an eclectic mentor who dares to take us into the farthest issues surrounding a proper human view toward animals. Some Christians believe animals are essentially portable plants. Others believe humans honor the dominion mandate by doing anything they want to animals, from industrial-scale factory farms to genetic engineering. And yet others believe that milking a cow is stealing and keeping a chicken for eggs is abusive.
I was constantly and consistently amazed, reading this manuscript, at the depth and breadth of Kistler's analysis. It is opposite nearly every examination of a topic this days, where a cursory glimpse here and a quick assumption there are all we need to frame a hasty--and often shallow--conviction. I don't know that I agree with everything Kistler comes to, but I wouldn't want to debate him. Which is to say I deeply respect the scholarliness and meditative examination he's brought to the table on the many nuances of how humans view animals.
As a Christian farmer committed to stewarding the land and livestock in the "What Would Jesus Do?" tradition, I've found God's Animals affirming, challenging, and wonderfully instructive. Every believer who names the name of Christ should read this book because ultimately many of the questions in life have roots in our relationship to life. Nothing offers a better object lesson for those questions than our expectations and perceptions about animals.

Joel Salatin
Polyface Farm





































Introduction

Seven billion people inhabit this blue-green world. How many non-human creatures dwell in our atmosphere? Trillions! Humans are not the majority species here. We are outnumbered in the sea, in the air, and on the land, by beings seen and unseen. 
Until the 20th century, most Americans lived on farms, or near them. People had frequent experience with domestic and wild animals. Today, our only meaningful contact with animals is with pets. We have designed our living spaces to keep nature outside. Our homes and offices filter out natural air, temperature, smell, and noise. We prefer this stable, “purified” environment to the vagaries of the world. Our churches, theaters, malls, and grocery stores are all indoors. We have become ignorant about nature and its creatures.  
Why?
First, civilization has moved away from its historical cooperation with animals. One hundred years ago, families kept animals near the home for food and transportation. Now we pay others to provide our food, and we drive automobiles rather than horses. Governments, corporations, churches and individuals have no real contact with animals. Any subject that is far from our minds becomes unimportant to our hearts. Why worry about animals when we see so little of them? Modern society has two uses for animals: entertainment and finger-food.
Second, the ancient Greek idea of the separation between the soul and the body, the spiritual world and the physical world, now dominates western culture and religion. Many churches teach an incorrect version of the eternal future. They say that when I die, I will float in a spiritual place, Heaven, without a body, praising God. Since these teachers believe that animals have no soul, no animals could be in our spiritual Heaven. “If animals are not in our future, they really have no importance,” they teach. On the contrary, the Bible teaches that our bodies, like Jesus' body, will be resurrected from the dead and we will spend eternity on a reconstructed Earth with perfected bodies, and that animals will be resurrected in a similar way. Animals can be in the eternal future, with their bodies, whether they have “souls” or not. 
Finally, Christian pastors and teachers are busy people, just like you and me. A full-time pastor may spend an inadequate amount of time working on Bible study; and may also wish to avoid “worldly” topics or controversial ideas. Many churches have not yet seen the significance of the Creation, or they would teach it. 
Henry David Thoreau wrote that “There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root.” 
Many well-meaning people try to improve our world by curing an evil, but few strike at its very core. Anyone seeking to defeat an evil on the Earth does well. But there are so many evils! Sin and its consequences have produced the greatest Hydra monster ever conceived. Even within one realm of human activity, the use of animals, there are myriad evils to be addressed.
I will use the Bible to hack at the root of evil, desiring specifically to expose the core of cruelty to animals.

 Hebrews 4:2, “For the Word of God is living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far as the division between soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.” 
I believe the answer is simple. That truth must be worked out in many complex ways, to hack at all of the tendrils of evil, but the core problem is this:
	
Most people do not believe that God, in Christ, owns this world.

The key, central truth, to begin healing the earth, holistically for the whole planet, and specifically for animal life, is to believe that God owns everything on Earth. 

Psalm 24:1, “The earth is the Lord's and all it contains, the world, and those who dwell in it.” 

Psalm 50:10-12, “For every beast of the forest is Mine, the cattle on a thousand hills. I know every bird of the mountains, and everything that moves in the field is Mine. If I were hungry I would not tell you, for the world is Mine, and all it contains.”

What does this imply? 
If God owns the world, loves the world, redeems the world, and plans to restore the world, and tells us so in the Bible, shouldn’t the church be doing and saying something about it? 

“If I profess with the loudest voice and clearest exposition every portion of the Word of God except precisely that little point which the world and the devil are at that moment attacking, I am not confessing Christ, however boldly I may be professing Him. Where the battle rages there the loyalty of the soldier is proved; and to be steady on the battle front besides, is mere flight and disgrace if he flinches at that point.” (Charles, 311, often mis-attributed to Martin Luther) 

With the animal protection movement growing in our civilization, why are many Christians ignoring it? Evangelism is best accomplished by the timely meeting of people’s needs. If one of the current needs of people is to understand and protect the natural world, then the church should be teaching and moving to shape the culture in that area! I am not promoting “relevance” as a trick to convert people to Christianity; I am saying that the Christian gospel is relevant for every sphere of existence. If animals and trees are of interest to our culture, we should be advancing the Bible’s perspective.

I am certain that you can learn from God’s Animals. I have organized the truths of the Bible, church history, and non-Christian sources for a thorough study of the place of animals in our world. The Bible contains more than three thousand references to animals and animal life; we will consider the most important ones. (Sargent, 1)

God’s Animals is divided into five sections based on different eras of responsibility.

God’s Ownership at Creation explains the creation as originally intended and produced. 
God’s Ownership in the Fallen World demonstrates how evil changed our world and yet God preserved it and promised to continue preserving it.
God’s ownership under Human Dominion shows the past and current ways that civilizations have used and treated animals, both properly and abusively. 
God’s Ownership through Redemption shows that the redemption of Jesus Christ extends not only to human souls but also to the planet and its creatures, for the past, present, and future.
God’s Ownership through the Church includes practical information directed at churches on teaching and demonstrating God’s Ownership of animals to the world through the power of the Holy Spirit.

In its totality, God’s Animals attempts to make a thorough biblical theology of animals. Without understanding the past we cannot make application to the present or future. 
The main subjects of this book for the reader are these:
1) Why did God create animals and how was the world supposed to work, in Eden?
2) What does the Bible teach to be proper uses of animals and their treatment?
3) Will the animals be resurrected, individually, for an eternal future?
4) What can we do ?

The truth that has been lost is of momentous significance. It may seem impossible to fix the huge problem we now face, of animals in our world. What must be done will require a spiritual revolution, like that required to end the slavery of human beings. No, the factory farming of animals is not equivalent, morally, to human slavery. However, the subjects are similar in the absolute acceptance of institutionally extracting value from living beings without regard to the beings themselves. Thus this quotation of Eric Metaxas, regarding the slavery-banisher William Wilberforce, is apt.

“To fathom the magnitude of what Wilberforce did, we have to see that the ‘disease’ he vanquished forever was neither the slave trade nor slavery. Slavery still exists around the world today, in such measure as we can hardly fathom. What Wilberforce vanquished was something even worse than slavery, something that was much more fundamental and can hardly be seen from where we stand today: he vanquished the very mind-set that made slavery acceptable and allowed it to survive and thrive for millennia. He destroyed an entire way of seeing the world, one that had held sway from the beginning of history, and he replaced it with another way of seeing the world. Included in the old way of seeing things was the idea that the evil of slavery was good. Wilberforce murdered that old way of seeing things, and so the idea that slavery was good died along with it. Even though slavery continues to exist here and there, the idea that it is good is dead. The idea that it is inextricably inter-twined with human civilization, and part of the way things are supposed to be, and economically necessary and morally defensible, is gone. …Wilberforce overturned not just European civilization’s view of slavery but its view of almost everything in the human sphere… it was nothing less than a fundamental and important shift in human consciousness.”

Though most famous for his work against slavery, William Wilberforce helped to found dozens of wonderful charities to improve the lives of people, and animals. He was a founding member of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, RSPCA, in England. The vision of Wilberforce was not limited to the good of humanity but for the good of the whole world. Why? Because he recognized that God wants to bring good to the Earth to all creatures.
The world belongs to God. God owned it from the first moment of creation, and will control it for all of time. Jesus Christ, will in fact, reclaim this entire planet and Cosmos from the ravages of sin and death, and redeem all of it. This is the teaching of the Bible, and always has been. 
I pray that God will empower us to turn the tide against error and ignorance, and to protect God’s Animals.


Chapter One
Creator and Owner

To decide how we will treat animals and what God desires for the creatures, we must decide how we view the Bible. 
Churches and their members interpret the Bible in different ways. The basic difference between “conservative” and “liberal” churches is how they understand the Bible. You most frequently hear the terms conservative and liberal in politics. Here we are not talking about the political beliefs of churches, but how they view the Scriptures.
“Conservative” churches read the Bible literally because they consider the books in the Bible to be the words of God. “Liberal” churches view the Bible as a collection of classic human ideas relating to God, but think that it contains errors and myths..so we cannot rely on it.
Genesis 1:1, In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
You probably know this first verse of the Holy Bible. Do you believe it? 
A conservative church would usually say “Yes, God created the universe.” A liberal church generally sees the early chapters of the Bible as mythical, and would say “No, the universe was created by random chance through the Big Bang.”
I need to clarify how ‘conservative’ Christians view the theory of evolution before rejecting its error. Some fundamentalists have used faulty premises to attack evolution, lashing out with wrong ideas and thus making Christians look foolish. For instance, some early Christian opponents of evolutionary theory claimed that dinosaurs never existed, and that any large fossils must be tricks of Satan! Elizabeth Marshall Thomas remembers the teaching of her grandmother: the Devil buried the fake dinosaur bones to turn people away from the word of God. This grandmother prayed aloud for her grandchildren who were being deceived by books with dinosaur pictures. (Million, 3) 
Nowadays a majority of Christians believe that dinosaurs did exist. The question is how long ago did they exist: hundreds of millions of years ago, or more recently? The theory of evolution proposed by Charles Darwin was a detailed explanation of how materialistic scientists could imagine a universe without an active God. For instance, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck promoted a simpler evolutionary idea, many decades before Darwin.

“Lamarck's great error, and that of many others of his compatriots, is materialism; he seems to have no faith in anything but body, attributing everything to a physical, and scarcely anything to a metaphysical cause. Even when, in words, he admits the being of a God, he employs the whole of his intellect to prove that he had nothing to do with the works of creation. Thus he excludes the Deity from the government of the world that he has created, putting nature in his place.” (Kirby, v1, p.7)

Evolution in its basic form simply means change, usually change for the better, from primitive to more sophisticated forms. Charles Darwin was a brilliant naturalist and writer: I have read the famous Voyage of the Beagle more than once, and with great joy. In short, young Darwin traveled on the British vessel The Beagle to explore and map South America. Charles made detailed notes of the trip, including a visit to the rarely seen Galapagos Islands. He found lizards, tortoises, and birds never before seen on Earth: both similar and different to species in other continents. 
It was especially Darwin’s notes about the various kinds of finches, with varied beaks, that demonstrated his theories of adaptation. He rightly wondered why the finches on the Galapagos Islands were so different from finches elsewhere in the world. He concluded that these finches changed or adapted over centuries to the types of flowers and climate of the islands, so that they could survive. We call this idea “micro-evolution:” or visible changes in a species over a relatively short period of time. I believe in this whole-heartedly, and find Darwin’s observation entirely correct. Conservative Christians can and do believe that God intentionally left DNA and genes adaptable so that species could adapt to changes in their environment. Animals that go extinct often do so because they are so narrowly adapted to one climate or food source that even a minor change can kill them off. As Radner wrote:

“Animals change their life styles rapidly, too rapidly to be explained by natural selection.  Environments can become hostile in short order due to atmospheric and geological events. Also, animals emigrate or are introduced to new settings where they must adapt rapidly to novel terrain, food sources, and enemies.”  (144)

Where conservative Christians and I differ from Darwin is in his later book, The Origin of Species, when he expanded his theory to what we call “macro-evolution.” He concluded that since finches and tortoises on the Galapagos Islands showed short-term adaptations to survive, then all creatures on earth throughout history must have adapted from more primitive forms, many eons ago. In other words, Darwin and his followers rightly prove short-term changes, but then extrapolate that correct notion to all of history: theorizing that life began in the sea, then grew more complex, climbed out onto the land, then grew fur, grew feathers, and etc. 
In order for these major changes (from fish to amphibian to reptile to mammal) to have time to evolve, based on tiny genetic adaptations, billions of years were required. Then geologists began dating rocks based on the presumed ages of the fossils found in them: so if mammals were found in the rocks, the rocks must be X millions of years old. In just a few decades, believers in macro-evolution had revolutionized all natural sciences. 
A recent Darwinist assessment of the macro-evolutionary process is offered in brief:

“Mammals including humans are descended from shrew-like creatures that lived more than 150 million years ago. Mammals, birds, reptiles, and fishes descended from worm-like creatures that lived in the oceans 600 million years ago. These animals plus plants descended from bacteria-like microorganisms that originated more than 3 billion years ago.” (Johnson, 101)

So, when Christians are asked, “do you believe in evolution?”, instead of saying “no” you might say more accurately, “I agree that species change, but I do not agree that all life forms descended from one organism billions of years ago.” 
You can see how species change in our own short American history. How many species of dogs and cats do we now find? [technically these are sub-species, but you can more easily follow this example.] As pet lovers, we have bred and cross-bred dogs to bring forth very different creatures. Chihuahuas and Great Danes are close relatives, yet very different. 
My personal view of evolution is this: God made animals prone to adapt to their environments, and it happens more rapidly than traditional Darwinists claim. Even Darwinists admit that evolution can occur in super-fast time (called “punctuated equilibrium”), yet they refuse to give up the billions-of-years time-line. Reznick found that “the fish in his experiments had evolved at a rate that was 10,000 faster than what was considered to be rapid evolution in the fossil record. There are multitudes of such examples. Adaptation and speciation can occur at a much faster rate than Darwin had assumed. Evolution may continue to happen rapidly right under our noses.” (Johnson, 108) It is not by accidents over billions of years, but by leaps and bounds over centuries.
Nor does evolution work to produce entirely different types. Lizards did not come from amphibians. God made dogs, horses, elephants, sharks, and over thousands of years they have adapted to create new species, but not entirely new types. Darwin was right in his observations and early conclusions, but wrong in his final conclusions. As Gary Parker, an evolutionist turned creationist, decided, “Evolution is based on time and chance; God works by plan and purpose.” (Morris III, 41)
I cannot prove the young earth theory, nor disprove the theory of evolution in God’s Animals. We do have to touch upon them briefly, because our views on the creation have a major impact on our views about animals. Why? Because the Bible is either God’s Word, full of truth, or it is not. If the books of the Bible are not from God, then the Christian religion cannot speak with authority about how we should treat the creatures, nor predict any possible future for the animals. 
We desire to learn the TRUTH about animals. If the Holy Bible is just a collection of wise men’s opinions, it is no more useful than any other book.
If you are not convinced that the Bible is the Word of God, you will be puzzled by God’s Animals, because I will treat the verses from Scripture as truth. You may want to look into famous Christian works that offer persuasive arguments for the divine nature of the Holy Bible. Works by Lee Strobel and Josh McDowell are helpful.

Creation

The Bible, in both the Old and New Testaments, frequently claims that God created our universe. 

Isaiah 44:24, “Thus says the Lord, your Redeemer, and the one who formed you from the womb, ‘I, the Lord, am the maker of all things, stretching out the heavens by Myself and spreading out the earth all alone…” 

Hebrews 1:10, “And Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundation of the earth; and the heavens are the works of thine hands.”

Even aside from what the Bible says, there are logical reasons for believing in a Creator. We can say that the remarkable biology of the human body implies a brilliant designer, and that is easier to believe than the alternative: billions of years of random mutations of cells resulting in our bodies, as proposed by standard evolutionary theory. 
St. Augustine of Hippo, considered a “father” of both the Catholic and Protestant churches, thought that even bugs are proof of God as creator. 

“This work of God is so great and wonderful that not only man, who is a rational animal... but even the most diminutive insect, cannot be considered attentively without astonishment and without praising the Creator.” (Cummings, 39)

According to a 2012 Gallup Poll, Christians are split rather evenly in believing that God created, or evolution created. 46% hold to a ‘young earth’ theory (that God created the universe in the last 10,000 years), while 54% believe in evolutionary theories (thus the universe started billions of years ago). Why does this matter to our view of animals? 
Evolutionary theory contradicts many important Bible doctrines.
Christianity has traditionally taught that God’s plan for history progresses from Creation, to “the Fall,” and to Redemption. (Middleton, New, 38) If humans started as ‘lower’ and less intelligent hominid forms, like the Neanderthals of silly commercials, at what point did they become “Adam?” Or will you toss the Adam and Eve story as myth? If so, then when did God give humans “souls?” Or do we even have souls?
 If Adam and Eve never existed, then what was “the Fall?” When did everything go terribly wrong on Earth? Is there such a thing as sin? Is the violence and tragedy of life in the human and animal world just the way it always has been? If nothing has changed: if life on Earth was always violent and tragic, what does it mean to believe in redemption? As Andrew Linzey writes, “The story of the Fall is inextricably related to the story of redemption; the one is impossible without the other.” (Gospel, 31)
What is the meaning of Jesus? If Jesus does not redeem us from sin, then what exactly was He doing here on Earth? Or do you make Jesus a myth also? If practically nothing in the Bible is true, then what will be your basis for truth in seeking the place for animals in our world? (Kuyper, 82-83)
Christianity is a religion, which is a system of ideas about life. A system has component parts: beliefs that hold together and make rational sense. Creation, Fall, and Redemption have been the major component beliefs of Christianity for thousands of years. If you remove the Creation part, it presents major problems for the system. If God did not create humans and animals, in what way is God our Creator? Christians believe that God loves the world, and sent Jesus Christ to save our world. Save it from what? From sin and death and pain. One reason God loves the world is because He created it. God allowed sin and death and pain in our world, but only temporarily; He will restore all of it through the salvation of Jesus and renewal of the Holy Spirit. These are the basic ideas of the Christian system. To delete parts may bring the whole system to collapse. Thus, I will present the creation, fall, and redemption as important themes that promote the proper view of animals in the world.

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, all involved in the Creation of the World

Three of the world’s major religions believe in one God: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. Christianity is a bit different, because it teaches that we have one God in three persons. We call this “the Trinity.” So when we say “God” created the universe, which person do we mean? Actually, all three persons, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit, worked in creation. 
In the first few verses of Genesis we read, “God created the heavens and the earth,” and “the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters.” The New Testament implies that “God” in the creation was Jesus Christ, the Son of God. John 1:1-3, “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God. All things came into being through Him, and apart from Him nothing came into being that has come into being.” Near the end of Genesis 1, God says “Let US make man in our image” but then switches back to the singular, “so God created man in His own image.” Isaiah 6:8 has a similar passage where God asks, “Whom shall I send? And who will go for US?” Many explanations have been offered for these plural to singular switches, but one simple interpretation is that all of the Trinity were involved in the Creation. (Middleton, Liberating, 56)
Irenaeus, an early church father, wrote that “The Father decided and commanded; the Son molded and shaped; the Spirit nourished and developed.” (Cohen, Fertile, 240). We do not know exactly how the Father, Son, and Spirit worked in the Creation. I doubt, for instance, that the Holy Spirit made birds, the Son made mammals, and the Father did the sea creatures. All we can say for certain is that “Creation is a team effort. And that team is the Trinity.” (Cootsona, 16)

Paradise or Hell on Earth?

Christianity and Judaism are not the only religions that teach that God made the world.  In the book Memories and Visions of Paradise, Richard Heinberg analyzes many ancient traditions of Paradise.

“Paradise may be the most popular and intensely meaningful idea or image ever to have gripped the human imagination. We find it everywhere. 'In more or less complex forms, the paradisiac myth occurs here and there all over the world,' wrote the great modern authority on comparative religions Mircea Eliade. The Hebraic Garden of Eden, the Greek Golden Age, the Australian Aborigines' Dreamtime, and the Chinese Taoist Age of Perfect Virtue are but local variants of the universally recalled Time of Beginnings, whose memory has colored all of subsequent history.” (3)

“According to the universal Creation story, this sense of oneness among humankind, Deity, Nature, and Cosmos was at first complete. In the days when the world was fresh and new, full of power and vitality, human beings lived in a magical Paradise of ease and plenty, in perfect harmony among themselves and with the animals.” (37)

Anthropologists struggle to explain how the ancient ideas of a Paradise (like Eden) can be such a universal human theme, when evolutionary theory sees only an eternal struggle to survive. In stark contrast, Christianity starts and ends with peace, as Norman Wirzba writes:

“Knowing how the world is depends in some measure on how we think the world is founded. So, for instance, we find Mesopotamian creation stories that describe the world as beginning in violence, proceeding through struggle, and ending in death. … The Christian story of creation, deeply founded upon a Jewish story, tells of a world founded and ending in peace rather than violence. God creates through the redemptive word and work that rescues creatures from threat and destruction and that orients them toward abundant and fruitful life...” (Food, 44)

The theory of evolution the opposite. It is a tale of horror: a Hell on earth. 

“Nature may be balanced, but it is an equilibrium of death. Most creatures spend their lives trying to avoid being violently captured, dismembered, and consumed. Similarly, under the iron morality of Darwinism, the poor and the weak of other species are viewed as parasites who deserve to be eaten.” (Massie, 26)

This “creator” is an impersonal system of random chance that formed the “cosmos” and all forms of life, without a purpose or a hopeful future. Life-forms kill each other in a ruthless and constant competition for survival, to pass on their genes to another generation of violence. As Rolston describes Darwinism, “Nature is random, contingent, blind, disastrous, wasteful, indifferent, selfish, cruel, clumsy, ugly, full of suffering, and ultimately death.” (Johnson, 181)
Selfishness is what keeps us alive, teaches the evolutionist and atheist Richard Dawkins. The fatalism and angst of our modern centuries should be no surprise. What more can we expect from a world? Evolution teaches that “Death is another feature of the story, a sobering companion of this biological creativity. In a finite universe the logic is inescapable: new patterns can only come into existence if old ones dissolve to make place for them; ‘new forms of life only through the death of the old.’” (Johnson, 101)
If history is only a vicious struggle, and the future can mean nothing but the finality of death by disintegration, what hope can we cling to? As our culture steeps itself like strong black tea in atheism and evolution, there can be no hope. And how can evolutionary theory promote any help for animals? Strictly speaking, the fittest survive. If some animals are becoming extinct, ‘they must not have what it takes to live.’ 
The answer we get from radicals is to ‘annihilate humans to save the planet.’ Humans are viewed as some kind of aberration, a virus on the planet, and only Zero Population Growth or the intentional ‘culling’ of Homo Sapiens can save the Earth. 
If there is no God, where will we find answers? Only from ourselves. Problem is, our answers have not been doing so well, have they?

“Its theory of evolution, as though all human life should have arisen automatically from cells and atoms apart from any higher ordination, leads directly to atheism, destroys the creation made by God’s almighty power, and denies that we were formed according to the image of God, and along with that, the highest value of our being human. By means of this foundational theory, natural science dominates every other discipline now, and aligns itself in principle polemically against every Christian confession.” (Kuyper, 99)

The atheistic and evolutionary systems leave a world without purpose or future. There will be precious few lessons to guide us in learning truth about animals from such philosophies. 
I do not say that Christians who believe in evolution are “lost” or “non-Christians.” I hope that God’s Animals contains useful ideas to help even evolutionists find the place of animals in our faith. Just recognize that by rejecting a personal Creator it is difficult to theorize a Personal Savior for either humans or animals.

Another system, a pseudo-Christianity, became popular during the Renaissance. Deism taught that God was the great clock-maker who set the clock of the universe into motion, and now watches from afar. This God is much like me as a boy, with my Uncle Milton’s Ant Farm. I bought the kit, poured in some sand, added a few ants, and watched them build. Occasionally I might shake the frame or drop in some food to entertain myself with the oblivious insects scurrying about. I was mildly curious about what the ants might do, but rarely interfered. Applied to God, that is Deism: a distant, uncaring God who simply watches.
Strangely enough, Darwinism has made Deism a resurgent philosophy in liberal christian churches! Christians who accept evolution are modern Deists. They eat the whole evolutionary cake and sprinkle a little bit of God flavoring on top. The idea is that God made the giant blob of matter, and caused the Big Bang. From then on, “natural laws” like evolution gradually formed our universe and planet and us. After billions of years, when humans became brainy enough, God gave them souls and called them Adam and Eve. God is only occasionally active in our world, prodding humans to be nicer to each other. Instead of an omni-present God, Deists have an “omni-absent” deity. (McDaniel, Roots, 10)

“The Deistic view, then, emphasizing only God’s transcendence, leaves us essentially with a closed system similar to the evolutionary theory. Any possible hope and purpose for the earth and its inhabitants is locked away in the distance with an absent creator God, unavailable to us.” (Rietkerk, 13)

The whole Bible refutes this Deistic idea. Psalm 104 in particular shows the constant activity of God on Earth. 

Psalm 104:14,27-28 “He causes the grass to grow for the cattle, and vegetation for the service of man… These all wait for You, that You may give them their food in due season. What You give them they gather in; You open Your hand, they are filled with good. You hide Your face, they are troubled; You take away their breath, they die and return to their dust. You send forth Your Spirit, they are created; and You renew the face of the earth.”

Matthew 6:28-30, “So why do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow: they neither toil nor spin; and yet I say to you that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. Now if God so clothes the grass of the field, which today is, and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, will He not much more clothe you, O you of little faith?”

Jesus says that God clothes us. God has abandoned neither us nor the world to the fickle and uncaring “laws of nature.” It is not the distant, cold Cosmos that Carl Sagan declared. It is Jesus Christ, God the Son, the same God who created this universe, who continues to bring forth what we need. 

“A theology of creation which restricts itself to the beginnings of things is entirely inadequate. God's creative activity cannot be confined to the act of origination. On the contrary, it embraces the entire history of the universe from its origin to its ultimate end. As Calvin points out, 'to make God a momentary Creator, who once for all finished his work, would be cold and barren, and we must differ from profane men especially in that we see the presence of the divine power shining...” (Osborn, 116)

Nor can we accept the alternate view that God is everything and everything is God. Many environmentalists adopt eastern religions and pantheism, or more subtle modern siblings like ‘panentheism,’ saying that creation is God or a part of God. “In New Age thinking, the cosmos is God. The earth is a living vibrant organism, and is to be worshiped as God…euphemistically speaking, Mother Nature.” (Eidsmoe, 25)  Although the Bible does teach that God is everywhere, it does not mean that creatures are part of His divinity.
A sermon by Ron Sider, called “Tending the Garden without Worshiping It,” explains: 

“First, we must hold together God's transcendence and God's immanence. God is different from – God transcends – creation. But God is also in creation. If we focus only on God's immanence (his presence in the world), we land in pantheism, where everything is divine and good as it is. If we talk only about God's transcendence (his radical separateness from creation), we may end up seeing nature as a mere tool to be used at human whim. The biblical God is both immanent and transcendent.” (LeQuire, 31)

If you believe the Bible, pantheism is easy to reject. God Himself speaks in the Bible. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit speak, and they say “I”, and they speak to people like Adam and Noah and Mary and say “you.” If God is everything, He cannot be separate from you, and can say neither “I” nor “you.” And how could there be a Trinity, three persons, if everything is God? And in what sense can we hope for a future in a Paradise like Heaven to see friends and relatives if we are all one big puddle of oneness?

“Ecotheologians who think that they can re-value animals and creation by 'sacralizing' them inhibit a proper conception of God as Creator and Redeemer, and so befuddle theology. Creation has intrinsic value to God, but it is not 'sacred' – it is not divine.” (Linzey, Creatures, 53)

Ownership

As an artist, if you put brush to canvas and paint, the item you produce belongs to you, unless you sell it. When I write a book, the copyright belongs to me unless I sign it over to someone else. We intuitively infer a right to ownership of the artist or creator of any work.
God lays claim to ownership of the Universe because He created it.

Isaiah 66:1-2a, “Thus says the Lord: ‘Heaven is My throne, and earth is My footstool. Where is the house that you will build Me? And where is the place of My rest? For all those things My hand has made, and all those things exist,’ says the Lord.”

Psalm 89:11-12a, “The heavens are Yours, the earth also is Yours; the world and all its fulness, You have founded them. The north and the south, You have created them...”

Psalm 95:5, “The sea is His, for He made it; and His hands formed the dry land.”

Deuteronomy 10:4, “Indeed heaven and the highest heavens belong to the Lord your God, also the earth with all that is in it.”

The big word for the right to rule is “sovereignty.” Some Christians dislike the word because they think that sovereignty of God would somehow diminish their human “free will.” That is an argument for another book: we are not talking about human wills here, but God’s rule over the universe. To be sovereign is to rule. God owns and rules our cosmos. All creatures depend on God. 

“The doctrine of creation, then, is preeminently an affirmation about the sovereignty of God and the absolute dependence of all creatures. To say that Yahweh made the earth is to confess that it belongs to its Maker; Yahweh is its Owner (Pss. 24:1-2; 89:11-12; 95:5).” (Anderson, From Creation, 28)

“...In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. This is a statement of tremendous reach, introducing the cosmos; for it sets forth in the fewest words the elemental fact that the formation of the created earth lies above and before man, and that therefore it is not man's but God's.” (Bailey, Holy, 4)

The implications of the Lordship of Jesus Christ over the world are huge, and yet the church seems to have ignored them. The greatest statement made by Abraham Kuyper, the Dutch theologian and politician (1837-1920), was in a university speech, where he said:

“'There is not a square inch in the whole domain of our human existence over which Christ, who is sovereign over all, does not cry, 'Mine!'” (Merritt, 47)

We are not talking merely about objects. God does not just own the physical bodies that exist. His rule must also influence all relationships, cultures, political systems, corp-orations, and entertainments: not just physical or “spiritual” arenas. God’s rule extends over the animal kingdom and our treatment of animals. Psalm 47:8, “God reigns over the nations.” 

Before continuing to prove positively that God is the owner of all things, we need to look at the alternate candidates. Some Christians do not believe that God rules the world. Do the animals belong to God, or someone else?

Alternate Candidate #1 : Satan

Satan, known by many names in the Bible, such as Lucifer, Beelzebub, the Devil, the great dragon, liar, adversary, and etc… is the chief instigator of evil in our world. We will study this evil angel in great detail in chapter seven.
A few Christians believe that when Satan defeated Adam and Eve, who were God’s appointed regents of Earth, Satan thereby inherited title to the world. Ronald Osborn implies that the wickedness of our world must mean that Satan rules because the earth is a “ravaged battlefield, home and dominion of ‘the prince of the power of the air.’” (145)
Though admitting that the idea is “disguised” or hidden in the Bible, T. Desmond Alexander writes that “By heeding the serpent they not only give it control of the earth, but they themselves become its subjects.” (79, 102) 
True, people did become subjects of the Devil by their sin, but that does not prove that Satan inherited ‘the title’ to the universe. The ancient idea of the “divine right of conquest” is not from the Bible. Furthermore, this idea assumes that God completely ceded His authority over the universe to Adam, and then Satan “won it” in an Edenic poker game. Both assumptions are wrong. 
A few New Testament verses create difficulties because we do not understand the Greek and Aramaic words very well, and our translations can be misleading, if not interpreted carefully. 2 Corinthians 4:4 calls the devil “the god of this age” because he had blinded many people of that time. That does not make Satan the “God” capital G of our time, but the “god” little G of that time. Satan is thus the god of the wicked people of the world, in a sense.
 In John 12:31, Jesus said, “…now will the ruler of this world be cast out.” Does that prove Satan ruled the Earth? No, we misunderstand that word “world.” In the English language we usually think of world as the physical planet. But even in English we can see other uses for “world.” We speak about the “world of entertainment,” or the “political world.” A world is the whole of a system. There are cultural worlds, scientific worlds, realms of thought, etc. In Greek and Aramaic there are also different kinds of worlds: cultural and political worlds. 
It was not that Satan “owned” the world, but that the Devil has power and influence over civilizations, cultures, and especially unbelievers… not the planet or universe. For example, in I John 5:19, two worlds are shown clearly. “We know that we are from God, and the whole world lies in the power of the evil one.” So there are those in God’s world, so to speak, and the unbelievers in the power of the evil one. Similarly in Colossians 1:16, God saved Christians from the domain of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved Son. There is a world or domain of darkness, and the kingdom or world of Christ. Satan rules no planet; he rules the souls of unbelievers, and largely controls the governments of earth because of that influence. Galatians 1:4 uses the phrase, “this present evil age.” As Terry Crist notes, modern Christians have gone overboard on that phrase. 

“The phrase this present evil age came to represent the belief that the current world system was so dominated by Satan and his demons that it would be impossible for God’s Kingdom to be established. Consequently the Kingdom would come only in the next age, or the ‘new age’ (yes, pagan spiritualists have stolen the word) after God intervened….” (117)

One text often cited to prove Satan’s reign over Earth is the temptation of Jesus in the desert. The devil promises to give “all the kingdoms of the world” to Jesus in exchange for worship. Jesus of course, refused, and said only God should be worshiped. For some odd reason, readers seem to believe the Great Liar, and take the devil at his word, that he owns the world and can give it away to whomever he wishes! Satan is the ultimate liar, and deals constantly in deception. 

“So what Satan was promising him [Jesus] was partly true, partly false. What was false about it was that Satan was trying to give it [the world] to him. Satan did not have any authority or power to give it to him. What was true about it was this: Christ is going to get, and does have, all of creation. He is the heir of it all. He is the King of Creation.” (Peterson)

About the best the Devil could truly give Jesus is a chance at influencing the world’s cultures and governments, perhaps as a powerful ruler. But Satan had no ownership of the world and therefore could not give it to Jesus. “Satan styled himself a ruler (the Scriptures call him a prince) although he is only a pretender to the throne, having no rightful claim to authority. His kingdom, established in direct opposition to God, is parasitic. Since Satan has no legitimate realm (or creation) of his own to rule, he lives off God’s rule.” (Walsh, Transforming, 70)
Dualistic religions like Zoroastrianism claim that every positive has an equally powerful negative, so a good God must have an evil opposite. Some Christians mistakenly give Satan, the infamous “Devil,” too much credit. Satan has much power and we should be careful of his trickery (see Ephesians 6:10-20). He is a skilled manipulator of cultures and individuals. However, the Devil is no serious rival to God. Michael and the other angels kicked Lucifer and his allies out of Heaven. In most Bible episodes, Satan is defeated, thwarted, or hindered. When Satan tricked Adam and Eve into sin, God promised that the coming Messiah would crush Satan’s head. (Genesis 3:16) In the first two chapters of Job, the Devil could not even touch Job’s flocks without special permission from God. In Jude verse 9 we learn that Satan wanted to take the body of Moses but Michael rebuked him. James 4:7 tells us that if we resist the devil he will flee from us. Satan is the great dragon of deceit, but not the ruler of the world.
Thus, Satan never owned the Earth, nor its animals.

Alternate Candidate #2 : Homo Sapiens

The more widely accepted candidate for ownership of the Earth, aside from God, is humanity.
Industrialists, and some Christians, claim that God transferred His ownership of the earth and its creatures and resources to people. They may hedge and say that “technically the world belongs to God,” but He gave us the job of running everything. This seems to be implied by the usually-brilliant Puritan Richard Baxter, who wrote that “The sum is, that man is the owner, the governor, and the end and benefactor of the inferior beings; and so is lord among them in the world.” (v.2, p.8) Fortunately he corrects himself just pages later, “And as I am not my own, so nothing is properly my own which I possess, but all that I have is God’s as well as I. … And therefore no man should dispose of his estate, or anything he hath, in any way, but for the interest of his absolute Lord.” (v.2 p.19)

There are only a few Bible verses which might imply that humans own the Earth.
We will study the famous “dominion passage,” Genesis 1:28, in later chapters, but I will touch on it now. God says to Adam and Eve, “Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the earth.” 
Did God here “give” us the animals? Sort of. Notice the next verses, 29 and 30. God tells Adam and Eve that they, and all the animals, will be eating only fruit, seeds, and plants! So whatever the original intent of God in granting “dominion” over the animals, it clearly did not include taking the lives of the animals. There was no animal or human death in Eden, nor permission to cause death. If humans “owned” the animals, it was a rather limited kind of ownership.

In Genesis 9, immediately after the Great Flood, God gave Noah permission to eat the flesh of animals, which industrialists claim to be an additional blessing to the original “dominion” clause of Genesis one. Strangely enough, God made two rather large limitations on this new freedom to kill flesh for food. First, the animals must be killed and drained of their blood before eating: thus preventing cruelty in eating live animals and also, reminding the eaters that the animals also have blood, and life. Secondly, and more surprisingly, God changed the animals, in a sort of “new” act of creation. Genesis 9:2, “And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be on every beast of the earth, on every bird of the air, on all that move on the earth, and on all the fish of the sea.” It would seem that until Genesis 9, the animals were not afraid of men and women. Now, after the Flood, God puts the fear of man into the hearts of animals. 
 Animals do have fears. They are not mindless automatons as claimed by a few stubborn scientists. Some of those fears are actually implanted by God. Why? To keep them from being slaughtered en masse by predators. And which predators do most animals fear? Studies show that most land creatures have instinctual fear of soaring birds and slithering snakes. And now, humans. I ask, “If God only made animals for man to use and eat, why did God make them afraid of us?” 
This reminds me of the ridiculous T-Shirt motto worn by anti-vegetarians: “If God didn't want us to eat animals, why did He make them out of meat?” I mean, if cow-on-the-hoof was nothing to God but beef-on-a-stick for humans, why give them legs? It would be far more convenient to have giant beef-plants oozing up out of the ground, produced by sunlight and rainwater. Not only did God give animals legs (or wings, or fins), but God directly interceded in history to put the fear of man into their minds. 

 Psalm 8 presents a possible re-statement of the Genesis 1 dominion mandate. We are told that God has “put all things under his feet,” including sheep, oxen, birds, beasts, and fish. Some folks instantly assume that this ‘his’ pronoun means ‘us’ humans. They ignore that several times in the New Testament, these same verses of Psalm 8 are interpreted, and in every case, it is Jesus, not humankind, who is ruling as the subject! In I Corinthians 15:25-27; Ephesians 2:2; and Hebrews 2:7-9, Paul says that this is Jesus who is inheriting the world. The Psalm is “Messianic”, proclaiming the future King Jesus who will rule the world in completeness. This is not a general human dominion, but the specific sovereignty earned by Jesus for His Messianic sacrifice to save the world.

Along with these dominion passages, I have recently seen Psalm 115:16 used to defend the current pace of the human exploitation of Earth. The verse says “The heavens are the heavens of the Lord, but the earth He has given to the sons of men.” Surprisingly, some Christians go even further, claiming that the entire universe has no other purpose than to serve humans. Take Paul Steidl, in The Earth, the Stars, and the Bible, for instance:

“In God’s revelation of Himself to man the stars are almost totally unimportant; the stars do not give enough light to see by.  They do not give us warmth. The stars were created for man, along with everything else in the material universe, and their importance exists only in so far as they affect mankind. This may sound like ethnocentrism on a cosmic scale.  And it would indeed be just cosmic-sized pride if the statement were made without Scriptural support.” (125)

What Scriptural support? Psalm 115:16 said directly that the heavens are the heavens of the Lord! This is exactly the kind of anthropocentric thinking that atheists and environmentalists condemn Christianity for. No, the universe does not revolve around humans.
The industrialist view is basically this: God made the Earth as a giant Pinata, and God wants us to beat it to death to get the candies out! Why else would God fill the Earth with resources?  The number of pre-suppositions, implications, and delusions here boggle the rational mind. I have yet to locate a “real” commentary by a Christian who will blatantly misread Psalm 115:16 to justify industrial scale exploitation of the world. We are back to the same question: how does God view our dominion over the earth? The parables of Jesus frequently use the analogy of the king or property-owner going away on a trip, and leaving his estate in the hands of stewards, who are judged on the basis of their proper care of the estate during his absence.
Charles Spurgeon in his commentary on the Psalm draws this lesson from the verse: God's control is more direct and complete in heaven, but God allows the humans on earth to rebel, and so His control is less obvious. Perhaps, Spurgeon writes, God here reminds us that men will inherit the Earth when the kingdom reaches its fullness. In other words, Spurgeon views this not as carte blanche “do with earth what you please,” but proof of our rebellion on earth and also the promise of our true ownership in the eternal future [not permission to exploit today].
The Puritan, John Gill, specifically addresses the “licentious” doctrine implied above. Regarding God's giving of the earth to men, 

“...yet so as not to leave it entirely to the care of men, and have no concern in it, and the affairs of it, as some licentious persons would from hence conclude; as if God had took the heavens to himself, and only minded the persons and things in that, and never concerned himself about earth, and persons and things there; having disposed of it to the children of men, and left it to their conduct: for though he has given it to them for their use, yet he still has a claim upon it, and can and does dispose of it, and order all things in it, according to his pleasure; and men, from the highest to the lowest, are accountable to him, being but stewards, and at most but deputies and viceroys, under him.” (Exposition of the Old and New Testament)

Psalm 115:16 may also be a paraphrase of Deuteronomy 10:14, “Behold, to the Lord your God belong heaven and the highest heavens, the earth and all that is in it.” In these early chapters of Deuteronomy, God is telling Moses and the Israelites that if they obey, God will give them the land and bless them in it; but if they disobey and turn away, God will take away their blessings and their lands. Psalm 115 may then be reminding the people of God’s promise to grant land and blessing to His people; not making a general statement about human ownership of Earth.
One might also refer to Jesus’ teaching in the Sermon on the Mount, that the meek shall inherit the earth. If humans already own the earth, then it what sense will the meek later inherit it? The implication is that we have not yet received our reward, which is the eternal earth.
Furthermore, all orthodox interpreters of the Bible agree that God's Word cannot contradict itself. Thus, God cannot own the Earth and simultaneously not own the Earth. Psalm 89:11 says “The heavens are Yours, the earth also is Yours...”. Many other Bible verses say that the earth belongs to God. So whatever Psalm 115:16 means when it says “the earth he gives to the children of men,” it cannot mean that God has ceded ownership. 

“The entire creation is still His even though we have been entrusted with a measure of authority. Environmental stewardship, as Scripture defines it, must take into account that at no point did God ever give humans ownership of the earth. He gave us authority. These are very different.” (Merritt, 46)

Yes, God has granted a kind of dominion to man over the earth. Christian industrialists say they believe in Christian stewardship of the Earth, but the form of stewardship they promote is that of status quo materialism. This is not stewardship. Stewardship means that we recognize that God is owner and that all aspects of our lives must be guided by God's Word. A steward is under authority. An industrialist claims “freedom” from restrictions and controls. God has given many restrictions and controls in His Word on our lifestyles and treatment of animals. We have ignored them.

God Owns the Animals

For the most part we have focused on the ownership of God of the whole Universe, including planet Earth. What about all of the living things scurrying about on the thin crust of the Earth: animals and humans?

Job 12:7-10, ““But now ask the beasts and let them teach you; and the birds of the heavens and let them tell you. Or speak to the earth and let it teach you; and let the fish of the sea declare to you. Who among all these does not know that the hand of the Lord has done this, in whose hand is the life of every living thing, and the breath of all mankind?”

Psalm 50:9-12, “I will not take a bull from your house, nor goats out of your folds. For every beast of the forest is Mine, and the cattle on a thousand hills. I know all the birds of the mountains, and the wild beasts of the field are Mine. If I were hungry, I would not tell you; for the world is Mine, and all its fullness.”

Psalm 104: 24-27, “O Lord, how many are Your works! In wisdom have you made them all; the earth is full of Your possessions. There is the sea, great and broad, in which are swarms without number, animals both great and small. There the ships move along, and Leviathan, which You have formed to sport in it. They all wait for you to give them their food in due season.”

Nehemiah 9:6, “You alone are the Lord. You have made the heavens with all their host, the earth and all that is on it, the seas and all that is in them. You give life to all of them and the heavenly host bows down before You.”
		
Psalm 104 calls all of the animals and sea creatures the “possessions” of God. Some Jewish commentators translate the verse with Leviathan a bit differently; saying that God made Leviathan (a sea monster) to sport with in the sea: God plays with the monster!  

“A careful reading of the Bible shows that the principal value of creation lies less in its usefulness to humans (instrumental value) than in the fact that it comes from God (intrinsic value). This is presumed in several biblical passages: the creation narratives, where human beings are made in the image of God and are not gods them-selves (Genesis 1) or are made accountable to God's law (Genesis 2-3); the account of the flood, where the covenant is made between God and the earth and every living creature in it (Genesis 9); the YHWH speeches, where God demonstrates Job's human limitations (Job 38-41); and various other poetic sections that highlight the glories of God's creation (for example, Psalm 104, Eccl. 3:1-9, etc.) The world has not been created merely for human use. The Bible is very clear on this point. 'The earth is the Lord's.'” (Bergant, 16)

Animal Rights?

The modern question of animals in society has been recently called by the name “Animal Rights.” Opponents usually call their positions “Animal Welfare.” The difference is important, and simple, but not often defined well. My first three books carefully distinguished between the camps of animal rights and animal welfare.
Animal rightists say that non-human animals [at least those animals having brains or complex nervous systems], should have rights equal to, or similar to, the rights enjoyed by humans.
Animal welfarists say that animals have no have “rights” but should be treated well.
Both sides have some major problems. 

In order for animal rightists to demand equal rights for animals they must prove that humans and animals are much alike, and thus deserving of similar treatment. There are many similarities between humans and animals; but there are significant differences. Most animal rightists attack the Bible as a selfish anthropocentric document and discount any Biblical arguments regarding animals. Christians have little reason to agree with “animal rights” ideas which ignore divine truth.
Animal welfare is a more popular option among Christians because it often adopts Bible cliches about humans and their “dominion” over the creatures. However, this side also reeks of error. While animal rightists err because they are ignorant of the Bible, or prefer naturalistic arguments to religious ones, animal welfarists are dominated by industrialists who twist Scripture to fit their models. Little improvement for the lives of animals has been gained in recent decades in spite of the accepted “welfare” model, because the chief proponents are opposed to change. In other words, the animal welfarist model is practically impotent. Industrialists borrow Christian language with a verse or two taken out of context, then continue to torture and slaughter the animals without mercy. 
Christians have NOT studied their Bibles to find God’s intentions for animals. It has been easier to rest in the comfort of the gluttony of the factory-farming model, devouring cheap meat, without asking how the creatures have been treated. In truth, “animal welfare” as a model has failed except in maintaining selfish evils. Why? Because it pretends that God is involved, yet in reality considers only human wants. It is a hypocrisy: viewing MY desires as all important and justifying this with a Bible verse or two.
If Christians cannot accept “animal rights” in its naturalistic form, and if “animal welfare” has been wholly corrupted, what model can we accept? 
The only other model with a baseline of truth comes in its most recent form through Andrew Linzey, an Anglican theologian and philosopher who written about animals in Christianity for the last few decades. While I believe that Reverend Linzey has gone too far in removing animals from most human uses, Linzey has best defined the model that I promote in God’s Animals. The basic truth is that God owns the earth and all the animals. Linzey makes this the central theme in most of his books:


“For me the theological basis of rights is compelling. God is the source of rights, and indeed the whole debate about animals is precisely about the rights of the Creator. For this reason in Christianity and the Rights of Animals I used the ugly but effective term 'theos-rights.' Animal rights language conceptualizes what is objectively owed the Creator of animals. From a theological perspective, rights are not something awarded, granted, won, or lost, but something recognized. To recognize animal rights is to recognize the intrinsic value of God-given life.” (Gospel, 40)

“My view, then, is that animals have God-given rights. But it is vital to grasp the theological logic underpinning this position: Animals are God's creatures, they have intrinsic value not just as collectivities but as individuals. The Spirit is the source of their life and some creatures are endowed with God-given capacities for intelligence and sentiency. Humans are made in God's image and we are given power over animals, which, Christologically interpreted, is the power of God to care for them as God himself cares. As I have already said, in speaking of their 'rights' we conceptualize what we owe to them objectively as a matter of justice because they are God's creatures.” (Creatures, 56) 

[On Andrew Linzey’s concept of ‘Theos-Rights’:] 'Animals can be wronged because their Creator can be wronged in his creation.' In other words, while rights language runs into many hurdles in the animal discussion, Theos-Rights 'serves to convey to us that the claims of animals are God-Based claims of justice.'.'” (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 139)

Andrew Linzey formed his idea of “Theos-Rights” from Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s book Ethics. I propose that this is the correct way of viewing God’s relationship to the world, and man’s relationship to the world. Others have proposed the same idea, in less concise ways. Scholars studying Saint Francis of Assisi seem to have found this truth:

“When Francis lifted worms from the path or spread grain for the birds in winter, he was very far from thinking in terms of the sentimental secularism that has appropriated to itself the ancient and honourable title of humanism. To him it was self-evident that animals possessed rights, notably the Divine dispensation of life. In his comments on living things, plants as well as animals, he accepted implicitly and proclaimed by word and action that they had dignity because of their value in the sight of God. It is man’s privilege, as well as joy, to recognize that this is so.” (Armstrong, 144-5)

On the Francis Canticle, “It is ecological in that it explicitly rejects a view of creation that would objectify it and take it for granted as useless and irrelevant unless it proves service-able to humanity. Francis’ answer to this view is a vision of creation that emphasizes not only its usefulness to people, but also its intrinsic qualities - its worth apart from humanity’s needs, a worth gained from its specific divine endowment, which merits notice and respect.” (Sorrell, 123)

A British theologian, and student of Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, Dr. Tony Sargent (writer of Animal Rights and Wrongs: a Biblical Perspective) mirrors Linzey’s basic idea.

“The earth and what it contains belong to God. He grants tenancy but does not turn over the title deeds. As the Authorised Version of the Bible quaintly but pointedly puts it, ‘the earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof’ (Ps. 24:1). Within the ‘fullness’ is that part of creation which preceded man - the seas and what they contain, the earth and its vegetation, the realm of nature and the animals. God has not ceded absolute rights to humans nor has he withdrawn the rudimentary rights of animals.” (55)

The Jewish writer Roberta Kalechofsky comes to a similar conclusion:

“In place of 'rights' language in the Bible, there is the language of 'covenant' or 'contract', and the covenantal or contractual relationship between God and the animal world is stated unambiguously time and again: i.e. the animal world is taken seriously by God and is involved in the presupposition of God's justice and mercy working in nature and in history.” (Autobiography, 59)

We do not have to believe that animals are equal to humans so that they can have similar rights. We do not have to make feeble gestures toward animal kindness to calm our consciences with toothless commitments to improving “welfare.” Both of these are human-centered methods of viewing the animals. Rightists’ seek to base animal rights on human rights, and yet they cannot define even human rights properly because they lack God in their arguments. Welfarists base their minimalist improvements on human con-sciences, and thus still lack any proof of what is right or wrong; it is mainly a subjective standard that we use more to absolve our feelings of guilt than to effect change. 

“Here is the rub. To grant animal rights is to accept that they can be wronged. According to theos-rights what we do to animals is not simply a matter of taste or convenience or philanthropy. When we speak of animal rights we conceptualize what is objectively owed to animals as a matter of justice by virtue of their Creator's right.” (Linzey, Christianity, 97)

What Linzey calls “Theos-Rights” is simply a short-hand way of saying that God has the right to command humans how to treat His animals. It is not necessarily based on any intrinsic quality of animals, like intelligence, possession of a soul, or sensations of pain. While we need to exercise our powers of reason to understand and obey and implement the commands of God regarding the treatment of the creatures, we do not ultimately decide what is right and wrong based on our own feelings. The Bible is God’s instruction book for living, and it includes direct and implied principles of animal husbandry.  The problem is, we have never truly gone looking for them! These principles are neither hidden, nor tortured twistings of a verse or two. Humans simply breezed over what God said, thinking it unimportant, or out of date. 

“If we are to avoid the criticism that we make the Bible simply a mirror of our own concerns and preoccupations, it is exceedingly important that we recognize clearly why theologians today are finding things in Scripture that Christians never noticed before. ... It does not compromise the authority and inspiration of Scripture to recognize that when we come to the Bible with new questions, we may find in it new answers.” (Wilkinson, 27-28)

Wilkinson hits upon an important truth: we find “new answers” in the Bible not because these truths were absent before, but because no one ever thought to look for such truths. New problems have arisen on Earth, and thus new answers must be sought in the Scriptures for those problems. Michael Gilmour wrote about discovering this truth for himself.

“When I started to reread the Bible with this new set of concerns and questions in view, it was like discovering a completely new story (as if Elizabeth Bennet refused Mr. Darcy’s proposal a second time!). A world of animals was indeed present in the pages of Holy Scripture all along, and as it turns out, these other characters are more than scenery in a wholly human story. Animals are instead part of the great drama revealed in its pages.” (Eden’s)

The massive scale of animal cruelty we see in modern centuries is unprecedented, and thus was not directly addressed in Scripture, written thousands of years ago. The principles of the Bible can be rightly brought to bear on any subject, even a recent one like “animal rights.” 
When people ask me if I believe in animal rights, I answer: “I believe in God’s right to command the proper treatment of His animals.” As Michael D. Williams writes, “To say that God is the great King is to say that he alone has the right to rule over our world” (56). 
So, yes, animals have whatever rights God has given them. 
Domestic animals have God’s rights to food and water, rest and shelter, kindness, and some portion of a good life, while they provide us with their services. Wild animals have God’s rights to food and water, rest and shelter, kindness, and a quick death at the hand of a human who has virtuous reason for taking a life. These concepts will, of course, be defined and proven in upcoming chapters.

“Often conservative Christians devalue nature by placing man at the center of the universe. Often secular environmentalists overvalue nature by devaluing man. The divine plan presents a third way: valuing God above all else, loving others, and bestowing on creation the honor and respect that God has given it.” (Merritt, 149)
 
Animals have rights, but they are not human rights. God has given them rights of a different kind, and humans must meet them with kindness and mercy. Why? Because God owns them; we do not.



Chapter Two
Creation’s Intention

Why did God create the heavens, earth, plants, and animals? 

“Why” questions are tricky. Most questions, like when, where, who, what, and how, can be answered with “facts.” “Why?” is deeper because it asks about motivation or purpose. If I lack a “good poker face” perhaps my body or expressions will display my desires to a viewer, but in general, another person’s feelings are hard to gather by appearance.  
God is a spirit, and invisible, with the exception of the resurrected Jesus Christ. Since we cannot see Him often, we cannot read intentions from His appearance. We can only know the mind of God when He tells us. The Bible is where God explains things.
So why did God create everything?

One common misconception is that God created the universe so He would have beings to love and serve Him. 
The problem with such an idea is that God thereby has unfulfilled needs. God would be either bored or lonely, and thus needing various creatures to entertain Him, to put it crassly. Romans 9:5, contrarily, calls Him “the eternally blessed God.” That means, He has always been happy, even before making our cosmos. 
We also call God “immutable” or “unchanging:” stable, a Rock. If God goes from happy to sad and back again, and uses creativity to improve His mood or contentment, He would be a changeable and somewhat fickle Being like us. 
Augustine of Hippo wrote that God “did not stand in need of his creation, but produced his creatures out of pure disinterested goodness, since he had continued in no less felicity without them from all eternity without beginning.” (496)
The Westminster Confession of Faith catechism’s opening question, “What is the chief end of man?,” asking about the purpose of humans, is answered, “to glorify God and enjoy Him forever.” 
The same answer may be given for all of the creation. Why did God make angels? To glorify Him. Why did God create humans? To glorify Him. Why did God create the sun, moon, stars, plants, and animals? How can you say anything other than, God made them to glorify Himself? 
Romans 11:36, For of Him and to Him and through Him are all things, to whom be the glory forever. Amen. All things came from Jesus and belong to Jesus, and thus all owe Him glory. 

“Nothing could better restore our sense of creatureliness, and our recognition that the rest of creation is not mere material for us to use by making it into something more useful to us, but a creation that exists for the glory of God, as were are called to do.” (Bauckham, Living, 13)

This is difficult for humans to understand and accept. I remember, as a boy of twelve, arguing with my father about God seeking His own glory, because it seemed wrong. I was certain that God had to be humble to be a good example to humans. That was true of Jesus, when He came to Earth as a man, and demonstrated a life of humility and sacrifice to His disciples and the world. However, God as Creator and Sovereign Lord is not humble. Nor is God proud. He is not proud, because we define pride as an unjustified exaggeration of our own importance or ability. I am not being arrogant when I say “I enjoy writing books,” because I do enjoy writing books. I would be guilty of pride if I used that truth to belittle others (who have not written books) or puffed up my ego at an exaggerated idea of the importance of my books.
God is the greatest Being to ever exist, and deserving of all glory and praise, and so it is no flaw of character for the Lord to expect glory from His creatures. In fact, it would be a flaw NOT to expect praise and glory, since He would be allowing Himself to be wrongfully unappreciated.
The famous 19th century British preacher Charles Haddon Spurgeon proclaimed:

“…there was a time when God had no creatures - when He dwelt alone, the mighty maker of ages, glorious in an uncreated solitude… can any one answer this question - Why did God make creatures to exist? - in any other way than by answering it thus : ‘He made them for His own pleasure and for His own glory.’ You may say He made them for His creatures; but we answer, there were no creatures to make them for. We admit that the answer may be a sound one now. God makes the harvest for His creatures; He hangs the sun in the firmament to bless His creatures with light and sunshine; He bids the moon walk in her course by night, to cheer the darkness of His creatures upon earth. But the first answer, going back to the origin of all things, can be nothing else than this: ‘For His pleasure they are and were created.’” (Park, 65-66)

When I dabble with paints, or write a book, viewers learn something about me. Even if the painting or writing is not meant to be autobiographical, my style, words, tone, mood, and structure all tell readers something about me. 
Similarly, though on a grander scale, the Creation shows things about God. His creatures, including the animals, show glimpses of the character of God, as is implied in Romans 1:20.

“ From the nearly two hundred appearances of the term (glory) in the HB [Holy Bible], it seems that the glory of God connotes the idea of self-expression of his beauty. As the Apostle Paul later acknowledges, “…since the creation of the world, His invisible attributes, His eternal power, and divine nature have been clearly seen, being understood through what was made…” (Cone)

Paul may be referring here to Psalm 19, verses 1-4, 

“The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament shows His handiwork. Day unto day utters speech, and night unto night reveals knowledge. There is no speech nor language where their voice is not heard. Their line has gone out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the world.”

One thing that seems to be obvious from the Creation is the identity of the Creator. The two most popular opinions regarding the origin of our cosmos are: God, or random chance. We talked in chapter one about the fatalism and lack of purpose inherent in a system where there is no Creator. In an atheistic model, there is no God to declare a reason for the universe, or for your life, or for the lives of animals. 

“Because our culture has lost its belief in God the Creator, it has also lost any spontaneous joy in the works of creation. Despite creation's grandeur and beauty, intelligent people can have difficulty finding lasting joy in physical objects which they believe to be simply the outcome of time plus the impersonal plus chance. … The Bible even teaches the believer to find joy (with reverence) in the power and destruction of a thunderstorm (Psalm 29)….They are his creatures and his works, and they exist for his pleasure. To understand this is to begin to understand the joy of the psalmist and say with him, 'May the glory of the Lord endure forever.'” (Van Dyke, 166-7)

Another problem with evolution and the Big Bang as an answer for the origin of everything is fairly obvious: who, or what, produced the giant mass of material that exploded? One hundred years ago, Abraham Kuyper noted the lack of answer to the question:

“To the extent that science clings to the visible and the observable, it cannot even entertain the question of the origin, coherence, and destiny of things. The theory of evolution imagines that it can do this now with respect to origins, but this is nothing less than self-deception, for it traces things back to the first atoms and the energy they contained, but of the origin of these atoms and energy it can tell us nothing. It thus shifts the question without answering it.” (70)

Early in his career, the famous scientist Stephen Hawking wrote that “The odds against a universe like ours emerging out of something like the Big Bang are enormous.” (Achtemeier, 21) Some Christians wondered if Hawking might believe in God as the author of the universe. But now Hawking and other brilliant physicists are theorizing alternative universes or the “multi-verse”. Our Big Bang must have been caused by another universe interfering with energy to cause the explosion. But then you must ask, who or what made the other universes? It is an endless loop, and the Darwinians must finally just say, the Universe is eternal. There has always been material and it will apparently keep contracting and exploding for all eternity. 
So, you can believe that there is a personal God who created everything, or that the universe itself is an eternal sort of impersonal god. If you were going to “adopt” a god, it seems to me that you should choose a personal, intelligent, and loving Deity, over the evolutionary alternative. Gregory S. Cootsona, an author cited often in God’s Animals, came to Christ in his college years because of “the lack of meaning inherent in a godless world.” (6)

What does the creation show about God? 

In Romans 1:20, Paul said that God’s “invisible attributes” including His power and divinity have been clearly seen in the Creation. Invisible things are impossible to “see” using your eyes. Jesus used the analogy of the invisible blowing wind to explain to Nico-demus how we can “perceive” invisible things even if unseen (John 3:5-8). 
The Belgic Confession of 1561 says that we know God “First, by the creation, preservation, and government of the universe, since that universe is before our eyes, like a beautiful book, in which all creatures, great and small, are as letters to make us ponder the invisible things of God: his eternal power and his divinity, as the apostle Paul says in Romans 1:20.” (DeWitt, 93-94)
Similarly, the Psalmist in Psalm 19 writes that the Creation utters speech and yet their voice is not heard. In 1796, William Beveridge wrote “there is not a leaf, not a line, in this great book of creation, wherein we may not clearly read the existence and perfections of the great and glorious Creator, and that even by the glimmering light of nature.” More recently, Jurgen Moltmann and E. Cardenal (cited) promoted this truth. 

“Anyone who understands nature as God's creation sees in nature, not merely God's 'works,' but also 'traces of God', ciphers and hidden tokens of his presence. 'God's signature is on the whole of nature. All creatures are love letters from God to us.'” (Moltmann, citing Cardenal, 63-64)

“As God's gifts, all his creatures are fundamentally eucharistic beings also; but the human being is able - and designated - to express the praise of all created things before God. In his own praise he acts as representative for the whole of creation. His thanksgiving, as it were, looses the dumb tongue of nature. It is here that the priestly dimension of his designation is to be found. So when in the 'creation' psalms thanks are offered for the sun and the light, for the heavens and the fertility of the earth, the human being is thanking God, not merely on his own behalf, but also in the name of heaven and earth and all created beings in them. Through human beings the sun and moon also glorify the Creator. Through human beings plants and animals adore the Creator too. That is why in the praise of creation the human being sings the cosmic liturgy, and through him the cosmos sings before its Creator the eternal song of creation.” (71)

The fall of humans into sin has corrupted our minds, so that we have difficulty perceiving God in the Creation, and we more easily reject what evidence we do see. 
Before sin, there was no doubt who the Creator was, and that Creator walked in the garden with Adam and Eve. As Warfield wrote, “…not being a sinner, man in Eden, as he contemplated the works of God, saw God in the unclouded mirror of his mind with clarity of vision.” (76) 
Now, in our fallen state, we cannot learn enough about God through the creation alone to find Jesus Christ. The Bible is our teacher, with the details we need about our Lord; the creation is a beautiful truth that can only be understood properly in concert with the written revelation of God. While Horace Stanton rightly calls all of God’s works “inspired commentaries on His inspired Word,” only Christians with changed hearts seem to be able to perceive these truths. Philip Yancey cites the opinion of C.S. Lewis:

“C.S. Lewis said that the Christian does not go to nature to learn theology – the message is too garbled – but rather to fill theological words with meaning: 'Nature never taught me that there exists a God of glory and of infinite majesty. I had to learn that in other ways. But nature gave the word glory a meaning for me. I still do not know where else I could have found one.'” (in LeQuire, 165)

Similarly, Fred Van Dyke wrote, “So it is that general revelation, by itself, can teach precisely nothing of God. Yet its revelation is not without value, for creation can provide powerful illustrations of what Scripture teaches only as concept.” (41) 

We modern, scientific, humans tend to over-think the Bible theme of the creation praising God. The Psalms and poetic literature often command the trees and animals to praise the Lord. In Luke 19:40, when Pharisees wished to silence the people for praising Jesus, He replied, “I tell you that if these should be silent, the stones would immediately cry out.” 
Richard Bauckham makes two helpful observations about such passages. First, God can hear and appreciate the praise of non-human creatures even though we cannot, as Psalm 19 infers. (Bible, 85; see also Wright, 54). Second:

“The passages about creation's praise are, of course, metaphorical: they attribute to non-human creatures the human practice of praising God in human language. But the reality to which they point is that all creatures bring glory to God simply by being themselves and fulfilling their God-given roles in God's creation. A lily does not need to do anything specific in order to praise God; still less need it be conscious of anything. Simply by being and growing it praises God...” (Living, 149)

Spurgeon points out that many of the creatures do have voices that we hear; we simply don’t understand them. 

“…in a certain sense the whole earth is filled with God’s glory. ‘All thy works praise thee, O God’ is as true now as it was in paradise…The lowing of the cattle, the singing of the birds, the leaping of the fishes, and the delights of animal creation, are still acceptable as votive offerings to the Most High. … The whole earth is still a great orchestra for God’s praise, and His creatures still take up various parts in the eternal song, which, ever swelling and ever increasing, shall by and by mount to its climax in the consummation of all things.” (Park, 177-8)

A Saxon saint of the eleventh century, Benno of Meissen, was trying to pray when a frog kept loudly interrupting him. He ordered the amphibian to be silent, but then remembered the scriptural call for all creatures to worship God, and he “commanded the frogs to continue praising God in their own way.” (Bauckham, Living, 36) 
We humans are a provincial bunch, and tend to think that our way of doing things is the only proper way. For us to expect that the praise of God is only accomplished by human beings, in worded languages, is similarly provincial. If God wants rocks to praise, they will! Expecting that rocks must shout in English or Hebrew seems unnecessary. Jesus may receive different kinds of praise in ways we do not understand. It does seem that all of the creation has a manner of praise, which God accepts and genuine and right. 

“But that God-focused goal of human life (to glorify and enjoy God) is not something that sets us apart from the rest of creation. Rather, it is something we share with the rest of creation. That is the 'chief end' of all creation. The only difference is that we human beings must glorify our creator in uniquely human ways. We are the only creatures who are made in the image of God, and so the praise and glory we bring to God reflects that status.” (Wright, 53)


Why does the creation praise God? 

Why does the creation praise God? One reason is given when angels and other heavenly beings worship in  Revelation 4:9-11. 

“Whenever the living creatures give glory and honor and thanks to Him who sits on the throne, who lives forever and ever, the twenty-four elders fall down before Him who sits on the throne and worship Him who lives forever and ever, can cast their crowns before the throne saying: ‘You are worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honor and power; for You created all things, and by Your will they exist and were created.’”

God is worthy, they say, because 1) God created all things, and 2) because they exist according to God’s will. The older King James Version translates verse 11 more colorfully: “for thy pleasure they are and were created.” The implication is important. We may say that God made everything just exactly according to His plans, or we may also say, God was pleased with everything just the way He made it. This seems closer to the meaning of Genesis chapter one, where God so often declared, “it was good.” From this, Arch Stanton asks a good question:

“Can we safely assume the earth and everything within is for the pleasures of humanity? The Bible tells us everything created is for God's pleasure… Animals have been a part of creation since the beginning. God is well pleased with the way he made the animals. As the verse above tells us (Rev. 4:11), everything created by God is for his pleasure and not for the pleasure of humanity. Exactly how long are the animals going to be pleasurable to God? Are they going to be pleasurable to him from birth to death only, or are they going to be pleasurable to him for all eternity?” (11-12)

The same question was asked in an 1899 book: “Can there be any real doubt that all animals were made for the promotion of the glory of God? Why then should we think that they are to promote it only in this life?” (Moore, 38) 
We will be answering that question in chapters twenty one through twenty three.

Was the world made solely for humans to use?

If the animals were made for God’s pleasure, and were good, before man was created, then how can men now say that animals were created only for us to use? Immanuel Kant wrote in his Lectures in Ethics that “Animals are … merely as means to an end. That end is man.” (Rollin, Rights, 42) Lewis Gompertz sarcastically portrayed this attitude of modern people: 

“But this seems to be still the age of infancy, and baby-like do we cry. This is all made for me! The land and the ocean abound with myriads of animated beings of admirable constructions only for me to play with, to torment, and to destroy. This is what we are taught … and for what use can they possible be, but for the good of me?” (32)

Thomas Keith offers several examples of colonial-era thinkers seeking anthropocentric explanations for the existence of various animals. We might agree, as moderns, that these ideas are silly, but they fit perfectly with the view that animals have no purpose but to serve humans.

“The physician George Cheyne in 1705 explained that the Creator made the horse's excrement smell sweet, because he knew that men would often be in its vicinity. Every animal was thus intended to serve some human purpose, if not practical, then moral or aesthetic. Savage beasts were necessary instruments of God's wrath, left among us 'to be our schoolmasters,' thought James Pilkington, the Elizabethan bishop; they fostered human courage and provided useful training for war. Horse-flies, guessed the Virginian gentleman William Byrd in 1728, had been created so 'that men should exercise their wits and industry to guard themselves against them.' Apes and parrots had been ordained 'for man's mirth.' Singing birds were devised 'on purpose to entertain and delight mankind. The lobster, observed the Elizabethan George Owen, served several purposes in one: it provided men with food, for they could eat its flesh; with exercise, for they had first to crack its legs and claws; and with an object of contemplation, for they could behold its wonderful suit of armor...” (19)
	
There are two extended Bible passages where God brags about His creation. Take the time to read Job chapters 38 to 41, and Psalm 104. In none of these passages is it implied that God made animals or the world for the pleasure of man. In fact, some of the creatures are mentioned with warnings: don’t mess with these guys or they will hurt you! God brags about birds of prey and mountain goats, usually living far from our influence. Behemoth and Leviathan are two gigantic animals, and God almost mockingly asks “will you capture him as a pet for your daughters?” Van Dyke reflects on the Job chapters:

“Not only does much of creation seem to have no use for humans (what use are frogs, toads, mice and fleas?), but some things appear to have been created precisely to be useless to us. Job's confrontation with God illustrates the point.... (Job 40 & 41) God makes no offer to Job of a 'useful' creation. He seems to take positive glee in pointing out how utterly and awesomely useless (to us) are some of the creatures he has made. Leviathan and Behemoth are of no use to Job. They confound him. Yet God takes pleasure in them, and right so, for (among other reasons) they frustrate human wisdom, they destroy Job's (and our) illusion of control, that we are 'masters of our fate and captains of our soul.' …God's response to Job is designed to help Job remove his focus from himself. The essence of sin is for humans to make themselves, rather than God, the center of all things.” (48-50)

The main purpose for which God created everything: celestial bodies, humans, animals, and plants, is to glorify Himself. However, that does not mean that created beings have no other purposes. Just as humans produce devices that fulfill multiple roles, like a jet fighter than also provides ground support for soldiers, God created animals for many purposes that may not be obvious. For example, Charles Darwin carefully studied earth-worms and discovered their unsurpassed value as improvers of the soil. Earthworms glorify God, and they provide an important service to the planet by spreading nutrients in the dirt. 
As foolish humans have discovered throughout history, whenever we annihilate birds, we learn hard lessons. We learn that birds keep insects populations in check, when our crops are eaten by bugs. Birds glorify God, and eat pesky insect species. As a human being, I glorify Jesus by living and growing, and I seem to have multiple purposes, as an occasional preacher, and writer, and friend to a few people. 
Declaring that the chief purpose of every creature is to glorify God is not to discount the other purposes that they may serve in the divine plan. As William Perkins the Puritan wrote, “God in framing his creatures in the beginning made them good, yea very good. God has appointed every creature for some special end, for he hath fitted and furnished it with sufficient power and virtue for accomplishing the same end.” (Sargent, 40)

“God's purpose in creation was for his own pleasure (Rev. 4:11) and for the harmonious co-existence of all his creatures whom, in his love and grace, he had designed to move about freely and to be happy and secure (Ps. 104:10-23)... God created humans to be partners with him in caring for creation (Gen. 1:28; Ps. 8:6).” (Sarkar, 33)

Many animals were made for humans to use. That is not their chief purpose, but they do glorify God by helping humans to live. Chapters twelve through nineteen will discuss these uses. The human permission to use some animals is not, however, an unlimited freedom. 

God’s Purpose in the Garden of Eden

One clever bumper sticker says, “God’s original plan was to hang out in a garden with a bunch of naked vegetarians.” (Brown, 55) Funny, and true. 
It would seem that Jesus’ perfect will in the Garden of Eden was to hang out with naked vegetarians. Genesis 3:10 is a very interesting. Adam and Eve had just sinned, and we see that “they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of the day…”. Because the Lord God here apparently has a body, we believe it was Jesus, the pre-incarnate Son of God. So Jesus is walking in Eden in the cool of the day, and calling out for Adam and Eve. The implication is that Jesus had walked with them in Eden before. God was expecting to enjoy another day in the garden with the innocent humans and curious animals and lovely trees.
What was Eden like? According to George Walker, who wrote in 1641:

“…man's estate, wherein God created him was a most sweet and happy estate, full of joy, peace, delight and contentment; and man had no want, nor anything which he could dislike; but all means to make him thankful to God, and joyful before him. The meat and food of man, and of all living creatures was such as the earth brought forth in abundance by God's blessing without labor; they needed not to seek it by toil and travail, it was plentiful everywhere, and they had variety of all things which might give them content; there was no death, not so much as of a creeping thing; no hurt, no killing, no crying nor groaning under vexation; no coveting, snatching and ravening, every creature had enough.” (232-233)

Can we determine what the Earth would have been like if Adam and Eve had remained pure? What if Eve had told the serpent to “take a hike”? It may not be mere speculation to determine this, because we believe that no purpose of God is thwarted. 
It is one thing to say that God allows bad things to happen, so that He can gain greater glory by fixing them and gaining a victory in the end. We believe God does that. It is quite another thing to say that God intended Plan A, but the Serpent ruined it forever, so now God will have to just settle for plan B. I propose to you that God’s original intention for Earth has been temporarily corrupted, but it will be fully restored and even bettered, because God will not allow his purpose to be permanently hindered.
The good future planned for our world is evidence of God’s original plan, since it is a restoration to original goodness. However, we may also have indications in the Bible of God’s first intentions, that will be fulfilled in the consummation. 
One persuasive idea is that God intended for the Earth to serve as His holy temple in our universe. Professor John Walton of Wheaton College proposes:

“The cosmos is not set up with only people in mind. The cosmos is also intended to carry out a function related to God. On the seventh day we discover that God has been working to achieve a rest. This seventh day is not just a theological appendix to the creation account, just to bring closure now that the main event of creating people has been reported. God not only sets up the cosmos so that people will have a place; he also sets up the cosmos to serve as his temple... He is making a rest for himself, a rest provided for by the completed cosmos. Inhabiting his resting place is the equivalent of being enthroned – it is connected to taking up his role as sovereign ruler of the cosmos. The temple simply provides a symbolic reality for this concept.'” (Brown, 35)

“But when we adopt the biblical perspective of the cosmic temple, it is no longer possible to look at the world (or space) in secular terms. It is not ours to exploit. We do not have natural resources, we have sacred resources. Obviously this view is far removed from a view that sees nature as divine: As sacred space the cosmos is his place. It is therefore not his person. The cosmos is his place, and our privileged place in it is his gift to us.” (Walton, 145)

T. Desmond Alexander argues in his book, From Eden to the New Jerusalem, that the earth was “designed to be a divine residence” where God would coexist with His people, and while Genesis shows the building site, Revelation describes the finished city. (14) This may also be implied by the very contrary story of the Tower of Babel. 

“In the light of God’s blueprint for the earth, the early chapters of Genesis conclude with a highly ironic account (Gen. 11:1-9). Human beings set about building a city with a tower that will reach up to the heavens in order that humankind will not be dispersed throughout the earth. This reverses the divine plan, for God is interested in making the whole earth his residence by filling it with holy people. In marked contrast, the people of Babel attempt to access heaven and avoid filling the earth. Babel represents the antithesis of what God intends.” (29)

Ezekiel 28:13 refers to Eden as “the garden of God” (see also Isaiah 51:3) and implies that “the mountain of God” stood there (Ezekiel 28:14), where Satan hoped to rise above God. Eden was not the garden of man, but the paradise of God, from which Adam and Eve were cast out when they became rebels. And this “mountain of God” is our future hope, the implication being that the holy mountain has taken over the whole Earth, as prophesied in Daniel (2:44-45), and in Isaiah 65:17-25:

“For behold, I create new heavens and a new earth; and the former things will not be remembered or come to mind. But be glad and rejoice forever in what I create… they will also plant vineyards and eat their fruit… they will not labor in vain, or bear children for calamity… The wolf and the lamb will graze together, and the lion will eat straw like the ox; and dust will be the serpent’s food. They will do no evil or harm in all My holy mountain,’ says the Lord.”

The designs used in the building of the Tabernacle and Temple included parallel elements to symbolize Eden, the place where God dwelt. Priests and worshipers, when purified, could enter to worship God and seek His forgiveness. 
Here are some parallels between the Garden of Eden and the later Tabernacle, Temple, and New Jerusalem.

1) Eden, the Tabernacle and Temple were entered from the east and guarded by cherubim (Gen. 3:24; Ex. 25:18-22; 26:31; I Ki. 6:23-29; 8:6-7; II Chron. 3:4). M.S. Smith writes that “Solomon’s choice of palmette and cherub motif to adorn the walls and doors conveys to Temple visitors that the Temple proper recreated the Garden of Eden, Yahweh’s terrestrial residence.” (Alexander, 45ff)

2) Gold and onyx are precious stones used for beauty and decoration (Gen. 2:11-12; Ex. 25:7, 11, 17; I Ki. 6:21-22; Rev. 21:18-20).

3) The menorah lamp-stand may represent the Tree of Life (Gen. 2:9; 3:22; Ex. 25:31-35), while Palm Trees adorned the Temple (I Ki. 6:29, 32), and the Tree of Life returns in the New Earth (Rev. 2:7; 22:2). The blue, purple, and scarlet curtains used in the sanctuaries (Ex. 26:1, 31) may represent the “variegated colors of the sky” designated by the Hebrew word ma’or also used to denote the sun, moon and stars in Gen. 1:14-16. (Alexander, 39)

4) The pair of verbs from Genesis 2:15, where humans are ordered to abad (serve, till) and samar (keep, guard) the Garden, are only found together again in the context of the duties of the Levites who are to abad and samar the Tabernacle (Num. 3:7-8). (Anderson, Earthen, 78-9)

5) The Holy of Holies dimensions in the Temple were proportionally a cube shape (I Kings 6:20), which may be why the New Jerusalem dimensions for the New Earth are also a cube, measuring about 1,380 miles in length, breadth, and height. (Alexander, 18-20)

6) The river flowing from Eden (Gen. 2:10) may be renewed again in the future Jerusalem as portrayed in Ezekiel 47:1-12 and the healing waters of Revelation 22:1-2.

7) Pieces of creation were declared “good” seven times in Genesis 1, and the tabernacle was called “good” seven times in Exodus 25-31.

8) The Holy Spirit, not often mentioned in the Old Testament, worked in creation in Genesis 1:2 and in filling Bezalel the craftsman to build the Tabernacle (Ex. 31:3; 35:31). (Middleton, 84-85)

9) Jesus killed one or more animals to cover the nakedness of the sinful Adam and Eve in Eden…priests later killed animals as symbols of the covering righteousness of the future Messiah in the Tabernacle and Temple. Hebrews chapters 8 and 9 show the earthly Tabernacle and the work of the priests in it, and says that these places made by human hands were just copies of the true heavenly place and work of Christ (9:24).

T. Desmond Alexander summarizes this theme well:

“…the New Jerusalem of Revelation 21-22 represents the fulfillment of God’s original blueprint for the earth. From the outset of creation, God intended that the earth would become a holy garden-city in which he would dwell alongside human beings. However, the disobedience of Adam and Eve jeopardized this divine project. Expelled from God’s presence, the first human couple were stripped of their priestly status. In addition, through their unholy behavior they and subsequent generations defiled the earth. Those who were meant to facilitate God’s creation plan now prevented it from being fulfilled. In the process of recovering the earth as his dwelling place, God progressively established the tabernacle, the Jerusalem temple and the church. In differing ways each of these functioned as a model resembling God’s ultimate ambition for the world. Additionally, all three herald new stages in the process by which God himself gradually begins to inhabit the earth. Ultimately, God’s presence will fill the New Jerusalem, bringing to completion his creation project.” (74)


The importance of this should be obvious. If the Tabernacle and the Temple were places of worship seeking to imitate or symbolize the beauty of the Garden of Eden, and the New Jerusalem of the eternal future is the final fulfillment of that Garden, then God never gave up on Paradise! 
Satan did not destroy Paradise forever; and humans did not “blow” their one chance to have a beautiful world forever. Eden was the place where God and humans could live together forever in peace and love. He intended for virtuous humanity to model His Eden throughout the Earth by proper cultivation and use of the planet. (25) Then we failed. 
The dream of Eden is more than an ancient myth shared by the peoples of the world. Eden was meant to be God’s Temple on Earth. (Middleton, 81-2) God has shown that His places of worship are imitations of His first paradise, and we can glimpse Paradise in our worship, and He will restore and enhance that Paradise in our future.

Ezekiel 36:27-35, “Moreover, I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit within you… You will live in the land that I gave to your forefathers; so you will be My people, and I will be your God…. I will multiply the fruit of the tree and the produce of the field…They will say, ‘This desolate land has become like the garden of Eden…”

You may wonder, what do the Garden of Eden, Tabernacle, Temple, and future New Jerusalem have to do with animals? The parallels shown so far, of common elements in each of God’s sanctuaries, included rivers, mountains, trees, sky, and angels. Where are the animals, aside from being sacrificial victims for human sinners?
I saved this to surprise you. The angels themselves, the cherubim mentioned in these places, are more animal than ‘angelic’ in many ways!

Angels are a fascinating subject, and popular even in the mainstream media.
Angels, in the Bible, come in a variety of types. Scripture only tells us the personal names of three angels: Lucifer, Michael, and Gabriel. Angels come with differing abilities, responsibilities, and strengths. In Daniel 10:13, Gabriel says that he was hindered in completing his mission by some evil forces, until Michael arrived to clear the way. In Jude, Michael stops Satan from taking Moses’ body. Michael the archangel, thus, seems to be the most powerful angel.
Seraphim (Isaiah 6) are angelic beings with six wings, and we know very little more about them.
Cherubim are found in multiple passages of the Bible. The book Animals: Their Past and Future, by the 19th century Brethren writer G.H. Pember, proposes that the cherubim are important to our views about the future of animals.
Cherubim are the first angelic beings mentioned in the Bible, as God stationed them along with a sword to guard the Tree of Life in Genesis 3:24. The verse offers no details about the cherubim. The word might mean “near ones,” or “bulls.” 
Cherubim are found in Exodus 25 and 26, where God says He wants cherubim to be woven into tapestries or curtains inside the Tabernacle, and have sculptures of them positioned on the Ark of the Covenant on the Mercy Seat with wings outstretched over it! Apparently, then, Moses and the artisans had some idea what cherubim looked like.
I Samuel 4:6 and 6:2, plus Psalm 80:1 and 99:1, demonstrate that one of God’s names among the priests and King David was “the Lord of Hosts who dwells between the cherubim.” King Solomon had giant cherubim statues made in the Temple, of olive wood, covered with gold, with large outstretched wings, along with lions and oxen and palm trees (I Kings 6-7).
We do not have any idea what the cherubim look like until we get to the Book of Ezekiel, mainly in chapters one and ten. These “living beings” (as they are frequently called) have human bodies, but each has four faces and four wings and four arms. The four faces are of a man, a lion, a bull, and an eagle. Two wings stretched upward to hold God’s throne (like a chariot), and two covered their bodies. They have human-looking hands but hooves like a bull for feet. They may have eyes all over their bodies. Ezekiel 10:14 has a slightly different list of their faces: a cherub, a man, a lion, and an eagle, so that perhaps the “cherub” is the bull or ox.
James Jordan proposes that the four faces of the cherubim correspond to the four central constellations of the Zodiac and the positions of the four tribes of Israel (north, south, east, and west). (Through, 61)

In the New Testament vision of John in Revelation 4:6-9, we have another glimpse of the cherubim, with a few minor difference and additions. They are again called ‘living creatures,’ full of eyes, with faces of a man, ox, lion, and eagle. However, now they are standing around God’s throne, not carrying it; they have six wings; and they constantly sing, “Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty, who was and is and is to come.” 

What should we make of these strange beings? You may notice that I have been calling them angelic creatures, and not angels. They are repeatedly called cherubim and living creatures, not angels. In fact, Revelation 5:11 gives a list of those praising God, and separates the four living creatures, the elders, and the myriads of angels, as different actors in the scene. They seem obviously to be angelic in the sense of living with God in Heaven, and they are not humans, but why does God so often call them “living creatures” just as he calls the animals throughout Genesis? And why are three of their four faces the faces of animals, and feet like oxen? The long Jewish and Christian tradition has been to these creatures as representatives of the dominant types of animals on Earth: humans, lions (wild animals), oxen (domestic animals), and eagles (birds). (Bauckham, Living, 177-8)
No one can foolishly say that Heaven would be degraded by having “mere” animals in Heaven, because God created strange angelic beings for His praise around His throne with faces of oxen, lions and eagles. Why did God make them look like animals from the Earth? Bauckham proposes that:

“…they worship representatively, on behalf of the whole animal creation, human and non-human… In my view the living creatures them-selves are certainly heavenly creatures, superior to all earthly creatures… but they are representatives of the world of earthly creatures in the sense that they worship on behalf of the latter. They act as priests of creation, offering continual praise to God in the heavenly sanctuary on behalf of all creatures.” (Living, 165, 177) 

How or why might we call the cherubim “representatives of the world of earthly creatures?” Because of Genesis 2:20, “The man gave names to all the cattle, and to the birds of the sky, and to every beast of the field…”. When God brought creatures to animals for names, perhaps showing man’s special dominion, three types of animals came: cattle, birds, and wild beasts. 
Two types of animals were left out: fish and creeping things. We will discuss these  later in this book, but we usually look at “creeping things” as insects. It would be difficult for Adam to name the various kinds of sea creatures, seeing how he was living in a Garden and not near the oceans. Insects come in so many varieties that even modern science has no idea how many species there may be! So perhaps for practical reasons, Adam named only the domestic animals, the wild animals, and the birds. Liberals scoff even at this, saying Adam would need years to name all of the creatures. Remember: we believe that species have greatly multiplied from the original basic ‘kinds.’ There were not 300 dog sub-species but only one or two; and Adam might not see thousands of bird species, but only dozens, perhaps. (Nelson, 4, 6)
 With lions often viewed as “king of the beasts,” and oxen known to be the major domestic creature in the early history of domestication, and eagles seen as the regal head of the bird world, and humans as God’s appointed regent over those… the cherubim with four faces represent the four heads of the earthly species. One might also say that the absent fish and insects may be represented by the eagle and the lion, since the fish were created on day five like the birds, and the insects could be seen as wild creatures (not domesticated) like the lion on day six. 
These classes of animals are also seen in Genesis 9:9-10, “Now behold, I Myself do establish My covenant with you, and with your descendants after you; and with every living creature that is with you, the birds, the cattle, and every beast of the earth with you; of all that comes out of the ark, even every beast of the earth.” The cattle, wild creatures, and birds are specially named among all the animals from Noah’s Ark as members of the Noahic covenant, which God will always remember as shown by the rainbow to be seen forever on Earth. And where else is the rainbow seen in the Bible? Above the cherubim, over God’s throne in Ezekiel 1:26-28 and Revelation 4:3-6. Is it a coincidence that the rainbow is near the four living creatures of Heaven? And is it a coincidence that the four living creatures were set as guards at the entrance to Eden when Adam and Eve were exiled? G.T. Pember says absolutely not. (13-14)

“…the Cherubim were representative beings. Such an explanation is in beautiful accord with the present context; for if it be correct, the appearance of the Cherubim must have been to Adam a sweet consolation and a glorious prediction of the future. Because of his transgression he had just been thrust out from the garden of delight, and the ceaseless flashing of the fiery sword taught him that he could no more put forth his hand and take of the Tree of Life. But within the guarded circle stood the four living creatures; and in their representative forms he doubtless perceived a promise that God would yet devise means to fetch home again His banished ones, to restore both man and beast to the privileges of the Tree of Life.”

Remember what we have learned about the Cherubim. Instead of being called angels, they are always called Cherubim or living creatures. They are almost always seen holding up or surrounding God’s throne in Heaven. Their faces may represent the four major species or types of living things on Earth. If God intended the planet to be His temple, and the Garden of Eden was the center from which Adam and Eve would subdue the world to God’s kingdom, then it makes sense that the cherubim would then keep the cursed humans out of the Garden, and yet simultaneously remind Adam of Eve of the promise of the coming Man who would crush the serpent and allow the future return of the creatures, human and animal, to the Tree of eternal Life. 
If the Cherubim do represent the four types of creatures on Earth, and these four living creatures will live forever near God’s throne, is there no implication for the status of animals “in Heaven?” It is actually on Earth, the new Earth, that the creatures, God, and humans will exist forever. God fashioned a handful of special angelic-style animal beings to praise around His throne, just as He intended for the humans and animals of the Earth to do when they were made from the dust. As I said earlier, the chief end of man is “to glorify God and enjoy Him forever,” and it seems difficult to propose a distinct purpose for animals or the rest of the creation. The animals can and do glorify God, in their own ways. 
John Ray wrote in 1793, 

“…The Testimony of Scripture makes God in all his Actions to intend and design his own Glory mainly, Prov. xvi.4. God made all Things for himself. How! For himself? He hath no Need of them: He hath no Use of them. No, he made them for the Manifestation of his Power, Wisdom, and Goodness, and that he might receive from the creatures that were able to take Notice thereof, his Tribute of Praise…” (183)

Perhaps the Cherubim are representatives of the animal kingdom, praising God for His gifts to them.

In short, God owns everything, and everything was created to praise and enjoy Him. Even the animals.




Chapter Three
Creation’s Order

The whole creation demonstrates God’s attributes through its remarkable order. Saint Augustine hinted at this:

“If we were mere beasts, we should love the life of sensuality. If we were trees- we should seem to have a kind of desire for increased fertility and more abundant fruitfulness.  If we were stones, waves, wind or flame, or anything of that kind, lacking sense and life, we should still show something like a desire for our own place and order.”  (462-3)

Animals are a critical part of the order of our planet, and God has made every necessary provision for their well-being. Insofar as human societies have come to under-mine the integrity and wholeness of creation, they rebel against God’s intended design, purpose, and order.

Psalm 104 is a key text for any discussion of animals in the Bible. 

Bless the Lord, O my soul! O Lord my God, You are very great: You are clothed with honor and majesty, Who cover Yourself with light as with a garment, who stretch out the heavens like a curtain. He lays the beams of His upper chambers in the waters, Who makes the clouds His chariot, who walks on the wings of the wind, who makes His angels spirits, His ministers a flame of fire. (1-4)

These verses imply that the cherubim, the angelic creatures that carry God’s chariot, were involved at the creation of the Earth from the very beginning, as was shown in Job 38:5-7. His chariot-bearers resemble the four great animal kingdoms: humans, domestic animals, wild animals, and birds. Since God’s interest and work seems to be focused on the earth and its inhabitants, it makes sense that representatives of the animal world would become a part of His entourage.

You who laid the foundations of the earth, so that it should not be moved forever, You covered it with the deep as with a garment; the waters stood above the mountains. At Your rebuke they fled; at the voice of your thunder they hastened away. They went up over the mountains; they went down into the valleys, to the place which You founded for them. You have set a boundary that they may not pass over, that they may not return to cover the earth. (v. 5-9)

These verses refer to Noah’s Flood, as the waters covered the mountains, then God set a boundary so they will never again return to cover the earth. It cannot refer to the creation since the flood waters did later “return to cover the earth.” It was the Great Flood that brought about the mountains: thus the pre-flood world was probably more flat.

“He sends the springs into the valleys; they flow among the Hills. They give drink to every beast of the field; the wild donkeys quench their thirst. By them the birds of the heavens have their home; they sing among the branches. He waters the hills from His upper chambers; the earth is satisfied with the fruit of Your works. … The trees of the Lord are full of sap, the cedars of Lebanon which He planted, where the birds make their nests; the stork has her home in the fir trees. The high hills are for the wild goats; the cliffs are a refuge for the rock badgers. He appointed the moon for seasons; the sun knows its going down. You make darkness and it is night, in which all the beasts of the forest creep about….” (v.  10-13, 16-20)

Jesus has taken that dreadful annihilation of the world called the Flood, the deluge of waters, and changed it. For a time, water was a stupendous disaster; but it has become also a blessing. As William Paley observed, “By evaporation water is carried up into the air; by the converse of evaporation it falls down upon the earth. And how does it fall? Not by the clouds being all at once reconverted into water, and descending, like a sheet; not in rushing down in columns from a spout; but in moderate drops…” (282) 

“The Deity…where he sees fit, in particular instances dispensing with these laws; restraining the clouds, in one instance, from shedding their treasures; and in another, permitting them to descend in blessings. Acting everywhere upon the atmosphere, and those secondary powers that produce atmospheric phenomena, as circumstances connected with his moral government require. Thus it is that his strength is in the clouds; (Ps lxvii.34) that his presence either to bless or to curse, is manifested by them..” (Kirby, v1, 45)

Control of the weather is one proof of God’s ownership of the world. Exodus 9:29, Moses said to him, ‘As soon as I go out of the city, I will spread out my hands to the Lord; the thunder will cease and there will be hail no longer, that you may know that the earth is the Lord’s.’ The disciples were terrified of Jesus when He spoke to the wind and the waves to calm a storm. (Matt. 8:23-26) When charlatans seek to identify themselves as gods, they may offer purported healings and clever tricks as miracles, but they do not alter the weather as proof of their powers. Weather-control is beyond humans.
Water is the one key element we look for when seeking life on other planets. In searching the cosmos for earth-like planets, we search for water. Angels apparently do not need food and drink, and they are alive, so we cannot say that water is required for life. However, water is required for all the biological lifeforms we know of. So far we haven't found any living organism that does not require water. And by require, I do not mean just ‘desire’. I love to drink water, so I desire it. But without it I would die. Our bodies are made up of 70% water. If you were microwaved, extracting all of your water, only a small pile of dried elements would remain. The same is true of animal bodies, and plants. Organic, growing things, need water. 
Psalm 104 shows how Jesus has created stable systems of water for life to use. Water is channeled through creeks and rivers coming down from the mountains. In deserts where water is scarce, not many animals can live. Although we may debate the role of human governments in protecting waterways, there is no doubt that water is an important resource worth protecting.
The atmosphere holds the important moisture and gases against our world so that our air does not drift into the void of space. This thin layer of life-giving material allows humans, animals and plants to “breathe” and survive.
The controversial scientist James Lovelock uses an interesting atmospheric statistic to prove that our planet is “Gaia,” a sort of biologically-inspired life-preserving god. 

“One-fifth of the air is now oxygen. We can ask, would it matter if one quarter of the air were oxygen, instead of one-fifth? For breathing, we couldn’t tell the difference. But at one quarter, that is twenty-five percent, so great would be the increase in flammability that a single flash of lightning would be sufficient to ignite even the damp tropical rain forests and cause them and almost all of the standing vegetation to burn away in a vast conflagration. Thus, it seems that both the climate and the composition of the air are regulated so as to be favorable for life.” (Lovelock, 47)

I find it simpler to ascribe credit for the atmosphere to the work of God.


The Heavenly Bodies

Day Four in the Genesis creation account, where God creates the Sun, moon, and stars, presents a number of difficulties for evolutionary theories. It seems obvious that if evolution is correct, then God could not make plants to grow on the Earth for millions or billions of years, and later bring in the Sun. The “Day Age” theory, claiming that each day in Genesis was really millions or billions of years, cannot work with plants coming before sunlight! 
Even if you claim that Genesis 1 was an obvious myth, and that no one ever believed it to be literal… later Bible verses, like Exodus 20:11, become a problem, “For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is.” You will have to explain how the ‘finger of God’ wrote the Ten Commandments in stone for Moses, including this six day myth (Exodus 20:11; 31:17-18). Martin Luther proposed that people who dislike the short creation idea should take it up with God: “But if you cannot understand how this could have been done in six days, then grant the Holy Spirit the honor of being more learned than you are.” (Morris III, 99)
Speaking of stars, I am an amateur astronomer. I have two telescopes, a large and small one, and visit the local observatory often. One of my uncles is an astronomer and showed me the marvelous stars from the Anza-Borrego desert in southern California. One frequent question I hear from critics of six-day creation is what I call ‘the distant light argument.’ They say that since we can see galaxies millions or billions of light years distant from earth, then obviously it would take millions or billions of years for the light from those galaxies to get here. Therefore, the universe must be millions or billions of years old. That is a very logical and cogent argument.
However, it seems quite clear to me from Genesis 1:14 that God created the universe with the light from distant stars and galaxies already upon the Earth. Why? Because verse 14 says that God made the lights “for signs and seasons, for days and years.” If the apparent motion of the stars (via Earth’s rotation) was intended to help folks determine the seasons, days and years, then we would need to see the lights of the stars now, and not 4 million years from now, for them to be useful as seasonal signs. Of course, I do not claim that the whole universe is made only for the use of humans; but if one of the goals in God’s creation of stars was for humans to interpret seasons by them, then it is plain that we need to see those lights. Furthermore, many of us humans enjoy looking at the nebulae and wonders of our universe; they would be long out of our view if we had to wait millions of years for their beams to reach us. The distant light argument makes sense but is answered in the creation account: God wanted us to see the stars now. 

“When we step outside and look up, what do we see? We see the blue sky of day, and the black starry sky of night. We see clouds and heavenly fire (lightning). We see rainbows and falling stars. We hear thunder. The Bible tells us that these are not merely natural phenomena. They are pictures of heaven, revelations of God’s glory, dimensions of His home. With new eyes, we can see this world also as God’s house.” (Jordan, Through, 51)

As with any topic, Christians must be careful not to arrogantly presume to have the whole truth. The sad fact is, many Christians wrongly opposed truth while intending to protect God’s Word. We are familiar with the opposition of the Roman Catholic church to Galileo and his telescopic proof that Jupiter possessed its own system of orbiting moons. All theologians of the time agreed that the universe revolved around the Sun; thus Galileo must be seeing some ‘Devilish illusion.’
 Catholics were not the only errant churchmen of that day. Martin Luther opposed Copernicus’ claim that the earth orbits the sun, writing, “This fool wishes to reverse the entire science of astronomy; but sacred Scripture tells us that Joshua commanded the Sun to stand still, and not the earth.” (Montgomery, David, 46) 
The miracle described in the book of Joshua is frequent fodder for skeptics who oppose all miracles, being stuck in their naturalistic view of our universe. However, Christians too misinterpret the Bible when they fail to consider proper ways of interpretation 
I, and many other Christians, believe in this miracle: that God did something to extend the length of the day and the appearance of the Sun in the sky, as the Bible says. Joshua did not have to ask God in an accurate, scientific way to give them more daylight. In other words, Joshua did ask for the Sun to stand still, but God was not obligated to fulfill Joshua’s request literally. Instead, God did what Joshua wanted or needed rather than what he asked. If God had stopped the Sun from rotation, no good would have come to Joshua! The earth would continue to rotate and the Sun would seem to set as usual, because it is the spinning of the Earth and not the movement of the Sun that gives us our days and nights. 
In other words, the ancient text of the Bible is telling us what Joshua and the Jews probably thought they wanted. As far as they knew at the time, the Sun revolved around the Earth. So naturally they will ask for the Sun to stand still. The Bible here is not explaining the astronomical laws of orbital mechanics among planets. It is simply explaining to an ancient people what happened in its physically understandable, visible way. Joshua and the people apparently believed, wrongly, that God stopped the Sun, when actually God stopped the Earth [or altered time, or did the miracle in a way we cannot explain]. To the Jews that day, they did not really care how God did it, but were delighted that they had time to finish destroying their foes. 
We do need to be careful not to reject truth, when science offers it, based on tenuous or errant understanding of certain Bible verses. Clinging stubbornly to our own interpretations of a verse is no less idolatrous than clinging stubbornly to a theory like evolution. We are not perfect interpreters. We err. The Bible does not err, but we can err in explaining it. 
The Sun, Moon, planets, stars, nebulae, clusters, and galaxies are stunning creations of God. Take some time to look at photographs from space probes and the Hubble telescope to see the marvels of our universe. I have found no better way to contemplate the immensity and grandeur of God than through the immensity and grandeur of His cosmos.


Symmetry or Order in Creation

The Genesis account of creation has a definite symmetry, so some readers presume it to be poetry rather than narrative. Having symmetry does not automatically imply that a passage is symbolic or metaphorical. For centuries, Bible readers have noted that days one, two and three have parallels in days four, five and six. Bauckham offers the briefest explanation, “On the first three days God creates the three environments that constitute the ordered space of creation, and then on the fourth, fifth and sixth days, He creates the inhabitants of each of these cosmic habitats in turn.” (Bible, 13) James Jordan agrees, saying that “the animals are not classified by biological similarity but by living space: water creatures, air creatures, land creatures…” (Animals, 2).
The Earth is not designed solely for human inhabitants. As Psalm 104 showed, God sends water for the wild animals to drink and to grow trees for bird perches. Jesus made rock cliffs for badger homes. High hills are great places for the mountain goats. What we call “habitat” is a living space suitable for certain kinds of creatures. “God first made the Dwelling-houses of the Creatures, before the Inhabitants thereof; yea, he first furnished and honed those several Mansions of the Creatures, before he made and brought the Creatures into them.” (Hodges, 8)
The world gave great pleasure not only to Adam and Eve but also to the animals, during the time of Eden. Not only physical habitats are designed for the comfort and safety of animals, but even darkness and light are designed by God to their advantage. Darkness is a blessing for humans, because “Being able to see nothing for seven or eight hours every night is much better than seeing images for twenty-four hours every day.” (Claerbaut, 111) Some animals co-exist with human daylight activity, but many take advantage of the human rest period to do their own foraging in the darkness of night (Psalm 104:20-23). The Cleveland Zoo has an exhibit of nocturnal creatures, shrouded in darkness, accompanied with red light so that human visitors can espy these shy mammals of the night.
In 1779, William Derham noted the obvious skill in God’s design of animal skins, each showing their ‘suitedness’ to the habitat where they dwell; and God’s sending of some creatures into hibernation for winter safety. (191-195)  Paley asks, “Can it be doubted, whether the wings of birds bear a relation to air, and the fins of fish to water? They are instruments of motion, severally suited to the properties of the medium in which the motion is to be performed…” (207)
Augustine exhorted Christians to read God’s book of nature.

“Others, in order to find God, will read a book. Well, as a matter of fact there is a certain great big book, the book of created nature. Look carefully at it top and bottom, observe it, read it. God did not make letters of ink for your to recognize him in; he sets before your eyes all these things he has made. Why look for a louder voice? Heaven and earth cries out to you, ‘God made me.’” (Johnson, 152)

John Calvin, a theologian of the Protestant Reformation, spoke much about the purpose and meaning of the Creation, calling our world “a theater of his glory.” (Schreiner, 5) One key element to Calvin’s doctrine of creation is not only the belief in Providence, or God’s rule of the world, but that God keeps this universe ordered and operational by His power on a constant basis. (ibid, 3) 
In other words, God did not simply create matter and energy, and then create “laws of nature,” like gravity and entropy, to keep it all running without His assistance. Moment by moment, the direct intervention of Jesus keeps our universe together. The main Bible passage asserting this is Colossians 1:17, where Paul writes that Jesus ‘is before all things, and by him all things consist.’ The verb for consist includes the past, present, and future, so that all things have always been under Jesus control, and always will be. Hebrews 1:3 says similarly that Jesus ‘is upholding all things by the word of his power.’ 

“The truth of the matter is that existence is not self-sustaining. The world and all creatures in it are radically dependent on God. For it is by God's command that order is created and sustained…The regularities of 'nature', then, are not based on the mechanical laws of an autonomous self-contained system (a 'cosmos' in the Greek sense) but are the constancies that express the Creator's covenant faithfulness Living beings flourish in an environment that is dependable and trustworthy because, as a prophetic interpreter puts it, God has established 'a covenant with day and night and the orders of heaven and earth' (Jer. 33:25).” (Anderson, From Creation, 11, 157)

This idea is often called “continuous creation” and appears in the works of many theologians including Jonathan Edwards. The early church father Athanasius seems to affirm the idea as well:

“So seeing that all created nature according to its own definition is in a state of flux and dissolution... after making everything by his eternal Word and bringing creation into existence, he did not abandon it to be carried away and to suffer through its own nature, lest it run the risk of returning to nothing. But being good, he governs and establishes the whole world through his Word, who is himself God, in order that creation, illuminated by the leadership, providence, and ordering of the Word, may be able to remain firm.” (Edwards, Denis, 84)

Interestingly, the Christian evolutionist Elizabeth A. Johnson, author of Ask the Beasts, promotes continuous creation to say that macro-evolution can involve God, so that He does not become a distant Deist God.

“Classical theology speaks of creation in three senses as creatio originalis, creatio continuo, creatio nova, that is, original creation in the beginning, continuous creation in the present here and now, and new creation at the redeemed end-time. … A beautiful metaphor from a 20th century philosopher expresses this insight: the Creator ‘makes all things and keeps them in existence from moment to moment, not like a sculptor who makes a statue and leaves it alone, but like a singer who keeps her song in existence at all times.’ … Continuous creation affirms that rather than retiring after bringing the world into existence at some original instant, the Creator keeps on sustaining the world in its being and becoming at every moment…. Unlike Gnostic views that disparaged the material world, or the natural-supernatural distinction that divorced it from God’s graciousness, the doctrine of continuous creation sees the natural world in its own integrity as the dwelling place of God.” (Johnson, 123, 128, 150)

 In her view, God has always been directly creating our world, via evolution, for billions of years, by continuous creation. I disagree with that conclusion, but her intriguing idea of combining macro-evolution and continuous creation is logical and worthy of consideration.
The typical view of a Christian in thanking God for his or her daily preservation is very limited. If you think that you are a nature-grown human being, destined by natural laws to mature, then you only notice God’s possible help when you are sick or have particular needs that He may fill. You don’t recognize that God may in fact be holding you together every moment: even re-creating you every millisecond. That is a humbling idea, and implies that we owe God far more credit for His personal attention than we have seen before!
In the 1563 Heidelberg Catechism we are asked, “What do you understand by the providence of God? The almighty and ever-present power of God whereby he still upholds, as it were by his own hand, heaven and earth together with all creatures, and rules in such a way that leaves and grass, rain and drought, fruitful and unfruitful years, food and drink, health and sickness, riches and poverty, and everything else, come to us not by chance but by his fatherly hand.” (Cootsona, 73)
The providence of God, viewed through the idea of continuous creation, would mean that not only humans, but also animals and plants and rocks and gases are constantly held together and protected by the hand of God. 
Jesus asked his audience, during the Sermon on the Mount, “why do you worry so when God cares for your needs?” He mentioned that God knows even the fall of a common sparrow, He may have intended far more “knowing” than we recognize. God does not just mentally recognize the event, He is involved in the event itself, at the atomic level, caring and helping.

Life Abundant and Diverse

God, in His wisdom, created the Earth to be inhabited. Isaiah 45:18, For thus says the Lord, who created the heavens, who is God, who formed the earth and made it, who established it, who did not create it in vain, who formed it to be inhabited, ‘I am the Lord, and there is no other.’ 
The Earth was intended to have life on it. Lots of life. Not just humans, but multitudes of animals. In Genesis 1:20-22, God desired that the waters teem with swarms of living creatures and ordered the creatures to Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds multiply on the earth. The earth was always meant to be inhabited, not empty of life for billions of years until molecules became organic and slowly emerged into complex beings, as Darwinism demands.
When God orders that the waters teem and swarm, He clearly wants abundance: multitudes and hordes and crowds of critters splashing in the oceans! 

‘Ecology’ is a relatively new term, from Ernst Haeckel in 1866, to describe a combination of life processes and ecosystems that work together for healthy or unhealthy living spaces. (Lambin, 8)  Although the term is new, the concept is not new. Ecology is what God created in system processes to make the world function and to keep life healthy. All of the important pieces of the puzzle, like soil, water, weather, temperature, humidity, etc., were perfectly balanced to support living creatures on Earth. 
In the Garden of Eden these processes were at the ideal setting, but God planned for Adam and Eve to go out of the garden and make the rest of the earth suitable for its life forms also. Work was not a result of the Fall, only the sweat and futility of labor were consequences of sin. Adam and Eve were supposed to transform the rest of the Earth with ecological systems to make life abundant everywhere, in imitation of God’s temple Garden of Eden.
Unfortunately, due to sinful selfishness, we humans have presumed upon the permanence of God’s abundant provision. While Jesus taught His disciples to pray for their “daily” bread, not their weekly, monthly, and yearly bread, we moderns feel too insecure about a mere one-day provision. The Israelites wandering in the wilderness learned to live and trust in a daily delivery of sweet Manna from the heavens each morning, as their food. Americans demand years of security to feel safe, by stockpiling of retirement funds and demanding government programs to intervene when things go wrong. Our desire for permanent security requires us to strip everything possible from the land and sea to sell for stockpiles of future monies. What might have seemed true a few hundred years ago to William Derham is now a fable.

“There are so many beasts, so many birds, so many insects, so many reptiles, so many trees, so many plants upon the land; so many fishes, sea-plants, and other creatures in the waters; so many minerals, metals, and fossils, in the subterraneous regions; so many species of these genera, so many individuals of the whole species, that there is nothing wanting to the use of man, or any other creature of this lower world.  If every age doth change its food, its way of clothing, its way of building; if every age hath its variety of diseases; nay, if man, or any other animal, was minded to change these things every day, still the creation would not be exhausted, still nothing would be wanting for food, nothing for physic, nothing for building and habitations, nothing for cleanliness and refreshment, yea, even for recreation and pleasure.  But the munificence of the Creator is such, that there is abundantly enough to supply the wants, the conveniences, yea, almost the extravagancies of all the creatures, in all places, all ages, and upon all occasions.”  (Derham, 61-62)

Today we recognize that the creation is not at all sufficient to support the conveniences and the ‘extravagancies’ of all creatures in all places and all ages.
As former third-world countries desire the luxurious lifestyle of America and Europe, more land and resources are ravished in China and India. Our television broad-casts taught the rest of the world to seek our way of life, and we may soon come to regret it. While wallowing ourselves in abundance, we stripped our country’s forests and over-taxed the water and soil supplies; but now we toy with environmentalism to stop the ravaging of foreign forests and soils. Other countries justifiably scoff at our hypocrisy, though they may follow our selfish example to their own harm. We are hypocrites to demand that they protect their lands and animals while we ruin and exterminate our own; however, we are correct to hope they will not imitate our failures. 
Richard Bauckham calls the Genesis 1 account of creation “ecological.” (Bible, 15) It also promotes a variety of life.

“One such phrase is: 'of every kind' or 'according to their kind.' We hear of fruit trees of every kind, seed-bearing plants of every kind, sea creatures of every kind, birds of every kind, wild animals of every kind, domestic animals of every kind, creeping things (i.e. reptiles and insects) of every kind. In all the phrase occurs ten times, scattered across the accounts of the third, the fifth and the sixth days of creation (Gen. 1:11, 12, 21, 24, 25). To say that this passage recognizes biodiversity is an understatement. It celebrates biodiversity. It paints a picture of a world teeming with many, many different forms of life. Another formula that occurs in the accounts of the fifth and sixth days is the statement that 'God blessed them' (1:22,28). God's blessing is his gift of fecundity. He enables the creatures to 'be fruitful and multiply'. Not only diversity but also abundance belongs to the Creator's will for his creation.” (Living, 218)

Thomas Aquinas tried to explain the diversity of creatures that we see in the Creation.

“For he produced things into being in order that His goodness might be communicated to them; and because his goodness could not be adequately represented by one creature alone, he produced many and diverse creatures, that what was wanting to one representation of the Divine goodness might be supplied by another. For goodness, which in God is simple and uniform, in creatures is manifold and divided; and hence the whole universe together participates in the Divine Goodness more perfectly, and represents it better than any single creature whatever.” (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 33)

If I am understanding the scholar correctly: if God had created only angelic beings, the amount of His character to be shown through such angels would be limited. So God made humans, plants, animals, stars, and the vast menagerie of things to have a variety of ways to display the His beauty and character. James Jordan writes similarly:

“Why this world with all this diversity? Why not just man and God, interfacing together…? I believe the answer to this, in part, lies in the fact that God is infinite and man is finite. We simply cannot grasp God’s infinite tri-personality all at once. For this reason, God chose to reveal the infinity of His personality in the diversity of this world. Various things in the world reveal various things about God. As we interface with these different things in the world, we are indirectly interfacing with God, who is revealed in them.” (Through, 22)

It was not necessary for God to create anything, but because God desired to create, He did it in a marvelously pleasant and diverse manner. The animals, in some way, represent to us small glimpses of the God who created them. 
You may have heard that protecting species of plants and animals is simultaneously a way of protecting humans. Who knows, we are told, whether that now-vanished plant or frog might have provided us with a cure for cancer? 
This is true enough. But take it a theological step further. 
If the animals and plants and even inanimate parts of creation are deeper statements of the Divine nature; how many facets of our beloved God are we missing in the destruct-ion of a species? Scientists estimate that we may have 40 million species of living things on the Earth, and have named only about 1.5 million of these. (DeWitt, Earthwise, 31) 
Bugs are not popular creatures. I grew up hating them because I was afraid. As a baby I crawled into red ants and threw dirt in a bee hive, getting many painful stings for my folly. Until college, I was unable to shake my fear of insects. Now I find them rather interesting. God apparently finds them interesting also. 
How do I know? Because God made more bugs than any other creatures. Jonathan Balcombe says that we have about ten thousand species of ants on Earth, with their total number estimated at about one quadrillion [1,000,000,000,000,000].  (Pleasurable, 198) E.O. Wilson says that ten thousand trillion ants weigh about as much as all the people on Earth. (Creation, 32) 
Of all the species of animals, twenty percent Earth are beetles. (Masson, Altruistic, 18) A New York Times article said that for every one pound of Homo Sapiens on Earth, there are three hundred pounds of insects, including ten quintillion bugs [ten billion billion]. (Jones, 126) 

“A biologist friend of mine once told me that if it weren't for human beings this period in which we live would be called the Age of Insects, that these tiny animals would be the dominating life form on the planet.” (Sobosan, 86)

Why does God like bugs? They definitely do a lot of things helpful to our planet. And they must tell us something about God. What spiritual knowledge do we lack because we pay no attention to the tiny messengers of God’s intended self-revelation?


The God of Creation is a God of order. If you object to this idea because we now see a creation full of disorder, I remind you that Adam and Eve sinned, bringing creation into a state of disarray and death. Chapter seven will discuss that.
However, we must also admit that we do not fully understand all of God’s order. I think specifically of subjects like Quantum Mechanics or even DNA, where we find systems and patterns of behavior that seem inexplicable. Our inability to understand created systems does not make them disorderly; they simply demonstrate that we are not omniscient gods, and still have a lot to learn!
I am befuddled when I try to understand the motion of light. Does light have mass or is it simply energy? It often acts like a particle with properties that seem material; and yet simultaneously it travels like a wave, which seems impossible for a particle. Perhaps science will figure this out one day. As for DNA… is it not strange that God made bio-logical systems so variable? Why can we not exactly predict the future physical appearance of an animal or child based on the mother and father’s genes? The strands of genetic material we have are full of unused, unknown, and unpredictable characteristics. We see children born with hair coloration, or eye coloration, or height, present in a great grand-mother, rather than in the parents. Why? Apparently God did not want things to be entirely predictable, is all that I can guess. Perhaps, just as God delighted in creating a variety of main types of beings, Jesus also delights in the births of a variety of humans and animals, not limited to exact copies of their immediate parents.

“Distinction and variety in the world is intended by God, who brings things into existence in order to communicate and manifest the divine goodness. One solitary creature would not be adequate. Therefore God makes creatures many and diverse, so what is lacking in one may be supplied by another… God deliberately brings about multitude and distinction in order that the divine goodness may be brought forth and shared in many measures. There is beauty in the very diversity.” (Fox, Sheer, 97)

Can you sense the genius required to produce such a multitude of living things? I think of a juggler, who tosses one, two, and three balls with ease, but continues to add more and more objects until he can handle no more. God imagined and designed and then perfectly produced thousands upon thousands of creatures each suited to a particular habitat. He even included a degree of genetic variability so that environmental changes might still be endured and newer generations of offspring could fit their changing world better. As John Styles wrote in 1839, 

“What but an almighty and all-adjusting sagacity, infinitely beyond the highest expansions of human genius, could have arranged such inexpressible multitudes of living, sentient, and ever moving beings into positions, limitations, and habits so wisely appropriated to each, so productive of comfort to every one, and yet so conservative of the harmony, the order and general welfare of the immense and multiform whole?” (7)
 


BEAUTY


We moderns are largely creatures of efficiency. Life in technological civilizations is shaped by the pursuit of leaner, better, and faster, in our products and systems. Art and aesthetics are often a secondary concern. Tools do a job and require no frills. 
One characteristic I sense in God, through His creation, is a love of beauty. While the living creatures are models of remarkable efficiency, a majority are also wondrous in creativity. It would be difficult to accuse God of plain, wholly rational, unimaginative creation. Even as a rather biased mammal, disliking some of the creepy-crawly things, I have to admit that even hordes of insects have a beauty of their own. Gazing at drawer after drawer of pinned beetles and bugs at the museum, who can deny the variety? Crassly speaking, I wonder if God was not like a child in a pool full of paints and Legos: coloring and building all manner of bizarre things. 

“As St. Thomas Aquinas teaches: 'The whole universe together participates the divine goodness more perfectly, and represents it better than any single creature whatever.' God made countless millions of different beings to reveal the divine goodness and wisdom. … Wisdom's playfulness is reflected in those extravagant creatures called Behemoth and Leviathan in the book of Job (Job 40:15-32) that seem to have been made just for the fun of it, to show what can be done by an omnipotent, imaginative artist.” (Cummings, 73)

Master painters spend their whole lives trying to reproduce on a two-dimensional surface the many three-dimensional wonders of our world. I love the Dutch landscapes of Jacob Ruisdael. These are mere shadows or representations of the actual land, sea, and weather patterns made by our Lord. About sunsets, Picasso said, “God is the greatest artist; he never does the same thing twice.” (Marshall, 155) 
Abraham Kuyper wrote at length on a Christian view of beauty.

“Jesus himself drew our attention to the beauty radiating in the plant world, when he spoke of the lilies of the field that neither toil nor spin, that nevertheless surpass the beauty of Solomon’s splendorous array. … From where does that sense of beauty come? Can something belonging to our human nature be anything else than an innate capacity? If it has been created in us, by whom else was it deposited within us than by the One who created us? Now if, on the one hand, we find within God himself the ordinance governing beauty, so that he has stamped it upon his creation like a divine imprint, and if, on the other hand, we find in every human being a sense of beauty that has been created in us by God, what else could that concept of beauty within us be than one of the features of God’s image according to which we have been created?” (125, 128)

When you admire a peacock or an opal, you are unconsciously praising God for His beauty. The loveliness of any earthly object comes from the exceptional design of the designer. Creation is like God’s masterpiece: a monstrous sculpture displaying His incomparable flourishes of color, His inspired curves and forms, His brilliant sense of proportion and contrast, and His own indescribable personality, which we can only estimate through metaphor. 
The Garden of Eden was full of precious gems and metals. Gold, bdellium and onyx are mentioned in the rivers in Genesis 2:8-14. In what sense were gems “precious” in Eden? There was no money. Adam and Eve had no physical needs that were unmet, requiring commerce and trade, for which they could swap gold or diamonds.  David Chilton answers:

“The story of Paradise thus gives us important information about the origin and meaning of precious metals and stones, and therefore of money as well. Right from the beginning, God placed value upon gold and gems, having created them as reflections of His own glory and beauty. The original value of precious metals and stones was therefore aesthetic rather than economic; their economic significance grew out of the fact that they were valued for their beauty. Aesthetics is prior to economics.” (35)

Like the Silmarils of Tolkien, the stones with bits of heavenly light inside, gems are representations of God’s beauty. Calvin wrote much the same thing: “In grasses, trees, and fruits, apart from their various uses, there is beauty of appearance and pleasantness of odor… Did He not endow gold and silver, ivory and marble, with a loveliness that renders them more precious than other metals or stones? Did He not, in short, render many things attractive to us apart from their necessary use?” (Schreiner, 121) 
God is no utilitarian. We find no hint of bland  efficiency in God’s productions. (Achtemeier, 24) God loves beauty and makes beautiful things because He Himself is the ultimate beauty. 
Humans were not alone in seeing beauty and value in the gemstones of Eden. In Ezekiel 28 it seems that the cherub Lucifer, later to become Satan, became proud and covered himself in topaz, diamond, jasper, sapphire, turquoise, emerald and gold, while visiting Eden (v. 13). The appreciation of beauty is apparently a trait not only of humanity but also of angels.
Does beauty itself not have a significant value? While some industrialists find value in nothing but money and ‘progress,’ a majority of humans love beauty. Even corruptions of true beauty, like pornography, demonstrate the depth of desire for loveliness in our souls. We want to see beautiful things, and possess beautiful things. This is twisted by sin into the search for illicit or forbidden beauties, and into greedy hoarding of things at the expense of generosity. 
The truth that beauty, in itself, has value, is behind the ancient and modern idea of gardens, zoos, and parks. Even the most industrial mega-cities build places for trees and animals and quietness for its human inhabitants.

“Of all the living tribes that God has made subject to man for his support and instruction, birds are the most attractive, the most interesting and the most beautiful. Birds are to the animal creation what flowers are to the vegetable world; what precious stones are to he golden crown; what the finished capital is to the fluted column; what the brilliant rainbow is to the blackened cloud; what the purple dawn is to the starry night and the shining day – a superadded ornament, an efflorescence of beauty and delight, a final touch of the creative Hand, giving the charm of exuberant grace to the work that was perfect before.” (March, 239)
 
If God created a beautiful universe, and made humans and angels capable of appreciating the created beauty, why exactly do many Christians believe that on the Last Day God plans to annihilate the universe and start over? They wrongly understand a few verses of prophecy, and hence lose hope of the far better plan of God: to restore and enhance our world and its animals, when Jesus returns.



Chapter Four
Creation’s Nourishment

The Atmosphere


God did two important things on the third day of creation. First He separated land from water, including the creating of the atmosphere to surround and protect the Earth. Next, He created the plants.
Without an atmosphere, our planet would fail as a home for life. Living creatures have several important needs, including food, water, breathable air, security, and rest. We could have none of these without an atmosphere. As E.O. Wilson writes, “This protective shield is the biosphere, the totality of all life, creator of all air, cleanser of all water, manager of all soil, but itself a fragile membrane that barely clings to the face of the planet. Upon its delicate health we depend for every moment of our lives.” (Creation, 27) R.L. Sarkar is more specific:

“The earth is the only planet in our solar system that can support life as we know it, for four main reasons. a) The presence of bodies of water in liquid form; liquid is essential, for all life processes in cells occur in colloidal aqueous solution. b) The maintenance of an atmospheric temperature range that permits water to occur in liquid form. ... c) The atmospheric composition of gases, especially of life supporting oxygen and carbon dioxide for photosynthesis. d) The built-in mechanism of self-regulation known as homeostasis, by means of which the components of each ecosystem maintain a dynamic equilibrium. Although about 70 percent of the earth is made up of water, less than 1 percent is terrestrial fresh water, on which all terrestrial life depends.” (Sarkar, 34)

Because all life on Earth needs water and “air,” we require a habitat where water and air can survive in liquid, solid, and gaseous forms. If the atmosphere becomes too cold, water freezes and it becomes difficult to drink. If the air becomes too hot, water might boil away into gas. There is a delicate balance of temperature and pressure that preserve our lives. 

“These problems include the so-called greenhouse effect, in which pollution is causing a steady and perhaps irreversible warming of the earth’s atmosphere; the resulting drastic change in climate (exacerbated by worldwide deforestation), which will dry out and ruin our best agricultural areas; the depletion of the world’s protective ozone layer, a stratum that, by filtering out ultraviolet radiation, makes life on earth possible, and the impending extinction of literally hundreds of thousands of species of plants and animals.”  (Regenstein, 15-16)

We will discuss the question of “global warming” in chapter twenty, but we must carefully consider how our actions may affect the atmosphere, if we will honor God and His ownership of life and our world.
	
Plants
	

After fashioning an atmosphere where living things could live and breathe, God made plants. 

Genesis 1:11-12, Then God said, ‘Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb that yields seed, and the fruit tree that yields fruit according to its kind, whose seed is in itself, on the earth’; and it was so. And the earth brought forth grass, the herb that yields seed according to its kind, and the tree that yields fruit, whose seed is in itself according to its kind. And God saw that it was good.

God brought three different types of plant life: grasses, herbs, and fruit trees. Calvin DeWitt says that there are at least 250,000 species of flowering plants. (Myth, 2) The Bible itself names 136 different kinds of plants. (March, 221)
The Bible does not list all of the reasons for which God made plants. The main purpose of every created thing is to glorify God, reflecting His attributes, and thus praising Him, at some level. However, all created things seem to have secondary purposes also. With plants this is particularly obvious. In fact, we tend to forget that God has purposes for plants beyond our human appetites and needs, because we need them so very much! 
Aristotle and later generations of philosophers taught that plants are created for the sake of animals, and animals are created for the sake of men. (Passmore, 13-4; Clark, Moral, 15) Our total dependence on plants does not automatically mean that God made them only for us; nor indeed, does it then follow, that animals were also made solely for human purposes. Note also that the Bible begins in a garden and ends in a garden; you might say that “God has always been a gardener.” (Merritt, 63)
 What plants do is almost incomprehensible. Moses likely had no clue about the process we call “photosynthesis.”

“The appearance of photosynthesis was perhaps one of life's most miraculous innovations, allowing microbes – and later, green plants – to use atmospheric carbon dioxide as a source of food. Water is an essential part of the process: In cellular factories called chloroplasts, plants split water into hydrogen and oxygen, combining the hydrogen with carbon in the air to form carbohydrates, and releasing oxygen as a waste product. The process opened up an opportunity for the evolution of animals, which could eat the carbohydrates as a food source and recombine them with oxygen (forming CO2 and water), thereby generating energy and closing the loop.” (Lynas, 18)

I have come to think of photosynthesis in a simpler way: leaves are God’s food-producing, pollution-reducing solar panels. Each leaf gathers in sunlight and bad air to make food. (March, 124) Eisenberg puts the process nicely: “What all hunters, all farmers, all plants and animals do is hunt the sun and eat it. The trick is to find the most efficient path between the sun and the mouth.” (3) Another miracle from plants is presented by farmer Joel Salatin: 

“Plants are solar collectors. A plant is 95 percent sunlight and only 5 percent soil. That means if you pick up one hundred pounds of plant material, ninety-five pounds was created out of sunlight and thin air, so to speak, and only five pounds came from the soil. This is obviously a magnificent process in which the earth, if properly managed, should be gaining soil, indeed gaining weight, every day.” (189)

Soil production is a remarkable process; another system to sustain our world. Eisenberg explains it well.

“The making of soil starts with the breaking down of rock. In this work, wind and water are joined by the roots of plants and the hyphae of fungi and lichens. The work still goes on thousands of years later, when the bedrock is covered by yards of rich soil. Roots prove the bedrock, opening fissures which are then pried wider by the freezing and thawing of water and the trickling of natural acids. Under the insistent fingertips of rootlets and hyphae, rocks are ground to pebbles, pebbles to sand, sand to clay. Some of the finer grinding goes on in the guts of earthworms and other creatures.” (25-6)

One reason why we do not want all of Earth’s trees cut down so we can grow more corn and wheat, is that trees are pollution filters. Even in the Garden of Eden there was air pollution, because Adam and Eve and all the creepy crawlies breathed. All animal life forms breathe in the mixture of oxygen and nitrogen we call air, and breathe out unwanted gases like carbon dioxide. If you saw the movie Apollo 13, one danger that nearly killed the crew of the crippled spacecraft was carbon dioxide. The air filter in the lunar module where they sheltered could not purify the breathing of three men. They had to modify the filter to keep from certain death. Plants and trees provide this filtration service for our planet. The issue in our modern world has become critical because humans are producing more pollution than the remaining greenery can purify.

Plants and trees also play a role in our weather: bringing moisture from soil to atmosphere.

“Plants accomplish a myriad of activities out of our sight. Beneath lawns and gardens, forests and prairies, roots are moving water from the soil, pulling it up through stems into the leaves and back into the atmosphere. All forests, all trees, all vegetation – great movers of water – are constantly returning to the atmosphere water that had fallen as rain. It rises again and again within the thin fabric of the biospheric envelope and condenses into those white clouds you see above to fall down again to water the earth.” (DeWitt, 60)

Many plants provide needed vitamins and even health-restoring medicines for animals and humans. This field of study is called zoopharmacognosy. (Balcombe, 164) William Derham recognized the possibilities hundreds of years ago: “How many trees and plants… are either food, or probably medicine to many creatures; afford them retreat, are places of habitation, or matrixes for their generations as shall be shewed in proper place?” (66) Consider many uses of plants during the colonial era:

“The use of herbs for medicinal purposes was universal at a popular level. It generated a vast lore about the healing properties of plants, to be transmitted orally or written down... All country-dwellers knew where to find plants with which to make ointments, laxatives, purgatives, narcotics or cures for warts and ringworm…. Plants were also used for an infinity of other practical purposes. Reeds were cut for thatching and rushes for lights. Thistledown was gathered for pillows, cushions and mattresses. Almond leaves kept moths from clothes. Puffballs were used to smoke out bees and to carry fire to a neighbour's house. Housewives scoured their dishes with horse-tail, made dye out of alder bark and carried their butter to market wrapped in burdock leaves.” (Thomas, Keith, 72-3)

Even the eco-systems of the world’s oceans are somewhat reliant on plants. Algae growing on the underside of Arctic ice is the food for zoo-plankton, which then feeds fish and whales. (Lynas, 57) 
The amount of things moving around in the ground to create and maintain soil are hard to calculate. E.O. Wilson writes that “...each cubic meter of soil and humus within it is a world swarming with hundreds of thousands of such creatures, representing hundreds of species. With them are even greater numbers and diversity of microbes. In one gram of soil, less than a handful, live on the order of ten billion bacteria belonging to as many as six thousand species.” (Creation, 18) Then the earthworms and similar organisms work. Aristotle called worms “the intestines of the earth.” (Eisenberg, 24)
Plants are under-appreciated creations that clean our air and feed us. 
Food is the most obvious use of plants. We could not live without them. Even if humans became wholly carnivorous, the animals we dine upon require plants to eat. In Eden, however, every creature was vegetarian.

Genesis 1:29-30, “Then God said, Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of all the earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you; and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I have given every green plant for food' and it was so.”

It seems that grasses are food for the cattle, while herbs and fruits were the original food of humans and other animals. Some of the green shrubs are lumped in with the grasses here, as “green plants,” I presume. 

“The creative energy of the Deity was originally employed, and still continues to be employed in providing for the sustenance of animals. The grass of the field was formed for their special use, and it is only by their instrumentality that it is converted into nutriment for human beings. Man cannot live on grass. It must be eaten and elaborated into flesh, not only by such mechanical and chemical process as no mortal art has ever been able to effect...” (Drummond, Rights, 48)

There is no doubt that Adam and Eve and the other animals were vegetarians. God told Adam what he and Eve and the animals were allowed to eat. At this, many skeptics howl, saying that obviously a lion, with its teeth and claws and digestive system, could never survive on plants alone. I do not deny that lions and other predators have become more clearly adapted to carnivorism, but this did not occur until after the Fall or Flood. Nor is it certain that animals possessing sharp teeth and claws must be carnivores, as you see with Panda bears, which live on bamboo, or other bears that eat both plants and animals. Today we see a growing market for vegetarian foods, purchased by vegetarian pet-owners whose cats and dogs seem to be flourishing on non-meat products. 
Note that not all plants were made for man. Jesus intended for animals to have plants for food also. As Napoleon’s starving soldiers learned while retreating from Russia, humans cannot eat grass: it makes them sick. (Macmillan, 47) Some domestic animals live on grass, we cannot. Worldwide, fifteen percent of stored produce is eaten by non-humans. (Downer, 68) One of the blessings for God’s obedient people in Deuteronomy 11:15 is that “He will give grass in your fields for your cattle, and you will eat and be satisfied.”
 The Bible strongly implies that we cannot justify the unlimited growth of agriculture for human purposes. Richard Bauckham avers:

“Thus, even within the cultivated part of the land, wild animals are expected to be able to live. This is an application of the principle we have seen implied in Genesis 1:29-30: that both humans and other land animals have a right to the produce of the Earth and humans, in their production and consumption of food, must recognise that they share the Earth with other species and have no exclusive right to its resources.” (Bible, 27)

Using all available arable lands for human consumption is indefensible in Biblical terms. In Exodus 23:11, God orders that a Sabbath year be given to the land to lay fallow for the poor people and wild animals to glean from for food. “Hogging up” all the land was not permitted in Eden, nor in the Old Testament, nor is it right today. It is estimated that tropical forests now cover only 7 percent of the Earth, yet that small area houses more than half of the world’s plant and animal species. (Osborn, 17). We, therefore, cannot allow human greed to destroy such places. 
In recent years I had to modify my diet because of acid reflux problems that kept me from sleeping. By eating dinner earlier, avoiding greasy foods, and eating fruit in the evening, my acid reflux problem went away within weeks. What surprised me the most was the wonderful taste of fruits. In the American diet, it seems, fruits are rather scarce. In part it may be the cost, since fresh fruit is more costly than processed foods. Nevertheless, I have come to adore melons, berries, and mangoes. Certainly humans have modified them, but fruits are a creation of God intended for humans and animals to adore. 
Food is a great pleasure. God also provides plants that can be tapped or boiled for oils and syrups. Early on, humans learned to ferment plants to create wine and beer. I am not much of a drinker, but I do like some sweeter alcohols like Schnapps or wine coolers. God helps man to bring forth plants from the earth, including “wine which makes man’s heart glad” and oils “to make his face glisten”. (Psalm 104:15) We have become almost blind to the blessings given by God for our survival.

“One great cause of our insensibility to the goodness of the Creator is the very extensiveness of his bounty. We prize but little, what we share only in common with the rest, or with the generality, of our species. When we hear of blessings, we think forthwith of successes, of prosperous fortunes, of honors, riches, preferments, I.e. of those advantages and superiorities over others, which we happen either to possess, or to be in pursuit of, or to covet. The common benefits of our nature entirely escape us. Yet these are the great things. These constitute, what most properly ought to be accounted blessings of Providence…. Nightly rest and daily bread, the ordinary use of our limbs, and sense, and understandings, are gifts which admit of no comparison with any other. Yet, because almost every man we meet possesses these, we leave them out of our enumeration. They raise no sentiment: they move no gratitude. Now, herein, is our judgment perverted by our selfishness.” (Paley, 345)

Even aside from God’s desire for us to find pleasure in eating, there is the simultaneous purpose of tasty fruits in the distribution of seeds for the success of the trees or plants. God’s ability to create systems that are beautiful and interconnected ecologically is unmatched. Jonathan Balcombe notes:

“...many plants produce fruits that contain delectable flavors. These treats are advertised by bright colors and alluring aromas. Fruits evolved to benefit the plants that produce them. The benefit is seed dispersal. Because plants are not mobile, they depend on other means – wind, adhesion to fur – to get their seeds away from the parent plant...” (Pleasurable Kingdom, 94)

When the animals eat these fruits, the seeds fall in various places and give the plants a chance to take root in new locales. 
Not only do animals provide a transportation service for plants, but they directly contribute to the growth of plants in multiple ways. Grasses, in particular, are stimulated to new growth by having their tops gnawed off by herbivores, in the same way that pruning  trees can provoke more fruitfulness. (Salatin, 192-3) The animals deposit their waste, acting as fertilizers for plants, and sheep aerate the soil simply by marching around with their sharp hooves. 
Many plants produce healing effects on people and animals. “Almost fifty percent of our medications are derived from plants, and most modern drugs were developed from them.” (Slifkin, 42) While I lived in the forest of Thailand with elephants, I was told that when an elephant becomes sick and the human remedies aren’t working, they set the animal loose to find his own cures. The elephants eat certain plants to cure their own maladies, the riders say.
Just as we will see with the treatment of animals, God laid down standards for the care of farms and especially trees. In Leviticus 19:23-25, newly planted fruit trees are to be left wild and unpruned for a few years while they grow, and only eaten from in the fifth year. Similarly, even war does not justify the wanton destruction of fruit trees. Deuteronomy 20:19-20,

 “When you besiege a city a long time, to make war against it in order to capture it, you shall not destroy its trees by swinging an axe against them; for you may eat from them, and you shall not cut them down. For is the tree of the field a man, that it should be besieged by you? Only the trees which you know are not fruit trees you shall destroy and cut down, that you may construct siegeworks against the city that is making war with you until it falls.”

The Garden of Eden was mostly trees! Genesis 2:9 says that “out of the ground the Lord God caused to grow every tree that is pleasing to the sight and good for food…”. The artistic side of Jesus again shows itself in creating trees for beauty, not just eating. And Genesis 2:15 shows what God intended for Adam to do, “Then the Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to cultivate it and keep it.” 
The cultural idea that “work” is a necessary evil, performed only to survive, is not biblical. Adam and Eve were supposed to work in the garden. Agriculture was intended by God from the beginning. Some environmentalists and agrarians literally call agriculture “our original sin,” as if cultivation of the earth is the evil of man, not rebellion against God. (Bahnson and Wirzba, 51)
God’s intention for the Earth was, and is, to shape it to be His permanent Temple, where He will live with His creation and people forever. God put humans in charge of growing a human and animal population and improving the Earth to bring about this goal. There is an interesting contrast between the provision of God for humanity and the animals in Psalm 104 and in Jesus’ statements in the Sermon on the Mount. 
In Psalm 104:14, “He causes the grass to grow for the cattle, and vegetation for the labor of man, so that he may bring forth food from the earth.” Note that the cattle are given grass by God, and later in verse 21, the young lions seek their food from God. Then in verses 27-28, the animals all wait for God to give them their food in due season. God is the direct provider of most of the world’s creatures. 
Jesus preaches this in Matthew 6:26, “Look at the birds of the air, that they do not sow, nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them.” But what about man? The vegetation is for his labor, so he can bring forth food from the earth. Man sows and reaps and gathers into barns. Then Psalm 104 verse 23, “Man goes forth to his work and to his labor until evening.” Work is central to human existence. (Osborn, 93) 
In Eden, agriculture was simply tilling the ground. Winston Churchill, the British hero, talked about agriculture.

“Winston Churchill is supposed to have said that two things are natural to man: war and gardening. Clearly there are some things about farming and gardening that appeal to our deepest instincts: The instinct to nurture, as in keeping pets. The instinct to control and manipulate, which is seen in many higher mammals. The need to be secure in a predictable environment. The hunter-gatherer makes his environment predictable mainly by learning it, the farmer mainly by changing it.” (Eisenberg, 62)

Since God ordained work for man, specifically working with the land, it is natural that it would be instinctual. I find it odd that I enjoy gardening. I am a homebody, reader, writer, and thinker, and unfortunately have lived for decades in small apartments. The one time I owned a home, in northern Utah, I spent a lot of time outside digging, pulling, planting, pruning, and otherwise improving my yard. This was a total surprise: I enjoyed it! As for my ability to keep plants alive in my apartment, I have only succeeded with Cacti. 
One reason for our task as gardeners, as intended by God, may have been to remind us constantly of our dependence on Him. Even the expert farmer cannot be certain of a good crop, because there are so many factors that are outside of his control. Modern industrialized nations think of themselves as self-sufficient; masters of control. 
Control is largely an illusion we believe because it makes us feel secure. Just as teenagers unconsciously think themselves invincible because they have not yet encountered life’s problems, so adults also delude them-selves into thinking they have control over their fate. In reality, only God has real control. Pilate thought himself a master of the world, appointed by the emperor, with power over life and death; but Jesus said Pilate had no power except what God allowed him. The farmer or gardener learns by experience that he depends on factors outside of his control, like the rain, the sun, the temperature, or the hungry creatures, that determine what foodstuffs he may receive from the earth.

“Gardens matter because they are a primary and especially intimate site for the working out of our 'place' in a world that is at once wild and civilized, human and nonhuman. Gardens reveal that we depend on created forces of life over which we have little control, even as they exhibit our desire to give to this life a human shape. To be a gardener is to be involved in one of the most fundamental of human tasks, namely, the effort to understand human creatureliness as our life together with other creatures and God. … Though people may sometimes act as if they can disregard or exceed the limits of land, a truly viable culture is one that has learned to integrate human desires harmoniously with the potential of any given habitat.” (Wirzba, Food, 36-7)

The idea of “animal agriculture” had not yet come, in Eden, because the animals and humans were all vegetarians. The ground produced plentifully, probably far more abundantly than in the post-Flood centuries. “The Antediluvian Earth was much more fruitful than the present; and the multitude of its vegetable productions much greater.” (Whiston, 181) 
Working to improve the beautiful Garden and spread it’s beauty throughout the planet was a blessing, and a divinely ordained vocation. (Osborn, 87) God started it, filling Eden with beautiful trees and minerals and rivers, and wanted Adam and Eve to expand the grounds to the rest of the world. John Calvin recognized this aspect of botanical life: “In herbs, trees, and fruits, besides their various uses, His design has been to gratify us by graceful forms and pleasant odours…” (Institutes book 3, chap. 10, II) Organized agriculture was also necessary for the spread of ‘civilization.’ 

“As anthropologists know, the basis for all culture is agriculture. We could not develop the sort of complex structures that we have today - with cities, governments, technology, art, science, and academic institutions - if we did not first find a way to produce enough food for people to eat. Hunter-gatherers can develop only a rudimentary culture. In order to develop any form of complex social order, people must be able to settle down somewhere and have a dependable food supply.” (Middleton, New, 41)

The Hebrew word for Eden means “delight” or “pleasure.” It was a small Heaven on Earth. (Holmes, 111)
Just as God made some trees for food and others for beauty, so He also worked with smaller plants. As Daniel March wrote in 1870:
 
“God has strewn the flowers in profusion all over the earth, and he has given them infinite variety in form and hue, that every taste may be gratified, and that none may be wearied with the study of their beauty. He thus shows how much he himself delights in the perfection of beauty, and how much instruction, refinement and happiness may be derived from the contemplation of his marvelous works. Millions of flowers are indeed born to blush unseen by man, but they never waste their sweetness on the desert air. God sees them and delights in their beauty.” (227)


	
PLANTS AS LIFE?

How do you define “life” in the sense of a living animal? Defining life is not as easy as you might think. Paul Davies poses some of the difficulties: “The problems of understanding life are exemplified by the problems of even defining it… No simple definition will suffice. Any particular property of living systems can also be found in non-living systems: crystals can reproduce, clouds can grow, etc…” (93)
Classical philosophers and Bible scholars have properly excluded plants from being called “life” in the same way that animals and humans are called living creatures. Thomas Aquinas stated the traditional view, that life is shown by two activities: knowledge and movement. (Intro, 281) Jonathan Edwards wrote that “trees and stones know nothing. They have no faculties of understanding and perception, whereby they should be capable of any knowledge.” (v2, 247) Mortenson says that “Most of us do not believe that there is a consciousness in minerals… None of these lifeless physical things resembles us…Plants are not totally unlike us. They are made up of cells and this cells contain protoplasm and genetic material, just as our own cells do… Plants belong to species, which are groups that interbreed and reproduce in nature.” (15-7)
 Plants are not so obviously lifeless as rocks. While you might think of small movements in a few plants, like the Venus Flytrap, plants do not move themselves to new locations. Plants also do not have brains of any sort, and therefore cannot “know” any-thing. Animals do have brains of various kinds, and they move. Some of the more difficult creatures to define as plant or animal are things like bacteria, or sea sponges, which may be “an intermediate between plant and animal…” (Slifkin, 88-89). They do move but have no brains, it seems. 
Humans and animals need bacteria to survive. I was surprised to learn that:

“...an astonishing 4 million species have been estimated to exist in a ton of soil. At least 700 bacterial species thrive as symbionts in the human mouth. They are adapted to life over the vast (for bacteria) plains and canyons of our teeth and tongue, where they are believed to contribute to our oral health by excluding disease-causing bacteria. It may seem strange to think of humans in collusion with bacteria, but the truth viewed another way is even stranger: each person's entire body harbors more bacterial cells than human cells. If biological classification were based on a preponderance of cells, a human being would be classified as a bacterial ecosystem.” (Wilson, Creation, 118)

Modern scientists tend to define plants as living things simply because they have biological functions. Steidl defines life as “an organism with the ability to reproduce, mutate, and consume nutrients which are assimilated into the body.” By this definition, neither God nor angels would be living beings. (Steidl, 227, 230) Mechanists, who do not believe in a spirit or a soul, view life as “nothing but a wonderful machine.”
The Bible does not define life that way. Genesis is very specific as to what God calls “life.” The differences between animals and plants is far greater than the distinctions between animals and humans. 
A few key Hebrew words used in Genesis are chayah which means living; nephesh’ which is translated breathing being; and rama meaning mobile or moving. In Genesis 1:20, God commands that the waters swarm with living breathing creatures. Henry Morris III has a clever paraphrase of God’s activity on day five of creation.

“Note that when God brings the creatures into existence, He calls them living (chayah) and identifies them as breathers (nephesh) that move (rama). The day 5 creatures have life! An expanded translation of Genesis 1:20-23 could well be paraphrased like this: ‘God said: “Waters, wiggle with swarms of nephesh chayah (breathing life)! Flying things, cover the face of the heaven over the earth!” So, God created great tanniyn (monsters, dragons - huge things) and chayah nephesh (life-breathing) gliders in the waters that swarmed after their kind and flapping fowl after their kind. And God saw good! Then God blessed them and said: “Bear fruit and increase. Fill the water in the seas. Fowl, increase in the earth.” The dusk and the daybreak were the fifth day.’” (146-7)

 These new creatures are not just ‘alive’ in a static sense, in a way that plants might be said to be. “They are alive with purpose and motion.” (Jordan, Animals, 3) Nephesh is often translated “soul,” but nephesh is found in both animals and humans, and means more of a “life essence.” (Tompkins, 96) In Genesis 2:7 Adam is called a ‘living being’ (nefesh hayyah), but elsewhere these words are always used of animals. We were both molded by God from the soil of the ground (Gen. 2:19). We share “the breath of life” (Gen. 2:7; 7:22). In other words, man is an animal, in having life. (Bauckham, Bible, 21) Bernhard Anderson studies this topic closely:

“Here it is appropriate to consider a striking difference between our conception of 'life' and that found in the primeval history. We distinguish between inanimate things (such as stars, rocks, and seas) and animate life (such as trees, flowers, birds, and insects etc.). In the primeval history, however, the distinction is between those creatures that are nepes hayya ('living beings') and those that are not. In the creation story the vegetation that greens the earth (plants, trees) is not regarded as 'living.' Only during the second movement of the creation drama, on the fifth day, is nepes hayya created (fish, birds) ... It is striking that the creation account applies the expression 'living being' not to the vegetation that greens the earth at the end of the first movement of the creative drama but to the new forms that appear in the second movement. The reader senses that something radically new appears in the case of the water beings (fish, sea monsters) and the flying creatures that soar over the waters (birds, winged creatures). For the first time in the story, these creatures are called 'living beings' (nepes hayya), Gen 1:20), novelty signaled by a special divine blessing that grants dominion to these creatures in their medium of water or air (1:22). ・ Moreover, the conclusion of the story states that animals and human beings are to share the same table: the vegetation provided in the first movement of the creation drama (1:29-30).” (From Creation, 143, 155)

Alcorn points out that God instructed Adam to give names to all the animals, “indicating their special relationship,” while plants are never named. (392) Jonah and God spend a few verses discussing a pleasant shade-providing shrub and neither person seeks to name it. 
When God orders Noah to evacuate the animals from the Ark, God makes a few of the distinctive features of animals very obvious.

Genesis 8:17,19, “Bring out with you every living thing of all flesh that is with you, birds and animals and every creeping thing that creeps on the earth, that they may breed abundantly on the earth, and be fruitful and multiply on the earth. … Every beast, every creeping thing, and every bird, everything that moves on the earth, went out by their families from the ark.”

Genesis 9:3-5a, “Every moving thing that is alive shall be food for you; I give all to you, as I gave the green plant. Only you shall not eat flesh with its life, that is, its blood. Surely I will require your lifeblood; from every beast I will require it.”

Here we see the nephesh living things; their distinctions of movement and creeping; their relationships with each other as they leave by families; their flesh, and their blood. Plants do not travel; move in families; move or creep; or have flesh or blood. Plants are an entirely different thing than animals. Yes, there are some creatures which are hard to distinguish as plant or animal. However, we are talking about God’s definitions. I am not convinced that corals are really animals, the way God sees it. Corals do not act much like animals, but more like plants. And in the covenant God made after the Flood, He makes the covenant with Noah and humanity and all the animals; not the plants. Ridderbos wrote, “With reference to man and animals but not plants the word nephesh is used… plants are intended as food for man and animal; in connection with reproduction animals and man receive a divine blessing but plants do not.” (Claerbaut, 45 ff 26)

“Rather, what makes animals better candidates for moral standing than plants is that we suspect that many animals, but not plants, are conscious and have an inner psychological life that goes better or worse for them, and we judge this to be somehow relevant. Thus, some animals, we believe, are conscious, experience pleasure and pain, and may even be self-conscious, and have desires and an inner mental life of some degree of complexity.” (Wennberg, 25)

In other words, God looks at animals in a different way than plants, just as humans do. Aside from a few pantheistic writers who attribute intelligence and will to shrubs and trees, we view animals as “higher” or more valued, in a sense. 
 Henry Morris III has some helpful observations regarding plants.

“Those familiar with the order of God’s creative acts in Genesis 1 may have begun wondering by now, What about plants? Plants were created on day 3, but biblical ‘life’ was not created until day 5. Does that mean that plants are not alive? Precisely. Plants are replicating systems based on the DNA/protein relationship and do deserve the attention of biologists, but plants do not have biblical life. The creations of day 5 were living, breathing, and moving. Given the very specific word selections that the Creator chose to use when describing the day 5 animals, a strong contrast becomes apparent between the creatures of day 5 and the replicating systems of the earth that He orders to sprout on day 3. The earth was to sprout (dasha) grass, the herb was to yield (zara’) seed, and the fruit trees were to make (’asah) fruit. There was absolutely no hint, when God ordered the earth to bring forth (yatsa’) its products on day 3, that these elemental foodstuffs (Gen. 1:29) were alive or had the distinction of being called living creatures... Scripturally, plants cannot die because they do not have biblical life (chayah nephesh). God designed green plants to be ‘good for food’ (Gen. 2:9); they are meant to be eaten, and do not have the ability to object to it… The eating of plants in the world God called very good does not violate the fundamental biblical teaching of no death before Adam’s sin. …The ‘decay’ of uneaten fruit or of leaves falling in autumn (seasons were established on creation day 4) would be part of the biogeochemical recycling system that God could easily call very good.” (147-9)

While Albert Schweitzer was paddling a canoe among African hippopotamuses, and thinking of ethics, he came up with the famous idea “reverence for life.” He wrote, 

“I am life that wills to live in the midst of other life that wills to live. I must interpret the life about me as I interpret the life that is my own. My life is full of meaning to me. The life around me must be full of significance to itself. If I am to expect others to respect my life, then I must respect the other life I see, however strange it may be to mine. And not only other human life, but all kinds of life: life above mine, if there be such life; life below mine, as I know it to exist. Ethics in our western world has hitherto been largely limited to the relation of man to man. But that is a limited ethics. We need a boundless ethics which will include the animals also.” (Joy, 30)

Obviously we should not be oblivious or inattentive to the status of plants around us, because God created them and they are important to us. The grandfather of Charles Darwin, a physician named Erasmus Darwin, wrote provocatively that plants have intentions and pleasures like sex and adultery. (Stuart, 357-8) That is taking things too far.
 Francis Schaeffer notes that “to project our feelings and thoughts into a tree would mean that we would have no base upon which to justify cutting down and using the tree as a shelter for man.”  (Schaeffer, Pollution, 19) “Although plants, bacteria, viruses, and cells in culture are alive and may be said to have needs, there is no reason to believe that they have interests. That is, there is not a shred of evidence that these things have any awareness or consciousness, and consequently, we cannot say that the fulfillment and thwarting of theses needs 'matters' to them any more than getting oil matters to a car.” (Rollin, Rights, 78)

The ancient idea known popularly as “the Great Chain of Being” has fallen out of favor. In part, we have doubts because the Great Chain was applied to every type of creature, and led some to apply ideas of greater value to society and thus denigrate women or people of color, or whomever.

“...Great Chain of Being. The central idea, still very active in the popular mind, is that all beings can be ranked along a single dimension indicating their proximity to God. The Great Chain looked something like this in its original form: God, angels, man, woman, apes, horses, cats, birds, turtles, frogs, fish, bugs. Because the beings nearer the top of the chain are closer to perfection, they have more of the goods in all domains, including intellectual ability. While some sections of the Great Chain of Being are being dismantled (that man-over-woman business is on the way out), the idea has persisted that a linear ranking of animals is possible. The use of 'higher' and 'lower' to describe species is an example...” (Yoerg, 3-4)

Part of the problem is that humans are the ones deciding what rank each species holds. Who decided that horses are “higher” than cats or birds or turtles? Or more seriously, that white people are “higher” than people of other skin colors? Using this concept of higher and lower creatures can be easily abused. However, that does not mean that there are no basic values assigned by God to parts of creation.
In other words, I find it reasonable to say that God puts more value on humans than upon animals, and more value upon animals than upon plants. (Linzey, Christianity, 77) He may also value plants more than rocks. Cummings proposes that “Living beings, and especially human beings, deserve more reverence than the non-living because they reveal more of the mystery of God.” (36) Surely more “complex” creatures are more revealing of the character of God than inanimate ones. In some sense, there may indeed be a very basic “Chain of Being” but it is not based on slight differences of features. It is based on God’s view of the value of animate things over inanimate things; living things over non living things; and image-of-God-bearers verses regular animals. 



Death in Eden?


Why are we trying to distinguish between plants and animals? For one thing, there is a higher level of responsibility given to humans in caring for the animals than in tending plants. Animals are more complex and have more value, we think, than inanimate objects and plants, which are not “alive” in a biblical sense.
It also matters because death is a consequence of human sin, and was not the ideal intention of God in the creation. If death is “normal” and not against God’s intentions, then why should we make any attempt to slow death in the animal kingdom? If death is normal, then pain is also normal, since pain is usually a precursor to death. If pain is normal, then grief and sadness must also be normal, as reactions to pain and death. Then what exactly are we trying to do on the Earth, oppose God’s will, so that we can all share misery together? Of course not! Misery, pain and death are not natural parts of God’s created order, they are parasites that attached themselves to creation when humans rebelled against the Lord.
You may wonder why Christians have traditionally believed that until Adam and Eve sinned, there was no death on the Earth. It is a straightforward doctrine in the Bible, and has only been recently challenged because it does not fit the billions-of-years evolutionary system that some Christians wish to accept. If you believe that we higher forms of life evolved from lower forms of life over millions of years, then clearly thousands of generations of animals and pre-humans had to die before “Adam and Eve” came along. The presumed geological timeline of evolutionary theory requires eons of death, and so now the Bible doctrine of a sinless and painless and deathless Creation is under attack.

As already noted, animals are frequently called “living creatures” and attributed with characteristics such as blood, breath, and movement. Plants are not referred to as living in scripture, nor are they said to have breath, blood, or motion. It is an argument from silence, but a rather strong one considering the number of times animals are called “life.”
The original human and animal diet according to Genesis 1:29-30 was vegetation. 

“Immediately following their creation in/as the image of God and the charge to exercise mastery among the creatures, there comes this concluding notice about the food supply: 'And God said, Here [hinneh], I give you every plant seedling seed that is on the face of all the earth, and every three that has on it tree-fruit seeding seed; for you it shall be, for eating. And for all the living creatures of the earth and for all fowl of the heavens and for all that creeps on the earth that has a living soul in it – all the grassy herbage [I give] for eating.' And it was so. (vv. 29-30).” (Davis, Ellen, 57-8)

Plants are not alive in a biblical sense, and they do not feel pain. Although some species of fern do “recoil” when touched, this is a sensitivity issue we would call a reflex. It is not based on a brain saying “I must flee!,” as happens in animals. (McGuire, 70) As Dr. John Gerstner points out, plants are not intelligent, per se. “…the dandelion does things that are every bit as well suited to its purposes as our plans are to ours… Our purposive faculty is IN us, and it is OUTSIDE of the dandelion.…the very fact that the dandelion does not show signs of deliberate intelligence makes us look elsewhere for the secret of its intelligent activities.” (Reasons, 35-7, 47) When I eat an artichoke, I am not killing it, nor did the picker kill the plant. It was not alive. It must not to be compared to eating a cow. They are wholly different kinds of creation. Plants were designed to be food, by God, from the very beginning. 

“Then why is drowning a dog cruel and violent, but drowning a tree is not? The answer is in the harm that is done to the dog, a harm that is not done to the tree. When we ask, 'What is it like for a tree to drown?' the answer is, 'It isn't like anything because trees don't have experiences.' When we ask, 'What is it like for a dog to drown?' we respond, 'It is horrifically awful.'” (Camosy, 10)

God does own the plants, just as He owns me and you and the animals. God can therefore tell us how he wants plants to be treated. In the Bible, there are very few responsibilities stated for us regarding plants. As God’s stewards we should be respectful. Since God owns the plants, we should not go around destroying plants en masse just to satisfy a perverse desire to ruin things. And there are certainly questions of the global implications of habitat and environmental care. If we are causing planetary problems by hacking down rain forests, and losing the trees that clean our atmosphere, then we must fix that sinful destruction. 
I am simply pointing out that individual plants are not alive, and so we are not responsible to protect them in the same way we must protect and show kindness to animals. Animals are alive, and God has given principles of treatment we must follow in their care.







Chapter Five
Creation’s Living Creatures

The Animals: Alive

Animals, unlike plants, are truly alive. The very word ‘anima’ is the Latin plural of animus, a living thing. 
God created plants for many purposes. Chiefly, they are food for man and beast. In the time of the Garden of Eden, all creatures ate plants.
Where does life come from? How did animals, and man, come to be alive? Several Bible references in the last chapter showed that the “breath of life” comes from the “Spirit of life,” God the Holy Spirit. Of the animals great and small, Psalm 104:28-29 says, “You hide Your face, they are dismayed; You take away their spirit, they expire and return to their dust. You send forth Your spirit, they are created; and You renew the face of the ground.” (NASB) 

“Moreover, the life of creatures is in some sense a participation in the divine life because it is only the animating presence (Spirit or breath) of God to creatures that keeps them from returning to the dust from which they came (Psalm 104:29).” (Wirzba, Food, 8)

Francis Schaeffer sees a distinction between life and inanimate things stated in Genesis one. When God blesses the creatures of the air and water in Genesis 1:20-22, He blesses them, which He does not do for the stars or sky, because life is conscious and stars are not. (Genesis, 38)
The life of any living creature does not come naturally from biological process, but from God. God chooses to use biological processes in developing life, but the life itself is Spirit-given not a gift of ‘nature.’ 
So far, humans have found no way to produce life. Nor has ‘Mother Nature.’
“Life is seen in the Hebrew Bible as God’s gift, rather than as a purely natural phenomenon.” (Polkinghorne, 63) Some say that life is “that period during which body and soul are united…What system of logic will sustain the hypothesis that you call the brain energy in the boy one thing, and in the dog another?” (Buckner, 118) 
Even when we agree that animals have “life,” we may semantically wish to distinguish between “mere life” and “inner life.” It may be that bacteria is alive, in an animal sense, yet does not have any intelligence with which to have an inner life. Some critics may exaggerate the “cruel deaths” we cause when we drink a glass of water or even take a breath of fresh air. In the late 17th Century, Henry Brougham opposed the atheist Joseph Ritson, who proposed vegetarianism to save animals. His point may be stretching things a bit.

“Every drop of water that quenches our thirst, or laves our bodies, contains innumerable insects, who are sacrificed to our necessities or comforts…The ground on which we press to succour a wounded animal, or to adore the God of tender mercy, is by those actions necessarily turned into a scene of torture and carnage. From the first to the last gasp of our lives, we never inhale the air of heaven, without butchering myriads of sentient and innocent creatures.” (Stuart, 368)

I must ask, are we really talking about animals living in these microscopic clouds in our water? Are these plants, not animals? Or do only certain animals have more importance? We may wish to say that some animals have a mind, and therefore an inner life, of greater importance than a non-sentient creature.

“The behaviors, sensory abilities, and flexible lives of many of our animal kin suggest beings who are not merely alive but who have a life. As American philosopher Tom Regan puts it, they have not merely a biology but a biography. They are lives experienced across the pain-pleasure continuum: lives made better or worse by their circumstances.” (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 271)

What is an animal?

Defining exactly what an animal is, can be difficult. Clearly, they are different than plants, as shown in chapter four.
Whitaker organizes organisms based on their modes of nutrition. Plants are producers, deriving their food from inorganic sources through photosynthesis. In contrast, animals are “ingestors,” deriving nourishment from eating other organisms. Defined thus, plants convert sunlight for their food; animals eat plants and other creatures for their food. (Waldau, Specter, 88)
David Clough notes that God did not create animals until the fifth day in Genesis one because “animals are more needy than other creatures, and can only survive in an environment in which the other organisms they need to consume are already thriving.” (On Animals) Plants need light and water. Herbivorous animals need plants and water. Carnivorous animals need plants and water and other animals. Everything in our world is dependent upon resources provided by God, and everything on Earth is inter-dependent, in real ways, for survival. Humans could not survive without water, light, plants, and probably other animals. Hostettler writes that “the requirements for all forms of life may be summed up in five elements: soil, water, air, sunlight, and community.” (6)
Perhaps the simplest and most common way of defining ‘animal’ is by negation. “That which is neither plant nor mineral is animal…” (Anderson, Powerful, 44). This, of course, is limited to earthly things. Angels are a different kind of life form altogether. 
There are many different varieties of animal. How can these be basically differentiated? What kinds of living creatures are there on our planet?
 There are many possible ways of distinguishing between animals. How many legs does the creature have? What type of body covering does it show: feathers, scales, hair, or skin?
Carl Sagan poetically describes one important characteristic of animals: motion. 

“There are beings that walk, jump, hop, fly, glide, flute, slither, burrow, stride on the water’s surface, canter, waddle, brachiate, swim, tumble and patiently wait. … There is hardly a clod of soil, a drop of water, a breath of air, that is not teeming with life. And I might add, so far as we know, this is not true of all the worlds in our solar system, only of the Earth.” (63)

Genesis chapter one describes five types of animal. On Day Five, God made sea creatures and birds to fill the water and the air. On Day Six, God produced cattle, creeping things, and beasts of the earth, before making Adam. Similarly, “Native American peoples sometimes speak of the Earth as inhabited by two-legged creatures, four-legged creatures, winged ones and crawling ones.” (McDaniel, Roots, 42) 
All of these animal types have a place, or habitat, in the Earth. Birds in the air, fish in the waters, creeping things on the ground, and beasts of the wild. The only apparent exception is the “cattle.” Where do the cattle belong? 
You will find a more in-depth explanation of “cattle” in chapter twelve. The short answer to the question, “where do cattle belong?” is: with humans. Instead of a physical place for their habitat, it is within the reach of people that domestic creatures belong. God made them that way, from the beginning of the world!
Jonathan Edwards wrote, “The brute creatures, birds, beasts, fishes, and insects, though there be innumerable kinds of them, yet all seem to have such a degree of perception given them, as best suits their place in the creation, their manner of living, and the ends for which they were made. There is no defect visible in them; they are perfect in their kind; there seems to be nothing wanting, in order to their filling up their alloted place in the world.”
In other words, God made the creatures in an orderly and wise fashion to fit in their designed habitats where they play a role in our world ecosystems.
Just as the creatures are very different in their habitats, they are also very different in their purposes and abilities. The distinctions between animals becomes especially controversial when we throw humankind into the mix. As Paul Waldau notes, 

“Consequences of the widespread practice of habitually referring to all other animals under a single, collective term [animal] can be broken into three distinct problems. 1. It minimizes the differences among other animals. 2. It implies a sameness is shared by all other animals. 3. It causes humans as moral agents not to notice other animals.” (Specter, 91)

Are humans “animals?” Before discussing humans in particular, we must study animals. There are many similarities and many differences between humans and animals, obviously. But we are more similar to some animals, like the great apes, and very different from other animals, like centipedes. Ninety percent of animals species are invertebrates: spiders, crabs, and insects. (Mackay, 68) 
So when we are discussing human similarities to animals, we are referring to popular animals, like horses and dogs and chimps and dolphins. We often call those creatures “higher animals,” meaning that they are “better” or closer to humans than “mere” bugs. We automatically assume that we humans are the highest of the animals, and so the best animals are the ones most similar to us. Therefore, the totally-different creeping things are “lower.” Then we tend to place more sympathy on similar animals, and less on strange creatures. 
Is that proper? Is there any good reason for this, aside from simple prejudice? Animal-rightists call this phenomenon “Speciesism,” intending to compare it to racism or sexism, as an evil. 
Before addressing that loaded question, we have to understand animals better. 

General Thoughts about Animals and Humans

Theologians can be silly at times. Even great “fathers of the church” speak or write  eccentric things that we now wish had never been set down. 
Justin Martyr stretches things in one of his famous “Apologies” in defending the Christian faith. Justin claims that one key difference between “irrational animals” and humans is “that man stands erect and can stretch out his hands, and has on his face, stretched down from the forehead, what is called the nose, through which goes breath for the living creature - and this exhibits precisely the figure of the cross.” (Waldau, Specter, 180) 
Really? Standing upright and having a nose on your face makes you human? He had not seen an Orangutan, I suppose. 
Rabbi Slifkin defends the ancient Jewish claim to the goodness of standing upright:

“Penguins, too, stand upright, and other animals such as meerkats stand upright for extended periods. However, this does not detract from the point being made. Man’s upright posture does not cause him to have a spiritual component; it is merely indicative of it… Maharal gives a different explanation for the significance of man’s upright posture; that it symbolizes man’s place as the pre-eminent being in the physical world. Animals are on four legs, bent towards the ground, in symbolic subservience. Man stands tall and proud, master of his realm.” (Slifkin, Man and Beast, 79-80) 

Because God made animals and humans from the ‘dust’ of the Earth, living together  in the same atmosphere, eating plants, it is logical that we would share many physical features. Charles Darwin noted, “What can be more curious than that the hand of a man formed for grasping, that of a mole for digging, the leg of a horse, the paddle of the porpoise, and the wing of the bat, should all be constructed on the same pattern, and should include the same bones, in the same relative positions?” (Johnson, 43) 
What the great scientist saw as proof of a common evolutionary ancestry, I take as proof that God had made men and creatures to live in similar habitats and consume similar foods. We share mouths, eyes, ears, teeth, arms, legs, and many internal organs, because we live in similar places. Jonathan Edwards wrote that “…it pleases God to observe analogy in his works…Thus, in how many instances has he formed brutes in analogy to the nature of mankind!” (Works, 128)

“God created the universe in such a way that humans are inseparably linked to it, physically as well as spiritually. Out of the common stuff of earth God formed a man. … Recognizing our finiteness, we acknowledge our linkage to creation in a common Creator. We are also linked in substance. We are not, in that substance, fundamentally different from other life. We are not made of some special, ethereal matter that is different from that of a moose or a frog or an insect. The same potassium, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and other elements found in other living things, and in nonliving matter, are found in us. Our very genetic identity, our DNA, contains the same elements as that of every other living creature. The substance of the earth itself is basic to our makeup.” (Van Dyke, 59)

Humans are, clearly, similar to chimpanzees in physical form and behavior. While scientists disagree on exactly what percentage of our comparative DNA strands are identical, most say between 1 percent and 5 percent of the genome is different. Cohen writes that a human genome has 3.2 billion pairs of nucleotides, so assuming even a low 1 percent of difference, the chimpanzee genome must have at least 32 million different pairs. (Cohen, 24) Then the question is, how many of those 32 million pairs have “functional importance?” Thorpe cites a study saying that amino-acid sequences in the hemoglobin molecule have 52 differences between humans and horses, but zero difference between man and chimpanzee. (246) So our blood is very much alike. 
What does that mean? I don’t know. That is why we debate such things. Many authors scoff at the question.

“Nor do the insights of evolutionary biology into our kinship with other animals actually sustain the view, so often proclaimed by biologists, that there is nothing very special about being human. The fact is, we are self-conscious, God-conscious beings in a way that our animal cousins are not. We may share 98.5 percent of our DNA with chimpanzees, but that small difference is part of a very significant difference, just as the much smaller difference in DNA between myself and Mozart is part of a highly significant difference between an off-key whistler and a musical genius.” (Polkinghorne, 45)

 Michael Hamilton notes some distinctions made by the apostle Paul. “...St Paul divides all the races of the earth into four great classes. 'There is one kind of flesh of men, another flesh of beasts, another of fishes, and another of birds.' (1 Cor. 15:39) The line of demarcation is not drawn between man and all the inferior creatures; he is merely place in one class which is not more distinct from the other three than they are distinct from each other.” (14)
Why do we have differences? Perhaps because each species has minor variations from us in diet, habitat, and purpose. We are similar, but different. God may demonstrate parts of His character and glory in different ways by use of the variations in creatures.
Mortimer Adler offers a helpful list of seven possible distinctions between humans and animals in his book The Difference of Man and the Difference It Makes. 1) using propositional language; 2) making tools; 3) enacting laws; 4) collecting traditions; 5) having religions and rituals; 6) having conscience; and 7) being artistic. (91) We will look at most of these ideas in greater detail.
There is another significant difficulty. Because animals and humans are similar, theologians worry about defending our “moral significance.” Some Christians fear that if we accept that animals are like humans, we are no longer “special” to God. Thus they may defensively oppose any claims of animal intelligence to protect the special status of humans. But defending a wrong position, if it is wrong, just feeds the secular view that Christians are ‘anti-science’ or stand on dogma without hearing the claims of science. There are some gray areas that must be pondered and not rejected out of hand. 
We are tempted to be defensive when secular ethicists like Peter Singer propose that animals and humans are so alike that we must grant animals the same rights as humans. He says that “From an ethical point of view, we all stand on equal footing - whether we stand on two feet, or four, or none at all.” (6) 
Remember…just because some writers and philosophers go to extremes does not necessarily invalidate the scientific data. People can draw opposite conclusions from the same basic facts. We need to have the facts, however, from which to draw conclusions, and thus we need science and discussion of the findings to proceed in a proper, and truthful, manner.

Instinct

The very idea of “mind” can be difficult to define. A materialist, who does not believe in the spiritual realm, must define mental processes with only demonstrable physical evidence. A thought, then, must be electrical impulses traveling across nerves in the brain. This is difficult to prove, because we cannot create thoughts, thus far in our technology. By stimulating a brain with electrical pulses we can bring back past memories to the surface. Only in science fiction movies can we implant new memories. 
I do not believe that thoughts are material. I believe that thoughts are spiritual; a power given by God to life forms with minds, including humans and animals. Thinking and dreaming are non-material experiences that occur in our brains, but are not limited to our brains. This may be demonstrated in the Christian belief in the “intermediate state” of humans in the future.
When a Christian dies, Paul says that he or she will immediately be “present with the Lord.” So, we will be with Jesus in “Heaven” for some years or decades, until the Judgment Day, when we are given our “resurrection bodies.” For a time we will be disembodied; aware and happy, yet without a physical brain. This shows that the “soul” can exist without a body, though we are very physical creatures and God intends to give us back a body for all eternity. 
I believe that the functions of the brains of humans and animals are spiritual; not meaning “theological” but meaning not-entirely-physical. Thoughts and dreams and memories are not strictly biological functions. Saint Augustine wrote that “the mind cannot perish,” and that memory belongs to the soul, not the body. (Fathers, 29, 67) In the late 19th century, Buckner agreed. “It cannot be conceived that a combination of material atoms can produce immaterial actions and thoughts.” (184; also Sibscota, 71)

So, let’s discuss various elements of the “mind” in operation.
Instinct is a term now maligned because for centuries it was misused. (Portmann, 98) When scientists used ‘instinct’ to encompass every seemingly-intelligent action of an animal, to justify cruelty in experiments, they would say “animals have only instinct and therefore feel no pain.” 
Even the question of how instinct operates is, for now, impossible to answer. As Davies notes, “…a spider weaving a web… According to standard theory…it inherits the skill through its DNA. Of course nobody has the slightest idea how the mere fact of arranging a few molecules in a particular permutation (a static form) brings about highly integrated activity.” (187) Theologians have wrongly used “instinct” to encompass all actions of “lower animals” to avoid any moral questions of human use of the creatures. (Buckner, 151)
Instincts exist in humans, not just animals. In recent decades, many deny that humans have instincts, claiming that our minds have over-ridden instincts and now adopt only true mental behaviors. I personally doubt that we are so superior to animals that we have driven out all instincts. (Portmann, 118) After all, the whole idea of successful advertising is to entice humans to buy one product or another, by using images or sounds reminding us of sex, popularity, happiness, or fear. If humans had no instincts, beer commercials with happy, scantily clad men and women would have no influence on us. 
In the 1968 book Man and Animal, Otto Koehler wrote, “It is quite incorrect to say that animals live by instinct and human beings by intelligence. The human being arrives in the world like a kitten, a creature ruled entirely by instinct.” (Lamb, 2) As babies grow they learn to think more precisely, with less reliance on instinctual behaviors. 
Humans do not notice instinct much because we focus on learning and conscious thought. We spend years, even decades, growing up and acquiring knowledge to shape our lives and behaviors. Not many other animals spend such copious amounts of time on learning. Elephants spend years learning; and dolphins, perhaps. Mammals seem to be the champions of learning. 
Most animals are born with the ability to act a certain way, thus surviving without direct learning. How is this possible? How can a creature be born with some knowledge? Instinct is rather mysterious. (Tompkins, 57) Jonathan Edwards preaching on Psalm 94:8-11 offers my favored answer:

“The brute creatures, birds, beasts, fishes, and insects, though there be innumerable kinds of them, yet all seem to have such a degree of perception and perfection given them, as best suits their place in creation, their manner of living and the ends for which they were made. There is no defect visible in them; they are perfect in their kind; there seems to be nothing wanting, in order to their filling up their alloted place in the world.” (Moore, 143)

God gave the creatures what they need to fulfill their purposes in the world. For example, baby sea turtles hatch in the sand, without any parents. They dig themselves out of the nest and flipper their way down to the ocean. Honeybees know how to do the famous ‘waggle-dance’ telling other bees where the good pollen can be found. Birds know how to build nests. 
Hope Ryden studied beavers and found that “the species is a ‘born builder.’ Even when born in captivity a young beaver can build dams and lodges without seeing others build.” (64-65) A study by Wilsson implies that beavers dislike the sound of burbling water, and therefore build dams. When Wilsson used loudspeakers to play burbling water sounds, the beavers quickly covered the speakers in mud! (Yoerg, 102)
Without tutors or books, many creatures are born with information on how to live. 

“It wins my admiration to view the structure of that little work, a bird's nest. Mark it well; within, without, no tool had he that wrought, no knife to cut, no nail to fix, no bodkin to insert, no glue to join; his little beak was all; and yet how neatly finished! What nice hands with every implement and means of art could make me such another? Fondly then we boast of excellence, whose noblest skill instinctive genius fails.” (Anonymous, Plea, 70; poem by James Hurdis)

William Paley wrote that “an instinct is a propensity prior to experience, and independent of instruction.” (213; also Wood, Man, 30). 
Goethe wrote poetically about instinct. 

“There is in the curious and kindly operations of animal instincts something which, whosoever studies and does not believe in God, will not be aided by Moses and the prophets. In these instincts I perceive what I call the omnipresence of the Deity, who has everywhere spread and implanted a portion of his endless love, and has intimated, even in the brute, as a germ, those qualities which blossom to perfection in the noblest forms of man.” (Stanton, Horace, 106)

I suspect that imitation is a very human instinct. I have no children, but I observe  that babies smile and frown and make faces in rough imitation of their parents. Even in myself, while in extended conversations with people having accents, I may begin unconsciously twanging my speech to “fit in” with the going lingo. 
Because animals do have some innate programming, that we call instinct, we may wrongly extrapolate that to mean that animals have nothing but instinct, and therefore have no conscious thought. This idea is only a theory, and should not be assumed.
We cannot assume that all animals are unconscious creatures when there are many demonstrations that some animals have intelligence. Unfortunately, throughout church history, many theologians have lumped animals into one group labeled “ruled only by instinct.” 
Brilliant minds of the church through history are sinful human beings, just like us. They lived in cultures with strong views of right and wrong, true and false, and social norms. We inherit many of our biases and tendencies of thought from our environment. The early church fathers were often affected by Greek thought from Plato and Aristotle, or Roman views of dominion over the earth. We should not be surprised if the theologians of history erred regarding animals. Only in recent centuries have people even attempted to study animals “scientifically.” 
Origen, in particular, viewed material things as evil, and spiritual things as good. He referred to animals as “irrational and inanimate things” as being without value, like the “afterbirth mess of a birth.” (Clough) Origen called any complex behavior by an animal “entirely the product of a blind impulse which is put into them by God.” (Galloway, 95)
Augustine took Aristotle’s idea that humans are “rational” and animals are not, and therefore decided that animals can have no thought or even consciousness. Aquinas then adopted Augustine’s view. (Tompkins, 128-129)  “Dumb animals and plains are devoid of the life of reason whereby to set themselves in motion; they are moved, as it were, by another, by a kind of natural impulse…” (Regenstein, 73). For such statements Aquinas is blasted by Andrew Linzey and others. However, it does seem in other writings that Aquinas views instinct not as “unthinking behavior” but as a lower form of intellectual activity, and thus not an unconscious activity of a “beast-machine.” (Deane-Drummond, 198; also Berkman, 28-29)
Temporarily, we leave the theologians to join the famous philosopher Rene Descartes (1596-1650). Descartes claimed that animals had no intelligence, only instincts, and were thus biological machinery incapable of feelings or thoughts of any kind. (Regenstein, 78) Even today, philosophers like Richard Dawkins say, “Remember that we are picturing the animal as a robot survival machine with a pre-programmed computer controlling the muscles.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 165)
Sadly, Descartes promoted this idea using Christian reasoning, of a sort. In one letter, he wrote that animals cannot be conscious because “…it is more probable that worms and flies and caterpillars move mechanically than that they all have immortal souls.” Also, “…if they thought as we do, they would have an immortal soul like us. This is unlikely, because there is no reason to believe it of some animals without believing it of all, and many of them such as oysters and sponges are too imperfect for this to be credible.” (Radner, 80-81) 
In short, the philosopher assumed 1) that animals are all alike in mental capacity, from oysters and insects to dogs and horses, and 2) that God would not give immortal souls to unconscious creatures, and therefore 3) lacking souls they can feel no pain. None of these premises were absolute and undisputed, even in Descartes’ era. It was nothing but an informed opinion based on flawed reasoning. Yet, his idea stuck because it provided wonderful justification for any possible use of animals in the world, without the messy problems of ethics getting in the way. 
Not all animals are equal in mental powers. As C.S. Lewis wrote:

“We must begin by distinguishing among animals: for if the ape could understand us he would take it very ill to be lumped along with the oyster and the earthworm in a single class of ‘animals’ and contrasted to men.” (Problem, 119)

Malebranche, an Cartesian who performed painful experiments on living pets in public, said that “The Cartesians do not think that animals feel pain or pleasure, or that they hate or love anything, because they do not admit anything but the material in animals…[they] eat without pleasure, cry without pain, grow without knowing it…’ (Radner, 59-60) 
Even in scientists who did not publicly torture dogs and cats, the Cartesian system enabled them to form a “blind spot” in their thinking. When studying animals, the tendency to view animals as mere machines meant that “…their mental or emotional life is dismissed as mere sentimentality or anthropomorphism.” (Regenstein, 80). 
The science of ethology, the study of animal behavior, was delayed perhaps by centuries because of absolute opposition in science to any ideas of “animal mind.” 
William Derham (1657-1735) is a good example of the Christian pastoral view of animals in the early 18th century. An Anglican pastor with a strong interest in science, Derham wrote a few books proving the existence of God from the creation. In his book Physico-Theology, he posits:

“But it is manifestly instinct, not reason they act by, because, we find no varying, but that every species doth naturally pursue at all times the same methods and way, without any tutorage or learning: whereas reason, without instruction, would often vary, and do that by many methods, which instinct doth by one alone." (194)

“We must therefore necessarily conclude, that the irrationals either have reason and judgment, not only glimmerings thereof, but some of its superior acts, as wisdom and foresight, discretion, art, and care; or else, that they are only passive in the case, and act by instinct, or by the reason of some superior Being imprinted in their nature, or some way or other, be it how it will, congenial with them. They that are rational, or excel man in art and wisdom, none surely will be so foolish as to say: and therefore we must conclude, that those excellent ends they pursue, and that admirable art they exert, is none of their own, but owing to that infinitely wise and excellent Being.” (210-11)

Derham takes the all or nothing argument. Either animals are smarter than humans, or they are ruled solely by instinct. He uses the example of spider webs, how similar they are, even on different continents. Therefore all spiders have the same instinct, therefore all animals are ruled by instinct. This is a logical fallacy, arguing from the specific to the general. It would be unjust for me to say, “I am smarter than you, therefore you have no brains!” 
Even when Descartes’ theory began to fall out of favor, some Christians stuck with it. Richard Baxter criticized the idea of studying animal thoughts. “Brutes show a fear of death, and love of life, but of nothing further; of which there is evidence enough to quiet a mind that seeketh after truth, though not to silence a prattling caviller.” (Works, v.2, p.52) In other words, any discussion of animal intellect beyond mere instinct is a sign of unstable minds at play! Simple ideas are sometimes the most dangerous because the simplicity has the ring of truth. Recent surveys found that “fundamentalist Christians” remain among those most likely to strongly reject the notion of emotional or intellectual continuity between man and animals. (Budiansky, Lion, xiv.) 
Abraham Kuyper promotes the wholly-instinctual view of animals, or at least says it is too great a mystery to tackle. 

“It is even evident that the animals endowed with developed instincts, such as the ant, the bee, the spider, and the like, neither understand anything of what they do, nor do they comprehend anything of what God is revealing in them. To be sure, we must always use great caution in expressing ourselves regarding the animals, since we cannot penetrate their inner existence. But we may and must say this much, that with animals we observe nothing of ongoing development, and that nothing is revealed to us about a higher aptitude or a higher consciousness that was supposedly bestowed on the animals.” (40)

So what brought about the rejection of Cartesianism? Was it Christianity, taking a bold stand against animal cruelty? Sadly, no. The end of Descartes’ folly was Darwinism.
During the Renaissance and Industrial Revolution it was popular to elevate man as the regent of God set over the lowly beasts. When Darwin ‘proved’ that humans are descendants of animals, we could no longer be completely different. Darwin wrote, “We have seen that the senses and intuitions, the various emotions and faculties, such as love, memory, attention, curiosity, imitation, reason, etc., of which man boasts, may be found in an incipient, or even sometimes in a well-developed condition in the lower animals.” (Salt, 12)
Human consciousness must have developed from animal consciousness, scientists said. (Radner, 9-10) Instead of teaching the differences between man and animal, scientists wished to teach the likenesses between man and animal. Now the pendulum of theory has swung the opposite direction. Instead of humans as masters of Earth, Darwin-ism proposes the equality of all creatures.
Usually, the truth is to be found somewhere in between two extremes of thought.
Kuyper was correct when he says “we cannot penetrate their inner existence.” The whole debate about instinct and animal intelligence arises because we cannot read the mind of any animal. 
Mortenson writes “I cannot share the consciousness of other beings because there is an impenetrable wall between all of us… This wall is the wall of non experience…” (4)
I have a Sun Conure, bright yellowish orange parrot, as a pet. I cannot be sure what Percy is thinking. I can make reasonable guesses based on long experience observing the little beast. But unless she actually speaks English to me and describes in detail her mental processes, I cannot know with certainty. 
Note, however, that this is no less true of my understanding of you, a human. I have no absolute proof of what you are thinking, unless you tell me. Since there is no absolute proof, shall I deny that you have a mind? Even in persons who are incapable of speaking or writing, we do not claim that they lack consciousness or minds. We assume from experience that humans who can behave and move and show active use of their physical senses are conscious beings like we are. “The greater the likeness between the sheep and us, the more convincing the inference of consciousness will be… we are simply looking for essential analogies between ourselves and other beings.” (Mortenson, 6-7) Thus, it is only by the study of animal behavior that we may learn their capacities.
Ironically, this is exactly what science has refused for centuries to do! 
Presuming a lack of mental capacity, scientists refused to consider any theory that animals could think. Furthermore, stubborn skeptics will not accept data acquired from non-scientific sources. Hundreds of stories of smart pets are ignored, because “the plural of anecdote is not data.” Skeptics demand laboratory-level accredited-scientist proof as “real evidence, ” and yet then they will question how pertinent the experiments were, since “…even what appear to be fairly high orders of intentional behavior can be the product of good old dumb evolution.” (Budiansky, Lion, 183-4) In other words, even really good scientists can be fooled by the appearance of intelligence in animals because instincts are just so tricky!
There comes a point when we have to ignore skeptics because they have become willfully ignorant; no evidence will be good enough. 

“Skepticism is an important trait for a scientist, but doubt can also be its own excuse, a way to avoid coping with the consequences of what we're doing to our fellow beings. For scientists, doubt is especially useful as a way to avoid the truth of what is done to the very individuals being studied.” (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 74)

So instinct is believed to be a “lower” kind of intelligence. Since it is innate from birth, or “programmed” so to speak, it lacks the conscious action involved in real thinking. Nevertheless, instincts are a form of mental behavior. A mind is still required for the animal to perform instinctual activities. As theologian Charles Hodge wrote, “Instinct, therefore, as designating the principle which controls the action of irrational animals, is not blind, but intelligent. It admits of the contemplation of an end, and of the selection and application of means appropriate for its accomplishment.” (232) 
There are, indeed, varying levels of thinking. Unconscious thoughts and instincts show less “intelligence” than intentional or directed thoughts and plans. We must study some levels of mind to learn how animals and humans differ or parallel each other. 
One of the best studied animals, known for its instincts, is the honeybee. (Carruthers, 91) One writer says that with more than 4000 books, 60,000 papers, and 130 journals about bees, they are the most studied creatures on Earth, aside from humans. (Masson, Altruistic, 165)
 They have lived in close proximity to humans for thousands of years, and make excellent test subjects. God also endowed them with remarkable skills. Some of their activities are clearly instinctive, and yet they have a flexibility that seems to include a degree of reason. 
The classic “waggle dance” is how bees communicate with each other. A honeybee that finds a good source of pollen in a field will return to the hive and enter. Inside the hive it is completely dark, and since bees do not “speak,” they dance to explain their findings. The bee will dance around, and other bees feel the dance, and thereby learn the distance of the food, how long it will take to get there, various landmarks that may be passed, and which direction to go in relation to the angle of the Sun. (Tetzlaff, 77, 88) The bee may remember this location and dance it for some days as long as the food remains there. Notice now a clever experiment.

“ An ecologist named James Gould took some bees and flowers into the middle of a lake in a rowboat, and at the same time placed another group of bees close to shore at a feeder. When the bees from the rowboat flew to the bees near the shore, they gave the signal that communicates the direction of the flowers, which were in the middle of the lake. What is interesting is that the bees near the shore did not believe the bees from the rowboat. Few bees showed up at the rowboat in the middle of the lake, yet many bees went to the feeder in a boat near the shore. What does this mean? It shows that even bees have some level of awareness and are not totally and only hardwired with instinct. The bees on the shore decided not to believe the message given by the bees from the middle of the lake. This shows an awareness of the water, and of the fact that pollen-bearing flowers do not grow in the water. They made the decision that the bees from the middle of the lake were wrong.” (Bulanda, 50, citing Linden, The Parrot’s Lament) 

If bees exist mentally only by instinct, would they not automatically fly to a source, no matter where the dancer claimed he found food? In other experiments, bees were found to have individual preferences for certain colors and shapes of flowers, and not instinctively preferring one style or another (Hoage, Gould & Gould, 23) The same authors ran another clever test. “While training bees to fly to an artificial food source, we systematically move the food farther and farther away on successive trials. There comes a point at which some of the trained foragers begin to 'catch on' and anticipate subsequent moves and to wait for the feeder at the presumptive new location. This seems an impressive intellectual feat. It is not easy to imagine anything in the behavior of natural flowers that might have caused evolution to program bees to anticipate regular changes in distance.” (32)
If tiny insects are able to “anticipate” future distances in experiments, mustn’t we consider that mammals might be capable of even more surprises?

Intelligence

Instinct is innate, however, it does seem to vary at times, as if reason is used to modify its activities. In other words, an animal is born with certain tendencies, and yet may ‘learn’ to alter its inborn pattern to adopt a new behavior. As J.G. Wood wrote:

“With them, as well as with ourselves, reason often conquers instinct, especially in the case of those animals which are domesticated, and so develop their reasoning powers by contact with reason of a higher quality than their own. For example, if a hungry dog or cat be in a room where food is left unguarded, their instincts urge them to jump upon the table and satisfy their hunger: if properly trained, however, their reason restrains their instinct, and, no matter how hungry they may be, they will not touch the food until it is given to them.” (Man, 37)

Even among the wild creatures this modification of instinct may be seen. Humpback whales sing (instinctively, I presume), and yet each year they make small changes to their shared songs. 
The fact is, instinct alone might not be enough to keep an animal alive. Let’s say that you are a rabbit. (as La Chambre, 126) God has given you a number of instincts, so that from birth, you can find food, find sleeping holes, and avoid predators. How many of these mental programs can you handle? After all, life is full of unexpected blessings and dangers. There are tasty good plants and nasty poisonous shrubs; do you recognize all of them? Or do you eat only the ones you are sure about by instinct? As for avoiding predators: God could just make you so nervous that you run away and hide when any creature appears nearby. Then how will you ever find a mate? How will you ever eat, since most places have other creatures? The idea that instinct solves all problems for animals is a dubious one. Life is complicated and therefore requires an amount of flexibility; which instincts generally lack. 
Both Donald Griffin and Jonathan Balcombe say that instinct cannot be the only answer to animal life. “…nature might find it more efficient to endow life-forms with a bit of awareness rather than attempting to hardwire every animal for every conceivable eventuality.” And “Plainly, animals are not pre-programmed for all the things they do. To live in a complex, changing world it pays to be flexible. Machines are not flexible.” (28, 55) Even bugs with instincts cannot rely wholly on pre-programmed reactions. “Insect behavior is often supposed to be innate, rigid, unchangeable. But in fact parts of it may be quite plastic.” (Portmann, 102)
Hope Ryden studied beavers for many years, and wrote that beavers have “two sets of survival strategies - encoded behavior [instinct] and the ability to discover and apply new responses to an old situation…. Beavers show too much ingenuity in the many ways they respond to their environment to be dismissed as mere robots… the animal’s extra-ordinary capacity for adaptation, the signature of real intelligence.” (115, 201) 
Memory is one key evidence of mental operations. “There are, of course, non-linguistic ways in which a creature can show that it remembers something in its past experience… a dog’s retrieval of a bone manifests…two things at once: its belief that it buried the bone in that place, and its belief that in general buried bones stay put until retrieved by the burier.” (Bennett, Rationality, 88-89) This would be equally true of squirrels and woodpeckers who stash their food in multiple places for later retrieval and consumption. 
The myth that fish can only remember things for a few seconds has been dispelled. An experiment in the New Scientist magazine showed that small fish could remember where a hole was in a net almost one year after they had learned it. (Dawn, 49)
An elephant that was rescued at a Kenyan elephant orphanage, returned to the site after an absence of several years. He walked up to the buildings and waited for the staff to cut out a steel snare trap that was stuck in his leg. He had remembered that years ago these humans were helpful and so he came back for new help. (Bradshaw, 142) 
In a similar case, a doctor was asked to treat an elephant that was going blind. The physician put drops of nitrate of silver into one eye, which is a very painful treatment. The next day, the elephant could see from that eye. So the elephant actually lay down in front of the doctor, blind eye up, evidently knowing that the doctor might help this other eye also. (Sargent, 134)
You can watch videos on YouTube showing wild creatures coming to humans for assistance, from the land, sea, and air. A vestige of memory of human dominion must remain like an instinct in the minds of animals.
The Bible has a “mixed bag” of ideas regarding the intelligence of animals. In Psalm 32:9 we are admonished, “Do not be like the horse or like the mule, which have no understanding, which must be harnessed with bit and bridle, else they will not come near you.” Some folks use this verse as proof of animal stupidity. It isn’t. 
What is it that the horse and mule do not understand? They do not know where you want to go, or what you plan to do with them, and that is why you need a bridle to guide them. It is not stupidity, but inability to communicate with you on details, that they lack. It is hard to blame a horse or mule for not knowing what you want. 
Elsewhere the animals are viewed as more loyal than humans. Jeremiah 8:7, “Even the stork in the sky knows her seasons; and the turtledove and the swift and the thrush observe the time of their migration; but My people do not know the ordinance of the Lord.” Isaiah 1:3, “An ox knows its owner, and a donkey its master’s manger, but Israel does not know, My people do not understand.” And inferring the question of memory, Proverbs 1:17, “Indeed it is useless to spread the baited net in the sight of any bird…” See also my analysis of the famous incident with Balaam’s donkey in chapter twelve.
One of my favorite anonymous quotations comes from John Davies Everyman’s Book of Nonsense: “The gum-chewing student, the cud-chewing cow, are somewhat alike, yet different somehow. Just what is the difference I think I know now – It's the thoughtful look on the face of the cow.” (Lamb, 52) 

“Since antiquity, philosophers have argued that higher mental abilities - in short, thinking and language - are the great divide separating humans from other animals… Darwinism raised a series of tantalizing questions for future generations: If other vertebrates are similar to humans in blood and bone, should they not share other characteristics, including intelligence?” (Linden, Can, 56) 

Darwin himself has been criticized for ‘going too far’ in comparing animals to humans. In The Descent of Man he wrote “There is no fundamental difference between man and the higher mammals in their mental faculties… The difference in mind between man and the higher animals, great as it is, certainly is one of degree and not of kind.” (Slifkin, 90) For this and similar statements, “…Darwin…may more readily be accused of making animals too human than of making men too animal.” (Jaki, 68; also Budiansky, Elephants, xvii) So influential was Darwin, that in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, the general belief was that animals “possess all the germs of the intellectual faculties of man.” (Buckner, 120; Thorpe, 301) Human beings were, thus, just more highly-developed animals.
What is intelligence? 

“The dictionary defines intelligence as 'the capacity to acquire and apply know-ledge,' and knowledge is defined as 'familiarity or understanding gained through experience.' I perceive the word intelligence in a slightly different way. For me, it implies, first of all, self-awareness as a physical and social being. …” (Challinor, in Hoage, 17)

Are animals conscious? Most people and scientists would admit that they are. Consciousness is one major difference between plants and animals. But there are levels of consciousness. Some creatures seem to be more self-aware than others. Mortenson offers a good summary of these levels.

“The first level of consciousness is sensitivity, which means simply that an animal reacts to a stimulus. The second level is that of orientation, which means that the animal directs its body in relation to the stimulus. The third level is that of exploration This is a general term for all those investigations of new things, or of play. The fourth level is learning; the animal must remember something new. The fifth level is that of language, or of symbol and syntax… Of course, by itself, each sign is not an infallible guide to consciousness, even in our species.” (105)

I think of very primitive animals, like clams, when I think of levels of consciousness. Clams do react to stimuli, and they can apparently move a little bit and find a position they like before settling down. I would hardly think of clams as explorers (level three), and certainly not having memories or languages. But dolphins and elephants go at least to level four, by Mortenson’s definition. This is why we humans must take into account a species’ capacities when deciding on the ethics of using them for various purposes. Maybe experimenting on a clam could be justifiable, whereas experiments on a live dolphin would be unethical. The trouble with humans is, we cannot agree even on the definitions. Some scientists will only agree that an animal is conscious if it gets up to X level of perceived intelligence. The early Darwinists viewed learning as the sign of consciousness, so they would leave out clams, I presume. (Mortenson, 108) But followers of Descartes set the bar at language, and human language at that, thus denying that any non-humans deserved mercy from experimentation.

Brains

For many decades, science books claimed that the size of your brain was proof of your intelligence. Scientists would use calipers to measure your cranium to see how much Grey matter might dwell in your skull, and judge your intellectual capacities by the volume. This turned out to be wrong. You could have a monstrously big head and still lack mental skill. Scientists tried to apply this mistaken view of human smarts to the animal kingdom. (Chadwick, Grandest, 132-3)
In recent decades, science has learned a lot more about humans and animals and brains. Even though the brain occupies only two percent of our body weight, it uses twenty percent of our total energy! (Shipman, 60) Our mental lives are mostly in our brains, though our brains are so interconnected to our bodies that pains in the limbs register as pains in the brains too. Your brain believes that your entire body is part of you (and it is, actually). So your central nervous system which sends signals to the brain has a lot to do with how you “feel.” As Radner puts it, “The organs of human mental life are the brain and nervous system. Other animals have similar neurological apparatus. Hence it is plausible to conclude that they, too, have varied mental lives.” (Radner, 121) 
In general, likeness of form allows us to presume a likeness of function. I see that you look somewhat like me in shape, and act somewhat like me in behavior, so I assume that you are a human like me. (Mortenson, 57-59) In the same manner, we can make presumptions of this kind with animals that share our brain structure. It is not fool-proof, but an indicator of similarity. For what purpose would God give a dolphin a brain similar to a human brain if the dolphin was as dumb as a post?
Temple Grandin, a modern expert on animal thinking, sees three kinds of brain areas working in animals and humans, perhaps taken from Paul Broca’s nineteenth century brain theory. (Anderson, Powerful, 37-38)  Her way of defining the brain is clearly evolutionary in origin.

“Roughly speaking, the reptilian brain corresponds to that in lizards and performs basic life support functions like breathing; the paleomammalian brain corresponds to that in mammals and handles emotion; and the neomammalian brain corresponds to that in primates – especially people – and handles reason and language. All animals have some neomammalian brain, but it's must larger and more important in primates and in people.” (54)

Gary Kowalski agrees, writing that the “fairly recent evolutionary phenomenon” of the enlargement of the “neocortex, the center of rational thought” is well-developed in birds, allowing them to be smart and emotional creatures. (Bible, 36-37) 
Dolphin brains are unusual. Dolphins have two hemispheres, like human brains, but their hemispheres are able to work separately. They sleep by putting one side of the brain to sleep, while the other side (and its eye) watch for dangers, twenty minutes for each side! (Taylor, Souls, 161)
The latest interesting idea of brain science is the study of “Von Economo neurons” (VENS). Apparently these are common in humans, and now have been found in elephants, dolphins, and whales. These neurons appear to be found in highly social species that exhibit “self-awareness, form coalitions, cooperate, transmit cultural traditions, and use tools.” (Cohen, 197-198) 
Not everyone agrees, to be sure. (Budiansky, Lion, 42) Scientists like Povinelli write that we are getting a lot of “crappy chimpanzee science” that imply likenesses between humans and animals that do not exist. (Cohen, 183-184) They say finding a chimp using a stick to get termites is not remotely similar to humans building computers and discussing philosophy. On the other hand, saying that an animal has SOME intelligence does not imply that they can type out Shakespeare. Aside from a few quacks who think that dolphins are aliens from another universe, ethologists are merely seeking the truth about the levels of intelligence that animals DO have. 
Skeptics like Povinelli risk becoming targets of the satire written by Cyrano de Bergerac, a seventeenth century poet. He wrote a story in which birds are discussing why humans cannot have reason. Humans cannot tell sugar from arsenic, or parsley from hemlock. Humans have no beaks or feathers or claws. So obviously humans cannot be intelligent! (Radner, 50) 
Jonathan Edwards, a great American Puritan scholar, wrote that animals are incapable of intellectual views, but did not deny that they have some level of mind and understanding. 

“…the beasts… That we are not as ignorant as they, is not because we have better natural understandings, or that our minds are by nature more clear, and our eyes more discerning; or that our hearts are not naturally so inclined to sottishness and delusions as theirs. But only because God has not left us so much to ourselves, as he has them. He has given us more instruction to help us against our delusions.” (v.2, 247-248)

The brain is the physical instrument where thoughts and memories are kept. Some distinguish between the physical “brain” and the immaterial “mind.” (Schul, 19) It is difficult to say that a physical instrument could produce non-physical thoughts, which is one reason why I believe that thought itself is immaterial and spiritual, and an evidence of “soul” life. (see J.G. Wood, Man, 188-9) Abraham Kuyper, though applying it only to humans, says that “Thinking is a spiritual activity…The law governing this thinking can never be discovered through hearing, seeing, measuring, or weighing, but manifests itself in the human spirit…” (68)

“...we are faced with the possibility that consciousness does not occur by any known scientific structure. … Further, if the mind is not dependent on the physical brain, then the demise of the brain doesn't imply the same fate for the mind. The continued existence of the mind may well apply to any creature, human or otherwise, that possesses this quality.” (Schul, 19)

Some scientists, even Christians, do claim that in animals, the brain is nothing but a physical organ with no spiritual capacity. “But as to the reason of brute animals…it is absolutely material, and drowned in the body, it is altogether inseparable from it… it therefore is conversant with nothing but what is corporeal and mortal.” (Sibscota, 78)
Animals that have brains and nervous systems may be something like humans. That does not mean they are humans, or ready to build spaceships. 

Learning

One critical behavior thought to be part of intelligence is the ability to learn. Learning implies a number of things. It requires a mind, and storage memory for acquiring new ideas, proving that instinct is not the only reason for an animal’s behavior. Thorpe defined learning as an “adaptive change in behavior as a result of individual sensory experience.” (29-30) In short, an animal can observe something and change to imitate or avoid it.
The earlier experiments with bees prove (or strongly imply) that bees are not entirely ruled by innate behaviors but can learn and modify their normal routines. In general, humans have chosen animals capable of learning to be domestic pets and farm animals, because they can be taught to do certain important tasks, or behave in certain ways. You would be displeased with a wild-caught wolf as a pet. The wolf would probably destroy your home, trying to escape, even aside from any possible hostility. The wolf’s relative, the domestic house-dog, has centuries of human-modification for calmness and friendliness, and the desire to love and be loved among humans.
The ancient Greek view from Aristotle was that animals could think only of “particular and material things, and therefore they are incapable of learning…” (Sibscota, 79-80). This was the dominant view for a long time; and influenced scholastics like Aquinas. The problem with universally assumed truths as that no one bothers to examine them for accuracy, since everyone believes them! As soon as scientists started observing animals, they discovered that the long-assumed truth was wrong. The new science of ethology is the study of animal behavior, and it finds that most animals can learn.
Hope Ryden watched little beavers observing their elders to learn how to build dams and fell trees. They can build instinctively, but learn better ways by observing. (236)  Dog owners realized that their pet canines learned new tricks. Humans, dolphins, whales, bats, elephants, and a few species of birds can learn songs and modify the songs over time. (Cohen, 153-4) Baby horses instinctively learn to stand up after birth, but it takes days for them to learn how to lay back down. Baby elephants learn what food is good to eat by putting their trunks in the mouths of adults to smell what they are eating. (McCarthy, 34, 15) 

McCarthy, ix, “How do baby animals become competent adults? … Learning is the ultimate combination of nature and nurture, in which a growing animal applies its powers of intelligence, curiosity, perception, and memory to the world around it, again and again, and ends up with knowledge and skills it did not have before. No newborn animal is a blank slate and no newborn animal has a complete instruction manual.” (ibid., ix)

Two creatures that surprised me, as learners, were ants and archer fish, both studied in a book by Virginia Morrell. Ants teach each other to learn paths, sometimes by carrying each other. A teacher ant demonstrates new information, then the student taps its legs, showing it understands. If the student does not tap, the teacher shows her again! 
The archer fish, I have improperly played with at the Pittsburgh Zoo. The sign says do not put your hands over the glass. But on slow days when alone there, I have wiggled my finger over the glass and gotten the archer fish to spit water in my face. The archer fish spits water to knock bugs off of grass and fall in the water for eating. They have to practice their aim to get accurate enough to hit their targets.
Surprisingly, chickens can learn from watching videos on a television screen! University of Bristol researchers played a video to groups of chickens. In the video, a hen had two bowls, a red one and a yellow one. The hen only ate from the red bowl, never the yellow bowl. When these two colored bowls were given to the chicken groups that had watched the video, they would only eat from the red bowl. (Hatkoff, 30) Apparently, chickens would be perfect television advertising consumers, if they had credit cards!
Pigs showed even more cleverness. Some farmers have automated feeder systems that read codes in a pig’s collar to give him food. A few pigs learned that by stealing another pig’s collar, they could get another portion of food from the machine. Jonathan Balcombe referred to these pigs as hackers. (ibid., 100)
Sheep are more clever than I realized. They have a reputation for being rather stupid. But one flock in northern England learned how to cross over metal bar grids that deter cattle from leaving their pastures. A local resident said, “I've seen them doing it, and they're very clever. They lie down on their side, or sometimes on their back, and roll over the metal grids until they are clear.” Studies show that sheep (and cows) can recognize at least fifty other sheep, and ten humans by their faces, even after a two year absence! (Hatkoff, 131, 72, 129) 
Just as you might have trouble recognizing a woman after a major hair change, baby sheep cannot recognize their mothers after the ewes are sheared. Until the mother bleats, the baby wanders, looking for mom. (Lankester, 48)

A Bible verse commonly used to elevate human wisdom above animals is Job 35:11, when Elihu (a poor source for wisdom, perhaps) says “He [God] teaches us more than the animals of the land, and makes us wiser than the birds of the heavens.” But the Jewish Talmud translates it a little differently. “He teaches us from the animals of the land and from the birds of the heavens He makes us wise.” (Slifkin, 19)
Animals, like people, learn better in differing ways. I tend to learn things by reading or hearing about them, which may be a left-brained sort of system, using language for my brain to grow. Other people learn best by doing or watching someone else, perhaps that is a right-brained method. Since we have not yet deciphered any detailed animal languages (many argue that no animals have language), we have only seen the animals learning by observing and doing by trial and error. (Thorpe, 188)  In recent years we have found that the octopus may have the same learning and memory capabilities of a domestic dog. (Masson, Altruistic, 225)
The lead elephant of a herd, called a matriarch, must remember identities and locations over years of experience, and use these in leadership. Raising orphaned elephants in Kenya, it is clear that Keepers and older orphans teach young elephants what is edible, and what is good or bad behavior. Many important things are learned, and not instinctual in elephants. (Bradshaw, 9, 140) Trained elephants are not considered to be “fit for work” until age twenty, when they have learned and matured. Similar long maturing periods occur in whales and dolphins. (Schul, 25)

Chimpanzees teach tricky behaviors to their young by repeated demonstrations, and then let the youngsters try it. (Morrell)  The young ones at Bossou watch adults set up a rock as an anvil, place a nut on the rock, and then bash the nut with a smaller stone until it cracks open. Over time the young chimps try it, and eventually succeed in cracking their own nuts for food. (Cohen, 167)
Killer whales learn progressively, as they age, how to hunt for food. They watch their mothers and grandmothers use various hunting strategies to catch different prey species. Attacking fish is far different than herding a whale into the shallows or knocking a seal from a floating ice raft. (Chadwick, Grandest, 154) In Argentina where orcas zoom on to beaches to grab seal pups, they practice beaching themselves and freeing themselves from the sand. (Clayton) In one specific case, captive killer whales in Ontario, Canada, learned to fish for birds. A male orca would save a fish from his daily rations and let it float in the middle of his pool, while he waited patiently below. When a gull or bird landed to grab his fish, the killer whale zoomed up and ate both fish and bird together. Soon he taught the skill to his brother and mother. (Stolzenburg, 78-9)
Dolphins seem to learn things quickly and desire to share the information with ‘friends.’ In captivity, when a dolphin’s powerful sonar detects unusual humans such as pregnant women or men with pace-makers or artificial limbs, the first examining dolphin gets excited and brings other dolphins over to get a ‘look’ at the strange human! (De-Mares, 43; Mortenson, 64-5; Taylor, Souls, 73) Linden notes that trained dolphins are excited when they do well, but sag and look depressed when they do poorly. “On occasion, when wrong, they will take their chagrin out on the object and beat a hoop or basket as though it were at fault.” (Can, 58)
One famous example of learning and teaching among animals came during studies of macaques in Japan. In general, the macaques ignored sweet potatoes, perhaps because they were dirty. One monkey named Imo discovered that if she washed the potato in the stream, the potatoes were good eating. Soon the entire group of monkeys were washing potatoes. She later tried washing other foods, and this became a tradition in the whole group. (Saidel, 46; Premack, 41)
Orangutans are expert imitators and have learned many things from humans. Simply by observing, these orange apes have learned to paddle canoes, siphon fuel, make fires, wash laundry, use keys to unlock doors, pull weeds, set up hammocks, cook pancakes, and brush their teeth. (Masson, Altruistic, 231)
The only common house pet maligned in studies about animal learning is the cat. Edward Thorndike took a particularly dim view of the cats he observed. “Thousands of cats on thousands of occasions sit helplessly yowling…but let one cat claw at the knob of a door supposedly as a signal to be let out, and straightway this cat becomes the representative of the cat-mind in all the books.” (McCarthy, 18) Of course the question might be, do the cats have any reason to learn from us? They may be getting what they want without having to fawn on humans, as the dogs often do!
Another way of showing that some animals are expert learners is by looking at documented cases of animal-human cooperation. Here, I am not talking about domesticated animals, but animals in the wild or at least wild-caught, that learned to cooperate with humans in work. 
Macaque monkeys in southern Thailand have been trained to climb into coconut trees, find ripe ones by tapping, and drop them to humans below. In Bangladesh, as many as 100,000 captive-bred otters are tethered by fishermen to fishing boats to drive fish into the human nets. (Downer, 192, 186)
Since the 1930s, some Chinese fishermen have used Cormorants to catch fish for them. It was discovered in the 1970s that the cormorants could count to seven. Once a bird caught seven fish, the bird was allowed to eat one. The bird refused to move until he/she received the expected reward. (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 57)  This is similar to the difficult lesson learned by the Japanese who stole elephants in the Burma region during World War Two. These logging elephants were accustomed to working for only five or six hours each day, and no more. When the Japanese tried to force them to work longer hours, they refused, and many were killed for stubbornness.
In Africa, the honey-guide bird has a unique relationship with humans. It finds hives of honey-bees, then seeks out a person from the Boran tribe, who specialize in collecting honey. The birds use a specific call and then fly slowly until the men follow the bird to the hive. The men leave a big piece of honeycomb for the bird to eat as its reward. (Downer, 181-2; Budiansky, 47-48)
In southern Brazil, fishermen and dolphins work together to catch fish, and have purportedly been doing so together for hundreds of years. Dolphins herd shoals of mullet into shallow water where humans with nets can catch them, and the dolphins are given portions of the netted fish. The adult dolphins apparently teach young dolphins how to make signals to the humans, such as a “rolling dive” showing where the men should cast their nets. (Downer, 184) 
One dolphin came up to a human with a fish hook stuck in its mouth, and it waited for the human to get pliers and remove the hook. (Masson, Altruistic, 45) 
The most amazing example of human-animal cooperation I have read comes from the mid to late 19th century. A pod of killer whales learned to assist human whalers in killing baleen whales off the coast of eastern Australia. (Stolzenburg, 79) There is a great DVD documentary show about this called Killers of Eden. The books by Nigel Clayton called Tom of Twofold Bay and Tom Mead called Killers of Eden tell the whole story.
The Davidson family of TwoFold Bay used long rowboats to harpoon whales that passed by or tried to shelter in the bay. Somehow, a pod of killer whales came to make an unwritten agreement with the rowboat whalers to help the whaling in exchange for some of the kill. (Chadwick, Grandest, 155) The humans named the leader of the pod Tom. Tom would have his partners herd a baleen wheel into the bay or up close to the bay, then he would splash his tail (called “flop tailing”) to get the humans’ attention, night or day, to signal the humans to get their boats and harpoons. He would only work with the green boats belonging to the Davidsons, not any of the bigger boats using explosive harpoons. 
These orcas would nip at the baleen whale’s fins and tail, and even jump on top of it, to help the humans stick it with hand-thrown harpoons and drown it. Once dead, the boat would haul the carcass into the bay, and anchor it. The deal was that the killer whale pod could eat their favorite parts, the lips and tongues, of the caught whales. The rest of the carcass was left for the humans to boil down the next day. The Davidsons called this “the law of the Tongue.” 
This deal worked very well for the Davidson family and the pod of killer whales for many decades, until other humans tried working with the orcas. Substitute whalers tried to prevent the orcas from keeping their share of the harpooned victim. One whaler wounded Tom, and then a stranger harpooned a pod-mate, and the orcas never returned to Two-Fold Bay.

Forethought and Deeper Thinking

When a woodpecker or a squirrel stores food for the coming winter, is the animal  acting with forethought? Or is the activity simply instinctual? One common view is that non-human creatures live entirely in the present moment, without thought of the past or the future.
In 1702, the archbishop of Dublin wrote that “… Beasts enjoy present satisfaction always, without remembering what is past, or disquieting themselves with what is to come; and, after all, they suffer less by being kill’d, than they would if they died of a Disease, or old Age.” (Stuart, 222) What a mercy that we kill animals before they get old, he thought! Alexander Pope similarly said that animals are happily devoid of foresight and therefore cannot fear for impending pain or death. (ibid., 219) William Beveridge insisted:

“I am sure, within this veil of flesh there dwells a soul, and that of a higher nature than either plants or brutes are endued with; for they have souls indeed, but yet they know it not, and that, because their souls, or material forms, (as the philosophers term them) are not any thing really and essentially distinct from the very matter of their bodies; which being not capable of reflective act, though they are, they know it not, and though they act, they know it not; it being not possible for them to look within themselves, or to reflect upon their own existences and actions.” (1)

Anticipation is a an obvious aspect of pet dogs. How many of you have seen a pet canine wiggling with impatience for humans to get home from work? Some of them seem to sense the time of arrival of their owners. 
Some animals can be rather clownish, in the sense of enjoying the effects of their behavior on an audience. (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 32-34) When I lived with an elephant in Thailand for ten days, I was sure that he enjoyed playing tricks on me. He would give me unexpected baths with his trunk, usually when tourists were clicking their cameras. I think he liked the sound of laughter. He would even hide from me in the forest (though chained on a 100 foot chain) and jump out to scare me, then make a sound rather like chortling. Sidoyai had a sense of humor, I think.
An opposing view is offered by Wanliss.

“Remarkable among animals is their lack of history. They do not care who their ancestors were, or where they lived. Animals invariably live for the moment in a government by instincts and hungers. It often appears that for animals the only meaning or significance to events is whether they lead to a meal, or satisfy the other instincts.” 

Thomas Aquinas showed his ignorance of animals in a similar instance. He claimed that since some animals will defend their young at the expense of their own life, they obviously care nothing for their own lives, and therefore are irrational and cannot wish for eternal life. Think that through. That is one of the stupidest arguments I have ever heard! If you used that argument about people, then a soldier guarding his country or a father defending his family would be irrational and uninterested in eternal life! (Karlson III, 15)
If you take the story of Balaam’s donkey seriously, you have to disagree with Wanliss and Aquinas. The donkey asked Balaam, “have I ever done this to you before, in all the years I have belonged to you?” The donkey had some notion of past and present, and a desire to live (rather than be killed by the angel). 
The past and present states of mind in animals are more easily seen in the existence of animal dreams. (La Chambre, 150)  I have seen pet dogs and cats and ferrets and birds dreaming. Balcombe says it is common in mammals and birds. (Pleasurable Kingdom, 32; also Kowalski, 23) Experiments show that when certain brain inhibitors were blocked in domestic cats, they would sleepwalk: acting out their dreams. (Mortenson, 77) Temple Grandin says that EEG and brain studies on mice show that their brain waves look identical when they dream of running a maze or actually do run the maze, thus they likely see pictures of the maze in their minds. (Animals, 262-263) Baby elephant orphans often have nightmares and awake screaming, “as if reliving the terror” of seeing their herd killed by poachers. (Masson, Altruistic, 92) Buckner proposed that dreaming is a proof that animals have souls. (187)
It is difficult to prove that any given animal has thoughts about the future. Surprisingly, chickens may think about the future. According to Hatkoff, “Given a choice between receiving a small amount of food immediately or a larger amount in the future, they will choose the latter, demonstrating self-control and the capacity to delay gratification” (22) 
La Chambre reasoned that since beasts have hopes and fears and desires, they must have some understanding of the future, since all their passions are based on the good or evil to come. (128)
Masson gives the remarkable story of African bullfrogs that care for their young tadpoles.

“When heat begins to dry up the small ponds where they live, the tadpoles begin calling. The male bullfrog pays close attention. So his offspring can swim to safety, he immediately sets to work, digging a small trench through the mud from the closest pond that still has water. He decides how deep to dig the trench and where it can most easily be accessed by his children. Clearly, this is a thinking frog, a thoughtful one even. … ” (Altruistic, 107)

A famous “learning” gorilla named Koko, about whom books have been written, purportedly showed remarkable intelligence. One of her supporters, Francine Patterson, wrote that Koko could definitely refer to past events and had some understanding of the future. (199-201) More specifically, Koko began to understand the concept of representation versus reality. At first when she saw pictures of food in a book she would try to eat the food off the pages. But quickly she learned that the pictures were not edible and simply represented food. (134) That would be a “conception” or “idea” and remarkable, if true. That would be thinking about something not physically present, and recognizing that in spite of the appearance of food in front of you, you know that food is not really in front of you. That is a form of truth; is it not? 
Carruthers says that part of human intelligence is “…our capacity to suppose- to entertain a thought without commitment to its truth, evaluating it or drawing inferences from it.” (100) Recognizing reality from illusion. Even humans have had difficulty with such a concept, as you hear of non-technological tribes fearing photographs, not under-standing that a photograph is not evil or “stealing your soul.”
A 1986 study found that sea lions can think in images, and learn the concept of size, “so that if a trainer gives a complex command with hand signals,” a sea lion could find the larger of two balls and push it to the smaller ball! (Masson, Altruistic, 259) Alex the parrot, belonging to Irene Pepperburg, was able to do a great deal of sorting and distinguishing between shapes, colors, quantities, and sizes, in like manner. (Linden, Can, 58) 
Even the ancients discussed whether animals possessed a kind of logic. The writer Chrysippus wrote that a dog seems to use “the fifth complex indemonstrable syllogism” when it arrives at a spot where three roads diverge, while chasing an animal now out of sight. The dog smells two roads, and when he does not detect the scent of the creature he pursues, he runs down the third road. Thus the dog has reasoned that if there are three possible roads and the animal did not take two of them, the animal must have gone down the third. (Rescorla, 53) That would contradict John Locke’s claim that animals cannot compare ideas nor reason abstractly. (Thomas, Keith, 125)
For a long time it was believed that no animals (except for humans) used tools. In recent decades research has contradicted that belief. Sea otters swim with stones to loosen abalone from the sea floor and later crack open the mollusks. (Masson, Altruistic, 244)  David DeGrazia lists several instances in which an animal ‘fashions’ a tool for use: chimpanzees cleaning sticks for termite gathering, chewing leaves to make a sponge for absorbing sap, and shaping sticks for grooming fellows’ teeth. Dolphins sometimes wear a protective cone-shaped sponge over their beaks while prodding the sea floor for hiding prey. They ‘ask’ humans for help removing hooks or nets. (Self-awareness, 206) 
Wedge-capped capuchin monkeys of Venezuela were seen picking up millipedes and rubbing them over their bodies and passing the millipedes around. A scientist sent a millipede home for study and discovered that the creature secreted powerful insecticides and disinfectants. So the monkeys had discovered their own fly repellent! (Linden, Octopus, 130)
Decades ago, Jane Goodall watched a chimp make and use tools. She sent a telegram to her mentor, Louis Leakey, who famously replied, “Now we must redefine Man, redefine tool, or accept chimpanzees as humans!” (Goodall, 6)
Most skeptics have taken Leakey’s choice number two, and redefined tools. Now some scientists require animals to demonstrate advanced tool-making to earn respect!

“This is one of the fundamental differences between hominid tool-making and chimpanzee tool-making From the outset, hominid tool-making reveals an understanding that the obvious attributes of an object can be transformed. In contrast, chimpanzees in the wild select as tools objects that already have the appropriate attributes, whether those attributes are being long and slender (for termiting, say, or spearing bushbabies) or dense and sturdy (like the stones used for bashing nuts) or flexible and absorbent (like the leaves used to soak up liquids). Chimps do not make tools by transforming the properties of the raw object but only by further accentuating them...” (Shipman, 94)

“After decades of observations at seven different long-term study sites, we can pinpoint some key ways in which chimp tools differ from hominid ones: very few chimpanzee tools are used for hunting, though many are used for obtaining food; no chimp tools are used in butchery; no chimp tools involve flaking stone, though some may involve breaking stone; chimps don't use tools to make other tools.” (ibid., 96)

Skeptics discount such tales or posit that some other explanation for ‘apparent’ animal intelligence must be found. In biology, the 1894 canon of Lloyd Morgan became the standard for interpreting animal behavior, in a manner similar to Ockham’s Razor (the principle of parsimony) in other sciences. (Budiansky, Elephants, 12) Morgan said “In no case may we interpret an action as the outcome of the exercise of a higher psychical faculty, if it can be interpreted as the outcome of the exercise of one which stands lower in the psychological scale.” (Lurz, 7)  
Skeptics use this to say that there “must be” other explanations for apparent cases of animal reasoning. Matthew Scully cheekily warns that behaviorists will not be convinced by any evidence that animals are intelligent until the fabled monkeys type out Shakespeare’s Hamlet. (Dominion, 209)
Some of the tests that scientists devise to measure animal intelligence are very insightful, and yet others may be worse than useless. One problem for measuring animal intelligence is how would you define it if you saw it? 
Psychologist Yuan Macmillan offers some helpful questions and observations. “'If a goldfish was as intelligent as a chimpanzee, how would it show it? … A goldfish doesn't have any limbs, it doesn't have a very good visual system. When we set it a learning task, though, it learns perfectly efficiently.' 
Mainsail's point is that the reason monkeys and apes use tools may be nothing more complex than that they have hands.” (Budiansky, Lion, 7)  Hodos agrees because “one should judge animal intelligence from the perspective of how well the animal is adapted to the demands of its own environment. I see little value in asking how well a crow performs as a human being.” (Hoage, 85; also Shipman, 102) 
One famous test for animal self-consciousness is the “mirror test.” Basically you tranquilize an animal, and put a dot of paint on his/her face, and set him in a place with a big mirror. A few animals have “succeeded” by looking in the mirror and touching or seeking to remove the dot from his/her face. The idea is clever, because you can see that the animal recognizes itself in the mirror, and he now notices the strange color dot on his head. On the other hand, some animals seem to look in the mirror and not mind the dot. Only one of three elephants at the Bronx Zoo touched the dot; the rest “failed” because they did not. Does that prove that two out of three elephants are too stupid to know they are marked? Or does it mean that they don’t care about the mark? (Dawn, 15) Or maybe their eyesight isn’t so good? 

Communication and Language

Some Christians propose that animals and humans once spoke or used a common language, back in the Edenic paradise. (Bulanda, 59) George Pember a Brethren minister proposed:

“…when the serpent addresses Eve with articulate words, she betrays neither surprise nor suspicion. May we not fairly infer that animals then possessed some power of speech? Such a supposition is from every side probable; for if they were given to Adam as vassals, it is but reasonable to conclude that, so long as he remained in a state of innocence and retained his sovereignty, there would be a means of intelligent communication between himself and his willing subjects. And this inference is, perhaps, strengthened by an expression in the history of Balaam. 'The Lord,' we read, 'opened the mouth of his ass,' - a manner of describing the miracle which, at least, favours the idea that the creature was originally endowed with speech, and is abnormally dumb. Once more; in the thirty-ninth chapter of Job, it is recorded of the ostrich that 'God hath made her to forget wisdom' – for such is the literal rendering of the text – words which need no unnatural forcing to make them signify that she was not always the foolish bird she is now.” (6-7)

Joseph Hamilton in his 1877 book shares that opinion. “…I think it highly probable that man in his innocence understood clearly the language of brutes and, perhaps, conversed with them in that language, if indeed they did not both speak in the same tongue….Now we cannot conceive of any means whereby his authority would be so intelligently and efficiently maintained, as by the use of a language which his subjects would understand.” (Animal Futurity, 42) 
Gary Kurz agrees, writing that animals “…were made to be companions to Adam. Would it be such a long stretch of imagination to think that God made them with the ability to converse with Adam?” (Wagging, 63) It is difficult to think of any other means by which Adam could exercise dominion over the world’s creatures without effective communication, unless  the animals’ cooperation need not be gained by persuasion and explanation.
In his analysis of ancient worldviews of a paradise, Heinberg found many instances of the idea of a common language promoting peace between man and animals. Jewish legends say that “Not only did they know the language of man, but they respected the image of God, and the feared the first human couple, all of which changed into the opposite after the fall of man.” (65) In the fifth century BC, the Greek philosopher Empedocles wrote because of a common language, “All were gentle and obedient to men, both animals and birds, and they glowed with kindly affection toward one another.” (66) 
Stephen Webb doubts that animals ever possessed a language, following Wittgenstein in 1978. (On God, 9)
In an 1894 Westminster Gazette interview with Canon Wilberforce, a very interesting question was posed to him.

“But, Canon, does not the veil of silence which exists between us and the lower animals seem to indicate an essential distinction between them and us?' 'Well, but what's the reason for that? In the beautiful history of the origin of life on this planet, as given in the Bible story of Eden – which I look upon as an allegoric epitome of the distant past of all the races – it is clear that in the Eden state mental communication was open between man and the animals other than man. The bringing of the different species to Adam to see what he would name them, the search amongst them for a help-meet fit for him, the conversations recorded between the serpent and Eve, are all proofs of this open communication, not of course by vocal articulation and aural hearing – you must not imagine God, who is Spirit, speaking to Adam and to the serpent through a larynx and a vocal chord – but by feelings and thoughts and intuitions there was direct communication between man and the other animals. Probably it was by the same kind of process through which animals now communicate with one another. When man was expelled from the Eden state, and in his 'coat of skins' – the coarser covering of this flesh body – commenced the life of labour and education upon this earth, this mode of communication was lost; a veil of silence came between man and the lower animals, and in consequence an altered relationship ensued.” (Moor, 134)

Canon Wilberforce proposes that a telepathy existed between man, spirits, and animals in Eden. It is possible, and might explain why telepathy is such a popular idea around the world, though never truly witnessed in modern times. Also, telepathy would eliminate the need to explain how animals could speak a language without vocal cords; unless you say the communication was only one direction, from Adam to creatures, and not back again. 
God does address various kinds of animals directly in the Bible. Karl Barth noted that God condemned the serpent (Genesis 3:14), commanded the ravens to feed Elijah (I Kings 17:4), ordered the fish to spit out Jonah (Jonah 2:11), and had an angel call birds to feed on the defeated armies (Revelation 19:17). Beasts, cattle, creeping things, and birds are also summoned to praise God in Psalm 148:10. (Clough) 
Charles Birch emphasizes that God blessed humans directly in Genesis 1 yet only “spoke to” the animals, a different kind of blessing, he posits. (4) 
Bulanda makes no such distinction and sees God as talking to the animals, and theorizes that God would not speak to them if they could not understand and obey. “Communication with God demonstrates that animals have: 1) the ability to think. 2) an awareness of God's presence. 3) at least some knowledge of who God is. 4) the ability to understand God's commands.” (68-70) 
Although I agree with Bulanda that there is no clear distinction between the blessings on humans and animals, yet God could even speak to inanimate objects to command them, and they would obey (Jesus and ‘the rocks’ crying out).  

One classic roadblock used to challenge animal intelligence is the apparent lack of language in animals. 
Aristotle asserted “That the faculty of Speech (which presupposeth reason) is only bestowed upon Man, and that no other Creature can speak...” (Sibscota, 49) Once Aristotle or Plato said something, the world tended to follow their opinions.
Descartes argued that since animals cannot talk in languages, and language is such a simple thing, clearly they must have no reason. (Linzey and Regan, Animals, 47) His premises seem flawed. First, Descartes presumes that no types of animal communication qualify as language. Second, he presumes that language is a simple thing. Third he presumes that if animals cannot do a simple thing, they cannot be intelligent. Which of these three is not controversial? It is an axiom built on three questionable opinions. Descartes might be correct but he is not proving it with these three premises. The Christian scholar Erich Sauer accepts Cartesian position, apparently.

“Therefore man alone has the faculty of speech, for only he has ‘thoughts’ in the true sense. The fact that he ‘speaks’ proves that he thinks. Here also we see the crucial distinction between man and the animal world. Man thinks, the animal only feels. The animal has instincts, man has a will. The animal makes sounds, man has language… animals do not ‘speak’ because they do not think.” (142)

In 1667, George Sikes wrote that the created animals have no more knowledge than trees or plants! (28)
On the other side, people may be wrongly equating communication with language. Humans do a lot of “non-verbal communication” by using simple hand signals, shrugs, and purposeful sounds. (Budiansky, Elephants, 20)  Eugene Morton, an ornithologist, says that humans and birds have “vocal convergence” because we share “harsh, low frequency sounds” for hostility but higher “cooing or whining” to convey friendly intent-ion. (Olmert, 106) What sounds like “peep peep” to humans actually is full of super-fast trilling that we cannot even detect; so there is far more information potentially being communicated than we might think. (Morrell) A bird can hear ten notes in the interval where a human hears only one note, so “when people listen to or imitate birdsong, they may be overlooking great complexity.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 195)
Many creatures: elephants, some birds, reptiles, and insects, use infra-sound, below the range of human hearing, and so we really cannot hear them speaking. (Masson, Altruistic, 228)
When wolves howl at each other they are sharing information, which is communication, (Smith, John, 1). But is that language? Language as humans use it is very representational (Bennett, Rationality, 12) We created a word for “bird” and English-speaking peoples have agreed that ‘bird’ means the flying animal with feathers. Then we build sentences and paragraphs and books out of those labels. (Shipman, 133-134) Darwinist Thomas Huxley and followers say that animal communication is not human language because humans have semantics (grammar) and syntax (word order with meaning). (DeMares, 24-25) Huxley wrote in 1872 that there is a vast “…gulf between…man and the brutes, for he alone possesses the marvelous endowment of intelligible and rational speech [and] … stands raised upon it as a mountain top, far above the level of his humble fellows.” (Pepperberg, 217)
No animals we have seen can build long, meaningful sentences. However, does the length and exhaustive nature of human words prove that shorter and simpler communiques of animals are not language? If you break our complicated languages down into component parts, such as semantics and syntax, dolphin chatter may qualify as language. (Linden, Can, 58) 

The biggest argument, perhaps, in modern discussion of animal intelligence is the angry feud over ape-language studies. The “bitter, partisan nature of the ape-language debate among otherwise objective scholars” leads some to believe that humans cannot rationally deal with attacks on human superiority, sensing that language is our last bastion of defense against equality. (Fowler, 1980, in Rowan, 5) As Friedrich Max Muller said in a famous lecture:

“Where, then, is the difference between brute and man? What is it that man can do, and of which we find no signs, no rudiments, in the whole brute world? I answer without hesitation: the one great barrier between the brute and man is Language. Language is our Rubicon, and no brute will dare to cross it.” (Cohen, 98)

A number of lengthy studies have sought to teach various apes to understand human language. Early attempts failed because apes lack the specialized vocal cords that humans have. Then studies tried American sign language. Opinions about the results of the studies vary greatly. Some say apes have language, others say ‘not a chance.’
It is obvious that some apes can communicate clearly with each other. Emil Menzel ran a clever study with chimps. He showed one of six young chimps an enclosure. Once it contained a stuffed snake. When the chimp was sent back to his friends, the other chimps entered with sticks to club the snake with, and looked for it carefully. When the one ape was shown the enclosure with food in it, rather than a snake, all six chimps later entered quickly and searched for the food. Clearly, the one chimp had somehow told the other chimps what to expect in the enclosure. (Page, 156-157)
The bonobo ape named Kanzi purportedly can communicate using sign language, with the grammatical ability of a 2 1/2 year old child. He understands many human words, but does not speak. Koko the gorilla has purportedly mastered over 1000 signs, and understands several thousand English words, and scores 70 to 95 on human IQ tests (classifying him as a ‘slow learner.’) (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 48) 
Opposing these interpretations, the psycho-linguist Stephen Pinker says that teaching apes sign language is merely a show of gestures, not real language. (Hart, 109) Jon Cohen agrees with Pinker, and says that apes “just don’t get it.” While agreeing that the chimps may recognize a few dozen words and phrases, that is nothing to a normal high-schooler who knows sixty thousand words. (113, 127)
Brian Sherring writes that monkeys and apes are very intelligent, “but researchers have found that their intellectual growth reaches its maximum by the age of three and then comes to a full stop. By contrast man, after a slow start, soon shows his superiority in mental ability and continues to progress for many years…” (10)
Another possibility is that some chimps are clever and others are not. (Premack, 42)
Walt Disney films often anthropomorphize animal characters by having them speak in English. This is for entertainment. Very few animals are capable of human sound production. One beluga whale in the US Navy marine mammals program tried to speak with human sounds. In 1984 a beluga named Noc was heard imitating orders to divers that he heard among people nearby. He could mimic some words, but gave up after a few months. (Siebert, 67-70)
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about dolphins is that they have names for themselves! Called a “signature whistle,” dolphins greet each other by exchanging signature whistles and remember them for decades. No other animals except humans seem to have specific labels like this for individuals. (Foer, 51)
Only a few species of birds seem to be good at mimicking human language. The question is: do the birds have any understanding of those words? The famous parrot Alex may have something to say about that, literally.
Irene Pepperberg is an academic scientist who worked with the African Grey parrot named Alex to test ideas about language. She notes that his brain was about “the size of a shelled walnut” and yet by the end of the experiment, Alex changed our perception about the phrase “bird brain.” (2) As Alex grew in his understanding of English vocabulary and sentence structure, critics argued that the bird was simply mimicking and that Pepper-berg’s observations were ‘vacuous.’ (24) Her conclusions, after Alex died at the age of 31, is that although bird brains are very different from human brains, they both include intelligence, and more mental powers than most scientists have conceded. (203, 214-215)
She does not claim that Alex understood everything he learned, nor that parrots are simply less intelligent humans. I suspect she would agree with Sibscota, who mentions a parrot that was taught the Apostles Creed, and yet “did not at all understand the thing being signified by those words.” (83)
Gunnison’s prairie dogs have vocal calls much like nouns, adjectives, and verbs when they warn fellows about predators. (McAninch, 138-139) These animals have different calls for air predators (hawks) and ground predators (coyotes, dogs, humans). (Slobodchikoff, 68) They have different calls for human with a gun, yet they remember if a man once had a gun and give the same call even if he now lacks a gun! (Masson, Altruistic, 32)
Vervet monkeys have similar distinctions in their calls to announce the approach of an eagle, leopard, or snake. Young vervets may have a lot of false alarms, such as when they are spooked by falling leaves, but after some months, they get the hang of the correct time for each call. (McAninch, 136-137) Baboons have calls for threats or fears, and when scientists played baboon sounds that seemed irrelevant, the baboons looked around at each other to see if any baboon understood the nonsense calls. (Camp, 115)

Dolphins “develop an understanding of the words of their language at the level of a concept.” Trainers can ask a dolphin, ‘is there a ball present?,’ and the dolphin searches the pool and responds with a ‘no’ paddle. Obviously the dolphin understood the sign ‘ball’ and discovered no ball present: that is forming a mental image, called “referential reporting,” and is found so far only in apes and humans. (Schul, 29)
Chadwick shows that a single species may have varying differences of communication, like culture and dialect, from region to region. Orcas in different oceans communicate very differently, but he still doubts we can call it language. (Grandest, 144-5)

Obviously dogs learn some human words. They do not speak them, but hear and obey them. Estimates vary widely over this ability. Olmert says they can learn more than sixty words. (123) The famous dog trainer, Barbara Woodhouse, claims that dogs can understand 400 human words, but others doubt that. (Yoerg, 60) Many creatures recognize that when we speak, we are trying to convey meaning. (Clark, Moral, 93)
The basic question is, once again, does this human characteristic of creating complicated languages prove that humans are remarkably intelligent while animals are relatively stupid? If the purpose of language is communication, and yet animals can communicate without detailed language, how does that make us better? Perhaps God simply gave animals an easier way to communicate what they need. They don’t need tricky turns of phrase because they don’t live in the way humans do.
I wonder how much this debate of communication versus language even matters. If animals can communicate with each other adequately, does it matter if we call it a “language?” The ancient writer Porphyry said that to argue that an animal has no reason because men have more reason is like arguing that partridges cannot fly because hawks can fly higher. (Waldau, Specter, 39)

“Almost all animals speak. They speak in codes that we do not understand at first. They speak about dangers and mates and young. They speak of life and death, of life coming out of life… We live in a world of messengers that we have only begun to hear.” (Mortenson, 150) 

This opinion is not new. Gassendi wrote to disagree with Descartes in 1641, saying “though they do not utter human expressions (as is natural seeing they are not man) yet they emit their own peculiar cries, and employ them just as we do our vocal sounds.” (Stuart, 141) This is, somewhat, a Doctor Doolittle version of animal communication: animals have a language of their own, which few, if any, can interpret. We then celebrate “horse whisperers” and “elephant whisperers” who are able, more or less, to communicate with certain animals.
Many animals communicate with other species to help and receive help, for mutual benefit. In the Galapagos Islands, finches land in front of a giant tortoise and hop up and down. If the tortoise agrees to grooming, he stretches out his neck and allows the bird to climb around his neck picking off parasites or mites. Hippos use fish like barbels and cichlids to groom their tails and teeth. Lions let agamid lizards climb over their bodies to pick off flies. (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 132-134) In the ocean, the cleaner wrasse dances a special dance in front of large fish, to offer a cleaning. One cleaner wrasse may help 2300 fish per day! (ibid., 139; Budiansky, 53)  Ocean sunfish come to the surface and float sideways to allow seagulls to peck parasites with their beaks. (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 138)
Meerkats work with hornbill birds to help each other. The birds warn meerkats of any raptors in the sky, in exchange for the meerkats driving prey animals out of holes for their consumption. (Masson, Altruistic, 215)
Even bugs can cooperate. Some species of ants are ranchers and keep cattle!

“In the garden of almost every suburban home, herds of domesticated animals are reared and milked for food. This pastoral scene usually goes unnoticed because the farmers are only a few millimeters long and their flocks are grazed on the leaves of roses. The miniature backyard ranchers are another type of ant - black ants - and their livestock are the aphids that human gardeners know as greenfly. As the aphids suck sap from our roses they save up a sugary by-product for the ants. The ants milk the aphids for this sweet fluid by stroking them with their antennae. In return for this secretion the ants defend the aphids from predators such as ladybirds and lacewing larvae. Many ants and aphids have this kind of partnership. If the herds of aphids grow too large the ants will move them to new pastures. The ants that tend the bean aphid even over-winter their livestock in underground stalls, a form of transhumance also practised by human herders and their cattle in the Swiss Alps.” (Downer, 79)

Some caterpillars send signals calling for ants, which protect them in exchange for sweet secretions from the caterpillar’s body. (Hart, 37; Lawren, 38) Some types of bees, wasps, beetles and butterflies make similar alliances with aphids and other insects. (Eisenberg, 16)
These kinds of cooperation are thought to be significant by naturalists who feel Darwin over-emphasized competition and underestimated sociability. The focus on the selfish “struggle for survival” lead many to dismiss the number of animals that cooperate with each other. (Stuart, 432) From a Christian point of view, one might suggest that God intended for the ecosystems of the world to cooperate and complement each other, and the entrance of sin is what brought selfish competition into the world. Eden was peaceful and social; the Curse brought pain and disunity.
Sociability and cooperation may be key elements in the growth of intelligence in animals. Social animals require the ability to retain a lot of memories. (DeGrazia, Self-awareness, 202)
Elephants are my favorite animal. I spent a month observing them in Thailand in 2004. The elephant I worked with for ten days, named Sidoyai, seemed to be more intelligent than any creature I had met before. Elephants are social, usually living in herds. 

“Beyond their obvious intelligence, elephants are famous for their family life. Elephant society, like that of humans, is composed of an intricate, nested, and delicate network of relationships. African elephants typically live in stable families comprising ten individuals on average.” “…An elephant matriarch's uncanny memory and her ability to process complex social and ecological information to guide her family to food and safety can be traced back to her neuroanatomy: magnetic resonance imaging reveals that an elephant possesses an extremely large and convoluted hippocampus, the brain structure most responsible for mediating long-term social memory.” (Bradshaw, 26-27, 11)


Emotions

Not so long ago, scientists would laugh if you implied that animals had emotions. Their worldview, so completely shaped by Cartesian philosophy and Skinnerian behaviorism blinded them. They were certain that animals were mere machines, guided by instinct and calling out only from reflex. “The worst sin in their moral vocabulary was anthropomorphism, projecting human traits onto animals…But that has become a minority viewpoint.” (Lemonick, 60-61) Though a few still cling to the old models, most scientists have adjusted to new findings. Things have changed!
In order to be brief, we cannot make careful definitions of every term. Contrasting the possible meanings of “emotion” versus “feelings” can be an unending morass. John Gerstner, one of my mentors in Christianity, wrote that “Feeling is a response to an idea.” (Reasons, 170) If so, then for a creature to have feelings it must also have a mind. Emotions are your reaction to something that you have seen or heard or believed. If you have a mind it is likely that you are pleased with good things and frightened by bad things. Animals are much like us, in this regard.
Many animals have emotions that we infer from their behaviors. As before, we cannot prove conclusively that your dog is happy to see you when you come home, but it seems obvious that the wriggling, hopping creature is demonstrating something that resembles joy. (Darwin, 8) Without language, he/she cannot express it in words, and yet the unbiased observer would rarely doubt that the canine shows glee. (Midgely, 59; Ryden, 103) 
Because humans have lived with dogs for many centuries, humans have had many opportunities to observe this behavior. Voltaire criticized Descartes for ignoring the similarity between human and canine reactions to separation and assuming that people are distressed while dogs have no such feeling. (Regenstein, 80)
Evolutionists say that animals likely have emotions because humans have emotions, and so they have been a part of life for many millions of years. (Bekoff, Passions, 51) 

“Animals feel a wide range of emotions, including each of Charles Darwin's six universal emotions: anger, happiness, sadness, disgust, fear, and surprise. ... It's sometimes easier to see and understand emotions in animals than in humans because animals don't filter their emotions. What they feel is clearly written on their faces, publicized by tails, ears, and odors, and displayed by their actions.” (Bekoff, Animal Love; also Salt, 12)

Darwin has suffered perhaps more criticism from science for thinking that animals have emotions than he got from religious folks angry about the theory of evolution! 
But for Christians, I ask… 
Did it ever occur to you that God likes to see happy creatures? Not just humans, but animals? The Westminster Confession of Faith says that the chief end of man is to glorify God and ENJOY Him forever. How strange, then, that humans seem often so dreary, while most animals are full of joy. Why would that be? Perhaps because humans have been crushed by sin. Animals are probably not sinners. (see chapter six for more discussion of that) 
Martin Luther wrote in his commentary on Luke: 

“A bird pipes its lay [sings] and is happy in the gifts it has; nor does it murmur because it lacks the gift of speech. A dog frisks gayly about and is content, even though he is without the gift of reason. All animals live in contentment and serve God, loving and praising Him. Only the evil, villainous eye of man is never satisfied.” (Clough, 56)

John Flavel wrote a century later, “Yea, birds and beasts, as well as men, enjoy their innocent delights: these chirp, and play; the chearful birds among the branches sing, and make the neighboring groves with music ring: with various warbling notes they all invite our ravished ears, with pleasure and delight.  The new-fallen lambs will, in a sun-shine day, about their feeding dams jump up, and play.”  (56)

Even in a corrupted world, God has “superadded pleasure to animal sensations, beyond what was necessary for any other purpose.” (Paley, 339) Henry More wrote that God “takes pleasure that all his creatures enjoy themselves…” (Passmore, 21). What does it say about the character of God that pleasure is a key component to life on Earth? It seems unlikely that God is opposed to pleasure. The sensory abilities He gave to humans and animals actually provoke pleasure, at times. Although misery and pain are frequent on Earth, joy and pleasure are likewise part of common grace. “Every animal I know enjoys being alive. Most animals are masters at living in the moment to the fullest.” (Holmes, 23)
The Bible mentions in Isaiah 32:14 that desolate lands “will be suited for the pleasure of wild donkeys.” This is an interesting case where the humans who once lived in that city are likely unhappy at its collapse, while the wildlife is delighted to have more open land. 
Biologist Ian Redmond has observed joyous gorillas. Apparently they sing with a sound “something between a dog whining and a human singing - when they are especially happy.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 112)
Pleasure is often seen in the behavior we call “play.” Learning animals, including humans, spend a lot of time in play while “growing up.” Otters (and domestic ferrets) seem to spend their whole lives playing. The act of play is a major way in which animals learn how to interact with others. Social rules are discovered: how hard you can touch, which item you can take, when to return the item, etc. When rats were denied play time, they grew up to be socially inept, “like autistic humans.” (Morrell) 
Dogs have rituals to show that they want to play, such as a “play bow,” where the dog dips the front of his body while leaving his rear up and wagging his tail. Marc Bekoff explains that “It is important for individuals to tell others that they want to play with them and not fight with them or eat them, and this message seems to be sent by play-soliciting signals, such as the bow, which occur almost only in the context of social play.” (Passions, 47)

 “Play is a good indicator of well-being. It occurs when other needs, such as food, shelter and safety, are sufficiently met, and when unpleasant feelings like fear, anxiety and pain are minimal or absent. Otherwise the animal's efforts would be directed at meeting these needs or relieving these feelings...” (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 68)

Some scientists still feel the need to find Ockham’s Razor-style simple evolutionary explanations for animal play. Philip Hoare says that “when you see a whale leap out of the water like a giant penguin, your first thought is that it looks fun. The fact that calves and young whales are more prone to breach reinforces this idea. The whales may be merely playing...” (25) Yet documentaries and books on whales often explain that the giant creatures may just be trying to knock barnacles off their skin. Dolphins leaping and spinning above the water are simply trying to show off their physical prowess to potential mates. I suspect that Darwin’s “survival of the fittest” slogan has left many scientists afraid to see any of the joy that actually exists in the world. Or perhaps Satan has twisted their theory to keep them buried in darkness and away from the good news.
Joy is certainly not the only emotion of humans or animals. When negative events happen, there may be fear. An animal may cry out, flee, or tremble. (Darwin, 6, citing Spencer)

“Personal history also plays a part in the genesis of fear for a particular animal, who can learn to fear something that it did not fear before. This is expressed in common-sense beliefs. For example, if you pick up a stick to toss for a dog to retrieve and instead it cringes in fear, your first thought is likely to be that the dog has been beaten. Animals form associations of fear with objects that have frightened them in the past. Memories can be triggered by resemblances or perhaps even by wandering thoughts.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 50)

Fear seems to be present in all different kinds of animals, not just mammals. The octopus is a fascinating creature with more intelligence than you would guess. An octopus has a poor “poker face” because it shows its emotions by changing colors! Usually brown, the mollusk goes white when afraid, and red if angry. (Masson, Altruistic, 222) If a human diver gets rough, sometimes the octopus will go into shock and die. (Mortenson, 43) They may be more emotional than humans.
One experiment showed that grasshoppers feel fear. The insects ate significantly less grass when trapped in a cage with spiders, even though the spiders fangs were glued, and they were no real danger. (Stolzenburg, 149)
Humans can have problems with their emotions, which is part of the study of psychology. Dr. Michael Fox says that 

“in some ways, animal psychology is as intricate as human psychology, and animals will exhibit symptoms of emotional distress that are comparable to those in humans – separation anxiety, grief, depression, anorexia nervosa, fear, jealousy, even guilt. A dog can mourn a dead master to self-destructive excess, and cats boarded for the summer may become depressed and virtually stop eating. Animals also develop psychosomatic disorders, such as diarrhea, pruritis [itching], and even hysterical paralysis.” (Schul, 167-168)

Not only do animals often experience the same feelings that humans feel, but they can take the same helpful actions or pharmaceutical drugs to feel better! “Substances like oxytocin, epinephrine, serotonin, and testosterone – all of which are thought to affect human actions and feelings – are found in animals as well.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 15) Just as humans can enjoy narcotics and alcohol, so can animals. Reindeer love hallucinogenic mushrooms. Elephants adore fermented fruit. Pigeons “space out” on cannabis seeds. (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 162-163)
Domestic animals frequently become depressed when their human family breaks up during a divorce, for instance. (Lemonick, 61)  James Vlahos wrote a famous essay in the New York Times about “pill popping pets.” He explained how the same medications used to help people also help pets and wild animals (in zoos) with depression, aggression, and obsessive-compulsive disorder. (Bekoff, Animal, 55) You can help your pet overcome some neuroses with psychological medications, at times.
Social animals also help each other during “tough times” without drugs. Elephants perceive sadness and stand in grief and mourning rituals after a calf dies, for example. (Bradshaw, 11) Humans who save orphaned elephants say that the little calves show signs of post-traumatic stress disorder and require much psychological comfort as well as milk and water. (Sheldrick, 308)
Domestic cows stand near a frightened cow and groom it, during stressful times. Studies show that cows also learn faster when they have ‘friends’ around, compared to when the cow is alone. (Hatkoff, 85, 64) “It’s also been discovered that lonely sheep are happier and more comfortable when they are shown pictures of sheep family and friends.” (Bekoff, Passions, 15)
The most famous story of a grieving animal is that of Greyfriars Bobby. After his “master” John Gray died in 1858 the dog lived on top of the tomb for fourteen years. Locals put up a statue for the loyal dog in 1873. (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 147)
Old Testament laws ordering the egg collector to send away the mother bird is believed by the Jews to reduce the distress of the bird when its potential young are taken. (Slifkin, 142)
Apes have many emotions like our own. “They can be angry, afraid, or hurt; they can threaten, hug, or complain. They can cherish, nurture, or be possessive…They can joke with us and laugh.” (Mortenson, 149) Temple Grandin says that even reptiles share most of our human emotions. She suggests that the human brain seems to have more capability for associations, and so humans can have “mixed emotions” that animals may not have. That is when we can feel love and hate (for example) at the same time. (88, 55)
The Bible does not often mention animal emotions, though the anger or violence of a bear robbed of her cubs is a frequent metaphor for danger.
Stephen Webb believes that “Animals cannot think about God, but they can feel God.” (On God, 45)

Conclusion

This chapter explained many similarities and differences between humans and animals. The fact is, animals are a lot like humans. The differences, aside from the obvious physical features and shapes, are mainly in the level of intelligence or communication ability. It is wrong to go with Descartes and say that animals are as dumb as tree stumps, but it is also incorrect to claim that animals are human beings in other shapes. 
Rather than overfill this chapter with every possible question about animal natures, I will move a few to later chapters where they may be more relevant to those topics. For instance, the issue of whether animals can feel pain will be found in chapter seventeen on experimentation. The questions of whether animals have “souls,” or spiritual lives, will be found in the next chapter.



Chapter Six
Creation’s Stewards

Humans and animals are similar, yet different. The Bible teaches this clearly. I have to disagree with Mortenson, who proposes that the only difference between us is that humans control fire. (115)
In the last chapter, I showed you many aspects of animal natures. Animals have far greater abilities in certain areas of life than humans do. Dogs, for instance, can smell things far more acutely than we can. Fish can swim faster. Animals have many emotions in common with us, and some ability to think and reason, though at a lesser capacity than we can. Elephants and whales and pigs and dogs have fairly clever minds, but they are not human minds, and show lesser abilities (as far as we can tell) at language and abstraction. 
Blaise Pascal made a brilliant statement about humanity.

“It is dangerous to show man too clearly how much he resembles the beast without at the same time showing him his greatness. It is also dangerous to allow him too clear a vision of his greatness without his baseness. It is even more dangerous to leave him in ignorance of both. But it is very profitable to show him both.” (cited in Thorpe, vii)

In this chapter we will talk about humans. How are we different and similar to animals? First we focus on our original creation, and then the idea of souls.
In 1649, Gerrard Winstanley wrote beautifully about the Edenic garden:

“In the beginning of time the whole creation lived in man, and man lived in his Maker, the spirit of righteousness and peace, for every creature walked evenly with man, and delighted in man, and was ruled by him; there was no opposition between him and the beast, fowls, fishes, or any creature in the earth: so that it is truly said, the whole creation was in man, one within, and walked even with him; for no creature appeared to be a visible enemy to him: for every creature gave forth itself, either for pleasure or profit of man, who was Lord of all: and man lived in his Maker the Spirit, and delighted in no other; there was an evenness between man and all creatures, and an evenness between man and his Maker the Lord, the Spirit. But when man began to fall out of his Maker, and to leave his joy and rest which he had in the spirit of righteousness, and sought content from creatures and outward objects, then he lost his dominion and the creature fell out of him, and became enemies and opposers of him... And as the man is become selfish, so are all the beasts and creatures become selfish, and man and beast act like each other, by pushing with their horns of power, and devouring one another to preserve self.” (Winstanley, 2-3)

More recently, Wittmer said “...Adam took great delight in living on this planet. Adam never felt more alive than when he was naming the animals, planting tulip bulbs, or pruning back pear trees so they would bear more fruit. His job was made easier by the shalom that permeated this good creation. Lions snuggled up against his neck and purred like kittens, wolves and sheep played harmless games of hide-and-seek, and stately cedars and pines soured skyward, casting a fresh, fragrant scent over the garden floor. Here, in God's original design for the natural world, we find that he intends for all of his creatures to blossom and prosper together. God did not mean his creation to be a zero-sum game, where one species thrives at another's expense. Instead, he created a tightly calibrated ecosystem in which individuals and species need each other to maximize their potential. ... ” (107)


Humans and Animals as Creatures

Genesis 2:7, “the Lord God formed the human from the topsoil of the fertile land and blew life’s breath into his nostrils.” Genesis 2:19, “So the Lord God formed from the fertile land all the wild animals and all the birds in the sky…”
Adam basically means ‘dirt man.’ Man from the soil. Dustboy or dirtbag, says Wittmer. (72-73) Both humans and animals were made by God out of the dirt. Whether that “topsoil” of the fertile land makes any special difference between the soil used for Adam and for the animals is hard to say. Brown, in The Ethos of the Cosmos points out the subtle difference between soil and fine soil, and industrialists like Vantassel seize on that as an important difference between humans and animals. If it is important, it is never again mentioned in the Bible. (38) God made us out of finer soil? Then I am delighted to be a finer dirtboy.
Cone points out that man came from dirt (Genesis 2:7), worked to cultivate the dirt (2:9 and 2:15), and learned from God that his fate for the future was tied to the dirt (3:17- 18). Dirt became flesh. In the book of John we are told that the Word became flesh. Jesus became a dustboy like us!
Some commentators point out that “God made other good creatures by a word of command, but man by counsel; it was not, Be Thou, but, Let Us make man.” (Flavel, 234-235; see also Fromm, 57) This is a significant point, perhaps related to “the image of God” that will be discussed at length in chapter ten. Dominion was given to man at the first of creation, in a direct order, and in God’s bringing animals to Adam for names. Work was instituted before the Fall into sin. Work is not an evil. God wanted us to keep the Garden in order! (Merritt, 41)


“...the manifestation of Adam's wisdom and God's confirming of his judgment which he shewed in naming every kind of earthly creature with a name agreeable to the nature of it. For whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name of it, that is, that name was ratified by God. Yea also, because there was no use of names, whereby the creatures might be known to any other or revealed, (there being as yet no man besides Adam himself, nor the woman yet made to whom he might shew them by their names). I am induced to think that Adam gave such a fit and proper name agreeable to the nature and qualities of every creature, that the creature, being called by that name, would come to Adam whensoever he called upon it; such was the obedience of the creatures to man, and such was man's wisdom to rule them, and so excellent was his knowledge of their several natures and qualities.” (Walker, George, 192-193)

The apostle Paul talks about different kinds of flesh in I Corinthians, and seems uninterested in the differences. 

“...St Paul divides all the races of the earth into four great classes. 'There is one kind of flesh of men, another flesh of beasts, another of fishes, another of fishes, and another of birds.' (1 Cor. 15:39) The line of demarcation is not drawn between man and all the inferior creatures; he is merely place in one class which is not more distinct from the other three than they are distinct from each other.” (Hamilton, 14)

The reason why humans and animals have similar characteristics, like limbs, lungs, eyes, ears, etc., is because God made us from similar stuff, and because we live in the same habitats and have parallel needs. (Radner, 81, 106) 

“…we have a common lung system with dogs and cats. This is not surprising. Both man and these other creatures have been created by God to fit a common environment Intellectually and psychologically, I look at these animals, plants, and machines, and as I face them I understand something of the attitude I should have toward them. Nature begins to look different. I am separated from it, yet related to it.”  (Francis Schaeffer, Pollution, 53)

Human senses in Adam and Eve probably dwarf our own senses, diminished now by the Fall. Martin Luther wrote that “I am fully convinced that before Adam's sin his eyes were so sharp and clear that they surpassed those of the lynx and eagle. He was stronger than the lions and the bears, whose strength is very great; and he handled them the way we handle puppies.” (Clough, 43)
The mind of man, before sin, “as he contemplated the works of God, saw God in the unclouded mirror of his mind with a clarity of vision.” (Warfield, 76) The Earth would have been perfect in beauty and harmony, to Adam. He would have unbelievable powers of concentration. Some says that humans now can use only less than ten percent of our brain power; Adam would have enjoyed one hundred percent memory recall.
Another possible difference between Adam and animals in the creation story is regarding God’s blessing of “good.” Although the last verse of Genesis one does say that all the creation was “very good,” the creation of humans didn’t get the “good” verdict directly like all the rest of creation got, day by day. Some say that is because God knew man would fall. Or that God couldn’t render a verdict on man yet because he had the potential to go for good or evil. (Regenstein, 26) Free will is probably a real difference between humans and animals, but I am not sure that the lack of a “good” blessing on man is a proof of that.
The Jewish Talmud has an interesting opinion on humans, as distinct from animals and angels. People are like angels because they can understand, walk upright, and speak in the holy tongue (Hebrew). People are like animals because they eat and drink, pro-create, and excrete. Augustine took a similar view. (Clough, On Animals)
My Hebrew is rusty, so I must be less angelic these days…
Most earthlings, human and animal, breathe air, eat plants, see and hear through the atmosphere, and enjoy the same climactic conditions. We are physical beings, with a spiritual component.

“Finally, the universe itself is a creation. As Francis Schaeffer said, 'It is really there.' It is not an illusion. Its material substance is neither an imperfection, as Aristotle thought, a necessary evil, as Plato thought, nor an illusion, as Buddha thought. Rather, as soon as nature is understood to be a creation, we understand that its material substance is not some imperfection in its form, but the essence of it. That is why we can now begin to deal honestly with the things in creation as creatures, not as imperfect, evil or unreal. And we can begin to see ourselves not as souls trapped in physical bodies (which even some Christians mistakenly believe) but as creatures with a composite and integrated nature: body, mind and spirit. The consequences of these truths must not be allowed to escape us. A current perception in Western Christendom – that what is material is evil and what is non-material is spiritual – is not a biblical view but a Greek one. As long as it persists, it will prevent Christians from fully knowing God as Creator and from experiencing the value and joy of his good creation.” (Van Dyke, 31)

While Jay McDaniel veers from orthodoxy at times, he rightly points out our need for humility.

“Still, many of us do not realize our earthly status. We sometimes think of ourselves as alien creatures, descended from the heavens, only 'passing through' on the way to greater glories. Or, if we do not believe in greater glories, we treat the rest of creation - the plants and animals – as mere commodities for our use, ignoring the fact that we ourselves are kin to other creatures. In either instance we feel separate from that 99 percent of the planet which is not human. We forget that we are mammals among mammals, primates among primates, flesh among flesh. A Christianity with roots and wings will affirm our enfleshedness. With the Bible, it will remind us that we travel the way of all flesh, which is a way of sensitivity, of mortality, and of receptivity to the divine breath which animates all life. To affirm our fleshly status is not to deny that we have heavenly connections.” (Roots, 42)

While we humans may be very proud about our lofty status, the truth is, we are needy beings. Without plants, and other animals, we would be doomed. (Achtemeier, 5) Adam and Eve ate plants, though they preferred different types than the herbivores. Animals like worms dig the soil, animals like insects recycle waste into good dirt, and larger animals eat plants and poop nutrients. Ecosystems are built upon different creatures bringing different needs and helps to the system. Humans were always a part of that, and not distinct as some kind of “heavenly” beings. 

“One of our greatest temptations is to think that we live alone. This temptation can then lead to either despair (the feeling that we do not belong or matter) or arrogance (the presumption that only we matter). The problem is that when we focus on individual organisms we forget about the memberships and the grace that circulate throughout creation and bind us together. Organisms depend on an animating, life-giving context for their every move: 'We have been taught that we are separate living things, surrounded by other living things, but not so. The realities of the world are ecological systems of which organisms are components and without which no creatures of any kind could exist.'” (quoting Stan Rowe, in Wirzba, Food, 59)

To ensure that you are feeling a little bit humble, I will share a rather distasteful and surprising bit of news with you, that I only learned recently. I am an ecosystem of my own. So are you. 
John Downer reveals that every human, and presumably ‘lower’ animals also, carry around a plethora of life forms. Billions of them. Creeping and crawling and eating all over, and within, our bodies! The internal bacteria protect us from foreign invading germs. Even our sleeping spaces seethe with life:

“Beneath the sheets of even the cleanest bed lurk thousands of eight-legged scavengers. Each of us is responsible for sustaining a teeming population that depends on our nightly company for survival. We never notice our uninvited guests because each one is smaller than a speck of dust. These dust-mites are microscopic relatives of spiders and to them the mattress represents the limits of their known world. Many experience their whole lives under a single mattress stud. They are only able to survive in this seemingly barren landscape because each night cells flake from our skin surface and shower down on them like manna from heaven. Every hour 400 million of these skin cells by each human being, wafting up on the warm air of our bodies and finally settling as the dust that covers the furniture of every home. As we undress we create a further blizzard of cells, the greatest quantity ensuing from the electrostatic storm whipped up when tights or socks are removed. As we sleep the skin flakes continue to fall, drifting through the weave of the bedclothes to the dust-mites waiting below. Sustained by this nutritious snowstorm, up to two million dust-mites are able to survive in the average mattress. As they graze the vast savannah of our sheets, like herds of miniature wildebeest, the dust-mites attract hunters. Here the diminutive equivalent of lions are a type of predatory mite. These stalk the bed linen, using formidable jaws to pounce on the unsuspecting dust-mites and suck them dry.” (17-18)

After you wash your bed linens, try not to think about the mites crawling all over your body. They aren’t actually hurting us. They live off our dead skin. I don’t know that they are parasites, exactly. These creatures sound like scavengers, and most scavengers are recyclers. Since Adam’s skin presumably did not die, like ours, perhaps he didn’t own an ecosystem of his own. Or perhaps they had a different food source before the Fall, and only took to hitch hiking on humans after sin arrived.
Eisenberg describes human bodies as “a soup of water and protein sloshing in a bag of fat.” (103) More humility!

Like most animals, humans are social creatures. (Portmann, 70) We need each other for various reasons: some emotional, some rational, and some instinctual and physical. 

Even Thomas Aquinas, no friend of animals in his theology, recognizes that they have importance. “Every creature participates in some way in the likeness of the Divine essence. All creatures are images of God, who is the first agent… In all creatures there is a footprint of the Trinity.” (Fox, Sheer, xviii)

The Breath of Life and the Soul

This section of the book may be difficult, because we all have deeply ingrained ideas about truths, even if we have never really thought about them. The question of “soul” is one of those truths. 
If you ask anyone at church, “do animals have souls?” they will probably say not only “no,” but “of course not!” Yet it is unlikely that any of those folks can explain what a soul is, or why animals don’t have them. We heard it somewhere, and it was stated as perfectly obvious, and we have never heard any other reputable opinions on the issue, so it MUST be true…
It is not my goal to persuade you that animals have souls, but I will present a case for that idea, and it is my opinion. On the other hand, I am not even sure that ‘soul’ is a good word for what humans have. “Soul” is a classical Greek idea of a spiritual part of man, as opposed to the body. Something of that kind does exist, but we need to study it before resting in our cultural ideas of soulless animals.
One reason this task of discussion is a tricky one is because Bible translators are biased humans just like we are. The most famous historical translation, the King James Version, is considered almost God-breathed and inspired in itself, by many Christians. But the King James version that came out in the early 17th century made some serious mistakes, in my opinion. The translators worked for the king, and so their choice of words was weighed down by political and cultural baggage, and not just plain neutrality and “sticking to the text.” Modern translations have the same problems, so I am not just picking on the old-timers. 
In Genesis chapters one and two are the words “living creatures” and “everything that breathes” and “life’s breath.” The animals are all said to be breathing creatures, but God personally breathed into Adam “life’s breath.” 
Many commentators take this as proof that God breathed a soul into human beings, but animals did not get that soul. (Vantassel, 38) Again, we have an argument from silence, a logical fallacy. And if you want to be strict about it, then Eve got no soul because God said nothing about breathing into her lungs either! (Kurz, Wagging, 25; Stanton, 228) True sexists might think that women lack souls, but most theologians would disagree.

“I now come to speak of the creation of man's soul; the story whereof is briefly laid down in Gen. 2:7, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul. Where you must not conceive, that the Lord did breath like a man; but the intent of the Holy Ghost (I conceive) is to shew, that Man had another kind of soul than the beasts or birds; they were brought forth out of the material elements, but man, though his body were drawn out of the dust, yet his soul was in a peculiar manner given him of God, and not composed of any earthly, waterish or airy substance, but that it was a spiritual substance immediately created of God: and further, this breathing in of the soul implieth (as it may seem) that the soul was not first created without the body, and then put into the body, but that at once it was both created and infused into the body.” (Maynard, 141-142, in 1668)

But far to the contrary, the Bible uses EXACTLY the same words for humans and animals, minus only the direct stated action of God. Francis Schaeffer says about Genesis 2:7, where man ‘became a living soul,’ “Lest we make too much of the word soul we should note that this word is also used in relation to other living things with conscious life. So in reality the emphasis here is not on the soul as opposed to the body…” (Genesis, 39)
The Hebrew word here translated ‘soul’ for man, but ‘life’ for animals, is ‘nephesh chayyah,’ literally meaning soul alive. (Moor, citing Prideaux, 65) King James and other translations usually chose the world “life” when nephesh chayyah is used of animals, but chose “soul” when nephesh chayyah is used about humans. Thus, for many Bible readers, obviously animals are alive but humans have souls. (Regenstein, 43)
The word for ‘breath” or “spirit” is ruach. The King James translated ruach as spirit 232 times, wind 93 times, and breath 27 times. (Harker, 13) Whenever ruach comes to man, it becomes “spirit,” but whenever animals have ruach, they translate it “breath.” Thus, in the King James Bible readership, animals have just breathed, while humans got the Holy Spirit. 

“Human and animal alike are called nepes hayya, 'animate creature' (Gen. 2:7,19). … This point has been muddled for centuries in English translations by a succession of translators determined to draw a distinction between human beings and animals where none exists in the Hebrew text. In the King James Version (1611) nepes hayya was rendered 'living creature' when used of the animals (2:19) but 'living soul' when used of the human being (2:7).” (Hiebert, 63)

This seems rather deceptive to me. Even if you believe that animals have no souls, do you then translate the identical word differently, even within the same chapters? Some Bibles give footnotes showing they did this, but many Bibles have no footnotes, and so the subterfuge goes unnoticed. Perhaps the translators believe they are doing people a favor? ‘Since animals have no souls, we don’t want to confuse them with the word soul, so we will just change it to life.’
The reason scholars take it as gospel truth that animals have no souls is because the ancient Greeks and the Medieval Christian scholastics told us so. Aristotle said that animals have senses but their kind of souls are material and die with the body. (Radner, 82; also Flavel, 235) Since humans are eternal, human souls must be different, and incorporeal (Aquinas, Intro., 284; James Parker, 16) So animal souls must be tied to the body, while human souls are totally spiritual. So since we have different kinds of souls, let’s just mitigate the confusion by calling animal souls “living” and human souls “souls.”
That was the way the Roman Catholic church did things back in the Medieval days. That is not the way Protestants are supposed to treat Scripture. Maybe they are correct. Maybe animal souls are very different from human souls. But shouldn’t you at least give readers the correct identical words so they can consider the possibilities? Shall we, like Machiavelli, try to keep the masses ignorant and in their place? Let’s look at many verses using the same words for animals’ souls.
Nephesh chayyah is used for sea creatures in Genesis 1:20-21 and all the land creatures in verse 24. It is used of all the birds and other creatures coming out of Noah’s Ark in Genesis 9:10,12,15-16. In the Law of Moses, Leviticus 11:10 and 46 the words are used for water creatures and all other creatures.
 Numbers 31:28 is particularly interesting. “You will offer as tribute to the Lord from each warrior who went into battle one living being in five hundred, whether human, oxen, donkeys or flocks.” In this verse the living beings are both human and animal, those “souls.” Of course, they chose to translate it “living” rather than “soul” because animals were involved.
In Ezekiel 47:9 in the prophecy of the healing waters flowing from the New Jerusalem, all the water creatures are nephesh chayyah. And what about those Living Creatures the Cherubim all through the Bible? Do they have only bodily souls and not eternal souls? Lastly, the Greek word psuche (translated soul) is used for nephesh in Revelation 8:9 and 16:3, when the sea turns to blood, a third of the “living creatures in the sea died.”
In similar fashion, translators of the King James and New International versions change the literal rendering of Genesis 7:21-22. The New American Standard rightly says “the breath of the spirit of life” but the KJV and NIV say only “spirit of life.” (Harker, 14-15; Hiebert, Air, 18) The problem, sometimes, is that different manuscripts have slightly different wording. Some other manuscripts have verses saying “the breath (neshamah) of the spirit (ruach) of life,” while others only say “the breath (neshamah) of life” dropping the ruach part. Neshamah is another Hebrew word for breath. (Holmes, 76-77) The two manuscripts known to do this are the Septuagint and the Vulgate, both are very late manuscripts. The Septuagint is a Greek translation of the Hebrew from a couple centuries before Christ, and the Vulgate is a Latin translation from the centuries after Christ. It is possible that the Greeks and Latins didn’t like the idea of the animals having ‘ruach’ spirit. It still makes no difference to the argument, overall, because neshemah is used often of humans and animals both. 
In 1877 Joseph Hamilton argued against the common translation:

“'God breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul.' With the breath of life there came the living soul. Either, then, there can be no bodily life apart from the existence of a living soul, in which case the animals are all immortal, or else man's immortality is not here referred to at all. In either view, no line of separation is drawn between the human and the brute species. Into the nostrils of all animals, as well as of man, was breathed the breath of life, for the expression is obviously figurative. This 'breath of life' with which was imparted the 'living soul' is elsewhere represented as creation the host of heaven. 'By the word of the Lord were the heavens made; and all the host of them by the breath of his mouth.' (Ps. 33:6) And that this 'breath of life' by which man became a 'living soul' does not refer to his immortality, is still clearer from another passage where the fact of his breath being in his nostrils is actually put forward as the symbol and indication of his short lived, mortal career. 'His breath goeth forth, he returned to his earth; in that very day his thoughts perish.' (Ps. 146:4) It will thus be seen that the reference to man as being exclusively a 'living soul,' to which so many will turn as a proof of his immortality, has no bearing upon the point at issue. The simple teaching of the passage would appear to be that man's body was first formed, and then animated – an order of procedure most likely observed in the first creation of all animals.” (12-13)

Likewise, in Psalm 104:29, where speaking of God’s working with animals, it says “But when you hide your face, they are terrified; when you take away their breath, they die and return to dust.” (Common English Bible) When their breath is taken away, the animals die, just as with people. But more interestingly, the word for “taken away” is asaph, meaning collected or gathered, according to the Brown Driver Briggs and Young's literal translations. So you might say that God “gathers” their souls, it probably does not mean their souls ‘ceased.’ (Harker, 19-20)
I have to agree with Hamilton that whatever difference you wish to find between the souls of humans and animals, it is not to be found in the words nephesh chayyah (soul living) or ruach (spirit, breath) in the Old Testament. Those things are literally the same in Hebrew. Humans and animals both have the breath of the spirit of life, and the living soul, whatever those mean. (Moor, citing Kirby, p54-55) 

“...animals have a God-given life (nephesh in Hebrew). This means, among other things, that each individual animal is animated by the same Holy Spirit that gives life to all creatures, humans included. This bestows on sentient life especially capacities for living- capacities for feeling, capacities for seeing- unique and distinct potentialities, which must logically be valued by their Creator.”  (Linzey, Creatures, xii)

So what is a “living soul”? Buckner defines it as “that vital energy breathed into all animals by the Creator.” (28) It seems to be life itself. It is what makes animals different from plants and rocks. Saint Augustine has a more dualistic classical answer. “If you wish a definition of what the soul is, I have a ready answer. It seems to me to be a certain kind of substance, sharing in reason, fitted to rule the body.” (Fathers, 83) He, along with the classical Greeks, makes soul completely distinct from body. But Francis Schaeffer, according to Joad, sees the soul as “a self which connects experiences.” (163-164; Tompkins, 101)

“The term ‘soul’ in the Old Testament is interesting and is used as descriptive of both humankind and animals. As I have noted the term translated ‘breath of life’ in the first two chapters of Genesis is nephesh. This occurs more than seven hundred and fifty times in the Old Testament. However, when it is rendered as ‘soul’ we are not to assume that it is used in the metaphysical sense. Let me explain. In Hebrew thought humans do not possess souls they are souls. Soul here means the life-force, the essential vitality of a person, what the French call the elan vital.. When the psalmist says his soul longs for God as the deer pants for streams of water he is describing his total being thirsting for the Lord (Ps. 42:1). The breath of life when given to animals caused them to be vibrant. They became living creatures with different attributes and temperaments; ‘aliveness’ is traceable to the nephesh.” (Sargent, 46)

A more pressing question regarding the relationship between “the breath of the spirit of life” and the “soul” is whether or not the Holy Spirit is present in all beings having life. Moltmann says yes, that the Holy Spirit dwells in all created beings, calling it a pneumatological doctrine of creation. (xiv) He cites Psalm 104:29-30. The Spirit (ruach) forms (bara) the animals; they exist in the Spirit, and they are renewed (Hadash) by the Spirit. “This presupposes that God always creates through and in the power of his Spirit…The further assumption is that this Spirit is poured out on everything that exists, and that the Spirit preserves it, makes it live, and renews it.” (10) Moving on to Proverbs 8:22-31, he continues:

“Yet this Wisdom of creation and the concept of creation in the Spirit are still awaiting theological development even today. John Calvin was one of the few people to take up and maintain this conception: 'Spiritus Sanctus enim est, qui ubique diffusus omnia sustinet, vegetat et vivicat.' The Holy Spirit, 'the giver of life' of the Nicene Creed, is for Calvin 'the fountain of life' (fons vitae). If the Holy Spirit is 'poured out' on all created beings, then 'the fountain of life' is present in everything that exists and is alive. Everything that is, and lives, manifests the presence of this divine wellspring.” (10-11)

For those of you worrying that he has gone pantheistic, Moltmann, then notes that we must distinguish between the “presence” of the spirit in creation and His indwelling redemptive status in the believer’s heart. (12) John Calvin says that the Holy Spirit “sustains all things, causes them to grow, and quickens them in heaven and in earth…. Breathing into them essence, life, and movement…” In contrast, many modern conservative Christians tend to think of the Holy Spirit only as the internal worker of human salvation. (Osborn, 124) 
Another Bible passage to consider is Job 34:14-15. We must be careful with it because these are the words of Elihu, and we never get a clear verdict on his words. God condemns the other three friends of Job, and Job’s words, but never even refers to Elihu. He could be dead wrong; the book of Job is an accurate citation of what was said by the parties involved, not a doctrinal book asserting these words as all absolute truths. Several chapters are clearly statements of false teachings held by Job’s friends.
Job 34:14-15, “If he were to decide to do it - to gather his spirit and breath back to himself - all flesh would die together, and humans would return to dust.” Returning to dust is the way Genesis 3:19 looks at death.
If Elihu is correct, then all fleshly beings (animals and humans) die when the Spirit is removed. The humans, at least, return to dust. The unanswered question is much like Solomon’s question in Ecclesiastes. Does the body return to dust, while the spirit returns to God? (Hiebert, Air, 16) We will discuss the question of Ecclesiastes and animal resurrection near the end of this book.
To the Jews, spirit was not a separate thing from body. They could be separated but in life they were always together. It was the Greeks who later started the strict dualism of material things from spiritual things. (ibid., 12) Plato stressed the baseness of the body as “an insignificant casket for the soul.” (Moltmann, 249)

“In the course of Christian thinking, an answer to these questions has frequently been made by appeal to the concept of the soul, conceived of in a platonic fashion as a spiritual entity, released from imprisonment in the fleshly body at the moment of death. While there are still body/soul dualists of this kind, for many people this has become an extremely problematic way of conceiving of human nature.” (Polkinghorne, 103-104)

“A human person is a dynamic unity of matter and spirit, an embodied spirit in the world. Far from the body being a dispensable container for the soul, corporal and spiritual dimensions form one unified being. Humans experience themselves as a unity in the way they know and question, with their physical senses interacting with their mind, and the way they desire and love which likewise engages bodily and spiritual dimensions.” (Johnson, 175)

You can probably see why I call the “soul” question a tricky business!
The common belief that animals have no souls is entirely a matter of human opinion. The Bible seems to say that animal and human “souls” are the same. Only human logic can produce other reasons, non-Biblical reasons, to differentiate the animal nature from the human nature. They might be right, but then it is not a Biblical argument they use, but philosophical arguments. Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, and Aquinas were all brilliant men, and their opinions should carry some weight. Just don’t call their arguments Biblical. I am happy to read helpful opinions. But I don’t want these opinions to be dubbed absolute truth and credit the Bible with their proffered answers. The Bible was referred to, and re-engineered to fit their Greek dualistic worldview. They learned Greek and Latin, studied philosophy and Roman law, and the Bible was read in line with their pre-conceived notions of the world.
Augustine wrote that “Bodies which have a living soul, but not yet a life-giving spirit, are called ‘animals bodies.’ (536) He adopted Aristotle’s three grades of souls model, with plants, animals, and humans each having a different type. (Kowalski, Bible, 22-23) How does that match with Psalm 104? Or Genesis 1 and 7? Animal bodies have nephesh chayyah and ruach, both! Augustine is just parroting Aristotle and Plato. 
The Reverend John Eliot was evangelizing native americans in the 1660, when he explained human dominion over the animals as being natural because humans have souls and animals do not. Afterward, one of the indians asked Eliot, “Why have not beasts a soul as man hath, seeing they have love, anger, & c., as man hath?” Eliot did not answer. (Anderson, Virginia, 204) What could he say? 
So, if both humans and animals have the energizing force of the Holy Spirit of life, then how are humans different than animals?

Humans have a greater intelligence and ability for language. (Adams, 404; Nelson, 42) Those are structural mental abilities, as seen in chapter five. Polkinghorne says it well:


“Whatever the human soul may be, it is surely what expresses and carries the continuity of living personhood. We already face within this life the problem of what the entity might be. The soul must be the ‘real me’ that links the boy of childhood to the ageing academic of later life. If that carrier of continuity is not a separate spiritual component, what else could it be? It is certainly not mere material. The atoms that make our bodies are continuously being replaces in the course of wear and tear, eating and drinking. We have very few atoms in our bodies today that were there even two years ago. What does appear to be the carrier of continuity is the immensely complex ‘information-bearing pattern’ in which that matter is organised. This pattern is not static; it is modified as we acquire new experiences, insights and memories, in accordance with the dynamic of our living history. It is this information-bearing pattern that is the soul.” (105-106)

Many or most animals have a “mind.” As I proposed in an earlier chapter, thoughts are not physical, they are spiritual. A thought in a mind is not just an electrical impulse in a nerve, it is an immaterial transmission of information. You may rightly wonder, how is that different from a computer? A computer chip sends information and it is just a machine, entirely physical. Yes, but the origin of the thought is the person or creature, in a thought; the origin of a data packet is a human programmer. Chips do not think for themselves; they are programmed to process information by ‘higher beings.’ I agree with a 19th century tract called “The Future Existence of the Animal Creation”, where Mrs. Hanson wrote:

“Now, as animals have mind they must have soul, for mind is the action of the soul, and proves its presence. A body cannot think; it feels, and has a consciousness of its existence. It cannot think, nor love, nor hate – that is the spirit's work.” (cited in Moor, 123)

The hymn writer Augustus Toplady spoke about cruelty to animals. He said “I firmly believe that animals have souls; souls truly and properly so called: which, if true, entitles them not only to all due tenderness, but even to a higher degree of respect than in usually showed them.” He believed this because he knew that animals think, and that thoughts were not material. (Sargent, 160-161)
In case you are not convinced by my earlier arguments that animal minds and human minds are very similar, allow me to offer a more biblical argument. You may find it strange, but I challenge you to consider it. I will cite parts of Daniel chapter four, where Nebuchadnezzar has a dream, and Daniel explains it. 

Daniel 4:15-17, [an angel or “watcher” speaking] “Dew from heaven is to wash it, and it must live with the animals in the earth’s vegetation. It’s human mind is to be changed: it will be given the mind of an animal. Seven periods of time will pass over it. This sentence is by the watchers’ decree; this decision is the holy ones’ word so that all who live might know that the Most High dominates human kingship…”

4:24-25, [Daniel speaking] “Your Majesty, this is the dream’s meaning: It is the sentence of the Most High, delivered to my master the king. You will be driven away from other humans and will live with the wild animals. You will eat grass like cattle and will be washed by dew from heaven. Seven periods of time will pass over you, until you acknowledge that the Most High dominates human kingship, giving it to anyone he wants.”

4:33, [a year later when the king boasted] “Nebuchadnezzar’s sentence was immediately carried out. He was driven away from other humans and ate grass like cattle. Dew from heaven washed his body until he grew hair like eagles’ feathers and claws like a bird.”

4:36, [after repenting] “So at that moment my reason returned to me. My honor and splendor came back to me for the glory of my kingdom. Not only was I reinstated over my kingdom, I received more power than ever before.”

Notice that Daniel repeats this story for Nebuchadnezzar’s later replacement, King Belshazzar, in Daniel 5:18-22, and emphasizes again that the king’s “mind became like an animal’s.” 
Aside from the story of Balaam’s donkey, we have no other Bible stories that say much about animal minds. Here and there are scattered verses about emotions animals feel, and knowledge animals may have. This is the only case where a human becomes animal in mind, and then returns again.
Nebuchadnezzar was no angel, to be sure. He lived a life of violence and war, but then became a famous architect and builder, much like Herod the Great, later in history. His construction of the city of Babylon included a wonder of the ancient world, known as “the Hanging Gardens of Babylon.” That was a gift for his foreign wife who missed the luxurious lands of her own country. 
He was also extremely arrogant. In the book of Daniel, God gave Nebuchadnezzar several helpful people to remind him about God, and that God put him in power. When the king got angry at the three Jews for not worshiping a giant statue, he tossed them into a fiery furnace. God saved them and brought Shadrach, Meschach, and Abednego out of the flames without a hair singed. Daniel interpreted dreams for him. But he didn’t turn from his pride. 
Finally, God gave Nebuchadnezzar a strange dream. Daniel interpreted it, and it kept the king humble for about a year. When he boasted about his lovely city, the “watchers” condemned him. His “human mind” was “changed” to an animal mind. This penalty led him to live in the fields like an animal and to behave and live as a wild creature would, away from the company of humans. Some translations say this lasted for seven years, but the time period is never clear, it might have been only seven months, I have read. This would make more sense historically, because there are no obvious long absences of Nebuchadnezzar from the throne in Babylonian records.
There are recorded cases in modern psychology with similarities to this account. Apparently people sometimes come to believe themselves to be cows, or wolves, or some other creature, and then act as such. The word for the condition is zooanthropy. 
At any rate, the king of Babylon loses his mind, and thinks he is an animal. Then, when he repents, God brings him back to his human senses, and he regains his authority.
There are many implications to this story for our study.
First, animals do have minds. Their minds are socially and intellectually “lower” than human minds. He ate grass “like cattle” so he was evidently not identifying himself as a wolf or predator. Perhaps his mind went cow-ish, like a domestic animal. You might be tempted to say Nebuchadnezzar thought he was an eagle, but Daniel says his hair grew LIKE eagle feathers (long) and his nails LIKE claws of a bird (long and curved). What seems to be implied is that his mind was “overthrown” but his body was not physically changed by God. God did not pull a Merlin trick and change him into a frog. His body continued to work like a human in having hair and nails grow, but he ate grass. 
The last point to consider is that while still in his beast mind, Nebuchadnezzar remembered that God was in charge of his life and the kingships of Earth. Then God restored the rest of his mind.
We might say that God gave him the pathology of thinking himself to be an animal, without really removing his human mind. In other words, the book of Daniel is simply explaining this strange incident the best way it can to people who had never seen such a dramatic change in a person. Thus, Nebuchadnezzar was still human with a human mind, but temporarily whigged out. In this case, he never literally got an animal mind, he just thought he was an animal. 
I tend to suspect the latter is the truth. That Nebuchadnezzar never literally got an animal mind from God, but remained a very confused human all along. The reason I say that is because he was able to think about God specifically as part of his repentance. Also because the animal mind as demonstrated by Balaam’s donkey was much more rational and thoughtful than the naked king!

Another way of trying to separate man from beast is by using a “trichotomy” rather than a “dichotomy.” The traditional way of seeing man was as two parts: body and soul. A newer idea is to give man three parts: body, soul, and spirit. Thus you could say that animals have two parts, body and soul, but man got the spirit too. (Zodhiates, 105; also Stefanatos, 51-52, citing St. Anthony the Great) 
As far as I can see, this does not change what the Bible says. Animals are said to have spirit (ruach) and soul (nephesh), and so the trichomist is still stuck with human reasons for animal differences. The only interesting point, which may be relevant, is the claim that the New Testament uses the Greek word pneuma (spirit) only for angels and God, not for animals. (Holmes, 78) Pneuma is an equivalent to ruach of the Old Testament Again, however, we have an argument from silence. While it is an interesting idea, the problem is that the Old Testament talks about animals a lot, and the New Testament hardly ever mentions them. So I do not find it surprising that animals are never named with pneuma, because animals are rarely a topic there. 


Morality, Spirituality, Religion, and Sin

One major difference between man and animals may be in the “spiritual” realm. Perhaps the ability to distinguish between good and evil? Or “free will” to choose sin or righteousness? To understand and communicate with God? We will discuss these types of ideas now.
First, can animals think about God, and communicate with Him? A few Bible passages like the Psalms have animals “looking to God for their food” (Psalm 104:21, 27). Niki Shanahan says that such verses prove that animals must believe in God. (Eternal, 53-44, 58-59) This idea is not entirely new. In 1622, Godfrey Goodman wrote The Creatures Praysing God; or The Religion of Dumbe Brutes. His thesis was that animals have religion and are devout and acknowledge the attributes of God. (Harrison, Peter, 189) Goodman sought to prove that every bit of Creation, even the inanimate stocks and stones have “some obscure shadow, or some resemblance of religion…it is a kind of natural religion.” (Goodman, 3-4) 

“Though the dumb creatures have neither speech nor language among them, yet their sound is gone out into all quarters: though their cries be inarticulate, and unsignificant to us, yet are they understood of their Maker; he that sees the secrets of our hearts, can much more easily discern the intent of their prayers.” (14)

Here the author combines two famous passages of Scripture, Psalm 19 and Romans 8, where the song of creation praises God, and the Holy Spirit translates our deepest groans for God to understand. This would seem to be a case of the interpreter taking “metaphorical” or hyperbole in the Psalm as literal. The Psalms also have trees clapping their hands. What we usually take Psalm 19 to mean is that the creation itself declares by its very presence the existence of God, not by its actual voice. 
Laura Hobgood-Oster and other writers have made much of the tradition of Saint Francis of Assisi and his legacy, where the Franciscans preached to birds and even fish. Her conclusion is:

“St. Francis was neither the first nor the last to recognize that birds and other creatures comprise a congregation worthy of preaching. They not only hear the word but also are capable of response to it. This active response to the word of God is an important concept in Christianity. The birds are infinitely capable of worship and, apparently, of belief in God.” (Holy, 68)

There is no denying that Saint Francis preached to animals. [If you want to read a funny little sermon, open Moby Dick and find the sermon to the sharks.] The real question is, did the animals understand or respond virtuously to his sermons? 
The tradition of preaching to animals probably arose from the version of the Great Commission at the end of the book of Mark. Many ancient manuscripts do not include this ending. However, assuming that the verses are valid, here is the text: Mark 16:15, “He said to them, ‘Go into the whole world and proclaim the good news to every creature.” (CEB) In Matthew, Luke and Acts, Jesus wants the disciples to teach all the nations. I find it very interesting that Mark alone mentions Jesus with the wild animals during His temptation, and Mark alone says that Jesus wanted the gospel preached to all creatures rather than all nations. 
Assuming that Mark has a reliable quotation from Jesus, and that “every creature” means to include animals, what would that mean? It would not seem to imply that the disciples were intended to speak to every creature, because there are no records of any sermons to animals, directly, in the New Testament. I admit that this is an argument from silence. A lack of sermons to animals does not prove none were ever given. We do have several sermons from Peter and Paul particularly, but none for non-human audiences. 
A better interpretation, I think, is taken by some Christian animal lovers and scholars who see Jesus as saying that the gospel IS good news for all creatures, and that while we need not “preach” it to them, they are still beneficiaries of the gospel, and all humans need to know that. Why is the gospel good news for animals? Because the power of sin and death have been broken by Jesus! The animals and the inanimate creation were all affected by the Fall (see chapter 7), but the work of Jesus overpowers the work of Satan and sin. The groaning creation (Romans 8) will be freed from bondage to sin just as believers are rescued from it. 
For Francis or any other Christian to preach to animals is not directly effective, in my opinion. There is no harm in it, to be sure. It is a good way for Homiletics students to practice without feeling judged by the audience. But it is also a way that Francis found to use to express his joy in the Creation and victory in Jesus. 
John Calvin admits that “it seems futile for God to address fishes and reptiles. I answer, this mode of speaking was no other than that which might be easily understood.” Thus, when God spoke to the animals in Genesis chapter one, ordering them to be fruitful and multiply, it is not that the individual animals understood God’s command and voluntarily obeyed. It is just that the power of God’s word caused their unconscious obedience. (Claerbaut, 57) Torrance wrote about Calvin’s view of man.

“In contrast to all other earthly creatures, man has been endowed with intelligence that he may have a special and familiar relation to God through the Word which addresses him personally…he was endued with understanding and reason, that being distinguished from brute animals he might meditate on a better life…There is nothing in which man excels the lower animals unless it be his spiritual communion with God in the hope of a blessed eternity.” (23, 46, 54)

I do not deny that it is possible that animals have some small sense of God, in a vague, not precise way. I doubt that their minds are constructed for a lot of abstract and spiritual thinking. That is just my opinion, based on the evidence presented in chapter five, regarding the mental capacities of animals. 
John Wesley, an 18th century preacher, said, “What is the barrier between men and brutes? The line which they cannot pass? It is not reason. Set aside that ambiguous term; exchange it for that plain word, understanding; and who can deny that the brutes have this? We may as well deny that they have sight or hearing. But it is this - man is capable of God; the inferior creatures are not. We have no ground to believe that they are, in any degree, capable of knowing, loving, or obeying God. This is the specific difference between man and brute; the great gulf which they cannot pass over.” (Hamilton, 52)
Richard Baxter may take the case a bit too far, however.

“A beast hath no knowledge that there is a God; no thoughts of a life to come; no desire to know God, or love him, or enjoy him; no obligation to take care for another life, or to provide for it, or once to consider whether there be any such or not, because he is not made for any life but this… A beast hath none of this foreknowledge, and none of the forethoughts of pain or dying, but only fearfully flyeth from a present danger…” (v2., 57)

A few decades earlier, in 1641, George Walker went even further.

“That man created in the image of God doth so far in nature, former and substance excel all living creatures, birds, beasts, and living things on earth, that none of them all is a meet consort or companion for him to converse with. Some delight he may take in ruling over them, and in their service and obedience; but no true or solid content in their society and conversation. … never any of God's saints delighted to live in the wilderness, only among beasts and birds without human society... This admonishes us to esteem to society of men as a great blessing of God, and not to set our delight on dogs, horses, hawks, and hounds, more than in the company of men, as many do, which is an argument that they are degenerate from the nature of men.” (195)


In 1668, Maynard suggested that animals cannot discern God because God is a spirit, and no merely bodily senses can detect Him, only the “spiritual faculty of the soul.” (150) 
If animals are devout religious creatures, they have no obvious rituals. The other problem with the idea that animals are religious is that then we have to ask more difficult questions. Do they sin? Do they need salvation? How would we communicate the gospel to them in a way they could understand? 
A few writers have proposed that animals are actually angels in disguise, or made to be like angels, fixed in righteousness, here on Earth to help us in our troubles. I am seeing many of these ideas in religious inspirational books these days. The idea is usually ‘my pet was my best friend, then he/she died, and now comes to me in dreams to reassure me.’ 
Although some elements of these writings are incompatible with Christian thinking, I do not discount the possibility that God does use animals to help humans, whether they are alive or dead. I do not believe that humans or animals become “ghosts” when they die, and so they do not continue to actively help us once deceased. Just as good memories of a human relative or friend can be a comfort and inspiration to me, years after they have passed away; so the same is true of pets. (Smith, Rat, x)

I have good memories of some of our pet dogs, birds, and even turtles. 
It is also possible that angels can inhabit and use animal bodies and use them.
We know that it is possible because of two instances in the Bible where angels do take over animal bodies. One is certain, one is somewhat speculative.
The certain case is in the gospels, where Jesus casts a “Legion” of demons out of one or two men, and sends them into a herd of pigs, which then suicide in the nearby lake. We will discuss that story carefully in chapter twenty one. 
The speculative case is the more famous Genesis 3 passage where the Serpent tempts Adam and Eve. I do not call it speculative because I doubt the story’s veracity, only the exact nature of the Serpent.
Most theologians agree that the Serpent was Satan. The assumption has traditionally been that Satan “possessed” a serpent in the Garden of Eden and used it to tempt Adam and Eve. One reason to go along with the traditional interpretation is that God curses all serpents after this deceit, later in the passage. And yet, on the other side, it is that one individual serpent gets blamed. Even Paul, in II Corinthians 11:3, writes, “But I’m afraid that your minds might be seduced in the same way as the snake deceived Eve with his devious tricks.” (CEB) 
The counter proposal that I offer is that Satan’s natural form is that of a dragon or serpent. He is often called the great dragon, and if he was one of the Cherubim (each of which has animal features such as that of a lion, bull, eagle and human), there is no difficulty with him looking like a serpent. Thus, Eve already knew the dragon, who had obviously been in Eden all along (Ezekiel 28), and was not surprised by him speaking to her. (Hamilton, 46) God later cursed the serpent, which obviously had legs, since the curse removed his legs, and the whole reptile kingdom that resembled him. 
This is only my impression, and I have no reason to offer it as absolute truth, just a possibility.
At any rate, demons CAN enter an animal and take over its functioning. Christians are not alone in thinking this way. Islam and Judaism both include demons, along with most world religions. The American Indians had similar ideas about animal spirits, and violating their relationships with animals would bring dire spiritual and physical consequences (Harrod, 123) An Eskimo said, “The greatest peril of life lies in the fact that human food consists entirely of souls. All the creatures that we have to kill and eat, all those that we have to strike down and destroy to make clothes for ourselves, have souls, like we have, souls that do not perish with the body, and which must therefore be propitiated.” (Kowalski, Bible, 104)
There are some interesting implications of demonic possession of animals.
First, it might imply that animals do have a “soul.” If demons are spiritual beings and have no material bodies, then wouldn’t a spiritual being presumably need to have a spiritual component in the animal to take control of? Or can spiritual beings naturally take over any physical object? 
There are tales in primitive cultures of inanimate objects being possessed by devils. In my visit to the African nation of Benin, there were many Voodoo objects that received worship and gifts from the animist locals. One of my good friends truly believed that I became deathly ill because he forgot to leave a gift for the voodoo god when we left home. Do some people believe that idols or trees have gods in them because demons have some kind of influence there? The primitive view is that the animal you see isn’t really an animal, but a disguised spirit. (Tompkins, 48) Perhaps the spirits could also disguise themselves as trees or rocks? I remember that in the 1970s many Christians believed that Dungeons and Dragons games could allow demons into homes, or that having a voodoo mask art piece on your wall could harbor devils. I used to believe that. Now I am not so sure. Now I wonder. If a demon could enter a mask, why would he do so? What could be accomplished? The mask is unable to move. At least in possessing an animal the demon can move around and cause trouble for people. 
Thomas Aquinas in Summa Theologicae wrote that some animals were satellites of Satan, “instigated by the powers of hell and proper to be cursed.” He did add that we should not be overly angry at the animals, as much as at the devil who uses them to harm us. (Linzey, Gospel, 19)
So if a fallen angel, a demon, can take over an animal, can an angel do so? The answer seems obvious, but may not be. There is some speculation that when angels fell, God cursed them to be earthly beings, not with bodies, but perhaps the ability to take bodies. One common view of the Genesis 6 “Nephilim,” where it says the sons of God took the daughters of men and produced giants, is that demons took human women to produce unusual humans of great size. So, maybe demons have the power to possess animals and people, whereas angels do not. 
Whether it be because of physical features or just God’s command (that angels not do so), there are no cases of angelic possession stated in the Bible. However, there is the one verse in the New Testament that says you should be nice to people because “you may entertain angels unaware.” I doubt that this is angels possessing humans, though; it is more likely to be angels in disguise, as when they appeared as gardeners near Jesus’ Tomb.
One definite case of spiritual-living-in-human is the Holy Spirit’s presence in believers. I would not call this a “possession” in the demonic sense, obviously. Presumably the act of possessing a human by a demon is sinful and wicked; a violation of the human, even if deserved due to unbelief. It seems that demonic possessions often involve violence and suicide attempts. While the “filling” of the Holy Spirit has sometimes produced unusual strength, speed, and stamina (Samson) and prophecy (Saul) sometimes mistaken for drunkenness, it never harmed the recipient, and I would not call it “taking over.” We are wise to give ourselves to the Holy Spirit for good work, yet I have never been “over-come” or felt “possessed” by Him. Perhaps as Elijah learned, God usually works in the gentle breezes rather than the hurricane-force winds.
In Psalm 104 and other places, we already saw that animals and humans both receive “the breath of the Spirit of life.” This implies that the Holy Spirit is present, in a way, in every living creature. Andrew Linzey cites this as proof that animals are “full of the Holy Spirit,” which I doubt to be the case. (Sargent, 197; James Parker, 25)  Moltmann is right to say that the Holy Spirit can be present in a person (or animal) without being fully active there. At least in New Testament language, being “filled by the Spirit” is to be full of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, self control, etc., and unusually virtuous. It is a great place to be, but I doubt that animals are there. While many animals do have great levels of joy and love, I see lesser evidence of patience, self-control, and such. I would not compare the “indwelling” of the Holy Spirit in Christians to what we see in animals.
The Bible does not ever indicate a case of angels taking over an animal, though a few commentators suggest that such may have happened in the case of Balaam’s donkey. They struggle to find explanations for a talking donkey and an angel is an obvious candidate I dispute that in chapter eleven.
Are animals actually angels, or like angels? Authors including Holmes and Stanton imply that.
As shown in chapter two, the cherubim are angelic beings (immortal and living in Heaven) with wings, but also animal faces and feet, and they are called animals (living creatures). So it is not a silly question to ask if animals are angels. However, the animals we have on earth now are not angels in any normal sense of the word, because they are not immortal and are not, yet, living in Heaven. That is how we usually define angels, as immortal beings made to be servants of God in His presence. Angels can come to Earth, but they come on specific missions, and do not just live here, exactly. Demons do apparently live here. Also, angels in the Bible have great power and cause fear when they are seen. Animals are not like that. 
There is the verse about the angels in disguise, but that is unlikely to be the identity of all animals. For one thing, it would definitely complicate the whole historical business of animal sacrifices. We were really killing angels? It also complicates the eating of meat, since we would actually be eating angels. 
I would say that animals cannot be angels because they make a lot of mistakes. How many times has your dog jumped for joy at the door, thinking you have returned home, and then angrily howled when they discover it is the mailman? As La Chambre wrote in 1657, “I shall only here say that beasts as well as men often deceive themselves in the judgement which they make, and that both the one and the other do figure to themselves things to be possible which are no so at all.” (123) I enjoy the internet videos of cats leaping across a span and falling far short. While cute, I doubt these creatures are angels. 
Are animals like angels? Well, they can be, in the sense that God can use them to help people. Angels are sometimes called “ministering spirits” or helpers. God specifically created domestic animals to be around people, so it makes sense that they would be helpful to us.
Jon Katz mentions donkeys, in particular, in relation to children. The ancient Jewish Kabbalah, a set of mystical Jewish teachings, says that God made donkeys the guardians of children because both are filled with love and emotion. (41-42)
One particularly strange view comes from Emanual Swedenborg, a pseudo-Christian theologian. He says that animals definitely have souls, but that their spirits exist only because an angel in heaven or a demon in hell sustains each one! (163-165) Apparently he believed that animal spirits had to have some kind of sustaining spirit to give it life. Swedenborg also said that mice, poisonous serpents, crocodiles, basilisks, vipers, noxious insects, and other similar creatures, “were not created at the beginning, but originated from hell, in ponds, marshes, putrid and foul waters, and wherever there were putrid, filthy, and urinous effluvia, with which the malignant loves of the infernal societies communicate…” (166) Wow, he didn’t mince words!

 I was happy to find that in 1661, George Sibscota said that animals cannot think about God, except perhaps for elephants, who seem to have a little bit of religion! (80-81)
As an entertaining aside, we can spend a moment analyzing this idea of elephant religion. In the early church, some writers waxed mystical as they wished to see the world more and more under the control of God. Tertullian, in his Orat. 29, wrote,

“The whole creation prays. Cattle and wild beasts pray, and bend their knees, and in coming forth from their stalls and lairs look up to heaven, their mouth not idle, making the spirit move in their own fashion. Moreover the birds now arising are lifting themselves up to heaven and instead of hands are spreading out the cross of their wings, while saying something that may be supposed to be a prayer.” (Bauckham, Living, 178ff)

Tertullian was taking things a bit too far. However, there are some mysterious elements of elephant behavior in regard to death rituals. On the other hand, in antiquity, there were many fables and tall tales accepted as truth on that topic. Many of these probably came during the Crusades, when knights and peasants trudged to the Holy Land to drive out the Moslems. Apparently some enterprising Islamic or Christian elephant owners in Constantinople trained their pachyderms to make the sign of the cross with their trunks whenever people mentioned Jesus. Seeing an elephant was remarkable enough to startle medieval folks, but having the gigantic beast bow and mark the cross just blew their minds. They came back to Europe talking about the Christian elephants of the east. In tandem with ancient Greek and Roman claims that elephants raised their trunks to worship the Sun, and elephants were religious creatures. My guess is that Sibscota was remembering the old legends.
On the other hand, modern humans continue to find strange behaviors and inexplicable behaviors among elephants when death occurs. Several times in recent years, elephant herds have been filmed as they come across old elephant bones. Photographers even intentionally put them out to get the elephants to stop for good filming opportunities. Cynthia Moss writes:

“They stop and become quiet and yet tense in a different way from anything I have seen in other situations. First they reach their trunks toward the body to smell it, and then they approach slowly and cautiously and begin to touch the bones, sometimes lifting them and turning them with their feet and trunks. They seem particularly interested in the head and tusks. They run their trunk tips along the tusks and lower jaw and feel in all the crevices and hollows in the skull. I would guess they are trying to recognize the individual.” (Page, 202-206)

Joyce Poole and other elephant researchers confirm this “ritual” in several other writings. Poole mentions that even ivory jewelry can incite strong elephant interest, as when tourists find their ivory bracelets being groped by several different wild elephants. (Nicol) Sometimes elephant herds stop and have a sort of quiet rocking ritual at a spot where relatives died years before and no bones remained to study! Elephants also appear to recognize (or think that they recognize) death in other species. There are many cases of slumbering people under shade trees awakening to find elephants piling tree branches and grass on top of them. (ibid.) Crows often act the same way, at least with dead crows. They often flock over it, swoop and scold it, then bring sticks or grass to lay atop the body before flying away. (Kluger, 42)
Perhaps the most bizarre incident came in 2012 when “elephant whisperer” Lawrence Anthony died in South Africa. He had personally saved two herds of traumatized rogue elephants. After being absent for 18 months, the herds of elephants showed up at his house on the day he died, only hours after he died. They usually lived more than a full day’s walk distant from his home. (ibid.)
The latter incident might be a coincidence. The former “death rituals” are frequent and well-attested. What exactly are the elephants thinking, or feeling, when they stand over elephant bones? Certainly they are capable of remembering former friends, just as they daily remember current herd mates and human acquaintances. Is this a form of grief? Or having good memories about a lost comrade?
Do some animals have the ability to sense the approach of death? There are many reports of dogs or cats or other creatures that have special sensitivity to sickness. I have seen that some dogs are trained to sniff for diseases like cancer. This could conceivably be a natural ability in canines because some diseases produce a faint smell, and thus not a “spiritual” ability. Does the coming of death have a special smell that animals can detect? Anderson describes a cat named Oscar who lives in a rest home and curls up next to a person in the hours before the person dies. (Powerful, 42) A smell would not likely explain the coming of the elephant herds to Lawrence Anthony’s home, however.
Rita Reynolds makes an interesting observation. She proposes that wild animals seem to struggle less against death, but domestic animals “seem much more sensitive to the intentions, fears, and possessiveness of the people with whom they associate. Perhaps domesticated animals even take on the human attribute of the fear of dying.” (36)
Biologist Lyall Watson writes that “no serious study has ever been made of death or death-awareness in any species other than our own…” (Schul, 9) This would be very interesting, to me. We do know from common experience that many pets seem to “search for places to be alone at the time of death, apparently aware that it is imminent.” (ibid., 9) Why would they do this? I haven’t any idea.

Sympathy in Animals

In the last chapter we discussed emotions in animals. I intentionally delayed this aspect of emotions, because sympathy is like “love.” Some emotions can be felt in a selfish manner, for the sake of your own circumstances. You can be angry or frightened or confused even while completely alone, due to life events. But love, sympathy, or compass-ion usually involve other beings or objects. You have to love something, and so I see sympathy as a different type of emotion: a social feeling. 
One of the key elements in Christianity is the concept of love. Although we cannot help loving ourselves, we are also commanded to love God, and our neighbors. We are relational beings. It is nearly impossible for humans to live alone, for physical, social, emotional, and spiritual reasons. When Adam discovered that none of the animals in Eden was matched for him, God said “It is not good for the man to be alone,” and made him a partner.
Do animals have the same need for receiving and giving love that humans do? I am not just referring to the physical nature of sex, but to the emotional and spiritual need for love.
The most obvious display of “love” among humans and animals may be in protectiveness in parenting. In 1779, Derham wrote: “It is somewhat strange to see timid creatures, who at other times are cowardly, to be full of courage, and undaunted at that time; to see them furiously and boldly encounter their enemy, instead of flying from him; and expose themselves to every danger, rather than hazard and forsake their young.” (223)
This is the same point made in II Samuel 17:8, where the warriors were said to be “as desperate as a bear robbed of her cubs.” That is not to say that every parent animal is a fierce protector. Many species lay their eggs and leave, so this is only a frequent, not a universal analogy of all animals. We can make the same observation about animal love life. Birds, for instance, are mostly monogamous, but not all of them. Is it “love” when animals adore each other, and protect each other?
It is a kind of love. Is it Biblical love? Jesus said that no one has greater love than to lay down his life for his friends. If an animal dies to protect its young, or its mate, is that the same type of love? M. Jean Holmes thinks so. “Love is an attribute of God, and God is spirit. Is it not logical that if a creature can love, it is a spiritual being? Animals evidence ‘spirit’ because they love.” (66)
I agree with her main point, that animals show spirit or soul by showing emotion and thought. However, the real question is more tricky, because love, as expressed by Jesus and the New Testament, is a virtue. Virtues are meritorious. In other words, God rewards righteousness and punishes sin. We must be cautious about what animal behaviors we call virtuous because then we may also be forced to call other animal behaviors sinful. We are coming to that in just a few paragraphs.

Many creatures protect their companions. Dolphins and whales are often seen helping injured companions even when it puts their own lives in danger. (Budiansky, Elephants, 159) Some wild animals even protect humans or other species when they under attack or in danger. A BBC report on June 22, 2005, told of three lions protecting a twelve year old girl after driving away four men who were beating her. (Masson, Altruistic, 203) Scientists explained that her whimpers may have tricked the lions into believing the girl to be a lion cub. Sure!
In a less dramatic case, a man who often tracked chimpanzees in Africa, named Teleki, forgot his lunch. One day he was swinging a long stick at fruit in a tree because he was hungry. A nearby chimp climbed the tree, picked some fruit for him, and dropped it at the man’s feet. These were wild chimps, not trained in any way. (Cohen, 297) Was this a proof of “empathy”? When one person recognizes his own needs and then is motivated to help another meet those needs, we call it empathy. (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 40) That would mean that in the case of Teleki, a chimp recognized the man’s attempts to hit fruit as hunger, and then helped the man fix his hunger by giving him fruit. That seems to be what happened.
Joyce Poole tells of a ranch herder who surprised a group of elephants. The matriarch charged him and broke the man’s leg. A rescue party went out looking for him a day later, and found the matriarch guarding him under a tree. She had moved him under the shade tree and drove away other animals, and only reluctantly left the man to the human rescuers. The elephant had recognized that the man was hurt and actively protected him, though a stranger from another species. (Nicol) 
Narwhals suffer great pain if their big frontal tusk is broken off. Cases have been documented of healthy narwhals intentionally inserting the tip of their own tusk into the hole of the pained whale and breaking off their own tip, to plug the aching gap for the wounded animal. (Hoare, 272)
Budiansky notes that when an animal seeks human help, it may indicate that the animal has an understanding of compassion in general. “How could an animal ask for compassion to be shown if it did not know what compassion was?” (Elephants, 168-169)
Another emotion that seems to be social is embarrassment. You are generally embarrassed if you believe others will notice your mistake or faux pas. Although Mark Twain is famous for saying “Man is the only animal that blushes….or needs to,” some other species do show signs of social embarrassment, including chimpanzees. (Price, Steven, 101; Bekoff, Passions, 39) 
The question of animal shame is related to the question of guilt. Embarrassment is usually for an error, in common parlance, while shame has an implied idea of ‘wrong’ behind it. Do animals feel shame? Some do, in your own homes, I suspect.
I remember coming home and seeing the family dog hiding or acting strangely. That usually meant that he had pooped on the carpet or torn up a pillow. His tail was between his legs, and he crouched repentantly. Obviously, he knew that he had done something bad.
However, was his action sinful? I don’t think so. He broke social rules. We tried to teach him that pooping was supposed to be done outside. Pillows, though soft and mushy, are not to be ripped up. So the dog’s shame was not because he understood universal standards of right and wrong. His shame was because he knew we would be displeased at his actions. Thus, some animals can learn social rules, and feel badly about violating them. 
In fact, you can teach animals that wrong is right. Some animals are smart enough to figure out what we want, whether it is good or evil. Drug dealers may teach their large dogs to kill anyone who approaches the building or yard. The dogs recognize that they will punished if they do not threaten to harm any person approaching. Even though it is wrong for animals to kill people, they may intentionally kill people because they were trained to do so. (Stanton, 96; also Wagner, 159)
Martin Luther said that “In the present order, any defect in their natures, such as ferocity, is due to our fault, not theirs. Having caught and dragged animals along with us in our downward fall, we sin a second time in being cruel to them.” (James Parker, 17)

Sin, Deceit, and Morality

God told Noah in Genesis chapter six that any animal to kill a human must be killed by a human as a consequence. The death penalty for killer animals was held up through-out the Mosaic law, also. If your ox kills a neighbor, and you didn’t know it was dangerous, the ox dies, and you do not. If you knew the ox was dangerous, you die too. An eye for an eye.
If an animal can receive the death penalty, does that not prove that animals can sin?
No. But there are a growing number of people who take that opinion. One Christian scholar to choose that path is David Clough. He spends a whole chapter of his book On Animals trying to prove that animals sin. He cites the serpent in the Garden of Eden, the oxen goring people in the Law of Moses, and apes that commit infanticide by eating the young produced by a male rival. Likewise, M. Jean Holmes says that animals are free to make choices, just like humans and angels, and so animals sometimes rebel against God also. (163-164)
Henry Karlson III cites Jonah 4:11 to prove that animals can repent, and therefore they must be guilty of sins worthy of penance. (58) This is an interesting case, though a simplistic interpretation. You have to take Jonah 3:6-10 to make sense of the idea. 

Jonah 3:6-10, “When word of it reached the king of Ninevah, he got up from his throne, stripped himself of his robe, covered himself with mourning clothes, and sat in ashes. Then he announced, ‘In Ninevah, by decree of the king and his officials: Neither human nor animal, cattle nor flock, will taste anything! No grazing and no drinking water! Let humans and animals alike put on mourning clothes, and let them call upon God forcefully! And let all persons stop their evil behavior that’s under their control!” He thought, ‘Who knows? God may see this and turn from his wrath, so that we might not perish.’ God saw what they were doing - that they had ceased their evil behavior. So God stopped planning to destroy them, and he didn’t do it.”

4:10-11, “But the Lord said, ‘You “pitied” the shrub, for which you didn’t work and which you didn’t raise; it grew in a night and perished in a night. Yet for my part, can’t I pity Ninevah, that great city, in which there are more than one hundred twenty thousand people who can’t tell their right hand from their left, and also many animals?”

Karlson is right to note that God took pity on the animals as well as the human population. However, he mistakenly presumes that just because the king of Ninevah orders that animals participate in the fasting and sackcloth aspects of repentance, that God forgave the animals for some sin. There is no hint of that. In Jonah 3:10. God saw that “they had ceased their evil behavior.” Karlson apparently believes this to be the people and the animals both, but it doesn’t say that. The Mosaic Law never ordered animals to repent or take part in sacrificial rituals (except as victims for human sin). It would seem improbable that an Assyrian pagan king would perceive animal sin when the Jews never did.

I do not pretend that the question is an easy one. It is hard to answer because we do not understand the origin of sin. Is God the author of sin? The Bible says no. Yet God allows sin. How can God allow sin if He is good? Many Christians are trying to answer this unanswerable question by using “free will.” Since God gave living beings “free will” He is off the hook for sin, because creatures alone choose it. Now some are saying that animals are agents with free will, not just angels and humans. That is a rather new idea, as far as I can tell. 
Sikes offered the traditional view in 1667. 

“Inferiour creatures have no power over their own operations. They act by natural impulse and necessity. Man has power to consider of any thing, and deliberate within himself, whether he were best to do it or no, before he does it. … They sin not because they have no power to do anything upon deliberation, and by choice.” (23)

Ralph Venning in the same century wrote the famous book on sin, The Plague of Plagues. He said, “…no creatures, except the fallen angels and man, ever transgressed the law or disobeyed the word of their Creator.... They depend on God and teach man to do so too. It is as our Saviour says, Take no anxious and soul-disturbing thought for your livelihood, but learn of the fowls of the air and lilies of the field, to trust God (Matthew 6:25-34).” (139)
 
Does God want animals to eat each other? Or the babies produced by rival males? In Eden He did not. After the Fall and Flood, God allowed it. The difference may be related to what God wants “ideally” and what He is willing “to settle for.” Kelly Steward gives a non-religious explanation for gorilla infanticide.

“By killing the infants of unfamiliar females, a silverback is increasing his chances of mating and producing his own progeny sooner rather than later. This is an evolutionary explanation that sees infanticide in terms of animals' struggle to pass on their genes to the next generation. ... While it is a terrible, heart-wrenching thing to see a baby gorilla that has been brutally beaten and killed by a silverback, there is a logic about infanticide that is beautiful, as Nature's logic often is....” (48)

This is a case where evolutionists see beauty in violent death, as the survival of the fittest proves itself the key philosophy in life. I see nothing beautiful about it. It is a need-less death, and a violent one. It is a sign of the fall, of the wickedness of sin working itself out in the world today. However, that does not necessarily mean that the silverback who killed the baby gorilla sinned. The same is true in normal cases of predation, not just infanticide. When a lioness kills a zebra to feed her young, does she sin? Wesley Smith is correct to say no. “…zebras and lions and rats do not live in a moral realm - their lives are totally amoral. There is no morality for them; animals do no moral wrong, ever. In their world there are no wrongs and their are no rights.” (233) 
I want to clarify that a little. Animals cannot sin, and they cannot act virtuously, because they do not choose between good and evil. They can choose to obey your rules or disobey your rules, but your rules are not good or evil, to their minds. As Joel Feinberg wrote in a Humane Society of the United States essay in 1978, “They have a concept perhaps of the mala prohibita - the act that is wrong because it is prohibited, but they have no concept of the mala in se - the act that is prohibited because it is wrong.” You are just the boss of the moment. They cannot choose either good or evil because they do not understand either one. To take an analogy from Genesis, you might say that animals never ate of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Or perhaps, even if they had, they were never commanded not to do so, and it might not have affected the animals even if they did eat it. 
What makes an action sinful or virtuous? 
The Westminster Larger Catechism defines sin as “any want of conformity unto, or transgression of, any law of God, given as a rule to the reasonable creature.” The ‘reason-able creature’ phrase shows that the Westminster Divines limited the capacity to sin to humans and angels, since they defined animals as not reasoning. 
I disagree only a little bit. I would say that some animals have levels of reason, and certainly they are not as reasonable as humans are. Nevertheless, no animal can under-stand the Law of God, and the Law of God was not given to the animals as a rule for life. Animals cannot sin or do virtuously because they have no Law, and they wouldn’t under-stand it if God gave it to them (unless He upgraded their abilities).
Paul says in Romans 7:7-8, “…But I wouldn’t have known sin except through the Law. I wouldn’t have known the desire for what others have if the Law had not said, ‘Don’t desire what others have.’… Sin is dead without the Law.” If you applied this concept to animals, you could say, they did not receive the law, and therefore did not sin. They cannot know the standards of right and wrong in any detailed way. Balaam’s donkey may have recognized that loyalty deserves kindness not harm, but that is a mini-mal understanding of virtue and sin.
So, is a silverback gorilla cruel when it kills a baby gorilla? No. Nor is predation a sin, in animals. Yet in our dealings with wild animals, especially predators, we seem to feel that the predators are wicked. As Budiansky notes: 

“Predators are often alleged to be cruel, as is nature itself. This charge has been used to justify hunting certain species almost out of existence, like the wolf and the tiger, and is also used against smaller predators like the fox and the blue jay. Since they are cruel to one another, the argument seems to go, humans have the right or duty to exterminate them. Cases where predators kill more than they can eat or begin eating their prey while it is still alive are viewed with particular horror. ... The question is whether animals can be cruel.” (Elephants, 144)

I do not blame animals for bad deeds, because they cannot understand well what a bad deed is. Denying predators a place on Earth because we don’t like violence is a silly bit of pacifism to be rejected. 
So does that mean that predation and infanticide are good? Not at all. They are still results of the fall. However, God ordered the universal consequences of the Fall to still fit into an ecological good. In other words, predation, while a result of sin, is not a sin in itself, and is actually a good insofar as it keeps the Earth working right. As you will see in chapter 18, a world without predators is a bad thing. Predators keep herbivores from destroying their habitats through overpopulation. God is able to use even “bad” things to bring about “good” things. It is in this sense that I can agree with Fothergill from his Philosophy of Natural History, pages 172-173:

“Nothing can be more childish and unphilosophical than to call the tiger cruel, the eagle inexorable, or the crocodile merciless, attaching any peculiar malignity to those terms; since in allaying their imperious appetites, such animals are but fulfilling, in their various capacities, the word of Him who commanded...'” (cited in Drummond, Rights, 135)

It is not intended by Fothergill, I suspect, to say that God individually commands each tiger, eagle, or crocodile to go and kill. He means that the current will of God is that it must be so. If the world has fallen into sin, and death must occur, then this is the way death will come in order to keep order amid the chaos. It is God’s permissive will, rather than His ideal will. Just as it is not the will of God “that any should perish,” yet some do perish, and therefore we must say that God has an ideal will and a permissive will. Sin in our world, and violence, and predation, and infanticide, are part of what God allows, not desires.
Temple Grandin proposes that smarter animals are often more violent.

“I don't know why animal violence happens, but when I read through the research literature I'm struck by the fact that the animals with the most complex brains are also the ones who engage in some of the nastiest behavior. … Another possibility is that since a more complex brain provides greater flexibility of behavior, animals with complex brains become free to develop new behaviors that will be good, bad, or in between.” (152)

C.S. Lewis wrote “So far as we know beasts are incapable either of sin or virtue…” (Problem, 117) William Perkins said that “...the proper subjects of conscience are reason-able creatures, that is men and Angels. Hereby conscience is excluded … from bruit beasts: for though they have life & sense, and in many things some shadowes of reason, yet because they want true reason they want conscience also.” (Fudge, 34) Jonathan Edwards wrote:

“The brute creatures are not moral Agents: the actions of some of them are very profitable and pleasant, others are very hurtful; yet seeing they have no moral faculty, or sense of deceit, and do not act from choice guided by understanding, or with a capacity of reasoning and reflecting, but only from instinct, and are not capable of being influenced by moral inducements, their actions are not properly sinful or virtuous… A Moral Agent is a being that is capable of those actions that have a moral quality, and which can properly be denominated good or evil in a moral sense, virtuous or vicious, commendable or faulty….” (v.1, p. 12)

 Another reason to think that animals are innocent is the foundational principle of the system of sacrifice in the law of Moses. We will study this carefully in chapter 15. In short, God ordered sacrifice to atone for human sins. Since lambs were sacrificed in our place, we believe them to be innocent. So is a lamb innocent, but a lion wicked, because the lion kills to eat? It seems unlikely, since the lion will lay down with the lamb in the New Heavens and New Earth. Whatever natural evils an animal has done, as a result of human sin in this fallen world, are apparently forgiven, or require no forgiveness. As Thomas Adams wrote, similarly to Mark Twain, “Beasts are not ashamed of their deeds: where there is no reason, there is no sin.” 
Secular philosophers usually agree on this also. Stephen R.L. Clark explains:

“Beasts, so far as we can tell, do not draw out from their own actions any principles of action on which they can comment, from which they can gradually dissent … Beasts, let us say, are ethical; that is they respond to aspects of a situation and to features of their kindred that a good man would also respect. But they are not moral: for they do not, as far as we can see it, have any occasion to moralise about themselves or to construct intellectual systems to accommodate their immediate responses.” (Deane-Drummond, 191)

Marc Bekoff believes that “many animals can distinguish right from wrong,” though he is referring to social rules like “playing fair.” (Passions, 140, 131-132) Richard Watson similarly suggests that some animals “including chimpanzees, dolphins, dogs, and pigs, sometimes act with reference to moral principles and at other times lapse into a state of amorality…”  (Radner, 211) They are definitely not consistent in any list of rules.
We tend to laugh at the naivete shown by societies that hold trials and then execute animals for crimes. This was common in the Medieval period, but occurs even in modern times. In 1926 Kentucky tried and executed a stray German Shepherd for the attempted murder of a child. The dog died in the electric chair. (Slifkin, 94) As an animal apparently proven to be dangerous, it was right to euthanize the animal; the oddity is the rather elaborate rituals performed to justify the execution. The method is also unusual. Electrocution would not be a normal animal euthanasia technique.
 I think that in a true sense, God instituted the death penalty for animals for killing humans as a civil deterrent and proof that humans in the image of God are not to be harmed in the natural order of things. It does in fact show that animals have a lesser value (but not NO value) than humans when life or death questions arise. 
Can animals be deceitful? 
The word deceit implies sinful intent, when in fact deceit is a normal method for an animal staying safe in a dangerous world. Trickery might be a better word; or subtlety. Jesus said the disciples should be “as shrewd as serpents and innocent as doves.” Shrewdness is acting cleverly, not necessarily sinfully. Jesus would not promote sin.
I do believe in micro-evolution: the rapid changes that DNA and “natural selection” can make to improve a species’ chances of survival in the short term. Evolutionists have truly shown that insects and other animals can make rather swift adaptations in only a few generations to improve their odds of living. Predators may find better camouflage patterns to hide themselves in foliage, or moths may change colors to fool their hunters. You would be hard pressed to call this deceit, because there is no intent. 
Australia has an amazing species of jumping spider called Portia. It uses a wide variety or tricks to catch food. It will move in odd and unpredictable ways, like a rolling leaf. It will go on to other spiders’ webs and make struggling vibrations on the web, or mating dances, to convince the spider to come closer…then eat it. It learns by trial and error and becomes more proficient at tricking its prey. (Yoerg, 108-110)
Raccoons are expert “burglars” because they have learned to lift human latches and turn doorknobs and open refrigerators. They can unscrew jars and bottles. Some have even learned to pull wine corks from bottles! (Downer, 34) They are clever scavengers who take advantage of every opportunity and thereby earn the ire of their human victims. I remember one day returning home from a day of work in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, to find a raccoon standing on my bed! He had climbed in my open window. He grudgingly trudged back out.
Even if there is intent, is it a sin to hide from a predator? Of course not. I would call it prudence. If a tiger stalked me, I would do my very best to hide! When a duck is caught by a fox, the duck will play dead. When the fox drops the duck to eat it, the duck flies away. (Masson, Altruistic, 89) Ducks and plovers both feign “the broken wing” to entice predators away from their nests before flying away. (Mortenson, 146)
Sea otter males can be shrewd and lazy in getting free meals. When a female otter with pups leaves her babe on the surface, she goes down to find food on the sea bottom. The males will briefly kidnap the pup, and only relinquish the pup if the female gives them the food! (Masson, Altruistic, 245) Is this blackmail, or a babysitting fee?
Dolphin trainers and researchers learn that dolphins sometimes try to manipulate them. (DeMares, 47)
Apes show the most evidence of deception in their various dealings with humans and other apes. Mark Rowlands says “You can’t trust them. They’re manipulative, they’re deceptive, and they’re obsessed with power. They’re too like us to make suitable pets.” (Laufer, 64) Charles Darwin worried that since humans are close to monkeys in his evolution scale, and humans are deceptive, “would anyone trust in the convictions of a monkey’s mind…?” (DeMar, 56)
One baboon avenged himself on a British officer for some offense, by splattering him with mud. For a long time the baboon would rejoice whenever that man walked past. (Radner, 124) According to Downer, some Asian monkeys practice blackmail daily.

“Each morning, as dawn breaks through the haze over the rooftops of Varanasi, monkeys demonstrate their slyness in acquiring food. They watch for people spreading washing out on the roofs to dry. Having learnt that clothes can be used for extortion, as soon as the people leave, they pounce. Their preference is for brightly coloured items, if possible with lots of buttons. When they have made their choice, they sit down and provocatively remove each button with their teeth. If the garment’s owner attempts to scare the monkeys, it simply runs off with its trophy. A better plan is to distract the animal by throwing food: as it runs to seize the placatory gift, the clothes can then be retrieved. This blackmail routine probably started accidentally but now the monkeys deliberately use it to procure a meal.” (36)

Some apes are able to detect deception or trustworthiness in humans. In one experiment, two men deliver cups of juice to the apes. One man accidentally spills juice on the floor. The other man overturns their cup deliberately. When the apes were asked to choose which man they wanted to deliver the juice cups next time, the chimps chose the clumsy man rather than the “evil” man. They seemed to recognize the difference between accident and intentional acts. (Linden, Can, 61) This fits well with the model of Balaam’s donkey, which had a sense of justice.

“Frequently, religious people speak of the specialness of human beings, how we are made in the image of God, or blessed by the Spirit; but so often they fail to point out the equal truth that humans are also the most unlovely species in the world – the species capable of degrading itself beyond that of any creature. Unique we may be, but unique also is our violence, our wickedness, our capacity for evil.” (Linzey, Andrew, Creatures, 3)

Dominion as the Human Role on Earth

We will discuss the exact nature of dominion at greater length in chapter ten. However, I introduce it here because it is of key importance, and because God set man as pre-eminent before the Fall. Adam and Eve had dominion, virtuously, if only for a short time. Dominion was altered somewhat after sin entered the world.

Genesis 1:28, “God blessed them, and God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing that moves on the earth.'”

The first command of God to Adam and Eve was to fill the earth “and subdue it; and rule” over the animals. Note that the dominion is granted “over living creatures, not inanimate nature…” (Bauckham, Bible, 19-20) While modern industrialists claim that this “dominion” (another word for ‘subdue’) gives humans absolute power over the Earth, they are claiming far too much. The very next verses put instant limitations on subduing, by requiring vegetarianism for the humans and animals. (Cohen, Fertile, 64) 
In Genesis two, where the creation story of chapter one is extrapolated with more detail, particularly regarding the Garden of Eden, God tells Adam to care for the Garden and cultivate it. Then God leaves Adam the job of naming the animals. 

Genesis 2:19-20, “Out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them to Adam to see what he would call them. And whatever Adam called each living creature, that was its name. So Adam gave names to all cattle, to the birds of the air, and to every beast of the field.”

There are many opinions on why God wanted Adam to name the animals. 
Camosy and Knight emphasize that animals were made to be Adam’s companions and helpers, and so he needed to study them. (46-47, 15)
Holmes suggests correctly that Adam was not yet created when God made the animals, so “by naming them, Adam became acquainted with every animal. Did God have Adam name the animals so each animal would have worth to Adam?” (103)
Randy Alcorn points out that “Adam wasn’t instructed to name to plants, only his wife and the animals, indicating their special relationship.” (392)
Middleton and others recognize that God wanted Adam to start taking charge of shaping the Earth by studying and organizing the animals. (294) Naming creatures continues to be one of the most important goals of science. We continue to discover new, unknown species around the globe.
In chapter two, I showed you that God wanted humans to develop the Garden and spread it across the world. God intended to make the Earth his temple, with all creation enjoying His bounty. The command to “be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it, and rule…” is called “the cultural mandate.” That was, and still is, our purpose as the human species.

“When we say that Adam and Eve were given their task, even the words instruction or command are far too weak to convey the depth of what is happening. The emphasis at this point in Genesis is not so much what God tells the man and the woman, but why he made them in the first place.  The plan is deliberately to make humankind 'to be our image and to rule' over the earth. Thus 'ruling' is a fundamental part of God's creative act itself; it is built into the very way that God planned not only human beings but even the rest of the world. God made human beings precisely in order to care for the earth. We were made to serve this purpose. It is built into our very being: it is our very design. We are purpose-built creatures. If we do not take up our responsibility for God's world, we defy not only his command, but also our very nature and the very purpose for which we have been created. Our responsibility for the world is a fundamental part of God's plan of creation….Genesis 1:26 reads, 'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them rule...' It is more accurately translated, 'Let us make man in our image... in order that they might rule.’” (Marshall, 18-19)

“After Adam and Eve are given the command to rule and subdue, they are given three specific tasks in Eden. The first to are to cultivate and keep the garden. The third, given later, is to name the animals. ...And we all know what 'keeping' means. It means to preserve, protect and maintain. The fact that both are here used to describe Adam's care of the same object, Eden, can only mean that neither God nor Adam viewed them as conflicting goals. To subdue Eden apparently meant to retain the goodness and beauty which God gave it, while actively serving Eden through managing (cultivating) it to better enhance and manifest the qualities hidden within it. The Hebrew word samar, translated as 'keep' in English, is the same word used in the familiar benediction of Numbers 6:22-26. Moses is instructed to tell Aaron and his sons to bless the Israelites with these words, 'The Lord bless you and keep [samar] you; the Lord make his face shine upon you and be gracious to you; the Lord turn his face toward you and give you peace.' Clearly humankind is instructed to 'keep' the garden as the Lord 'keeps' us.” (Van Dyke, 96; see also Hahne, 24)

We can take joy in the task of developing the world (rightly) because that is how God made us. (Anderson, From Creation, 14; Morris III, 111; Jordan, Through, 42) 
Moltmann sees a clear distinction between God creating (Hebrew word bara) and many other creation words like ‘asah which means forming or shaping, which man is also able to do, in some degree. (73) We cannot make atoms or substance from nothing, as God did, but we can transform wood into furniture and etc.
There is a perspective, held mainly by the Eastern Orthodox wing of the Christian church, supported by Moltmann, where “humans are seen as intercessors from creation,” “mediators of God’s grace to the world… We are to help animals rise up and proclaim the glory of God…” (Karlson III, 6,12) Oliver Clement “sees Adam’s naming of the animals as an act of relationship, an act bringing them into communion with God through man’s mediation…” (ibid., 76) The Anglican poet George Herbert expressed it in saying that the animals cannot praise with words and so humans must “present the sacrifice for all.” (Bauckham, Bible, 84) Richard Bauckham rejects this idea.

“Of this arrogant assertion that only through human mediation can the rest of creation be itself in relation to God there is not a trace in the Scriptures. This Orthodox sacerdotal universe is not the world of the Old Testament where the creatures have their own relationships with God quite apart from humanity and fulfil their God-given existence without human interference (e.g. Ps. 104; Job 38-39).” (Living, 152)

Bauckham may be stretching the point by saying that Psalm 104 and the last chapters of Job prove that animals are fine existing “without human interference,” almost seeming to question the work of dominion. But he may be correct that the idea of humans as priests between God and animals is also a stretch. The Protestant Reformation discarded the idea of priests as necessary between God and men, because each human, when “saved,” has only Christ as a mediator. Priests were intercessors between sinners and God. Animals are not sinners, and need no intercession.

The materialists of our world cannot share the Christian view of dominion because they view the universe as a “cosmic accident.” Stewardship of the world as assigned by God to humans gives us a responsibility to creation. (Sarkar, 4)
Although God said that the world is “very good,” at the end of the Creation account, “it is not yet finished…When God tells Adam to cultivate the Garden it is thus entirely consistent with the language and narrative arc of the story to see this cultivation as including the idea of expansion or development - God wants Adam to increase the Garden…” (Osborn, 31)
Dominion continues.




Chapter Seven
The Fall 

In Eden

The Garden of Eden was a real place. Charles Augustine Prideaux wrote in 1888, “I suppose that no Christian doubts that the first object of God in the formation of all creatures, very good in perfection of bliss and of purity, was an endless and undisturbed condition of perfect happiness and of perfect rest, a life which death, grief, pain, sin, and suffering, would not have been able to disturb, had man been as good a friend to himself as God was to him.” (Moor, citing letter from Animal World, 64)

“Perfect creation reflected the pure unadulterated image of the Creator the God who is love, light, peace, wisdom, joy, and life! This is the setting in which the Lord brought the first animals for Adam to name. It was party time! Young animals are full of curiosity and play.... I imagine it filled also with the melodious sounds. The calls, cries, and music of every creature from the crickets to the mastodons trying out their new voices, was surely glorious. Eden must have been a huge romp of animals frolicking in the sheer joy of living! Birds, bats, and insects may have cavorted in the air on new wings.... Imagine Adam being both amazed and entertained by those first animals. What an adventure of discovery!” (Holmes, 107)

Martin Luther says that before sin, Adam used animals “only for the admiration of God and for a holy joy.” (71; also Clough, 44-5) Whiston proposes that all the animals were “nearer approaching to reason and discourse, and partakers of higher degrees of perfection and happiness, than they have been ever since.” (170) Randy Alcorn suggests that “Animals were probably smarter than we imagine; the most intelligent animals we see around us are but fallen remnants of what once was.” (403) 

In the last chapter I described the opinion that all animals had a common language shared with humans, in Eden. (Buckner, 44) The animals were submissive to Adam, and there was no violence. (Sorrell, 20; Webb, Good, 62) Thousands of cave paintings in France, said to be 32,000 years old, show lions as “very relaxed” and “not frightened” of people. (Olmert, 34-35)
Richard Heinberg, in Memories and Visions of Paradise, shows the large number of “Edenic myths” in cultures around the world, throughout history. People everywhere have ancient stories of a world where man and beast were at peace in paradise. This contradicts the widely-held anthropologist belief that humans gradually grew up from primitive into advanced cultures. (Heinberg, 180)

“The idea that pre-agricultural life could be considered Edenic seems peculiar at first to those of us who have grown up with a belief in the desirability and inevitability of technological progress. We in the civilized world have been taught to think that agriculture was the greatest advance in prehistoric human society: by freeing human beings from dependence on an uncertain food source, it made possible the development of the arts and sciences. Our stereotypical image of primitive foragers is of bands of half-starved savages, usually exhausted from searching for roots and berries or hunting wild animals, engaging in periodic bloodthirsty raids on one another's camps, and living in superstitious terror of the capricious and mysterious natural forces controlling their lives. The myths instead portray the lives of the First People as supremely happy. Surprisingly, the recent findings of anthropologists and archaeologists tend to support the primitivist rather than the progressive view.” (166-167)

The modern interest in ancient “technological marvels” and ingenious devices has brought television documentaries to silly claims of alien visitors doling out knowledge to the ignorant neanderthals. ‘Surely humans could not have built pyramids,’ they say. The assumption is that ancient people were less intelligent than we are, and so they needed help. The truth is the opposite. The ancient people were probably smarter than we are. We moderns simply have the advantage of writing and cultural transmission to build know-ledge up into a semblance of the ancient genius. 
Mark Twain poked fun at our idea of human grandiosity in his essay “The Lowest Animal,” calling it “The Descent of Man from the Higher Animals.” After detailing examples of human greed, revenge, and slavery, he quips that ““we have reached the bottom stage of development - nameable as the Human Being. Below us- nothing. Nothing but the Frenchman.” (Laufer, 236)


Sin

The first sin was not human. A group of angels, led by Lucifer, committed the first treason against God. The Bible does not tell us much about the creation of the angels, nor their fall. Job 38:7 implies that the angels were present when Jesus laid the foundations of the Earth, which means that they were already present in the first few days of creation. One tradition says that the angels rebelled on Day Two, because day two, is intriguingly, the only day where God says nothing about His work being “good.” (Hodges, 2-3) It is a clever possibility, except that Ezekiel 28 seems to give more details about the fall of Lucifer, and it occurred in Eden, which was not yet made by Day Two.
The chief angel may have been created to guard Eden, or the mountain of God nearby.

Ezekiel 28:12-17, “You were full of wisdom and beauty, the image of perfection. You were in Eden, God’s garden. You were covered with gold and every precious stone… On the day that you were created, finely crafted pendants and engravings were prepared. You, a winged creature, were installed as a guardian. I placed you in God’s holy mountain where you walked among the stones of fire… You exalted yourself because of your beauty and corrupted your wisdom for the sake of your splendor. I will cast you down to the earth…”

Ezekiel chapter 28 is a famous curse on the King of Tyre, but so much of the text sounds like the fall of a rebellious angel that it is often attributed to Satan himself. In fact, verses 14 and 16 called him a covering cherub, and I wonder if his role was not intended to be the guardian of the throne of God, in the mountain of God, next to the garden of Eden. But he rebelled and was cast down, not only from entrance to “heaven” but from the mountain. 
When Lucifer became proud and wished to rise above God as ruler of the universe (Ezek. 28:11-19; I Tim. 3:6), there was a war in Heaven. The book of Revelation states that the “Dragon” swept one third of the angels out of Heaven, when they were cast down to Earth. 

Revelation 12:4, 7-9, “His tail swept down a third of heaven’s stars and threw them to the earth. … Then there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought the dragon. The dragon and his angels fought back, but they did not prevail, and there was no longer any place for them in heaven. So the great dragon was thrown down. The old snake, who is called the devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world, was thrown down to the earth; and his angels were thrown down with him.” 

Jesus used to walk and chat with Adam and Eve in the garden (Genesis 3:8-11) on a daily basis. I would think it odd if Jesus wouldn’t warn the first humans that evil angels had come to earth. Perhaps the war in Heaven happened one night, and Satan turned up immediately to corrupt Adam and Eve before their usual stroll with Jesus.
The traditional theory is that the Devil took over the body of a snake or lizard (it had legs), to approach the people. Perhaps in Eden, many animals spoke, and so Eve was not surprised by the talking reptile. I wonder, though, if Satan is not by nature a large reptile form, like a dragon, or Leviathan (of Job). Revelation 12 calls him the Dragon and also “the old snake.” Paul wrote in II Corinthians 11:3, “But I’m afraid that your minds might be seduced in the same way as the snake deceived Eve with his devious tricks.” (CEB) 
If Adam and Eve visited “God’s holy mountain” in Eden, they may have already seen and spoken with this angelic dragon. The serpent was already known to be “the most crafty” of all the Garden’s creatures. If my theory is true, then not all the animals in Eden had to be “talkers,” but Adam and Eve already knew this Dragon to be a trusted ally of God. They had reason to trust him.
The main commands of God to Adam and Eve were to take management of the garden, and when they had children, to expand their management over the whole planet. Jesus gave them only one negative command. Don’t eat from one tree. This was far different from the later laws of Moses, where “thou shalt not” dominates the long list. 
I am not sure where I got my internal imaginings of the scene in the Garden of Eden. Somehow I have this picture of an orchard with some average looking fruit trees, but standing in the center is a gigantic gorgeous tree full of fruit and birds. That is the tree they are supposed to avoid. The nicest one, with the most fruit.
No, that is unlikely! God wasn’t setting Adam and Eve up to sin. He didn’t give them tumbleweeds and hot peppers for their normal life, and make the forbidden tree the only decent food source in the Garden!
The whole garden of Eden was full of luscious edibles for humans and animals. The forbidden tree may have looked somewhat different just to be obvious, but it was not meant to entice them. The Dragon offered the enticement.

Genesis 3:1, “The snake was the most intelligent of all the wild animals that the Lord God had made. He said to the woman, ‘Did God really say that you shouldn’t eat from any tree in the garden?’” (CEB)

Either Lucifer has possessed the mind and body of a snake to speak with Eve, or Lucifer IS the snake speaking to Eve. Being called an animal is not necessarily proof that the serpent is a normal earthly creature. The four cherubim are usually called “living creatures” just like earthly animals. 
The first ploy of Lucifer is to engage Eve in conversation regarding what God commanded Feigning ignorance, he asks whether the humans are allowed to eat from all the trees, or none of them. Eve is happy to clarify the rules for the serpent.

Genesis 3:2-3, “The woman said to the snake, ‘We may eat the fruit of the garden’s trees but not the fruit of the tree in the middle of the garden. God said, “Don’t eat from it, or touch it, or you will die.”’”

Eve’s response is interesting, because it is inaccurate. In Genesis 2:16-17, here is what Jesus actually said to Adam. “The Lord God commanded the human, ‘Eat your fill from all the garden’s trees; but don’t eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, because on the day you eat from it, you will die!”
If the events of Genesis chapter two are chronological, then Jesus gave this order to Adam before Eve had even been created. So Eve’s understanding of the command of God would be entirely based on Adam’s description (unless Jesus told her, after creating her). So you have to wonder: where did Eve get the idea that she could not “touch” the fruit of the forbidden tree? Jesus said nothing about touching it! 
There was no reason for Adam to exaggerate or add this restriction for Eve. It isn’t as if Eve has already shown a propensity to transgress. I have some friends who are always late, and I hate to be late, so I will often ask them to meet me at 5:15 when we aren’t really due till 5:45. I thereby attempt to mollify the effect of their inevitable tardiness by subterfuge, in a sense. But Eve has never erred, and so adding a “no touch” clause to the rule would be unnecessary. 
I would guess, therefore, that Eve added the “no touching” rule herself. Adam and Eve may not really understand death, since they have never seen it. But they know it must be something bad, or Jesus would not have warned them about it. Just as the Jewish Pharisees later did, Eve built a “hedge” around the law. Extra steps to help keep you away from the sin. ‘If eating the fruit will bring bad things, I don’t even want to get near the tree!’ Would this make God seem overly strict? No touching; no eating? That is two rules rather than one.
Eve also avoids using the name of the tree. Jesus told them to avoid eating the fruit from ‘the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.’ Eve only says, we should avoid eating from ‘the tree in the middle of the garden.’ Perhaps she thinks it is taboo to even talk about the plant by name! Just give its location to help the serpent understand, rather than actually speak its name?

Genesis 3:4-5, “The snake said to the woman, ‘You won’t die! God knows that on the day you eat from it, you will see clearly, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”

Suddenly the snake is not ignorant of the situation. This might have been a warning sign to Eve. Before, the snake knows nothing about God’s rules, but now he contradicts Jesus’ rule with great confidence! Jesus said, ‘you will die.’ Snake says, ‘you will not die.’ Why would she believe the snake? 
Remember that Lucifer has already tricked or enticed one-third of the heavenly angels into opposing God. God gave the angels “free will” to choose whether to obey or disobey, just as he gave Adam and Eve that option. 
Satan is very persuasive. Perhaps his contradiction of Jesus’ words shocked Eve, but he followed up with more positive enticements. The serpent is saying, “God wants to keep you from your full potential! God knows about good and evil, and so do I. You cannot see clearly now because of your ignorance! You could be more like God if you eat the fruit. Wouldn’t you like to be more like God?” 
That is a pretty good argument. Presumably Adam and Eve do love Jesus, and you would wish to be more like the one you love. They want to better themselves.

Genesis 3:6-7, “The woman saw that the tree was beautiful with delicious food, and that the tree would provide wisdom, so she took some of its fruit and ate it, and also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it. Then they both saw clearly and knew that they were naked. So they sewed fig leaves together and made garments for themselves.”

Eve believed the serpent, that she would gain wisdom by eating from the forbidden tree.  “Eve was the first person faced with the choice of taking God’s Word literally, or of interpreting it to mean something that was compatible with her own reason and desire.” (Morris III, 50) Adam was nearby, and not only failed to intervene, but went along with the rebellion. 
It turns out that the serpent was telling the truth, in part. Eating of the tree did make them see clearly. But it showed them clearly that they had sinned, and gave them experiential knowledge of the consequences of failure. The first thing they saw was shame. Nakedness was no crime, and it was entirely unnoticed before the Fall. None of the animals wore clothes, nor had any need to do so. Humans also needed no shelter in the Garden of Eden. 
I do not believe that it was any natural property in the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil that changed the perceptions of Adam and Eve. The fruit was not magical, like the piece eaten by Snow White in Disney stories. It was the disobedient action itself that jarred Adam and Eve’s minds with newly acquired knowledge about good and evil. Before eating, they knew only good. Nothing but good. Now their minds encounter evil, and the realization that they have become evil in their own hearts. They have joined the Dragon in rebellion. They recognize their own unworthiness, and wish to hide.

Genesis 3:8-10, “During that day’s cool evening breeze, they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden; and the man and his wife hid themselves from the Lord God in the middle of the garden’s trees. The Lord God called to the man, and said to him, ‘Where are you?’ The man replied, ‘I heard your sound in the garden. I was afraid because I was naked, and I hid myself.’”

You might ask, why do we hide when we are naked? It is apparently a natural reaction to being an unholy creature. Whenever humans encounter God, or good angels, in the Bible, they fall down, afraid, seeking to hide. This natural shame will be conquered again in the New Earth, when we will be made holy again.
You might also expect that Adam and Eve were afraid, and thus hid from Jesus. 
Death is the punishment threatened by God for disobedience. Death, then, is a consequence of sin. Boettner notes that “death is a penal evil,” citing Ezekiel 18:4, “The soul that sinneth, it shall die…” (12)
Romans chapter five presents this clearly in several verses. 

V.12 “Therefore just as through one man sin entered into the world, and death through sin, and so death spread to all men…” v.15 “For if by the transgression of the one the many died…” v. 16 “…the judgment arose from one transgression resulting in condemnation…” v. 17, “For if by the transgression of the one, death reigned through the one…” 

I Corinthians 15:26, “The last enemy that will be abolished is death.” 

You may object, that Adam and Eve did not truly die when they sinned. God promised them death for eating of that tree, but they continued to live for hundreds of years and bore many children. So did God lie? Or relent and reduce the immediacy of their punishment? 
No, to both questions. 
The Hebrew word for death is given twice in a row in God’s threat. Once means death is immediate or swift; twice means “dying you shall die,” meaning you will start the process of death. In other words, God promised that their deaths would begin when they sinned. Adam and Eve were no longer healthy and ageless, but now began the inexorable descent towards death by way of slow cellular degeneration, pain, dysfunctions, and etc.

“We don't know very much about the aging process, except that every living multicelled creature eventually ages and dies, and they usually do so in a proscribed time frame. Mayflies may live for a day, some other insects for a week, some birds for a year or two, and parrots for seventy-five. Despite great advances in health care, human beings rarely make it to a century. Some tortoises have been known to live for two centuries, and the tube worm Lamellibranchia is known to live even longer….Something within the genes causes the cells to die, the connections to weaken…No multicelled organism can escape the ravages and results of aging.” (Ellis, Turning, 28)


Genesis 3:11-13, “He said, ‘Who told you that you were naked? Did you eat from the tree, which I commanded you not to eat?’ The man said, ‘The woman you gave me, she gave me some fruit from the tree, and I ate.’ The Lord God said to the woman, ‘What have you done?’ And the woman said, ‘The snake tricked me, and I ate.’”

Now we see the first blame game, hardly different from childish reactions today. ‘She sinned first!’ ‘The snake made me do it!’ Seeking to justify themselves for sin by blaming other people, or devils, as if that lessens their own guilt. God must bring judgment on all the sinners: man, woman, and serpent. 

Genesis 3:14-16, “The Lord God said to the snake, ‘Because you did this, you are the one cursed out of all the farm animals, out of all the wild animals. On your belly you will crawl, and dust you will eat, every day of your life. I will put contempt between you and the woman, between your offspring and hers. They will strike your head, but you will strike at their heels.’ To the woman he said, ‘I will make your pregnancy very painful; in pain you will bear children. You will desire your husband, but he will rule over you.’”

The Dragon lost his legs and will henceforth crawl on his belly like the snakes. The literal translation of the curse on this snake does not make it universal, say many commentators, as if in Eden all snakes had legs, and after, none had legs. Perhaps the curse affect-ed only this particular serpent. (Jordan, Diet, 9)
Charles Haddon Spurgeon, in preaching on Genesis 3:16, said “This is the first gospel sermon that was ever delivered upon the surface of this earth. It was a memorable discourse indeed, with Jehovah himself for the preacher, and the whole human race and the prince of darkness for the audience.” (Satan, 115)

“But now God comes in, takes up the quarrel personally, and causes him [Satan] to be disgraced upon the very battlefield upon which he had gained a temporary success. He tells the dragon that He will undertake to deal with him; this quarrel shall not be between the serpent and man, but between God and the serpent. ‘I will put enmity between you and the woman, between your seed and her Seed.’ He promises that there shall rise in fullness of time a champion, who, though He may suffer, shall smite in a vital part the power of evil by bruising the serpent’s head.” (ibid., 117)

Eve will discover pain, particularly in childbirth. Romans 8 refers to the creation in pains like childbirth, in reference to this verse. The pain of childbirth is harsh but temporary, and ending with joy. (Moo, 109)
The curse on the soil comes because of the transgression of the man, Adam.

Genesis 3:17-19, “To the man he said, ‘Because you listened to your wife’s voice and you ate from the tree that I commanded “You will not eat from it,” cursed is the ground because of you; in pain you will eat from it every day of your life. Weeds and thistles will grow for you, even as you eat the field’s plants; by the sweat of your face you will eat bread - until you return to the fertile land, since from it you were taken; you were soil, to the soil you will return.”

Man too, will learn pain. The easy work of cultivation will no longer be so simple. Weeds and thistles will grow amidst the food grains. Good work becomes hard and sweaty toil. Then you will die, returning to your original dust. 

“The curse that God pronounced here is not that Adam henceforth would have to work. Human work already existed before the Fall – it was one of the reasons we were created. The man was already settled 'in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it' (2:15). Sin is not the reason we have to work, but it is what makes our work miserable 'painful toil.' Adam would henceforth eat by 'the sweat of his brow' (vv. 17-19), struggling with weeds and thorns.” (Marshall, 28)

Jesus now explains to Adam and Eve that they will not be executed immediately. They will continue living, though now with pains and troubles, until their bodies die.
Next, Jesus kills innocent animals to make clothing for the naked humans. We will discuss this at length in chapter fourteen, on clothing. The first death on Earth was the killing of animals, probably lambs, to cover the nakedness of Adam and Eve. This death also foreshadowed the future role of a Messiah Savior who would die to cover the sins of His people.
The sudden newness of death as a human condition is prominent in cultures around the world. As Heinberg writes:

“Few things in Nature seem more axiomatic than the inevitability of death. It is remarkable, therefore, that one of the most consistently encountered themes in Paradise myths is that of the original immortality of human beings. The myths tell us that death is in some sense not natural at all, but rather the result of sin or sorcery. They say that death, rather than being a necessary part of the order of Nature, originated from a mistake or misdeed on the part of ancestors in the First Age. Had it not been for that primordial crime or blunder, we would all be immortal.” (71-72)

Death is the enemy. It is not natural, normal, or God’s plan for our world. Evolution sees death as just another part of life, and even as a good, because the death of some creatures allows life for others.
God did not want things to work that way. The sin committed by Adam and Eve brought death to the whole world of living things. Just as Adam was the representative head of the world, placed by God over its care, so his rebellion brought the world into a state of rebellion. Thus, the death that came upon Adam also came upon the animals. 
Many people object to the idea of Adam being a “representative head” over the earth and its animals. Why should the earth be punished for sins of humans? It is an understandable question, but it is based on human notions of “fairness” and not justice. Modern Americans are highly individualistic, in contrast to African and Asian cultures which are more communal. Other societies view family life and town life and even national life as a shared responsibility.  

God created the world with an order. Adam and Eve were supposed to spread the Garden to the rest of the world, and prepare a Temple for God. Instead, the humans rebelled. As the stewards of planet Earth, our failure then brought failure to the rest of creation. Just as Adam’s sin caused all future human beings to be brought as sinners into the world, so Adam’s sin caused the consequences of sin to affect the whole universe. We don’t like that idea either, but that is what the Bible teaches.  
Furthermore, we Christians are delighted that Jesus became our representative, so that His righteousness can be put on our account, so that we can be saved from our sins. Just as Adam represented humanity as its first Head, and failed; Jesus represented humanity as its second Head, but succeeded. Representation is the way God created things. Human representation failed and brought disaster, but Divine representation prevailed and brought salvation. Also, just as Adam brought disaster to Creation, so Jesus is bringing permanent healing to all the creation, as we will see in the latter chapters of this book. The horror story of the fall, bringing death, will not be the ending. The ending is the glorious story of the resurrection of Creation by Jesus Christ. Death is the last enemy that will be defeated and it will exist no more in the new heavens and new earth of our eternal future.

“On the surface it may seem unfair that the entire animal kingdom, itself being innocent of any wrong doing, would have to partake in the punishment of the guilty. But God is perfectly righteous in all He's done. He is justified in His pronouncement, especially when we see their predicament is only temporal and He has every intent-ion of raising them from their corruptible state….The death of animals not only serves to further man's own sorrow but also serves as a continuing object lesson, so to speak, of God's utter hatred for sin.” (Waldron, Will, 153)

Is the Universe cursed?

A common belief, and one that I held for many decades, is that in Genesis chapter three, when Jesus said, “cursed is the ground because of you,” He meant that He was angry at the universe for human sin. As I just said, humans are representatives of the world, and therefore their sin does affect the world. However, I recently learned that the translation there is misleading, and that the universe can be stricken by human transgression without being cursed for it. After all, God did not curse Adam for Eve sinning, but for his own sin. And God did not curse Eve for the serpent’s sin, but for her own sin. A curse is a direct reprimand for sin, and even with Adam as the representational Head of the Earth, the sin of Adam does not make the Earth a sinner. Inanimate objects cannot sin. I doubt that animals can sin. Only angels and humans have free and informed wills by which they can rebel against God’s laws. (Jordan, Diet, 12)
The first thing to notice is that Jerome, who translated an early Latin version of the Bible called the Vulgate (still used by many Catholic Christians), strongly believed that the whole world was cursed in Genesis three. His translation shows that. Jerome was the first to render Genesis 3:17 as “cursed is the ground because of you.” He took the Hebrew word adamah and rendered it terra in Latin, which means land or ground, rather than the more appropriate humus for “soil.” This implied that all of the Earth’s surface fell under God’s curse, rather than just the cultivated ground. (Montgomery, David, 39) 
If you look carefully at the rest of the “curse” of God on the “ground,” what do you see? You will have pain when you eat from it, weeds and thistles will grow from it, you were soil, and to soil you will return. All of this implies rather strongly that God is not talking about the entire universe, all of material existence, but a rather limited part: the soil. Not the rocks, not the plants, not the animals, just the dirt from which plants grow.
Notice also the last part of the phrase, “cursed is the ground because of you.” 

“God says, 'cursed is the ground because of you.' This does not mean that God objectively put a curse on the earth so that it is under his disfavor. No, the Bible is describing consequence here. Humans cannot sin without it affecting their relation-ship both with their Creator and with the creation. God still cares for the land, as we shall see. The land suffers from human sin in three ways: it suffers directly from human ill treatment of the land; indirectly it suffers the consequences of human violence; finally, it languishes from the lack of the proper stewardship care that was entrusted to humankind.” (Snyder, 76)

The curse upon the soil is not because the soil did any wrong, but is a punishment on humans through the soil for their sin. In short, God is punishing Adam and Eve and future generations of humanity for their rebellion by making the fertile soil less fertile. John Calvin emphasized that the curse was upon only the soil, not the ground. (Montgomery, David, 44) 
God intended for man to cultivate the soil for food, and to spread the goodness of Eden throughout the planet. God provided lots of delicious foods for Adam, and only forbade ONE fruit that he should not eat. Adam decided that he wanted the one food that was NOT good for him. So God’s punishment fits the crime. ‘If you want bad food to eat, I will have the soil produce all kinds of bad things that you shouldn’t eat, like thistles and weeds.’ Adam’s work used to be highly productive and fruitful. Now Adam’s work will be largely unproductive and futile. Not all of the effort will bring goodness. 
This is, in fact, what we find in Romans chapter 8, about the creation. 

“Creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice - it was the choice of the one who subjected it - but in the hope that the creation itself will be set free from slavery to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of God’s children. We know that the whole creation is groaning together and suffering labor pains up until now.” (Romans 8:20-22)

If you look closely at those sentences of Paul you will detect several parallels to the words of Jesus in Genesis three. Suffering labor pains? Just like Eve would suffer in Genesis 3:16. Dying by decay? Genesis 3:19, ‘to soil you will return.’ And frustration? Raising crops only to receive thistles and weeds along with the hard work, Genesis 3:18-19. 
What Paul, and Moses, are saying in Genesis and Romans, is that the whole world suffers the consequences of Adam’s sin. The Puritan Thomas Boston wrote about animals in particular, that “Though they do not sin with him, yet they suffer with him. They are liable to sickness, pains, and sores, as well as he; for not a few of the troops of diseases billeted on man, were quartered also on them.” (273)

“Paul does not teach that nature is in itself fallen, rather its fulfilment is inextricably bound up with the destiny of humankind. Our disobedience prevents the natural order from achieving its goal: creation 'is cheated of its true fulfilment so long as man, the chief actor in the drama of God's praise, fails to contribute his rational part.'  The non-human part of creation is not merely a dispensable backdrop to the human drama of salvation history, but is itself able to share in the 'glorious freedom' which Paul envisages for the covenant community.” (Osborn, 97)

Sin does pollute the whole universe. “…the stuff and dreams of this world have all now been twisted and tinged by a nightmare called the Fall. The cosmos, in all its parts and processes, is not what God intended it to be, and daily we and all of the natural world suffer the evil effects of that distortion.” (Achtemeier, 116) But the universe is not cursed. It is suffering under man’s curse, not its own curse. (Flavel, 214) “Nothing escapes the infection of sin and its enslaving grip. We might state the principle this way: as man goes, so goes the world.” (Williams, 275; also Torrance, 49)
So what? What difference does it make if the universe is cursed, or not?
It rejects the Greek idea, widely followed in the western world, that material things are evil or corrupted by evil. Physicality is good. Humans will not live forever as dis-embodied spiritual beings: we will have resurrected bodies. The universe also need not be destroyed by an angry God, but will be restored to a perfection even beyond that of Eden.

“In thus relating the corruption of the physical element in human life to the Fall, Irenaeus is very careful not to leave the impression that what is material has become so completely separated from the spiritual as to be entirely given over to corruption. There is still a residual goodness and health throughout the whole life of the physical universe. This is because the eternal Word, through whom in the beginning all things were made, remains immanent in the universe.” (Galloway, 105)

The curse, being a declaration of God’s intended punishments on humans for sin, is not a statement of God’s anger at animals or the Earth. The universe only suffers decay and disaster as a result of our rebellion. The fall of Satan and his devils did not bring disaster to earth. The Devil was never a representative head, like Adam. 
This may also have an impact on our view of eschatology: the future of the universe. Humans and demons alone have corrupted our universe. Since the universe itself is not at fault, why should it be annihilated and cease to exist? If God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, have determined to shape history to salvage the universe-wrecking human race for eternal life, though filled with evil…why should we become eternal beings while the innocent universe vanishes?
I show that the universe will exist forever, in chapter 22.

The Problem of Evil

Above, I sketched my interpretation of the Fall and its consequences. I took a traditional interpretation. There are other opinions worth mentioning. The question of the fall is of great importance because it is one of the key doctrines of Christianity. Creation, Fall, Redemption, and Consummation are the four key planks of the Christian platform. With-out the Fall, what is the point of redemption?

“But unless we have an understanding of the initial state (creation) and the nature of the problem (fall), we will systematically misread the nature of this repair (redemption) - and thus the nature of the final fulfillment of God’s purposes. Indeed, it will be difficult to see it as repair at all, as in fixing something that has gone wrong.” (Middleton, New, 38)

Andrew Linzey sees the importance of the doctrine of sin. 

“To reject the fallenness of creation means that: 1. There is no evil in the natural world. Predation and parasitism are either morally neutral or even worse, positive aspects of nature to be tolerated or even emulated. … 2. There is no possibility of redemption for nature, animals in particular. … Nature cannot be redeemed because there is nothing to be improved upon – no evil to be overcome, no pain to be healed, and no new heaven and earth for which all creatures long…. 3. There is no human obligation to cooperate with God in the redemption of nature, animals in particular. If the awfulness of animal suffering in nature is morally neutral, even divine will, there can be no summons to alleviate that evil or to regard as a Christian-like task the healing of disordered relationships within creation.” (Gospel, 28-30)

A generally “liberal” point of view is that there is no Fall, at least not with sin. Things are not so good in our world because of ignorance, and thus it is mistakes, errors, and lack of knowledge that cause harm. 

“Its answer to the problem of evil also leaves much to be desired. Evil is merely the result of ignorance. If people understood their true relation to each other and to the cosmos, they would behave in more loving, more environmentally-friendly ways. Of course, this means that salvation is only a matter of education. Why then are we not all enlightened? It can only be because the process of education is a long and arduous one – one that cannot be completed in a single lifetime.” (Osborn, 59)

Humanism, during the Enlightenment, led people to believe that human industry could cure poverty and hunger by technology. Evil was only ignorance, soon to be banished by education and science. (Cootsona, 60) Jean-Jacques Rousseau believed that people were basically good until civilization corrupts them. (Van Dyke, 163-164)
Liberal Christianity continues to reject the idea of sin. Matthew Fox blames the traditional truths of Fall and Redemption as the root cause of the world’s evils, “…sexism, militarism, racism, genocide against native peoples, biocide, consumerist capitalism, and violent communism.” (Osborn, 33, 77-78)
Even conservative Christians become trapped when asked they accept evolution and billions of years of death. (Bauckham, Bible, 160) If death is not a punishment for sin, but natural, then what is sin? When did it begin? (Morris III, 47)
One flawed explanation for the origin of evil is that of Process theology or extreme ideas on “free will.” Process theologians propose that God is all-knowing but not all-powerful, and He simply cannot stop sin. Sobosan, taking an idea from Alfred North Whitehead, says that God could fix evil and cares about evil but chooses not to intervene because “God believes in total freedom.” (98-99) 
There is a good reason why we do not all agree upon the “Origin of Evil.” 
There is no idea yet declared that truly works!

“God is good and created the world good. Yet there is evil. Clearly there is a difficulty here. And this problem of evil and suffering has plagued thinkers throughout history as they tried to reconcile the existence of an all-powerful, all-knowing, benevolent God with the reality of evil. The mathematician-philosopher Alfred North Whitehead summarized it aptly: 'All simplifications of religious dogma are shipwrecked upon the rock of the problem of evil.' Richard Dawkins thinks he has the answer to the problem of evil – simply remove God.” (Cootsona, 56-57)

The Bible tells us that God cannot sin nor instigate it (James 1:13-14). So then, how could sin come about if it was not part of His plan? The origin of sin is an insoluble dilemma for our faith. We cannot grasp it. All we can say is that the Bible teaches that God did not want sin in the world, yet God also has planned history to go the way it did.
We talk about two different kinds of the will of God, for this reason. There is God’s perfect will: God wants all of us to be righteous and perfect all the time, because He is holy and pure. But there is also God’s sovereign will, which means that history was planned by God, and even the evils that are done by men and angels during history bring about the final end that God wants. One verse showing this is Genesis 50:20, where Joseph tells his wicked brothers, “You planned something bad for me, but God produced something good from it, in order to save the lives of many people, just as he’s doing today.”
Even evils can become goods, so to speak, when God has finished working them out in our history. Just as you may have been saved by Jesus during a time of great suffering and turmoil, God can bring beauty out of darkness.
Is God the creator and author of sin? No. Is God responsible for the sins of humans and angels? No. Can we blame God for allowing sin and death in the world? No. Does God rule the world and all its creatures, all the time? Yes. How can we reconcile these seemingly competing tenets? We can’t. These are truths the Bible teaches, and we don’t know how they can fit together. The “problem of evil” is a genuine mystery. I wish I could solve it, or that someone else could solve it, but it looks like we won’t get a grasp on that puzzle until the New Earth.

So what is sin, exactly? 
“Sin is the creature’s deliberate becoming a law to himself… the ignoring of the supreme authority.” (Sauer, 120) 
“At the heart of Adam's sin was a rejection of his status as creature – as an embodied person living in dependence upon God and thereby subject to the law of God.” (Anderson, Earthen, 167) 
Basically it means we disobey God, actively or passively. Sins of commission are when we intentionally violate God’s laws. Sins of omission are when we ignore or forget to do what God wishes. Adam and Jesus began their lives innocent. Adam sinned both by rebelling and forgetting. Jesus succeeded by positively doing everything God wished, and by never rebelling.

Why do we sin? 
I think that all sin is rooted in selfishness. God tells us, “You must have no other gods before Me” in Exodus 20. That is the very first commandment. I suspect it is first because it is the command we fail most frequently. We make ourselves gods when we decide that what we want is more important than what God wants. As Jonathan Edwards wrote, when man sinned, “…God was forsaken, and man retired within himself, and became totally governed by narrow and selfish principles and feelings.” (Van Dyke, 164)
“…Adam and Eve's sin was motivated by their autonomy. They wanted to do what they wanted to do, and no one, not even God, could cramp their style. Because every sin comes from autonomy, every sin, no matter how small it seems on the surface, conceals an iceberg of devastation below.” (Wittmer, 176)

“Materialists are idolaters, not because they care too much for material things but because they actually care too little about anything except themselves. It's not the money, fine dining, or humongous house that they crave, but rather the personal pleasure that they derive from such possessions. Materialists don't make idols out of money; they make idols out of themselves. ... Materialism amounts to selfishness.” (ibid., 212)

Jesus said the greatest commandment is to love the Lord. Matthew 22:37-38, “You must love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your being, and with all your mind. This is the first and greatest commandment.”  
If that is the “greatest commandment” according to Jesus, then wouldn’t it be the greatest sin to fail the greatest law? Not loving God as He deserves means we are loving something else in His place. Usually, ourselves.
God created humans to glorify Him by carefully managing the Earth and its creatures. That is what we call “dominion.” We will explore this concept in chapter 10. But for now, I want to point out that selfishness is a violation of dominion. Instead of serving God with our work, we serve ourselves. As Jonathan Merritt writes about the fall of Adam:

“I unearthed a hidden truth in this story: the first sin involved the misuse of dominion At the heart of dominion is selfless service, but at the heart of sin, we find selfishness. Dominion is worshipful obedience while sin is irreverent disobedience. Dominion makes the Creator's will supreme while sin assumes that humankind's wills, wants, and wishes are paramount. … Evangelical scholar Francis Schaeffer pointed out the pollution-like qualities in this story. As Schaeffer says, 'Since the Fall, man has exercised his dominion wrongly. He is a rebel who has set himself at the center of the universe. By creation, man has dominion, but as fallen creature, he has used that dominion wrongly. Because he is fallen, he exploits created things as though they were nothing in themselves, and as though he has an autonomous right to them.” (52-53)

Francis Schaeffer is an excellent source to study on this point. Schaeffer famously pro-posed that sin divided humanity in four ways, as seen in Genesis chapter 3. Sin divided man from God; man from himself; man from other men; and man from nature. (Snyder, 3, 67; Schaeffer, Genesis, 100) 
It is the division of man from nature that this book, God’s Animals, is all about. Modern Christianity has tended to focus on the first three: the human separation from God, from people, and from himself. Those are all important topics. And yet, for various reasons, we have forgotten to study and seek healing from our separation from nature. 
Osborn notes that Adam’s sin in taking the fruit “…consisted in his rejection of the divine boundaries placed upon his dominion of the earth.” (88) Adam’s dominion was limited. Not greatly limited…Adam had major responsibility and power to rule. Yet God said, ‘you should only eat these things, and not that tree’s fruit,” and Adam decided to eat the forbidden thing. Adam had no dominion over that Tree, yet sought to take it as well. (Wirzba, Food, 200)

“It is important to note that the first human transgression is an eating transgression. … The knowledge of good and evil represents one of the oldest and most pervasive forms people have for marking and understanding boundaries. To transgress a boundary is to do evil. To observe a boundary is to do what is right. … Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit, believing that in their eating they will become like a god who knows no bounds and is accountable to no one. ” (ibid., 75)

How does the human rebellion manifest itself against the animals and the Earth? In 1649, George Winstanley wrote: “...for this first Adam is such a selfish power, that he seeks to compass all the creatures of the earth into his own covetous hands, to make himself a Lord, and all others his slaves.... by his unrighteous government, and so he becomes the chief rebel, the serpent, the devil, the murderer, oppressing the creation, setting himself above all in tyranny: and this power is the curse which the whole Creation groans under, waiting for a restoration by Christ the King and law of righteousness...” (4-5) 

“If our sin affected us only as individuals, it would be of serious consequence. But it has a much greater effect. Our evil separates us not only from God but also from the world around us. Moral conduct has ecological implications. 'Hear the word of the Lord, you Israelites, because the Lord has a charge to bring against you who live in the land: 'There is no faithfulness, no love, no acknowledgment of God in the land. There is only cursing, lying and murder, stealing and adultery; they break all bounds, and bloodshed follows bloodshed. Because of this the land mourns, and all who live in it waste away; the beasts of the field and the birds of the air and the fish of the sea are dying.' (Hosea 4:1-3). … Modern people find it hard to believe that moral evil brings, among other things, ecological devastation. Yet that is God's word to us, both then and today. The desire to 'save the world' from environmental disaster without facing the moral and physical consequences of our own evil is characteristic of the modern environmental movement, and of the philosophies, like New Age, which sustain it.” (Van Dyke, 80)

“Exit from Eden” has become a pop cliche indicating the sadness of loss. Adam and Eve were the original discoverers of loss. Just try to imagine this first riches-to-rags story. 
For some time, the first man and woman had a perfect home, interesting jobs, a variety of two through eight legged friends, delicious foods, clean consciences, and a loving God as their walking companion. In a single moment, they lost it all. 

Genesis 3:22-25, “The Lord God said, ‘The human being has now become like one of us, knowing good and evil. Now so he doesn’t stretch out his hand and take also from the tree of life and eat and live forever,” the Lord God sent him out of the garden of Eden to farm the fertile land from which he was taken. He drove out the human. To the east of the garden of Eden, he stationed winged creatures wielding flaming swords to guard the way to the tree of life.”

If you read this simplistically you might start believing the lies of the serpent. It almost sounds like the Devil was right in his twisted words to Eve. God didn’t want the humans to become wise like himself, and thus forbade their eating from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. And now Jesus is worried that the humans will also eat from the tree of life and life forever as gods.
Did the humans become like gods by violating God’s command? In part. But it is not a joyful part. God, as omniscient, knows everything, including both good and evil. He does not know evil experientially, because He is holy and pure. In His perfection of character and wisdom, God can thoroughly understand the harm of sin. 
Before eating the fruit, Adam and Eve were innocent. They did not understand evil, and thus it could not bring darkness to their joy in Eden. We cannot even imagine what a relief it would be if our minds and souls were not darkened by sin. The most righteous person on Earth, whoever he or she might be, is still burdened by the effects of sin. If I was to live for one day without sinning, which seems doubtful, I would still be faced with the moral evils and natural evils of the people and creation around me. We have never seen a perfect place, nor lived a perfect day, without the cloud of sin in the background.
Unlike the omniscient and holy God, Adam and Eve gained the knowledge of evil by sudden experience. Their brilliant minds darkened. Their bodies began to decay. Strength was sapped. Clarity faded. Smiles turned to frowns. Nakedness became a shame. They tried to hide from Jesus. Then Jesus killed animals to clothe them. They saw blood, and death for the first time. Going from wealth to poverty could not be so tragic as dropping from holiness to corruption. The shame of nakedness was only superficial. The shame of their fall from the Garden to exile was permanent. From kings to peasants!
Jesus “drove” them out. The word sounds rather strong. Rather than asking them politely to leave, Jesus apparently herded them out like unwanted pests! What does this mean? Did Jesus now hate the man and woman He made?
No. In fact these verses show that Jesus wanted to protect them.
The Temple of God, God’s footstool, God’s holy mountain, the Garden of Eden, was the holy spot where God planned to set His throne. No unholiness could be permitted there in the holy presence. But Jesus did not chase Adam and Eve out from anger. His concern is for their own welfare! There was another tree of importance in Eden, called the Tree of Life. By eating from that tree, eternal life is given. In the last two chapters of Revelation, you can read about the New Jerusalem that will settle on the New Earth. It is filled with the precious stones, like Eden, and with the Tree of Life that will bring healing to the nations. (Rev. 22:2) Then the people of God can live in His presence forever.

“He [God] always intended something far better than Eden. The very fact that Adam was excommunicated from Eden was God’s grace in disguise - He never wanted man to live forever in that state of decay.” (Crowder)

If Adam and Eve had eaten from the Tree of Life at that time, they would be forever trapped in their fallen state, without glorified resurrection bodies. It would be like taking your old, tired body into eternity, rather than an upgraded Spirit-filled body. That would be a sad destiny. The plan of God is for a thoroughly purified and restored creation to remain with Him for eternity, not a fallen, sin-stained universe. 
Jesus had a long-term plan to restore the race of humans and the decaying world. The Garden had to be closed temporarily. There was an entry way to the Garden on its west side. God stationed “living creatures” there with swords to keep anyone from entering again.
These living creatures are the Cherubim, with the feet of cows and faces of a lion, ox, eagle, and human. They are the guardians and transporters of God’s throne. They represent the four great kingdoms of creatures on Earth: humans, birds, wild animals, and domestic animals. The angelic representatives of the four animal kingdoms guard the way to the Tree of Life. 
Why?
Because the kingdoms they represent will one day be permitted again into the Garden of God, the Temple area, to eat of the Tree of Life and remain with God forever. In a sense, God took the Garden of Eden into “heaven” and will transform it into the New Jerusalem, to send down to Earth again at the Second Coming of Christ. The world begins in a holy garden and ends in a holy city.
I think that Adam and Eve could take hope, even in their banishment. Jesus told them that their offspring would crush the head of the serpent. The living creatures barring the entrance to Eden would imply that their separation from God as His creatures would be only temporary, and not permanent.

The reason that animals suffer on Earth is because humans sinned and continue to sin. Death came into the world as a punishment for human sin.

You might think that things could not get any worse.
 
They did.



Chapter Eight
Fallen World Judged: the Flood

The first sin of Adam and Eve was not the last. God had a plan to save the fallen humans. It was a long-term plan, though perhaps Adam and Eve didn’t understand that it would take thousands of years. Jesus promised that Eve’s offspring would strike the head of the wicked serpent. (Genesis 3:15) 
The animal world was transformed from peace to violence. Although humans were not given permission to eat animals until after the Flood, it seems likely that both humans and animals became meat-eaters very soon after Adam’s sin. Some animals became predators and others became parasites. 

“In view of the change that is recognised after the Flood (Gen. 9:2-3,5-6) we are probably to understand that the violence that led to the Flood included killing for food. … Their taking possession of the Earth has actually filled the Earth with violence. Instead of an appropriately limited use of the Earth's resources, humans have over-exploited the Earth, with the result that they engage in violent competition among themselves, they deprive the wild animals of their food, and both humans and animals resort to meat-eating. ...While violence had come to dominate the relationships of other humans and animals, Noah, in his conservation of species (as we might call it), modelled the peaceable and caring relationship with animals that had been God's creative ideal.” (Bauckham, Bible, 23-24)

Skeptics say that predatory animals have bodies that are plainly shaped to eat meat, and so it would have been silly for God to have them eating plants in Eden.  This sounds like a reasonable criticism, but their argument from biological structures is not wholly sound. As Morris points out, bears have huge sharp teeth and long claws, and yet their Panda species eats bamboo, not meat. Parrots have strong hooked beaks like hawks, and yet eat seeds. He says that “Since many animals with sharp teeth and claws were designed to eat plants, it is only behavior, not anatomy, that changed after Eden.” (115-117)
Some creatures became parasites. A parasite steals food from other creatures, usually without killing the victim. One funny story about pesky vermin comes from the 1820s on a small island, where western explorers met the natives, and accidentally introduced the common flea to the paradise. “The placid natives of Aitutake, observing that the little creatures were restless and inquisitive, and at times even irritating, drew the reasonable inference that they were the souls of deceased white men.” (Burkick, 69)
Adam and Eve had to deal with parasites and predators now, along with pain and weeds.

We are told of the two boys Eve birthed first, Cain and Abel. Eve apparently gave birth to girls as well (unnamed).
Cain became a farmer, while Abel herded sheep, probably for clothing and sacrifices The sin nature was clearly inherited by the first boy. Cain murdered his younger brother out of jealous rage. 
This was the first human death on the Earth. God cursed Cain in a similar way to the curse on Adam. Adam earned weeds and thistles growing up in his crops. Cain would get no good food to grow, because God cursed Cain to wander. (Genesis 4:12-15)
Cain didn’t obey God even in his curse. Rather than wander, he built a city. The descendants of Cain made some cultural advancements, including music and animal husbandry. Genesis 4:20 mentions that one of Cain’s grandchildren was the father of living in tents and raising livestock. But the children of Cain did not become worshipers of God. Adam and Eve had a third son, Seth, who produced children that worshiped the Lord. (Genesis 4:26) Since Cain’s descendants did not practice sacrifice to God, what were the livestock for? Perhaps for eating, or sacrifice to other gods. 
Genesis chapter five gives a list of the descendants of Seth. You will notice that these men lived for almost a thousand years. Modern animal rightists claim that long life spans were a direct result of vegetarianism. (Hyland, Methuselah; Bushell, in Stuart, 11) While vegetarians in our culture may live a little longer, the difference is in months or years, not centuries! 
One intriguing theory is that the Earth was surrounded with a thick “canopy” that protected humans from ultraviolet rays and nurtured a tropical environment over the whole planet, providing much food. (Jones, 23) Halley proposed this idea hundreds of years ago, saying that “the firmament” collapsed to create Noah’s Flood. (Montgomery, David, 74) Scientists tell us that North America, about 13,000 years ago, included mammoths, mastodons, saber-toothed cats, woolly rhinos, sloths, and camels; then 12,000 years ago they all died. (Ellis, Turning, 97) Obviously, the climate of North America was very different, long ago! Many Christians would say the fossils of those animals come from the Great Flood. 
There was probably only one giant landmass on Earth, with the Sea all around it. The great Flood itself likely brought about the separation of the continents into their modern shape. It did not rain like it does today. In Eden there were rivers and mist came up from the earth. (March, 196) Weather became more hostile, the climate separated into obvious seasons, and food became more scarce. (Knight, 22)
So, the reason people lived longer is because the Earth’s climate was better, before the Flood. After the Flood, human lifespans became more like our own hundred year lives today. 

“The equability of seasons, and the greater uniformity of the air's temperature, which in part remained till the Deluge, but might be more signal in the Paradisical state, rendered that Earth as proper, as the contrary sudden, uncertain, and violent extreams of heat and cold, drought and moisture, sultry and frosty weather no, wholly indispose it, for such a production of animals.” (Whiston, 268)

Now you may be asking yourself, “what if I don’t believe in Noah’s Flood?” Does this chapter matter to my view of animals?
It is not one of my main goals to convince readers to believe in a six day creation, a young earth, or the Great Flood. Nevertheless, the Bible is an unfolding revelation of God’s truth throughout human history. There are key truths to be found in all of Scripture. I think you will find some good insights in the story of Noah’s time.

Genesis chapters six and seven are some of the darkest pieces in the Bible. They also contain some tricky ideas that we still argue about today. Verses one through four describe how “the divine beings” took beautiful “human women” to produce ‘giants’ and ‘ancient heroes.’ There are three main theories on what that means.
1) Men practiced polygamy and took as many wives as they wanted.
2) Virtuous men of Seth’s godly line took Cain’s pretty girls for wives.
3) Angels took women and produced remarkable children.
It doesn’t matter much which one of these is true. It is the result that matters. 

Genesis 6:5-8, “The Lord saw that humanity had become thoroughly evil on the earth and that every idea their minds thought up was always completely evil. The Lord regretted making human beings on the earth, and he was heartbroken. So the Lord said, ‘I will wipe off of the land the human race that I’ve created: from human beings to livestock to the crawling things to the birds in the skies, because I regret I ever made them. But as for Noah, the Lord approved of him.”

This is another, darker version of humanity’s representation power over animals. When humans are blessed, animals are blessed; when people are harmed, the animals fall under it also. (Williams, 86) All four animal kingdoms share the same fate. When Adam and Eve began to decay, so did the animals begin to decay toward death. Unfortunately for the animals, we bring the disfavor of God upon them even though they remain innocent.
But Genesis 6 seems to infer that the animals were behaving badly too.

Genesis 6:11-13, “In God’s sight, the earth had become corrupt and was filled with violence. God saw that the earth was corrupt, because all creatures behaved corruptly on the earth. God said to Noah, ‘The end has come for all creatures, since they have filled the earth with violence. I am now about to destroy them along with the earth…” 

In the plagues that God sent upon Egypt, many animals were killed. (Ps. 78:48)
When Korah rebelled against Moses, God opened the ground to swallow up him, his family, all of his tents and animals. (Deut. 11:6) The domestic animals of Achan were stoned along with him for stealing. (Joshua 7)
If a Jewish city became idolatrous, the Jews were to destroy that city and its animals. (Deut. 13:12-15) 
When God promised judgments on wicked nations, both humans and animals would die. (Isaiah 34:6-7; Ezekiel 14; Hosea 4:1-3; Zeph. 1:2-3)
Does this not imply that the animals got what they deserved? 
No.
Although the animals have become violent, and violence is a result of the fallen world, they are not responsible for their violence because they are not under God’s law. They cannot comprehend the law nor be expected to obey it. God explained earlier that humans were wholly corrupt and evil, and says so again in Genesis 8:21, “the Lord thought to Himself, ‘I will not curse the fertile land anymore because of human beings since the ideas of the human mind are evil from their youth.” The animals are not similarly viewed by God. They had become violent like the people. In a sense, God may have killed them for their widespread violence, but that was not a judgment upon them, because they were not sinners. Death is a judgment on sinners, but only a tragedy for animals. The violence of predation is not wickedness; it is a consequence of the fall. Osborn states this well:

“…they [animals] do not fully share the moral and spiritual faculties that humans possess. This means that animal predation by definition is not ‘sinful’ in the way human violence is sinful, even if nature has been marred or distorted or thrown into disarray in some sense by human sin; a lion devouring an impala … is not morally culpable of interspecies murder - it is simply doing what lions do, and there is presumably no hell for unrepentant lions or heaven for their hapless prey (although some Christians have speculated that there may be a heaven for at least some animals.)” (130)

Predation is a major stumbling block for many animal rights thinkers and Christians trying to understand natural evil in our world. Let’s discuss it at length.

Predation

What is predation?
Killing other beings to eat.
It is interesting that humans do not think of themselves as predators. That is because we rarely think about what we eat. We will discuss the question of humans eating meat in chapter 16. For now we will just talk about animals eating meat. Carnivorism is predation. Eating meat.
No one likes predation, really. As Durward Allen said, “No one seems to approve of predation but, like sin, it is not often that anyone succeeds in stopping it for an appreciable length of time.” (Stolzenburg, 27)
Death is a consequence of sin. In Eden, animals did not eat each other, and humans shared the diet of fruit and plants. Adam and Eve and all of the animals were vegetarians, if not vegans.
The harshest version of death is to die by violence. As opposed to succumbing to the ravages of entropy and time… slipping away into unconsciousness and awaking in eternity …predation means that one creature steals the life of another for its own purposes. In a sense, carnivorism is the ultimate selfishness. I will kill you and suck out your juices and flesh to keep my own body working. 
When a human does this to an animal, we call it eating meat. When a human does this to a human, we are disgusted and call it cannibalism. When animals do it, they are predators. It is an evil, but not necessarily a moral evil. For humans it may be a moral evil, if it is done improperly. In animals it is not a moral evil, but a natural evil. Death and carnivorism are direct results of the Fall of humans into sin. Some animals are now required, for survival, to eat each other. That is a natural evil, not a blameworthy evil. What is a “natural evil”?

“Natural evil is an expression made use of to signify those sufferings of creatures, to which we give the names of pain, sickness, infirmity, want, disease, and death, and the reason why we call them natural is, because we find that men, and other living creatures of this world, are by their natures inevitably and universally subject to them.” (Dean, v.1, p. 9)

The biggest difficulty for us in thinking about predation is that we want someone to blame. 
Adam and Eve traded blame with each other and the serpent for their crime. I prefer to blame anyone except myself for my sin. This is human nature. We do not want to blame ourselves for the violence on Earth. It becomes easier to blame God.
We say, ‘if God is all powerful, and all loving, then how can He allow such evils to befall innocent animals?’ This is simply a variation on the question asked so often, by so many of us. ‘How can God let this happen to me?’ ‘How can God let all those people die?’ 
The question is a little easier to answer for me, and for you, and for all those dying people. In Christianity, we believe that we are all sinners, and we deserve death for our sins, so any hardship that may befall us is not undeserved, ultimately. There may be an accident, so that the car crash that took your arm was not your fault, per se; yet there is no injustice in God for allowing it to happen to you. You are no innocent, overall. You are a sinner like us all. Job, the man of patience, did not directly earn the tragedies that befell his family and property and body, yet God owed Job no apology, and did not give one. Job was a sinner too.
For animals, this is not the case. That makes it even more difficult to answer, “how can God allow pain for innocent animals?” They are not sinners, and do not deserve any harm that befalls them. We cannot call it justice. In fact, it seems like a gross injustice, for an innocent to suffer ill undeservedly! Christianity is not the only faith to see this problem. Judaism recognizes it also. Rabbi Slifkin wrote:

“…the sheer horror of the situation is hard to accept. Tarantula wasps paralyze the large spiders with their sting, and then amputate their eight legs with powerful jaws. The wasps then drag the helpless amputee into a burrow and lay their eggs on it, so that the newly hatched larvae will have a fresh meal. How could God have created such cruelty in His world? The question of animal suffering is, in many ways, more difficult than the question of human suffering. … An animal is not being punished for its sins. Nor is it being tested or given an opportunity for spiritual growth.” (110)

And yet we believe that God is just. 
Humphry Primatt raised the question well:

“Superiority of rank of station exempts no creature from the sensibility of pain, nor does inferiority render the feelings thereof the less exquisite. Pain is pain, whether it be inflicted on man or on beast; and the creature that suffers it, whether man or beast, being sensible of the misery of it whilst it lasts, suffers evil; and the sufferance of evil, unmeritedly, unprovokedly, where no offence has been given, and no good end can possibly be answered by it, but merely to exhibit power or gratify malice, is cruelty and injustice in him that occasions it.” (7-8)

We are back to the question of theodicy and the origin of evil. Does God care about animals? Yes (see chapter 21). Does God only act justly and rightly? Yes. Do animals deserve pain? No. Then why does God allow innocents to suffer?
Rene Descartes, the villain of animal rights, sought to protect both God and man from any charges of harm to animals, and so proposed that animals feel no pain, ever. ‘Nothing you can do can harm an animal, so don’t worry about it,’ he taught. He was quite wrong, and you can see more about his error in chapters 10 and 17. 
Atheists and agnostics solve the problem by saying there is no God, so ‘no harm no foul.’ Without a God there is no one to be blamed. Richard Dawkins, an outspoken atheist, sees the problem of suffering in the animal kingdom, as written in his 1995 book River Out of Eden.

“The total amount of suffering per year in the natural world is beyond all decent contemplation. During the minute it takes me to compose this sentence, thousands of animals are being eaten alive; others are running for their lives, whimpering with fear; others are being slowly devoured from within by rasping parasites; thousands of all kinds are dying of starvation, thirst and disease.” (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 35)

Some Christians try to solve the problem by saying that pain and death are not an evil, but a good. Austin Farrar says that God gives animals the ability to feel pain to help them avoid dangers and protect them. (Linzey and Regan, Animals, 69) As for death, it is necessary for our planet. Without death the world would overpopulate and the animals would starve in competition. Animal bodies rot and are recycled by scavengers and turned into vitamins by plants, and return to life in other forms. This is partially true. God does bring good from death, and recycling is a key element to life on Earth. Primatt offers this as a reason why God allows predation. 

“Were there no beasts or birds of prey, we should every day be tormented with the sight of numbers of poor creatures dying by inches (as we say) and pining away through age or accidental infirmity. And, when dead upon the ground (as men would hardly give themselves the trouble to bury them; or it would take up too much of our time to bury them all) the unburied carcasses would by their stench create such a pestilence in the air...God, the Father of mercies, hath ordained beasts and birds of prey to do that distressed creature the kindness to relieve him from his misery, by putting him to death.” (63-65)

 Matthew Fox says that in order to have some good you must also have some evil, because the lion would not exist without the deaths of other animals. (Sheer, 168) How-ever, the specific good found by the hungry lion does not lessen the pain and death of the gazelle. If I was a gazelle being pursued by a lion, I would be wishing to escape, not to be eaten for the good of the lion.
Western industrialists and uncaring people take the view that it doesn’t really matter. Animals are not important enough to worry about. If they suffer a bit, it is for our human good, and our happiness is more valuable than their lives. That is a cop-out. They think that pain in animals does not matter, because animals do not matter except as a resource.
Softer hearts, and theologians, want to figure out this problem. We do not want to blame God for animal pain, and look for ways to understand and reconcile it with our faith.
John Calvin says that God made predators and pests after the Fall as a means of judging sinful humans. In his commentary on Genesis he wrote, “For ever since man declined from his high original, it became necessary that the world should gradually degenerate from its nature. We must come to this conclusion respecting the existence of fleas, caterpillars, and other noxious insects… Truly these things were created by God, but by God as an avenger.” (104) Martin Luther agreed, referring to violent creatures as ‘sermons’ or preachers of divine wrath. (Schreiner, 116) This does not in any way help the question of animal suffering, however. God using animals as punishers does not solve the problem of animals that die as prey.

C.S. Lewis, according to Andrew Linzey, ended up blaming Satan for animal suffering. It is the fault of “Satanic corruption” for bringing pain and death into the world, over the billions of years of evolution, they say. (Linzey, CS Lewis’s, 63-64, 70; Creatures, 53-54) Linzey opines, “For myself, I would rather embrace the myth of Satan, than worship a god whose love was so plainly callous and unjust.” (C.S. Lewis’s, 71)
Calling Satan a myth is an error, but more dangerous is the potential libel of God, whose love can be called “so plainly callous and unjust.” 
I would counter the argument, blaming Satan, in two ways. First, God created Satan, and so, following the trail backward, Lewis and Linzey must still blame God in the end. Second, the Bible says that death was the penalty for the sin of humanity, not the sin of Satan. C.S. Lewis became trapped in the “eons of death” evolutionary theory, like Bauckham, and therefore can find no answer to death in presumed antiquity. This is also an error in Thomas Aquinas, who although not an evolutionist, believed that animals killed and ate each other before Adam and Eve sinned. (Linzey and Regan, Animals, 19; Vantassel, 3ff)

In similar fashion, some Christian evolutionists blame evolution itself, rather than God, for the pain in the world. Darwin himself may have clung to his theory for that very reason! 
As Rabbi Slifkin used the biological predation example cited above, of the wasp that paralyzes living spiders or insects to feed its offspring, Darwin could not reconcile himself to the horror of it. In a letter to Asa Gray he wrote, “I cannot persuade myself that a beneficent and omnipotent God would have designedly created the Ichneumonidae [wasps] with the express intention of their feeding within the living bodies of Caterpillars, or that a cat should play with mice…” (Johnson, 72; Clark, Does, 146 and ff) Darwin remarked once, “What a book a devil's chaplain might write on the clumsy, wasteful, blundering low and horridly cruel works of nature.'” (York, Can, 153)

“It was not Lyell’s long ages that turned Darwin from God; it was the cruel, wasteful, and inefficient suffering for survival that he saw on the Galapagos Islands. Darwin watched as the sea turtles hatched from their sandy nests and made a mad dash for the sea. Then, it seems, he watched in growing horror as perhaps 97 out of 100 were swooped up by predators before they ever got their first taste of salt water. Of the 3 that made it, perhaps 2 were eaten by predators in the sea. Maybe only 1 in 100 survived the first few moments of its life. How, Darwin began to wonder, could such a process be the product of an all-loving, all-powerful God? Some say it was the death of Darwin’s own young daughter that finally pushed him completely away from the gospel of Jesus Christ. How could such cruelty exist in a world created on purpose? Who would want to pray to, or ask favors from, a God who would do such things. It was that heartless and ceaseless struggle for survival, it seems, which began to drive Darwin away from the Creator God.” (Morris III, 105)

The problem with this purported solution to the problem of animal pain is the same problem with blaming Satan. Whether you blame Satan, or evolution, or even humanity, it will always return eventually to blaming God, who created everything and who controls history for His own purposes and glory. 
Yes, it is the direct fault of Adam and Eve, and you and me, for the suffering of animals in this world. And yet, while we are the direct causes of that natural evil, God is still responsible for it, ultimately. He is not the author of sin, but He permits evil. We cannot understand how that is possible, but it is true. 
There is one way that we can partially reconcile this frightful idea. I do not say that we can solve the problem of evil, or the question of animal suffering entirely, but we can see that God is viewed as just and righteous in spite of animal suffering. 
How?
In exactly the same way that we find our own salvation in Jesus Christ. As a God of justice, God resolves the sins of some humans by laying our sins on Jesus, and promising a future reward. In the case of animals, God resolves not sins, but the afflictions and harms done to animals, by raising them from death with resurrection bodies and promising them a future. In short, a future promise of greater good than the past and present natural hardships of their lives. In that way, innocent creatures are compensated for undeserved harms, in the future. 
I see no other way to reconcile animal suffering. This theory will be discussed in chapter 21.

Noah and the Ark

Now back to the story of Noah. Noah was viewed as an extremely righteous man, even in a horribly wicked world. John Wesley called vicious predatory people “human sharks.” (Snyder, 102) Noah lived among such folks. They were likely eating animals against the command of God, and the animals were likely eating each other, as God views them all as violent.
For those of you who think that Noah and the Ark is an ancient myth that Jews taught their kids, allow me to show you some later Bible verses that refer to Noah and the Flood.

Isaiah 54:9, “These are like the days of Noah for me, when I promised that Noah’s waters would never again cover the earth…”

Ezekiel chapter fourteen repeatedly names three men as righteous: Noah, Daniel, and Job. 

Matthew 24:37-39, “But as the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. For as in the days before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark, and did not know until the flood came and took them all away, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be.” (also Luke 17:26-27)

I Peter 3:20, “In the past, these spirits were disobedient - when God patiently waited during the time of Noah. Noah built an ark in which a few (that is, eight) lives were rescued through water…”

II Peter 2:7, “And he didn’t spare the ancient world when he brought a flood on the world of ungodly people, even though he protected Noah, a preacher of righteousness, along with seven others.” 

Rejecting a miraculous story that is verified by Jesus and prophets and apostles is foolish. And many ancient myths and traditions of cultures around the world refer to the flood. Heinberg lists numerous examples that “all looked back to an original Paradise, all remembered a worldwide Flood…” (18) “In every mythology, Creation is the first act in a grand cosmic drama. That drama unfolds by stages through a Golden Age of peace and plenty, a Fall or period of degeneration, and a catastrophe that brings the sacred Age of the Gods to an end and initiates the present, profane age of the world.” (21)

Abraham, in Genesis chapter 18, dared to bargain with Jesus, the Son of God visiting with two other angels. When Jesus said that Sodom and Gomorrah would be destroyed, Abraham worried about his nephew Lot and family. He asked, “Will you really sweep away the innocent with the guilty?” How did Abraham know the answer to that rhetorical question? Because of the Flood.
We are talking about a worldwide event. God wiped out every living thing except Noah, his family, and the representative animals. God did not “sweep away” the righteous with the wicked. The wicked died, and the righteous survived in a giant boat. 
Critics deny almost every aspect of the Noah story. They say the Flood was only local. A boat could not be big enough. The animals would never come in. Noah couldn’t feed the animals. The animals would kill each other in the Ark. Critics can believe what-ever they want; it just doesn’t change what the Bible says.
David Montgomery wrote a respectful and entertaining book denying the worldwide nature of the Genesis Flood. I reviewed it very positively for Library Journal magazine even though I disagree with him. He writes, “The difference between scientists and creationists, however, is that scientists assess their theories based on how well they fit the evidence, whereas creationists interpret observations by determining how well the facts fit in with their beliefs.” (246) This is partially true. He overestimates the ability of scientists to assess evidence and make observations without biases of their own to create “facts.” Creationists like me do have biases, particularly in accepting that the Bible is true, when interpreted properly. Scientists also have biases, and Montgomery, to his credit, admits that. Heinberg notes the most recent bias:

“For the past 150 years the science of geology has been dominated by the doctrine of uniformity, which holds that all the rock formations visible today are the result of gradual, uniform processes we can still observe at work, such as erosion and the accumulation of sediment. Uniformitarianism, which effectively excludes any theory of global catastrophes, achieved dominance in the early nineteenth century not because it was supported by overwhelming evidence, but because certain influential shapers of scientific opinion wished to sever geology from the biblical tradition of the Great Flood.” (175)

I visited the Creation Museum in northern Kentucky two years ago. The same organization will soon finish building a full-scale model of Noah’s Ark, nearby. I look forward to seeing this huge structure. Some writers say that this boat could hold fifty-thousand sheep-sized animals. (Hovind; Jones, 31) Noah also had to stow “every kind of food” for the animals and his family. (Gen. 6:21)
How did Noah get the pairs of “unclean” animals and the seven pairs of “clean” animals? (Gen. 7:2) We presume that Noah bought or raised the domestic animals, and that God brought the animals to him when it neared completion. Obviously Noah and his sons could not scour the whole Earth looking for the wildlife. It would seem also that the animals were docile and cooperative, rather than violent and hostile.
Notice also that God placed value on all of the animals, of all kinds. If, as industrialists would like to believe, animals exist only as food for humans, then why did God save every species? Why not just fill the Ark with cows, sheep, goats, and pigs? The wild animals do have purposes of their own, apart from human needs. See chapter 18.
One potentially valid criticism of Montgomery regarding the Biblical idea of a worldwide flood is the idea of many Christians that the Great Flood destroyed the dinosaurs and many other creatures, into total extinction. “If that were the case, it would mean the Flood not only caused extinctions but killed off almost all the world's then living species – the very thing that Noah supposedly built his ark to prevent in the first place.” (79) 
We have to be consistent. It seems clearly to say that God sent one pair of EVERY animal into the Ark. That would include dinosaurs. We then have to say that the dinosaurs and other extinct creatures did not vanish before the Flood, or during the Flood, but after the great Flood. The climate of the Earth changed dramatically, and a majority of the Earth’s gigantic creatures died in subsequent centuries. This is one possible interpretation of the Leviathan and Behemoth creatures described at the end of the book of Job. Job, who lived after the Flood, was aware of animals that we no longer see on Earth.

Bishop Ussher famously used genealogical tables in the Bible to calculate the age of the Earth and the dates of major events. Although I do not cling to his timeline, it is interesting that Ussher concluded that the rains began on December 7, 2349 BC, and the family left the Ark on December 18, 2348 BC. (Montgomery, David, 97)

What lessons can we learn from the story of the Ark and the Flood?

Jewish and Christian commentators both note the character of Noah and his relationship with animals. Rabbi Slifkin emphasizes how God used the Ark as “an opportunity” for “practicing such kindness to animals was fundamentally important to the new world order.” (136) 

“According to a rabbinic tradition, however, it was precisely the months inside the ark that mattered most because it was there, in the work of feeding and caring for the animals, that Noah revealed what it means to be a righteous one. On this view, the ark was not primarily an escape vessel but a school for the learning of compassion. Here Noah refined the sympathies and dedication that are crucial for the development of a caring, hospitable relationship with the world. By giving up self-interest, Noah learned how to transform himself and his work into a gift for the good of others. This gift was not cheap, particularly if we side with rabbis who claimed that during the twelve months in the ark Noah was so busy attending to the needs of the animals that he did not even stop to sleep. The triumph of Noah's life is that, like God, he recognized the needs of others and then attended to them. What Noah learned is that the whole world is God's ark because it is the place God shows himself to be a hospitable host.” (Wirzba, Food, 118) 

If you think on many of the greatest leaders God raised in the Bible… how many of them were shepherds or working closely with animals, before becoming leaders of men? Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, and David, to name a few.

“For me, the ark is a wonderful symbol of God’s desire to save the whole family of creation. This story makes it very apparent that God’s plan is not to save humankind apart from other creatures. We are all in the same boat, so to speak, humans and other creatures alike. … God doesn’t want Noah to pack them in the back of a big truck and rush them off to some safe place. No, God wants Noah to be more caring about the details, as well as about all these brother and sister creatures. For example, Noah is to take with him ‘every kind of food’ and to ‘store it up; and it shall serve for food for you and for them.’” (Wintz, 20-21)

What is it about working with animals that prepares men to be leaders? Is it patience? Mercy? Or perhaps God uses the proper dominion of a human over animals to show the qualities of cultural leadership for civilization as well. Middleton writes that “Noah in the flood story is an example of someone imitating the paradigmatic life-enhancing use of power that God is depicted as exercising in Genesis 1.” (296) 
The parallel to our modern situation, with many species of animals in danger of extinction, seems rather obvious. If God ordered Noah to spend 120 years building a giant boat to preserve his family and the animals from a great danger, is there no hint that God wants humans to do their best to save species? Seeing to the survival of animal species is one major aspect of dominion. (Middleton, 220; Johnson, 263) We will have no dominion if we allow the creatures to be destroyed. 

“The greatest symbol of the constructive role humans can play in assisting God's good intentions is, of course, Noah's ark, which provided a sanctuary from the flood for representatives of all the animals. God's anger toward the whole world shows just how far nature had fallen from its original state, just as Noah's rescue mission demonstrates how crucial human effort is on behalf of animals.” (Webb, On God, 21)

This is similar to the call of Calvin DeWitt. “In their service, human beings are responsible for saving creatures from extinction (Gen. 6:11-9:17).” (Degradation, 26)

“In Noah, we recognize the critical role of human cooperation with God; the story demonstrates the necessity of human effort and planning, human sacrifice and self-denial, in order to labor with the Creator toward the goal of creation’s well-being.” (Lodahl, 60)

Many theologians and commentators see the Noah and Ark story as a “type” of Christ. Jesus brings salvation to a threatened world, just as Noah brought safety to the threatened creatures. Of course, Christians are accustomed to only hearing about the salvation of Jesus for humanity. We have forgotten that Christ’s redemption may apply at a universal scale, not just a personal one. 
God dropped some hints about that when Noah came out of the Ark, as you will see in the next chapter.



Chapter Nine
Colorful Promise


The planet Earth never saw rain as during Noah’s Flood. 
Perhaps a thicker “canopy” atmosphere surrounded the world, and it collapsed in a constant deluge of water. The Bible says that “the fountains of the deep” were opened, so that water came out of the ground too. 
Eight people, and thousands of animals, survived the divine disaster. They floated safely for months as all non-aquatic life perished. Noah and his wife, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, and their wives, fed the clean and unclean beasts. Some people theorize that many animals hibernated, and so required less food for much of the voyage. 
A science fiction version of the Noah’s Ark story was done in movie form, with Bruce Dern playing Noah, trying to save a spaceship full of Earth life in the cult classic, Silent Running. Certainly, the death of nearly-all life would be depressing. Yet Noah had a promise from God. God said that he and his family would survive along with all the animal species, on this massive boat.
In spite of this survival plan, the remaining humans could have no certainty about the future. Almost everyone was dead! 
Can you imagine being in a room with seven other people, and knowing you were the only living humans on Earth? Eventually, the water would drop, and you would be the new population of the planet? How would you start over? 
After several months of floating, the Ark came to rest on a mountain-side. 
Noah first sent out a raven as a scout, but it was the dove that flew back with an olive sprig in its beak, signifying that plants were starting to grow nearby. The dove with an olive sprig has in subsequent centuries become a symbol of peace, or rebirth, and the Holy Spirit, who appeared as a dove above Jesus at His baptism. As the dove represented God’s salvation of the world in Noah’s day, the Holy Spirit dove represented the coming of the Savior of the world at his baptism.
When the ground appeared to be completely dry, God told Noah to take his family out of the Ark, and to lead out all of the animals by families. (Gen. 8:15-19) God said He wanted them to populate, be fertile, and multiply on the earth. This parallels God’s original blessings on the animals from Genesis 1:28. (Wintz, 24)
In his bestselling book called Heaven, Randy Alcorn wrote:

“Mankind was judged in the Flood, and on his coattails most animals also perished. Eight human beings were rescued from the Flood to inhabit the new post-Flood Earth, but God didn't limit his rescue to people. He rescued representatives of every animals species to also occupy this new Earth. This is a powerful picture of what Romans 8 states – mankind and animals and all creation are linked together not only in curse and judgment but also in blessing and deliverance. Together they will experience life on a New Earth.” (389)

Animal rightists take great offense at the verses after Noah and the animals leave the Ark, because the story of salvation becomes one of violence again. The first thing Noah does when the Ark is emptied is to take several “clean” animals and birds, and kill them, and burn them on an altar to God. Hardly the happy ending that animal lovers would prefer!
Opponents actually claim that later “wicked” priests just added this story to the Bible account to justify their own money-making sacrificial schemes. The entire sacrificial system is an important topic in relation to animals, and is discussed at length in chapter Fifteen. 
Suffice it to say that animal sacrifice was required by God, yet carefully regulated also, to enable humans to understand that death (and blood) is required to receive atonement for sins. Noah recognized that even his “virtuous” family sinned, even during the Ark trip, just as we all sin every day, and they needed to again ask for forgiveness and thank God for salvation.

“The altar, in other words, was not a place of violence but a place of self-offering. After the flood human culture is given a fresh start, a start that, significantly, begins with a sacrificial act. When we turn to the Hebrew Scriptures we find that sacrifice was fundamentally about entering into and nurturing a relationship with God. Sacrifice was the practical means to communicate with God, solicit divine aid, and repair a relationship that was not right… Indeed, this is the meaning of the Hebrew word for 'sacrifice'; it comes from a verb meaning 'to bring near.' Thus a sacrifice is that kind of offering that enables us to approach God.' As an offering these gifts could now become a means of communion between God and humanity. Sacrifice is a form of communication that involves a double offering: a giving of the gift and a giving of oneself…Building the altar was a natural extension of the service Noah rendered in the ark, service that affirmed the animals as the gifts of God and as existing for God's good delight.” (Wirzba, Food, 119, 122)

Atheists scoff at the God we worship and point at the “bloodthirsty” Jewish and Christian god who wipes out millions of creatures and then sighs happily when the smell of Noah’s burnt offerings rises. They take the verse too literally, as if God has a nose and appreciates the aroma of burning meat! We believe that the meaning is spiritual; that God is satisfied by the meaning of the sacrifice, wherein Jesus’ death and resurrection allows God to forgive the sinful family of Noah and love them. Also, God has purged the over-whelming violence, where only a handful of people on Earth refrained from evil, and now a good group of humans might spread a less violent culture around the world.
That is not to say that sin has been conquered. Not at all. God shares this message with all of us in Genesis 8:21, “The Lord smelled the pleasing scent, and the Lord thought to himself, ‘I will not curse the fertile land anymore because of human beings since the ideas of the human mind are evil from their youth. I will never again destroy every living thing as I have done.’”
The Flood was a cleansing of the Earth. Ninety nine point nine percent of the humans were evil, and their violence spread to the animal kingdom. But annihilation of the wicked did not remove evil. It will again spring up, because as Jesus recognizes, it is buried in human hearts and minds. As Alexander Solzhenitsyn once said, “Gradually it was disclosed to me that the line dividing good and evil passes not through states, nor between classes, nor between political parties either – but right through every human heart.” (Hunter, 17) 
The threat of divine justice cannot stop evil. Evil exists even from birth. Adam and Eve spread this disease of sin by genetics, through normal human procreation. Floods will not fix the problem. Later in Bible history humans would learn of a better plan for human restoration. Jesus and the Holy Spirit would change human hearts from stone to flesh, and then resurrect their bodies, as the final cure. 

Genesis 9:1-4, “God blessed Noah and his sons, and said to them, ‘Be fertile, multiply, and fill the earth. All of the animals on the earth will fear you and dread you - all the birds in the skies, everything crawling on the ground, and all of the sea’s fish. They are in your power. Everything that lives and moves will be your food. Just as I gave you the green grasses, I now give you everything. However, you must not eat meat with its life, its blood, in it.”

Now, after the Flood, God makes some major changes to the human dominion over the animals. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 84) In Eden, people were to manage the animals, perhaps harnessing their skills and strength for various work tasks. The animals were not to be eaten. The prelapsarian (meaning ‘before the fall’) diet was vegetarian. No meat, for humans or animals. 
Animal rightists propose that later evil priests added the meat story to Genesis 9. (Young, God, 58-9) They are wrong. If we accept that wicked people doctored up the Bible at every verse we dislike, we could never trust this Word of God.
The very important subject of carnivorism and vegetarianism will be addressed at length in chapter Sixteen. Here, we will discuss it, in part. 
Think about the nature of the relationship between Noah and his family and the animals in the Ark. This might have been the only time in human history when people lived to see every living species of animal on Earth, except for the fish. Every bird, mammal, reptile, amphibian, and insect, walked into the Ark to survive the Flood. It would have been the largest zoo, species-wise, in history. The people and creatures co-existed for a little over one year in the giant boat. Noah and his family fed the animals. God must have pacified them, so that the generally violent natures of all flesh on Earth was dampened during the voyage. I would imagine that the humans would come to enjoy and perhaps even love the animals they cared for. That seems to be a common experience for people who live with animals.
When they all exited the wooden vessel, Noah had a sacrifice. He certainly used the “clean” animals, of which he had brought seven pairs each, according to God’s command. I suspect that the “clean” animals were the domestic ones, or at least the ones common for sacrifice. Obviously Noah did not sacrifice the critically endangered animals of which only two existed, since that would defeat the purpose of God’s saving them in the first place! 
Bulanda make an significant point about the immediate situation after the Flood regarding animal behavior. 

“We are not told exactly what happened after the animals left the ark, but we can infer that God communicated to the animals how to behave for years after the Flood. In order to survive, animals had to coexist outside of the ark until there was enough time for them to reproduce in numbers enough to again populate the earth ...this may mean that for a while animals were vegetarians. If the animals had preyed on each other immediately there would not have been enough of them to populate the world. This is easy to see by considering that the gestation period for some animals is even longer than that of a human. Animals such as cows, deer, horses and elephants only have one offspring at a time, or very rarely two. Many animals cannot bear young until they reach at least two years of age, some even older. At that rate, it would have taken many years to repopulate earth. This strongly suggests that for a while after the Flood, God controlled the behavior and interactions of animals. To further help the animals survive, God communicated to them again by putting the fear of man in them.” (75)

Presumably, God kept all of the animals both tame and vegetarian during the Ark voyage and for some time afterward. We must either presume this, or infer that many species became extinct within days of leaving the Ark, since the predators would be ripping apart the thousands of smaller tasty creatures within paw’s reach. If the beasts instantly reverted to violence when they stepped off the Ark ramp and on to dry ground, the first day of earthly rebirth would have been a horror rather than a blessing! This seems unlikely considering God’s covenant of peace with all creatures in the next few verses.
Noah and his sons and wife and daughters-in-law were seen as righteous by God. We suspect, then, that they were not participants in the violence of the wicked that God so hated. They were still vegetarians, as Adam and Eve had been. 
Then God told them that they could eat any of the animals, with one caveat, not consuming the blood. 
This would have been a big surprise, I suspect, to the family of Noah. Eating meat.
Wasn’t that part of the reason for God destroying the life on Earth in the Flood?
People continue to discuss the reason for this change, even today. We are uncomfortable with change. God, being holy, does not change. But God recognizes that people change, and He seeks to channel our changes by wise counsel, and sometimes, accommodation That is not to say that God ignores evil, but that He permits lesser levels of purity from the ideal. Jesus knows our weaknesses and that we cannot be perfect. Vegetarianism was the ideal diet, the one intended by God from the beginning. But God now recognizes that humans are born in evil, and that they will not, by in large, control them-selves for that ideal. (Tertullian, in Webb, On God, 29) 
Instead of viewing it as a blessing, we should call it a “concession.” (Webb, Good, 71, 229-230) Just as God saw that humans were evil from birth and that Floods will not fix their natures, so He sees that the eating of meat will rise. (Hyland, God’s 26) Rather than deny it completely, God limits it, in various ways.
I am not saying that eating meat is evil. If it was evil, then Jesus was a sinner, since he ate meat. I am saying that meat was not the intended diet of man, and yet God now permits it, and so it is no longer sinful, but it is a concession to human weakness. Yes, that means I fall short of the ideal diet. I have dabbled with vegetarianism unsuccessfully. Should I try harder? We will discuss that in chapter Sixteen. The situation may be likened to Jesus’ analysis of the laws regarding divorce in the law of Moses. Divorce was never the ideal plan of God, but because of human weakness, God allows it. 

“...in the beginning, God established non-violent harmony between animals and humans. Both were vegetarian and sustained themselves without killing each other. Human sinfulness broke that harmony and spawned violence, which flourished until God brought it to an end by sending a great flood. The Noahic Covenant's allowance to eat meat was in fact a concession made by God to slow the inevitable growth of violence (particularly human versus human). The idea being that if humans could express violence against animals (i.e. eating meat), they would be less inclined to exhibit violence against each other. Meat eating was to be a sort of emotional pressure release valve to channel our violent tendencies away from murder and war. However, God still showed his true desire to protect animals by instituting rules to limit humanity's violence of animals. These rules, such as the prohibition against eating blood, Kosher laws, Sabbath regulations, and others, were instituted to direct humanity's vision to the coming harmony of the Messianic age as foreseen by Isaiah (Isa. 11:1-17).” (Andrew Linzey’s view, stated according to Vantassel, 5)

I am not convinced that the concession for carnivorism had anything to do with reducing “human versus human” violence. The carnivorous humans on Earth seem to be more violent, not less so, when compared with vegetarians. Think of parenting. Would you think it an effective way to teach a child to be non-violent to humans, by permitting him or her to kill animals? “Getting out your aggression” by hurting animals does not seem to be an effective cure for violence.
One reasonable argument for explaining God’s new allowance of meat-eating is that the changed post-Diluvian (after the Flood) world had changed so much that carnivorism would be necessary for survival. (Thomas, Keith, 289) Some would say that was a temporary condition; others claim it has become a permanent need. Animal rightists like Barad say that it was only meant to last until Noah got some crops going, and after that only dairy products would be proper. (18) Determined vegetarians like Tryon and Cheyne said that God was tricking humans into killing themselves by “gorging” on meat and hoping they would see their error and return to a vegetable diet. (Stuart, 63, 178) 
Happy carnivores say that this was a permanent permission for human history because people need vitamin b12 and other chemicals not found in a vegetarian diet. (Jones, 45) 
Perhaps the strongest voice against vegetarianism in Protestantism was John Calvin. He went so far as to claim that Adam and Eve probably ate meat, since they were killing animals for clothing anyway. But even if the godly people did not eat meat, Calvin said, God gave “man the free use of flesh, so that we might not eat it with a doubtful and trembling conscience.” To Calvin, anyone even encouraging a vegetarian diet “was being blasphemously ungrateful for God’s generosity.” (Stuart, 9) This seems too strong a condemnation
Certainly, in the immediate weeks after the waters receded, there was not much plant life. (Funk) The dove found a sprig of olive tree, but presumably an olive tree would not begin producing olives for some years after its sprouting. Noah probably had a variety of seeds and plants in the Ark to use for future planting of crops, but that would take months to get going.
When the “water canopy” collapsed from the atmosphere on to Earth, the warm and moist climate that dominated the whole planet was lost. (Morris, in Hovind) Now there would be obvious seasons on earth, as God mentions in Genesis 8:22. Clothes weren’t needed in Eden, but God taught Adam and Eve how to make clothes before ejecting them from the Garden. Now, it seems, the seasons were more dramatic. I experienced this on a lesser scale when I moved to Pennsylvania, after twenty years in California and Washington State. The Pacific Ocean moderates the temperatures in coastal areas of the the western U.S., whereas the northeastern United States has more extremes of cold and heat.
If Bishop Ussher was right about the exact dates of the Great Flood, then Noah and family would be feeling Winter. Ussher claims that Noah left the Ark on December 18, 2348 BC. Even if the date is wrong, it very well might have been winter. Perhaps winter was not yet as pronounced, since the waters had only recently receded, and so the air might still be humid and moderate. Soon that would change. Could they plant crops in winter, and harvest enough to survive that first year? (Stuart, 200) You may remember that the first attempts at planting colonies on the eastern coastline of the Americas worked out badly, with colonists only surviving with the help of native Americans. It takes some time to establish operational farms and homes even for mere subsistence.
As for the animals that Noah and family would eat: that is why God told him to take seven pairs of clean animals, I suspect. Not only for sacrifice, but for consumption. And yet, God did not leave the animals as dumb slaves to be used at will, as if the creatures had no other value. 
Cohen offers a Jewish view. He uses “G-d” for God because of the Jewish tradition never to speak or write the name of God. 

“The post-Diluvian world had different standards. Speaking to Noah after he emerged from the ark, G-d specifically permitted him and his descendants to kill animals in order to eat their flesh (Genesis 9:3). However, even in this permission there were restrictions, as the Ramban points out: 'Although He gave them permission to slaughter and to eat... yet He did not give them permission regarding the animal's soul and forbade eating a limb cut off from an animal that was still alive, nor the blood of an animal.' We see therefore that although eating meat was now definitely sanctioned, that dispensation was hedged about with limitations. Animal life did not become something negligible; man still had to maintain some respect for the dignity of the animal's life. That obligation still applies to all mankind. As for the Jewish people, the Torah later added many more restrictions upon them, further limiting their ways of eating meat.” (Vegetarianism, 181)

The blood is a component of the “life” of the creature, just as it is in the humans. Blood and spirit, the breath of the Spirit of life, are the two key components of life. A living being, excluding spirits like God and angels, needs both blood and Spirit to operate. The prohibition on killing humans and the regulation against eating animals with their blood, I believe is a reminder that blood is a key part of life. As Gilmour writes, “According to Lev. 17:11, ‘the life of the flesh is in the blood’ and, God says, ‘I have given it to you for making atonement for your lives on the altar; for as life, it is the blood that makes atonement.’ At its simplest, this statement concerning the blood speaks of the high value God places on all living things.” (Eden’s)
 When we kill an animal or a human, we can take its blood, but not its spirit. Only God can remove the Spirit, though He always does so at death, when the blood is gone, and sometimes He removes the Spirit even when blood remains. The removal of either blood or Spirit ends a life. God is saying, “do not dare to eat an animal without honoring its life. Its blood is one of the two main parts of life. If I remove an animal’s Spirit, I kill it. If you kill an animal, do not eat its blood. Ending a life is to be viewed as important.”
Hyland thinks that the prohibition against eating blood meant only that people should not eat living animals, raw while they still struggled. (27) The Jews did not take it so simply. Especially since God elaborated on this in the Mosaic law.

Leviticus 17:10-14, “I will oppose the person who consumes blood - whether they are from Israel’s house or from the immigrants who live with you - and I will cut them off from their people. A creature’s life is in the blood. I have provided you the blood to make reconciliation for your lives on the altar, because the blood reconciles by means of the life. That is why I have told the Israelites: No one among you can consume blood, nor can the immigrant who lives with you consume blood. Anyone who hunts any animal or bird that can be eaten - whether the hunter is an Israelite or an immigrant who lives with you - must drain its blood and cover it with dirt. Again: for every creature’s life is its blood. Anyone who consumes it will be cut off.”

Regarding sacrificial animals, domestic cattle and birds, the blood is sacred because it is life possibly bringing reconciliation for humans. That was the purpose of the sacrificial system. Forgiveness achieved by substitutionary death. The animals’ blood in Jewish times represented the future blood of Jesus for atonement. Richard Baxter wrote in 1691 that “God allow[s] us to take away the lives of our fellow creatures and to eat their flesh to show what sin hath brought on the world.” (Thomas, Keith, 289)
Regarding wild animals, the blood is still sacred. Hunted animals are to be drained of blood and it should be covered with dirt, as if to be buried! Far from being unimportant, God demands a respect for the life of the animal by covering its life-giving blood with earth. The idea of burying deceased pets is not an absurd overly-emotional act, as some would say. It is a respectful remembrance of the important life now lost.
This ritualistic draining of blood became a cornerstone of Jewish carnivorism, known as kosherite law, or kosher meat. The Jews believed that God commanded this blood-draining because it was the most painless way of death for an animal. 

“This respect for blood as the symbol of a creature's God-given life is part of the reason for the practice of slaughtering animals by bloodletting. The fact that the kosher preparation of meat stipulated that the throat be slit quickly and with an especially sharp knife suggests that another part of the reason for bloodletting is the conviction shared by some, if not most believers, that it is the least painful method of killing an animal. The Torah wants not only to acknowledge God as the author and sustainer of life, but also to minimize animal suffering.” (Parker, James, 6)

In 1761, an anonymous Christian author, opposing the British sport of cockfighting, wrote:
 
“…God’s forbidding Man to feed on Blood, it seems not unreasonable to suppose that to guard against Cruelty in the Slaughter of his inferiour Creatures, was a principal one; and so undoubtedly the Jews understood it, whose Descendants are to this day very scrupulous not only as to draining the Animals designed for the Table of as much Blood as possible, but likewise in regard to the keenness of the Instrument with which the fatal Incision is to be made; as if without this they did not act up to the spirit of that Precept; no one among them being authorised to Kill who hath not undergone a formal Examination as to his Ability of duly preparing and dextrously handling the Knife to be employed for that purpose: by which means the poor Creatures that yield up Life for their Subsistence are never hacked and mangled, and put to such unnecessary Torture, as, to the great shame of Christians, they very often are amongst Us.” (Clemency, 5)

God limits the human freedom to kill animals in two ways. One, by commanding that the blood be drained before consumption. Two, by instilling a new fear of humans in the animals.
As usual, there are two differing ways to look at this. Both ways may have elements of truth. 
One camp promotes the animals’ fear of humans as God’s way of protecting people from the vicious beasts. Jones wrote that “…man has always been mostly helpless when confronting lions, tigers, bears, and other more powerful creatures,” and he fears that the Antichrist will kill millions by letting wild animals out of zoos. (44) John Calvin worried because “We see indeed that wild beasts rush violently upon men, and rend and tear many of them in pieces; and if God did not wonderfully restrain their fierceness, the human race would be utterly destroyed… Nevertheless, the bridle by which the Lord restrains the cruelty of wild beasts, to prevent them from falling upon men, is a certain fear and dread which God has implanted in them so that they might revere the presence of men.” (First Book, 290; Schreiner, 82) 
I do not deny that there are wild animals that attack humans. It is mainly a problem in regions where people encroach on predator lands, and the animals are sick or starving. 
Considering that God just told Noah that humans can start eating animals, it is more likely that God instilled the fear of man into the animals to protect the animals from easy extermination. 

“He could have easily created new animals, but he chose to save the ones that he had already made. Also, while God gave Noah and his family permission to use animals as food after the Flood, he put the fear of humans into the animals to protect them and give them a chance to survive. This inborn fear of humans is evident in domesticated animals that have not been raised by humans.” (Bulanda, 23)

If God intended for animals to be nothing but food for humans, why make it so difficult to catch them by giving them fear? Like plants, they could grow up in the sunlight, and lack legs, for easy picking! That is what genetic engineers hope to do with meat, by the way, to make it cheaper and easier to produce.
This fear of humans that animals possess is not permanent, it seems. It may be experiential, rather than genetic. During the age of exploration, Digby wrote in 1661, 

“That which in the ordinary course of nature, causeth beasts to be afraid of men, or of other beasts, is the hurt and the evill they receive from them: which coming into their fantasie, together with the Idea of him that did it, is also lodged together with it in the memory... This is confirmed by the tameness of the birds and beasts which the first discoverers of islands not inhabited by men, did find in those they met withall there. Their stories tell us, that at their first arrivall upon those coasts, where it seemeth men had never been, the birds would not flie away, but suffered the mariners to take them in their hands; nor the beasts, which with us are wild, would runne from them; but their discourteous guests used them so hardly, as they soone changed their confidence into distrust and aversion...” (403)

When a French vessel landed on one of the Falkland Islands off the South American coast, the wildlife was completely unafraid. “The birds suffered themselves to be taken with the hand, and some would come and settle upon the people that stood still.” This caused Erasmus Darwin to conclude that animal fear is “an acquired article of knowledge.” (Stuart, 387-389) Such stories also lead vegetarians to hope for a new peaceful world, where, if all humans joined the non-violent diet, the animal kingdom would return to a peaceful state. The problem is not wholly solved by human peaceability, however, since it will require divine intervention to restore peace in its entirety. 
That peace is still the plan of God, is demonstrated in the next section of Genesis chapter 9.

The “Resplendent Arch of Heaven”

Genesis 9: 8-17, “God said to Noah and to his sons with him, ‘I am now setting up my covenant with you, with your descendants, and with every living being with you - with the birds, with the large animals, and with all the animals of the earth, leaving the ark with you. I will set up my covenant with you so that never again will all life be cut off by floodwaters. There will never again be a flood to destroy the earth.’ God said, ‘This is the symbol of the covenant that I am drawing up between me and you and every living thing with you, on behalf of every future generation. I have placed my bow in the clouds; it will be the symbol of the covenant between me and the earth. When I bring clouds over the earth and the bow appears in the clouds, I will remember the covenant between me and you and every living being among all the creatures. Floodwaters will never again destroy all creatures. The bow will be in the clouds, and upon seeing it I will remember the enduring covenant between God and every living being of all the earth’s creatures.’ God said to Noah, ‘This is the symbol of the covenant that I have set up between me and all creatures on earth.’”

Humans have, in recent centuries, become enamored with contracts, rather than covenants. A covenant was a binding agreement, often sealed in blood, in the Old Testament Nowadays, contracts and covenants are viewed more as ‘well intentioned plans,’ that are not binding. Marriage, for example, is a covenant, and yet more than half end in divorce, before “death do us part.” Good lawyers can wriggle you out of many contracts.
God takes covenants very seriously. Genesis chapter nine contains the “Noahic” covenant, because it was spoken to Noah, and yet the covenant is not only with Noah, but with “every living thing” and with “the earth.” (Johnson, 219)
In modern law, we refuse to include animals in contracts because they are not “fit parties” to sign and agree to the terms. Just as young children are not considered to be fit to marry, because they cannot understand the terms and responsibilities involved, we say that animals, or inanimate objects, are incapable of being parties to a contract. 
God doesn’t see it that way. God makes covenants with animals and with planets. Hosea 2:18 says that when God restores hope in the future, “On that day, I will make a covenant for them with the wild animals, the birds in the sky, and the creeping creatures of the fertile ground.” God can make agreements with anyone, or anything, He wants to. (Schaeffer, Genesis, 147) He can even make covenants between animals and people. (Bauckham, Bible, 19-20) Why? Because He is the King and the owner!

“One can only regret that no further implications for the mutual relations of human and animals are drawn out. Yet surely it is implicit that God is seen as promising to care for both orders of creatures, and if both are God's covenant partners how can they not be in some sense covenantally bound to each other?” (Robert Murray, in the Cosmic Covenant, cited by Waddell, xxiv)

Just in case Noah or his sons had any doubt that animals were a part of this covenant, God repeats their participation six times in nine verses. Kind of hard to miss that! And just in case people started to forget about this covenant, God made a physical earthly symbol of frequent reminder: a rainbow. It seems that before the flood, rainbows didn’t form, because there was no rain, nor low clouds to refract the light through water vapor. Now we get rainbows all the time. 
Humphry Primatt said, “Look upon the Rainbow and praise him that made it; and let that beautiful and resplendent arch of Heaven be the visible memorial of the Lord throughout all generations, that His mercy is over all His works.” (316)
Rainbows are themselves significant in human history, as a symbol. Heinberg describes the world-wide significance to the ancient peoples:

“According to universal tradition, the original earthly Paradise and the still-existent otherworldly Paradise were at first united, or were in close proximity and communication The means of connection is described variously in different cultures - most vividly, perhaps, as a rainbow. In the traditions of Japan, Australia, and Mesopotamia, the rainbow was seen as a reminder of a bridge that once existed between Heaven and Earth and was accessible to all people. The seven colors of the rainbow were the seven heavens of Hindu, Mesopotamian, and Judaic religion. Among the central Asians, shamanic drums were decorated with rainbows symbolizing the shaman's journey to the Otherworld. Similarly, the seven levels of the Babylonian ziggurat (stepped pyramid) were painted with the seven colors of the rainbow, and the priest, in climbing its stories, symbolically mounted to the cosmic world of the gods.” (75)

This is another Biblical case of the number seven having a significance, perhaps.
Pember made a fascinating observation about the occurrence of rainbows in relation to the Living Creatures, or Cherubim angels.

“It would thus seem that the Cherubim are in some way or another connected with four of the great earth-tribes which lost their first estate through Adam's sin… If we now pass on to the times of Noah, we shall meet with a very striking corroboration of the view we have taken – a corroboration, indeed, which may almost be said to amount to a demonstration of its truth. For the covenant which God made with Noah after the deluge is indited in the following terms – 'And I, behold, I establish My covenant with you, and with your seed after you, and with every living creature that is with you, of the fowl, of the cattle, and of every beast of the earth with you.' Here are the four tribes indicated by the Cherubim are specially and distinctly mentioned as being all of them heirs to the promise of the Noachian covenant. Moreover, we may further observe, that, whereas the sign of the covenant was the rainbow, so whenever, in after time, the real Cherubim appear, the rainbow is always visible above them (see Ezek. 1:28; Rev. 4:3,6). Thus the promise of God remains sure, that He will never again smite any more every living thing, as He did in the days of Noah; and that promise is made to beast as well as man.” (12-18)

Then we might ask, out of curiosity, which came first, the rainbow, or the Cherubim? Angels were created first, before most of the planet Earth, so I would guess that the Cherubim came first. At any rate, God now sees rainbows in heaven and on earth, as a reminder of His covenant with the Earth and its creatures.
Significantly, this is an everlasting covenant. That has MAJOR implications.

“...this is an everlasting, ongoing covenant. It is not temporary, not interim; rather, it's a covenant 'for all future generations' (Gen 9:12). Significantly, the phrase 'everlasting covenant' here (Gen 9:15) is the same phrase used to describe later biblical covenants. The Bible uses the same language of the Genesis 9 covenant that it does of later ones. God's covenant with the earth is unending. This may come as a surprise. Perhaps we assumed God's covenant with the earth was temporary, until Jesus' return. Not so. In fact, the Septuagint (the Greek version of the Old Testament) uses the word 'eternal' here, the same word the New Testament employs for 'eternal life.' Does God really have an eternal covenant with the earth and all its creatures? The Bible says yes - suggesting that the promised new heaven and new earth in some sense means the renewal, not the extinction, of God's creatures. It shines forth his care and concern for the world and its creatures. God sees the rainbow and remembers his covenant. Do we? Enjoying the rainbow, do we recall God's covenant with all his creatures?” (Snyder, 120-121)

God will “never again destroy every living thing” as in the Great Flood. (Genesis 8:21) 

“The forceful assurance of this covenant should not be missed. The eleventh verse of chapter nine contains a double negative. 'Never again will all life be cut off by waters of the flood; never again will there again be a flood to destroy the earth.' Such a double negative in Hebrew contains a much stronger and more emotional statement than equivalent English expressions can convey. It is the sense of 'No, no, never again!'” (Van Dyke, 73; and Sargent, 52)

And yet many Christian churches teach that after the Second Coming, God will burn the Earth to a crisp, with all the animals! They see a few “loopholes” in God’s Genesis vow. 
Proponents of this idea emphasize that God only says He will not destroy the world by Flood. Obviously that means God is still free to destroy the world in many other ways. He could freeze it to a Popsicle; melt it to Lead; vaporize it; microwave it; irradiate it; atomize it; drop it into a Black Hole; or burn it to a cinder. 
They, like zealous lawyers, look for the loopholes to say that God doesn’t mean the Earth will last forever, because they take one questionable translation of a verse in Second Peter overly-literally, and ignore the eternal covenants of the Old Testament. John Wesley preached that “God had drowned the world once, and still the world is as provoking as ever; yet he will never drown it any more, for he deals not with us according to our sins.” (in Lodahl, 50) Lodahl goes on to add, 

“It is a sad and all too predictable move in some Christian circles…to add quickly at this point, ‘The promise is never again to destroy the world with water; but it will be the fire next time!’ Such a world-denying mentality is clearly at odds with this Gene-sis promise of an everlasting covenant. … It is very far from the spirit of this text to suppose that God holds a ‘fiery destruction’ card up the divine sleeve.” (58)

I will show the error of this view in Chapter Twenty Two. God will not again annihilate the Earth. To be honest, God did not even destroy the Earth even in the Great Flood; He just wiped most of the life off of the planet. 

“The important part of this covenant is the fact that God included the animals as well. This simply tells us God will never again destroy his animal kingdom. He has no reason for destroying them ever again. God will never destroy his animals at his second coming and is not going to destroy anyone who is in Christ at his second coming.” (Stanton, 91; also Holmes, 190)

The larger question behind that truth is: what does it mean, about God’s plan for animals? Moor asks:  “In Genesis 9:9-10, God formed a covenant with man and with the lower creatures. Would God condescend to do that with soulless and with spiritless creatures with no part or lot, or interest, in God or in creation beyond a few months of a few years of breath in a mortal body which is their sole being and existence?” (66)

Williams notes that the word used for “rainbow” is that of the archer’s weapon of war. “In its redemptive manifestation the covenant carries the idea of a peace treaty….It is quite possible, therefore, that the symbolism of the rainbow speaks of the fact that God has laid down his weapon of war and thus has put away the wrath that had led to the judgment of the flood.” (97)
God’s plan is not to destroy then re-create the universe. He already redeemed it, and soon he will renovate it. He will remove the stain of sin and corruption and make the Earth His throne.

After the Flood

As God predicted, sin continued on the Earth.
Noah himself gets the first Biblical reproof. Great Floods can drive a man to drink, you know! Noah planted grapevines first, and got drunk. One of his sons mocked his nakedness, and cursing ensued.
God told the people to spread out and fill the Earth. Instead they decided to stick together and live in one mega-city called Babel. So God confused their languages to scatter them.
God’s plan next was to enlighten and bless one particular group of people, to show the rest of the world how to live, by example. By godly families and tribes and a nation, God will bring blessing to the Earth. “…the word of blessing must…include at least the concept of fruitfulness, multiplication, spreading, filling and abundance. It is a richly life-affirming word. This is what God wants for the nations of humanity.” (Wright, 67)

Genesis 12:1-3, “The Lord said to Abram, ‘Leave your land, your family, and your father’s household for the land that I will show you. I will make of you a great nation and will bless you. I will make your name respected, and you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, those who curse you I will curse; all the families of earth will be blessed because of you.”

Middleton shows that God calls Abraham (and his descendants) to fulfill the calling of Adam, to fill the earth and be a blessing. The later Great Commission of Jesus to the church “is best understood as a rearticulation of the Abrahamic calling, the vocation of the people of God to mediate blessing to all the nations of the world.” (New, 61, 68-69)
God’s purposes were not wrecked by the Fall of Adam, nor the Flood of Noah. The path to eternal happiness is taking a more circuitous route. 

[Some people say]: “We've wrecked the world: what's important now is simply that we rescue people from the wreckage.” This point of view might be called 'lifeboat theology'. It is as if the creation were the Titanic, and now that we've hit the iceberg of sin, there's nothing left for us to do but get ourselves into lifeboats... However, a truly Christian viewpoint is not 'lifeboat theology,' but 'ark theology' instead. Noah's ark saved not only people, but it preserved God's other creatures as well. The ark looked not to flee but to return to the land and begin again. Once the flood subsided, everyone and everything aboard was intended to return again to restore the earth. In Noah's day, God sent the flood in response to humankind’s fall into sin. But the story of the generations of Noah shows that even after the fall God still has the same purpose in mind for human beings. Humankind was given a fresh start and new help and was set about its life task once more. God established a covenant that never again would the earth be destroyed by flood and pointed to the rainbow as the sign of the covenant. This covenant, one of the dominant themes of the Bible, was made not only with Noah and his descendants, but with the animals also: 'with every living creature that is with you, as many as came out of the ark' (Gen. 9:10). The rainbow was still an eternal sign between God 'and every living creature of all flesh' (9:12,15,16,17). God cares for and keeps faith with all of the creation. God is still committed to the preservation of the world and to the ongoing process of human history.” (Marshall, 30-31)




Chapter Ten
Dominion in History and Theory

What is dominion? That question has puzzled people for thousands of years. In this chapter I will show you the history of thought about the meaning of dominion, and provide an answer. In truth, this entire book, God’s Animals, is an answer, because it tries to address every aspect of man’s relationship with animals. Dominion is not supposed to be only a theoretical concept. It is supposed to be a lifestyle. It is how God wanted humans to improve the world, with the goal of making God’s throne and glory the focus of the Earth. 
Many animal-rightists and environmentalists compare and link the battle of the sexes with human dominion over the animal world. Feminists, particularly, view dominion as paternalism and domination, and treat the word as synonymous with sexism. “Speciesism” is the word used, in an effort to equate racism and sexism as all being equally intolerable evils. Richard Ryder invented the term. He wrote:

“I used the word 'speciesism' to describe the widespread discrimination that is practised by man against other species, and to draw a parallel with racism. Species-ism and racism are both forms of prejudice that are based upon appearances – if the other individual looks different than he is rated as being beyond the moral pale.'” (Waldau, Specter, 28)

Wrong. There is a HUGE difference. Racism and sexism are human-on-human claims. The old saying is correct in this case: compare apples to apples, and oranges to oranges. ‘Speciesism’ intentionally implies an equality between man and animal. I have shown that animals and humans are not identical or equal. I never claim that equality is the reason for improving the lives of animals. Our treatment of animals is based on the glory of God, and His commands. Unbelievers, without a God, seek other reasons to demand better treatment of animals, and their solution has been to make humans and animals the same. That is a Darwinian solution: man is just a smart monkey, evolved from lower forms. 
Christians were the first to promote animal welfare in the western world. William Wilberforce and the Clapham group helped to found the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA). Henry Bergh started its American equivalent, the ASPCA, by educating churches and enlisting the help of preachers like Dwight L. Moody. These Christians had culturally advanced views of animal treatment and dominion. They were “progressives” in their day, but not modern socialist progressives. They sought to bring the kingdom of God to Earth, recognizing that Jesus owns every-thing. 
Somewhere in the early twentieth century, that vision was lost. Perhaps it was in the backlash against the prohibition movement against alcohol. It might have been liberalism that infected churches so that they abandoned God’s Word. Maybe world wars and economic upheavals and terrifying new technologies distracted the church. Dispensational theology emphasized our future in “the heavens” rather than our current situation on Earth. Consumerism made meat inexpensive, and gluttony an unperceived problem. In the 20th century, Christians had no interest in animals. 
In 1967, Professor Lynn White famously blamed “dominion” in the book of Genesis for all the world’s environmental woes, and secularists piled on from there. Christianity is now the environmentalist bogeyman of modern history. The logic is ‘simple,’ though wrong. If western civilization was built by “Christians,” and western civilization is horribly exploitative, then Christianity must be the root cause of degradation, goes their reasoning. 
The first major rebuttal to this view came in Francis Schaeffer's book Pollution and the Death of Man. White's article stung badly because it has elements of truth. No, Christianity is not the greatest factor in our world's ecological problems. On the other hand, Christianity has been criminally culpable for ignoring the problem, and for not wresting false views of dominion away from exploiters. In reality, what has happened, is that dominion has become wrongly viewed as domination. Domination of the world is not dominion as God intended. Industrialists hijacked “dominion” to serve their ultra-capitalistic business plans. Darwinian-style “survival of the fittest” is the true basis of modern corporate practice. ‘Drive out the weak to favor the strongest.’ How is that a Christian view?
Here is the verse in question, from the Common English Bible translation:

Genesis 1:28, “God blessed them, and God said to them, 'Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing that moves on the earth.'”
	
The more famous translation, the King James version, says “have dominion” over the fish, etc. This is known popularly as “the dominion verse.” God told Adam and Eve to rule the animal world. Until the industrial revolution of the 19th century, this verse was never seen as a license to annihilate the animal world. In fact, the word 'rule' can also be translated 'cultivate' or 'organize' or 'improve.' Make it better. Manage it. 
When you take a single verse or sentence and try to define the words without adding the context, you will often have problems.
Dominion or subduing the animals world CANNOT mean license to slaughter at will. Why? Because in the next 2 verses God says, ‘Adam, I made all of the fruit and grains for human food, and I made all the other plants for animal food.’ There was no killing in Eden. Adam was not knocking Bambi over the head for venison! In fact, Jesus tells Adam, these plants are your food, but all the other plants are for the animals. 
Satan and secularists want Christianity to look bad, and wrongly blame our religion for the evil actions of industrialists. They are only half right. Christians deserve some of the blame. Some prominent, misguided “Christian” men helped to create our modern world. Mark Stoll wrote a book called Protestantism, Capitalism, and Nature in America in 1997. He proposes that Puritanism promoted both capitalism and environmentalism, and blames the Industrial Revolution for our current ecological crisis. (x, 31) 

“Puritanism not only transmitted a vigorous work ethic - the backbone of industrial capitalism - it also supplied the principles of individualism and anti-authoritarianism that later generations used to justify laissez-faire capitalism and inhibit government regulation of private action, including environmental regulations.” (34)

I would love to deny our involvement, but that would be untrue. I deny that such views are “true Christianity,” but they do exist. The central character to bring this harm to us was Francis Bacon.

Francis Bacon

Francis Bacon (1561-1626) was born to an Anglican family. His mother was a Calvinist in theology and a Puritan in morality. He loved codes, ciphers, puzzles and encryption. (Briggs, 28) While he showed little interest in theology, his background was Christian. (Farrington, Benjamin, 28, 33; Klug, 270) However, when he grew up, Bacon was likely a homosexual, and used flattery and lies with ease. Lord Macaulay, “was perplexed by the contradictions he perceived between Bacon’s greatness as a thinker and his baseness as a man.” (Zagorin, 14, 4) 
Living and working in a “Christian” country led Bacon to use Christian language in much of his work. His life work was to promote science as God’s tool for human dominion over the Earth. Bacon is often viewed as the father of modern science. 
Bacon cited Daniel 12:4 as prophesying the growth of science: “But you, Daniel, shut up the words and seal the book until the time of the end; many shall run too and fro, and knowledge shall increase.” (New King James version cited) When he quoted this verse, he substituted the word ‘science’ for ‘knowledge.’ Bacon said that science has a holy purpose to reveal God’s will and power. (Klug, 269) 
“For Bacon, the purpose of science was to restore to man that dominion over the creation which he had partly lost at the Fall…” (Thomas, Keith, 27; Farrington, 116) 
At heart, Francis Bacon was an optimist. He believed that God intended the sciences to enable man to reclaim dominion over the world. He and Rene Descartes (1596-1650) were contemporaries and both discussed humanity’s place on Earth. In Bacon’s book Novum Organum he wrote, “The true and lawful goal of the sciences is simply this, that human life be enriched by new discoveries and powers.” (Farrington, Benjamin, 23-4) He was not the first to proclaim this optimism. Pico della Mirandola’s 1487 Oration on the Dignity of Man “prophesied of a new humanity to come, a humanity with infinite possibilities who would stand in the place of God, whose destiny was in its own hands…” (Walsh, Transforming, 118-119)
In part, Francis Bacon was reacting to the Puritans who seemed to oppose science, at times.

“The Puritan clergyman and Cambridge University teacher William Perkins, for example, one of the foremost English theologians of the later sixteenth century, not only stigmatized excessive intellectual curiosity as sinful, but even named it as the cause of witchcraft. The curiosity he referred to, which had likewise been the cause of the Fall, was a ‘discontentment’ of the mind that made a man aspire to search out the things God would have kept secret, and therefore led him ‘to attempt the cursed art of Magicke and Witchcraft, as a way to get further knowledge in matters secret and not revealed…” (Zagorin, 47)

Bacon attempted to refute “the zeal and jealousy of divines.” He said that the sin in Eden was not seeking “the pure knowledge of nature,” but man’s failure to submit to God. In fact, God intended for the human mind to research God’s world, and Bacon said it was impossible for humans to “search too far or be too well studied in the book of God’s word or in the book of God’s works.” (ibid., 47-8) 
Frankly, I would take Francis Bacon’s side in this argument, if Perkins’ view is stated fairly. Knowledge, and science, were not the problem, per se. The problem is that Francis Bacon’s enthusiasm for the expansion of science led him, and his younger French contemporary, Rene Descartes, to forsake ethical boundaries in the gathering of said knowledge. In a manner of speaking, “the end justified the means.” I would summarize their view this way: “God wants tremendous scientific discoveries from humans. Therefore we may gain the information by any means necessary.” 
A ‘true believer’ is someone who so fervently believes in a ‘cause’ that no obstacle may be permitted to interfere with its attainment. A jihadist of Islam views violence as justified because his world must be purified. Francis Bacon, like Descartes, wanted humans to take control of nature by means of science. No ethics or hindrances could be allowed. He wrote, “...my only earthly wish, namely to stretch the deplorably narrow limits of man's dominion over the universe to their promised bounds” and “...to extend the power and dominion of the human race itself over the universe...is a work truly divine.” (cited in Bauckham, Living, 49) Bacon wanted science to take over the world; and that, as God’s work.
“To present-day environmentalists and ecologists, he [Bacon] is one of the foremost evangelists of the disastrously mistaken belief that nature and the creation are ordained for man’s benefit and rule, from which has sprung the ever growing modern exploitation, pollution, and devastation of the earth.” (Zagorin, 121) Karl Marx, in Das Capital, credited Francis Bacon and Rene Descartes with proposing “the practical subjugation of nature by man” thus enabling industry to conquer the world. (Farrington, 136) 
Since Christianity had not properly restored man’s dominion over the world, it was Bacon’s self-perceived calling to set science free with a “total reconstruction of the sciences, arts, and human knowledge.” (Zagorin, 76) To escape the confines of Christian theology, he had to separate science from morality, ‘facts’ from ‘values.’ (Bauckham, Living, 53)
A black and white demonization of Francis Bacon is the tactic of modern environmentalists, and would be simplest to present. However, he was not completely without ethics. Bacon wrote in 1605 that compassion “extends itselfe even to bruit creatures” and only “contracted and degenerate minds” violate Proverbs 12:10, that a just man should be merciful to his beast.” (Stuart, 12) This sets him against the later views of Descartes. Bacon also admitted that scientists could invent wicked devices of death and engines of destruction, and that “the mechanical arts may be turned either way, and serve either for the cure or for the hurt.” (Farrington, Francis, 69) Perhaps as Bacon’s rapturous enthusiasm spread for the advancement of science and technology, the finer points of his restraint were lost in transmission.
The one aspect of Francis Bacon’s optimism that may have doomed his modern reputation was his love of puzzles. Yes, I am serious. I feel a kind of kinship with Bacon, because I also adore puzzles, and I love learning. I can see, perhaps, how his youthful joy in solving ciphers somehow translated into his view of the sciences and our natural world. Later, this infected Descartes’ who promoted vivisection, the live dissection of animals. Francis Bacon’s view of God skewed scientific research toward absolute reductionism. God, in creating nature, said Bacon, “took delight to hide his works, to the end to have them found out.” (Adv. III. 299 cited in Briggs, 25) 

“The secret workings of nature do not reveal themselves to one who simply contemplates the natural flow of events. It is when man interferes with nature, vexes nature, tries to make her do what he wants, not what she wants, that he begins to understand how she works and may hope to learn how to control her. … The whole of history shows that science is the result not simply of observing nature but of interfering with nature.” (Farrington, 89-90)

Bacon saw the classical scientists and Christians inventing “abstractions about nature,” while “he underscores his methodological commitment to the principle of analysis and the reduction and separation of bodies and phenomena into their smallest constituent elements as the royal road to scientific knowledge.” (Zagorin, 83)
In other words, God made the Earth as a giant puzzle, full of wonderful secrets. Scientists are the people who tear apart God’s creations to find out those secrets. Christianity and classical scientists hindered the re-conquest of nature and true dominion by lacking the will to do real science. (ibid., 86-7) God tests humanity through nature and we have not risen to the occasion. (Briggs, 3)

“The true inquirer, Bacon says, should not hesitate to apparel himself in all manner of stinging infection and pollution so as to penetrate nature’s remotest sinks and man’s greatest evils. To justify this reversal of the prayer that the faithful not be led into temptation, the Sacred Meditations use another part of the New Testament: ‘Be you wise as Serpents and innocent as Doves. There are neither teeth nor stings, nor venom, nor wreaths and folds of serpents, which ought not to be all known, and as far as examination doth lead, tried: neither let any man here fear infection or pollution; for the sun entereth into sinks and is not defiled… God is sufficient to preserve you immaculate and pure.’ (MS VII. 245). A similar passage appears in the explicitly scientific Novum Organum (NO. IV. 106-7) and in De Augmentis, the latter welcoming the training that makes enlightened men ‘perfectly acquainted with the nature of evil itself’ so that they may overcome the wickedness of others: ‘It is not possible to join the wisdom of the serpent with the innocence of the dove, except men be perfectly acquainted with the nature of evil itself; for without this, virtue is open and unfenced; nay, a virtuous and honest man can do no good upon those who are wicked, to correct and reclaim them, without first exploring all the depths and recesses of their malice…” (De Aug V. 17-18).” (Briggs, 24) 

I am a lover of history and the sciences. I enjoy reading and learning about God’s world. It pains me deeply to see how Francis Bacon went wrong. It is just a small wrong. He even recognized it as a sin, just not in himself. He wrote, “For it was from lust of power that the angels fell, from lust of knowledge that man fell…” (Farrington, Francis, 75) How hard it is to distinguish between curiosity for knowledge, and lust for knowledge! In sciences like chemistry and physics, pulling things apart does reveal great secrets of God’s wisdom. The question is, when does pulling things apart NOT mean good things? When is experimentation actually destruction? Are living things exempt from dissection? Bacon said yes, Descartes said no. 
Our views of God empower our opinions and actions. Bacon saw God as the great puzzle-master, and humans as the puzzle-solvers. He truly believed that humans could restore Eden by ripping out God’s secrets, hidden in the Creation. His last, unfinished book, envisioned that scientists would restore the world to human dominion. (Stuart, 3) Was this an early version of post-millennialism, with the scientists, rather than the church, bringing God’s kingdom to fruition? 

“The totalising interpretation of the Genesis dominion is typically modern in its aspiration to reject all limits on human power and activity, to throw off all the constraints of nature, to remake the world according to human design, to become in fact some kind of god over the world. It was Francis Bacon, in the seventeenth century, who hijacked the Genesis text to authorise the project of scientific knowledge and technological exploitation whose excesses have given us the ecological crisis. The modern project of domination is indeed hubristic in that it aspired (and for technophiliac progressivists still aspires) to the kind of control that had always been thought to belong to God alone.” (Bauckham, Bible, 6)

It is not fair to blame Francis Bacon for every excess we find in modern science or technology. (Zagorin, 123) Ecology was not yet a science. Much of his work deserves praise. He did want to see humans take dominion over the world, but his vision was more in the line of domination than stewardship. (Klug, 266) The majority opinion nowadays is shared by Moltmann: “Ever since Francis Bacon, the relationship between human beings and nature has been continually described as the relationship of a master to a slave.” (137)
Can we blame Christianity for Francis Bacon’s over-zealous philosophy? Partially. Though his life was not moral, he wrote and spoke with Christian terminology, perhaps because that was his audience. And I have seen little evidence of Christian opposition to his views. Perhaps, like the modern church, the Anglicans simply ignored him. Now, Bacon’s philosophy “is a sort of hinge on which we turn from antiquity into modern times. (Farrington, 111)
We will discuss more about modern science and dominion in chapter seventeen.


Dominion as Domination, the Classical View


In the years before Jesus came, there was little or no talk about “dominion.” When we read the Bible, we bring our own experiences to give it meaning. In the years before humankind had spread across the Earth, survival was much harder. People spent lots of time working hard to stay alive. Getting enough food to eat, and weathering storms and disease, and avoiding death by wild animal or sword meant you had a pretty good life. We probably find few ancient interpretations of human dominion because nobody had much in the way of dominion over the Earth. Aside from Genesis 1 and Psalm 8, the only straightforward claim to dominion came in the book of Daniel, about 450 years before Jesus. But it was prophesied by Jeremiah a few years prior.

Jeremiah 27:5-7, “By my great power and outstretched arm I have made the earth and the people and the animals that are on it. I can give it to anyone I please. Now I hand over all these countries to my servant Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon. I even give him the wild animals as subjects.” (see also 28:14)

Daniel 2:37-38, “You, your majesty, are the king of kings. The God of heaven has given kingship, power, might and glory to you. God has delivered into your care human beings, wild creatures, and birds of the sky - wherever they live - and has made you ruler of all of them. You are the gold head.”

One interesting point about this dominion of Nebuchadnezzar, is that the dream continued in the next verses to show that more kingdoms were coming after Babylon. The implication is that the kingdoms ruled the world, and the wild animals were under the dominion of those kingdoms, as under Babylon. The final kingdom is that of Christ, “that its rule would never pass to another people” and “it will stand firm forever”. This is Christianity that would take over the world, not by force, but by influence. Although Nebuchadnezzar had dominion over the wild animals, it was as the head of the kingdom of Babylon, not by his own individual power. Dominion, like national power, is power derived from the corporate ability. Adam was commanded to have dominion over the creatures, and to be fruitful and multiply, since he alone could not rule the world. Nebuchadnezzar and his dominion came via Babylon. Then Persia, Greece, and Rome of the statue took dominion. Then Christ’s kingdom takes dominion. That is us, Christians!
About two centuries later, the Greek Stoic Chrysippus (c.280-207 BC) wrote from a polytheistic perspective about the rule of the world. He was influenced by Aristotle’s hierarchical world view.

“Here somebody will ask, for whose sake was all this vast system contrived? For the sake of the trees and plants, for these, though without sensation have their sustenance from nature? But this at any rate is absurd. Then for the sake of the animals? It is no more likely that the gods took all this trouble for the sake of dumb, irrational creatures. For whose sake then shall one pronounce the world to have been created? Doubtless for the sake of the living beings which have the use of reason; these are the gods and mankind, who assuredly surpass all other things in excellence, since the most excellent of all things is reason. Thus we are led to believe that the world and all the things that it contains were made for the sake of gods and men.'” (Coates, 27)

A few decades before Christ, the Roman orator Cicero adopted the Stoic position.

“The human race has dominion over all the products of the earth. We enjoy the treasures of plains and mountains; ours are the streams, ours the lakes; we cultivate the fruits and plant trees; we give fertility to the soil by works of irrigation; we restrain, straighten or divert our streams – in short, with our hands we set about the fashioning of another nature, as it were, within the bounds and precincts of the ones we have (Nat. d. 2.60).” (Bauckham, Living, 21-22)

I prefer to call the common view of dominion the ‘classical’ view because it arose more from Greek and Roman ideas than from any bible doctrines. 
Augustine later made a statement that sent the future church into opposition to animal welfare. “Christ Himself shows that to refrain from the killing of animals and the destroying of plants is the height of superstition, for, judging that there are no common rights between us and the beasts and trees, he sent the devils into a herd of swine and with a curse withered the tree on which he found no fruit.”  (Passmore, 111-112)
 Soon the Roman Catholic church adopted this view of dominion as domination, and scholastics like Thomas Aquinas expanded on it. (Webb, Good, 250) The “higher” rules over the “lower,” that is just the natural order of things, and so, logically, man rules over animals. (Thomas, Keith, 17) The trouble was, that rule had become domination, under Rome. Rome used the world: its people, animals, and lands, for exploitation. Their power was not ethically judicious. Sinners use power sinfully. And boastfully. 

Renaissance humanist Marsilio Ficino wrote in the 15th century, “He tramps the earth, he sails the water, he ascends in the air by the highest towers... He acts as the vicar of God, since he inhabits all the elements and cultivates all... Indeed he employs not only the elements but all the animals of the elements, terrestrial, aquatic, and flying, for food, comfort and pleasure, and the supernal and celestial ones for learning and the miracles of magic. He not only uses the animals but he rules them … He does not only use the animals cruelly, but he also governs, fosters and teaches them. Universal providence is proper to God who is the universal cause. Therefore man who universally provides for all things living is a certain god. He is the god without doubt of the animals since he uses all of them, rules them, and teaches some of them. He is established also as god of the elements since he inhabits and cultivates them all.” (Bauckham, Living, 45-46)

Arguing about the meaning of dominion became a common pastime in Europe of the Reformation era because the authority of kings was being questioned. Do kings rule by “divine right” or by the affirmation of the people, the consent of the governed? Are there limits to human rule? One outcome of the Reformation was to bring up the rights of individuals and not just the community. This personalization, seen in the Bible as “the priesthood of all believers,” who could interpret the Bible for themselves, had a dramatic affect on government, and views of dominion. Instead of national dominion, they talked about personal dominion. Personal freedom. Just as ideas of democracy and personal rights became important, so the idea of personal dominion overtook the corporate idea. Before, kingdoms or nations ruled. Now, individual people could rule also. 

“In summary, the earliest strands of the Christian tradition held that each and every member of the human species, by virtue of mere species membership, had a special ontological status. This special status was held to be not only unlike that of any other animals but also qualitatively better in all ways relevant to moral considerations The result was that Christians adamantly claimed then, and still do now in the mainline interpretations of the most influential and populous sub traditions, that the moral status and interests of any human animal should prevail over those of any other animal whenever a human would benefit from such a conclusion.” (Waldau, Specter, 17)

Combining individualism with the perceived right of lordship would make every man the boss over every animal. The Puritans described it as lordship. John Flavel wrote that “man was made for nobler ends, created lord of the lower world, not to serve, but to be served by other creatures.” (234) Richard Baxter decided that if plants have no rights, animals must be likewise without rights, and worse, a human cannot even wrong an animal! 

“My rose hath possession of its life, but no right to it; therefore it is no wrong to destroy it. And yet in this, and in the killing of birds and beasts and fishes, and labouring my horse and ox in continual weariness and pain, my borrowed half-propriety secundum quid, excuseth me from doing them any wrong…” (v.2, p. 18)

In America, newly settled, the combination of dominion and the struggle to survive in the ‘wilderness’ fit such ideas perfectly. Many Puritans held a post-millennial view and felt that Jesus would return when the church prepared the world for His return. What better place than America, where practically no humans lived? Cotton Mather (1663- 1728) referred to mankind as the “lord of this lower world” and helped to promote the civilizing hand of humans over dangerous forests. (Wanliss)
In his book King of the Earth, Erich Sauer explains that “Man was to extend his kingship little by little, beginning at Paradise, until he had drawn the whole earthly creation into the sphere of his activity and rule. His dignity as ruler in Paradise was therefore not immediately complete but was only potential and in principle.” (82)
Dominion, rarely exercised in Europe that had been long civilized, could be exercised every day by the individual man, in wild America. And so they did. By 1780, a historian wrote:

“Ask any one of the undistinguished mass of people, for what purpose every thing exists? The general answer is, that every thing was created for our practical use and accommodation! … In short, the whole magnificent scene of things is daily and confidently asserted to be ultimately intended for the peculiar convenience of mankind. Thus do the bulk of the human species vauntingly elevate themselves above the innumerable existences that surround them.” (Toulmin, in Keith Thomas, 17)

In that same year, 1780, two very opposite views about animals were printed for the public. Immanuel Kant declared that animals have no purpose in existing except to be used for human ends. Jeremy Bentham proposed that the key question in the treatment of animals is not whether they can think, but whether they can suffer. (Birch, 37)
The personal application of dominion did not, in itself, bring major environmental problems. An American with his rifle and Ax could only shoot so many game animals and fell so many trees around his home. It was the personal dominion combined with the industrial revolution, the market economy, and growth of cities that brought wholesale changes to the world. Donald Worster says it was not ancient religions that created the “gobble-gobble” culture, but Adam Smith’s modern capitalism, “for whom the unfettered pursuit of self-interest was nature’s most sacred law.” (Coates, 82)
I do not attack capitalism as a principle, but as it is used in the hands of the wicked. Wicked people use power and money to dominate. Unfettered, greedy capitalism is evil. The love of money is a root of evil. It is the pursuit of money that brings much modern environmental degradation. When paired in the guise of Christian dominion, it lurks like a wolf in a sheep’s skin.
The Industrial Revolution enabled the mass-production of products, including animal products. Dominion was merely the theological justification for industrialism, not the reason for it. 
How did the church respond in the 19th century to the Industrial Revolution? It embraced industry, thinking that technology was bringing betterment to humanity. (Bauckham, Bible, 150) Bernhard Anderson makes helpful observations about this type of economics.

“Karl Marx observed that capitalism introduced a sharp dichotomy between human beings and their natural environment, in which 'nature becomes for the first time simply an object for mankind... [not] a power in its own right.' Given the sociological matrix of biblical exegesis, it is understandable that in the new age dominated by technology and free enterprise many people have turned to the Bible to find warrants for the new way of life that some nations, especially the United States, now enjoy to the full.” (From Creation, 152)

In an opinion similar to Marx’s, the economist and sociologist Max Weber blamed Christian values for the mentality of capitalism. (Miller, Planet, 127)
Pope Piux IX refused to allow a Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in Rome, because it would imply that humans have duties to animals. (Webb, On God, 33) The 19th century Catholic position is well stated by Cardinal John Henry Newman: 

“We have no duties toward the brute creation; there is no relation of justice between them and us. Of course we are bound not to treat them ill, for cruelty is an offense against the holy Law which our nature has written on our hearts, and is displeasing to Him. But they can claim nothing at our hands; into our hands they are absolutely delivered. We may use them, we may destroy them at our pleasure, not our wanton pleasure, but still for our own ends, for our own benefit or satisfaction, provided we can give a rational account of what we do.” (Scully Dominion, 338-339)

John Muir wrote that he did not learn sympathy from “the teachings of churches and schools, where too often the mean, blinding, loveless doctrine is taught that animals have neither mind nor would, have not rights that we are bound to respect, and were made only for man, to be petted, spoiled, slaughtered, or enslaved.” (Wieber, 43)
Were these 19th century Christians different than Christians of the 20th century? 
A 1980s survey found that  “The more frequently an individual attended religious services, the higher the probability that his or her attitudes toward animals would tend toward those of dominion or even outright negativity. Similarly, those who reported that they rarely (if ever) attended religious services were far more likely to display an ecological or naturalistic stance toward the animals world.” (Granberg-Michaelson, 3)
Christians may not have been directly duped by industrialist views of dominion. It is more likely that they never even thought about it. What they did hear about, in churches, and read about in books, is personal salvation. Revivalists of the 18th and 19th centuries opposed catechisms in favor of lively, personal redemption pleas. Lots of people were saved, which is wonderful. The limited education of many revivalists, however, led to uneducated Christians. The simple truths of the gospel are wonderful, but there are more things to learn, and these were neglected. 
Johnson says that “theology narrowed its interests to focus on human beings almost exclusively. Our special identity, capacities, roles, sinfulness, and need for salvation became the all-consuming interest. The result was a powerful anthropocentric paradigm in theology that shaped every aspect of endeavor.” (2)
 The Scofield Reference Bible, a helpful tool, included footnotes with Scofield’s opinions. Those notes helped to spread the brand-new doctrines of Dispensationalism. Until recently, they taught a strict body/soul dualism: the body is evil, while souls and spiritual things are good. They taught that the future of the Christian is Heaven, while the Earth will be burned to a crisp, so we needn’t worry about despoiling the planet. Christian theology became thoroughly warped, and had no interest in “worldly things.”
In the 20th century, liberalism took root in many mainline churches, so that the Bible fell out of favor. Dispensationalism grew with fears of Antichrists and hopes of raptures. Christians got good paying jobs in industry, without a thought of ethics, since only spiritual things, not earthly things, have any meaning. 

“The world was created just for this act: to play out the drama of human salvation. Do you see what happens with this theological turn? The entire creation of the world becomes entirely about us. All the animals and plants created in the garden, all the manifold glories in Genesis designed for God's pleasure, become mere and insignificant supporting actors in the human drama of falling from grace into sin and then being saved by the death of Jesus. This is the root of the turn to the human in Christianity. With all of God's attention focused on our story, there is little or no room left for any other creatures….If humans are worth the sacrifice of God, then shouldn't all of God's creation be sacrificed to us? It is this human-only centered theological trajectory, one that has to be seen as a bit narcissistic, that proves potentially destructive in the history of Christianity” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 153-4)

Christian theologians unwittingly (I hope) adopted the domination view of dominion throughout much of the twentieth century. Erich Sauer wrote in 1962, “the purpose and goal of man’s creation… see him as a kingly instrument in the hand of the Creator for the transfiguration of the world of nature.” (11)  “Man is the summit and conclusion, the creaturely centre and peak of the development of all life upon the earth…” (50)
In 1962 the Roman Catholic Church approved the Dictionary of Moral Theology, stating that “zoophilists often lose sight of the end for which animals, irrational creatures, were created by God, viz., the service and use of man... In fact, Catholic moral doctrine teaches that animals have no rights on the part of man.” (Linzey, Gospel, 34)
These kinds of boastings about human dominion brought us to the Lynn White pronouncement of 1967 that Christianity and dominion led western culture to destroy the environment. Then in the 1970s, Francis Schaeffer responded with Pollution and the Death of Man, and the start of the Christian stewardship movement. We will get to that shortly.
Matthew Scully attacked this domination in his bestselling book Dominion.

“It is as if the whole natural world existed for no other reason that to please the appetites of man, however ignoble, irrational, and reckless. Anything that is there is to be taken. If it's in the way, level it. If it dares distract or inconvenience, run it off. If it adds to costs, kill it. It is a vision that looks upon our fellow creatures to find only an infinite array of pests, threats, resources, obstacles, targets, livestock, roadkill, racks, and 'wall-hangers.' Nowhere in this vision is there any room for animals with their own purpose in the world apart from the designs of man.” (106)

Pope John Paul II, of the Roman Catholic Church responded, in 1990, with an encyclical:

“In his desire to have and to enjoy rather than to be and to grow, man consumes the resources of the earth and his own life in an excessive and disordered way. At the root of the senseless destruction of the natural environment lies an anthropological error, which unfortunately is widespread in our day. Man, who discovers his capacity to transform and in a certain sense create the world through his own work, forgets that this is always based on God's prior and original gift of the things that are. Man thinks that he can make arbitrary use of the earth, subjecting it without restraint to his will, as though it did not have its own requisites and a prior God-given purpose, which man can indeed develop but must not betray. Instead of carrying out his role as a cooperator with God in the work of creation, man sets himself up in place of God and thus ends up provoking a rebellion on the part of nature, which is more tyrannized than governed by him.” (Scully, Dominion, 23)


Now that domination is being questioned, and parts of the Christian church rebel against the old ideas about dominion, the industrialists are fighting back. Fearful of losing their market share and profits, they form “Christian” non-profit groups like the Cornwall Alliance to keep the traditional view of dominion in place. Wanliss, their writer, has clever ideas for you to enjoy. Did you know that whaling should be brought back, because Sperm Whales are eating all the world’s fish? Classic!
Vantassel is a Christian trapper, and offers another term, “shepherdism,” to replace “dominion” to remove those negative connotations. (160)

“Shepherdism believes that humans ought to use their power to responsibly care for the earth and mitigate the imbalances that inevitably occur due to human activity. Shepherdism rejects the idea that use equals abuse. What is good for animals is conceived as applying first to the continuation of the species rather than to the future of any individual animal. Shepherdists understand that death and predation are a normal part of the natural order in this present age. Humans, as rulers of the biosphere, may utilize animals (e.g. hunting) provided that God's property (the entire ecosystem and its human inhabitants) and species diversity are protected. Humans are considered to be just as much a part of nature as animals, and demands for humans to distance themselves from the realities of nature is not only impossible but improper, as it will lead to our neglect of nature and the environment that sustains all life. Shepherdism recognizes that humans have caused great harm to the environment, but also knows that the environment has caused great harm to humans. The key is to balance interests, knowing that God sustains both humans and animals (Jn 1:1-3; Col 1:17; Heb 1:3). Shepherdism recognizes that God created animals to fill the world, to beautify it, to demonstrate wisdom, and ultimately to please God. Yet, God in his beneficence placed animals in our care to enjoy and derive substance from. It is to define that freedom and responsibility that this book was written. It is for freedom that Christ set us free, and I will end by noting that fishing, hunting, and trapping are proper activities for the Christian.” (178)

This sounds pretty good. There are a few clues to the domination version of dominion to be found in the language, however. Only the species, not the individual animal, has importance, so there are no duties to any specific animal. Hunting and fishing and trapping are all good, because “It is for freedom that Christ set us free.” Freedom is the bottom line. If you read the rest of Vantassel’s book, there is no activity that humans have ever done that violates animals. Animals cannot be violated. God gave them to us to use. Pain caused to animals in traps is irrelevant; they must be caught. In fact, he accuses modern man of “under-utilizing” animals by not hunting and trapping enough!
Wanliss, of the Cornwall Alliance, agrees that “when we do not use creation in a fashion that contributes to human welfare we are behaving unjustly.” Again, we miss some of the goodies we could steal from creation!
One obvious problem with the industrialist view is that it lacks any vision of the future. Only the present has importance. Bailey points out that “There are many gene-rations of folk yet to come after us, who will have equal right with us to the products of the globe.” (Holy, 12) Who, among our industrialists, plans to save some resources for the future generations of humanity? Stock prices are based on profits now, not tomorrow!
In 1988, Archbishop Robert Runcie denounced historical anthropomorphism.

“The temptation is that we will usurp God's place as Creator and exercise a tyrannical dominion over creation; too often our theology of creation, especially here in the so-called 'developed' world, has been distorted by being too man-centered. For our concept of God forbids the idea of a cheap creation, of a throwaway universe in which everything is expendable save human existence. The value, the worth of natural things is not found in Man's view of himself but in the goodness of God who made all things good and precious in his sight.” (Linzey, Gospel, 35)

Dominion as domination can only work virtuously where there are people of virtue. If the people of the United States were widely Christian and agreed upon basic ethics, then we might be able to righteously dominate the animal world. Righteous rulers and people would do right. Power tends to corrupt, but power in the hands of a righteous person or group would often be right. 
Since our nation is no longer loyal to a Christian ethical system, and even Christians are corrupted by ignorance or consumerism, dominion as domination has failed, and it will continue to fail. 

“Many of today's cruelties come at the hands of people quick to identify themselves as good Christian folk. It is galling. If the exercise of examining the words of the Bible will at least spare us the sanctimonious airs of those who wantonly kill or mistreat animals, as if beckoned ever onward into field, forest, or factory farm by the Good Lord himself, that would be a small victory. It is time we inspected that original warrant to 'subdue the earth' in both letter and spirit. 'How is it possible,' asked Malcolm Muggeridge, 'to look for God and sing his praises while insulting and degrading his creatures? If, as I had thought, all lambs are the Agnus Dei, then to deprive them of light and the fields and their joyous frisking and the sky is the worst kind of blasphemy.'” (Scully, Dominion, 20)


Dominion Lost or Changed?

Psalm 8:4-8, “What is man that you are mindful of him, the son of man that you care for him? You made him a little lower than the heavenly beings and crowned him with glory and honor. You made him ruler over the works of your hands; you put everything under his feet: all flocks and herds, and the beasts of the field, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, all that swim the paths of the seas.”

After the “dominion verse” of Genesis one, this passage of Psalm 8 is the next most important piece of the ‘dominion as domination’ argument. Some modern translations, like the Common English Bible, state it very differently, perhaps attempting to be more “gender inclusive.” They propose, “what are human beings that you pay attention to them? You have made them only slightly less than divine…” The problem with their choice of pronouns is that it may muddle the issue even further. They have already decided that “man” meant “humanity” and “he” meant “they.” In fact, the verses are using singular pronouns. 
Am I just being defensive of my male status? No. The problem with jumping on the gender inclusive idea in this passage is very serious. The Common English Bible, and translations like it, are interpreting for you, that the traditional view of dominion is correct. That God’s inspired Word says humans are the rulers of the Earth, and that God put everything under humanity’s feet. 
Now that might be true. But there is another interpretation, that you will never consider if you take the gender inclusive translations as true. Most scholars admit that Psalm 8 is a “Messianic Psalm” because the New Testament often quotes it as referring to Jesus. God will put everything under Jesus’ feet. Look at Hebrews chapter two. The author directly states that Psalm 8 is about Jesus. 
In the time of David and the writing of the Psalms, were the Jews sitting around thinking of the greatness of humans and our rule over the animals of the world? What human of that time could claim such? Not until the rise of empires, centuries later, would anyone truly claim “dominion” over the world. This is a prophetic claim for the future Messiah, not a self-aggrandizing claim of universal human rule!
One line of thinking, about dominion, goes something like this. 
God created Adam and ordered him to take dominion over the world. Man would bring the world to order for the throne of God to come to Earth forever. Adam failed, and fell under the sway of sin and Satan. Dominion was therefore lost, in whole or in part. Man could no longer rule the world properly. But Jesus came, and has been restoring dominion, through Christianity, ever since. In the end, Jesus will again have complete dominion in the new heavens and new earth.
Allen Ross, of Beeson Divinity School, says that dominion was the initial plan, but Hebrews 2:8 shows that sin changed the plan. Christopher Cone, in his book Redacted Dominionism, proposes that after the Fall, man was “no longer qualified or equipped to dominate, or even to steward.” He points out that after the Flood, in Genesis chapters 8 and 9, God gives new instructions, similar to the commands to Adam, but lacking the dominion aspect. If you compare Genesis 1 and 2 to chapters 8 and 9, you will see major parallels and a few contrasts. To Noah and the animals, God said “be fruitful and multiply”. Instead of ordering people to eat only plants, God said people could eat animals now as food. But God did not say “have dominion.” In fact, God put fear of man into animals, which they did not have before. 

“…redacted dominionism. It considers a textual argument from Genesis 9:7, in which God gives the multiplication and scattering imperatives but notably excludes the subduing and ruling imperatives. The theological argument here is that man indeed had dominion initially when perfectly equipped to administer it. But the fall of man created several problems that rendered man incapable of governing anything correctly, hence the initial dominion mandate was redacted.”

Cone rejects the “stewardship view” as inconsistent with the true meaning of dominion. He believes in the traditional view of humans ruling. Yet because of sin, humans are no longer capable of dominating. Sin harmed our minds too much. 

“Thus, in the redacted dominionism model, things have value because they are God’s things, and because He values them. The key environmental ethical consequence of redacted dominionism, then, is found in the idea that all created things are accountable to their creator for how they interact with other created things, irrespective of any intrinsic value ranking system, because all created things possess the same instrumental value (albeit with different functions) to the one who created them. As such, redacted dominionism offers a textually viable nonanthropocentric grounding for a biblical environmental ethic.”

The idea that dominion has been lost, or degraded, or changed, is not new to Cone. Most Christians would agree that sin has at least had a serious impact on the human ability to lead. Others have seen Psalm 8 as referring to Christ, or to humans before the Fall, and not the present state of humanity at large. (Moor, 29) The early church leader Origen said that Adam and Eve forfeited much of their dominion and that only the final redemption will restore that power. (Cohen, Fertile, 229) Cone’s view seeks to keep the “traditional” definition of dominion as rule, but say that we lost that chance. 
In 1641, George Walker wrote A History of the Creation, which discusses dominion at great length. 

“…while man continued in his innocency and integrity, as he had power & ability given, and continue to him to rule, order and dispose all those creatures aright in all things: so he had a true right and interest in them given and continued by God. Thirdly as there was a bond of duty laid by God on these creatures to obey man and to yield to his upright will: so there was a disposition, inclination to and fitness in them to obey man in all things which he in his wisdom thought fit; and therefore this rule and dominion it may be called dominium paternunc, a fatherly, loving and sweet dominion and rule of man over them. But this rule and dominion being forfeited by man, and lost by mans sin and fall, together with his own life and wellbeing, is no more to be challenged or usurped by man, or by any of his posterity, but only so far as it is restored by Christ who is the heir of all things...” (227)

George Walker seems to offer a “redacted dominion” like Cone’s. I find his arguments cogent, and his analysis helpful, but I cannot go along with it completely. It is a good argument, but it is based on a logical fallacy, the argument from silence. Basically, God said ‘be fruitful, multiply, rule,and eat plants’ in Genesis 1; God said ‘be fruitful, multiply, and eat meat’ in Genesis 9; therefore God dropped ruling, says Cone. 
In Genesis 8, Noah leads the animals out of the Ark. God tells Noah, ‘I am making the animals afraid of you.’ And most critically, God says, “They are in your power.” (9:2) That sounds like a restatement of dominion, to me. 
It is good for people to continue to ponder whether dominion has changed because of man’s sin. I agree, no doubt, our abilities are lessened to do dominion well. Also, Cone is correct that dominion has changed. Genesis 9 changed it to include the eating of meat. Yet I do not agree that man has lost dominion. 

Dominion as Stewardship


The ‘dominion as domination’ view has fallen out of favor with Christians who want to act responsibly with the environment and its animals. Christians took a beating over the last few decades as academics blamed us for unbridled industrial capitalism and planet-wide destruction. I would say that we are half to blame. I offer the other half to Darwin-ism (survival of the fittest as a principle for life) and basic human selfishness. Robber barons and exploiters use Christianity as a cover, not a reason, for thievery. The Roman empire was as exploitative as the United States has been, and they were not Christian until the very end. (Keith, Thomas, 22-23)
As always, the terms are disputed. Merritt says that the Hebrew word for ‘subdue’ (Genesis 1:28, have dominion, subdue) means literally “to take control.” Usually it is used politically, of priests or kings ruling. (44-45) 
James V. Parker says that the Hebrew word for lordship is restricted, as an authority granted to humans, yet still under God’s ultimate authority. Just as the Old Testament kings were only vice-regents of God, so humans must also exercise “loving stewardship” over the animal world. (9)
Westermann makes the interesting point that in Genesis 1:16 the Sun is said to ‘rule’ over the day and lesser lights ‘rule’ over the night. In what sense to the Sun and Moon and stars rule our calendar? They are more of an influence and guide or helpers than they are tyrants. (Bratton, 292-293)
Walter Brueggeman says that the word for dominion is like “that of a shepherd who cares for, tends, and feeds the animals…[the] task of ‘dominion’ does not have to do with exploitation and abuse. It has to do with securing the well-being of every other creature and bringing the promise of each to full fruition.” (Farrington, 88-89) This also fits well with the Genesis 2:15 statement of God’s intention for Adam. “The Lord God took the human and settled him in the garden to farm it and to take care of it.” Stewardship proponents use this as a parallel to explain Genesis 1:26-28. Richard Bauckham says that the verb ‘subdue’ does mean “take by force” or “subject” when used of humans over humans, but when used with humans over land, it means “occupy.” (Bible, 16-17) 
The stewardship view of dominion basically means that God made humans His sub-rulers, to administer His affairs while He is not physically present. Gerhard von Rad describes the ancient custom of kings to leave a statue in the provinces of their empire, to remind people that he is the boss; likewise God leaves humans on Earth as His representatives of authority. (Anderson, From Creation, 162) Like the parables of Jesus, when a landlord leaves and puts his estate under the power of stewards, God rules but gives power to representatives during His absence. Jonathan Moo states it well.

“Nonetheless, stewardship can remain a useful way of conceiving of our responsibilities within creation if we keep the following principles in mind, all of which helpfully echo elements of Jesus’ parable of the faithful and wise manager in Luke 12:42-48: (1) our place within the household of creation is distinct from that of other creatures, but we are nonetheless a part of the same household, fellow servants of the same Master and entrusted with unique responsibility for the well-being of the rest of his household; (2) God, not us, is both the Master and the Owner of the creation that we steward, and he continues to be intimately involved in his creation; and (3) our stewardship of creation is therefore done first and foremost not for our own sake, or for the sake of future generations, but above all for the sake of God and his glory. In this way, our stewardship of creation becomes an expression of our love of God, of our faith in Christ and of our hope for his kingdom.” (143)

In the Old Testament, “God's command to steward the land properly was very serious. If the Israelites decided they would abuse the land to squeeze extra human benefits out of it, God threatened to punish them. He said He would curse the land with fruitlessness, send disease among the people, destroy their cattle, reject their worship offering, and send foreign armies to exile them so the land could be forcibly rested (Lev. 26:14-35).” (Merritt, 62)
One argument used by skeptics, against stewardship, is that Jesus would have preached about it if stewardship of land and animals was important. That is a poor argument from silence. Jesus did not preach about nuclear weapons or endangered species either. Merritt points out that “...first-century Palestine was largely an agrarian society in which sheer survival depended only on sustainable practices and proper cultivation. Stewardship was assumed. So it isn't fair to fault Jesus for failing to offer answers to questions that the culture wasn't asking.” (95) 
Although dominion as domination became the common idea in history, there have always been a few who doubted that system. Passmore says that the first proponent of stewardship was Iamblichus of the 3rd century AD. He said that man is sent to earth by God to care for the animals in God’s name. (28)
The Jewish positions varied by commentator and by century, so it is difficult to say “here is the Jewish view.” Teachers like Ben Sira insisted that only men, not women, had dominion. (Cohen, Fertile, 71) Philo viewed man as a ship pilot to steer things on the Earth, “like a governor subordinate to the chief and great king.” (ibid., 72) More recently, Rabbi Avraham Kook writes:

“There can be no doubt in the minds of every thinking man that the concept of dominion as expressed in the Torah... does not imply the rule of a despot who tyrannically governs selfish ends and with a stubborn heart. Heaven forbid that such a repulsive form of servitude be forever integrated into the world of the Lord, Whose tender mercies are on all his works, and of Whom it is said, 'He shall build a world of kindness.'” (Kalechofsky, Judaism, 47)

The people of the 17th century wrestled with ideas about authority of kings, governments, and humans in general. Chief Justice Sir Matthew Hale said that man should care for and protect the Earth. (Passmore, 30) 

“Matthew Hale (1609-76) … Hale, like some of his contemporaries, is clear that the world was not created solely for human benefit, but for God's glory. Humanity is 'the Steward and Tenant of Almighty God', appointed to manage the earth on God's behalf, responsible to God for their treatment of it: 'In relation... to this inferior World of Brutes and Vegetables, the End of Man's Creation was, that he should be the Vice-Roy of the great God of heaven and earth in this inferior World; his Steward, Villicus, Bayliff or Farmer of the supreme Dominion, and the Tribute of Fidelity, Obedience, and Gratitude, as the greatest recognition or Rent for the same, making his Usufructuary of this inferior World to husband and order it, and enjoy the Fruits thereof with sobriety, moderation, and thankfulness. And hereby Man was invested with power, authority, right, dominion, trust and care, to correct and abridge the excesses and cruelties of the fiercer animals, to give protection and defense to the mansuete and useful, to preserve the Species of divers Vegetables, to improve them and others, to correct the redundance of unprofitable Vegetables, to preserve the face of the Earth in beauty, usefulness, and fruitfulness.'' (Bauckham, Living, 59)

Another British writer of the time, Timothy Tryon, wrote similarly:

“Tis generally said, and very truly, that man is the viceroy of the creation, and to him is given dominion over the beasts of the Earth; but this rule is not absolute or tyrannical, but qualified so as it may most conduce, in the first place, to the glory of God, secondly, to the real use and benefit of man himself, and not to gratify his fierce and wrathful, or foolish and wanton humor; and thirdly, as it best tends to the helping, aiding and assisting those beasts, to the obtaining all the advantages their natures are by the great, bountiful and always beneficent Creator made capable of...” (i-ii)

Skipping ahead to modern times, Francis Schaeffer proposed stewardship over domination in his book Pollution and the Death of Man. 

“Man has dominion over the ‘lower’ orders of creation, but he is not sovereign over them. Only God is the Sovereign Lord. When we have dominion over nature, it is not ours either. It belongs to God, and we are to exercise our dominion over these things not as though entitled to exploit them, but as things borrowed or held in trust…. But since the Fall man has exercised this dominion wrongly: he exploits created things as though they were nothing in themselves, and as though he has an autonomous right to them.” (69-71)

In an earlier book, Genesis in Space and Time, Schaeffer also spoke about dominion. “Dominion itself is an aspect of the image of God in the sense that man, being created in the image of God, stands between God and all which God chose to put under man. As that which was created, man is no higher than all that has been created, but as created in the image of God he has the responsibility to consciously care for all which God put in his care.” (48)
The word “caretaker” has become interchangeable with “steward” in the discussion of dominion. This is to emphasize the human role assigned by God as one of responsibility for management instead of “exploit as desired.” 

No system is without its difficulties. The stewardship model has limitations more in what it neglects to say, than what it does say. (Bauckham, 2) Vantassel rejects steward-ship because “it fails to provide concrete guidance for behavior.” (173) Sometimes demanding all the specifics is just a way of casting doubt on the truth of a principle, as if every principle requires volumes of accompanying laws to be worth consideration. 
Wolters explains well why stewardship is not lists of rules. It is a worldview.
What is a worldview? “Our world view determines our values. It helps us to interpret the world around us. It sorts out what is important from what is not… A world view, then, provides a model of the world which guides its adherents in the world. It stipulates how the world ought to be, and it thus advises how its adherents ought to conduct themselves in the world.” (Walsh, Transforming, 32)

“Another way of saying this is that God did the implementing for his people in the Old Testament, while in the New he in large measure gives us the freedom in Christ to do our own implementing. That is the point of Paul's letter to the Galatians. But in both cases he holds us to the blueprint of the law of creation. In the Old Testament the explanations he gave included detailed instructions for the implementation of the blueprint; that was by way of apprenticeship. In Christ we are journeyman builders – still bound to the architect's explicit directions, but with considerable freedom of implementation as new situations arise…Mankind, as God's representatives on earth, carry on where God left off. But this is now to be a human development of the earth...That mandate, more properly called the 'creation mandate', is of such foundational importance for the whole scriptural history of revelation, and therefore for a biblical worldview...” (ibid., 41-42)

Since the idea is very simple, it can be stretched to include many ideas that should never be considered stewardly, as I show in the next section. Many groups love the pretty idea of stewardship and claim it, though they have no interest in stewardship at all.
Richard Bauckham, a supporter of the stewardship model, names two skeptics, Lovelock and Palmer, who share a strong criticism. Both say that humans are unqualified to be stewards because they are not capable of either the knowledge or the self-control to take mastery of the planet. (3-4) This is not a new criticism. The question of whether man lost his dominion at the Fall, when his mind and abilities were curtailed because of the polluting effects of sin, has a long history. As I pointed out earlier, Cone takes a similar view, that God changed dominion after the Flood because of man’s new handicaps. 
The problem is, there is no one else to do the dirty job. Christians must become stewards and take dominion. The only remaining question is, how?
“Because I think our dominion is rooted in God’s dominion, I am not interested in attempting to dissociate myself from the concept of dominion. I think we are better off attempting to own it. We just need to understand it in light of how God exercises dominion” (York, 76)


The “Image of God” Question


One of the trickiest questions in the whole animal/human debate from a Christian perspective is defining “the image of God.” In Genesis chapter 1, in the verses where God gives humans “dominion” over the animals, God twice says that He created Adam and Eve in “the image of God.” 
For thousands of years, theologians have tried to explain exactly what this ‘image’ means. There are many interpretations, and we humans are prone to “read” our own presuppositions into things. Carl F.H. Henry and G.C. Berkouwer admit that the Bible “does not define for us the precise content of the original imago.” (Middleton, 17) As Smith wrote, “in many ways the world is an ink blot, and we read into it evidence to support our own values, whether those values are individualistic or hierarchical or egalitarian.” (Cromartie, 66-7; also Middleton, 18) 
For those of you desiring to study the Bible passages that may relate to the image of God, here is a basic list: Genesis 1:26-27; 5:1; 9:6; Romans 8:29; II Corinthians 3:18; 11:7; Ephesians 4:23-24; Colossians 3:10; and James 3:9. (Erickson, 496-198)

The simplest interpretation, and the one that I believe, is that the imago Dei [image of God, in Latin] is the authority of dominion. In other words, God gave humans the ability to manage the animal kingdom. God manages the universe, and God made us to manage the Earth. (Achtemeier, 62)

“In the text itself the image of God is closely related to the dominion over other creatures, and this is the best clue to its meaning. The image must be whatever it is that gives us power unlike that of any other creatures. ...It cannot be that other creatures in no way reflect their Creator, but that we have a particularly broad participation in God's governance of creation and need therefore also to reflect God's care for his whole creation on this Earth.” (Bauckham, 30)

 Chrysostom found ‘the similitude of God’ in ‘the dominion committed to man…that he was constituted heir and possessor of all things.” (Hall, Imaging, 102)  Hauerwas says “the only significant theological difference between humans and animals lies in God's giving humans a unique purpose. Herein lies what it means for God to create humans in God's image.” (199) 
Edward Brown describes the creation as a choir and humans as ‘choir-masters.’ 

 “This is what 'dominion' ought to mean. Yes, God has made us leaders and rulers. And our rulership has one purpose: to lead the cosmic choir in worship of the creator. In light of this, the quality of our leadership needs to be called into serious question. The choir is dying, and we are responsible. One in eight species of birds is threatened with extinction, as is one in four mammals, and an unknown number of fish. Half of amphibians will not be on earth within the next decade or two – can you imagine the choir of creation without frogs? Places for creatures to live dis-appear as the surface of the earth is covered by houses and pavement, highways and cities, poisons filter into their water, and whole mountains are destroyed to find veins of coal hidden beneath. This is dominion as domination, not dominion as stewardship. It is not improving the worship coming from the choir. What kind of choirmasters are we, when the choir is being destroyed under our own hands?” (39-40)

Middleton shows that dominion is not meant to be tyrannical

“Thus the human use of power, if it is to truly image the biblical God, will be nonviolent and developmental, enhancing and celebrating the goodness of creation. Power is for the blessing of others. … God’s own generous exercise of power for the benefit of creatures thus provides a model for the human exercise of power in the world. … Perhaps most significant of all is that the biblical God does not hoard power as sovereign ruler of the cosmos; instead, he gladly assigns humanity a share in ruling the earth as his representatives (Gen. 1:26-28). God does not micro-manage the world, but instead fully expects human beings, made in the divine image, to contribute to the developing beauty and complexity of earthly life. Evidence of this sharing of power is seen in God’s somewhat limited involvement in naming in Genesis 1. The creator names day and night, as well as sky, land, and seas, on the first three days of creation (vv. 5,8,10), but he refrains from naming anything on days four through six, leaving this royal privilege for humans, made in the divine image, to take up.” (New, 51)

DeHaan thinks, similarly, that Adam was supposed to be creative, not just maintaining the Garden, but improving it. He implies that creativity in dominion was the image of God. (2; see also Johnson, 164) 

“The calling to be sub-creators is the basis upon which Christians may legitimately interpret and give meaning to creation through the arts. However, it does not stop there. We have been granted this freedom not only to produce creations of the imagination but to influence the physical creation in which we live. We have been called to transform the world, to beautify it further. By relating the notion that human beings are the creaturely image of God to statements about God's creative activity, the Bible suggests that the calling to be sub-creators is an integral part of our calling to be God's image in creation.” (Osborn, 139)

A similar and perhaps related view, is that the imago Dei refers to the ability of man to have relationships in a trifold manner, like God does. As God exists in three persons, a Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, so God gave humans the capacity for relationships with other people, with God, and with the animal world. (Hoekema, 75)
Klaus Westermann says that God wanted humans to be creatures He could engage with, in relationships and communication. (Hall, Imaging, 74) Dominion is the relationship between humans and animals, and thus is one of the three key relationships in that system. We were given a job in relationship to the world and each other and God, by God. (ibid., 181; Osborn, 133) Even interpreters who do not see dominion as THE image of God still see dominion as “an essential aspect” of the image. (Hoekema, 78)

The traditional view, as it might be called, is that God made humans with some intrinsic internal quality that surpasses the animals and makes them superior. We deserve to rule because of this quality. Because this idea was first proposed by ancient Greeks, it is also called a classical view. Aquinas believed that man’s intellect was the image of God. (Hoekema, 39) Steven Charnock took this view. (v.1, p. 191)
Unfortunately, all kinds of intrinsic qualities can be proposed as humans seek to identify themselves. 

“In The Explicit Animal (1991), Raymond Tallis rounds up a master list of them: 'Man has called himself (among other things): the rational animal; the moral animal; the consciously choosing animal; the deliberately evil animal; the political animal; the toolmaking animal; the historical animal; the commodity-making animal; the economical animal; the foreseeing animal; the promising animal; the death-knowing animal; the art-making or aesthetic animal; the explaining animal; the cause-bearing animal; the classifying animal; the measuring animal; the counting animal; the metaphor-making animal; the talking animal; the laughing animal; the religious animal; the spiritual animal; the metaphysical animal; the wondering animal ... Man, it seems, is the self-predicating animal.' As Tallis goes on to explain, any given one of the those distinctions is both too narrow, in being an insufficient explanation of what makes human beings human, and too open, in being demonstrably shared to some extent by another species.” (Nicol)

One problem with defining the image of God as an inherent quality in humans is that each such view ends up denigrating “the body” or physical nature of creation, as only some God-gifted trait makes a creature ‘lofty’ or ‘higher’ than a mere ‘brute.’ (Hall, Imaging, 89-90)
Although the intellect is the most commonly named feature that theologians named as God’s image, the second most frequent characteristic is “the will.” (ibid., 94) Humans have a vast capacity for making choices, which animals do not, by this claim. Bonhoeffer says that man’s free will is the key distinction in God’s image. (39-41) Richard Baxter also focused on man’s will. “…the image of God in man…It is man’s will, which is his ultimate, perfective, imperant faculty; it is the proper subject of moral habits, and principal agent of moral acts…the excellentest faculty is the will.” (v.2, p.35)
Martin Luther took the position that the image of God is obedience to God. (Middleton, 20-21) He attacked Augustine’s view that the image of God consists of memory, understanding, and will. (Berkouwer, 56) Rather than any innate quality, it is when a human turns to God and obeys that he reflects God’s image: his righteousness. (Hall, Imaging, 99-101) George Pember seems to agree with Luther, that obedience and dominion are the human task on earth. (45) A verse that seems to offer support to this view is Genesis 5:3, “When Adam had lived one hundred and thirty years, he became the father of a son in his own likeness, according to his image, and named him Seth.” Abel had been murdered; Cain was in exile. Seth was known to be a righteous son in contrast to Cain and his lineage. So perhaps the implication is that the image of God, like the image of Adam, was obedience.
John Calvin took a syncretistic approach to the question. He liked Chrysostom’s dominion view, and Aquinas’ intellect view, and Luther’s obedience view, but said that each one was incomplete. So he just combined them all. Calvin said that Adam did get great gifts from the Creator, including reason and dominion, but that obedience was also a part of the equation. (Schreiner, 65) 
George Walker, perhaps a century later, took a similar view of God’s image as a conglomerate of capacities 

“...though diverse other creatures had in diverse things more resemblance of God, then man had...and all creatures, as they have essence and being, and were made good and perfect in their kind, have, some more, some fewer impressions and resemblance of God in his essence and attributes: yet none can be called the image of God among all visible creatures but only man; because, though God formed all things after his own will, wisdom, and goodness; yet he made no visible creature living or without life, so far resembling himself in his nature and essential properties, that it might justly or with good reason be called his image, but only man. As man alone of all creatures under heaven was made in the image of God; so man alone doth so plainly resemble God, is so stamped with the impression of God's properties, and in his whole nature and frame is made so fit a subject for God to dwell in, and to be conformed to God; and wherein God may shew his wisdom, power, goodness, liberty of will, justice, mercy and other attributes, that he only of all visible creatures can truly be called the image of God.” (264)

The modern theologian Loraine Boettner proposes that a man is like God because he thinks, he senses right and wrong, he can be holy, he is immortal, and he has dominion. (91)
In short, the image of God in humanity is an open question. There are several opinions from many theologians over the centuries. I see no way to give a definitive, certain answer, because the Bible is not terribly clear on the subject. While we cannot precisely define “the image of God,” that does not mean that God has not made His will clear to us. We know what we are supposed to do, just not what abilities He gave us for their accomplishment. Walker wrote of this also:

“That he had the knowledge and understanding of all these things sufficiently to make him perfect and happy in that estate; and that there was no error or ignorance in him of any thing which was meet for him to know, appears most plainly by divers things. First, by God's giving man dominion and rule over all living creatures, and putting him in the garden to dress it, and putting all the earth in subjection to him; which God would never have done, being infinitely wise and just, except he had known man to be one who understood and knew the nature of the earth, and all herbs, plants, and trees in it; and by his reason, wisdom and knowledge was able to rule all creatures with discretion and to order them according to their several natures, and to dress the garden, and subdue the earth.” (255-256)



Radical and Wrong Views of Dominion

Although I believe that “dominion as domination” is wrong, I do not include it in this section because it is a traditional view of the church, and therefore I admit that it is plausible, though mistaken. In this section I will list views that I believe are clearly wrong and not common views in church history.
The variety of views that call themselves “stewardship” views can be wide. Industrialists and their allies love to claim the word, since they assert that their activities are “proper” expressions of God’s intentions for humans, and therefore they are stewardly. (Bauckham, Bible, 7) Since stewardship has become a relatively popular position to take, many groups want to plant their flag under that term. 
Gary North, a “theonomist,” of conservative credentials and a post-millennial viewpoint, calls man “a steward under the overall supervision of God,” but I doubt he was in favor of animal welfare ideas. (13) Just accepting the word “steward” and then espousing a dominion as domination view does not make the view stewardly. Vantassel the Christian trapper calls his view “shepherdism” to avoid the negative connotations of “domination,” yet is clearly a dominationist in every way. 
On the other side, animal-rights people read their own pacifistic views into the question, and say that stewardship means non-violence. Andrew Linzey sees stewardship as imitating Christ, whom He believes to have been a non-violent shepherd, and perhaps a vegetarian. (Theology, ix) Linzey views humans “as the servant species” freed of the need to control things, and thereby dominion becomes service. In a sense that is true, but he says “the inner logic of Christ’s lordship is the sacrifice of the higher for the lower, not the reverse…” and thereby insists that we humans not use animals much at all. (Creatures, 17) We are their servants; humans serve the animals. It is a reversal of dominion rather than stewardship, at heart. Laura Hobgood-Oster calls Linzey’s position “suffering servant humanism.” (Holy, 140)  Phelps agrees, saying that power obligates us to serve animals, “We owe the animals voluntary service.” (48) Carol Adams promotes dominion only as Jesus style of “non-power” and serving others. (10)
Stewardship does mean that humans often serve God by graciously managing the animals and environment. That does not mean that universal non-violence is the proper means of exercising stewardship. A real shepherd may have to kill bears or lions; castrate a ram; kill a severely-wounded sheep; or even eat a sheep. 
Unbelievers who are animal rightists or environmentalists often choose the view of “no dominion.” There is no God, and therefore no one told humans to manage the Earth, and we should not seek to interfere with nature in any way. This is a kind of “Deep Ecology” perspective, that nature is good, humans are bad, and the Earth would be better off with few or no humans to bother it. (Webb, Good, 234) 
To animal rights activists, “the guiding principle here isn’t to help them [animals], but to aspire not to interfere. At essence, it would mean their privacy from our intrusions.” (Hall, 61) Amazingly, even “kindness to animals” is viewed as patriarchal and speciesistic. Humans have no right to show benevolence since it implies our superiority and their need. Bernard Rollin compares this to the treatment of women: “Imagine someone suggesting that women should have equal access to educational opportunities only because we should ‘be kind to women!” (Rights, 24)
Peter Singer who helped to start the animal rights movement, a utilitarian philosopher, says that “Christianity is our foe. If animal-rights is to succeed, we must destroy the Judeo-Christian religious tradition.” (Jones, 162, and Scully, Dominion, 327)
Steven R.L. Clark wrote that humans have no right to command animals. (Moral, 73)  Paul Taylor promotes “biocentrism” which means that all species have equal inherent value, humans and animals are the same, therefore humans should control no part of the world or animal kingdom. (Cone; Vantassel, 10)
The most dangerous modern form of animal rights activism might be better called animal liberation, to distinguish it from the generally law-abiding form. (Taylor, Souls, 209) Some popular groups support “direct action” with words and funds, but do not claim responsibility so as to avoid legal problems. Representatives of PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) often straddle this line between support for, and distance from, illegal acts.
PETA intentionally plays with controversy to garner public attention by the use of extreme advertising in the media. Ingrid Newkirk publicly states that PETA “opportunistically seizes events…to change society’s attitudes toward animals.” (Laufer, 176) She also says, “We are complete media sluts. It is our obligation. We would be worthless if we were just polite and didn’t make waves.” (Stull, 78) They have become most famous by printing sexy ads with naked supermodels and actresses (covering themselves with their hands) saying “I’d rather go naked than wear furs.” 
In 2003, Newkirk sent a public letter to Yasser Arafat of the Palestinian Liberation Organization protesting that the PLO used a suicide donkey bomb to blow up a bus. (Hall, 44) Jews and Israelis were quite upset that PETA said nothing of the people killed, only the donkey. (Slifkin, 152-153)
PETA representatives are not known for holding back their opinions. Alex Pacheco said, “The time will come when we will look upon the murder of animals as we now look on the murder of men.” A former PETA employee, Gary Yourofsky, a college lecturer, said “I hope that fathers accidentally shoot their sons on hunting excursions, while carnivores suffer heart attacks that kill them slowly. Every woman ensconced in fur should endure a rape so vicious that it scars them forever. While every man entrenched in fur should suffer an anal raping so horrific that they become disemboweled. Every rodeo cowboy and matador should be gored to death, while circus abuses are trampled by elephants and mauled by tigers...” (Smith, Rat, 36, 153)
The Animal Liberation Front (ALF) and Earth Liberation Front (ELF) promote “direct action,” which means illegal actions used to promote their respective causes. 

“Steven Best describes a new breed of freedom fighters that has 'ditched Gandhi for Machiavelli' and is dedicated to animal liberation by any means necessary. Best calls it 'a guerrilla war in which liberation soldiers disperse into anonymous cells, descend into the underground, maneuver in darkness, deploy hit-and-run sabotage strikes against property, and attempt to intimidate and vanquish their enemies.'” (Hall, 105)

Best is a spokesman for the ALF. When asked the classic question about whether he would save his dog or a human stranger from danger, he replied, “If the dog is my dog and the human is a total stranger to me I will in every case save my dog…Is not a happy dog preferable to a miserable human being whose consumer lifestyle is a burden on the planet?” (ibid, 23-25)
A British ALF press officer promotes using the children of scientists as terror targets to force companies out of using animals. They call their activities “vigilante enforcement of husbandry principles.” (ibid., 55, 71)
Because we average humans live in societies full of cruelty, we average humans are part of the problem. We overpopulate and consume. Eco-terrorists thereby feel justified in harming us, because any population reduction is good for the planet and the animals. They see the “real terror” as deforestation, toxic waste, animal experimentation, and global warming. (ibid., 78) Ronnie Lee, founder of the British ALF, demands that we must limit “the world’s population to fifty million.” (Smith, Rath, 116). Of course, that would mean somehow exterminating more than seven billion people.
Planned Parenthood representative Stephanie Mills says that “We find ourselves overpopulated because we attempted to thwart death… by eliminating many diseases,” and “The childless couple should be applauded, not pitied.” (Mitchell, 78,81) A Rockefeller Foundation official said that Earth has cancer, “and that cancer cell is man,” sounding like Agent Smith of the movie The Matrix. (Beisner, Population, 14) 
The British atheist and philosopher Bertrand Russell mourned that wars were ineffective in culling the human population, but hoped that “If a Black Death could be spread throughout the world once in every generation, survivors could procreate freely without making the world too full.” (DeHaan, 22)
Many people involved in the effort to get “rights” for apes, in the “Great Ape Project,” argue that human babies and handicapped people are ‘lesser beings’ and less entitled to rights than apes. (Slifkin, 157) Helen Caldicott spoke at an Oregon college, saying cutting trees is killing the lungs of our planet, but aborting babies can save the Earth that is dying under too many people. (Farah, 44)
By devaluing humans and creating justifications for illegal activities, eco-terrorists have brought violence to the United States and other countries. In 1998, activists burned down a ski resort in Vail, Colorado, to protect the earth. In New Jersey, a year later, two fire-bombings closed a meat packing plant. (Hall, 67, 20) In Southern California, Earth First members strung piano wire between trees at neck height to harm dirt bikers. (Rock-well, Sahara, 41) Earth First member John Davis says that humans “have no more value than slugs.” (Wanliss)
The increased domestic terror threats from radical organizations have lead the FBI to focus more on groups like the ALF. In 2006, President George W. Bush signed the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act to increase penalties and enforcement of eco-terrorist work. (Smith, Rat, 118, 159) 
The basic problem is anger. “The very idea of animal rights in our time is equated with hostility, rage, and self-righteousness.” (Katz, 111) This is one way in which Christians can change the animal welfare movement. Although we can be angry about cruel forms of animal treatment, we also understand how love and forgiveness are central elements of our faith. We need not become so frustrated by ‘failure’ to fix social injustices that we will lash out with violence in response. It is not people who are our enemies; it is the system of corporate ethics that is the enemy, so to speak. (Hall, 68, 41) Radicals have given up on persuasion and demonized “the enemy.” (Smith, Rat, 72) 
A somewhat more “kindly” type of direct action is now being tried in Australia. Called “open rescues,” activists break into a factory farm, look for any animals needing medical care, and take them to a veterinarian, then publicize the rescue to the media and police. It is only technically illegal, since a kind of good was accomplished, and gains a lot of publicity that is not so negative as burning or exploding a site. (Marcus, 109-110)
One problem with liberationists is the desire for immediate gratification; for instant results. They do not want gradual changes nor have they patience to await change. While somewhat ‘radical’ himself, Andrew Linzey does not promote violence. 

“It must be as wrong to fire-bomb a fur shop as it is to inflict suffering on animals in pursuit of scientific advantage. To pursue animal rights by infringing human rights is logically self-contradictory. …Any responsible animal-rights strategy must, to some degree, embrace gradualism. Realistically, while significant advances and improvements for animals are possible worldwide during the next century, the world is not going to turn vegan overnight. This seems an obvious truth, and yet some animal-rights rhetoric recklessly exaggerates the rate and possibility of social change.” (Gospel, 88-89)

We have to ask, does “direct action” work? It depends what goals are desired. If the goal is to draw attention to a problem, perhaps it works. If the goal is to attract people to join the fight against the enemy, it probably does not work. A majority of people are not attracted by violence. The animal welfare movement is dominated by females, perhaps eighty percent of the members of organizations, who are less prone to violence. (Wennberg, 61)

Some liberal Christians have joined the “no dominion” chorus with unbelievers. Laura Hobgood-Oster appears to take the feminist position that no authority should exist. She calls even liberal christian views “patriarchal conservatism” and “a guise to continue the authoritarian system that has held sway over human culture and all of the other species it touches for millennia.” (Holy, 137-138)  Randour hates the idea of dominion so much that he changes the spelling of a common word to remove all thought of hierarchy; “peaceable kingdom” becomes “peaceable kindom.” (47)



Doomed to Dominion

I love the phrase “doomed to dominion.” Credit to Jay McDaniel! He hates dominion He says God hates it, people should hate it, but sadly, “Even if we live up to the call of a just and sustainable future, we are doomed to dominion.” (Roots, 121)
I love the phrase because it is true. I disagree with McDaniel that God hates it and we should hate it. But the truth is, dominion is a dirty job, and somebody has to do it. That is why God put us here. God wanted humans to spread and organize the world, plant and animal, to resemble Eden as a place for God’s glorious throne. Adam and Eve screwed up. Now dominion is a whole lot harder than it could have been.
Though some animal rightists and environmentalists cling to the failed view that only removing humans from the world can save the world, many have come to recognize that only humans can save the world. They are embracing dominion without knowing it!
 “Perhaps the environmentalist and futurist Stewart Brand put it best when he wrote these words: 'We are as gods and have to get good at it.' Amen to that.” (Lynas, 22)  Lester Ward, a sociologist, “turned social Darwinism on its head by arguing that, com-pared to the purposeless evolution of animals, human evolution could be decisively modified by purposive action. He contended that man, unlike animals, could purposefully transform his environment.” (Burns) That sounds like dominion to me! A lot of un-believers, or secularists, are realizing that unless we just want to roll over and the the earth die, humans have to do something. How can they agree with God on any subject?
This is possible because of “common grace.” 

“Common grace is God’s restraint of the full effects of sin after the Fall, preservation and maintenance of the created order, and distribution of talents to human beings. As a result of this merciful activity of God through the Holy Spirit’s work in creation, it remains possible for humans to obey God’s first commandment for stewardly dominion over the creation (see Gen. 1:28). This is not a saving, regenerating, or electing grace, but a preserving grace extended to the world God has made, and is seen in the human inclination to serve one’s neighbor through work, pursue shalom in broken social situations, and defend equite in all forms of human interaction.” (Kuyper, 26)

Webb, not a dominion lover, agrees. “By defining nature as good and human authority as bad, they condemn nature to exist without any human involvement, which is not only bad theology, but also totally unrealistic public policy. The world is shrinking and humans are in charge of all of it, for better or worse.” (Good, 240)  Moltmann wrote:

“Human lordship on earth is the lordship exercised by a tenant on God's behalf. It means stewardship over the earth, for God. Only human beings know God's will, and only they can consciously praise and magnify him. Does the Creator need a representative and steward on earth? Apparently he does, for he transfers to human beings the preservation and continuation of the earthly side of creation…Human beings become the authors of the further history of the earth.” (224)

God’s command to Adam, to rule the Earth and tend it, is also called “the creation mandate” or “the cultural mandate.” (Wright, 224; Erickson, 508-510) When Adam sinned, God didn’t drop the plan. It just got postponed and sidetracked. As the Reformed Presbyterian Church of North America’s Testimony says, “Since the fall man continues to fulfill the creation mandate. Through Christ’s redemptive reign over all things the gracious purposes of God for the whole creation are being accomplished through men, sinful though they are.” (Testimony, 20) Furthermore, dominion is not given to a king or country, but to every human! It is a democratization, as Middleton says. 

“But whereas power in the Babylonian and Assyrian empires was concentrated in the hands of a few, power in Genesis 1 is diffused or shared. No longer is the image of God or its associated royal language (’rule’ or ‘subdue’) applied to only some privileged elite. Rather, all human beings, male and female, are created as God’s royal stewards in the world, entrusted with the privileged task of ruling on God’s behalf (1:26-28). The democratization of the imago Dei in Genesis 1 thus constitutes an implicit delegitimation of the entire ruling and priestly structure of Mesopotamian society (and especially the absolute power of the king.) In the Genesis vision, it is ordinary humans (and not some elite class) who are understood to be significant historical actors in the arena of earthly life.” (204) 

We can either do it well, or do it badly, but we will do it. (Van Dyke, 98) C.S. Lewis wrote that “Man was appointed by God to have dominion over the beasts, and everything a man does to an animal is either a lawful exercise, or a sacrilegious abuse, of an authority by divine right.” (Problem, 126)

“Today the church must decide whether it will be, to use Wendell Berry's terms, an exploiter of creation or a nurturer of it. Exploiters are specialists whose concern is efficiency and whose goal is profit. Nurturers are generalists whose concern is care and whose goal is health – their own, their community's and their land's. Exploiters ask of creation, 'How much and how quickly?' Nurturers ask 'How well and how long?' In other words, what can creation produce dependably? The exploiter wants to earn as much as possible with as little work as possible. The nurturer wishes to earn what is needful and to work as well as possible. Only in nurturing is there stewardship. … Human beings do have a special dominance. Failure to affirm this is not only a denial of Scripture but a denial of the world around us. But all created things remain good, and not just good for us.” (Van Dyke, 140)

One of my professors at Geneva College wrote, “God places the creation in the care of people who are to develop it. The potential God has created is to be released. People are to pursue these responsibilities with honor and industry…Redeemed human creatures are restored to their proper place in their Father’s world as stewards, entrusted by God with the task of cultivating and caring for His creation: this is the essence of their lives in the created world.” (Frey, 5, 21)
Matthew Scully explains why we humans are doomed to dominion.

The term dominion carries no insult to our fellow creatures. We were all sent forth into the world with different gifts and attributes. Their gifts [the animals], the ones their Creator intended for them, are good for many things: governing just isn't one of them. Someone has to assume dominion, and looking around the earth we seem to be the best candidates, exactly because we humans are infinitely superior in reason and alone capable of knowing justice under a dominion still greater than our own.” (Dominion, 12)

Non-Christians can do some of the work. They are doing it already. They just don’t have the right motives, nor the instruction book, the Bible, to help to guide their work. 
According to Archbishop Desmond Tutu,

“The Bible also tells us of our relationship to the rest of creation and the sacredness of God's creation, all of it in its glory and physicality. We are stewards of all this, and so it is not to be involved in a passing fad to be concerned about the environment, about ecology. It is not just being politically correct to be green. The material universe has a high density. The dominion we were given in Genesis 1:26 was so that we should rule as God's viceroys, doing it as God would – caringly, gently, not harshly or exploitatively, with a deep reverence, for all is ultimately holy ground...” (Farrington, 25-26)



Chapter Eleven
Dominion: Cruelty or Kindness?

“A man of kindness to his beast is kind, but brutal actions show a brutal mind; Remember! He who made thee, made the brute; who gave thee speech and reason, formed him mute. He can't complain; but God's all-seeing eye beholds thy cruelty. He hears his cry; he was designed thy servant, not thy drudge; and know that his Creator is thy Judge!” (Anonymous, Plea, 11)

Proverbs 12:10, “A righteous man regards the life of his beast; but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.”
Surprisingly, this Bible verse has a history of creating controversy. To the modern reader it seems harmless. But any statement made with authority, such as the preaching of God’s Word, asking for changes to the status quo, can be viewed as subversive. 
The Reverend James Granger, of the Anglican church in Oxfordshire, was thrown into prison for preaching on Proverbs 12:10 on October 18, 1772. Here are a few quotes from the sermon, which his parishioners were said to have heard with “almost universal disgust”: 

“Thus we see that man is the substitute viceroy of the Almighty, with respect to the animal creation; but as such, he is accountable to Him from whom he receives his power. Many creatures depend upon men for their daily subsistence and protection; as they themselves do upon God, whose goodness should be their pattern. These lords act absurdly and wickedly, if they affect to be the tyrants of the creation.” (12)

“Cruelty, like other vices, steals upon human nature by slow and imperceptible degrees. The practice of the child corrupts the principles, and hardens the heart of man; and what is begun in wantonness, may end in murder.” (22)

“For God’s sake and thy own, have some compassion upon these poor beasts. I give thee fair warning, that a worse punishment awaits thee in the next, and that dam-nation will certainly come, according to thy call. I advise thee to fall upon thy knees, and ask God’s forgiveness for the cruelty.” (Regenstein, 88)

Granger specifically condemned the cruel usage of horses in England at the time, along with the beating of dogs. This was a dark time for animals in human society:

“Cruelty to animals, of course, could be as much a part of livestock husbandry as affection. To a certain extent, mistreatment of animals was embedded in popular culture. English people in this period amuse themselves by watching bear- and bull-baiting sessions and betting on cockfights in which the winner was the sole survivor. County fairs sometimes included contests featuring participants who bit the heads off live birds. Children skinned live dogs, tortured cats, and poked needles through the heads of hens to see how long they would survive.” (Anderson, Creatures, 92)

The common belief at the time is shown by popular books of that age, such as the book about nature by George Sikes in the 1660s. “Man...is not obliged to inferiour creatures, for the service they perform to him, because they serve him not by choice, but naturall necessity.” (30)
For offending his congregation, Granger was prosecuted for violating the dignity of the pulpit, and his sanity was cast into doubt by critics. This sermon was later published as “An Apology for the Brute Creation, or Abuse of Animals Censured.” Granger’s attempt to apply a single verse of Scripture to a well-known problem in England was not without good result. Four years later, a retired Anglican priest from Aberdeen, Humphry Primatt, wrote the world’s first Christian book teaching kindness to animals, A Dissertation on the Duty of Mercy and Sin of Cruelty to Brute Animals.” (Regenstein, 88-90) He wrote, 

“We may pretend to what religion we please; but cruelty is atheism. We may make our boast of Christianity; but cruelty is infidelity. We may trust to our orthodoxy; but cruelty is the worst of heresies.” (321)

By the early 19th century, other Christians would begin to take action to reduce cruelty, including William Wilberforce, who led the charge to end human slavery, and assisted in founding the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Thomas Chalmers, after preaching on the subject, predicted that some in his congregation would scoff. “It may be thought by some that we have wasted the whole of this Sabbath morn, on what may be ranked among but the lesser moralities of human conduct…” (259)  I preached on Proverbs 12:10 in 1989 in my home church, and I was not imprisoned. I am thankful that the reaction was not “universal disgust,” but a mixture of surprise and curiosity. When preached at other churches, surprise and curiosity were again the reaction. Christian hearers are surprised, because they have never heard such things before, and curious, because the Bible’s condemnation of cruelty to animals had never been noticed.  
Modern Christianity loves storytelling sermons (”sermonettes for Christianettes”); doctrinal sermons (”we must agree on this”); and family feel-good sermons (”husbands love your wives”). In some churches you may get direct sermons demonstrating the pastor’s loyalty to truth against some modern evil (homosexuality; abortion; pornography). It may be hard for some pastors to preach about every day, practical matters, because those can cause trouble. Requiring that listeners identify personal sins, repent, or change, brings conflict. 
Matthew Scully, a modern Republican presidential speech writer, faced this tendency of all humans very directly:

“In fact, let us just call things what they are. When a man's love of finery clouds his moral judgment, that is vanity. When he lets a demanding palate make his moral choices, that is gluttony. When he ascribes the divine will to his own whims, that is pride. And when he gets angry at being reminded of animal suffering that his own daily choices might help avoid, that is moral cowardice.” (Dominion, 121)

 An honest Christian hearer will be moved by the Holy Spirit to see and turn from sins when a preacher properly uses Scripture to unveil the evil. A nominal church goer, uninterested in change, often ignores or attacks such sermons. 

Moderns do not all agree that cruelty to animals is a problem worth worrying about. 
When I have told church friends about my interest in the treatment of animals, many have responded in this way: “there are far bigger issues to deal with than worrying about animals.” The claim that most “animal lovers” are probably “people haters” seems rather similar. Animal lovers are just ‘naive sentimentalists’ with skewed views of life, goes the thinking - we can safely ignore Aunt Lilly and her cats - because those kinds of folks should not be taken seriously. The real problems in the world for Christians to worry about are all centered around humans, they say. 
Chapter 2 article 7 of the 1995 Catechism of the Roman Catholic Church offers a mixed opinion on the matter. 

“It is contrary to human dignity to cause animals to suffer or die needlessly. It is likewise unworthy to spend money on them that should as a priority go to the relief of human misery. One can love animals; one should not direct to them the affection due only to persons.”

 In short, be nice to animals, but spend no money on them, and don’t love them too much. The theory seems to be that if people use up their love on animals, they will have less love to offer people. 
In Worship not the Creature, against animal rights views, author J.Y. Jones claims that:

 “…no sinful offenses against animals are listed in the Bible and this fact is not an accident. God never intended mankind to abuse animals or the environment of course, because His mandate is that we be good stewards. But failure to mention these as prohibited in the numerous lists of sins must mean that traditional animal stewardship and utilization, as it has been practiced down through the centuries, and traditional uses of the land, are well within the parameters of God's will. If abuse of animals or the environment occurred, it wasn't such a serious problem that God put a significant priority on it....God's concern for animals pales very nearly to insignificance in comparison to His concern for His image-bearer.” (112-113)

Jones is incorrect in nearly every statement. There are sinful offenses against animals listed in the Bible. The Bible-era abuses of land and animals were often condemned by the prophets and God Himself. What is more likely is that the author cannot ‘see’ these things because he has decided that God’s concern for animals is nearly insignificant. We often attribute our own beliefs as beliefs that God must also hold. If I think animals are insignificant, of course an intelligent God must do the same. Why would God waste time, words, or actions, on insignificant creatures? See chapter 21 for the answer to this. 
God is very concerned about righteousness and wickedness. Being holy, He loves holiness, and despises evil. So when the Holy Spirit inspired Solomon to say, “A righteous man regards the life of his beast; but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel,” He did not see the treatment of animals as a neutral, insignificant activity.
Throughout the history of the church, its leaders have recognized that God condemns cruelty and intends to punish it, as with all violations of His law. 

“...the Fathers of the Christian Church. During the first millennium, these writers continued the Old Testament teaching that condemns cruelty to animals. They held cruelty to be doubly reprehensible: first, because it debases humans, and second, because it adds offense to animals, who were originally subjected to a painful existence through the human disobedience of Adam and Eve.” (Parker, 14)

“Calvin's views were firmly anthropocentric ('True it is that God hath given us the birds for our food, as we know he hath made the whole world for us'). But he nevertheless drew the line at what he called 'extreme' or 'barbarous' cruelty: when God placed the beasts 'in subjection to us,' he explained, 'he did it with the condition that we should handle them gently'.” (Thomas, Keith, 154)

The Puritan, Thomas Boston, preached, “…people had need to take heed how they use the creatures while they have them… For as much as they are under our feet now, their ears are not nailed to our door-posts to be our slaves for ever. The day of their freedom is approaching. Let us not abuse them to the service of our lusts, lest they witness against us at last. Let us not dishonour their Lord by them, lest they rejoice over us for ever in our misery, when their foot is out of the snare, and ours in it.” (291) He also wrote, “And it is well for man that the creatures cannot represent their misery as it deserves, otherwise they would deafen him with their complaints, and make him continually uneasy with their groans.” (269)

By the 19th century, as animal welfare societies grew, the condemnation grew:

“There is Scripture authority for saying that you will be called to account for your treatment of animals, and that God will hold you responsible for every act of cruelty” (Marvin, 17, c1899).

“Spurgeon…One Sunday morning, 23 June 1867, he entered his circular-shaped pulpit and preached to more than five thousand people at the Metropolitan Tabernacle a sermon entitled ‘In the Hay-Field’ based on ‘God causeth the grass to grow for the cattle’ (Ps. 104:14). … ‘How often the cattle are oppressed by man! I am sure it is painful to see them driven through these streets, bruised and faint, with their poor tongues hanging out of their thirsty mouths. I wish the authorities would provide suitable drinking troughs for them, for at present their sufferings are a disgrace to our city. It is frequently so sickening a sight to see poor, tortured cattle in our thoroughfares, that it makes one wont to fly from such brutality and cry: “O for a lodge in some vast wilderness, some boundless contiguity of shade, where sights of cruel men and maddened beasts might never reach us more.” Yet the great God looks after those poor dumb cattle whom men despise.” (Sargent, 67)

Many Christians unconsciously believe that only “spiritual” things contribute to our virtue or sinfulness, and that “everyday” normal activities are neutral. Brushing your teeth or reading the newspaper can hardly be of great importance to God, we think. If Jesus is correct, that loving God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength, is the greatest commandment… then activities which do not include loving God are sins against the greatest commandment. In other words, sins of omission, are actually important matters. Neglect of proper care for animals under your responsibility is not an irrelevant oversight, but a violation of God’s commandment. Neglect is an omission of proper love. 
What then would you call intentional cruelty? An act of insurrection, or direct rebellion, against God’s will. 
Of course cruelty, like any other sin, is forgiven by Jesus for His children. Legalism, or the passing of more laws to stop cruelty, will not necessarily help. It is the human heart, trapped in depravity and sin, that brings forth cruelty. The hearts of God’s children, soften-ed by the Holy Spirit, will not harm or neglect the animals under their care.

Solomon

Proverbs 12:10 is a “sundry proverb,” which means that the verses in this chapter were not arranged in any particular order. They are collections of wise phrases jumbled together. Thus, the context (verses before and after it) is not very helpful.  Instead, I will explain the life experiences of the writer, King Solomon of Israel.
God specially gifted Solomon with great wisdom, making him the wisest man on Earth. While “wise,” as inspired words, they are given by God for our instruction.
Solomon was a son of David. He became king of Israel about one thousand years before the coming of Christ Jesus. David, his father, had been a shepherd from childhood. David fought bears and lions, armed only with a sling, to protect his flock. Doubtless, David told Solomon these stories.
From I Kings 4:22-23, we know that Solomon ate a great variety of animals at his dinner table. He ate oxen, sheep, deer, gazelle, and birds. In the next verses of I Kings 4, you can see that Solomon loved horses. He collected about 4000 equines and built stables with handlers to care for them all.
I Kings 4:32-33, “And he spake 3000 proverbs; and his songs were a thousand and five. And he spake of trees, from the cedar that is in Lebanon even to the hyssop that springeth out of the wall; he spake also of beasts, and birds, and of creeping things, and of fishes.” Solomon’s intense interest in the animals often led him to write songs and proverbs about them! 
Solomon may have started the world’s first zoo. I Kings 10:22 shows that the navy brought exotic creatures from faraway lands, including apes and peacocks.
Solomon did not speak from ignorance or sentimentalism. He knew both from personal experience and from Divine revelation that man owes this duty to his animals.
Solomon inspired the poet Christopher Smart to rhyme about kindness to animals in the 1760s:

“The man of Mercy (says the Seer) shews mercy to his beast; Learn not of churls to be severe, but house and feed and least. Shall I melodious pris'ners take from out the linnet's nest, and not keep busy care awake, to cherish ev'ry guest. What, shall I whip in cruel wrath the steed that bears me safe, or 'gainst the dog, who plights his troth, for faithful service chafe? In the deep waters throw thy bread, which thou shalt find again, with God's good interest on thy head, and pleasure for thy pain. Let thine industrious silk-worms reap their wages to the full, nor let neglected Dormice sleep to death within thy wool. Know when the frosty weather comes, 'tis charity to deal to Wren and Redbreast all the crumbs the remnant of thy meal. Tho' these some spirits think but light, and deem indifferent things; yet they are serious in the sign of Christ the King of Kings” (356-357).

Our human duty is clear, not only to live holy in spiritual pursuits, but to be holy in daily activities, which may include the proper care of animals.
	
Cruelty versus Kindness

Proverbs 12:10, “A righteous man regards the life of his beast; but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.” Notice the parallelism. Who are the two groups of people? The righteous and the wicked. There is no neutral group here. 
What is the attitude of each group? The righteous man “regards” or cares about the life of his beast. The wicked man, though he may think himself merciful, is actually cruel. A 1639 commentary by Michael Jermin proposes that “…the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel, that is, the greatest kindness that he sheweth at any time is but a lesser kind of crueltie.” (243) It is not untrue to say that the way you treat your animals shows closely the state of your heart. 

Here in America, centuries ago, the colonial Puritans of Massachusetts passed anti-cruelty laws in 1641, because cruel evildoers might be dangerous to humans. “People who hurt livestock displayed an unseemly lack of self-control that might predispose them to erupt violently in other ways. A dual concern for perpetrators and their victims prompted Puritan Massachusetts to outlaw 'any Tyranny or Cruelty towards any Bruit creatures, which are usually kept for the use of man'.” (Anderson, Creatures, 92-93; Carson, 71)
In 1839, John Styles wrote The Animal Creation: Its Claims on our Humanity, on cruelty to animals. His insights are worth citing.

“The hand cannot be cruel, and the heart kind; the blood that stains the one, sullies the other also. No being can be so dissimilar to Jesus Christ and a creature whose bosom is the seat of cruelty. There can be no principles more opposite than malignity and charity. To be Christians we must resemble Christ, especially in his tenderness, his compassion, and his love.” (128)

“We refer to those who are simply not humane; who are indifferent to the sufferings of animals...They are strangers to one whole department of morality, and deficient by one whole class of moral sentiments. They know of no other world than that which is narrowed within the limits of their own species. “(135)

“Those who indulge cruelty thoughtlessly, and in sport, are so far unjust that they trifle with the happiness of the creatures of God, and so far selfish, as to do this for the mere purpose of amusement. Thus their injustice betrays a lurking impiety…” (136)

More recently, studies imply that sociopaths and serial killers often begin their violent lives by torturing animals before learning to kill fellow humans. Dr. Jack Levin, a professor of Sociology at Northwestern University, said in a 1998 interview, “Animal abusers are five times more likely than their peers to commit violent crimes against human beings. They're four times more likely to commit property offenses, three times more likely to be drug offenders. We have to take this seriously because it gives us an indication that – that these people who commit animal abuse may also abuse human beings.” 
E. Hathaway wrote of cruel men:

“The effect of the barbarous treatment of inferior creatures on the minds of those who practice it is more deplorable than its effects upon the animals themselves. The man who kicks dumb brutes kicks brutality into his own heart. He who can see the wistful, imploring eyes of half-starved creatures without making earnest effort to relieve them, and feel no twinge of conscience, is on the road to lose his manhood, if he has not already lost it.”  (cited by Frederick Martin Rowland in “Christ Among the Cattle”, 24-5)

One of the founders of the ASPCA, George Angell, explained his work in 1884.  “I am sometimes asked: 'Why do you spend so much of your time and money talking about kindness to animals when there is so much cruelty to men?' I answer: 'I am working at the roots.'” (Wieber, 110, 114).
	
Proverbs 12:10 clearly intends for the reader to chiefly consider the lives of “his” animals. Although the principle may extend tangentially to wild animals, it is the domestic creatures for which we are most responsible. God gives us blessings such as families, children, and animals, to which we owe our primary attention. 
“Domestic animals are seen virtually as members of the extended human household, as we can see most clearly in the Sabbath commandment: 'you shall not do any work – you, or your son or your daughter, your male or female slave, or your ox or your donkey, or any of your livestock (behemah), or the resident alien in your towns' (Deut. 5:14; cf. Exod. 20:10).” (Bauckham, Bible, 133)
  You are not directly responsible for wild rabbits living on the hill behind your house in the same way you are expected by God to care for the needs of your household. The 1766 Primatt book offered this truth 250 years ago: 

“Our principal duty and business it is to consider the creatures of the tame and domestic kind; such as come frequently in our way, or are daily before our eyes, or are appointed to the special use and service of men, and are assigned over to our care, management and protection” (135). 

The New International (NIV) and New Revised Standard (NRSV) versions of the Bible translate Proverbs 12:10 with “cares for the needs” and “knows the needs” of his animals. Knowledge is a key component of any attempt to maintain the life of an animal. Knowledge, however, does not always include compassion. One author seeking to shield a broad spectrum of animal industries from criticism, emphasizes knowledge, not compass-ion, so that we “…can thereby implement the best treatment of the animal based on clear thinking, rather than sentimentality….culling them may be in the best interests of all…” (Vantassel, 62). Divorcing knowledge from compassion is no solution to ending cruelty.
Worse, some evils are accepted when they are done at the societal or institutional level rather than at the personal level. What do I mean? 
Would you personally throw thousands of male newborn chicks into meat grinders at the assembly line of a chicken factory? Probably not. Yet millions die this way yearly, because male chicks are of no use to the poultry industry. So you would not do it, but it is presumably alright because someone else does it? So, what would be personally horrifying is institutionally acceptable. Why? Because someone else is doing it, and they must have a reason for doing it, and I will not worry about it. Thus, we decide that what might be a personal wrong is nevertheless societally acceptable. This is what Van Dyke means when he writes that

 “…evil in a fallen world can reach beyond personal levels and demand more than personal responses. Evil can come to be incorporated, and even rewarded, in the operation of a system or organization. Evil at the structural level cannot be effectively thwarted by remedies at the personal level. It is the system itself that must be changed.” (156) 

Ruth Harrison wrote similarly in the 1964 book Animal Machines: the first work to describe factory farming.

“In fact if one person is unkind to an animal it is considered to be cruelty, but where a lot of people are unkind to animals, especially in the name of commerce, the cruelty is condoned and, once large sums of money are at stake, will be defended to the last by otherwise intelligent people.” (Wieber, 68)

As we should have learned from the fascist Nazis in the mid-twentieth century, so-called ‘normal Christian people’ can be deceived into committing atrocities through propaganda and by slow process of incremental change. In the end, nearly every prosecuted member of the Nazi establishment used the only defense they could: “I was just following orders.” Just as typically peaceful individuals can be incited in groups to become riotous mobs, we can be manipulated by culture and propaganda to tolerate gradually growing wickedness. What was taboo for television ten years ago is flaunted today. 
How does that happen? By small steps we are changed. As Psalm 1 warns, a man can go from walking in the counsel of the wicked, to standing in the path of sinners, to finally sitting in the seat of the scornful. The temptation is pondered; the hook is swallowed; and the person joins the wicked in sin.
	
Proverbs 12:10 says that a righteous person “regards” the life of his beasts. Psalm 1 not only warns us of the danger of joining evil in small steps, but in verse 6, uses that same Hebrew word for “regard” (Rawlinson, 2). Psalm 1:6 says, “For the Lord knows the way of the righteous…”. You would suspect that the Psalmist is not simply stating the omniscience of God. We already know that God sees our steps before we take them. The meaning is not “mere knowledge” but emphasizes that the Lord cares about our ways. The righteous person cares about the lives of his animals.
Richard Bauckham further identifies the Hebrew verb for us:

“Proverbs 12:10, 'The righteous person knows (yada') the nephesh of their domestic animals, but the compassion (rahamim) of the wicked person is cruel' (my translation)… the occurrence of the same phrase in Exodus 23:9 is suggestive: 'You shall not oppress a resident alien; you know (yada') the heart (nephesh) of an alien, for you were aliens in the land of Egypt' (NRSV). We might translate the phrase in this context as 'you know what it's like to be an alien.' The Israelites knew what it was like because they'd been there themselves. Clearly, the owner of the animals does not know from experience what it is like to be an animal. But if we translate the phrase in Exodus in a more general way as 'you can empathize with an alien' we may be closer to the meaning in Proverbs. …We might say: The righteous person is attentive to the feelings of their animal.' The statement refers to rather more than good will towards the animal. It portrays the farmer who has got to know the animal well enough to tell when it is needing to rest or gasping for a drink, and feels for the animal as one might for a human friend in such a case…. Such know-ledge is only available through compassion …Compassion (rahamim) is a striking word in this context. It has an overtone of tenderness (cf. KJV: 'tender mercies').” (Bible, 138-139)
	
The general tenor of our relationship with domestic animals, at least, must be care and compassion for their needs. This requires a combination of knowledge and true concern for the creatures’ well-being. Knowledge and caring.
As Thomas Adams wrote,

“They cannot declare their wants, nor tell their grievance; otherwise than by moaning in their several kinds: to an honest heart their very dumbness is a loud language… While they live it is a mercy to supply them; when they must die, it is a mercy to despatch them: in all things mercy becomes the servants of God.” (520)
	
 
Kindness to animals, in brief

First, we must feed and water our animals. In Genesis 13, Abram and Lot separated their families and flocks because the land could not support their large herds. Of course, if you must choose between feeding your human family or your animals, the animals are a lower priority. Jesus said that we should not give the childrens' food to the dogs, in Mark  7:27-8, but they can have scraps leftover from the table. Even wild animals were allowed to glean from the crop fields at certain times (Exodus 23:11). 
The faithful servant of Abraham, seeking a good wife for Isaac, used the standard of kindness to camels at a desert oasis well, and met Rebekah who generously drew water for his animals (Genesis 24). 
In Deuteronomy 11:15, God says, “I shall provide grass in your field for your animals, and you shall eat and be satisfied. (Slifkin, 146) From this, the Jewish Talmud interpretation of the Law said that “a man should not eat until he has fed his animals.’ (Sargent, 129)

Second, we must allow our animals to rest. Jacob refused to move his family and herds too quickly in Genesis 33:13-14 because of many recent births in the flock. This gentleness is similar to that shown to us by the Lord in Isaiah 40:11, “He will feed His flock as a Shepherd, He will gather the lambs in His arms, and carry them in His bosom, and will gently lead those that have young.” The Sabbath rest belonged to both humans and animals. “Nor was the beast forgotten amid the pealing thunders of Sinai; for even there proclamation was made that the Sabbath rest should not be confined to man, but should also bring ease and repose to the cattle also.” (Pember, 28) 

Third, we must protect our animals from harm. David conscientiously guarded his flocks of sheep from bears and lions. Jesus expects that we would do the same. Matthew 12:11, “What man shall there be of you, that shall have one sheep, and this fall into a pit on the Sabbath day, will he not lay hold on it and lift it out?” During the plagues on Egypt, God warned His people that a great hailstorm was imminent, and ordered the Jews to take their animals into their homes for protection (Exodus 9).
In Jewish tradition, three men stood out among humankind as champions of righteousness in regard to the treatment of animals. Noah worked tirelessly to prepare the ark and then care for the creatures during the Flood. Joseph wisely saved food in preparation for years of famine, thus saving multitudes of people and cattle. Moses learned compassion during his years as a shepherd in Midian, and thus God chose him to be the shepherd of the people of Israel (Schwartz, 65, 59).
Proper treatment of animals starts in the human heart. Those who really care about the creatures would not wish any harm to come upon them. “For the beast of a righteous man, shall bee fed according to his labour, and laboured according to his strength, and in both, his life shall be regarded.” (Jermin, 244) Similarly, Jeremiah Burroughs wrote:

“A good man is merciful to his beast… God expects that you should use His creatures that He hath an interest in, that you should use them mercifully, and not cruelly.” (137)

Matthew Henry’s famous commentary summarizes Proverbs 12:10 simply: “The beasts that are under our care must be provided for, must have convenient food and rest, must in no case be abused or tyrannized over.” 
		
		Cruelty to animals, in brief

Deuteronomy 25:4, “Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the grain.” This verse will be studied in chapter 21? A muzzle is a device tied over the mouth of an animal so it cannot eat. In this context, it was used on oxen or mules to keep them from eating the grain while working with it. Even civil governments recognize this idea: in some states you can legally break into a neighbor’s car or home to feed starving animals. Along with “enough” food we must say “proper” food. Feeding cows the minced brains of other cows is likely what causes Mad Cow Disease in cattle. Cows were made by God to eat grasses. Primatt is right when he wrote:
 
“The soil is the property of God, the Lord paramount of the manor, who hath made the grass to grow for the cattle. The grass of the field is therefore no gift of yours to them; it is their right; their property: it was provided for them and given to them, before man was created. And as man cannot eat grass, and the beast asks for that which only man cannot eat, to withhold or forbid it is robbery and a sin.” (Sargent, 36)

Exodus 23:12, “Six days you shall do your work, and on the seventh day you shall rest, that your ox and your donkey may rest, and the son of your female servant and the stranger may be refreshed.” 
Whether you are a “strict Sabbatarian” [keeper of Sunday as a day of rest] or not, the principle of rest is undeniable, both for you and your animals. Beasts are finite creatures which are prone to disease, fatigue, and death, just as we are. John Calvin’s church (c.1547) passed rules allowing members to sometimes miss Sunday worship if they had animals requiring special attention on the Lord’s Day (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 37; Huff, 70). Rabbi Slifkin says that Torah commentaries are clear that letting animals appreciate the Sabbath “does not mean incarcerating them in a pen, but rather allowing them to wander and graze freely.” (141) Cruel men do not allow their animals to get proper rest.

Numbers 22:32, “And the Angel of the Lord said to him, ‘Why have you struck your donkey these three times? Behold, I have come out to stand against you, because your way is perverse before Me. The donkey saw Me and turned aside from Me these three times. If she had not turned aside from Me, surely I would also have killed you by now, and let her live.’” 

In the famous incident with Balaam, the donkey speaking in human language did not convince the wayward prophet, and so the Angel of the Lord showed Himself to Balaam and explained things more poignantly, brandishing a sword. 
Harshly punishing an animal without good reason is a cruelty that God notices. Even worse is killing animals just for “fun” or out of rage. In Genesis 49:5-6, Jacob condemns the violence of two of his own sons. “Simeon and Levi are brothers; instruments of cruelty are in their dwelling place…. For in their anger they slew a man, and in their self-will they hamstrung an ox. Cursed be their anger, for it is fierce; and their wrath, for it is cruel!” Hamstringing an animal is cutting the tendons in one or more legs with a blade so it cannot run. (Richmond, 108) Simeon and Levi did not receive a blessing from their father as he laid out the inheritances of his sons and grandsons.
Thomas Boston, a Puritan preacher, said that animal cruelty is a violation of Mosaic Law: “…the abusing of God’s works is forbidden in the third commandment, under the notion of taking God’s name in vain… it is evident that the abuse done to the creatures riseth to God Himself.” (269)

Exodus 21:28-29, “If an ox gores a man or a woman to death, then the ox shall surely be stoned, and its flesh shall not be eaten; but the owner of the ox shall be acquitted. But if the ox tended to thrust with its horn in times past, and it has been made known to his owner, and he has not kept it confined, so that it has killed a man or a woman, the ox shall be stoned and its owner also shall be put to death.”

 There are a couple of principles here. Clearly, an owner is negligent and culpable if he knows about a dangerous animal, yet leaves it opportunity to harm people.
 Also, animals are not supposed to kill people. In Genesis 9 after the Flood, the death penalty is named by God for any creature that kills a human being.
We do take note of “extenuating circumstances” in judging whether an animal had “reason” to kill a person. Foolish trespassers who jumped into zoo pens or marine parks to play with lions, bears, or killer whales have been killed by the animals. One Bible example that may show an exception to the rule, where no attempt is made to execute a man-killer, is from I Kings 13:24-28. God sends a lion to kill a disobedient prophet. The lion knocks the man off of his donkey, and kills him, but does not eat the man or harm the donkey. The lion actually sits there and waits for the other prophets to come and take away the body and lead away the donkey, showing no hostility to them at all. The prophets do not seek justice on this lion, accepting that obviously God wanted the man to die!
 The principle that animals should not be “man killers” is important, and we can then say that it is cruelty to train animals to kill people. If God says animals must not kill humans, and we teach our animals to kill humans, then we are certainly the blameworthy parties. One case of this in the Bible is Daniel who was thrown into the Lion’s Den. The Babylonians and Persians kept hungry lions in a pit below the throne room, and used them for capital punishment against traitors. While the lions were not likely trained to kill; keeping them in a state of perpetual hunger (another cruelty) made them man-killers.
In later parts of Exodus and Deuteronomy, penalties are made for animals (and their owners) that do harm or injury to other animals or property. These should demonstrate that training animals to kill or harm each other, for human entertainment, is a cruelty. In chapter 19 we will discuss barbaric sports like dog-fighting Deriving joy from the pain and death of animals is a psychological perversity and grave evil. Such people have lost proper compassion. 

Summary 

Proverbs 12:10 teaches far more than the need to avoid cruelty. Proverbs does not simply teach avoidance of cruelty. It positively teaches knowing and caring for the needs of animals under your authority. The philosopher Bernard Rollin is correct in saying that avoiding cruelty is not the exhaustive answer to our problems with the treatment of animals.

“…the closest we have come to an ideal for the treatment of animals is the notion embodied in what I have called the Presley Principle - ‘Don’t Be Cruel’ - which essentially enjoins us not to maliciously, willfully, or sadistically hurt animals for no purpose. Such an approach is basically flawed. For one thing, it describes our obligations to animals solely in terms of what is prohibited but is silent on our positive obligations to them. Second, it assumes that animal abuse is a matter of intentional cruelty, something patently not the case.” (Rights, 23)

Even unbelievers recognize in their consciences that cruelty to animals is an evil. Gary Larson, the cartoonist famous for “The Far Side” comics, said “I don’t believe in the concept of hell, but if I did I would think of it as filled with people who were cruel to animals.” (Hawthorne, 410)
The ancient Jewish principle “prohibiting cruelty and enjoining the pious to remember and alleviate the pain of living creatures” is thought by most rabbis to be “a biblical injunction, not because it can be found word for word in the Bible, but because it sums up the meaning of the Scriptures taken as a whole.” (Parker, 13; Schwartz, 64)
One of the best quotations from a Christian writer on kindness to animals comes from John Maynard in 1668:

“This should keep us from abusing the least of the creatures, as we fear to become guilty of defacing the Lord's own workmanship; and in this regard we should not dare to shew ourselves cruel to our very beasts which we use in our service, either to carry our bodies, or to do our work. The righteous is merciful to his beast, but their mercies are cruel, who carry merciless hearts toward the poor creatures. We must always remember that the Lord who made them hath more right unto them than we can have; our right being wholly derived from him; and therefore we must usurp no farther upon them than he alloweth us; which is moderately and mercifully to use them, not cruelly without mercy to abuse them. And therefore the withholding of due and necessary food from the beast, or over burdening it beyond measure, is a dishonour offered to its Creator. And as these beasts of service must not be abused, because they are the creatures of God; so neither may we in sport torment the poor creature that crawleth upon the earth. If I should name some practices among us of this nature, perhaps some would think them too mean to be mentioned here. But Christians must walk exactly, and keep God's commandments diligently, or exceedingly, as the Hebrew word in Psalm 119:4 noteth unto us, and the poorest Creature that is a part of God's workmanship, and God may be dishonored in us: yea to abuse in sport (though it be as mean a creature as a Fly & c.) is to take the name of God in vain, with these works of His, are such things, by which, as by a name, he hath made himself known unto us; the least Fly being an evidence of his Almighty Power. So for those creatures which we use for clothing, nourishment, or other use, we must take heed of all excessive abuse and so of taking the name of the Lord in vain. Still remember that this is created of God, and I must use it as a creature of His.” (18-20)

Those who blame Judaism and Christianity for the cruelties of western civilization have forgotten that animal welfare rules started in the Bible. The laws of Moses, inspired by the Holy Spirit, “set a humane standard for the treatment of animals that was seldom seen anywhere else for several thousands of years.” (Cansdale, 63; also Pick, Where, 165; Raisin, 12) 

One way of improving the world in regard to kindness versus cruelty is to begin teaching children when they are young about the beauties of creation and the animals. John Wesley declared that parents should not let their children cause needless harm to any living thing, including snakes, worms, toads and flies. (Keith, Thomas, 173) A modern survey of college students found that two-thirds of males and forty percent of females admitted to abusing animals in their youth, but only later felt remorse. (Herzog) 
The philosopher John Locke (1632-1704) wrote in “Thoughts on Education” that the fundamental law of morality was “humaneness:”

“This tendency to cruelty should be watched in them, and, if they incline to any such cruelty, they should be taught the contrary usage. For the custom of tormenting and killing of beasts will, by degrees, harden their hearts even towards men. And, they who delight in the suffering and destruction of inferior creatures, will not be apt to be very compassionate or benign to those of their own kind. Children should from the beginning be brought up in an abhorrence of killing or tormenting any living creature.” (Ferrier, 82)

An 1839 series of Christian sermons and lectures to young people by Abraham Smith, published later as A Scriptural and Moral Catechism, designed chiefly to lead the minds of the rising generation to the love and practice of mercy, and to expose the horrid nature of cruelty to the dumb creation, pleads with parents and pastors to make kindness a focus of education for youth. 

“To stem this torrent of savage wickedness, to root out from the earth this darling attribute of Satan, and to rescue the rising generation from the power of this demon of hell, this adversary of God and man, I do, in the name and on behalf of that creation which ‘groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now’, call upon the ministers of religion, of every denomination, parents of families, masters and mistresses of day and Sunday schools to obey the positive command of God - Prov. 22:6, ‘Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it.’” (xii)

“And surely no iniquity can be more atrocious, nor any action deeper stained with sin, than the base ingratitude of man to God, as displayed in the horrid tortures so wantonly inflicted by wicked men on those valuable animals, which God has so mercifully provided for the comfort and advantage of man.” (9)

“The love of cruelty is hereditary in our fallen race, and cleaves to us from the cradle. Hence infants have the disposition to torment before they have the power. Insects and animals furnish food for this detestable principle…” (57)


Many famous Christians of the past have demonstrated kindness to animals in practical ways; not simply in books and sermons. Andrew Linzey notes that more than two-thirds of the canonized saints (Catholic and Orthodox) were “animal friendly” in church tradition. (Regenstein, 57) Saint Francis of Assisi is the most famous of the animal-loving saints. 
Martin Luther commented on Deuteronomy 22:6, where we are forbidden to harm the mother bird if we take her eggs or chicks, “What else does this law teach but that by the kind treatment of animals they are to learn gentleness and kindness?  Otherwise it would seem to be a stupid ordinance not only to regulate a matter so unimportant, but also to promise happiness and a long life to those who keep it  (Regenstein, 78) Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as a boy, collected bird eggs and nests, but his father found his secret stash and reprimanded him for robbing the birds of all their eggs. FDR learned to take only one, in the future. (Brinkley, Rightful)
Considering the importance of this subject, and the rarity of pastors actually addressing it, you should encourage your pastor to preach about cruelty to animals occasionally. Thomas Chalmers said that “The institution of a yearly sermon against cruelty to animals…might at least be of some auxiliary operation…towards such an awakening.” (258)

“To obtain the regards of man’s heart in behalf of the lower animals, we should strive to draw the regards of his mind towards them… the close alliance that obtains between the regards of his attention, and those of his sympathy… we have to make head, not so much against the cruelty of the public, as against the heedlessness of the public… We think that a christian and humanized society will at length lift then prevalent voice, for the least possible expense of suffering to all the victims of a necessary slaughter.” (257)

 In 1827 a British region banned the sport of bull-baiting largely because Reverend John Howells preached and worked against the sport for decades. (Smith, Scriptural, xvii)

“The groans of our dumb animals are daily wearying heaven, and their blood crieth to it from the ground; and it is a duty incumbent on Christian ministers, more than any other class of men, to endeavor to repress this great evil. From what place more suitable can such duties be enforced than the pulpit? What day so appropriate for the blessed work as the Sabbath? Which is a weekly testimony of the tenderness with which the Almighty regards that injured portion of his creatures. Make it then your delight to mitigate the horrors of cruelty. It is a duty you can neither postpone nor neglect.” (ibid., xvi)


Chapter Twelve
Dominion as Cooperation with Animals

Domestication

Genesis 1:24-25, Then God said, ‘Let the earth bring forth the living creature according to its kind: cattle and creeping thing and beast of the earth, each according to its kind’; and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth according to its kind, cattle according to its kind, and everything that creeps on the earth according to its kind. And God saw that it was good.

In Genesis chapter one, Jesus created three kinds of non-human animals on Day Six: cattle, creeping things, and beasts of the earth. None of the creatures were “wild” in the sense of being skittish or dangerous, because before sin, all creatures were “tame” and without fear. It was not until Genesis chapter 9 that God put the fear of man into the animals. 
The Hebrew words distinguish between three kinds of animals as distinct; the question is, how were they distinct? The living things that creep along the ground seem to be insects, reptiles, and amphibians. The more difficult distinction is between the cattle and the beasts of the earth. In general, linguistics separate beasts of the earth (later called beasts of the field) as ‘wild animals’, and cattle as ‘domestic animals.’ Yet at this point in the creation, when no creatures are truly wild, and all are tame, in what sense were some beasts domestic?
I suggest that the format of the creation days may offer a clue. In the first three days, God created the habitats for the creatures, and on the following three days He filled each habitat with the animals appropriate to those habitats. 
On Day Two, Jesus separated the atmosphere from the waters, creating waters and the air. On Day Five, He formed the fish and the birds to move in the waters and the air. 
On Day Three, God made the dry land and plants. On Day Six, he brought forth the land animals, in their three types, to walk on the land and eat the plants. Only two of the three are specially identified to their “place”, so to speak. Beasts of the earth, and things that creep on the earth, are named as appropriate to the earth itself. Cattle do not seem to have a place noted. So are they out of place? 
I suggest that the cattle were made not for a place, but to be WITH man. Richard Bauckham agrees: “…it is notable that in Genesis 1:24-25 domestic animals are already distinguished from wild animals at the time of their creation, as though the role of domestic animals in human society was God's intention from the beginning.” (Bible, 28-29)
In other words, domestication is not a human innovation. Modern biology says that humans saw the usefulness of some creatures, and by accident or by design, we captured them, and through centuries of breeding and taming, we shaped these animals to our needs. Many dates are offered: putting the domestication of dogs over 30,000 years ago, sheep at 10,000 BC, horses at about 3500 BC, and etc. Thus, man invented the domestication of animals.
I say no, for the most part. 
From the beginning of creation, Jesus prepared some animals to live beside and work beside humans. Man alone did not “choose” or enslave desirable creatures for his own purposes. In a manner of speaking, some animals “chose” to hang around us. (Webb, On God, 47) Recent books have shown that there are major advantages for animal species which attach themselves to human societies. By joining human families or tribes, the cattle gain protection from predators, a constant food supply, and encouragement to reproduce, to name just a few advantages. Stephen Budiansky, an evolutionist,  has studied the process of animal domestication closely:
	
“If we come to see the domestication of animals not as a crime against nature, but as a product of nature, we will in the process confront something much more fundamental about man's part in nature. It is impossible to reconcile the environmentalists' view of a nature forever separate from man with the evolutionary facts of domestication If life with man was a better evolutionary bargain for domesticated animals than was life in the wild, then it makes no sense to say that nature (really just another word for evolution) ends where man's presence begins. And it raises doubts about larger judgments based on the premise that whatever is wild is pristine, what-ever is human is tarnished.” (14)

“One might wonder whether the advantages of extra food and protection from other predators would outweigh the disadvantages of being preyed upon by humans. From an evolutionary point of view, the answer is undeniable: A handful of minor species emerged from scraping together a marginal living at the end of the Ice Age to occupy a position of overwhelming dominance in the biosphere currently account for about 20 percent of the total biomass. Domestic dogs, sheep, goats, cattle, and horses far outnumber their wild counterparts. The global populations of sheep and cattle today each exceed one billion; their wild counterparts teeter on the brink of extinction.” (60-61)

No one suggests that the individual animals “planned this out”: deciding rationally that partnering with Homo Sapiens would be good for their species.  I suggest that God intended such to happen. Before the Fall, the cattle did not follow Adam around for protection, since there were no predators. Food was abundant. God already blessed them as encouragement to reproduce. Thus, the major advantages to human partnership were not yet obvious in the Garden of Eden. Perhaps an instinct to remain in the vicinity of humans was active at the beginning of Creation. While beasts of the field and creeping things were inclined to “do their own thing,” cattle were inclined to seek human direction.
God invented domestication and made it instinctual for some creatures like cows, sheep, and goats. I do see that mankind has taken other creatures that are not ‘cattle’ and domesticated them, in centuries after the Creation. The clearest example, to me, is horses. As shown in Animals in the Military (ABC-CLIO, 2011), horses were not very useful to early human societies until about 2000 BC when chariots were made light enough for horses to pull in battle. Over the next thousand years, selective breeding produced larger horses that could carry heavily armed humans in bigger chariots by 1700 BC, and carry riders into battle on their backs by the time of the Assyrian empire circa 800 years before Christ. (105-107) Since we would generally place the Creation of the world before 4000 BC, the horse was probably not one of the ‘cattle’ of great use to early humans. Only about fourteen large mammal species have become “domestic” in our lives, some of them probably after the Creation week. (Olmert, 234)
Dogs are a possible example. There are indications of ancient uses of dogs in warfare as early as 4000 BC, and dogs living in human groups even before that. What is troubling, or perhaps just confusing, is the ancient Jewish hatred for dogs. Throughout the Old Testament and continuing into the New Testament, canines are despised. It would seem that if Adam and Eve, and Noah and sons, had viewed dogs as ‘cattle’ or useful creatures, the Jewish people would also appreciate and tame them. 
Perhaps during their long captivity in Egypt, the Israelites decided to despise anything the Egyptians liked. Egyptians loved both pet dogs and cats, and even mummified them. Every other Old Testament reference to dogs is negative. (Darom, 10) Dogs were land-vultures: scavengers living at the edges of human encampments, eating scraps and garbage. Even in modern times, many Asians and Islamists dislike dogs, or view them as food sources, not as pets or helpers. 
Certainly westerners have contributed to the proliferation of various dog breeds. We have, through breeding and training, produced major variations in sizes (Chihuahuas versus Great Danes); speeds (Greyhounds versus Dachshunds); and personalities (Setters versus Bulldogs). This process is micro-evolution demonstrated well. God created creatures with genetic variability that can be influenced by man or nature over time, in limited ways. Bauckham shows that humans have forever altered canines:

“Dogs, though descended from wolves, are not wolves and cannot 'revert' to being wolves. … To say that they 'domesticated' animals is misleading because it suggests a one-sided process, something humans did to animals. More plausibly, domestication should be seen as a process of co-evolution, in which humans and animals developed relationships of mutual advantage.” (Bible, 135)

What animals are we calling ‘cattle,’ using the Hebrew word ‘behemah’? In modern English, we think of cattle as synonymous with livestock. I wonder if cattle may not be a biological label as much as a functional label. As the birds fly, the fish swim, the creepers creep, the beasts of earth roam… cattle congregate with humans. Cattle are the animals we humans like to domesticate. In this definition, perhaps dogs and horses and camels have become cattle! James Jordan suggests that any species frequently living with people can be considered cattle, and that “…it is the eschatological destiny of all beasts to become cattle under the taming administration of Spiritual men (Isa. 65:25).” (Animals, 8)
We do NOT include merely “tamed” creatures as domesticated animals. 
James 3:7-8, For every kind of beast and bird, of reptile and creature of the sea, is tamed and has been tamed by mankind.
Taming is not the same as domestication. Pat Shipman explains the difference in The Animal Connection:

“In animals, domestication is not taming. A wild animal may be tamed during the span of its lifetime and may make a satisfactory pet, though severe problems often arise as wild pets reach sexual maturity. Taming can be thought of simply as behavioral training: housebreaking (if the animal lives in the house), teaching an animal not to bite, training it to accept human presence and touch, getting a wild animal used to eating food provided by humans, and so on. The difference between taming and domestication lies in the permanence of the change in the wild animal. A tamed zebra, or hippo, or coatimundi will not give birth to offspring that are already tame and receptive to human handling. Tamed animals learn particular behaviors but do not pass this learning to their offspring. In contrast, a domesticated animal species has actually undergone a change in its genetic makeup over generations because of human actions.” (192-3; see also Cansdale, 42)

 Elephants are an excellent example of tamed, but not domesticated, animals. Pachyderms are easily trained, intelligent, helpful creatures. Yet after thousands of years of training, they are not truly domestic. Unexpectedly, and occasionally, a long tamed elephant will go ‘berserk’ and kill people. Also, a tamed elephant can be freed to the forest and live there happily, never rejoining humans, and producing offspring that are not human-loving.
Physiologist Jared Diamond posits that “… there are six requisite criteria for animal species to become domesticated: flexible diet, fast maturity rate, ability to breed in captivity, nonaggressive disposition, tolerance of threat (so they do not run away from humans), and 'follow the leader dominance hierarchies' (so humans can be the 'pack leader').” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 18) Species that do not share most of these qualities are usually tamed but not domesticated. Only 14 out of 148 large herbivores had a disposition suitable for moving into the human sphere. (Olmert, 159)
In the April, 2014 issue of National Geographic, Lauren Slater notes that “…docile is different from domesticated. Of all the large land animals that populate the planet, just over a dozen have been successfully domesticated. No matter how tamed or accustomed to humans an undomesticated animal becomes, its wild nature is still intact.” (119)
What usefulness would “cattle” have for Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden?
Since the diet proscribed by God (Genesis 1:29-30) was exclusively fruits and plants, it seems unlikely that Adam and Eve were milking cows or goats in Eden. Adam did not shear sheep to get wool for Eve to knit into sweaters, because they were naked and unashamed. What purpose then, would it serve, for God to make one kind of animal specifically to help man? In what sense could they help Adam? 
Although it is tempting to say that the “cattle” could be his pets and helpers, as we will study more in the next chapter, the idea falters when you study Genesis chapter two. God wanted to find a mate for Adam, and so God brought all sorts of creatures for Adam to study and name. Interestingly, God did not just send the cattle. If the sole or main purpose of ‘cattle’ was to help Adam in companionship as pets, then why would God also send birds and beasts of the field to Adam? It would seem that pets can come not just from the ‘cattle’ kind, but also from other kinds. I have a small parrot (a Sun Conure), and she is definitely not a behemah.
Since Adam was commanded by God to tend and keep the Garden of Eden, it is feasible that large bovine species like bulls, oxen, or the ancient Auroch, could pull a plow or a sledge. Certainly the elephant has proven its usefulness for thousands of years as a puller of logs and mover of heavy objects. Animals could work with Adam and Eve cooperatively in organizing Eden, but we do not know how long Adam and Eve stayed in Eden before the Fall, or if they used the cattle cooperatively during the Edenic time.
Moses, the probable author of Genesis, inspired by the Holy Spirit, wanted readers to see that God specifically created some animals for the direct use of man. (Vantassel, 37)  In subsequent ages, man has adopted other creatures like horses, and perhaps dogs, into the class of “domestication.” 
After the Fall, in Genesis 3:21, Jesus kills animals to make animal-skin clothing for Adam and Eve; Abel sacrifices at least one animal (4:4); and their descendants kept livestock and perhaps used skins for tents (4:20). These were not “cooperative” ventures with animals, because all of them involved killing the creatures for their skins or flesh, which we will study more in subsequent chapters. There may well have been cooperative works with domestic animals during the pre-Flood years, such as dairy farming, sheep-rearing for wool, oxen pulling plows, and etc.
C.S. Lewis taught that from creation, tameness was the natural state of animals. “The tame animal is therefore, in the deepest sense, the only ‘natural’ animal - the only one we see occupying the place it was made to occupy…” (in Karlson III, 43-44) If by tameness, Lewis means “friendly to man,” that is correct. If he meant “domesticated,” that would be errant, since only a segment of the animal world were created for working or living with humans.
 
Cooperation

This chapter examines the cooperation of humans with tame or domesticated animals. Cooperating animals are usually killed accidentally, not intentionally. They are valued as workers, not products, and their labor helps people.

“Tamed animals are thus the original form of all animals. Domesticating animals is not a matter of imposing some alien human influence on that which is wild and free. Instead it is a matter of bringing the wild back into an ordered relationship. Obviously we cannot and should not try to domesticate all of the animals of the world. But we must take responsibility for all of the animals, because whether we like it or not we are becoming the managers of the wild as the human population continues to grow and the wilderness continues to shrink. The idea of animals being subordinated to humans, in a relationship of mutual trust and benefit, is not only the origin but also the destiny of the animal kingdom.” (Webb. Good, 80)

Some animal rightists characterize domestication and taming, even for pets, as slavery. Environmentalist Paul Shepard wrote in The Animal Ethics Reader:
 
“Domestic animals were 'created' by humans by empirical genetic engineering over the past ten thousand years. … They are monsters of the order invented by Frankenstein except that they are engineered to conform to our wishes, biological slaves who cringe and fawn or perform or whatever we wish.” (512)

Leader of the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), Wayne Pacelle, wrote:

“We have no ethical obligation to preserve different breeds of livestock produced through selective breeding... One generation and out. We have no problems with the extinction of domestic animals. They are creations of human selective breeding.” Another HSUS leader, J.P. Goodwin said, “My goal is to abolish all animal agriculture.”  (Smith, Rat, 88).

The implicit idea behind this hostility toward domestication is that any animal ‘modified’ by humanity is impure, monstrous, or dangerous. The presumption is that ‘wild nature’ is pure and good, but human-tainted animals are evil. This philosophy leads to the odd conclusion that many “animal rightists” are not universally caring about animals, but only attentive to the needs of “natural,” pure, wild animals. They view domestic creatures as “the product of human manipulation and greed… degenerate versions of their wild cousins.” (Webb, Good, 78)
By this logic, only wolves are wild and natural forms of canines, and all subsequent breeds of canines are abominations to be destroyed. The modern horse, cow, donkey,  chicken, sheep and goat are all products of thousands of years of human domestication. All these must die, to purify the world for… whom, exactly? Animal rightists? The evolutionary ladder? Genetic purity? Quite a revolutionary notion from purported animal lovers!
Certainly domestication has been tainted by evil. Every aspect of life on Earth has been harmed by sin. The animal world has borne a large part of the suffering caused by sin and death. This book attempts to show the exact ways in which the creatures have been harmed, and how God intends to use humanity and the cosmic redemption to rectify the situation. I suggest that God’s solution is much happier than the ill-conceived desire to annihilate domestic animals.
The process of domestication does change animals radically. When seeking to ‘improve’ a species for a particular kind of work, you want the creature to behave desirably, and physically change to work more efficiently. Over the centuries, breeding and training significantly increased the size of horses, and their natures became more docile for improved command and control by the human. Dog breeds became very specialized. Their body shapes are extremely varied because humans sought canines to follow small mammals into holes (like Dachshunds); canines for flock-control (Sheep dogs); and canines for speed (Greyhounds). These breeds are found nowhere in the wild. Humans created these breeds over hundreds of years of breeding and selection. 
This breeding is not an unqualified “success.” We are discovering that the stringent processes used to create “custom breeds” is triggering genetic flaws in some animals. Breeding the “best” bitch and stud for one particular quality may succeed in making a better dog for X task, but it may also produce negative effects in the animal, or future generations. Large dogs are frequently hobbled with Canine Hip Dysplasia, producing painful arthritis, greatly reducing the animal’s quality of life. This condition led to the death of my favorite dog, a German Shepherd named Pilate. The Pekinese breed is susceptible to eye and respiratory problems, perhaps because of the famous flattened skull desired by owners. So, the human desire to modify dogs into various types of workers and pets has brought consequences upon the very animals we changed. Humans have, in a manner of speaking, become creators. We cannot create “from nothing” as God did. We have found ways to create by incremental change. 
God Himself speaks to Job about one particular animal, the wild ox. God suggests that Job not waste time trying to tame it. Some creatures are just not domestication-friendly!

Job 39:9-12, “Will the wild ox be willing to serve you? Will he bed by your manger? Can you bind the wild ox in the furrow with ropes? Or will he plow the valleys behind you? Will you trust him because his strength is great? Or will you leave your labor to him? Will you trust him to bring home your grain, and gather it to your threshing floor?”

One common trait in domesticated animals is a gradual shrinking of the skull and brain size. The most common theory is that wild animals needed more brain power to survive in the wild, but the ‘cushy’ life provided by humans has somewhat reduced the need for intelligence. (Grandin, 305; Masson, Altruistic, 305)  Of course this implies that a bigger brain is a smarter animal, which is a questionable idea. Birds have rather tiny brains and yet show signs of great intelligence. Also, in the case of pets, the idea that dogs are becoming stupid by living with people seems counter-intuitive. The animals seem to be learning more human information and less animal information; focusing on the people and not the wildlife outside. A wild wolf would be completely lost in your house, while your Cocker Spaniel knows the home quite well. A different habitat requires different intelligence (Webb, On God, 81)
While we are discussing shrinking brains, perhaps we should consider our own diminishing cranial cavities. Virginia Morrell in Animal Wise shows that scientists believe human brains have shrunk by at least 10% over the last 10,000 years. Maybe domestication has nothing to do with noggin’ shrinkage.
Another common trait in domestic animals is called ‘neotony.’ Neotony is retaining juvenile characteristics, such as large cute eyes, shortened noses, large floppy ears, etc. Some feminists have accused domestication of being “nefarious paternalism” because men planned to keep their animals in a permanent immature state for easier control. (Budiansky, 107-8) Instead of finding a male conspiracy behind neotenic traits, it is more likely that “cuter” animals received more attention and were therefore bred more often. (ibid., 98, 110; also Herzog) Of course, playfulness is a highly desirable trait in a pet, and it is not surprising that humans seeking house companions would like to have cute and playful critters around. The reason for desiring animals to retain juvenile attributes is not just for looks, however. Juvenile minds have “a lack of fixity,” meaning they learn faster and do not get stubborn so easily. (Gross, Question, 62-63)
There are unexpected consequences to selective breeding. Temple Grandin, an animal expert, describes how some roosters have lost the natural dance that told hens it was time for mating. When the hens do not respond to these amorous males, the roosters get angry and kill the hens. Grandin calls them “rapist psycho roosters.” (70-71)
Another danger in domestication is succeeding too much in removing wild traits. Wendell Berry says that some domestic sheep have become useless, with reproductive problems and behaviors ruining their economic value. (69) 
Some Mosaic laws like Leviticus 19:19 touch on domestication. It says, “You shall keep my statutes. You shall not let your livestock breed with another kind. You shall not sow your field with mixed seed. Nor shall a garment of mixed linen and wool come upon you.” Richard Bauckham explains that “…if you breed a horse and a donkey, you get a mule, which is infertile, and so they did not approve of mules. Cross-breeding of species seemed to violate the fundamental distinctions that made for diversity in God's creation and so was forbidden by the law of Moses (Lev. 19:19).” (Living, 218) Generally, rules of this type from the law of Moses are viewed to have been “ceremonial laws” and not “moral laws,” and the ceremonial laws are no longer in force with the coming of the New Testament and new covenant. Whether there is a larger principle behind this law, so that we should question the wisdom of cross-breeding, we will discuss in the chapter 17.
Perhaps the largest problem humans have with the domestication of animals today, is their complete ignorance about the process. In a John Berger essay “Why Look at Animals?”, he labeled most modern people as “urban strangers.” Ptolemy Tompkins explains this:

“He meant people so thoroughly and hopelessly distanced from the brute facts of existence in the material world that they allowed themselves to forget, ninety-nine percent of the time, that they relied on the toil and the lives of animals with practically every move they made.” (23)

The importance of animal domestication is hard to overestimate. Animals help humans in practical ways, even today. Ironically, and tragically, most habitat loss comes because we are increasing the number of meat animals around the world, at the expense of wild creatures. Thus, a few ‘alien’ species are used to wipe out the native species. Just as logging elephants helped to cut down the forests of Asia, thus depriving their own kind of jungle habitat; humans expand corn and grain crops to feed the growing cow, pig, and chicken populations to bolster our meat economy.
European immigrants drove out the native American peoples by direct and indirect methods. Two of the most successful means of pushing back American Indians were the introduction of novel diseases, and the massive importation of domestic animals. Just as hunters annihilated the Bison of the Great Plains, removing a main food source for the Indians, so our domestic animals munched their way across America. Says Alfred W. Crosby in Ecological Imperialism:

“If the Europeans had arrived in the New World and Australasia with twentieth-century technology in hand, but no animals, they would not have make as great a change as they did by arriving with horses, cattle, pigs, goats, sheep, asses, chickens, cats, and so forth. Because these animals are self-replicators, the efficiency and speed with which they can alter environments, even continental environments, are superior to those for any machine we have thus far devised.” (173)

Animals as Transportation

A few large animal species have been domesticated for thousands of years specifically to pull wagons or carry people. The most popular animal for pulling loads, such as carts, wagons, or plows, has been the Ox. By definition an ox is just a cow that works, but usually they are large male cows that have been castrated and trained to pull. (Klinkenborg, 83) The first Bible verses with oxen Genesis were animals belonging to Abram.
The first time the Bible describes working oxen is in Numbers chapter seven, near Mount Sinai. The leaders of Israel brought six covered carts and twelve oxen to the newly built Tabernacle, their mobile place of worship. 

Numbers 7:4-6, 9, “Then the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, Accept these from them, that they may be used in doing the work of the tabernacle of meeting; and you shall give them to the Levites, to every man according to his service. So Moses took the carts and the oxen, and gave them to the Levites. … But to the sons of Kohath he gave none, because theirs was the service of the holy things, which they carried on their shoulders.”

The Levites were special workers for the Tabernacle; not priests. They were in charge of transporting, erecting, cleaning, and taking down the Tabernacle. You might call them custodians. The Lord told Moses that these oxen donated by the people would pull the six wagons carrying most of the furniture and tools used for the place of worship. The holiest items, like the Ark of the Covenant and the Menorah lamp, were carried on shoulder poles by the Levites. As for any question regarding the morality of using oxen to pull loads, God Himself encouraged it, in this case. 
That is not to say that throughout history, every load prepared by man for pulling by oxen was right. Isaiah 46:1-2 seems to imply that over-burdening animals pulling heavy carriages was an evil of idolatrous peoples. Pastor J.B. Gross of Easton, Pennsylvania, preached in 1868, that “God is very far from demanding anything of man which he is incapable of performing. How, then, can man dare ask more of his beast than its strength or its intelligence will warrant?” (Anon, Plea, II, 11)
Hundreds of years later, some of these Tabernacle rules were forgotten, or ignored. King David decided to move the Ark of the Covenant closer to the capitol. 

II Samuel 6:6-10, “And when they came to Nachon’s threshing floor, Uzzah put out his hand to the ark of God and took hold of it, for the oxen stumbled. Then the anger of the Lord was aroused against Uzzah, and God struck him there for his error; and he died there by the ark of God. And David became angry because of the Lord’s outbreak against Uzzah… David was afraid of the Lord that day, and he said, ‘How can the ark of the Lord come to me?’ So David would not move the ark of the Lord with him into the city of David…”

Note that the Lord was not angry at the oxen for stumbling. The oxen did not choose to load the Ark of the Covenant onto a cart. The Ark had holes in the sides for long poles, to be carried on men’s shoulders; it was not designed to sit on a wagon. Apparently the oxen reached a bit of bad road and stumbled, and the Ark of the Covenant started to fall off the wagon. Uzzah, walking alongside, sought to protect the Ark by grabbing it, so God killed him. Why?
It is hard for modern Christians, especially Protestants, to think of an object as holy. Roman Catholics do have holy objects, such as relics. As for the Ark of the Covenant, no one, ever touched it. It was considered to be the Holy Place where God showed Himself to the High Priest once a year. The High Priest saw the Ark, flipped blood on it, but never touched it. The Levites never touched the Ark: they ran poles through the holes to carry it. So Uzzah, while intending well, did more harm than good. If the Ark had fallen in the mud, it would not have been defiled. Having a human touch it, a sinful human, was a direct violation of God’s law. 
When King Solomon later built a Temple to replace the portable Tabernacle as the place of worship, oxen gained a prominent place, in statue. The giant “Sea” or basin full of water, a gigantic bronze pool to provide water for the priests to wash in, had twelve oxen statues holding it up. Three faced in each geographical direction, facing outwards with their hind ends under the center of the basin (I Kings 7:23-26). This seems like a memorial or celebration of the original twelve oxen who worked for the good of the Tabernacle. It might even be symbolic of the Cherubim, with their cow feet, that hold the throne of God in Heaven. A couple of centuries later, King Ahaz would chop up the bronze Sea and oxen statues as a gift of tribute money to the King of Assyria.
A single animal is strong enough to pull a light load, but by using a wooden brace or neck harness called a yoke, two animals can combine their strength, and then more pairs can be arranged in front, so that very heavy loads can be dragged. The Mosaic rule of Deuteronomy 22:10, “You shall not plow with an ox and a donkey together” is usually interpreted as promoting animal welfare, because the unequal size and strength of these animals would cause physical harm to both in their harnesses. (Regenstein, 21) The Apostle Paul interpreted it so, as shown in II Corinthians 6:14, where he said we should not marry an unbeliever and become “unequally yoked.”  
One unusual story about yoked cows comes from I Samuel 6:7-12. The Philistines had captured the Ark of the Covenant, and held great parties celebrating their new trophy, until diseases destroyed several Philistine towns. They decided that the Ark might be the cause of the pestilence, but hedged their bets a little. They took two milk cows, never before yoked, with recently borne calves standing nearby. The Philistines attached these untrained cows to a wagon carrying the Ark of the Covenant, and said to themselves: if the cows stay here with their babies, the Ark is not the problem. If the cows can find their way back to Israel, obviously the God of Israel wants His Ark back. The cows immediately left their babies and pulled the wagon back to Israel. Clearly, God influenced these animals to bring His ark back to the Jews. (Bulanda, 71)
Two famous Bible characters owned and worked with teams of yoked oxen. The wealthy man Job, before disastrous Satanic attacks destroyed his property, owned a thousand oxen (500 yokes). Elisha was plowing his fields with 12 oxen when the prophet Elijah asked him to follow. 
Jesus asked people to come and take His “easy” yoke because He would give them only light burdens (Matthew 11:29). Since Jesus was a carpenter’s son, He probably built yokes for the cattle of Galilee. (Sargent, 17-18) Jesus rebuked the legalism of the Pharisees by saying that they lead their oxen out for a drink of water on the Sabbath (Luke 3:5), and if an oxen had fallen into a pit on the Sabbath, would they not help the creature out? (Luke 14:5). Even worse, in legalistic Sabbatarianism, were the Essenes, from whom we obtained the long-buried Dead Sea Scrolls. 

“…the Qumran sect, whose interpretation of the Sabbath laws was extremely strict, categorically forbade such acts of mercy: 'No man shall assist a beast to give birth on the Sabbath day. And if it should fall into a cistern or pit, he shall not lift it out on the Sabbath' (CD 11:12-14). … it is clear that Jesus understood the issue … His argument is that, since his hearers agreed that acts of compassion, designed to relieve the suffering of animals, are lawful on the Sabbath, surely acts of compass-ion, designed to relieve human suffering, are also lawful.” (Mt 12:12-13) (Bauckham, Living, 85)

While horses get most of the publicity, oxen did most of the work in the ancient world. Many countries still rely on ox labor. The ox has more power (torque); works well in rough terrain; eats less; behaves more calmly; fits in working harnesses better; and is less susceptible to disease than a horse. (Klinkenborg, 89) Keith Thomas estimates that medieval ox and horse power gave the Europeans five times more pulling power than the Chinese farmers without livestock help. (25) Medieval monasteries using oxen ordered their caretakers to be certain that the mangers contained full supplies of food and to be careful not to injure or distress the beasts. (Regenstein, 69)
In colonial America, Edward Johnson said that a farmer with normal tools could plant and tend four acres of land. With oxen and plow, he estimated the same farmer could cultivate 30 acres, an increase of more than seven-fold. Thus, farmers would borrow or hire neighbors with oxen to work their fields, making surplus monies available. (Anderson, Creatures, 145-6) King Solomon recognized the value of the plowing ox. Proverbs 14:4, “Where no oxen are, the manger is clean, but much revenue comes by the strength of the ox.” Until 1850, oxen outnumbered horses in every American state except Vermont. (Klinkenborg, 88)
Horses and mules came to be popular in pulling wagons (more than plows) mainly because of their speed and ability to work longer hours. Today, some small logging operations use horses rather than machinery for selective logging tasks: where the cutters take only specific trees of good size, rather than clear-cutting a whole region. The owners of such horses say that there are many advantages, including the ability to utilize narrow roads; leaving the forest in better condition with less damage; and cost. (Berry, 133-4; Bixby, 166)
At times, the poor have used large dogs to pull small carts. During the Civil War era, “rag pickers” harnessed dogs to drag loads by day, then set them loose at night to forage for their own food. (Lane, Marion, 57) Dogs also pulled small machine-guns, and wounded soldiers on stretchers, during World War One. 
Draught 

“For our service, God has been pleased to create these useful animals large and strong; and for our security it is, that they are timid, irrational, and dumb. But certainly it does not become us to take a cruel advantage of any of their incapacities or defects, which are only intended as the reins by which we are to guide and control them.” (Primatt, 139)

While large draught animals pulled plows and carts to the advantage of farmers and tradesmen, slightly smaller horses and mules became an important means of human transportation. A human could sit on an animal’s back to ride. Camels were ridden by humans before horses. In Genesis 24, Abram sends his servants on camels to seek a wife for Isaac. Donkeys were used by Abram in Genesis 23 to carry supplies during the journey with Isaac to a mountain for sacrifice. 
The famous man of patience, Job, may have been a caravan business owner. He owned vast herds of camels and oxen and donkeys, and lived in a region where renting those animals to cross the desert between Mesopotamia and Egypt could be very lucrative. Judaism promoted kindness to animals, and Christianity followed suit as early as the reign of Constantine. (Gerstner, Reasons, 160)
For the most part, the owner of a horse would treat his animal well, recognizing from self-interest that to harm or starve the creature would literally cost him his ride. While we are not able to communicate on a peer level with domestic animals, we clearly are able to signal our intentions to them, and train them.

“Through gentleness, humans can become a productive team with animals. If asked to do so, such animals will injure or kill themselves to please their human masters. Cruelty, on the other hand, breaks an animal's spirit, resulting in a poor slave rather than a working companion. Or worse, creates a man-hating beast. But, man working in partnership with an animal is one of the most beautiful things in the world.” (Holmes, 114)

“Even with fully domesticated horses, training them and working with them is a constant exercise in both listening and negotiating. No one can force a horse to do anything (except possibly by using extreme brutality) because they are so much bigger and stronger than we are. Even fences and stalls are really mutually agreed-upon conventions, not absolute controls...” (Shipman, 244)

The idea that fences prevent horses from leaving your fields is an illusion, at times. For some years we had a horse named Zipporah that stayed in her pen, until one day a strange dog arrived at the house and began chasing our Scottish Terriers around. Our horse nonchalantly leaped over the fence and chased away the intruder. Then she jumped back into her pen. “Zip” had simply agreed, in a sense, to stay there, unless circumstances required her to play the hero and exit.
It is sometimes claimed that the use of bridles and other equipment used for animal control is cruel. Jesus has already spoken of good or light yokes, obviously inferring that some yokes are better (kinder) than others. James 3:3 says “Indeed, we put bits in horses’ mouths that they may obey us, and we turn their whole body.” Just as there can be good yokes and bad yokes, there presumably can be good bits and bad bits for use on a horse. Even in ancient Greece men argued about just and unjust methods of training and tools of control. Some bits (such as snaffle bits) were used as punishment: intended to hurt the horse’s tongue, as a means of domineering control; but kinder people insisted they would not use such instruments. 
The purpose of a bridle and bit is to guide the horse, in a sense, explaining your will to the animal. Experienced riders (such as the American Indian riders of the 18th and 19th centuries) could guide a horse with knee or foot pressure, without bits or spurs. The genius of a few riders to live without tools of control does not make all other riders cruel and wicked for needing such accouterments A companion of Saint Francis, named Friar Giles, commented on the James 3:3 verse in this way:

“How useful is the nature of the horse! For how swiftly soever the horse runneth, he yet letteth himself be ruled and guided, and leapeth hither and thither, and forward and backward, according to the will of his rider: and so, likewise, ought the servant of God to do, to wit, he should let himself be ruled, guided, turned aside and bent, according to the will of his superior, or of any other man, for love of Christ.” (Armstrong, 125)

A conscientious company owner in the United Kingdom in the 19th Century experimented on a large scale with giving horses a Sabbath day off each week. He owned over 900 horses, used for riding and pulling conveyances (coaches, carts). He determined that a horse ridden seven days a week could only ride for 6 miles per day (42 miles per week), while the horses ridden only 6 days could go 8 miles per day (48 miles per week). Thus, he claimed, he earned a twelve percent increase in working energy from his animals by giving them the Sabbath off. (Anonymous, Plea, II, 32) 
One reason that animal activists seek to end the modern tourist horse carriage rides in New York City is that the law allows each horse to be used 9 hours a day, seven days a week. They are allowed a few days off each year (by rules) but there is no way to know if they are actually given such days to rest.

“Humanity here is the best policy. Animals, like ourselves, can only discharge their functions while they are in a healthy condition, and while they can enjoy as well as labour. When taxed beyond their natural powers, and exposed to frequent or continued ill-usage, their spirits droop, they visibly decline in strength, and drag on to its close a miserable existence. And can any thing be more contemptibly mean than the cruelty thus exercised? It is the strong taking advantage of the weak.” (Styles, 139)

The United Kingdom did not shine as a beacon of kindness to horses. One problem was that rental horses, like rental homes and rental land, are often badly kept. Having the use of animals or objects without the responsibility of ownership led to constant cruelty. As Lewis Gompertz wrote of coachmen, “Let it be remembered that these men, from their want of power and their inability of exercising any tyranny over their fellow-creatures, give unrestrained scope to their barbarity on their cattle, which it seems they justly indeed consider as their slaves.” (3) 
Saving time meant hurrying tired animals, and saving money meant starving the creatures. In 1768 Richard Dean wrote: “Brutes are every day perishing under the hands of barbarity, without notice, without mercy; famished as if hunger was no evil, mauled as if they had no sense of pain, and hurried about incessantly from day to day, as if excessive toil was no plague, or extreme weariness was no degree of suffering.” (v2, 108) Keith Thomas in his book Man and the Natural World noted the sad reputation of British horsemen:

“It is true that England was proverbially a hell for horses and that many were literally ridden to death. 'Pursuivants that ride from post to post,' says an early Tudor phrasebook, 'destroy many horses.' When used for draught and burden they could be harshly treated. 'How often have I seen them fainting under their loads,' exclaim-ed a preacher in 1669 [John Flavel], 'wrought off their legs and turned out, with galled backs, into the fields or highways to shift for a little grass. Many times have I heard and pitied them, groaning under unreasonable burdens and beaten on by merciless drivers till, at last, by such cruel usage, they have been destroyed and cast into a ditch for dogs' meat.'” (100)

“Kindness to animals was a luxury which not everyone had learnt to afford…most workers continued to regard animals in a functional light, untinged by sentiment. When the S.P.C.A. established a fund to reward humane cab-drivers, 'so few cases … of exemplary conduct' were discovered that the balance had to be transferred to another purpose.” (186-7)

On October 4, 1790, a man was charged for ripping the tongue out of a horse while beating it on the head. He was acquitted because there were no laws protecting animals. (Regenstein, 90) Blatant and public deeds of this kind led to the formation of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. (Metaxas, 265-6)
England was by no means the only nation permitting cruelty to horses. George T. Angell helped to found the first American society against cruelty to animals, largely to help horses. A practical man, Angell fought to improve the lives of horses even when he could not legally stop cruelty. In Boston, where there were no public fountains or troughs, working horses lacked access to water, so the Massachusetts SPCA built water fountains for them. (Angell, 20) In New York City, where the “Russ Pavement” was slippery, thousands of horses were being injured with broken legs, so the American SPCA society fought to have the roads improved. (Lane, Marion, 49) Horses were so overworked, it is estimated that about 25,000 horses died each year just pulling streetcars. (Hawthorne, 427)
Many sad stories exist about the lives of ponies and donkeys and mules that work in mines; lacking rest, proper food, and sunlight much of the time. One poignant change in such conditions was shown during the Welsh Revival of 1904. Young Evan Roberts preached for years to the miners of Wales and the revival spread so quickly that even the donkeys and ponies were affected. The newly-converted men stopped swearing and the animals were so accustomed to commands in profanity that they had to be retrained to move with kind commands! 
When humans turn from darkness to light, their newly changed lives affect the animals under their care.

Balaam’s Donkey

In the Bible, the most relevant story about a human riding on an animal is found in Numbers chapter 22. In case you doubt the validity of this passage about Balaam and his talking donkey, you should note that Balaam was referred to in Deuteronomy, Joshua, Nehemiah, Micah, II Peter, Jude, and Revelation. A 1967 archaeological discovery at Deir Alla, Jordan, a non-biblical inscription, appears to refer to this same Balaam son of Be’or. 

Numbers 22:21-35, “So Balaam rose in the morning, saddled his donkey, and went with the princes of Moab. Then God’s anger was aroused because he went, and the Angel of the Lord took His stand in the way as an adversary against him. And he was riding his donkey, and his two servants were with him. Now the donkey saw the Angel of the Lord standing in the way with His drawn sword in His hand, and the donkey turned aside out of the way and went into the field. So Balaam struck the donkey to turn her back onto the road. Then the Angel of the Lord stood in a narrow path between the vineyards, with a wall on this side and a wall on that side. And when the donkey saw the Angel of the Lord, she pushed herself against the wall and crushed Balaam’s foot against the wall; so he struck her again. Then the Angel of the Lord went further, and stood in a narrow place where there was no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left.  Now when the donkey saw the Angel of the Lord, she lay down under Balaam, so Balaam’s anger was aroused, and he struck the donkey with his staff. Then the Lord opened the mouth of the donkey, and she said to Balaam, ‘What have I done to you, that you have struck me these three times?’ And Balaam said to the donkey, ‘Because you have abused me. I wish there were a sword in my hand, for now I would kill you!’ So the donkey said to Balaam, ‘Am I not your donkey on which you have ridden, ever since I became yours, to this day? Was I ever disposed to do this to you?’ And he said, ‘No.’ Then the Lord opened Balaam’s eyes, and he saw the Angel of the Lord standing in the way with His drawn sword in His hand; and he bowed his head and fell flat on his face. And the Angel of the Lord said to him, ‘Why have you struck your donkey these three times? Behold, I have come out to stand against you, because your way is perverse before Me. The donkey saw Me and turned aside from Me these three times. If she had not turned aside from Me, surely I would also have killed you by now, and let her live.’ And Balaam said to the Angel of the Lord, ‘I have sinned, for I did not know You stood in the way against me. Now therefore, if it displeases You, I will turn back.’ Then the Angel of the Lord said to Balaam, ‘Go with the men, but only the word that I speak to you, that you shall speak.’ So Balaam went with the princes of Balak.”

A prophet is apparently planning to disobey God by going with servants of a pagan king to cast a curse upon the Israelite nation. The donkey sees the “Angel of the Lord,” (which is usually believed to be an appearance of Jesus the Son of God) with sword ready, on the road ahead. Balaam does not see the danger. 
Cameron B.R. Howard has a brief article called “Animal Speech as Revelation in Genesis 3 and Numbers 22,” that is worth discussion. He points out that the only two real conversations between humans and animals in the Holy Bible are the serpent with Eve, and the donkey with Balaam. 
Humphry Primatt notes the irony of Balaam’s desire: Balaam wanted a sword to kill the donkey, so God sends him a sword (with angel attached), but it is actually intended to kill Balaam… (223)
One difference between the serpent’s speech and the donkey’s speech is that God directly intervened to enable the donkey to talk. The serpent could already talk, unless it was the angelic Satan ‘possessing’ a normal snake enabling it to talk. For Balaam, it seems clear that this was not an angel speaking through the donkey. One reason we can be certain of that, is the Hebrew pronoun used throughout the passage for the donkey as a female, a “she”. If “she” spoke then it was not “he” the Angel of the Lord speaking through her. Furthermore, in Second Peter we are told that “a dumb donkey speaking with a man’s voice restrained the madness of the prophet.” (2:16) By man, Peter means human, not male.
As for the donkey talking, the real question becomes, how much intelligence can we grant to the donkey to speak thus? Aside from being supernaturally enabled to speak Hebrew (or whatever language Balaam heard from her); are these “her own words?” Did she have the ability to think these things on her own account, and only now she is able to express them verbally? Or did God also give her a sudden jolt of IQ that she never had before? It seems plausible, at least, and the implication of the text is that the donkey is speaking her mind. What she says is significant to the question of domestication. As Howard writes:

“Remarkably, rather than point to the fiery supernatural being blocking the road, the donkey appeals to the companionship - albeit a companionship forged through servitude - she and Balaam have shared. She puts her own subjectivity first, insisting that Balaam acknowledge the trust he owes her. … But the interrogations are not yet over for Balaam. The angel of Yahweh asks nearly the same question that the donkey posed: ‘Why have you beaten your donkey these three times?’ (Num 22: 32). Before Balaam has a chance to revise his answer, the angel continues its address, explaining that the donkey’s seeing and subsequent turning away have kept the angel from killing Balaam.” (27)

Howard here shows antipathy toward the domestic role of the donkey, emphasizing that the ‘companionship’ was  “forged through servitude” and not a real relationship. Animal rightists have often come to view domestication as “slavery”, as we will see more in the chapter 13. However, Howard is rightly intrigued by the donkey’s focus of conversation She is no longer panicked at the presence of an angelic warrior standing nearby. What seems to be the most important issue to Balaam’s donkey is that of justice in their long-term relationship. She asks basically, “why have you been hitting me?” 
He replies, “Hitting you? I would lop your head off if I had a sword!”
She asks, “Have I not been a very helpful animal to you for years? Did I ever act this way before?”
Readers by now may be thinking that I have been drinking, or gone off the deep end, paying any attention at all to the deeper meanings of an ancient donkey’s speech. But I ask you, as divine revelation, given by God to Moses, do these verses not mean some-thing? If so, what alternative do you have for interpreting this passage? Either you think it a myth, which puts you outside of the Bible-believing audience intended for this book, or you think it is true. 
You can try to make a case that God has an angel speaking through the donkey (without any evidence of it), or that God Himself is speaking the words AS IF through the donkey, in which case “the Lord opened her mouth” becomes meaningless. If God Himself is pretending to be the donkey, what does God gain by this commandeering of her lips? Moments later God Himself through His Son Jesus speaks to Balaam, so there is no reason to blurt out words through the animal, is there?
I cannot see any alternative to saying that the donkey has some memory and amount of intelligence. She is not citing poetry here, waxing creative; nor explaining the mysteries of the universe. What she does seem to know, and say, is that she recognizes her role as the helper to Balaam, and her constant obedience to that role, until now.
One might think that God had created domestic animals with the basic understanding that their role was to help humans. 
Would it not make sense that if God intended for certain animals to be man’s helpers, they would have enough brains to submit to that role? Is that not implied in many Scripture passages, such as Isaiah 1:3, “An ox knows its owner, and a donkey its master’s manger, but Israel does not know, My people do not understand.” This verse strongly infers that domestic animals know at least two bits of useful information: 1) their owners [see John 10], and 2) where they will get their food. 
Think of the discussion of instinct and intelligence that we earlier. Instinct is a sort of automatic, unthinking programmed response to situations. Intelligence requires thinking and flexibility. Happily, our brains automatically tell our lungs to breathe and hearts to beat, since we might otherwise become distracted and die. That is a sort of instinct. But choosing between two possible courses of action requires some decision making. Domes-tic animals are making decisions and choices. Your dog sometimes decides the cookie on the table is more desirable than staying off the table as previously trained. 
Balaam’s donkey has habitually obeyed, until now, when a frightening angel keeps jumping in her path. Balaam is unable to see this danger. She chooses to disobey and suffer Balaam’s retribution, unjustly, to avoid the angel. 
I cannot say that it is crystal clear that Balaam’s donkey had only Balaam’s safety in mind. It would be natural for the donkey to fear the angel with sword, even if she had no man riding her. 
 In short, the donkey is upset by the injustice of being beaten for avoiding a fearful situation, especially with no prior history of disobedience. 

“What the Bible says and implies about the donkey is interesting. The donkey's questions show that the donkey could think, knew what was right from wrong, and recognized the angel for what it was. The donkey asked Balaam why he hit it. The donkey's logic about its lifelong service to Balaam meriting kind treatment from him shows a keen awareness of the past, as well as a sense of justice. All of this demonstrates that the donkey could think. The donkey could see the angel and knew what would happen if it continued on the road. The donkey understood the purpose of the angel and that the angel came from God. The donkey was not afraid of the angel, but was protecting Balaam from the angel who was acting according to God's direction. The donkey is given credit for its thought and understanding. The Bible does not say that God gave the donkey special wisdom and understanding, but only that God 'opened the mouth of the donkey' to allow it to communicate to Balaam.” (Bulanda, 53)

I am not sure I would go so far as Bulanda in the knowledge shown by Balaam’s donkey. However, I am saying that some animals can sense injustice, in a way. They are not gossiping and complaining at the communal trough about our foibles. They simply have a sense of what is right and wrong regarding our treatment of them. If you have pets, you may have seen this for yourself. If you have two dogs laying side by side, and you give one dog a treat, does the dog with no treat find this situation acceptable? I suspect that one dog feels “cheated” and is watching you expectantly for another treat. In this example, the giving of food to one dog and not the other is not truly “injustice” but more a lack of fairness. 
In what sense has Balaam been unjust to the donkey? From the donkey’s point of view, Balaam has ignored the long history of obedient service and become excessively angry over this one incident. Had Balaam seen the angel, he would likely have praised the donkey for its turning aside and laying down. 
In a manner of speaking, humans have made a social contract with domestic animals. We agree to feed and water and rest our animals in exchange for their help, whether it be emotional (as pets) or physical (as laborers or providers of wool or milk) or perhaps, even death (as food). We do not unnecessarily punish them for deviations in behavior. There is certainly a place for negative reinforcement, in the process of training or reminding an animal of its expected behavior. When an animal violates the law of God to the extreme, as in the case of killing a human, we are commanded to execute the creature. 
What bothered the donkey was the breach of trust in her relationship with Balaam. We joke about the differences between dogs and cats, saying that the dog looks at its owners as gods, and the cat views itself as god and the domestic humans as servants. 
In a sense, we are gods to domestic animals. We act in ways completely beyond their comprehension; have powers or abilities they cannot match; and provide for their needs. When lost from home, the animal is often completely depressed and has no way to care for itself. When God enabled the donkey to speak its mind, the central problem in her mind was showing Balaam her faithfulness and the injustice of his now cruel treatment of her. She does not seem angry as much as confused or worried, perhaps hopeful that he will see his error. 
Even if you reject my suggestion that domestic animals have a sense of justice and desire for proper treatment… even if God Himself or an angel was speaking through the donkey, the obvious sense of the passage is that Balaam sinned in beating the faithful beast. Jesus makes it clear that He expects humans to do what is right with their domestic animals.
 A careful man, not in a hurry to receive his ill-gotten gold for cursing Israel, might have recognized that a faithful donkey would not suddenly go berserk for no reason. He made no attempt to get off the donkey, to look around for dangers, or check her hooves for painful stones, etc. In his rush, Balaam got angry and even said to the donkey that she was abusing him by being troublesome! 
In some cases we rush to judgment, and wrongly so, regarding supposed crimes of our animals. One famous example is the French Greyhound now called St. Guinefort. According to legend, a knight of Lyon left his baby in the care of the dog. When he returned, the knight found the cradle overturned, the baby missing, and Guinefort with blood on her muzzle. The knight killed the dog on the spot, presuming the dog had killed the baby. Moments later, the baby cried, and was found next to the body of a dead viper, obviously killed by the dog (Thomas, Keith, 106).
In a 1613 book by Thomas Drake, the author admonishes (in old English):

“Let us in no wise curse, banne, lame or misuse any of the poore Creatures,  knowing that if there bee any defect or untowardness in their nature; or any want of duty and observance in them, towards us, our sin hath beene and is the cause and occasion of it; and if the poor dumbe Creature, (bird or beast) bee in any paine and miserie, let us not joy, nor sport ourselves in it paines and torments, but rather be sorry for it, and be greeved for our own sinnes, which the silly and sinlesse creature smarteth for.” (26-7)

Elephants and camels are notorious for reacting angrily to injustices perceived. Elephants can remember the scents of men who harmed them decades earlier, and have been known to attack such persons. Here are a few sentences from my book Animals in the Military, citing sources Dempewolff and Carroll:

“Purportedly a camel may hold a grudge for months, so it is best to cure the problem without either camel or rider suffering a major injury. Experienced camel riders discovered that allow the camel to ‘feel’ that it has had its revenge will satisfy the beast. Thus if their camel is angry, some riders will wear an extra cloak or two and walk close to the angry animal, knowing it will bite. The loose top piece of clothing is torn from the rider, and the camel happily stomps and tears up the rider’s garment. Within minutes the grudge is gone and the rider is safe from future retribution, they say.” (277)

The donkey speaks in the “first person,” using the pronouns I and me. Individuality is part of personhood and personality. Many scientists claim that animals have no sense of individuality and therefore can suffer no pain. No doubt industrialists will laugh at my naivety, for using the story of Balaam’s donkey to dismantle their philosophical pillars of unfeeling, unthinking animals. If Balaam’s donkey was, in fact, expressing a sense of self, memories of the past, and acknowledging the long relationship between Balaam and herself, then some animals are more intelligent than we give them credit for. 
This case proves only that Balaam’s donkey was intelligent, but it would seem unreasonable to assume that God only made one donkey intelligent just for the purpose of having her speak to Balaam, one time. More likely, it infers that domestic animals, design-ed by God to help man, have enough intelligence to perform that work well. 
When Balaam has failed to temper his anger against the donkey, even with her new-found abilities of self-expression, Jesus appears, sword in hand. Does He ignore the petty squabble between man and beast and jump right to the question of where Balaam thought he was going? No. The very first thing the Angel of the Lord asks is exactly what the donkey asked. “Why did you beat your donkey three times? I was going to kill you, and she saved your life.”
Just as Jesus said in the Sermon on the Mount, the Father knows (and cares) when any sparrow falls to the ground. Do you not think that the Father knows (and cares) when a man beats a beast?
And how did Balaam respond to the challenge of the Angel? “I have sinned.” He did make an excuse, “for I did not know You stood in the way before me,” but that is understandable. The cruelty of Balaam was sinful, as he admits, but it was not as a lawyer might say, “premeditated.” We judge that crimes planned deviously ahead of time are “more wicked” than sins done out of stupidity or passion of the moment. Balaam had no history of beating his donkey and did not plan it ahead.
Going back to the fact that the Bible holds only two direct conversations between humans and animals; consider the contrast between these situations. The first case had an animal apparently controlled by an angel (Satan) seeking to harm the rulers of Eden by deception and guile. In the case of Balaam, an animal apparently not controlled by any outside force protected her ruler (Balaam) from an angel even when it cost her pain in the beating received. In Eden the animals were to be companions and helpers to Adam and Eve, but one serpent was used to ruin their domain and wreck the creation. In the desert, one donkey was a companion and helper to Balaam, saving his life, in a sort of reversal of dominion. The humans are supposed to protect and rule over the animals…but God provides animals that can help us fulfill that role even when we go astray.  

Jesus’ Donkeys

In contrast to the story of Balaam, we have a short story about Jesus and a donkey.

Mark 11:1-10, “Now when they drew near Jerusalem, and came to Bethphage, and Bethany, He sent two of His disciples, and He said to them ‘Go into the village opposite you; and as soon as you have entered it you will find a colt tied, on which no one has sat. Loose it and bring it.  And if anyone says to you, “Why are you doing this?” say, “The Lord has need of it,” and immediately he will send it here.’ So they went their way, and found the colt tied by the door outside on the street, and they loosed it. But some of those who stood there said to them, ‘What are you doing, loosing the colt?’ And they spoke to them just as Jesus had commanded. So they let them go. Then they brought the colt to Jesus and threw their clothes on it, and He sat on it. And many spread their clothes on the road, and others cut down leafy branches from the trees and spread them on the road. Then those who went before and those who followed cried out, saying: ‘Hosanna! Blessed is He who comes in the name of the Lord! Blessed is the kingdom of our father David that comes in the name of the Lord! Hosanna in the highest!’”

The parallel account in Matthew mentions that the disciples also brought the colt’s mother along, which is interesting. Why did Matthew offer the extra detail about the foal’s mother? Possibly to show that Jesus had compassion on the mother, that would not be pleased at its baby being taken away. In Matthew, the mother and foal seem to have walked side by side, with the mother perhaps carrying some of the clothes. 

“It is not only Jesus’s foreknowledge of the animals’ circumstances which is of interest, we are told about a ‘colt tied’ on which ‘no one has ever ridden’ (Mark 11:2). Anyone who has ever watched the ‘breaking-in’ of a horse or ass knows of the dangers and risks involved for the first rider. But this donkey seemed to show no resistance to being led off by the disciples nor when Jesus mounted it. The animals appeared to recognise Jesus’s authority.” (Sargent, 97)

Clearly there is a miracle here. An “unbroken” colt carries Jesus up the steep hill into the city near the Temple of Jerusalem. Like a horse, a donkey requires training to carry riders or loads. To climb on the back of an untrained donkey could be dangerous, or at least make the rider look foolish as the mount bucked and disobeyed. Just as Jesus had no difficulty bringing shoals of fish into Peter’s nets, or providing tax money in the mouth of a fish, He had no problem with riding a young and untrained donkey. And this was no ordinary day, either. He is riding into the city with crowds of singing and shouting people, tossing clothes and branches in front of them, as they clearly recognized that Jesus was seeking to fulfill the prophecy of Zechariah 9:9, that their king would come riding on a donkey’s foal. Jesus has calmed the donkeys to enable them to accept the chaotic scene.
The apostle Paul contrasts the work of Jesus and Adam, the first man and the Son of Man. Adam failed to exercise dominion over his wife, his world, and his own soul. The Son of Man exercised proper dominion over Himself, His disciples, and the world. While tempted He lived “among the wild beasts” without sin, and even while preparing to sacrifice Himself as a ransom for many, Jesus practiced kind and miraculous dominion over an adult and young donkey.

Property

The first Bible reference showing that animals were traded as commodities, like money, came when the Pharaoh gave Abram animals for his beautiful “sister” Sarai, in Genesis 12:16. 
In Colonial America, the formative years of our nation, we brought domestic animals to our settlements. Native Americans were unfamiliar with the concept of private property, at least in the detailed way that Europeans practice it.
Virginia DeJohn Anderson’s fascinating book, Creatures of Empire: How Domestic Animals Transformed Early America, demonstrates this clash of cultures. Native Americans generally had little experience with domestic animals. (17) Natives hunted wild game, and what they found and killed, they were entitled to use. The colonists brought domestic animals to America, and to a great degree, adopted the practice of free-grazing. Rather than fence in the animals and bring food to them, the colonists found it easier and cheaper to let the creatures roam and forage. 

“Colonists showed little inclination to control their animals, let alone to slow their inexorable advance onto native territory. If the past offered any indication of what lay ahead, Indians faced a dismal future of repeated displacement. No matter where they sought refuge, livestock would eventually appear, giving advance warning of an occupying army of colonists soon to follow. Cooperation, negotiation, even acts of violence failed to halt the juggernaut of English people and animals.” (230)

“As always, roaming livestock acted as the advance guard of English settlement. The colonists' relaxed mode of husbandry endured so long as labor remained scarce and 'empty' land seemed plentiful. New England farmers clung to seasonal free-range husbandry well into the eighteenth century and beyond, much to the despair of local agricultural improvers. Jared Eliot, who wrote a series of essays on this subject in the 1750s and 1760s, criticized New Englanders for such an extravagant use of land. Farmers in England, he noted, used less than an acre of enclosed pasture for each cow, yet colonists persisted in allocating five or six acres of open range for every animal.” (243)

This life was working pretty well for white settlers. In a 1782 letter a Mr. De Crevecoeur wrote, “We have a bellyfull of victuals everyday, our cows run about, and come home full of milk, our hogs get fat of themselves in the woods: oh, this is a good country.” (Crosby, 171) This lifestyle did not work well for the native Americans.
The Indians and colonists came into frequent conflict over livestock intrusions, even leading to wars. The colonists did not practice Biblical responsibility for their animals. Exodus 22:5 says that if an animal goes and eats a neighbor’s crops, the owner must make restitution for the damage. American colonists rarely, if ever, apologized or made restitution to Indians. Quite the opposite. Indians were blamed by European settlers for livestock losses, while colonist cattle frequently raided Native American crops because they were not supervised. Since colonists often had no identification marks on the offending cattle, the Indians could get no restitution for crop damage, and so they might just kill and eat the animals for recompense. So much were the European colonists identified with their domestic animals, the Indians viewed attacking livestock as truly harming the human offenders.

“When Indians mutilated livestock rather than killing the animals directly, they terrorized colonists at the same time that they deprived them of valuable property. One observer reported that 'what cattle they took they seldom killed outright: or if they did, would eat but little of the flesh, but rather cut their bellies, and letting them go several days, trailing their guts after them, putting out their eyes, or cutting off one leg.' Increase Mather related an incident when Indians near Chelmsford 'took a cow, knocked off one of her horns, cut out her tongue, and so left the poor creature in great misery.' They also put a horse and ox in a 'hovil' that they then set ablaze. Convinced that such displays were intended 'only to shew how they are delighted in exercising cruelty,' colonists misunderstood the episodes' full significance. The choice of cattle and to a lesser extent horses – not the pigs that Indians may have hated but often owned – for mutilation took aim at the most 'English' of livestock species. By inflicting tortures similar to those used on human victims, Indians identified the animals as enemies in their own right whose destructive behavior and contribution to English expansion had earned them such treatment.” (236-237)

Why discuss the centuries-past disagreements between Native Americans and early American settlers? Because we are products of our culture, to a great degree. We “White Anglo-Saxon Protestants” (WASPs as we are derogatorily nicknamed) have ancient baggage that drags along behind us like a ball and chain. We grew up learning innately what our culture promotes as good and derides as evil, and usually, we accept it unconsciously and without a second thought. I am saying, that there are other ideas. 
Private property is one of the pillars of modern capitalism and western civilization. Marxism and communism promote an alternate view, that no individual owns property that includes means of production, though an individual can keep “personal property” such as clothes or vehicles. The capitalistic system has much broader realm of objects which can be private property, which can therefore be controlled exclusively by the owner. 
The Bible does promote a capitalistic system, for the most part, in defining animals as property of an individual. In Genesis especially, the patriarchs like Abraham and Jacob controlled flocks and herds of animals as rightful owners, and protected these animals against human thieves and animal predators. The law of Moses codified such ideas, even ordering neighbors to return lost animals to their owners. The Ten Commandments strongly imply an idea of private ownership, since the command “Thou shalt not steal” makes little sense unless one party was ‘entitled’ to a preferential claim over that of the thief. (Wanliss)
 However, we capitalists tend to ignore or overlook the many rules for restitution and personal responsibility for the misuse of “private property.” As the book of Judges said of the Israelites, we do what is right “in our own eyes.”  Matthew Anderson correctly warns us against the cult of freedom, which can go too far:

“...we need to guard against conflating our understanding of Christian freedom with our culture's premise that freedom is our absolute right to do whatever we want without harming others. I cringe every time I hear St. Augustine's dictum 'Love God and do what you will' deployed as a rejection of our responsibility to consider the morality of our actions, or as a denial that as Christians we are obligated to act in certain ways. For Augustine, Christian liberty does not mean spontaneously doing whatever is in our hearts at any given moment, that is a version of Augustine that owes more to Romanticism than to the man himself. ... I suspect we need to rethink whether conscience is an adequate guide for how we live in the body. As an evangelical, I grew up believing that our conscience is a moral appendage or organ that tells us how we should or should not act. Specifically, if my conscience did not trouble me and the action in consideration was not explicitly commanded or prohibited in Scripture, then I was 'free' to move ahead. But if the conscience is a faculty like the mind or heart, then it too is fallen...” (Earthen, 29)

Though the Lord has truly “given” us domestic animals, we are His stewards. Just as the tithe, of money, of crops, of animals, symbolized that all of our property belongs to God (not just 10%), what we call “our property” is really God’s property. God set rules and standards for the proper treatment and management of His property that we supervise during our years on Earth. Scully put it succinctly, “And if there is a God and they are His creatures, not ours, then there is indeed a higher law regarding their care and we must answer to it – not just when it suits us, not just when we feel the spirit upon us, and not just when it's cost-efficient, but always.” (Dominion, 308)
In 1688, John Maynard wrote in his work The Beauty and Order of the Creation:

“This should keep us from abusing the least of the creatures, as we fear to become guilty of defacing the Lord's own workmanship; and in this regard we should not dare to shew ourselves cruel to our very beasts which we use in our service, either to carry our bodies, or to do our work. The righteous is merciful to his beast, but their mercies are cruel, who carry merciless hearts toward the poor creatures. We must always remember the the Lord who made them hath more right unto them than we can have; our right being wholly derived from him; and therefore we must usurp no farther upon them than he alloweth us; which is moderately and mercifully to use them, not cruelly without mercy to abuse them. And therefore the withholding of due and necessary food from the beast, or over burdening it beyond measure, is a dishonour offered to its Creator. And as these beasts of service must not be abused, because they are the creatures of God; so neither may we in sport torment the poor creature that crawleth upon the earth.” (18-20)

In other words, our “ownership” is not total. What is “mine” is under my care and responsibility, not under my whim. The true owner is God, to whom I am responsible. There are good things I may take from my possessions, and enjoy, so long as I use them and enjoy them within the framework of God’s permissions and directions. John Flavel summarized this hundreds of years ago by writing, “you never use the creature as their Lord’s till you come to see your Lord in and by them.” (8) Saint Francis said: 

“These creatures minister to our needs every day: without them we could not live; and through them the human race greatly offends the Creator. Every day we fail to appreciate so great a blessing by not praising as we should the Creator and Dispenser of all these gifts.” (Sorrell, 35)

Just as many people have wrong views about human dominion, they also have wrong views on the related subject of property. They discount the reality of God’s prohibitions on cruelty by saying that these rules have nothing to do with the welfare of animals, but only on the protection of people’s personal property. If you kill your neighbor’s ox, you have done no wrong to the ox, but you have taken property from your neighbor causing him harm. In short, animals mean nothing, only their value to humans means anything.
Trapping and hunting expert Stephen Vantassel does cartwheels trying to deny that any Bible passage might set rules for the treatment of animals. He says Balaam was never condemned for beating the donkey, only for not patiently figuring out the situation and thus beating the donkey unnecessarily! Commands in Exodus and Deuteronomy to help a lost ox or donkey get home were not for the lost animals because “it is the owner of the animal who is in need of help. Requiring a Sabbath rest for domestic animals does not help the animals but ensures that “if the animals are forbidden to work it would be difficult for humans to work as well” (59-60). Vantassel’s cleverest notion is that bedding down baby Jesus in a manger may show the need for anthropocentric thinking: human needs were more important than the cattle’s need to eat. (75) Baby Jesus kept the poor oxen from dinner! If you were for one mere moment to believe that God had an ounce of concern for a mere animal, these kind of people might explode.
A writer for the Cornwall Alliance, a self-proclaimed Christian anti-environmental coalition, takes the ultra-capitalist philosophy regarding animals.

“God made all the cosmos for man and gave all into his hand (Genesis 9:2). Time itself, which seemingly waits for no man, even it is a servant of sorts. Therefore when we do not use creation in a fashion that contributes to human welfare we are behaving unjustly. … Scripture shows that we may justly draw not only physical, but also symbolic and spiritual benefit from the creation. We may, for instance, destroy creatures for food (2 Peter 2:12, Acts 10:13-15) and other utilitarian purposes, but also for science to increase knowledge (Matthew 24:32), for comfort (John 1:48), and most notoriously to cover shame (Genesis 3:7). In short, man is Lord of creation and may dispose of it at his pleasure, provided in doing so he violates none of God’s laws.” (Wanliss)

It is interesting that Wanliss uses Genesis 9:2 where God gives animals into the hand of man for food to claim that the entire cosmos was given to humans; and using creatures for science to increase knowledge… I have no idea how Matthew 24:32 referring to the leaves on a fig tree applies to experimentation, unless he is saying that Jesus’ inference to learning things from a leafy tree is a parallel and justification for dissecting animals. 
Some writers hold the ultra-capitalist view as true conservatism. What is mine, is mine, and ‘no one can tell me what to do with mine,’ they say. This modern American “laissez faire” capitalism is not the capitalism practiced by most Christians throughout history. In colonial America, where Puritans hoped to create a new world and perhaps usher in the Millennium, the basic systems were family, church, and community, all of which had responsibilities to help each other. Virginia Anderson writes in detail about the views of that era.

“Livestock ownership may have been a private affair in early New England, but livestock management definitely was not. Communities decided which animals grazed in which pastures, who built each section of a fence, under what conditions swine could run at large, and how many bulls each town should have. Herders and pounders supervised animals much as constables and tithingmen monitored people. Anyone who flouted communal livestock regulations faced fines and other punishments, just like any malefactor. The only escape from communal oversight was for a farmer to keep his animals confined on his own land and make sure that they stayed there. But few seventeenth century farmers had sufficient improved land and a reliable enough supply of labor to go it alone. For at least the first generation or two, colonists regarded cooperation as the only practical way to keep order among the domestic animals in their towns.” (163)

“Even before the flood of migration to the region had ebbed, colonists appeared to be developing an excessive regard for their animal property. Self-interest threatened to overshadow the communal spirit that was supposed to make New England a model Christian commonwealth. Colonists who put the increase of their animals before all else seemed to care little about the integrity of the towns they themselves had founded.” (166)

When Christianity began to falter, capitalism became the brutal system for animals that we see today. Just as the rulers in Psalm 2 plot to cast off the rule of God, so our modern industrialists have rejected the laws of God. William Drummond saw this in 1838. “It seems to be a favourite opinion with many, that because they have the power, they have also the right to treat animals in whatever way their whim or caprice may dictate, without any regard to the claims of humanity. Might, with them, constitutes right.” (49)  
The Reformed Presbyterian Church of North America, often called “Covenanters,” stands against extreme capitalism. “We reject that form of capitalism which holds that men possess absolute property rights and that the state has no rights to protect the weak and restrain evil in economic affairs.” (RPCNA, 21-22)
In our twenty-first century, “We are the first society to walk away en masse from the animals that humans have lived with for ten thousand years.” (Olmert, 180)
Now we will briefly study some forms of modern animal “cooperation” and see how they have been perverted.

Egg Farming

Deuteronomy 22:6-7, “If a bird’s nest happens to be before you along the way, in any tree or on the ground, with young ones or eggs, with the mother sitting on the young or on the eggs, you shall not take the mother with the young; you shall surely let the mother go, and take the young for yourself, that it may be well with you and that you may prolong your days.”

Humans have been eating bird eggs for thousands of years. Martin Luther says that the law of God written above (Deut. 22) teaches that we learn gentleness and kindness by the kind treatment of animals. (Regenstein, 78) This promise of blessing from God and prolonging of days for obedience is only one of two Torah commands with a blessing promised. Honoring your parents, and letting the mother bird go, are the two precepts in which God promised a reward! (Cohen, Vegetarianism, 186)


“This admirable precept, so characteristic of Deity, and ever to be esteemed for its transcendent excellence, in a beautiful manner displays the tender pity of Jehovah towards his creatures, and strongly unculcates humanity towards them, by restraining the boy, or passenger, from the aggravated cruelty of destroying the mother bird, together with her young; and that too when she is in the very act of cherishing them: commanding them not to make her parental tenderness an occasion of depriving her of life.” (Smith, Scriptural, 6-7)

The ancient Greek poet Oppian admired the chicken’s parenting skills:

'With how much love the playful hen nourishes her tender young ones! If she sees a hawk descending, cackling in a loud voice, her feathers raised high, her neck curved back, [she] spreads her swelling wings over the clucking chicks. Then the frightened chick chirps and hides himself under these high walls, and the fearful mother gathers the long line of young chicks under her plumage; careful mother that she is, she attacks the bold attacker and frees her dear chicks from the mouth of the rapacious bird...'” (Niman, 44)

Jesus referred to the hen in Matthew 23:37, “…How often I wanted to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing!” He also mentions her eggs, in Luke 11:12, “Or if he asks for an egg, will he offer him a scorpion?”
The dramatic change to Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs, also called ‘factory farms’) after thousands of years of chicken domestication took only decades to accomplish. The history in the next few paragraphs regarding the recent history of U.S. egg production comes largely from the rancher Nicolette Hahn Niman in her book Righteous Porkchop, unless noted otherwise.
 In the 19th century, the invention of the mechanical incubator, and then the auto-mated feeder device, enabled farmers to replace mother hens with machinery. In 1906, 88% of farms still had an average of eighty chickens each, because the fowl served multiple purposes: laying eggs, eating scraps, killing bugs, and broiling for dinner. 
During the Depression era, chicken farming rushed into the “era of mass production.” One incubator could hatch 52,000 chicks at a time. Operations like the Petaluma Hatcheries in California began drowning two million day-old male chicks every year (males do not lay eggs and were therefore useless). World War Two hastened the conversion to mechanical farming, as newspapers and government agencies needed more food as fast as possible. 
More eggs and faster collection became possible with the invention of the “battery cage,” so named because the cages were placed in long rows or ‘batteries.’ These are stacked on top of each other, so that birds in the lowest tiers “were caked with excrement from the hens in cages stacked above.” (Hawthorne, 19) Now chickens could be kept indoors forever, using electric lights to stimulate egg production. Chickens lay fewer eggs during Winter, but by artificial lighting, the chickens unconsciously believe it is peak summer laying season. (Sanders, 68-9)
Unfortunately, the loss of natural light, natural food, and overcrowded conditions led to stress. When the lack of sunlight and natural vegetation caused the eggs to become dull gray color (rather than yellow), egg producers added red dye to the hen feed to make the yolks yellow. Stuffing several hens into each cage meant that angry chickens could peck and kill each other. This problem was soon solved by cutting off the tips of their beaks. “Beak trimming” uses a hot blade to remove 1/3 of the beak. More than two million hens each year “prolapse,” meaning their intestines pop out while laying eggs. There is no veterinary care for laying hens because it is far cheaper to buy a new one than treat a hen. (Marcus, 20)
What about the chicken’s body? It has been genetically modified.

“Prior to industrialization, the average backyard hen weight about six pounds and laid 150 to 170 eggs a year. Today’s commercial bird weighs as little as three pounds and lays three hundred eggs a year. Unlike her old-fashioned cousin, however, this new-fangled industrial bird has some real needs. First, she’s extremely fragile. She can’t handle rainstorms or frosty nights. Second, she requires exceptionally sophisticated nutrients. If she exercised or ran around, she wouldn’t be able to put all her energy into simply laying eggs. Therefore, her activity must be restricted in tiny cages…” (Salatin, Marvelous, 163) 

Thanks to government subsidies and “cutting corners” the giant CAFO egg-laying industry had pushed 75% of American egg farms out of business before 1970. By 1992, only 6% of U.S. farms had any chickens at all. (Marcus, 1; Niman, 57)
A laying hen (in a factory farm) is dropping eggs at peak efficiency around age 7 months, but at 15 months starts a big decline. Some companies use a powerful vacuum to suck these old hens into trucks and dump them all into a rotating blade chopper at a rendering plant, while still alive. (Niman, 53) Other companies are able to wring another year or two out of the hens by reducing their food (starving them for 5 to 15 days) and dimming the lights in a process called “force molting.” (Eisnitz, 165) This provides more eggs but makes the meat stringy, so their carcasses are only good for pet food or soup. (Marcus, 21) If the cost of getting these stringy chickens to a rendering plant is high, the entire building may be gassed and the dead birds are buried in landfills. (Hawthorne, 20)
One problem for giant chicken farms is the danger of the spread of disease. If the antibiotic-laced food does not prevent a disease, usually the entire operation must be exterminated. In the early 1970s a Los Angeles egg farm had to kill and burn all 3 million hens when many became sick. In 2003, another California egg ranch flock contracted a disease. When the state ordered the owner of Ward Egg Ranch to kill them, he tossed all 30,000 hens through a wood chipper. The District Attorney refused to press charges because they were his property and the state had ordered them to be destroyed, not specifying how to destroy them.
In 2002, James Biggers, owner of chicken laying farms in Florida and Georgia, decided to quit the business, so he just stopped feeding his one million hens. Many starved, the rest were euthanized, and no charges were pressed. (Marcus, 1, 129-131) 
The old practice of killing male chicks on their first day of life continues today. In 2002 about 272 million male chicks were killed in hatcheries. (Marcus, 16) Gene Baur says they become fertilizer:

“I have watched unwanted chicks dumped into an augur, a large screwlike device that is customarily used for processing grain or sand, then dropped through an opening in the side of a building into a manure spreader outside. I could hear faint chirping as live chicks, many of them horribly injured, were ground up and their feathers, flesh, and blood deposited on cropland as fertilizer. I later walked the field looking for survivors but found only mangled, lifeless bodies among the corn stubble.” (Hawthorne, 7)

The “health and wealth” gospel, often taught on “Christian television” by charlatans, equates success with the blessing of God. This is not the proper teaching of Scripture. Suffering Job spoke about the wicked in chapter 21:10-13, “Their bull breeds without failure; their cow calves without miscarriage. They send forth their little ones like a flock, and their children dance… They spend their days in wealth, and in a moment go down to the grave.” Psalm 73 likewise notes the common prosperity of the wicked, but their upcoming downfall. Industrialists boast of their accomplishments, especially in the vastness of their flocks or herds, and yet they reached these heights of ‘blessing’ by evil means. How will those vast storehouses help his soul on the day of death when God requires a reckoning? (Luke 12:16-21)
A new generation of industrial researchers seek better ways to raise hens, writes Jaydee Hanson:

“Imprisoned in factory farm battery cages with no room to move, egg-laying hens are denied their basic maternal instinct to brood over their eggs, which are removed mechanically. These conditions cause considerable stress among the hens, resulting in diminished egg production and loss of profits. One solution to this suffering would be to promote the use of free-range hens that can lay eggs and brood naturally, but this would not suit the profit needs of industrial egg producers. Instead, UW (University of Wisconsin) researchers say they have identified the ‘mothering gene’ in these hens and by ‘silencing it’, removed their brooding instinct. Michigan State University agriculture ethicist Paul Thompson has proposed genetically engineering chickens to be blind as a way of ‘ethically’ helping the chickens to cope with crowding.” (275)

So what we need is not better treatment of chickens, but blind zombie chickens, unable to feel or see anything! How did we get to this state of mechanical blasphemy? 

“Industrialists worship man and look to science to show them how to farm. Industrialism is just today's manifestation of man's ancient idolatry of seeking happiness through materialism, rather than God. … The problems of modern agriculture stem from the industrialist's view that the primary goal of agriculture is yield, production, and quantity.” (Sanders, 25)

Sanders goes on to add, “…technology isn't spiritually neutral. If it's not developed to do the work God has given us, in the way God intended, then it's distracting at best and destructive at worst” (164). Wes Jackson writes that “Out of context the best minds do the worst damage.” (Berry, 97)

“Greed, ruthlessness, mercilessness. These are sins which strike from the heart itself, poison the heart itself. Yet these are the sins which are almost a qualification for success in our materialistic world, and success can pair very happily with self-righteousness. These are the human sins, I think, which exploit and they are those from which our natural creation suffers the most and is most threatened. These are the sins which have led successive governments to squeeze out natural farming and replace it with callous intensive farming.” (Tripp)

In the 1920s, we kept more than 60 breeds of chickens in the United States. Now only 2 or 3 hybrids constitute the vast majority of birds. (Wuerthner, 191) One of my favorite things at the local county fair is wandering around the poultry barn. There are large, small, colorful, drab, crowned, fluffy, tasseled, bug-eyed, and bizarre chickens on display. These represent some of the chickens that used to populate our farms, most of which are now simple novelties for our viewing pleasure.
How much of this have you heard, or read about, personally? Did you have any concept of the system that provides 99% of all your eggs? Probably not. Neither did I. This is the new normal in the United States. As Norman Wirzba writes, “Though information about food abounds, many of today's eaters are among the most ignorant the world has ever known. This is because people lack the sensitivity, imagination, and understanding that come from the growing, preserving, and preparing of food.” (Food, 3)
To briefly show the difference in quality between CAFO eggs and home-grown eggs, the pastured hen eggs contained “1/3 less cholesterol than commercial eggs, 1/4 less saturated fat, 2/3 more vitamin A, 2 times more omega-3 fatty acids, 7 times more beta carotene…” etc. (Sanders, 94) You can search for yourself to see the vast difference in nutrition between properly-raised chicken eggs and cruelly-raised chickens.
John Webster in his book Animal Welfare brings up this subject:

“The deliberate imposition of chronic pain must constitute one of the most severe and unacceptable forms of cruelty to animals. Current law protects animals from acute pain associated with beating or torture but does nothing to protect sheep from chronic pain associated with footrot and nothing at all to protect broiler chickens and turkeys that are misshapen or have outgrown their strength from chronic pain associated with disorders of their bones or joints. As evidence accumulates that the severity of pain associated with condition such as chronic lameness increases with time, then the need to reduce lameness and other forms of chronic pain becomes ever more acute.” (Sargent, 140)

The owners will jump to their own defense and say “this is not deliberate; we do not wish chronic pain on the animals!,” and yet they deliberately crowd the creatures into tiny cages with no allowance for any release, and genetically engineer them for gigantism and the concordant problems of bone and muscle. These wicked men are not crying for the chickens on their way to the bank.

“When considering the life of a chicken, it’s important to remember that, contrary to what factory farmers would like you to believe, these are inquisitive, highly social animals who are at least as intelligent as dogs or cats. Christ Evans, director of the Centre for the Integrative Study of Animal Behaviour at Macquarie University in Australia, observes that chickens live in stable social groups, are good problem-solvers, and can recognize one another by their facial features. They use 24 distinct vocalizations to communicate an abundance of information to their flock mates, including alarm calls that change depending on whether a predator is traveling by land or by sea.” (Hawthorne, 9)

No, chickens and cows are not people, but they do suffer pain and stress. As such, the question of long-term versus short-term pain is relevant. Animals are not made in “the image of God,” but nowhere does the Bible imply that creatures therefore have no pain. Only modern scholastics have tried to meld “the image of God” with brains and thereby pretend that animals can have no pain because they have no “real” brains. The view that animals can feel no pain has been thoroughly discredited at every level of science and ethics; only industrialists who profit by animal pain even evoke such nonsense in our day. Unfortunately, they are also the some of the wealthiest (and therefore most powerful) people in the western world today. Matthew Scully correctly cites the industrialists as saying:

“’Human beings simply have far bigger problems to worry about than the well-being of farm animals, and surely all of this zeal would be better directed at causes of human welfare.’ You wouldn’t think that men who are unwilling to grant even a few extra inches of cage space, so that a pig can turn around, would be in any position to fault others for pettiness. Why are small acts of kindness beneath us, but not small acts of cruelty?… All the goods invoked in defense of factory farming, from the efficiency and higher profits of the system to the lower costs of the products, are false goods unjustly derived… Factory farmers also assure us that all of this is an inevitable stage of industrial efficiency. Leave aside the obvious reply that we could all do a lot of things in life more efficiently if we didn’t have to trouble ourselves with ethical restraints... Factory farming is a predatory enterprise, absorbing profit and externalizing costs, unnaturally propped up by political influence and government subsidies much as factory-farmed animals are unnaturally sustained by hormones and antibiotics.” (Fear, 25)

Regarding laying-hens, there is some good news. In 2008, enough protesters petitioned fast-food restaurants to effect a change. McDonald's, Wendy’s, and Burger King now require egg producers to increase the battery cage size from 59 to 67 square inches. (Marcus, 18) The European Union requires almost double that amount. (Lambin, 43)
Some consumers have rightly sought less cruel suppliers of eggs, by use of the “cage-free” label. Certainly this is laudable, but be warned that “cage free” does not mean the chickens necessarily get nests, sunshine, or good food. (Hawthorne, 21) Cashing in on the growing organic market, some suppliers just cram the chickens into the same barns, minus the cages, with many of the same mutilations, antibiotics, and other problems that caged chickens experienced. Probably a step-up, less cruel, but hardly proper.

Bees

To get away from the horrors of factory farming for awhile, let us consider the lives of domestic bees.
Bees are not frequently mentioned in the Bible. The most prominent reference is when Samson finds a hive formed in the carcass of a lion he had killed (Judges 14). Honey, however, appears often in the Scripture. Many times the land of Israel was described as a “land of milk and honey.” Lacking ready supplies of sugarcane, many ancient peoples made honey their staple sweet treat. [Note: some say that “milk and honey” may refer to the sweet extracts made from dates, not literal ‘milk and honey’ in our modern sense (Darom, 36)]
 Jonathan, the friend of David, was nearly executed by his father Saul for eating a small amount of honey; not hearing Saul’s silly order that no one should eat until the enemy was defeated. (I Samuel 14) 
Solomon wisely warns us to be moderate: “Have you found honey? Eat only as much as you need, lest you be filled with it and vomit.” (Proverbs 25:16) Jesus ate some fish and honeycomb with the disciples after His resurrection. (Luke 24:42) 
Bees are domesticated in the sense that they have been bred for centuries to be more cooperative, and for making more and sweeter honey, but they are not trained, per se. The semi-cooperative nature of some modern honeybees is a rather recent break-through. For most of history, humans had to kill or stun the bees in order to steal their sweet combs. Commonly, humans would start a fire under the hive. Smoke stuns the bees, allowing the hive to be opened and honey removed. Even when the bees were not killed by this method, they would usually starve since their supplies for the winter had been taken… unless the humans supplied them with some other food during the cold season. People could attract bees to build their hives in man-made structures like woven boxes or clay pots. A hive can contain up to eighty thousand bees. (Mann, Charles, 95)
Leonard da Vinci (1452-1519), the famous artist and inventor, had a soft heart for bees. When he learned that whole hives were killed by drowning, for humans to steal their honey, he wrote, “Oh, justice of God! Why dost thou not wake and behold thy creatures thus ill-used?” (Regenstein, 77)
Honeybees did not exist in the American continent, though other bee species did live here. The American Indians were fascinated by the honeybees, calling them the ‘white men’s flies,’ and noted the increase in flowering plants when the bees came. (Crosby, 189)
In 1798 Thomas Young complained that the British were still dangling hives over sulfur pits, killing all the bees, rather than seeking new methods that could save the hives. In 1851 a congregationalist minister named Lorenzo Longstroth of Massachusetts improved the hive box, enabling single or multiple frames to be pulled without taking all the honey or destroying the hive. Although he patented the box, no one paid him royalties for it, and the design quickly spread throughout the world. Larger quantities or steadier supplies of honey could now be counted upon, since new hives did not have to be obtained every year. Longstroth is now known as the “Father of American Beekeeping.”
To put the remarkable work of bees into perspective, Jeffrey Masson writes:

“A typical sixteen-ounce jar of honey represents the efforts of tens of thousands of bees flying a total of 112,000 miles to forage nectar from about 4.5 million flowers! A single female forager bee may have collected enough nectar to make just a quarter ounce of honey, less than half a teaspoonful.” (Altruistic, 167)

Much of the information in this section about beekeeping comes from the book Fruitless Fall, by Rowan Jacobson, unless otherwise stated.
Bees and other insects like butterflies are important to humans because they pollinate many important plant species. Pollen is like sperm, necessary to fertilize a plant. God designed these types of plants with nectar to attract the insects. When the insects climb inside for the nectar, they get bits of pollen stuck on their legs or bodies, and when they buzz to the next flower, pollen bits can impregnate that plant. About 75% of wild plant species require pollinators. Here is a list of some of the important plants relying on honey-bees for pollination: Apples, almonds, berries, cherries, melons, coffee, clover, alfalfa, cucumbers, squash, tomatoes, pumpkins, and mangoes, to name a few.
By dancing and waving their wings, honeybees keep the temperature inside the hive at a constant temperature, even in hot summers and cold winters. Bees stock honey as food for the winter. They do the storing from May through August, because there is little to be collected from October through March. One pound of clover honey “represents the food rewards from approximately 8.7 million flowers,” says Bernd Heinrich. (Mann, Charles, 95) 
Although the hive has a Queen, they do not have a real hierarchy. If there are too many foragers lining up and holding up the collection, some bees will dance to demand that other workers start collecting. They take up multiple roles as needed.
You have probably heard about the recent bee crisis. The first problem arose in 1987 when Varroa Destructor mites (an Asian species) appeared in Florida bees. Knowing that the government would quickly move to embargo Florida bees, some unscrupulous beekeepers packed up their contaminated hives and fled all over the country, thus spreading the mites quickly throughout the mainland United States. Estimates claim that Varroa mites kill 15 to 20% of bees every year. The Varroa is already resistant to commercial pesticides. (Mann, Charles, 95)
The United Kingdom, between 1985 and 2005, lost all of its wild honeybees, and more than 53% of its managed honeybees. (Moo, 37)
The new crisis began around 2005 and was named Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) in 2006. After a lull, the winter of 2013 saw another huge die off from CCD. (Walsh, Time, 26) Unlike mite infestations which killed up to 20% of a hive, CCD meant 60 to 100% of hives went missing. There were few dead bee corpses…the hive boxes were simply empty. In 2006 an estimated 30 billion bees died, about 40% of the bees in the United States and 35% of Canadian bees, with similar numbers around the globe. Something about the hive box itself may become infected, as other bees will not enter an abandoned dead hive even with lots of honey inside to collect. If you force healthy bees to move into a dead box, they soon contract CCD and die also. One farmer claimed that if you microwaved the dead hive box and then put in new bees, they would not get CCD.
At first, there were many theories about the sudden deaths of billions of bees. Cell-phone radiation was the first big talking point, but radio towers are nowhere near most bee hives. Genetically modified crops were soon blamed, but many bees died with no GM crops nearby. Environmentalists blamed global warming. Organic beekeepers blamed pesticides, but bees living on organic foods also contracted CCD. Everyone had a theory. Some animal rightists implied that greedy beekeepers were probably starving their bees to death, too cheap to feed them in winter! (Dawn, 180-2)
Careful studies of the hives and some dead bee bodies found showed several simultaneous problems with the colonies. There were very few mites (perhaps the mites sensed the problem and fled), but many viruses and concentrations of pesticides…yet no single culprit. Some propose that CCD is similar to AIDS, a compromise of the bee immune system, enabling them to catch everything. 
France had a similar problem in 1994 and blamed the pesticide called Gaucho by Bayer Corporation and banned the product. But CCD hit France in 2006 even without Gaucho. 
The newer pesticides are worrisome to beekeepers and scientists because when sprayed they coat the seeds and soak into the plants, thus killing most pest insects. Companies love this nerve agent because it seems to have no effect on mammals. Bayer claims that the pesticide does not harm bees, but tests with various strengths caused ‘anomalous flying behavior’ and bees sometimes could not find their way back to their boxes. Beekeepers have proposed that low levels of the pesticide gradually build up in the insect’s system, so short run tests would show nothing. Studying hive boxes, recent research found that huge amounts of pesticides build up inside, even chemicals not used in decades. Somehow, old and new pesticides are getting into the hive boxes. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does not require testing of all mixes of chemicals. So chemical A and B were each tested, but no one tests when people use A & B together. Perhaps the combination of pesticides are creating CCD. No one is sure.
Aside from possible chemical contamination, there are environmental stressors harming modern honeybees. Long ago, bee hives were set up in orchards and on farms so they would live there semi-permanently and service the local crops. They could also feed on local weeds or flowers when the crops were harvested, so they had food during more months. (Mann, Charles, 97) Today things are very different. Farmers used pesticides to kill the weeds and non-crop plants. Many older pesticides did kill bees, so bee hives had to be moved away from the farms, and so farmers no longer kept them on site. Also, the price of honey was undercut by Asian bee farms, so honey sales no longer provided enough money to survive on. Beekeepers went mobile. The farmer calls when his crops need pollinating, and a beekeeper drives (often from another state) to rent the bees temporarily to the farm. Different flowers and fruits need pollinating at different times of year, so the keepers move the hives by truck to different regions of the country.
The biggest cash crop in the United States right now, requiring yearly bee attention, is the California Almond. Half of the bees in the United States converge on California in late winter, to stay warm, and then be ready for February almond tree fertilization. Rental prices for a hive of good bees at an almond farm was up to $180. The problem is, if the bees get nothing but almond pollen, they die. Bees need a somewhat balanced diet. Still, some keepers are so desperate that they will send hives to pollinate crops that kill bees, just viewing it as a sort of “kamikaze” mission, since the pay is good. As CCD kills bees, the fewer bees means higher prices for a good hive. The remaining bees are being over-worked; trucked to different states every couple of weeks. 
Bees were domesticated to a calm lifestyle, not a trucker’s mobile lifestyle. We wanted docile, pleasant bees, and so we bred them with calm bees, perhaps removing some of the hardiness of the species. Change, movement, harsh diets, bring stress. In combination with diseases and mites and pesticides, perhaps the modern honeybee just cannot handle the new lifestyle that beekeepers are forcing them into. 
Rachel Carson warned in her book Silent Spring that pesticides might also bring a “fruitless fall” by killing off pollinating insects. Whether CCD is caused by pesticides or not, for the first time we are experiencing the real possibility of a world without honey-bees. Panicked beekeepers are beginning to try Russian bees, with stronger immune systems and hardier constitutions. They do not produce much honey, but they live, and pollinate.
Other insects, like bumblebees and butterflies can also do pollination, but their populations are falling rapidly too. 
Most plants “prefer” bees because bees only go to one type of flower on each trip, so they may visit 50 dandelions and nothing else, on that trip. By catering to bees, these flowers get their pollen taken always to the right kind of plant. Other insects don’t care which flowers they visit, so the dandelion pollen may end up on an orchid, and thus be useless. Even if we produced more butterflies and other pollinating insects, they would not do such an effective job of pollinating. Bryan Walsh writes:

“As valuable as honeybees are, the food system wouldn't collapse without them. The backbone of the world's diet – grains like corn, wheat and rice – is self pollinating. But our dinner plates would be far less colorful, not to mention far less nutritious, without blueberries, cherries, watermelons, lettuce, and the scores of other plants that would be challenging to raise commercially without honeybee pollination. There could be replacements. In southwest China, where wild bees have all but died out thanks to massive pesticide use, farmers laboriously hand-pollinate pear and apple trees with brushes.” (Time, 30-31)

It goes without saying that the free services provided by honeybees, if replaced by the human hand, will greatly increase the price of fruits and other produce! At Washington State University, researches are creating a sperm bank of the 28 recognized subspecies of honeybees around the world. It may be necessary, if bee populations keep falling, to keep hives in confinement and bring the plants to them for pollination! (Walsh, Time, 31)
What does the honeybee crisis have to do with God’s Animals? This is much less obvious than Balaam beating his donkey, or faceless corporations creating hellholes for billions of chickens. We are supplanting centuries of successful traditional beekeeping with novel spur-of-the-moment mobile beekeeping, due in part to pesticides and low prices for honey, and discovering that the consequences are not good. Bees on farms worked great. Then we invented nerve-agent pesticides to increase profits of crops. Then foreign competitors undercut honey values. So we try to make more money renting bees to farms with crops that might kill the bees. We pretend our bees are healthy when they contracted mites and selfishly carry them around the country to contaminate the rest. What is this? This is example after example of human selfishness. Thoughtless greed. Dominion done badly. And so far our best solution seems to be finding a stronger healthier bee so we can keep doing the same counterproductive activities we are doing now.
Dominion requires brains; study; thought. Domestic bees are receiving very little of that from Adam’s progeny.

Dairy Farming

In Bible times, the word ‘milk’ most often refers to goat milk rather than cow milk, since goats were more common in the Middle East. The earliest physical evidence of milk consumption by humans comes from a 5000 year old Egyptian tomb, as milk residue in a bowl; this would be around the time of Abraham, perhaps. (Olmert, 156) Abraham served butter and milk and meat to the three angels that visited him in Genesis 18:8, and watched them eat it. Later Abram discovered that one of the angels, “the Angel of the Lord,” was God Himself, a pre-incarnate appearance of Jesus. The eating of milk and dairy products, then, must be no sin, at least in the manner obtained by Abram. 
We will discuss the problems with factory farming of dairy cattle in this section, showing that dairy farming has also been perverted by greed and the cult of efficiency. About half of dairy cows are now in factory farms. (Preece, 222)
Three times in the law of Moses (twice in Exodus, once in Deuteronomy), the people are commanded not to boil a young goat in it’s mothers milk. Some commentators have sought to find a nutritional reason for this. Perhaps it is simply a reminder to people to be kind; there is something unnatural about using a parent’s life-nurturing milk to cook it’s own offspring. Similarly, regarding sacrificial calves, Leviticus 22:27-28 (of cows, sheep or goats), they are never to be killed until they have lived with their mothers for at least seven days; and then, you cannot kill both calf and mother on the same day. The principle seems to be that the animal should have a little bit of good life before dying.  (Cantor, 29) This does apply directly to the modern practice of raising veal calves, or removing calves from new mothers instantly so they can provide milk for sale. Even in the 19th century, Henry Bergh sought to arrest butchers who would pile the unwanted dairy calves on a cart like cord-wood, ankles tied, to get them to the meat shop. (Lane, Marion, 22)
 Cows naturally produce milk for their offspring, so the owners of dairy farms try to keep their cows in a state of constant pregnancy. Dairy cows are too valuable to give time off to go visit with a bull! Starting in the 1950s, humans artificially inseminated the cows. (Imhoff, 73) The mechanical restraint device used is called a “rape rack”, and injuries caused by untrained workers have led the industry to recommend that novices practice on cows ready for slaughter. (Hawthorne, 454) 
Cow milk is too valuable to allow baby cows to drink it, so the calves are separated from their mothers within hours of birth. (Niman, 183) Female calves may be kept, if the dairy needs future replacements. Unneeded females and males are sold quickly, some-times to become veal.
In New Zealand the dairy farming is even more pitiless. Since the 1970s they have practiced “calf induction.” New Zealand dairy owners want all the cows ready to milk at the same time, so all cows should give birth at the same time. They will not wait, there are quotas to meet! Thus, the cows are induced into labor producing as many as 200,000 premature calf births each year. The preemie babies that survive early birth are usually shot or clubbed to death. Since New Zealand milk goes into hundreds of dairy items shipped around the world, you may have eaten some of the resulting product. (Hawthorne, 60)
For most of human history, cows served multiple purposes for owners. They could work, provide fuel (manure), provide milk, provide meat, and provide leather. Horses and cattle, close to farmers and their families every day, were usually given names and treated like pets, in colonial America. (Anderson, Virginia, 91) Barns were erected to shelter live-stock in hard winters, and to store supplies of winter feed. After harvest the cows could be loosed in fields to graze on the stubble. Farmers grew special crops for cow food, including turnips, along with the grains, hay and oats. To protect the important milk cows, they were often kept in the public commons area in the center of town, where each resident had the right to put a couple of animals. (Anderson, Virginia, 159-160) Philanthropists in England would sometimes send free cows to struggling American ministers or settlers, recognizing that cattle could make a big difference in a primitive economy.
In the 18th century, farms began to separate from cities, for obvious reasons.
Wherever money is to be made, corners will be cut. When milk consumption became popular in the 1820s, there was an economic race to see who could fulfill the demand. Before refrigeration, milk would spoil rather quickly. Farms were outside of the cities, but demand for milk was greatest inside the cities. In the early years, a seller would literally drive a goat or cow through the streets and sell fresh milk by squirting it right into the customer’s pail or pot! Soon, owners were herding dozens of cows into small sheds near breweries and buying the mash waste to feed the cows cheaply. This meant the cows could live in the city and provide ‘fresh’ milk desired to the residents. No one stopped to consider why the milk was becoming bluish, watery, and ill-tasting: nicknamed “swill milk.” (Mendelson, 132) Children were becoming sick. Because the cows were living on whiskey effluent, contaminants filled the milk. (Lane, Marion, 22) The resulting public outcry forced new rules and regulations on milk providers.
In the 19th century, the idea of breeding cows for specific purposes, rather than multiple purposes, brought new types of livestock. Milk cows and beef cows became more distinct in shape, size, and purpose. In the 1920s, scientists discovered that by adding vitamins A & D to animal food, the animals could survive indoors all the time, not requiring lots of land. (Imhoff, xiv) This solved the consumer problem of having milk to drink in the late Fall and Winter months. People wanted milk all the time, but cows traditionally only provided milk in spring, summer, and early fall. (Niman, 180) By keeping them in buildings and impregnating them at will, the dairy owner could have cows producing all the time.
The favored dairy cow became the Holstein breed because it produced a lot of milk. Quantity meant everything to budding industrial farmers. More milk (with fewer cows) means more money. In the 1850s a dairy cow gave enough milk for three people; by 1950 she lactated for six humans. (Niman, 200-201) In 1950 a dairy cow gave 665 gallons of milk in a year. This rose to 1295 gallons in 1975, and 2320 gallons in 2002. (Marcus, 10-11) In part this was from genetic breeding of the “best” milkers; in part from using growth hormones and antibiotics, and in part from keeping the cows constantly pregnant. Another reason for increased production is the high-energy feed the cows are fed; they could not produce so much milk if allowed to eat grass. (Bauston, Battered, 7)
 Holsteins now have over-sized udders and must walk with their legs bowed out. By keeping the cows on ‘easy-to-clean’ concrete floors, the cows go lame rather quickly. (Niman, 192) A normal cow averages a life span of about twenty years. Dairy cows are usually sent to the hamburger factory at age five or six. (Mendelson, 131) Ironically, peak milking years for a cow are ages six to eight. The industrialists want more milk, faster, and produce monsters that die before reaching their peak.
The stress of speedy production affects the human workers along with the animals, sometimes leading to overt cruelty. The “Mercy for Animals” animal rights group says that “over 99 percent of cruelty to animals in the United States occurs at the hands of the meat, dairy, and egg industries which confine, mutilate, and slaughter over 9 billion animals each year.” Billy Joe Gregg was videotaped at Conklin Dairy Farms in Ohio kicking and stomping calves, beating a cow with a metal pipe, and stabbing cows with pitchforks. He was arrested and charged with 12 counts of animal cruelty, but in Ohio that is only a misdemeanor. (Laufer, No, 197)
One irony is that we may already have too many milk cows and too much milk. As Wendell Berry notes:

“For example, after years of milk glut, when dairy farmers are everywhere threatened by their surplus production, university experts are still working to increase milk production and still advising farmers to cull their least productive cows…” (41)

Joel Salatin comments on the search for larger dairy cows, with his usual humor:

“An elephant is its appropriate size to be a successful elephant. A mouse is likewise a successful mouse because of its size. An elephant the size of a mouse would not be a very successful elephant... Form and function go hand in hand to define appropriate scale. My impression of the industrial food system today is that the most perfect dairy for the country would be one huge cow centrally located in the grain belt, maybe in Nebraska, with a web of megapipes carrying milk from a county-sized udder to every city. The mouth would be the size of a Walmart Supercenter, ingesting food a train car load at a time. ... Nature has a way of weeding out the freaks. In spite of all modern science can do, and in spite of all the computer programs at our disposal, the Creator's design eventually surfaces as the most efficient, and the most appropriate.” (Holy, 9)

While the controversy over 19th century “swill milk” forced dairy farmers to stop feeding cows only whiskey mash, it did not stop the desire to feed the cows as cheaply as humanly possible. Cows are NOT eating grass. Rancher Niman tells us that the 1994 Food Industry Red Book lists the following common feed additives: “blood meal, hydrolyzed [poultry] feather meal, fish meal, meat and bone meal, and poultry byproduct meal [necks, feet, undeveloped eggs, and intestines].” Unfortunately, this sometimes leads to Mad Cow Disease, usually from dairy cows because they are fed ruminant byproducts (brains, blood, etc). (201-2) In 2004 the spread of Mad Cow forced slaughterhouses to agree not to include “downer” cows (animals unable to walk) in the human food system; now they just put downer cows in pet or farm animal food. (Marcus, 12) 
Outside the dairy you will find large cesspools of cow waste. Long ago, farmers used this manure to feed crops. (Anderson, Virginia, 157) Dairy farms have no crops to feed, so the waste is just that: waste. Storms sometimes cause these pools to overflow into small rivers and lakes, and create other environmental problems. CAFOs contribute a lot of money to political campaigns, and most large animal operations have obtained “exemptions” from major laws like the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and etc. (Imhoff, 72)
Some dairies make extra efforts to be kinder to their milk cows. Some farmers have returned to grazing their cows. One reason they abandoned the factory system was so they could take vacations! The cows only need milking 10 months of the year, so temporary workers can handle the farm during the winter. (Niman, 185) Finding milk for your own consumption that is not produced by factory farms can be difficult. Small dairies have huge difficulties getting government regulators to allow them to sell milk. Our government prefers huge central milk plants where one overworked inspector can fail to find problems.
The next frontier of dairy production is the attempt to add nutrition and perhaps drugs to milk. In 2009 the Food and Drug Administration approved a genetically engineered goat which naturally excretes a drug in its milk. (Hanson, 277) The FDA says that this drug is safe and helps people with a blood clotting deficiency. These types of genetic modifications will become more common in years to come, and we will discuss some of these in chapter 17.
Factory farms are completely different systems from that of prior centuries. Farming was a noble profession where men and women worked with land and animals cooperatively Wittmer paraphrases Martin Luther, the leader of the Reformation, as proposing that “God milks his cows by those farmers He has assigned to that task.” (125-6)

“Without husbandry, 'soil science' too easily ignores the community of creatures that live in and from, that make and are made by, the soil. Similarly, 'animal science' without husbandry forgets, almost as a requirement, the sympathy by which we recognize ourselves as fellow creatures of the animals. It forgets that animals are so called because we once believed them to be endowed with souls. Animal science has led us away from that belief or any such belief in the sanctity of animals. It has led us instead to the animal factory, which, like the concentration camps, is a vision of Hell. Animal husbandry, on the contrary, comes from and again leads to the psalmist's vision of good grass, good water, and the husbandry of God.” (Berry, Wendell, 96)

Dairy production is another example of the evils in modern industrial farming. As Calvin DeWitt says:

“Our food choices are so controlled by the agrifood industry that many of us find it difficult to make responsible food choices. We need to face the fact that many powerful entities in our society today actually advocate a different kind of freedom: freedom from stewardship. Freedom to allow unchecked the exploitation of workers, or to neglect our obligations to society and creation. Freedom from the obligation to clean up our own wastes, to restore integrity to environments we have exploited and to deal with the troublesome outputs of our work and enterprise. Such false and damaging freedoms are often couched in the language of liberty. Living in a free country, some say, means that no one can tell us what to do with what we own or control.” (Earthwise, 142)

God does not agree with such a view of dominion, as freedom from stewardship. John Flavel wrote centuries ago that “Your cattle in fat pastures thrive and grow, there’s nothing wanting that should make them so. The pampered horse commends his master’s care, who neither pain or cost doth grudge or spare.” On the other hand, “…others, by the abuse of the creatures, are furthering their perdition.” (4, 232)
How different modern dairy farming is from the 1612 sermon of John Rawlinson on mercy to beasts. “In a word, as milke must not be exacted, where it is not to be had; and where it is, it must not too abundantly be exhausted; so where a fleece is to be had, there must not be flaying go for fleecing, much less is the flesh itself to be taken for the fleece, a whole sheep to be devoured…” (26)
Thomas Tryon, no animal rightist, emphasized that man is ‘viceroy of creation’, yet dominion is:

'…not absolute or tyrannical, but qualified so as it may most conduce, in the first place to the glory of God; secondly to the real use and benefit of man himself, and not to gratify his fierce and wrathful, or foolish and wanton humour; and thirdly as it best tends to the helping, aiding and assisting those beasts to the obtaining of all the advantages their natures are by the great, beautiful and always beneficent creator made capable of.'” (Thomas, Keith, 155)


Summary

William Drummond in his book The Rights of Animals and Man’s Obligation to Treat them with Humanity (1838) summarized the question of domestication well. 

“That animals, engaged in the service, and for the use and benefit of man, are entitled to protection, to security from abuse, and to all the kind treatment necessary to their comfort, appears so self-evident a proposition as to require no argument for its support.” (90)

John Maynard wrote in 1668 on The Beauty and Order of the Creation, with more flair:

“Consider of what use many of these creatures are to us; especially those which are most common among us. What supply of milk do the Kine [cattle] afford us? What fleeces of wool do the Sheep yield us? What store of strong, wholesome nourishment do their bodies yield us? And what labour is bestowed about these? … Among other things we should observe the Lord's goodness in giving us diverse of these creatures to do our work, to carry our burdens, to bear ourselves. What benefits do we daily receive by the labor of the ox, plowing our ground, and doing us necessary services many ways? How serviceable is the horse unto us both for speed and ease; carrying us from place to place? Wonderful is the goodness of God in making these creatures, far stronger than ourselves, to yield to us; not using their strength to resist us, but to do us service. Therefore we should not at any time use any of these creatures, but that we should be moved to lift up thankful hearts to God for this mercy, which we would think worthy of much admiration, if they were not so common among us; but on the other side, we should think, the more we have of them, the more thankfulness we owe to God for them.” (112-113)

The chief problem underlying the modern factory farming system, as I see it, is that the animals are treated as the property of men and not the property of God. Of course, dominion allows and demands that humans lead, organize, and use the animals for various God-ordained purposes. Industrialists assure us that they have no cruelty in their window-less barns, because in their own minds, they are committing no direct crimes against the creatures within. They are not intentionally torturing any beasts, they say. Industrialists are simply playing with words. They are defining cruelty as the torture of an animal by intent. They pretend that only “sins of commission” are cruel. Wrong.
As shown in the previous chapter, God has commanded that the needs of the animals under our sphere of responsibility be met. These needs include food, water, shelter, rest, and protection. Interesting that the Farm Animal Welfare Council issued principles of animal husbandry in 1979 in this way: “Freedom from thirst, hunger, and malnutrition. Freedom from thermal or physical distress (appropriate comfort and shelter). Freedom from disease or injury. Freedom to display most normal patterns of behavior. Freedom from fear.” (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 39) Veterinary surgeon David Williams notes that this list is paralleled by Psalm 23:

“Psalm 23 reads just like a poetic version of the FAWC freedoms... needs met, appropriate environment, sufficient food and water, even protection at the hour of death. The shepherd's rod and staff (which could quite easily be seen as agents of domination) are comforting guides showing how dominion, properly executed, is beneficial for the animal. Surely goodness and mercy will follow the animal properly cared for throughout its life. Here is a paradigm of good animal welfare practice in Old Testament times, in Jesus' day and today.” (Bauckham, Bible, 138)

 How many of these needs are being met in the chicken battery cages or the dairy barns? The animals are given improper, unnatural foods, designed not to help them but to increase production even at the animals’ own expense. The confinement causes disease and injury and stress. There is no freedom of any kind. The animals’ bodies are altered at will: beaks chopped off; rooster toes cut off; pig tails removed; artificial insemination; etc. The animals’ offspring are often killed in front of the mother. When the animal begins to lose productivity, it is killed for whatever remaining pennies can be gained from its flesh or hide. There is no loyalty; no care; no concern for the animal. That is true cruelty. That is a sociopaths cocktail drunk daily by industrialist atheists who may pretend to know God but are deluded.
 Contrast industrial evil with the kindness of a sheep farmer from Kentucky in the 1940s:

“When you see that you're making other things feel good, it gives you a good feeling, too. The feeling inside sort of just happens, and you can't say that this did it or that did it. It's the many little things. It doesn't seem that taking sweat-soaked harnesses off tired, hot horses would be something that would make you notice. Opening a barn door for the sheep standing out in a cold rain, or throwing a few grains of corn to the chickens are small things, but these little things begin to add up in you, and you can begin to understand that you're important. You may not be real important like people who do great things that you read about in the newspaper, but you begin to feel that you're important to all the life around you. Nobody else knows or cares too much about what you do, but if you get a good feeling inside about what you do, then it doesn't matter if nobody else knows. I do think about myself a lot when I'm alone way back on the place bringing in the cows or sitting on a mowing machine all day. But when I start thinking about how our animals and crops and fields and woods and gardens sort of all fit together, then I get that good feeling inside and don't worry much about what will happen to me.” (Berry, 97)

The local farmer, at least, usually believes that he owes some responsibilities to his animals. The industrialist thinks only of profit, stock holders, earnings, expenses, growth, economics… the almighty dollar. “Will the free citizens of the enlightened republics of the future be content to reap the immense advantages of animals’ labour, without recognizing that they owe them some consideration in return?” (Salt, 24-25)
Christopher J.H. Wright makes a brilliant observation. “The commands of God are not just arbitrary rules; they are frequently related to the character or values or desires of God. So to obey God's commands is to reflect God's character in human life.” (89)
If God’s commands are related to the character, values, and desires of God; what do His laws about the treatment of animals show us about God? God is love; God is just; God is owner.


Chapter Thirteen
Dominion as Pet-Keeping


God created domestic animals to live with humans.
In Eden, since plants were the only food of man and beast, the domestic animals were used for enjoyment, and perhaps, for help with the work of gardening. What do I mean by enjoyment? Look at one of the reasons why God made the animals.

Genesis 2:18-21, “And the Lord God said, ‘It is not good that man should be alone; I will make him a helper comparable to him.’ Out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them to Adam to see what he would call them. And whatever Adam called each living creature, that was its name. So Adam gave names to all cattle, to the birds of the air, and to every beast of the field. But for Adam there was not found a helper comparable to him.”

God intended for Adam to have companionship, as being “alone” was not the ideal, and the man did not yet have a mate. God let Adam figure this out for himself, as he met and gave names to many of the animals, and found that they all came in male and female versions. Then God created Eve to be Adam’s mate. Companionship was one of the purposes of animals from the beginning. (Hyland, God’s, 74; also Claerbaut, 30; Regenstein, 20) 
God made cattle, that is, animals that hang around people, for help and enjoyment. Remember that the six day creation account shows the orderliness of God, and His intention to create habitats first, then the creatures to fill those habitats. On day two Jesus made the oceans and skies, then on day five He populated those ecosystems with sea creatures and birds. On day three God made the dry land and plants, and on day six God made the land creatures that eat plants. But one type of creature stands out, with no obvious habitat named. Jesus fashioned the ‘things that creep on the ground,’ and ‘the beasts of the field,’ and the ‘cattle.’ The insects creep on the ground, the beasts roam the fields, so where do the cattle go? They go with the humans. These are creatures that rely on humans for their sustenance and safety. Domestic animals are dependents. As creatures on loan from God, the humans are responsible for caring for them and using them properly. Pets and farm animals are domestic creatures: the ‘cattle.’ Our homes and farms are their habitat.
Now that modern societies have acquired technologies to do much of the labor that animals used to do, we have only two kinds of animals in our midst: food animals, and pets. Meat and entertainment. We call animals who live with us “pets.” 
Some animal rightists hate the idea of pets. Radicals like Paul Shepard demand an end to the keeping of pets.

“Pets are not part of human evolution or the biological context out of which our ecology comes. They are civilized paraphernalia whose characteristic combination of accompaniment and accommodation is tangled in an ambiguous tyranny.”  … “In an earlier book I argued that pets were unacknowledged surrogates for human companionships or substitutes for the resolution of interpersonal social problems, and therefore impaired normal human sociality by enabling people to avoid mending, maturing, or otherwise dealing with their personal relationships. Pets can cause family conflicts, even divorce, and may become bridges of unhealthy transference relationships and regression to infantile human behavior.” (511)

Several animal rights organizations agree with this assessment. They propose that we castrate and spay all domestic animals and let those species die off, in an act of intentional extinction, to remove the animal slaves from human cruelty. (Wayne Pacelle of the Humane Society of the United States, in Smith, Rat, 88) Mary Midgely writes that “Domestication itself is an unnatural process, a method of enslaving animals and subjecting their life processes to our will. Animal liberation would return domestic animals to their wild origins, free to pursue their destinies without human interference.” (Singer, 72) Walter Bond, accused of burning down Colorado sheep-skin factories, says “In my world, after we had taken care of the last generation of domesticated animals, there wouldn’t be any pets. I believe in the exclusion of animals from human society, not the inclusion….My motto is hands off the animals. Leave them alone. They don’t need our love, compassion, or use.” (Laufer, No, 174-175)	
Not all animal-rightists go that far. Many are pet lovers, though they prefer the term “animal companion” to “pet.” (Dawn, 21) 
The Bible does not say much about pets because the Old Testament Jews did not often keep animals in their homes. To this day, they do not. Rabbi Yaakov Emden says that house pets are a waste of time and money, and a distraction from studying the Torah. Some Jews keep rabbits or small birds or tropical fish, but rarely cats or dogs. (Slifkin, 212, 224) 
Only a few pets are mentioned in the Old Testament. 
At the end of the book of Job, God brags about the animals He created, including the dangerous Leviathan. In chapter 41 verse 5 He asked, “Will you play with him as a bird, or will you leash him for your maidens?” The implication is that people some-times caught birds or other animals as pets for pleasure for their children and themselves. The book of Job was likely written by Moses. Job lived at the time of Abraham, before the Egyptian captivity, and before the Jews came to dislike common pet animals.
One possible reference to pet dogs is I Samuel 17:43. Young David approached the giant Philistine named Goliath with a staff and sling. Goliath shouted, “Am I a dog, that you come to me with sticks?” This verse might refer to the common game of playing “fetch” with a pet dog, by throwing a stick for the animal to retrieve. A recent archaeological dig of ancient Philistine runs found a cemetery with nearly one thousand dog skeletons buried there. Perhaps they were pet dogs, or had some religious purpose.
The more detailed section of Scripture comes in II Samuel chapter 12, when the prophet Nathan used a story to reach King David’s hardened heart regarding his wickedness with Bathsheba.

“Then the Lord sent Nathan to David. And he came to him, and said to him, ‘There were two men in one city, one rich and the other poor. The rich man had exceedingly many flocks and herds. But the poor man had nothing, except one little ewe lamb which he had bought and nourished; and it grew up together with him and with his children. It ate of his own food and drank from his own cup and lay in his bosom; and it was like a daughter to him. And a traveler came to the rich man, who refused to take from his own flock and from his own hand to prepare one for the wayfaring man who had come to him; but he took the poor man’s lamb and prepared it for the man who had come to him.’ So David’s anger was greatly aroused against the man, and he said to Nathan, ‘As the Lord lives, the man who has done this shall surely die! And he shall restore fourfold for the lamb, because he did this thing and because he had no pity.’ Then Nathan said to David, ‘You are the man!’”

This is a fictional story that Nathan tells David: there was no rich man who really stole and killed the poor man’s lamb, but Nathan intended it to be believed as true, and David believed it. As a shepherd, David himself had cared for lambs and perhaps loved sheep. He had no trouble accepting that a poor man might keep a young sheep as a pet for his daughters and home. The animal lived in the house and was fed in the home, and was treated as a member of the family. None of these ideas shock the King. It sounds like a modern pet scenario with a dog or cat in an American home.
The one puzzling element of the story is not David’s anger, but his declaration of the death penalty on the rich man for his evil deed. (Shanahan, Eternal, 23) Yes, the action was cruel. The idea of four-fold restoration is seen in the Laws of Moses for restitution of stolen property. But David reacts much as animal-rightists react to modern acts of cruelty against animals, calling for excessive punishment, like death. Perhaps David was reacting on the spur-of-the-moment, and would not really execute the man for this crime, but simply demand the fourfold restitution. The reason for his anger, David says, is because the rich man “had no pity.”
No pity on whom? Perhaps on both the lamb, and the family that loved the lamb. It sounds like a defense attorney asking for payment from the accused for the pain and suffering of that injury. Many U.S. states do not allow for “pain and suffering” law suits, and only restore the estimated monetary value of the pet killed, in similar cases. If extra damages were awarded in animal cases, veterinarians worry that “… that an established system of animal law will result in more malpractice suits and increased malpractice insurance.” (Anderson, Powerful, 103)

“… in and of themselves, animals do not have legal rights. They are not 'legal persons' in the eyes of the law in the way adults, children, ships, municipalities, and corporations are. Rather, animals are property. Domestic animals : dogs, cats, cattle, etc. - are personal property, much like automobiles or television sets. If someone kills your dog, he has committed a crime against you, not against the dog. Until very recently, in fact, such a person was only liable for the actual value of the dog. (Recently, courts have begun to hear suits that raise the question of the sentimental value of the animal and of the pain and anguish suffered at its loss, but this does not change the animal's status as property.)” (Rollin, Rights, 119)

Wesley J. Smith worries that if lawyers are able to get the courts to grant “personhood” to animals, the world will fall apart. 

“...successfully obtaining legal standing for animals could prove the most impactful. First, it would accomplish a major animal rights goal of undermining the status of animals as property, moving them forcefully toward legal personhood. Second, imagine the chaos that would result once animals – that is, liberationists – could bring cases directly. Hundreds if not thousands of lawsuits 'filed by animals' would immediately clog the courts: cattle against ranchers, elephants against zoos, horses seeking injunctions against stables, monkeys demanding habeas corpus against research labs, perhaps even dogs and cats suing their owners…” (Rat, 69-70)

The courts are not often sympathetic to pet owners, nor are Christian ministers. In 1963 the author Gavin Maxwell left two pet otters playing on the beach, and a minister of the Church of Scotland came along and killed them with a shotgun. Defending himself, he told the newspaper that “the Lord gave man control over the beasts of the field.” (Coates, 48)
What is the origin of this kind of Christian antipathy to animals? One contributor was, sadly, the great scholar Thomas Aquinas. Influenced by ancient Greek philosophy, this medieval theologian became a foundational figure for both the Roman Catholic and Protestant scholars of later centuries. His seminal work, Summa Theologicae, stated flatly that humans cannot and should not love animals.

“The love of charity extends to none but God and our neighbor. But the word neighbor cannot be extended to irrational creatures, since they have no fellowship with man in the rational life. …we cannot wish good things to an irrational creature, because it is not competent… to possess good … friendship with irrational creatures is impossible, except metaphorically speaking … for charity is based on the fellow-ship of everlasting happiness, to which the irrational creature does not attain.” (Summa, Whether Irrational Creatures Ought to be Loved out of Charity, Question 65, article 3, pp. 119-20)

Aquinas made two assumptions. He believes that animals are irrational, and unable to partake of everlasting happiness. From this he deduces that 1) Animals are not able to possess good or friendship, and 2) neither man or God can wish good upon them except metaphorically. Later he clarifies, saying that God and man may love animals in the sense that animals are useful to human survival, but the love is not for the creature, but only for the usefulness of that creature. Perhaps Aquinas was agreeing with Aristotle, who said that “Neither can men have friendships with horses, cattle, or slaves, considered merely as such; for a slave is merely a living instrument, and an instrument a living slave.” (Salt, 17)
Later, preachers like Charnock would follow Aquinas’ lead. “Spirit can no more be really satisfied with that which is corporeal, than a beast can delight in the company of an angel… Man is lord of creation: nothing below him can be fit for his converse…” (Charnock v1, p. 202) We humans are just too lofty to deal with critters! 
Saint Augustine, in a moment of foolishness, said something similar.“May all creatures appear worthless to you, so that the Creator alone may gladden your heart.” (Sorrell, 88) This is nonsense. God gladdens our hearts Himself and by use of second causes: other beings including humans and animals and even inanimate objects to gladden human hearts. His statement is an exaggerated soundbite that sounds greatly holy but is a gross misrepresentation of truth. Of course the Creator is the greatest gladdener of human hearts, but He never intended to be the only one in our lives. 
Pope Leo was given an elephant named Hanno, and was “ridiculed” for caring too much about the animal. Protestants used the elephant to make fun of corruptions in the Catholic Church! (York, xxi)
This argument of Aquinas reminds me of the grammar police correcting their children in using the word “love.” A youngster says “I love pizza,” and is corrected, “you cannot love things. You like the taste of pizza, but you do not love it.” Here we have Thomas Aquinas correcting our grammar, saying that we can’t love animals, we can only like them. They are not capable of receiving love, and you are foolish to offer it, he says. But pets are not pizza. They are not inanimate objects. They are living creatures, given life by the Holy Spirit, having a kind of mental life, and beloved of God. Skip ahead to chapter 21 to see that discussion. If God can love animals, so can people.
C.S. Lewis wrote, “I think God wants us to love him more, not to love creatures (even animals) less. … No person, animal, flower, or even pebble has ever been loved too much - i.e., more than every one of God’s works deserves.” (Collected Letters, vol. 3)
Aquinas did not use scripture proofs, he simply philosophized by logical premises, that in this case were untrue. It was a huge mistake, and I suspect that now, in Heaven, he regrets it. But many Christians still believe that humans should not love animals. I hear Christians who are uncomfortable with the idea of ministries to help animals. They say, “there are so many needy humans…why would you waste time on mere animals?” Human love is a “zero sum game,” they think. They think that if I spend five minutes loving an animal, I have lost five minutes I could have spent loving a human. They think that we have limited capacity for love and therefore it must be all saved up for humans only. I suspect that the opposite is true. The more love a human can show to man or animal, the more love their hearts are capable of, to show others. Love grows, it does not diminish, when felt truly. Randy Alcorn wrote:

“Who made these endearing qualities in animals? God. Who made us to be touched by them? God. Do we love animals because of sin and the Curse? No. We love animals because God created us – and them – to love each other. We can turn people into idols, but it doesn't mean it's wrong to love people. The same is true of animals.” (401)

While theologians and scholars and pastors have ignored animals, happily, the common people did not believe Aquinas’ views. “For at a popular level religion had never been regarded as inaccessible to animals. Protestant theologians were contemptuous of medieval legends about St Francis preaching to the birds or St Anthony of Padua's horse kneeling to receive the host. But many early modern farmers continued to regard their domestic animals, in the way the Jews had done before them, as essentially within the covenant.” (Thomas, Keith, 137)

“Pets also went to church, despite the constant efforts of Tudor bishops to make congregations leave their dogs, hawks and monkeys behind. In the reign of Edward VI a proclamation even complained of 'the common bringing of horses and mules' into churches. There was an official dog-whipper in almost every parish church and one of the main purposes of the Laudian communion rails was to keep dogs away from the altar. Yet the church court records abound in cases like that of the Yorkshirewoman who, in 1632, while the minister was delivering communion, 'did dangle a dog on her knee and kiss him with her lips,' or the Cambridgeshire man who in 1593 brought to church a dog which disturbed the congregation because of all the bells it was wearing. …In the mid eighteenth century a contemporary observed that 'we may often see a footman following his lady to church with a large common-prayer book under one arm and a snarling cur under the other.'” (ibid., 112-3)

Many Christians have discovered the truth that God intends for people to love animals. It is a normal and natural thing to feel. (Waldron, 152) But the church has a long way to go in healing the breach after centuries of ignoring the subject.

“Americans love their pets and are very hungry for a religious framework for thinking about animals, but Christian theologians have been slow to respond to this need. To say that God's love extends beyond human beings is not to diminish God's love for us, nor to deny the special moral role we play in the world. But to say that God loves only us is surely to betray our limited imaginations and the self- interest that governs even the most theocentric theological models.” (Webb, Good, 35)

It may surprise some of you to learn that not everyone loves animals. Herzog notes that between fifteen and thirty three percent of people either dislike or do not adore their own pets.  Humans with allergies or who desire absolute cleanliness cannot tolerate the presence of certain animals. Some African peoples do not keep pets or name animals that live in proximity. Culturally some countries or religions (like Judaism) frown on pet-keeping. However, we are talking about our lives here in the USA, where pets are loved.
Now we will discuss various aspects of pet-keeping in the modern world.

Cats
	
While the Israelites were in captivity in Egypt, they came into close contact with the cat-loving Egyptians. This may why the Jews came to be dismissive of pets: because the Egyptians went crazy over cats.

“There was something about the cat that gripped the Egyptian imagination and soul. They painted them, sculpted them, and tamed them … By 950 B.C. the Egyptians were in full-blown worship of the cat. The cat goddess Bastet was idolized as the manifestation of the original Egyptian mother goddess. Of all the animal deities the Egyptians bowed to, it was Bastet who drew the most - 700,000 pilgrims - to her annual festival each Spring. As in Catalhoyuk thousands of years before, the Egyptian cat had achieved special status, protected by taboos. It was absolutely forbidden to kill an Egyptian cat. When a family’s cat died, all members of the household shaved their eyebrows in mourning. …One excavated tomb yielded over nineteen tons of mummified cats.” (Olmert, 160-161; also Buckner, 96)

How this came to be is a mystery. The theory is that cats were domesticated in Egypt to kill rats and mice in their granaries. (Anderson, Powerful, 8) Pests would likewise steal food from homes, so cats could kill the pests there too.  But “[a]ncient Egyptians took their devotion of cats so far that if people saw a sick or injured cat in the street, they fled for fear of being held responsible for the creature's demise. The penalty for killing a cat in ancient Egypt was death.” (Masson, Altruistic, 86) Since Egyptian religions revered many animals (even crocodiles) as representatives of their gods, the Jews may have seen any adoration of animals as false religion. This is likely why God forbade the “making of images” or idols of people or animals in Exodus.
While the Hebrews avoided cats, the domestic cat spread around the world by ship. Ships, of course, have mice and rats, and keep cats aboard to control that population. Some invariably escaped ashore, and spread across Europe. (Anderson, Powerful, 8)
A Muslim folk tale claims that Muhammad loved his cat Muizza so much that he cut off the sleeve of his coat rather than wake the cat when he had to go to prayer. Cats are welcomed in Muslim cultures, while dogs are not. (Hobgood-Oster, 22) 
In about 1200 A.D. Pope Gregory IX pronounced cats, especially black ones, to be evil. This led to centuries of cat killing, sometimes called “the Great Cat Massacre.” By the fifteenth century the cat population in Europe was tiny, and when the Black Plague struck, the flea-carrying rats and mice spread like wildfire. (ibid, 22-3) Pope Innocent VIII declared in 1484 that whenever witches were burned at the stake, their pet cats should be incinerated as well. (Regenstein, 74) Sometimes trials were held for animals, and the creatures were tortured and hung instead of burned. (ibid., 75)
Even after the Black plagues abated, cats were despised in Europe. 

“It is true that many people still regarded cats as fair game for any sport. On New Year's Day 1638 in Ely Cathedral there was a 'great noise and disturbance near the choir' occasioned by the roasting of a live cat to a spit by one William Smyth in the presence of a large and boisterous crowd. A few years later Parliamentary troopers used hounds to hunt cats up and down Lichfield Cathedral. During the Pope-burning processions of the reign of Charles II it was the practice to stuff the burning effigies with live cats so that their screams might add dramatic effect. At country fairs a popular sport was that of shooting at a cat suspended in a basket.” (Thomas, Keith, 110)

Believe it or not, cats did not become common house pets until the 1940s, when cat litter was invented! (Anderson, Powerful, 1) Now, dogs live in more homes in the U.S., but there are more cats present because cat owners usually have multiple cats. (ibid., 50-51) Cats tend to be independent and less energetic than dogs, and have been less genetically manipulated by breeding. (Webb, On God, 102) People often comment on the differences in temperament between not only the cats and dogs, but on the owners themselves, who prefer one or the other species. 
Humans can be anthropomorphic, meaning that we ascribe human attributes to animals. But Stephen Budiansky wonders if cats and other animals may be zoomorphic, attributing their own attributes to humans? Maybe the cat who brings dead mice, lizards and birds to you every morning thinks that of course you would want these choice delicacies! (Elephants, 44)
A problem that has rarely been addressed regarding the explosion of the cat population is their propensity to kill wildlife. They are skilled predators, even when “domesticated.” What does your pet cat do, other than take a potty-break, when you let it out of the house? Cat lovers seem to think they romp and frolic like lambs. Scientists say, on the contrary, that the cats kill almost everything that moves. 
According to Harry Hawes, domestic cats and dogs “when allowed to run at large, are more destructive to wild life than any of the untamed predators. I would name the vagrant domestic cat as the greatest of game killers... The cat's worst offense is its destruction of the nests of the young of all species of birds.” (64) The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center estimates that the 150 million cats in the U.S. kill up to 3.7 billion birds per year! National Geographic and the University of Georgia ran a “kitty-cam” study and found that local pet cats killed once every 17 hours, on average. (Tweit, 33) This is not just in the United States, but has been an especially devastating problem on islands around the world, where no predators had previously existed.

“The domestic cat, from the backyard venturer to the abandoned pet gone feral, had over the past five hundred years spanned the continents and major islands of the world. Turned loose upon the global fauna of native rodents, rabbits, birds, snakes, and lizards, it had chalked up a conservative estimate of thirty-three extinctions and uncounted decimations. When curious scientists first started taking serious note of the predatory habits of the presumably harmless house cat, the enormity of the massacres stunned them. In the British village of Bedfordshire, biologists Peter Churcher and John Lawton enlisted an entire community of cat owners as field assistants in what would become a landmark study of domestic predation. They went door-to-door with their feline census, tallying seventy-eight cats variably attached to 173 houses in the community. Churcher and Lawton instructed their amateur corps of wildlife scientists to bag the contents of any prey their cats brought home. By years' end, the villagers of Bedfordshire had proudly presented the carcasses and body parts of 1,100 little animals. Mammals were especially popular, the bags filling with mice, voles and shrews, here the occasional rabbit, there a weasel. One cat specialized in slaying bats. An impressive sampling of birds rounded out the cats' take. House sparrows, thrushes, robins, and blackbirds were all brought home for the master of the house. Some of the more industrious cats were bagging a hundred bodies a year…” (Stolzenburg, 130-1)

The problem is exacerbated by “feral cats” that were once pets but have become semi-wild again. (Laufer, 67) They often form colonies in cities or forests. To survive, they eat anything. Some local residents feel these cat colonies should be fed and helped, while others want them killed or adopted out from shelters. At any rate, these cats must be spayed and neutered lest the colonies become too large. Winograd, a leader in the field of animal shelters, claims that cats kill more rats than birds, and therefore they should be left alone. (79-82)
The potential impact of house cats on local birds and small mammals should be considered by their owners. If Christians are to practice good stewardship of the Earth, they must consider how their own pets affect the local fauna. As Yoerg asks rightly, “But the emotional tie we have to domestic animals tends to trump all the other factors that could weigh on welfare decisions: how fair is that? How does one justify, except on selfish, emotional grounds, the common belief that house cats (or feral goats, or minks) should always be spared, even when doing so directly threatens the existence of native species?” (191)
 The answer, say most sources, is just to keep your cats indoors. The Humane Society of the United States says that the average lifespan of an indoor cat is 18 years, while a “free-roaming” cat lives only three years. (Anderson, Powerful, 147)  Cars and coyotes are frequent killers of cats; keeping them inside protects them as well as the local wildlife.


Dogs

The most common theory on the domestication of dogs is that humans gradually incorporated wolf pups into human homes, over tens of thousands of years. Certainly, the genetic evidence implies that modern dogs descended from wolves. I think that wolves in Eden were quite tame, and they only became predators later. Adam and Eve may have kept pet wolves in Eden, but in later centuries the wolves who lived away from humans became ‘feral’ and wild, while the canines living with people became genetically distinct and domestic.
The book of Job refers to “the dogs of my flock,” which probably meant that Job had dogs as workers with the sheep. Perhaps these were the same dogs who licked Job’s sores…trying to comfort him in pet-like fashion. Since Job is thought to have lived around the time of Abraham, this was before the Egyptian captivity. Then dogs fell out of favor. 
No one is sure why dogs became disliked by the Jews. Some scholars think it came from the Exodus 22:31 command that the Jews throw all unclean meat out of the camp for the dogs to eat. Unclean meat must go to unclean animals, and therefore dogs are unclean scavengers, goes the logic. (Webb, On God, 23)  Or perhaps because their arch-enemies, the Philistines, collected dogs, the Jews despised the animals. (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 85-87) At some point, the Jewish people decided that dogs were bad news, and they were rarely kept as pets. Even today, the Jews frown on dogs. Rabbi Slifkin shares the view that cleaning up after a dog is “inappropriately undignified for a human.” (227)
Jesus had a brief conversation that mentioned dogs in Matthew 15:21-28. 

“From there, Jesus went to the regions of Tyre and Sidon. A Canaanite woman from those territories came out and shouted, ‘Show me mercy, Son of David. My daughter is suffering terribly from demon possession. But he didn’t respond to her at all. His disciples came and urged him, ‘Send her away; she keeps shouting after us.’ Jesus replied, ‘I’ve been sent only to the lost sheep, the people of Israel.’ But she knelt before him and said, ‘Lord, help me.’ He replied, ‘It is not good to take the childrens' bread and toss it to dogs.’ She said, ‘Yes, Lord. But even the dogs eat the crumbs that fall off their’ masters table.’ Jesus answered, ‘Woman, you have great faith. It will be just as you wish.’ And right then her daughter was healed.”

A cursory reading of this passage can give people a bad impression of Jesus. On the surface, Jesus ignores this pagan woman and basically calls her people ‘dogs’: a grave insult in that day. He says “why would I help you foreigners?”
I propose that Jesus is doing what he did with the Samaritan woman at the well, in John chapter three. He is drawing her and seeing what she thinks, in the face of opposition from his own disciples. I think of Jesus as having a smirk on His face, teasing her a little bit. She would know that Jewish men were not supposed to talk to women, let alone foreign women, and that Jews considered these folks to be unclean. Jesus is asking her, ‘why would you ask a Jew who would normally call you a dog, for help?’ And she answers that even dogs sometimes sneak in and get some goodies from the master. She believes He has the power and will to help her demon-possessed daughter, and the girl is healed. The story may also indicate that the Jews were not being quite so strict about keeping dogs far from human living spaces as they were during the era of Moses. Calling the man of the house “the master” of the dogs implies a relationship.
Another implication, from both the Old Testament and Jesus, is that there is no crime in feeding needy animals. In Exodus, rather than destroy, bury, or otherwise dispose of unclean meat, the people were commanded to feed it to the scavengers outside the camp. While it may be a minor insult that the dogs lived outside the camp, I see it more as an act of mercy that these poor creatures were given food. Just because it was unclean for the Jews to eat, did not mean that the food was poisonous or inedible. Jesus apparently agreed that if the children were done eating, there was no harm in letting the dogs get some leftovers. The principle of providing or merely permitting non-pets to eat is a proof of the great mercy of God, who feeds wildlife from His own bounty. (Psalm 104:27-28)
Not all cultures frowned on the keeping of dogs around the house. The people of Rome kept so many guard dogs that such homes were required to post signs that said ‘Cave Canem,’ meaning ‘beware of dog.’ (Anderson, Powerful, 7) Also, the Greek word that the New Testament often uses for “worship,” proskuneo, probably comes from the root meaning of fawning like a dog before the master, or licking the masters hand! (Holmes, 249) This reminds me of Asaph in Psalm 73:21-23, who says He often doubted God but like a ‘brute beast,’ he was always sticking around in God’s presence. 
Dogs were used by armies and farmers for centuries, but it was not until the Late Middle Ages or early Renaissance that people began to view dogs as ‘pets’ more than ‘pests.’ 
As the virtues, and not just vices, of canines were discovered, people began bringing dogs into their homes as pets, in the seventeenth century. During the era of Queen Elizabeth in England, Sir John Davies said we should stop using “dog” as a derogatory term. “Thou art as fair and comely as a dog, thou art as true and honest as a dog, thou art as kind and liberal as a dog, thou art as wise and valiant as a dog.” (ibid., 107)
The success of dogs in conquering the hearts of humans has led to an explosion in their population. There are more than 400 million domestic dogs on Earth now, compared to only 400,000 wild wolves. (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 83; and Olmert, 131)  Why are dogs so endearing to humans? 

“Of the various large and small species that are used in animal-assisted therapy, dogs have the most similarities with humans. It is the dogs, with their rituals of greeting and subservience that are so readily recognizable in the context of our human cultures, who win our ready acceptance as surrogate kin…Domesticated dogs are bred to maintain puppylike qualities into adulthood, a characteristic called neoteny. In this way and through other related animal husbandry practices, all of the domesticated species have been altered from their wild progenitors over many generations of psycho-logical domination and genetic manipulation. Part of the price the animal pays for domestication is a certain amount of marginalization and diminishment in human eyes. A puppy or dog may be treated with abundant affection, but that affection is part of our patronization of the animal. In return, subservience is expected and usually demanded- as, in fact, it should be. We must maintain our edge over a dog as it matures because the dog views its human as the replacement for that pack member which in its normal species unit would be the leader.” DeMares, 52)

Some animal rightists dislike working dogs, calling the process “benevolent slavery.” They despise the signs that guide-dogs wear, saying “Don’t pet me,” because the animal is thus shown to be “…here for no other reason than to serve this human.” (Dawn, 40) Webb disagrees, and shows that the canine desire for touching and protection is exactly what it needs to succeed in a human world, and that “Domesticated animals are not debilitated and degenerative but well adapted to their environment.” (On God, 81) Dogs have become therapists for humans, and the ethologist Marc Bekoff argues that “Dogs… truly want to make us feel better, to heal us, and we are remiss for not allowing them to do so, to be our best friends. We are depriving them of following their natural instincts.” (Passions, 11)
In the famous book A Priest and His Dog, Gautier wrote from the point of view of a dog speaking to humans (and sounding much like Balaam’s donkey): 

“Your extremely grievous fault is that of seeing only to what use you can put us - without ever considering Him from whose hands we have come forth. Yet we have all come from the hands of God, we are all worthy of respect. A dog is not only an animal with four feet, a machine that barks, a living instrument manufactured for your pleasure. He is a creature worthy of being loved, and one should not take advantage of him or abuse him.” (97)

God made some animals to live around people, and we have selectively bred them for house-life. Now they enjoy this. Dogs have been bred for centuries to be less aggressive than their wolf forebears, since people don’t want the dog to harm family members. Some studies claim that wolves would be sixty times more likely to kill a human than a domestic dog. (Herzog)
 About eighteen humans per year were killed by pet dogs in the U.S., on average, from the 1960s through 2000, fewer than death by sharks. (Masson, Altruistic, 152) However, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention documents about five million dog bite victims each year! (Laufer, 205)
In some foreign countries the problem is far worse. India averaged nearly fifty thousand people dead from dog bites each year between 1992 and 2006. This problem arose because vultures were killed off and so feral dog populations grew by eating the extra carcasses of deceased animals. (Yeoman, 63) 
One modern argument about dogs is whether certain breeds are more prone to bite and attack people than other breeds. Rottweilers have gotten a bad reputation, probably because drug dealers seem to prefer that breed and train them to bite. Larger breeds of dog cause more harm because of their size and jaw strength, but I have not seen any convincing evidence that one breed is more vicious than another unless trained to be so.

“When you bring a dog into the house, is he absorbing love and attention that would otherwise go to household members? You don't even think of him as having 'rights' and yet, useless as he is to the practical affairs of the household, over time he comes to fill a crucial place. He's just sort of there, this furry, funny, needful, affectionate, and mysterious being creeping around the house. Everybody in the end gains some-thing, and when he or she is gone a little bit of love is subtracted.” (Scully, Dominion, 138)


Health Benefits of Pets

Since God wanted humans to have some animals as companions, it makes sense that God had a purpose in it. The creatures that Adam named could not be his mate, but they could be helpers. In what way can animals help? We already spoke of possible domestic work, but what about beasts that simply entertain? Chapter 19 will discuss formal types of animal entertainment, like circuses and zoos, but here we mean personal, in-home, in-person pleasure. That is the very definition of a pet. The humans care for the physical and emotional needs of the creature, and the creature ‘loves’ his caregivers. Humorist Josh Billings quipped that “dogs are the only things on Earth that love you more than you love yourself.” (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 156) 
Children, for the most part, adore pets. From infancy, “‘The animal is a constant novel stimulus that can hold their attention. Anything that directs your attention outward and stops you from thinking will calm you down.’” (Katcher, cited in Olmert, 184) Pets are also a primary method of teaching children about rules and responsibility and having fun, as the kids learn what activities are ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ to do with the animal. Stephen Kellert found that more than ninety percent of the characters used in books to teach language to pre-school children, are animals! (Olmert, 10) In many cases, children are forced to emotionally process the idea of death when a pet dies, rather than a human relative, allowing for personal growth and maturity.
If animals were only popular among children, then pets would be less prevalent than they are today. There are many reasons why home-dwelling-critters are popular. One is very physical: a chemical that humans and animals produce when our skin is caressed, called oxytocin. Oxytocin is like a drug that can lower your heart rate, blood pressure, and stress hormones, and thus makes people, or animals, feel better. (ibid., 73-4) Olmert writes that “…our best bet against the twenty-first century blues will be to keep our friends and family close, and our pets closer.” (217; see also Kurz, Wagging, 240)
Another benefit of pets is that animal companions are excellent listeners. (Katz, 43) Though the creature is unlikely to understand much of what you say, they seem to take the attention as love and return no rejection. (Webb, Cheryl, 66) “Animals are often a happy substitute for the companionship of beings like ourselves; often have they cheered the loneliness of solitude, dissipated the gloom of confinement, and rendered less tedious the lingering hours of exile, or of absence from beloved friends.” (Drummond, Rights, 87)

“Man has more returns for his devotion to animals than we might casually think, and a beast is often of the greatest consolation to his master. I have known men…upon whom their fellows had inflicted the worst moral tortures; and when they had reached a stage bordering on desperation, I have seem them suddenly take heart again or melt into tears at the sight of a favorite horse or under the caresses of a faithful dog.” (Wagner, 157-158)

Before Adam met Eve, he may have found that some of the friendly animals of Eden gave his heart “some of its simplest yet sweetest enjoyments.” (Chalmers, 259)  Jon Katz adopted a “rescue donkey” and learned this.

“Through Simon, I discovered the power of healing and of selflessness, and I came to acknowledge the extraordinarily pure and powerful way in which a man can love an animal. This ancient idea of humans and animals journeying together through life is real. I experienced it, and I feel it when I go to the pasture and Simon comes over to greet me. I rub his soft nose and tell him the story of my day. We are bound together.” (77)

A study by the American Heart Association found that owning a pet lowered the person’s chance of depression, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, need for sick time, and increased survival time after heart attacks. (Mansfield, 4-5) More important even than family or friends, to heart patients, was having a pet. (Olmert, 211; Anderson, Powerful, 124) This is a major reason to end the tragic requirement that elderly people abandon their pets to live in sterile nursing home environments: cleanliness is less important than companionship. (Webb, On God, 81; Olmert, 227, 242)
Stephen Webb reminds us that this relationship between pets and people involves mutual responsibilities.

“Although animals can be traded, processed, and consumed, I want to insist that, from a theological perspective that takes pets seriously, animals are more like gifts than something owned, giving us more than we expect and thus obliging us to return their gifts. Giving, in fact, is the structure of the excessive relationship between humans and dogs that makes it so important for philosophical and theological reflection. A kind of covenant, or contract, exists between the human and the dog that transcends the self-interests of isolated individuals and calculation of the utilitarian mentality.” (On God, 6)

Animal Shelters

Inevitably, the curse of sin has affected the relationship of humans and animals in every aspect. While God intends for pets to be a blessing, humans have neglected many of their responsibilities toward the animals in their homes. The most obvious emergency measure of pet overpopulation and cruelty is the “animal shelter.” (Salt, 33) 
When British travelers visited India in the 16th Century, they were surprised to find “animal hospitals” for “sheepe, goates, dogs, cats, birds, and for all other living creatures. When they be old and lame, they keepe them until they die.” (Stuart, 53) Europeans were shocked, since they themselves immediately killed any creature without further use. The British made no effort to imitate the easterners, excusing their own neglect by pointing out the pagan folly of the polytheist Hindus and ascetic Buddhists.
 Roman era moralists, like Plutarch, wrote that “A good man will take care of his horses and dogs, not only while they are young, but when old and past service. We ought certainly not to treat living beings like shoes and household goods, which when worn out with use, we throw away.” (Buckner, 241; Styles, 87) Those ideas had fallen out of favor in growing nations seeking wealth.
Only in the nineteenth century did a few women, preachers, and Wilberforce start the first ‘western’ animal welfare organization, The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. (Sargent, 188) Wilberforce and his Clapham Group recognized that Christian ethics should reach beyond the church pews, and affect every aspect of a civilization. Thus he directed his time not only toward the abolition of human slavery, but other causes like helping orphans, widows, prisoners, mentally ill, and animals. As with the end of human slavery, the hardest part of healing the world was getting humans to agree that it needed healing.
In the United States, Henry Bergh founded the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.  The poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow wrote of Henry Bergh, “Among the noblest of the land; though he may count himself the least; that man I honor and revere; who, without favor, without fear; in the great city dares to stand; the friend of every friendless beast.” (Winograd, 13) He lived in New York City, and there were an abundance of practical problems to address. One of his first tasks was to help working horses that pulled trolleys and loads through the streets: the ASPCA built wells and pumps and troughs for the horses to drink at. By 1900 the ASPCA used horse ambulances to make calls in the streets on fallen horses, to revive them. (Lane, Marion, 52-3)
New York City had a very quick method of clearing the streets of stray dogs. Every afternoon they paid people to bring strays to a watertight cistern, where the canines were thrown in, and beaten on the heads until drowned. The average kill was eighty dogs per day. Sometimes they would stuff dogs into an iron cage and lower it into the Hudson river to drown them. (Lane, Marion, 60) Henry Bergh discovered that children were stealing pet dogs to claim the fifty cent bounty on each dog as a way to make quick money. Bergh convinced the pound to only allow adults over the age of 18 to claim the reward, and to lessen the bounty from fifty cents to a quarter. This dropped the yearly kill from 5800 dogs to less than a thousand dogs in just one year. (Winograd, 9-10; Carson, 85) Pets stopped vanishing from homes.
It is believed that Henry Bergh, by this time famous in New York City, invented the idea of “doggie bags.” A New York Tribune reporter heard Bergh ask a waiter, “Will you please wrap these bits of chicken in a piece of paper? I want them for a hungry old dog of my acquaintance…” (Lane, Marion, 141) The reporter printed this story and the public began saving their own scraps for pets.
New York City officials started offering money to the ASPCA to take over the city pound work of collecting and dealing with strays, but Henry Bergh refused, wanting to focus their efforts on education and solving problems. But when he died and the donations dropped, the ASPCA took up the dog pound as their main work. 

“The guaranteed source of income provided by contracts helped sway many SPCAs and humane societies to abandon their traditional platforms of advocacy and cruelty prosecutions in favor of administering dog control for cities and counties. ... Within a decade or two, most mainstream humane societies and SPCAs did little more than kill dogs and cats.” (Winograd, 13)

The once popular Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals henceforth lost their reputation among animal lovers, as they were now the killers of the lost animals, rather than the helpers. 

The central question is simple, but the answer is elusive. Should ‘extra’ pets be killed? There is an overpopulation because there are not enough people willing to take in the “extra” animals: mostly dogs and cats.
For much of this section I will be citing Winograd. The author was an influential director of a large city SPCA animal shelter system, and thus has a lot of excellent information. However, the author is very out-spoken and angry about the system, and the reader should be aware that she is not a “neutral” observer. Winograd also disagrees with the idea that there is an overpopulation of pets. Her reasoning seems to be one of paranoia Overpopulation is just a false justification for the status quo in animal shelters, she claims. I am not sure that she is wrong, but it is definitely not a mainstream idea.

“… the religion of pet overpopulation. It is the political cover that prevents even the animal rescuers and advocated from demanding an immediate end to the whole bloody mess. And, at its core, is an unsupportable myth. The syllogism goes as follows: shelters kill a lot of animals; shelters adopt out few of them; therefore, there are more animals than homes. Hence, there is pet overpopulation. ...people believe it, and because they do, local governments underfund their shelters, appoint and retain incompetent employees in animal control, and give shelter directors the carte blanche to kill because the problem is portrayed as insurmountable.” (158)

 The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) writes that “a single female cat can have three litters a year producing an average of five kittens per litter. In just seven years, she and her offspring can produce 420,000 cats. In just six years, one female dog and her offspring can produce 67,000 puppies. … If everyone in America adopted just one dog, for example, a surplus would still exist. I read that each person would have to adopt seven dogs to take care of what we have now...” (Anderson, Powerful, 187)
The pet population in the United States is growing not just numerically but by percentage of homes that keep animals. In 1988, only 56% of US households kept an animal, but in 2004 it was up to 64%. In 2003, there were 140 million pets living in US homes. (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 127) 
Why is there an overpopulation of pets? There are many reasons. 
Animals were designed by God to have babies, and when owners do not supervise their pets, they have kittens and puppies. For this reason, ASPCA shelters require that all pets to be adopted are spayed or neutered. This has reduced the population of accidental pets. (Lane, Marion, 39-40) At this point, orthodox Jews object, because “mutilating an animal’s reproductive organs is an affront to God’s creation,” and stops them from obeying God’s command to multiply on the Earth. (Slifkin, 54, 145-6) Strangely enough, “red-necks” agree, in a way, not wanting to hinder the maleness of their male dogs in any way, as if transferring their psychological worries of manhood on to their pets. Some animal rightists also dislike spaying and neutering for ethical reasons:

“A caretaking ethic will attend the relationship between a human and a beagle for as long as beagles are bred. But imposing contraception on groups of animals whose autonomy can realistically be respected is the application of human hegemony over animals who are living naturally, so that they then become controlled and contained by government agencies, humane groups, or private owners.” (Hall, 108)

The last few decades saw a “craze” for “pure bred” dogs, which led many amateurs into dog breeding for quick profits, and produced more pure bred dogs than owners to buy them. A sad side effect to this was genetic defects that developed by inbreeding. (Herzog) It also led to the rise of so-called “puppy mills” where few standards of ethics are maintained. (Karlson III, 41) Senator Rick Santorum of Pennsylvania sought to pass a Pet Animal Welfare Statute to require inspections of places raising more than twenty-five dogs per year, but the bill was ridiculed. (Anderson, Powerful, 182-3) In puppy mills, only the cutest, most perfect babies are kept; the rest are usually killed. Animal shelters reacted harshly to the “pure bred” craze. Many shelters would not allow people to call or ask for a certain breed, lest they encourage people to seek specific breeds. The animals were killed instead. (Winograd, 20)
Many animal shelters charge high fees for adopting pets, which are beyond the means of many potential adoptees. Shelters justify this by saying if people cannot afford the fees they likely cannot afford to keep the pet. Also, new animal laws requiring more licenses, more fees, and more rules, can discourage people from adopting pets. (112) Sometimes these rules cause people to hide their pets and avoid getting veterinary care for the animals. I must admit that I have sometimes been unable to take a pet to see a doctor.
The immense cost of modern veterinary care makes it cheaper to kill a pet and get a new one, than to provide health care for the pet. This is similar to the human health care “crisis” where the costs have skyrocketed and people cannot afford the insurance or the procedures. One estimate says that nowadays an owner will spend about $10,000 per dog or cat during the animals’ life. (Anderson, Powerful, 146)  This was also an acute problem in the 1970s when the Humane Society of the United States and the American Humane Association convinced Congress to pass punitive laws against owners who did not spay or neuter their pets. At the time, veterinarians objected to shelters providing cheap sterilization services, and thus people had to pay a lot for the procedure. Many owners just ignored the law to avoid the cost of sterilization. (22-3)
Here is one reason, why animals are not often adopted from shelters, that I can identify with. As a boy, I was horrified by the sight of bedraggled animals, and too upset seeing those that would soon die, so I did not want to go in any shelters. My parents got shelter pets, and I loved them, but I could not bear to go myself. Other people objected to the limited hours, high costs, and poor customer service; preferring to search the news-papers or bulletin boards to find a pet. (38)
Some people are emotionally attracted to puppies and kittens, but dump them at shelters when the animals have outgrown their cuteness. Thus shelters don’t have a large selection of cute babies, like pet stores and puppy mills keep. (Dawn, 26) So, only fifteen percent of people who get pets get them from shelters. One lady wanted a cat, but the shelter said they had a rule of no adoptions less than thirty minutes before closing. She returned the next day, and they had killed the cat she wanted. She never returned to a shelter. (163)
Shelters have also gotten a bad reputation because they can be just plain stupid or greedy. The Philadelphia animal shelter was euthanize incoming animals so fast that their owners had no chance to find and retrieve them. The rules said the animal must be kept for 48 hours, but even dogs with collars and tags with phone numbers were killed within minutes of arrival. This shelter was open 24 hours a day to take in animals, but only open for five hours, five days a week for adoption or inquiries. They would not even admit to killing owned dogs until investigators looked into the cases. (163, 172) 
Just as you hear about charities, like veteran’s groups, sometimes raking in donations but spending practically none on charitable work, so some shelters sit on money while doing little to increase adoptions. (174)
Three states bring disrepute on public animal shelters by their own misguided laws. Minnesota, Oklahoma and Utah require shelters to provide animals for experimentation and dissection. (Anderson, Powerful, 189) That is hardly a positive advertisement for the shelters in those states. 
The biggest debate in the animal shelter question is: should they kill the animals, or keep them all alive? The discussion is called “the No-Kill” policy. Some shelters adopted it, but most have not. In 3500 animal shelters in the United States, about six to eight million animals arrive, and about half are euthanized. That is three to four million pets killed in shelters per year. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 38) Winograd puts the number at five million per year. (2)
Some shelters, especially those run by prominent animal-rights organizations like People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) kill almost every animal brought in, because pets are, in their opinion, domestic slaves. (Jones, 119; Anderson, Powerful, 191) Winograd rightly asks,

“If groups like PETA openly champion the killing of dogs and cats in shelters, if they do not take the position that killing dogs and cats is inherently unethical and should be condemned, how does PETA expect to convince the public that pigs, chickens, and other animals with whom Americans do not have a close relationship should have a right to live?” (122)

A new book by Sarah With row King, a Christian member of PETA, gives another reason for euthanize former pets. She says that since dogs and cats bond to their owners, it is cruel to pass pets from home to home, and euthanasia is a better way to go. (148) I find this argument preposterous. It is similar to the family-killer mentality; the wacko suicidal father decides his family can’t possible live without him, so he murders them all before shooting himself! A pet can adjust to a new home, I adopt them whenever possible. King promotes adopting from shelters, but not taking animals to shelters. 
On the other side of the argument, Dawn suggests that No Kill should be followed so that shelters WILL overcrowd and thus force politicians to find real solutions to the problem. (37-38) She suggests strict new laws to keep “bad owners” away from pets; burdensome training classes, and preventing adoptions by any person who ever brought an animal to a shelter. (54) No wonder normal people often cannot trust animal-rightists, who propose exacerbating a problem to draw more publicity to it!
Until recently, a majority of animal shelters practiced euthanasia every day. San Francisco, under the leadership of Winograd, was the first major city to try out “No Kill” policies in 1994. (2) She says that the new system was working well, but that other cities objected to “looking bad” in comparison, and politicians ousted her. San Francisco returned to its older model and abandoned the No Kill philosophy. (60, 147, 185)
No-Kill does have a couple of different meanings. ‘No’ does not mean zero. In some cases, the animal is so unhealthy or wounded that it cannot really be ‘saved.’ The generally-accepted meaning is that a shelter can call itself “No Kill” when it keeps ninety percent or more of its animals for adoption. (149) However, some shelters claim to be No Kill by defining that as “we keep all the ‘adoptable’ animals alive” for adoption. Winograd points out that many shelters simply make ‘adoptable’ so strict that they continue to kill half of their incoming critters. Only the cutest and most popular animals are kept alive. It is cheaper and easier to kill them rather than care for them indefinitely. (132-133, 143; Anderson, Powerful, 190-1) 
Although major cities do not often practice the No Kill idea, many non-profit and small local groups have taken up this method. The problem often becomes one of space. Just how many homeless pets can X group handle before they must stop taking them in? The advantage to potential adoptees is that they can visit such a shelter and not feel guilt-pressed in choosing an animal. (Anderson, Powerful, 191) Many of these shelters also take the animal back if the relationship does not work out.
Winograd asks an excellent question, and makes an important statement.

“How did the very charities founded on the highest ideals of compassion become the nation's leading killers of dogs and cats? How did a nationwide system of tax-funded animal shelters that the public expects to provide a second chance for homeless animals become a network of agencies that does little more than kill them?” (1)

“What is true is that shelters are filled with animals, in no small part because of a small segment of the public's throwaway attitudes about their pets. But that is why the shelters exist in the first place. They are supposed to be the safety net for animals the same way orphanages and child protective services are the safety net for parentless and abused children. While people surrender animals to shelters it is the shelters that kill them, and one does not necessarily follow or excuse the other.” (182)

Do not forget that we are mainly talking about the United States. Other countries probably have far less infrastructure and far fewer support systems for animals. Dictator-ships and military-ruled countries follow no conscience but their own. Look at the mad rush to “clean the streets” of stray animals when a nation has Olympic Games coming. In 2006, Greece poisoned massive numbers of animals to make the region seem clean. (Anderson, Powerful, 15) Only in rich countries, where people have money and resources, do animals get much attention. 
Some local churches, or members within those congregations, have ‘adopted’ shelters by working as volunteers, taking up financial collections, or providing publicity for them. I suggest that we could try doing even more. 

Problems with Pets

There are consequences to every choice. The keeping of pets in our homes leads to real or potential problems. I am not referring to cruelty directly, but to unintended or unexpected results of the human-animal bond.
Consider the food requirements of your pets. Earlier we discussed the dramatic impact of house cats on local bird and small mammal populations. However, even if you keep your cat or dog inside and feed him/her from bagged or canned food… that food also has an impact. Just as human food choices lead to the destruction of rain forests, so also, the obtaining of meats for your carnivorous critters requires the death of other animals. Dog food and cat food comes from many sources. One fourth of all animal waste and tissues left over from slaughterhouses becomes pet food. (Hawthorne, 159)

“…commercial pet food can be awful stuff. It is generally full of slaughterhouse by-products – everything not considered fit for human consumption: the fat, gristle, cancerous tumors, and spinal material that holds mad cow disease. It may also include ground-up dogs and cats who have been killed at animal control facilities and sent to rendering plants, where their bodies are made into a protein paste that goes into pet food. That's why animal rights activists feel comfortable feeding our dogs homemade or organic vegetarian cuisine.” (Dawn, 45)

You can also overspend your budget to indulge a pet. In 2013, Americans spent 56 billion dollars on their pets for food, kennels, toys, dog walkers, etc. (Stampler, 18) It is a growing industry. I have no problem with people treating their pets well, and I buy occasional toys and treats for my little bird. As with any activity, we should be prudent as well as generous. This is not a brand new question. “In 1387 William of Wykeham criticized the nuns of Romsey Abbey for spending alms on pets that could have been given to the poor, a charge still aimed at animal lovers today.” (Webb, On God, 75) 
Some critics attack Americans for “wasting” good food on animals, ‘when people around the world are starving.’ Our pets do eat better than many children. (Anderson, Powerful, 82) This is a difficult subject with many complicated issues involved. But the same arguments apply not only to pets but to our own lives. How much will we curtail our lifestyles to benefit other people? Does the state of the world require equal poverty for all Christians? As far as I can tell, God wants us to carry out our responsibilities where we are, and if pets are part of the family, they require our attention too. 
I agree with Debra Farrington and Stephen Webb, that like our contract with domestic working animals, we informally agree to care for the creatures that serve us. 

“The covenant made with an animal is never one to take lightly. It's easy to accept the love of an affectionate cat or dog or other domestic animal, but they need to be loved in return. You are covenanting with an animal to provide that love, not only with pats here and there, but with attention in the wee hours of the night if need be, with a suitable physical environment for the animal to live in, with appropriate food, training, and veterinary care.” (Farrington, 36)

“I am arguing that we owe animals charity, not justice; this charity, however, is not something freely and arbitrarily given, from the goodness of our hearts. It is a giving that is mutual, a response to real otherness, the return of a gift of loyalty and affection. Charity is born from its own kind of covenant, even if it is not the explicitly negotiated agreement that provides the contractual foundation for justice. Such generosity is in complete opposition to the kind of economic thinking that treats animals as products to be efficiently processes in factory farms and laboratories.” (Webb, On God, 104)

Almost every facet of human life can also be questioned on behalf of animal life. Humans eat; pets eat. Humans leave waste behind; pets leave waste behind. Anderson says that American dogs and cats produce ten million tons of waste each year. (72) Where does it go? If you put it in the garbage, it goes to a landfill. If they do their toilette in the yard, it soaks into the ground. 
A relatively new discovery regarding our pets, is that humans are susceptible to some of the same diseases. You have probably heard of “swine flu” and “bird flu” which can spread from pigs and birds to humans. Rabies is a deadly disease, fairly common in China, but rare in the U.S. because of vaccinations. (Grice, 17)  Likewise, some human diseases can pass to our pets, and vice versa. Living with animals presents some dangers as well as blessings. (Shipman, 265) 

Pet owners recognize their own responsibilities even when civil authorities do not. Hurricane Katrina in 2005 shed light on a number of problems with disaster relief efforts. Authorities were surprised that one of the main reasons that people refused to evacuate their flooded homes was because they would have to abandon their pets. (Anderson, Powerful, 31) Red Cross shelters would not allow animals inside. Police would not allow a blind woman to evacuate her seeing-eye dog until CNN cameras taped the scene. After these debacles, the government passed the Pets Evacuation and Transportation Standards Act, requiring states to evacuate pets along with people during emergencies. (Dawn, 51-53, 57)
There is no denying that people, including Christians, can take their love for their pets “too far.” Not because their love is wrong, but because they become extravagant and over-indulgent. Just as parents may “spoil” a child, a pet owner may act foolishly in pampering an animal or becoming obsessed with animals to the point of cruelty. The most obvious manifestation of this is “animal hoarding.” 
People who collect animals until their homes are bursting and filthy have psycho-logical problems to be addressed, and are not helping the creatures. One person simply cannot meet the needs of dozens of animals in a typical house. Hoarding is defined as “people who have more animals than they can realistically care for…” by Anderson. (Powerful, 186) Unfortunately, the hoarder is rarely cured. The animals are confiscated, the person is ordered not to collect animals, and within weeks the house is full again. (ibid., 187)
Some people cannot cope with the death of a pet. I am not being insensitive; nor do I think grief for a deceased pet is misplaced or wrong. However, you can go overboard in planning a funeral, in spending small fortunes to preserve the body. A company called LifeGem will convert the cremated ashes of your pet into diamonds you can wear. Other companies will freeze dry your pet to sit on your mantle in taxidermy fashion. You can have pillows or scarves made from the pet’s fur. (Anderson, Powerful, 178-9) 


Exotic Animals


One major problem regarding pets in America is the question of exotic animals. Whereas most folks keep a dog or cat, some people want rare or unusual creatures to live with them. Of course, I must admit, that an animal that was unusual just one generation ago may be common now. For instance, parrots and exotic birds were rare, and are now easy to acquire.
I will give you my own story. I grew up with birds in the 1970s. We kept a few Parakeets then moved up to Cockatiels. Petri the Cockatiel enjoyed standing in my cereal bowl and sharing my Cheerios at breakfast. I enjoyed it so long as he refrained from pooping in my milk.
Several years ago, a friend asked if I would like to take his Quaker Parakeet, since his wife was allergic to it. I kept this bird for a few years. Birdie was a biter, but I still liked her. One day, two friends called to tell me that Birdie was in the newspaper. Sure enough, there was a photograph and article about Quaker Parakeets. There I learned that the Pennsylvania authorities were suddenly cracking down on this ILLEGAL species of bird.
I had no idea she was illegal. Apparently two or three states had passed laws in the 1970s, when worried farmers thought the species would escape their pet homes and form breeding colonies and eat the local corn crops. Now some bureaucrats decided, forty years later, to enforce the law and raid the homes of people thought to have Quaker Parakeets. One old lady had her forty year old parrot taken away and presumably executed.
This law seemed perfectly ridiculous to me. Birdie could not fly very well, and lived on seeds. I suspect that if she escaped into the wild she would last one day. A hawk, eagle, or cat would find and eat her. But I did learn that Quaker Parakeets are very hardy, and have in fact formed colonies in New York City. So the law may have a point. 
Rather than risk having Birdie executed, I found a friend in Ohio, where Quaker Parakeets are legal, who took her in as a political refugee. 
Since my apartment only allows fish or birds, I went looking for another bird. I searched the internet for birds in shelters awaiting adoption. I found a bird shelter in Cleveland and adopted a Sun Conure, a perfectly legal yellow bird. Percy lives in a cage behind my work desk where she can come out and sit on my shoulder, and get crackers from my customers.
What I did not realize was the darker history behind the bringing of pet birds to America. In the 1970s, the parrots were captured in the wild. (Masson, Altruistic, 248-9)  Nowadays, practically all pet birds are born and hand-raised here in the United States. What used to be exotic birds are now common birds. Similarly, England passed the Wild-life and Countryside Act of 1981, making it illegal to catch or keep a wild bird; while it is legal to breed and keep other species in cages. (Stott, 78)
Critics say that it is unkind to keep a bird in a cage, when it’s natural habit would be to fly freely. This is an argument to be discussed at greater length when we talk about zoos and captivity in a later chapter. The argument is about the proper amount of space and/or freedom to allow an animal. I bought the largest cage I had room for: it barely fit in my PT Cruiser. Even this large cage doesn’t really give Percy room to fly. I take her out and let her fly, but for the most part, she seems uninterested in flying. She likes to sit on my shoulder or atop her cage. 
Although the Cistercian order of the Roman Catholic church said that it was wrong to keep pet birds, an ancient Christian legend claims that Saint John the Apostle kept a pet Partridge during the last years of his life. (Regenstein, 62)
Now, the illegal animal trade is the “third most lucrative illegal business in the world” according to Interpol. It is just behind drugs and weapon sales. (Laufer, ix)
The question of wild capture is an important one. Some species of animals are threatened not by poachers killing for furs or horns, but poachers catching animals alive to sell to collectors. These animals have a very low survival rate, since they must be smuggled and sent across vast distances. Ninety percent of wild-caught reptiles die in under a year, either from stress, or new owners who cannot meet the animal’s specific dietary or habitat needs. (Dawn, 51) When a gecko smuggler was caught shipping reptiles  from Australia to his wife in the Czech Republic, the clever writer titled his article, “Geckos Posted to Czech Mate.” (Laufer, 136)
A Scientific American article says that most tropical fish are caught by divers in the Philippines or Indonesia. Half die in capture, forty percent die in shipment to the buyers. (ibid., 50)
 Surprisingly, “more exotic animals live in American homes than are cared for in American zoos”! (Slater, 98) A few states permit the keeping of all animals with practically no restrictions. Lions, baboons, and poisonous snakes are all permissible in such places, without licenses or training. (ibid., 106) Tippy Hedron, an animal activist, says that it many states it is harder to get a license for your pet dog than it is to get a lion or tiger to live in your backyard. (Laufer, 46)
To get around strict laws regarding the import of exotics, there are now many US breeders of exotic animals. The most popular is the Tiger. There are now more tigers in the state of Texas than there are wild tigers in India! (Laufer, xii)
Hundreds of tigers are bred each year just for the photo industry. (Slater, 118) I paid $10 back in 1986 at the local mall to have my photograph taken with a baby tiger in my lap. Now the rate is much higher.
What happens to the tigers when they grow up and are no longer cute enough or safe enough to take photographs with tourists? Many of them become trophies in a hunter’s house, after being shot in a “canned hunt.” Others are bought by Chinese traditional medicine workers in the US, cut to pieces, and shipped to China as expensive drugs. 
Regarding the wisdom of keeping a pet tiger… a tiger tamer and keeper named Chris Galluci says,

“You get it as a cub. If you're lucky, it bonds with you, and it doesn't eat you. But it's going to eat Aunt Martha. That's the problem. These people bring Aunt Martha in with the animal, and Aunt Martha is prey. Their perfect animal does what an animal does and bites Aunt Martha, and everybody's shocked. It's a wild animal! It's a predator!” (Laufer, 115)

In recent years the news has reported many stories of private wild animal collections experiencing escapes, or intentional releases. One despondent Ohio exotic animal owner opened all of his pens and shot himself. The police had to kill many loose, dangerous animals. Ohio passed new laws about the keeping of exotics after that.
 A woman in New England kept a pet Chimpanzee that was very nice to her, but literally ripped the face off of her friend who came to visit.
People who cannot recognize the dangers of certain animals, that are far stronger or faster than humans, create problems for the rest of us when they ignore wisdom.

Conclusion

Pets are not enslaved mutants to be annihilated by animal-rightists in their hunger for an Earth free of human-influenced creatures. Nor can I see any Biblical argument for the rejection of domestication. In fact, God intended for humans and animals to mix, from Eden and throughout history. 
That is not to say that people have not broken the social contract with the animals. There is much abuse and neglect to be fought by Christians to restore the proper relation-ship between humanity and the animals. Andrew Linzey correctly writes that Christians must be involved.


“Baptist preacher Charles Spurgeon once recounted the view of Rowland Hill that a person 'was not a true Christian if his dog or cat were not the better off for it,' and commented, 'That witness is true.' … We have not allowed the Gospel of Christ to interpret the world of innocent suffering, and so have helped to create the very climate in which the Gospel is dismissed as irrelevant to the messy and tragic world of suffering, both human and nonhuman.” (Gospel, 2)

“Believing the Gospel can, and should, make a difference to our daily interactions with other creatures.” (ibid., 11)



Chapter Fourteen 
Dominion as Clothing


In the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve were naked and were not ashamed. The climate was pleasant and apparently the temperature did not change enough for the humans to require clothing. When Eve and Adam ate the forbidden fruit, “they both saw clearly and knew that they were naked. So they sewed fig leaves together and made garments for themselves.” (Genesis 3:7)
When Jesus discussed their sin with them, and the consequences of the Fall, “The Lord God made the man and his wife leather clothes and dressed them.” (Genesis 3:21, Common English Bible)
We believe this was Jesus, pre-incarnate, because He walked with Adam and Eve in the Garden and spoke to them in person, in a body. Jesus did this several times in the Old Testament, the incidents are called “theophanies.” 
Jesus explained some of the problems Adam and Eve would be facing henceforth, and cursed the Serpent. Then Jesus did something that must have both horrified and relieved the first humans. He killed animals, and made clothing for Adam and Eve.“The animals Adam and Eve had once stroked, petted, and loved would now become their clothing. They would wear those skins as a constant reminder of the cost of sin.” (Holmes, 144) 
Clothing is a layer of form-fitting shelter, to protect the human form from cold or heat or bright sunlight. (Slifkin, 83, citing Joad)  However, to obtain good clothing, animals had to die.

“The first unmistakable death is recorded in Genesis 3:21 - and it is by all indications God who is responsible for it. ‘Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make coats of skins, and clothed them.’ Why skin and not wool? The traditional answer is that God’s act of animal slaughter is a form of moral pedagogy. Adam and Eve must learn that the consequences of their sin are death. But an equally plausible (and perhaps not mutually exclusive) reading would be that God knows that Adam and Eve’s coverings of fig leaves will not be enough to protect them in the unsheltered, untamed world outside the Garden. He mercifully gives them the kind of clothing they will need for their new environment.” (Osborn, 36)

There had been no death before this act of Jesus. No animals had died. Animals were not eating each other, and humans were not eating them. The breath had never stopped from any of the living creatures on the Earth, until Jesus killed them. It is presumed, but not certain, that Jesus killed sheep or lambs. There are a couple of reasons for thinking this.
First, the act of Jesus covering His beloved people with His own flesh to save them from sin, is thought to be a “type” of the Crucifixion. Jesus was called the Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world. Thus the act of killing lambs in Eden to help Adam and Eve was a sort of foretaste of work He would do at Calvary to save all of His people. 
Second, in Genesis chapter four, we see that Adam and Eve’s two boys, Cain and Abel, are working as farmers and shepherds. The family is already practicing the sacrifice of sheep as devotion to God. Where did they get this idea? And why raise flocks of sheep? Probably because Jesus had shown them how to kill sheep for clothing and sacrifice. 
So Adam and Eve produced the world’s first clothing: a set of sewn fig leaves, incapable of providing much in the way of shelter. Jesus showed humans that now death would be required to produce some human needs. (Bulanda, 31) The skins of animals would be needed for mankind. According to Genesis 4:20, Jabal was the “father of those who dwell in tents and have livestock.” Jabal made the transition from killing animals for clothing to creating tents for travel.

“The human animal is the only one which is naked, and the only one which can clothe itself. This is one of the properties which renders him an animal of all climates, and of all seasons. He can adapt the warmth or lightness of his covering to the temperature of his habitation. Had he been born with a fleece upon his back, although he might have been comforted by its warmth in high latitudes, it would have oppressed him by its weight and heat, as the species spread towards the equator.” (Paley, 152)

Animals do not need clothing because they have fur, feathers, or other skins to satisfy their need for warmth. When needed, they take shelter in nests or dens. Jacques Derrida notes that because animals have no consciousness of good or evil, they are “naked without knowing it.” (4-5) Rabbi Slifkin writes:

“A very noticeable difference between man and animals is that only man wears clothing… Man wears clothing for four reasons: 1. Protection from the elements. 2. Looking attractive. 3. Modesty. 4. Indicating that he is more than just a physical being. … Animals, even more intelligent animals such as apes, feel no sense of shame or modesty about their bodies.” (81)

The book of Job, written about the era of Abraham, shows that shepherding was still a prominent profession. Job 30:1, “But now they mock at me, men younger than I, whose fathers I disdained to put with the dogs of my flock.”  Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and his descendants the Jews became famous as shepherds and goat herders. When Joseph got them land in Egypt to use during the droughts and famines, he gave them a somewhat remote area called Goshen for their flocks, since Egyptians didn’t like shepherds (Genesis 45:10; 46:34) 
The author of Hebrews tells us that the people of God often wore sheep and goatskins (11:37). 
So, we will begin with the use of sheep and work of shepherds.

Wool


The biggest point of contention in the use of animals for human clothing is whether we should kill a creature to steal its hide. Wool can be obtained and used to create clothing without killing the animal. This is, in fact, the normal process. Shearing sheep or woolly animals is not intended to kill them; it is a “sustainable” resource, to be shared repeatedly. Just as your pet dog may receive periodic haircuts from a groomer, so there are many domestic and wild animals that produce excess of hair that requires removal. Humans have simply taken advantage of the situation and turned it into an industry. On a domestic sheep, “…the wool would fall off, but man comes in and prevents the falling and the trouble of picking it up, by shearing.” (Lankester, 47) The preacher C.H. Spurgeon explained: 

“Notice that the sheep is itself benefited by the operation of shearing. Before they begin to shear the sheep the wool is long and old, and every bush and brier tears off a bit of the wool, until the sheep looks ragged and forlorn. If the wool were left, when the heat of summer came the sheep would not be able to bear itself...” (206)

However, in the Garden of Eden, Jesus did not pluck sheep and weave garments. He killed the creatures and made clothes of their skins. For this reason, among others, it cannot be said that the act of killing animals for their skins is automatically sinful. God cannot sin, and Jesus did not sin in Genesis 3. This does NOT mean that every man who ever kills an animal for its skin is thereby virtuous. Jesus could have turned the Adam’s fig leaves into thermal underwear with no effort at all. But such a miracle would not have taught Adam and Eve how to produce clothes for themselves. God demonstrated the process, and they understood, and carried on the tradition with their children in raising flocks for that purpose. 
I must disagree with Richard Baxter who claims that humans can do no wrong to animals. “A beast is not capable of true propriety, right or wrong; he that can master him, doth him no wrong, if he work him, or fleece him, or take away his life.” (v.2, p61) Might makes right? Since the animal cannot tell right from wrong, there can be no crimes done against an animal? This makes for bizarre ethics. 
We can probably agree that if you are in danger from cold or heat, there is no sin in killing any animal to make clothes. Animal needs are subservient to human needs, when they are NEEDS. The harder question for moderns is, can we kill animals for their skins for our WANTS? That is when we are talking about fur coats and ivory baubles. They are very different scenarios. 
God viewed shepherding as a noble occupation. Although many people looked down on shepherds as dirty vagabonds, because they lived constantly outside with animals, God chose many of His best human leaders from the ranks of animal care. Abel, Job, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, and David, were all taking care of sheep long before they led humans. And God Himself used the analogy of shepherds often in declaring His own faithfulness.

Isaiah 40:11, “Like a shepherd He will tend His flock, in His arm He will gather the lambs and carry them in His bosom; He will gently lead the nursing ewes.”

Psalm 23:1-4, “The Lord is my Shepherd, I lack nothing. He lets me rest in grassy meadows; he leads me to restful waters; he keeps me alive. He guides me in proper paths for the sake of his good name. Even when I walk through the darkest valley, I fear no danger because you are with me. Your rod and your staff - they protect me.”

When Jesus came and called Himself the Good Shepherd, the Pharisees knew that He was calling Himself God. 

John 10:14-16, “I am the good shepherd. I know my own sheep and they know me, just as the Father knows me and I know the Father. I give up my life for the sheep. I have other sheep that don’t belong to this sheep pen. I must lead them too. They will listen to my voice and there will be one flock with one shepherd.”

J.R. Hyland says that God gave the good news of the birth of Jesus to the shepherds first because they “most closely approximated the peaceful accord between animals and men that God had ordained…” (Slaughter, 48) I agree with her half way. Her view is that shepherds never killed their sheep to eat, but kept them like pets in the pastures, in utter non-violence. Andrew Linzey also claims that Jesus as the Good Shepherd does not kill but “lays down His life” for the sheep. (Gospel, 150). Of course Jesus was saying He was laying down His life for the sheep, not that every shepherd in Judea lived as a Jain in lifelong pacifism and vegetarianism…
Hyland is right insofar as God did come to the shepherds first, because Bethlehem was the town where sacrificial sheep for the Temple were kept, and so Jesus was born there to be our sacrificial lamb. She is also correct that God was pleased with the relationship between the sheep and men; it was just less ‘peaceful’ than she imagines. Speaking of shepherds, Hillel notes that “Whereas hunters tended to kill animals of various ages and both sexes more or less at random, pastoralists tended to be more selective. They slaughtered some of the young males of a flock for food, while rearing the young females for reproducing and milking, slaughtering them only when they were older and no longer productive.” (58) Very few herds can retain multiple males, who tend to fight a lot. The young males are therefore usually killed when they reach their trouble-making years. 
Aside from all of the narrative passages of Genesis showing the care of the patriarchs for their flocks, we also have the book of Proverbs with pieces of wisdom for the shepherd, and the example of the virtuous woman and her use of sheep

Proverbs 27:23-27, “Know well the condition of your flocks, and pay attention to your herds… The lambs will be for your clothing, and the goats will bring the price of a field, and there will be goats milk enough for your food, for the food of your household, and sustenance for your maidens.”

Prov 31:13, 19, 22, 24,  “She looks for wool and flax and works with her hands in delight. … She stretches out her hands to the distaff, and her hands grasp the spindle. … She makes coverings for herself; her clothing is fine linen and purple. … She makes linen garments and sells them, and supplies belts to the tradesmen.”

As for the product, wool to be spun, or other hairs to be turned into cloth, God used them in the building of His Tabernacle. The Tabernacle was the place of worship for the Jews. The Holy Spirit empowered Bezalel to skilled insight in designing and building the giant tent. In basic structure, the Tabernacle was a long rectangular tent with poles and curtains, divided into two rooms and an outer courtyard. Eleven of the curtains were made of fuzzy goat hair: perhaps Angora. (Brown, Tabernacle, 29) Moses asked for donations and the Jews stepped up, in Exodus 35.

“Everyone who was excited and eager to participate brought the Lord’s gift offerings to be used for building the meeting tent and all its furnishings and for the holy clothes. Both men and women came forward. … And everyone who had blue or purple or deep red yarn or fine linen or goats’ hair or rams’ skins dyed red or beaded leather brought them….All the skilled women spun cloth with their hands and brought what they had spun in blue and purple and deep red yarns and fine linen. All the women who were eager to use their skill spun the goats’ hair…”

Sheep, or any other animal can be wronged, if humans disobey God in their treatment of the creature. We have to study God’s Word for direct and implied truth that relates to animal husbandry. 
Lewis Gompertz spoke out of shear [pun intended] ignorance when he said “I consider it an act of great cruelty to deprive the sheep of their wool, which they require themselves...” (97) The sheep do not require it nor want the wool. Their winter coats must be rubbed off to survive the spring and summer heat. 
Amazingly, Ireland had to pass a law in 1635 against pulling the wool off of living sheep, because some farmers thought it acceptable to just yank it from their bodies, rather than shear or clip it free! 
PETA, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, is attacking Australian sheep farmers for a practice called “mulesing.” The sheep there are prone to “flystrike” where flies lay eggs in the sheep’s butts, and maggots end up eating the sheep alive. Mulesing is a humane method of shaving off small patches of the skin near the rump to stop flies from laying eggs there. (Hawthorne, 89) As many as three million sheep would die of flystrike without the mulesing procedure, claim the farmers. (Smith, Rat, 95) It is possible that the procedure is sometimes done badly, which would be poor husbandry, but to cancel the practice that saves much future pain would be foolish. 
That is not to say that Australian wool farmers are wholly virtuous in regard to their sheep. Australia produces one fourth of the world’s wool. Reports say that some large ranches start shearing the sheep before spring, to get a head start, and up to one million sheep die of cold in Australia, as a result. (Hawthorne, 89) If true, the farmers are willfully negligent and cruel in seeking their early start. In Boston, Massachusetts, in the late 19th century, George Angell watched masses of shorn sheep shivering in cold weather outside a slaughterhouse awaiting their conversion into mutton. (8)
As with any industry, the business practices may become corrupt over time in order to maximize profits. Attempts to genetically engineer sheep to produce more wool may be increasing the product but harming the sheep. (Birch, 63)
Different markets have different goals and therefore raise different types of sheep. The Welsh and Irish sheep are bred for softness and texture of the wool, and each sheep averages two pounds of wool. The British sheep produce up to eight pounds. American sheep can produce up to eighteen pounds. “…you can see that the tendency in this country has been to get a large amount of wool.” (Lankester, 41) 
Greed in the politics of sheep-raising is nothing new. You may remember the story of Jacob and Laban? Both men were trying to trick each other to grow bigger flocks and make more money. Jacob was experimenting with breeding to get more spotted and black sheep out of his uncle’s flock, which he would get to keep. (Genesis 30) 
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in Europe, “…vast swathes of the commoners’ traditional arable land had been enclosed and converted into sheep-pastures by manorial lords keen to cash in on the booming wool industry.” (Stuart, 403, 73) An industry can do evil without breaking laws, by harming the lives of other people to create more wealth for itself.
Not all animal-hair clothing comes from sheep or goats. A wild antelope called a Chiru, an endangered species in the Himalayan Mountains of Asia, is nearly extinct because poachers shoot them for their expensive wool called ‘shahtoosh.’ (Hawthorne, 92-3) Musk oxen of Canada and Alaska provide ‘quivit,’ another valuable hair that combed off the animal without harm it. 
God has provided many remarkable wools for humans to use. Wools can be obtained without killing an animal. 

Leather

Sometimes clothing comes from the death of an animal. The treated-skin is often called “Leather.” Leather remains a popular clothing material to this day. The leather-making process is arduous work involving chemicals, scraping with blades, dying and coloring, tooling for decoration, and cutting into shapes. Since leather is the actual skin or hide of the animal, the animal must die to obtain the skin. However, much modern leather is “byproduct” from the meat industry, as slaughtered cows turned into steaks give up their skins and other non-edible parts to create other products. The Jewish community views this as sufficient reason to allow the use of leather.

“There are thus two reasons as to why there is nothing ultimately wrong in wearing garments and shoes made from leather. One is that these are a legitimate use for an animal - clothing and footwear are basic human requirements, and leather is an excellent material to use for these purposes. But a second reason is that in any case, animals are not killed for their leather. Aside from the reasons given by the Rema, leather is today generally a by-product of cows that are killed for their meat.” (Slifken, 197)

Stephen Webb, a Christian vegetarian, accepts the use of leather “if dairy cows were treated well and allowed a natural death…” (Good, 220) The problem is, not many dairy cows die of natural causes. Dairies kill them as soon as their milk production slows: not even mid-way through a normal life span.
This brings up a parallel question. Is leather proper just because the animal died to be food, even if it died very young, and had no decent life? Obviously we do not wish to waste things, that is inefficient, but can we justify all aspects of the process just for the sake of efficiency? In other words, we will get many wonderful products from this one year old cow: food, leather, glue, etc.; so does that make it right to kill the cow at a young age? Did it have a “good life” or did it live in a feedlot the whole time? 
The product itself is not the problem, for most people. Animal rightists who are “vegans” swear off using any animal products, including leather, fur, milk, etc. It is not the item itself, the skin, that is the ethical problem for Christians. It is the overall process of getting the hide. Take for instance the scandal over Nike tennis shoes a few years ago. Slave labor and child labor were being used to make the famous footwear. Instantly the company promised to find new sources of labor, lest people stop buying Nike. Why would people stop buying? Because many people would not wish to wear shoes made by slaves or children. So I ask you: if you knew that your leather coat was made from a cow that was treated badly throughout its life, and died young, would you feel bad about buying it? 
I am not saying that all leather products are made by cruelty. I am saying that we need to find out. It is not good to walk through life assuming that everything I buy is glorifying to Jesus. If, out of intentional ignorance, I fail to learn the truth, I am at least partially guilty of the cruelty itself. If there is a sixty percent chance that my leather belt was made in violation of God’s laws for animal treatment, then I sin in buying said belt. In some countries, the leather makers skin snakes alive, believing that the skin is “more supple” from a live creature. (Mackay, 100)
Animal rightists go to extremes, at times, in opposing leather. Roberta Kalechofsky, a Jewish vegetarian, thinks that God told Moses to take off his sandals at the Burning Bush (Exodus 3:5) because God hated the violence implied by the leather footwear. (Judaism, 46) The radical group PETA ran a campaign called the “Holocaust on Your Plate” opposing meat and leather. It read, “Like the Jews murdered in concentration camps, animals are terrorized when they are housed in huge filthy warehouses and rounded up for shipment to slaughter. The leather sofa and handbag are the moral equivalent of the lamp-shades made from the skins of people killed in the death camps.” (Smith, Rat, 37)
On the contrary, the house of God for the Old Testament Jews was made largely of leathers and wools from animals. Almost every object and material used in the Tabernacle had a symbolic significance. It may be that the use of dead animal skins was a reference to the killing of animals by God in Eden, or the sacrificial system of atonement wherein animal death foreshadowed the death of Jesus. God used animal skins and leathers in the curtains of the Tabernacle, His place of worship. Some translations have difficulty saying exactly which animal skins were used because the words are very rare in ancient Hebrew. (Exodus 35:6-7, etc.) Some translations speak of “badger skins,” while other translations believe “seals” or “porpoises” may have actually been the animal involved. (Brown, Tabernacle, 32; also Coultas, 53) These skins were also used to cover the Ark of the Covenant and the holy vessels when they were being carried across the desert. (Numbers 4:5; Dowley, 23)
The priests were allowed to not only keep meat from some of the offerings of the people, but also some of the animal hides. (Leviticus 7:8) Perhaps the priests used these to make wineskins or waterskins. 
Elijah the prophet wore a “leather girdle” according to II Kings 1:8. John the Baptist wore similar clothes. (Matthew 3:4; Mark 1:6) The apostle Paul worked as a tent-maker, probably providing leather tents for the Roman army. (Acts 18:3; Jones, 99; Vantassel, 95)
The modern leather industry sells about $40 billion dollars a year of product. It is the most valuable byproduct of a slaughter, except for the meat. China and India are the world’s leading leather producers. This may surprise you, since India considers cows to be holy. Michael Fox points out that India has one-third of the world’s cows, yet although they refuse to kill animals, the cows are rarely cared for. Many starve to death, as milk companies “let them go” when they stop producing milk, and the animals wander, not knowing how to forage for themselves. (238) Smugglers sneak them out of India to Bangladesh for quick profits. (Dawn, 114) One problem in the leather industry is the toxicity of the chemicals used to dye and soften the hides: they often pollute local waterways. (Hawthorne, 99-102)
One interesting question is about the source of leather. Most leather has been traditionally made of cow hide. Adidas shoe company got into trouble in 2012 when it was revealed that they were using kangaroo hides to make shoes. The population of kangaroos has exploded in Australia. They breed quickly and profit by the land preparations made by sheep farmers. (Birch, 71) Up to two million kangaroos are legally “culled” each year. So the Australians use the creatures for pet food and leather. But protests caused Adidas to give up the kangaroo leather. (Hawthorne, 103, 250-1) Why is kangaroo leather objection-able? Cow skins and pig skins seem to be acceptable. Is it a matter of “cuteness?” Kangaroos are strange but cute. This is a key question regarding the use of furs. 

Furs

Fur has fallen out of favor, for now, among American shoppers. In the 1950s through 1980s, furs were a major fashion statement. Certainly, they are very beautiful, as one would expect, being products from God’s animals. The question is, what “statement” is being made by the wearing of a fur?
By “fur” I am intending the luxury items, not the mere pelt used for warmth. American Indians wore furs but for survival more than for showiness. Eskimos wear furs for the same reason. Until the creation of modern synthetic fabrics, nothing but fur would protect a human body from the frigid environments. Elijah and John the Baptist wore small furs, but clearly not for fashion.
Supporters of the fur industry say that furs are environmentally friendly. One fur promotional bulletin says: “Fur, unlike the synthetic fabrics made by the chemical industry, is a natural product and the process by which it becomes a garment does not overburden or destroy the environment. Fur farmers, trappers and hunters are, in fact, harvesting a renewable resource.” (Answers, 5) This is likely true. That is not why people object to the industry.
I see two main problems with the fur industry. One: should animals be killed for luxury items like expensive coats? Two: is the process of killing fur animals cruel? Do we need lots of furs, and do we treat the animals properly in obtaining the furs?
Is the process of killing fur animals cruel?
First, the animals must be captured. Historically, furs were all wild-caught. In recent decades the fur animals are usually raised in captivity.
I already mentioned the American Indians as an example of indigenous people who needed furs for survival. Now I must add that the Indian method of obtaining their furs is questionable, for Christian ethics. The Blackfoot Indians would chase large herds of Bison over cliffs to kill them. In Alberta, Canada, they used a cliff thirty feet high and 300 feet wide for their Bison drives. “Those animals that did not die outright suffered broken legs, backs, and other horrific mutilations before the final orgy of slaughter en masse.” (Wanliss; also Anderson, Virginia, 28) Thus, we learn that the Indians did not pick the Bison off one at a time with bow and arrow, or rifle. This was a clever and deliberate act of mass killing, to obtain a large number of hides and vast amount of meat at one time.
The old native American method of driving bison off cliffs is gruesome to imagine. On the other hand, at the time, Bison herds numbered in the billions before the white hunters came. Running a few hundred off a cliff would not even dent the population. It is also unlikely that the Indians could obtain blankets and meat enough for whole tribes by taking the animals individually, “in good sport.” Although the method of the hunt was gruesome, it was not intentionally wasteful, and it fulfilled true NEEDS of the people. According to George Bird Grinell, the Blackfeet used buffalo for pelts, blankets, moccasins, shirts, dresses, skins for their teepee lodges, trunks or chests, shields, and even kettles for boiling. (127; Harrod, 10-11)
White hunters and Indians slaughtered the bison until the animal was nearly extinct. For a long time, their hides were the desired reward, but in the 1870s it was the need for leather and black dye pigment that dominated. Also, politicians believed that if the bison were extinguished, the Indians would die out and stop causing trouble. (Wilcove, 113-115)
More than a century of efforts to save the bison have succeeded, in a manner of speaking. While we can now boast of about 500,000 bison, 96% of those are in commercial farms for selling bison burgers, and they are hybrids called beefalo or cattalo, cross-bred with cows to make better beef. The only real herd of wild bison lives in Yellowstone National Park. Whenever they roam outside the park, people shoot them, claiming they might spread diseases to rancher’s cattle. (ibid., 116-119) Proposals to give them a “migration corridor” to freely wander have been rejected by the government. Some private wildlife groups are creating bison herds with private lands now. 
I find the hunting methods of the Eskimos to be fascinating. A wonderful exhibit at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh has full-size models of Eskimo seal and whale hunting spears; walrus floats; skin canoes; ivory hooks and arrow heads, etc. The Eskimo were absolutely reliant on animal products for their very survival. They had no plastics, metals, and very little wood. They were/are resourceful and clever in living in a very hostile environment. We are talking about a single man or small group of men killing a seal, walrus, polar bear, or whale, in order to survive. They used the bones, teeth, skin, meat, sinews, claws, of slain animals to meet their needs. 
I wonder if these examples, of Indians and Eskimos, are not a case of the local good being perverted by the industrial model. In small pockets of humanity, the killing of wild animals for their furs and meat are justifiable. When the process is institutionalized, formalized, and expanded to meet a “market” then we have the problem. After all, the “market” is at first simply an anticipation. The provider hopes to find a resource that people will buy. Advertising creates a desire in buyers to purchase the goods. Then the provider seeks ways to reduce initial costs and raise profits. 
The difference may be one of scale. If I am cold and offer you $50 to go get me a bear pelt for a cloak, the transaction may be proper. But if you go out and kill one hundred bears hoping that you can sell the pelts, you have not met a need but gambled that they will sell. It was not your need, nor the need of your friend on request, but a hope that you can turn excess pelts into profit. You have, in essence, stolen bounty from God in hope of selling it. God would not mind your taking one pelt for yourself or one for the need of another person, but to presume upon the bounty of God for profit is wicked. 
Trapping is a form of hunting. Although trapping is used for catching meat animals and culling populations of unwanted animals, the most common use of traps was to catch fur animals. “Ironically, the first steel-jaw, leg-hold traps (called gin traps in England) were used by gamekeepers to catch poachers hunting deer in the royal forests.” (Regenstein, 85) 
The book “Dominion Over Wildlife?” is written by Stephen Vantassel, a Christian trapper. Although I disagree with him on some points, his work is helpful as a rare defense of trapping. 

“Trapping is an activity where a device, called a 'trap,' is created or adopted for the purpose of capturing an animal. The device may be mechanical, consisting of moving parts such as a foothold, or structural, such as a pit dug into the ground. Trapping, as a technique, is employed by the plant kingdom (Pitcher plant, Sarracenia spp.), animal kingdom (web weaving spiders), and humans. Traps provide their users one key advantage; they multiply the trappers' efforts. Trapping differs from hunting, in that a device allows the trapper to take an animal without having to be present. Hunting requires one to increase the amount of time in the field in order to increase the chance of hunting success. Additionally, no amount of time in the field can increase the number of places the hunter can hunt simultaneously. Traps, in contrast, work whether the trapper is physically present or not. Trappers can sleep, farm, and perform other duties knowing that their traps are still 'working.' Traps also multiply the trapper's presence. For they allow the trapper to work multiple areas simultaneously, thereby increasing the extent of his presence in duration and location. ” (131-2)

One major objection to trapping as a form of hunting is the length of time an animal may be suffering when captured by the snare. A hunter usually has quick resolution to the attack on his prey. A trapper with a wide region full of snares may not return to any given trap for days. Most U.S. states now have rules requiring that the foothold trap be checked every 24 to 48 hours. (Smith, Rat, 222-3) The animal, if still alive, has been in a state of suffering for a long time. The question of “fairness” must be asked. Is it right to believe that you, as a trapper, have the right to take potentially every small creature in a whole region? The general belief involved here is that any animal not “owned” by a human is free to anyone. But not just one animal; perhaps hundreds of animals will be killed by your traps, and they are yours because….? Because you do not believe they belong to God, to be used considerately and for immediate needs?
Vantassel admits that animals feel pain, but says that not all pain is an evil. “The crux is the purpose and reasonableness of the infliction of pain.” (107) He maintains that trapping is no evil and that the pain inflicted is justified in the reward of furs for the peoples’ use. Vantassel cites a number of problems with foothold traps then seems to justify them because no conceivable trap would satisfy critics. How is that an argument? 

“First, they condemn the trappers' equipment as barbaric and excessively cruel. Foothold traps are especially hated because animals caught in these traps suffer shoulder dislocations, cuts, bruises, swelling, broken bones, tooth damage, and 'wring off' (also known as 'chew outs') in their struggle to free themselves before the trapper's return. 'Wring offs' occur when the animal's leg breaks at the joint. … The FAF cited an Australian study that found that 95% of all trapped animals were non-target, and also a U.S. Survey revealed that 67% of captures were non-target. Trapping, therefore, is the moral equivalent of using a 1000 pound bomb to kill a fly. It just doesn't meet the proportionality standard in that too many 'innocent' animals become injured in the trappers' quest of their quarry. … I would caution readers to diligently inquire about the standard employed by animal protectionists. Many of them consider all injuries sustained during an animal's capture, no matter how slight, as providing sufficient grounds to designate the method as cruel. … This radical understanding of suffering caused one fur trapper to remark that animal protectionists would not be happy even if we trapped and killed the animals with 'sweet dreams and tender kisses.' … Using cage traps would not necessarily solve the problem as the FAF considers them humane only if the trap is checked twice daily, a requirement that would dramatically reduce trapping's cost-efficiency.” (134-137)

At least the author is honest. He apparently thinks that trapping is still good even if 67% of the animals caught  were “non-target” animals. That means that if 67 of the 100 animals he catches in his traps are no good for furs, it is still a successful hunt, because 33 were good catches? And then, after describing some of the horrific injuries to animals caught in the traps, Vantassel says “no matter how slight” the injury, the animal lovers will protest. Slight? Chewing a leg off is a slight injury? That sounds like a famous Monty Python skit about flesh wounds! No wonder a twelfth century saint, named Godric, searched forests for wounded animals and freed them from traps.  (Farrington, 133)
Finally, Vantassel would not want to use cage traps because having to check them often is not “cost efficient.” That is the problem, though. The trappers are allowing lengthy amounts of pain and suffering on animals, many of them unintended targets, because they want to gain more time and profit. Like land-mines, a trap is a mechanical device with no mind, and the springs catch the leg of any animal or human that steps on it. 
The only positive information I find in Vantassel’s book is some analysis of modern trap technology. New designs include cell-phone signals to let a trapper know when his snare has been sprung. A few special traps are designed to catch only the intended target species. (142-3) At least, if the trappers will spend the money on the upgraded equipment, the suffering of the animals may be lessened. 
Hope Ryden, who studied beavers for many years, said this about beavers caught in traps. “When a beaver is caught in a land set (trap), they say, it cries real tears. While awaiting the blow of a club about to be lowered on its skull, they say, the beaver covers its head with its forepaws…. The North American beaver does indeed produce ‘a copious emission of tears’ when under duress, and is likely to do so when ‘manually restrained.’” (220; also Masson, Altruistic, 218)
I agree with the assessment of Bernard Rollin:

“...most animal suffering is not a result of intentional cruelty. Most researchers are not cruel, most animal agriculturists are not cruel, most rodeo people are not cruel, even most trappers are not cruel. They are not trying to hurt animals, they are not deriving pleasure from animal suffering; they are trying to advance knowledge, cure diseases, makes a profit, keeps food prices down, supply fur coats, etc. Nonetheless, their activities produce immeasurably more suffering to animals than the actions of the (thankfully) very small number of sadists who do fit the cruelty rubric.” (Rights, 122)

Opponents of trapping can be nasty. As usual, it is PETA seeking controversy, this time with children.

“PETA even seeks to interfere with the relationship between children and their parents in tracts called the ‘PETA Comics’, aimed at convincing children to stop their mothers from wearing fur and their fathers from fishing. The cover of Your Mommy KILLS Animals! depicts an evil-looking 'mother' in an apron and pearls, stabbing an innocent rabbit to death with a huge Bowie knife, splattering blood and gore all over the page. The cover says, ‘Ask your mommy: how many animals she killed to make her fur coat? The sooner she stops wearing fur, the sooner animals will be safe!'... Then, the PETA propagandists shamefully plant the seed in children's minds that a woman who wears fur might kill the family pets. 'Tell her that you know she paid men to hurt and kill animals. Everyone knows. And the sooner she stops wearing fur, the sooner the animals will be safe. Until then, keep your doggie or kitty friends away from mommy - she's an animal killer!'” (Smith, Rat, 103)

In 1996 the European Union barred the import of any furs from the United States caught in steel-jawed leg hold traps. Those traps are banned in 90 countries. (Hawthorne, 74) President Clinton sued the EU through the World Trade Organization and won. The WTO sees animal welfare as an illegitimate question; only economics are considered. (Scully, Dominion, 184) In other words, because of “free trade,” your country can decide that ethically steel-jaw traps are evil, but you cannot stop imports of the banned products!
Even today, you might be unwittingly wearing fur from a dog or cat. Faux fur is often not “fake” fur. China is now the world leader in the fur industry because they have no regulations on it. The major reason for the fall of the United States fur industry is not animal activism, though they may try to take the credit. As in other industries, the downfall of the US product was foreign competition, where the competitors have no rules and use slave labor to undercut prices. A loophole in the clothing industry is that any coat with a value under $150 can be labeled as “faux fur.” Dog and cat fur from China is far less expensive than synthetic faux fur, and so the collar on your coat might be from a dog skinned alive. (Hawthorne, 71-2, 76-7; Dawn, 110)
So, in the United States we are arguing about which traps are less painful, while consumers unwittingly subsidize foreign countries in skinning domestic animals alive to give us our faux fur trimmed coats!
As for the “real” fur coats, you might be surprised at how many animals it takes to make one. Most of the popular furs like mink, sable, and rabbit, come from small animals. A forty-inch fur coat requires either 200 chinchilla, 60 minks, 50 sables, 50 muskrats, 45 opossums, 42 red foxes, 40 raccoons, 35 rabbits, 20 badgers, 20 foxes, 20 otters, 19 lynx, 16 coyotes, 15 beavers, or 8 seals. (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 139; Dawn, 105) The reason fur coats are expensive is because it requires a lot of animals, and a good deal of work. They are processed with strong chemicals to halt decomposition. (Hawthorne, 87)
As mentioned earlier, wild trapping of fur animals is less common now, because fur farms now breed and mass produce the animals to be used in making the coats. This enables buyers to forget the scandalous idea of suffering animals in traps, since no traps are required to get pelts. It does, of course, include cages which present some problems, but less dramatic. Most minks in farms eat the leftover “offal” from slaughterhouses. Nearly three million mink pelts were produced in 2007. The animals are born in April and killed in December, thus living for nine months. (Smith, Rat, 221)
The controversy over farmed fur animals is regarding the method of their deaths. In order to protect the pelt, the farmer does not want the animal to be injured lest the fur be damaged. Farms do not discuss these methods. One main method of execution is electrocution, usually by clipping electric clips on the lips and inside the anus. This avoids all of the furred areas of the body. (Masson, Altruistic, 291). Some use poisons or insecticides, injected, to kill the animal. In China, the animals are usually beaten to death. (Dawn, 106)
The United Kingdom banned fur farming in the year 2002. (Scully, Dominion, 36)
Taking of hides from cows and pigs and sheep is usually part of the meat-industry process: the animal was being killed for its meat value, and the hide was merely a bonus. In the making of furs, this is not the case. The fur is the product, any meat is garbage, or food for the other animals. Some rabbit fur companies claim that their furs are a meat-industry extra, but this is a lie. Rabbits are killed for meat at age 10 to 12 weeks, while rabbit pelts are not developed until 16 to 24 weeks. Meat rabbit pelts are too thin for use. (Hawthorne, 88)
The term “kid gloves” means super soft gloves made from goats. These were produced by taking baby goats and sewing them into “covers” to protect their soft skin. The animals grow but the covers are not removed, and the device becomes a straitjacket disabling the animal from movement. France was the leader in this form of animal torture, to make over twenty-four million pairs of ladies gloves each year. (Marvin, 18) A new popular fur called “astrakhan lamb” or “Persian lamb” comes from baby sheep only a few days old. In another process called “broadtail” a ewe is cut open to retrieve a developing unborn lamb, which makes even softer gloves. (Dawn, 106; Hawthorne, 83-4) 
In 2010 an animal rights activist burned down a Colorado sheepskin facility. They take the skins from sheep already killed for meat to create sheepskin bed covers and wheelchair seats. The owner of the factory insisted that it is only proper to use rather than waste the skin of the dead animal. (Laufer, No, 186)
The most famous or infamous fur-collection process, thanks to modern television, is the clubbing of baby harp seals. It actually started before World War Two, when Japanese fishermen were caught clubbing seals and skinning them alive in Alaskan waters. The U.S. Navy tried to arrest them, and some were killed trying to resist arrest. Japan demanded murder trials, but President Roosevelt refused to turn them over. (Brinkley)
More recently, animal rights activists were able to obtain first-hand video of the Canadian “sealers” hitting the fat, slow, baby seals over the head with clubs and bats. The head club is used to keep from damaging the main body of the pelt. The club has a spike in it, so once the seal is dead, the sealer sticks the spike in the body to drag it along to the vehicle. One problem is that sometimes the seals were stunned, not dead. Rather than offer any excuses or make any changes in the hunt, the Canadian government became defiant and said they will not let foreigners bully them. One Canadian government official ate a raw seal heart in support of the hunt. They claim that seals are eating too many fish and need to be culled. (Hawthorne, 78-80) The former Canadian minister over the Department of Fisheries and Oceans testified:

“Mr. Speaker, I would like to see the six million seals, or whatever number is out there, killed and sold, or destroyed and burned. I do not care what happens to them. What [the fishermen] wanted was to have the right to go out and kill the seals. They have that right, and the more they kill the better I will love it.” (ibid., 213)

Negative publicity almost stopped seal clubbing, but now Asian markets want the furs and penises for aphrodisiacs. Newfoundland and Namibia are now joining the clubbing seals industries in Europe and Africa. (Scully, Dominion, 145; Hawthorne, 80)
Critics ask if the outcry would be so great if the harp seal pups weren’t cute.

“The extremely appealing faces of young harp seals undeniably augmented the public outrage over their clubbing. Would we have cared as much if they had been young manatees, which look like overinflated Jimmy Durantes? Conservationists have long been frustrated at the difficulties in rallying public support for species that fail to reach cuteness criteria.” (Yoerg, 68-9)

While the question answer is probably “yes”, the seals got more attention because they were cute, the answer is irrelevant to the ethics of this hunt. Again, we are not talking about indigenous people needing warm clothing and taking a necessary prize. We are seeing industrial scale hunts with minimal regulation; the massacre of thousands of creatures in bloody fashion; unapologetic clubbers; defiant governments; and lack of Christian wisdom and compassion. In what universe does the mass-clubbing of baby seals glorify God? Whose “NEEDS” are being met by this act? And now that the well-known ‘peaceful’ government of Canada has shown itself to be unethical in its treatment of local animals, other countries are emboldened to imitate the outrage.
I agree with the orthodox Jews on the question of furs. “Rabbi Webber notes that while wearing furs to keep warm is a legitimate reason to kill animals, furs are often worn for the less noble purpose of vanity. One does not have the right to kill animals for the purpose of showing off.” (Slifkin, 198)

Stylish Hats

In the nineteenth century, a fad became a craze, and women around the world sought to wear the most colorful, boisterous hats. This led to some extinctions, as the plumage of birds was stripped from billions of creatures. The trade in bird feathers goes back for thousands of years. The extinction of the Great Auk from the north Atlantic was accomplished quickly, because the flightless bird lived only on one island. These creatures were so harmless that the men [called plumers] would simply pluck the feathers off the living bird and let it wander off to die. (Cokinos, 329)
In 1793, Sir William Jones wrote, “I never could learn by what right, nor conceive with what feelings, a naturalist can occasion the misery of an innocent bird and leave its young, perhaps, to perish in a cold nest, because it has gay plumage…or deprive even a butterfly of its natural enjoyments, because it has the misfortune to be rare or beautiful.” (Stuart, 293)
In 1828, President John Quincy Adams set aside almost 1400 acres of Santa Rosa Island, Florida, “to save birds,” but perhaps also to save timber there for the use of naval ships. Andrew Jackson called it a land grab in 1832. He viewed the proper uses of birds as food and hardwood as timber to be cut. (Brinkley)
Advertising helped the hat industry to grow quickly. Regarding the new feather hats, sellers wrote, “A more tasteful, elegant, or gorgeous blending of art and nature than is exhibited in some of these head-dresses, perhaps no ingenuity has hitherto devised.” (Lankester, 321) 

“One London dealer in birds received, when the fashion was at its height, a single consignment of 32,000 dead hummingbirds, and another received at one time 30,000 aquatic birds and 800,000 pairs of wings. At one auction in London there were sold 404,389 West Indian and Brazilian bird skins, 356,389 East Indian, together with thousands of pheasants and birds-of-paradise.” (Marvin, 16)

By the 1880’s, the United States had joined the craze. “…trendy bonnets were piled high with feathers, birds, fruit, flowers, furs, even mice and small reptiles. Birds were by far the most popular accessory. Women sported egret plumes, owl heads, sparrow wings, and whole hummingbirds; a single hat could feature all that, plus four or five warblers.” Children would sometimes answer the doorbell and yell, “Mama, there’s a woman with a dead body on her hat who wants to see you!” (Price) 

“R.W. Shufedt described the withering fusillades that ducks suffered on the East Coast: 'Those were the days [late 1860s] when the ducking-sloops used to come up from New York [to Long Island Sound] and kill ducks for the city markets. They were armed forward with a heavy swivel-gun that took a charge of a pound of double-B shot, and I have seen them sail down upon and fire into an acre or more of Old Squaws, killing and wounding some two hundred at a shot.'” (Cokinos, 289)

Hunters wanted feathers, not eggs or babies, so they would steal mother birds from the nests, with the babies left behind to starve. (Souder, 72) There were practically no wildlife laws in the United States in the nineteenth century. Some feathers became valued above gold. Hats might hold an owl’s head. Brooches made of real hummingbirds became a fad. Whole colonies of birds were being wiped out. (Brinkley) Here and there, preachers and animal lovers would speak against the practice, but their voices were ignored.
One person whom God raised up to fight this problem was President Theodore Roosevelt. The book “Wilderness Warrior” by David Brinkley, about Roosevelt, is a great source of information.
Teddy Roosevelt was an avid hunter, but also a bird watcher and lover of nature. Before going into politics, he donated his own substantial collection of bird bodies (from hunting) to the Smithsonian Institution. In 1900 he championed the Lacey Act to protect some bird species. The problem was, there was no method of enforcement. There were no rangers or police, at the time, to stop poachers. The bird massacre continued. He could not get Congress to do anything about it. In fact, Senator Fulton opposed any plans to save birds, claiming that birds were just “tall lice.” 
Rather than give up, in March 1903, Roosevelt used an executive order to declare Pelican Island in Florida as the first bird sanctuary. This was the first time an executive order was used to protect land or animals. The hat makers used Congress to demand an end to “bird refuges” but Roosevelt named more of them. Newspapers called the battle between the President, the Congress, and the hat makers, “the feather wars.” 
When a warden was hired to protect the birds on Pelican Island, he was murdered by poachers. The Audubon Society publicized the murder and the issue, and helped to increase funding for hiring more wardens. The National Audubon Society was started by two women from Boston who were appalled by the bird feather trade. They became a powerful voice to help President Roosevelt with the bird refuges. (Souder, 72) When Congress would not fund wardens, the Audubon Society provided their own officials to guard the birds. 
Poachers, even when caught, were rarely prosecuted. As the violence escalated, with some wardens being hacked to pieces, Congress finally outlawed feather collecting and shut down the plume business entirely. The Migratory Bird Act passed in 1913. Many people challenged the Bird Act, but in 1920 Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes declared for the majority that protecting birds was in the “national interest.” (Souder, 73)
Eleanor Roosevelt led an Audubon Society public awareness campaign in the early 1940s to remind women not to wear fashions with bird feathers, and the industry of feathered hats was practically dead. (Brinkley, Rightful)

Now, Presidents have declared many millions of acres to be refuges and parks, by executive order. And the attitudes of citizens have changed, for the most part, so that killing birds for their feathers is not a common practice.
The only major use of bird feathers in the United States nowadays is in pillows and padding, using “down” and feathers from ducks or geese.


Trinkets, Ivory

In Bible days, people carried water or wine in an animal skin (Genesis 21:14). This was lightweight, flexible, and offered some cooling by perspiration. (Hillel, 68) These are often mentioned in the Bible, and continued to be used into modern times until World War Two. (Cansdale, 45)
Ancient Rabbis made a list of useful items to be used from a dead ram. Exodus 19:3 mentions rams horns.

“When the animal is living the only sound which it can produce is the bleat, but when it is dead it is made into musical instruments. 1. Of the horns are made trumpets. 2. Of the leg-bones are made flutes. 3. Of the large intestines are made lute-strings. 4. Of the small intestines are made harp-strings. 5. Of the skin is made the drum-head. 6. Of the wool are made the pomegranates which hang between the golden bells of the High Priest's garment.” (Wood, Domestic, 97-98)

Pearls are a ‘precious stone’ but they are actually the secretion of a living creature, the oyster. Real pearls are found in oysters in the ocean, but “cultured pearls” can be done artificially. By cutting the oyster’s sexual organs to insert a bead, the creature will create a pearl in three months, if it survives the procedure. In either case, the oyster is killed when the pearl is removed. (Hawthorne, 112-113)  I am not sure, personally, whether an oyster is an animal. Although it does move, I do not know if it has a brain or a nervous system. Is a clam a feeling, conscious creature? I am not sure. Thus I do not really have any object-ion to pearl-gathering, at the moment. Of course, driving wild oysters to extinction to gather pearls would be an egregious violation of God’s commands.
In Mexico, there is an ancient tradition from the Mayans that continues today, that is very odd. In Maquech or Makech, people glue tiny gemstones or beads onto a beetle, give it a leash, and wear it as a living brooch to crawl around the wearer’s neck and chest. (Hawthorne, 114) This is another puzzler, because it is unclear to me whether the beetle remains as a pet for future use, and is fed, or if they just crush the insect after using it for jewelry. 
In using buffalo skins, American Indians would make quivers, gun cases, and rawhide ropes. They also extracted glue from the Bison hoof for use in attaching feathers to the arrow shafts. (Harrod, 11)
Many paintbrushes used by artists are made of animal hair. In India, mongooses are regularly poached just for the 10 grams of tail hair they can sell to art supply companies. (Hawthorne, 418)
Ivory is the best known animal product for making trinkets or art. Most ivory comes from the tusks of an elephant, though narwhal horns and hippopotamus teeth are known as common substitutes. The rise of poaching has led some African parks to tranquilize and remove the long tusks from the elephants, to reduce their chance of being shot for their ivory. A fast evolutionary consequence of poaching has been to produce more young elephants without tusks, since the bulls without tusks are breeding successfully while tusked bulls are being killed and not spreading their genes. (Scully, Dominion, 123) If they have time, perhaps the elephants will survive, if the population can stabilize with more tuskless births.
Elephants are not mentioned in the Bible, but ivory is mentioned a few times. King Solomon imported ivory, perhaps through the Queen of Sheba in Africa, to create an ivory throne covered with gold (I Kings 10:18). 
The lust for ivory, especially in Egypt and Syria, caused the elephant to become extinct in the Middle East and Egypt even before Roman times. The Romans had to send expeditions deep into Ethiopia and Eritrea to find any ivory. Soon the Romans had also extinguished the smaller Forest Elephant species from north Africa.
In the nineteenth century. the elephant was again destroyed for piano keys and billiard balls in Europe and the United States. In the twentieth century, the Asian love of ivory lead to a dramatic decline in elephant populations. An ivory ban brought temporary relief, but recently poaching has increased again. (Nicol) During a short lull in the ivory ban, Kenya “culled” some elephants. To avoid criticism they sold every piece: selling the meat, converting feet into garbage cans or stools, making ears into handbags or wallets, using the skin for leather, crushing the bones for meal, and selling the ivory to dealers in Mombasa. The Wildlife Service got a cut of the profits. (Sheldrick, 172)
Even when it is illegal to hunt elephants, poor Africans are tempted to poach because they can make a quick fortune by selling just one tusk. Nicol explains that “...when sources of income are nearly nonexistent, and there is a voracious if illegal market for elephant products, the incentives to ignore the law are far stronger than most local governments' power or resolve to enforce it.” In Kenya the tusk will sell for $40. In Somalia they pay $200. In China it goes for $2600. (Hawthorne, 106-7)
Poachers use many methods to kill elephants. Some used poisoned food, including cabbage, pineapples, or watermelon. (Hawthorne, 221; Christy, 54) One corrupt wildlife scientist showed up in Kenya claiming he needed 3000 carcasses to dissect for study, when he was really just after tusks and getting a cut of any sales. (Sheldrick, 173)
According to James Stewart, about 80,000 elephants die each year at the hands of tusk hunters. Americans buy about a third of the ivory, and 80% of it is illegal. 
In a 2012 National Geographic article came the appalling news that Christians have a big part in the ivory trade. Vatican City, supposedly run by the Roman Catholic church, never ratified the CITES treaty against trading in endangered species. Thus, Vatican City is full of ivory sales. Many illegal tusks are sold to Christian art dealers to make crucifixes. One dealer in the Philippines promises to have all carvings blessed, “unlike those animal-nut priests who will not bless ivory.” Smugglers often use religious pretenses to sneak ivory into countries, who inspect religious shipments to churches less frequently. They say that “God’s ivory has its own loophole.” (Christy, 40-41, 52) It seems unlikely that the Vatican itself approves of trading in illegal ivory, but many of its priests apparently do.
The ivory ban raises a number of ethical questions.
Africans rightly complain that the United States and other rich countries demand that poor countries save elephants. It is easy to criticize from afar. 

A similar misfortune has befallen the Rhinoceros’ in our world. Easterners think that Rhino horn is a great aphrodisiac Worse, Arabs have a tradition to give young men a Rhinoceros horn knife as a coming-of-age present. In Yemen these daggers are called jambias. (Sheldrick 241; Ellis, Turning, 206-207) Thus poachers have killed most of Africa’s rhinos to cut off their stubby little horn. 

The baleen of large whales is very flexible. During whaling times, baleen was heated for molding into umbrella prongs, corset stays, Venetian blinds, tongue depressors, and buggy whips. (Hoare, 205; and Chadwick, Grandest, 26)
Vegans who wish to distance themselves from all products made with animal ingredients have a tough time, because the array of products is remarkable. This was as true in the 18th and 19th centuries as it is today, though I agree with Henry David Thoreau, “Can he who has discovered only the values of whale bone and whale oil be said to have discovered the true use of the whale?” (ibid., 197)

“...new processes – sulphurization, saponification, distillation – extended and rationalized the use of whales in lubricants, paint, varnish, ink, detergent, leather and food: hydro-genation made whale oil palatable, sanitizing its taste. Efficiency ruled, in place of the early whalers' waste. Whale liver yielded vitamin A, and whale glands were used to make insulin for diabetics and corticotrophin to treat arthritis. Nineteenth-century trains had run on whale oil; now streamlined cars with sleek chrome fins used brake fluid made from the same stuff. Victorian New Englanders had relished doughnuts fried in whale oil; now children with crew cuts and stripy T-shirts licked ice cream made from it. Their bright shiny faces were washed with whale soap, and having tied their shoelaces of whale skin, they marched off to school, past gardens nurtured on whale fertilizer, to draw with whale crayons while Mum sewed their clothes on a machine lubricated with whale oil, and fed the family cat on whale meat. In her office, big sister transcribed memos on typewriter ribbon charged with whale ink, pausing to apply her whale lipstick. Later that afternoon, she would play a game of tennis with a whale-strung racquet. Back home, Daddy lined up the family to take their photograph on film glazed with whale gelatine.” (Hoare, 340)
That explains the 19th century use of whale products. What about modern products?

“Today, the use of nonhuman animal products is so diverse and widespread that it is impossible to live in modern society and not support the nonhuman animal industry directly. For example, the blood of a slaughtered cow is used to manufacture plywood adhesives, fertilizer, fire extinguisher foam, and dyes. Her fat helps make plastic, tires, crayons, cosmetics, lubricants, soaps, detergents, cough syrup, contraceptive jellies and creams, ink, shaving cream, fabric softeners, synthetic rubber, jet engine lubricants, textiles, corrosion inhibitors, and metal-machining lubricants. Her collagen is found in pie crusts, yogurts, matches, bank notes, paper, and cardboard glue; her intestines are used in strings for musical instruments and racquets; her bones in charcoal ash for refining sugar, in ceramics, and cleaning and polishing compounds. Medical and scientific uses abound.” (Steven Wise, cited in Smith, Rat, 81)


Perfumes, Oils and Traditional Medicines

Small wild cats from Africa called Civets are kept in battery cages in Ethiopia and North Africa to milk their anal scent glands for perfume base. Apparently the pungent smell remains longer than other products and therefore is a valuable addition to some cosmetic lines. (Sheldrick, 141) A similar practice is done in India. (Hawthorne, 377) 

In India, some Hindus believe they are blessed if they follow a holy cow and rub its urine on their own faces. (Sargent, 159) Lest you think this is just a strange pagan practice, hunters do something very similar here in the United States. Many fur farms collect urine and sell it to Kmart and other outlets as a cover scent for hunters to disguise their own smell. (Hawthorne, 252)
“Traditional Medicine” is the word used for products claimed to have healthy benefits for humans based only on popular belief rather than scientific evidence. Asians have huge lists of purportedly ancient formulas of healing remedies based on rare animal products. Unfortunately, the rarer the animal, the higher the price and potency, it is thought. Rhinos, elephants, turtles, and other animals are common targets of the medicinal industry. Sea horses, in the wild, are becoming endangered because 95% of them are sent to Asian medicine dealers. (Hawthorne, 254)
Rhino horns ground to powder for Asian home remedies are destroying the species. In 1990 Taiwan or China, rhino horn was worth more than gold, at $900 a kilo. (Ellis, Turning, 200-201) One ranch in Kenya was able to protect 90 black rhinos, else the species would have vanished from that country. (Sheldrick, 205) Daphne Sheldrick points out the sad truth.

“Rhino horn was valued in the East for supposedly medicinal properties alleged to have mythical powers that cured a host of human ailments, such as impotence, rheumatism, fevers and poor eyesight. In truth, rhino horn is comprised of nothing more than keratin, the substance of a fingernail, so consumers could get the same thing simply through biting their nails.” (75)

Tiger products for traditional medicine has Chinese farms breeding a thousand of the cats per year. They even import tigers from the USA to meet the popular demand. Chinese importers will put ads in newspapers and buy or take unwanted pet tigers to kill and send pieces to China. (Laufer, 110-111) Tiger bones are worn to cure fright, or ward off demons. Tiger hearts are eaten to acquire strength, courage, or cunning. Brain bits cure laziness! In Russia a small tiger can produce about $2000 of crushed tiger bone powder for sale in China. (Masson, Altruistic, 24)
One sad case of long-term harm to animals in China is that of the Asiatic Black bear. Less than twenty thousand of the animals remain in China, but most live in tiny cages for harvesting “bear bile.” Before the 1980s, poachers extracted bile from the gallbladders of dead bears. The Chinese government endorsed the idea of “bear farming,” to stop the poaching. So they allowed bears to be captured and bred and live in captivity. But consumers preferred “wild” bear bile, so poaching continued. One kilo of bear gallbladder was worth thousands of dollars. (Hawthorne, 215) By 1998 there were almost 250 bear farms in China, selling a kilo of bile for $5000. 
China had no rules regarding the captivity of the Asiatic black bear. They are usually kept in tiny cages, unable to move, “fluids oozing from wounds as they are milked for medicinal fluids.” In recent years China has made some progress in closing nasty bear farms, and freeing about 400 bears. (Masson, Altruistic, 158-9; Hawthorne, 213-214) 
Another victim of Asian superstition is the amazing Pangolin. It is a mammal, and slightly resembles an armadillo. Women believe that if they bury a pangolin near the door of a house of a man she wants, she now takes power over him. Pangolin scales ward off evil spirits. Killing a pangolin will bring rain. All kinds of ridiculous myths are wiping out the Pangolins of Asia. (Laufer, 135) 

Silk

Silk is an amazing product, designed by God for the use of silkworms, but for thousands of years appropriated by humans for a soft material. I visited a silk farm in Thailand for a few hours, and observed the process, but had no translator to explain what I was seeing in detail.
Basically, there are two kinds of silk. There is a “rough” silk or “ahimsa silk” which is made from the cocoons of caterpillars who have already become moths and flown away. The remains of their cocoons are used for thread. However, this silk is less valuable and less soft than the more violent method. If you take the caterpillar while it is making its cocoon, and throw it into boiling water, the chrysalis squirts out finer silk during its death, producing the fine silk for expensive tastes. Although one silkworm makes a thread about 1500 feet long, it takes 3000 caterpillars to create one pound of silk. (Dawn, 122-124; Lankaster, 24) Because silkworms are tiny and they live in clusters munching mulberry leaves, you can produce a lot of silk in a small region. In the year 1840, the city of Lyons, France, produced 2.2 million pounds of silk. (Lankester, 22)
Ironically, a failed attempt to get Gypsy moths to produce silk in the eastern United States, is now a plague of moths that are destroying plant life across the country. (Hanson, 281)
The difficult question regarding the ethics of “fine silk” is regarding the killing of the caterpillar before it becomes a moth. Does the larva have a brain, or nervous system, to feel pain and suffer as it is being boiled alive? Some insects, like bees, show what seems to be intelligence, in spite of a tiny brain. I felt the two different types of silk, and there was an obvious difference in the appearance and texture of the fine silk versus the rough silk. Without knowing more about the nature of silkworms, I cannot say that they are definitely being tortured by their ordeal. Like oysters, they may be unconscious beings, rather than true animals. Still, I am hesitant in this answer, because it ‘feels’ wrong to kill thousands of creatures for a pound of silk.


Dyes

Clothing would be substantially less bright if humans did not discover dyes and stains to add color to textiles. In Bible times the people used a number of plants and minerals to alter the appearance of cloth. A tiny insect that lives on Oak trees in the Middle East, when dried and crushed, produced a strong crimson dye. But the more rare colors of bright blue, and purple, came from what Rabbis called the “hillazon” snail or “Murex” that lived in the Mediterranean Sea. The blue color, also called Tekhelet, was the color demanded by God for many of the Tabernacle curtains and priestly robes. (Sterman) Every Jew also had to put a strand of blue woolen cord on the fringe of his garment… tekhelet, thus reminding them of worship. (Numbers 15:38; Tabernacle, Brown, 97)
The secret of the blue dye was lost for 1300 years, and only recently rediscovered. You would take the Murex snail, break its shell, and squeeze out a one quarter inch yellow gland. From this spaghetti shaped gland, you get a few drops of secretion. It took twenty thousand snails to produce one kilogram of dyed wool. At one time, this dyed wool was worth twenty times more than its weight in gold. Few could afford it. (Darom, 41) Rabbis believe that this is the meaning of Moses’ cryptic blessing to Zebulun in Deuteronomy 33:19, “It’s true. They’re nourished on the sea’s abundance; they are nourish-ed on buried treasures in the sand.” (CEB) The snails live in the sand of the seashore along that coastline where Zebulun dwelt. (Sterman)

Alternative Clothing

Vegans and some animal-rightists discourage the wearing of any clothing made of animal skin or wool. As I have shown, there are some abuses in the system of clothing, worth considering. 
In general, wool is not a problem, because wool is usually shorn from sheep without causing them any harm.
 Leather is often produced as a byproduct of meat, and so it is a way of not wasting the animal skin after eating its flesh. However, the meat system is flawed, and so leather is not an automatically virtuous clothing product. 
Furs are usually a problem, because it is a luxury product, requiring the death of dozens of animals, killed with questionable methods.
Gaudy bird feather hats were wrong. Entire bird species were destroyed for a fashion fad.
Ivory has probably always been wrong. To kill an animal for its tusks to make art and baubles is a disgrace. 
Some perfumes are based on keeping animals in cruel conditions to obtain the strong scent. I believe there are perfumes that are “cruelty free.”
Modern synthetic clothing has some advantages. I am amazed at some of the new thermal clothing that can keep me warm and wick away sweat. 
If you have compunctions about wearing clothing from animals, you can easily choose from plant-based or synthetic alternatives. There is certainly no Scriptural requirement for Christians to wear leather or wool.


Conclusion

One way to reduce the number of animals to be killed for your clothing, is to wear your clothes carefully so that they last longer. As John Schaeffer says, “Use less, use it up, use it more efficiently, wear it out, make it do; what I heard from my parents who lived through the depression was good advice.” (8)
Regarding luxury clothing, like fur, consider whether you NEED it, or what your motive is for desiring it. Do you have to look richer or fancier than a rival? Calvin DeWitt suggests:

“Given God's ownership of all things, and human responsibility to God, the aim of human beings and human societies should be contentment, not the maximization of things, or pleasure, or accomplishments. … Contentment is worth far more than money, possessions, wealth, or fame – to us and to the rest of creation.” (215-6)



Chapter 15
Dominion in Sacrifices

Most Christians have heard the Bible story of Jesus' cleansing the Temple. A slightly different version of it appears in all four gospels. (John 2:13-17; Matthew 21:12; Mark 11:15-17; Luke 19:45) It includes two different but similar events, three years apart. The book of John puts a cleansing of the Temple right after turning the water into wine, which was Jesus' first miracle, when he was about thirty years old. Matthew, Mark, and Luke have Jesus cleansing the Temple only days before His arrest and crucifixion. There are differences between the earlier and the later events. Jesus says different things in John than He says in the other three gospels, and they quote different Old Testament passages.
Look at the first cleansing of the Temple in John 2:13-17.

Now the Passover of the Jews was at hand, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem. And He found in the temple those who sold oxen and sheep and doves, and the money changers doing business. When He had made a whip of cords, He drove them all out of the temple, with the sheep and the oxen, and poured out the changers’ money and overturned the tables. And He said to those who sold doves, “Take these things away! Do not make My Father’s house a house of merchandise!” Then His disciples remembered that it was written, “Zeal for Your house has eaten Me up.”

This is early in Jesus' ministry. He was baptized by John the Baptist, and a few of John's disciples began to follow Jesus. After He turned the water into wine at Cana, they traveled to Jerusalem for the Passover. The Passover was held in the Spring. Jews from all over the world would come to Passover in Jerusalem, so the city and Temple were overflowing with people.
Now we know, and Jesus knew, that the Temple was not really God's house, in an ultimate sense. God is not limited to one particular place, like an idol. However, the Temple was the place where people worshiped God in the way that He wanted. 
In Exodus, God commanded how people must approach Him. God set up the system of priests, and the pattern of sacrifices and rituals. People had to obey the rituals and sacrifices before the priests to show their obedience and love for God. The people were to come and make blood sacrifices at the Temple, seeking forgiveness from God for their sins. That forgiveness would come, a thousand years later, in Jesus.
The Temple layout included an outer court called The Court of the Gentiles. This area was open to the public, meaning Jews and Gentiles. You had to pass through this Gentile area to get to the Court of the Women and then the Temple itself to make your sacrifices, of unblemished doves or lambs. A Gentile could join himself to the Jewish religion by having himself circumcised and following the laws of Moses. The Court of the Gentiles was a huge place, traditionally claimed to be 750 by 750 feet.
The Sadducees ran the Temple. They were theologically liberal. The only concern of the Sadducees was the traditions of the Temple. Why? For money. The Sadducees had more than 12,000 priests in the Temple, along with all the other workers, like janitors, treasurers, supervisors, launderers, gatekeepers, guards, translators, etc. So let's say there were 30,000 workers under the Sadducees. How are they paid? By tithes of the people. But these are poor people: slaves under Rome. The Temple workers had a powerful union, you might say, under the Sadducees. To keep their power, they had to keep growing and prospering. They had to pay huge bribes to the Romans to stay in power. So the Temple became a cash cow to the Sadducees. They milked the people for all they could, to stay in power. 
The Court of the Gentiles was a place where Greeks and Romans and Africans and everyone could go, in the Temple. Most of the Jewish people were in poverty. So the real money was to be made in the Gentile Court.
The Gentile Court became a grand market or bazaar where all sorts of things could be bought and sold. And it would seem that the prices were exorbitant, because you couldn't get the stuff anywhere else. Although the Jews had strict laws against idol wor-ship, they also had improper superstitions, and many kept amulets and charms. Many believed in the so called “Evil Eye” and used charms to keep away evil spirits. The streets of Jerusalem are lined with mystical charms even today. Probably these were sold in the Court of the Gentiles. The Pharisees would hate that, but the Sadducees did not mind. The amulets brought in money.
Perhaps like a baseball game or an amusement park, salesmen would walk around with souvenirs and trinkets, or food and drink for hungry and weary travelers. At high prices, of course. But how do you make money from the poor Jews?
Don't allow them to bring their own animals for sacrifice. There are many excuses that a government could come up with to justify this. Maybe the people will bring a sick animal and spread disease there, so the health department forbids it. Maybe the throngs of animals would clog up the streets, so it is a traffic matter. Who knows how they justified it, but the poor people now had to buy their animals in the Court of the Gentiles. At a high price.
Another way to increase the coffers of the Temple is to require the people to exchange their money. The Temple would only accept certain coins, though all types of money circulated in Judea. So you would have to trade in your Syrian coins and Jewish coins and Roman coins for the specific coinage of the Temple. But the money changers, just like the money changers at the airports, keep a percentage. So you don't get $100 worth of shekels for $100 worth of dollars. Maybe you get $90 worth, and the money changer keeps the rest as a fee. In the Temple the money changers kept a steep fee. And their weights and measures may have been a little off, finding less value in your silver coins than they really held. 
So Jesus and the disciples arrive and they have to go through the Court of the Gen-tiles to buy their lambs and make their sacrifices. What did Jesus do? He made a whip.
Now my guess is that he made a rope out of the thin pieces of twine used to lead the lambs for sacrifice. Once purchased, a three foot strand of cord was tied around the lamb's neck for you to lead it to its death in the next room of the Temple. So Jesus takes several strands of this lightweight rope, ties them together at one end with a knot, and leaves the other strands free to act as a flail. Then Jesus attacks.
Now you are probably not accustomed to hearing those two words: Jesus attacks. Jesus is the all loving, sugary sweet pansy, according to modern churches. He wouldn't hurt a fly, they say. Wrong. Jesus did not often get angry, perhaps, but this was one of the times Jesus did get angry. (Scully, Dominion, 96) Jesus used a whip to chase the sellers and money-changers out of the Court of the Gentiles. He flipped over their tables and shouted, “Take these things away! Do not make My Father's house a house of merchandise!”
The disciples were surely confused. John the Baptist told them to follow Jesus, but they do not know Him very well yet. Coming to Jerusalem and expecting to find forgiveness in sacrifice, Jesus instead makes enemies of the Sadducees and all the rulers of Jerusalem. Jesus strikes deeply at the evil of the Temple leaders. He reminds everyone in the capitol city that the chief place of worship has become instead the chief fortress of thievery. And the disciples, at first confused, it says now remembered a passage from Psalm 69, verses 8 and 9.

I have become a stranger to my brothers, and an alien to my mother’s children; Because zeal for Your house has eaten me up, and the reproaches of those who reproach You have fallen on me.

In other words, Jesus was rejected by many because zeal filled him, because Jesus felt the offense that the Sadducees had done to God. God the Son is rightly offended at sins against God the Father. This was not a small tinge of annoyance. Jesus made a whip and drove the wicked out. So the disciples remembered the words of the psalmist, zeal for God's house ate him up.
After this, Jesus and the disciples left the Temple, and the Pharisees sent Nicodemus to find out if Jesus would be their theological ally against the Sadducees. Then Jesus took the disciples through Samaria, offending the Pharisees. And for the next two and a half years Jesus would alienate everyone, while teaching the truth and healing the sick. 
Jesus returned to Jerusalem for the Passover again, three years after His first run-in with the money changers. He rode into the city on a young donkey, while the people threw branches and cried Hosanna. Then he marched into the Temple as is recorded in Matthew 21, Mark 11, and Luke 19. All of these passages are similar, but here is Mark 11:15-17.

So they came to Jerusalem. Then Jesus went into the temple and began to drive out those who bought and sold in the temple, and overturned the tables of the money changers and the seats of those who sold doves. And He would not allow anyone to carry wares through the temple. Then He taught, saying to them, “Is it not written, ‘My house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations’? But you have made it a ‘den of thieves.’”

The accounts here differ from John's story in a couple of ways. None of these mention Jesus making or using a whip. One new element of the action is added, that Jesus not only threw out the merchandisers, but says that Jesus stopped anyone who tried to carry their wares through the Temple. This time, Jesus threw out the sellers and then would not let them come back in!
This time Jesus says something different, in all three accounts. Rather than just condemning the evil of the money-changers, Jesus states positively what the Temple should have been doing. Jesus quotes from two Old Testament scriptures in this case. First He cites Isaiah chapter 56, where God promises to save even Gentiles, an appropriate message to speak in the Court of the Gentiles. In verse seven of Isaiah 56 it says 

“Even them I will bring to My holy mountain, and make them joyful in My house of prayer. Their burnt offerings and their sacrifices will be accepted on My altar; for My house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations.” 

One of the great purposes of the Temple, Jesus says, is to be a house of prayer, for Gentiles and Jews both! Foreigners and outcasts, who could not enter the holiest parts of the Temple, could still come to find mercy from God in the outer courts of the Temple. (Park, 55)
Then Jesus quotes from Jeremiah chapter seven, a far darker passage, full of rebuke. In Jeremiah seven, God condemns the people for corrupting the temple with their wickedness. He said the Temple is become a den of thieves, and therefore God will send destruction upon the people and their temple.
So in this case, Jesus is saying, this new temple of Herod, is similarly corrupted. He implies that this new temple will also be destroyed. Just as Solomon's Temple was leveled, so Herod's Temple will fall. About thirty years later, the Romans would obliterate this temple and city.
Now both the Sadducees and Pharisees unite against Jesus. After cleansing the Temple the second time, and saying its corruption would lead to God's wrath, the Jewish leaders tried to capture Him. They hired Judas Iscariot to betray Him.
What do these two stories about Jesus cleansing the Temple mean? 

Did God hate sacrifice?

Many animal rightists admit that they do not view the Bible as God’s Word. Phelps, who dislikes all of the violence in the Bible, rape, murder, incest, etc., writes:

 “To those who might object that I am trying to pick and choose what I will accept from the Bible and what I will reject, I plead guilty. Everyone who looks to the Bible for inspiration and guidance either picks and chooses a way around its contradictions and moral lapses or relies upon forced and improbable interpretations to resolve them...” (35)

Because they view the Bible as imperfect and will not interpret it properly, you have to take their claims with greater caution. They may intentionally misread parts that they don’t like, or use “spin” to interpret it sympathetically toward their position.
Animal rightists claim that Jesus drove out the people from the Temple because he was angry at the evil of animal sacrifice. (Webb, Good, 93; Linzey, Love, xv; Regenstein, 54) 
The claims are similar in most animal-rights works, so I will offer samples. 
They say that in the story of Cain and Abel, God did not accept Cain’s sacrifice because God knew Cain was an angry man, and he could let out much aggression by killing animals in sacrifice, thus the vegetables he offered were not a good outlet. (Webb, Good, 99) Rosenfeld suggests that Cain was actually defending God and killed Abel for sacrificing an animal! Thus God did not kill Cain for murder, since he was trying to preserve the non- violent order of creation. (Rosenfeld, 113-114) A more traditional interpretation will be found later.
Roberta Kalechofsky, a Jewish vegan, blames Noah for sacrifices. She says that God never commanded him to make sacrifices, Noah just did it on his own initiative. Similarly, Abraham found a ram caught in a bush and just assumed God wanted it to die rather than Isaac his son, but God never told him to kill it. (40; see also Berman, 85) From this perspective, people just did whatever they wanted and blamed God for it. 
A more common theory comes from a social and religious history angle: the Jews were talked out of killing their children by substituting animals instead. It was a clever gimmick to progress Judaism beyond mere paganism. (Camosy, 50) Regenstein cites a twelfth century Jewish philosopher Maimonides who said the sacrifices were a concession to barbarism. (46)

“The frequent sacrificing of animals in the Old Testament appears to contrast sharply with, and violate, the Bible’s admonitions to respect animals and treat them kindly….Such rituals appear to have been originally introduced as a substitute for human sacrifices, especially of children, which were commonly practiced during biblical times by the Hebrews and the heathen tribes of the area.” (45)

Animal rightists are doing cartwheels to justify why earlier forms of our religion would act “violently” when today we are so “peaceful.” Modern Christians have difficulty explaining that violent past, because we have lived without sacrifice for thousands of years. (Berry, Malinda, 33)
Even in the Renaissance, writers like Thomas More, in his book Utopia, had a race of people who “never sacrifice any animals, for they can't imagine a merciful God enjoying slaughter and bloodshed. They say God gave His creatures life, because He wanted them to live.” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 76) Voltaire, directing his anger at Christianity by contrasting it with Hinduism, said “The Indian books announce only peace and gentleness; they forbid the killing of animals: the Hebrew books speak only of killing, of the massacre of men and beasts; everything is slaughtered in the name of the Lord…” (Stuart, 287) 
 In order to “protect God” from seeming violent, we rewrite history to blame men for inciting the violence.

“Little in today's cultural context prepares us to view sacrifice with sympathy or appreciation. Though we may applaud Noah for his rescue of the animals, we look with horror at the altar he built to offer God a burnt offering from among 'every clean animal' and 'every clean bird.' We wonder how the man who endured derision building the ark, and then devoted such energy to the saving of life, could also kill it. We worry about the claim that God could receive the smoke of the burnt flesh as a 'pleasing odor' (Gen. 8:20-21). … [one opinion is that] God allowed, but did not desire, sacrifice 'in order to insure that the world would not fall into the same violence that had led to God's destructive anger. The killing of animals is thus an outlet for aggression.' This interpretation of sacrifice is problematic.” (Food, 116-7)

In order for such a huge mistake to become incorporated into the Old Testament, the evil priests made up Moses’ laws about sacrifice. J.R. Hyland spends an entire book trying to prove that greedy, flesh-loving priests made up much of the Old Testament to feed their own bellies. (Slaughter, 78-9; also Young, God, 68-70) God tolerated sacrifice because the people were trying and it was the best they could do. (Webb, Good, 86, 91)
If the first few books of the Bible were corrupted by priests, then the accounts of the kings of Judea must have also been rewritten. (Hyland, Slaughter, 82) Sacrifices are recounted in many places as acceptable to God, such as the dedication of the Temple in I Kings 7 and 8. The Psalms show that God did want sacrifices. 

Psalm 50:5, “Bring my faithful to Me, those who made a covenant with me by sacrifice.”

Psalm 51:18-19, “Do good things for Zion by your favor. Rebuild Jerusalem’s walls. Then you will again want sacrifices of righteousness - entirely burned offerings and complete offerings. Then bulls will again be sacrificed on your altar.”

There are several verses where sacrifices are harshly reprimanded, mainly in the books of the prophets. However, the prophets (and God) were not condemning the idea of sacrifice but the false pretenses and naked rites that the rituals had become when the people fell away from true worship. Sacrifice was never supposed to be just a ritual to be gone through: it was a way of restoring relationship to God by finding the forgiveness of sin. 

Amos 5:21-24, “I hate, I reject your festivals; I don’t enjoy your joyous assemblies. If you bring me your entirely burned offerings and gifts of food - I won’t be pleased; I won’t even look at your offerings of well-fed animals. Take away the noise of your songs; I won’t listen to the melody of your harps. But let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.”

Does God here condemn sacrifices? No more than He condemns music of song and harp. He prefers justice and righteousness to sacrifices and pious music.
Jeremiah chapter 7 includes a verse that is frequently used by the animal rightists to condemn all Bible sacrifices. Verse 22 says “On the day I brought your ancestors out of the land of Egypt, I didn’t say a thing - I gave no instructions - about entirely burned offerings or sacrifices.” But the ignore the rest of the chapter. In the prior verses God condemns their sacrifices to the queen of heaven and false gods, and in the following verses He talks about burning their children in sacrifices. And again, in verse 23, “Rather, this is what I required of them: Obey me so that I may become your God and you may become my people.”
Finally, Isaiah 66:3 is completely misinterpreted by those against animal sacrifices. “The one who slaughters an ox kills a person; the one who sacrifices a sheep breaks a dog’s neck; the one who makes a grain offering offers swine’s blood; the one who burns incense blesses an idol. All these have chosen their own ways, and prefer detestable things.” (Common English Bible) Animal rightists cite this verse to equate the sacrifice of an ox with the murder of a human being. (Regenstein, 22; Hyland, God’s, 7)
What it seems to be saying, directly, is that the people are doing both good and bad things. He sacrifices to God and still murders. He makes an offering to God and another to an idol. Again, the system of sacrifice was not wrong, it was the wickedness of the people doing the sacrifices that God hated. Even Stephen Webb who thinks sacrifices were always wrong, admits that the Isaiah verse teaches “…that sacrificing animals is acceptable to God only if the killing is done with the right heart. If the killing is done thoughtlessly or as an empty formula that had to be mindlessly repeated, then the sacrifice became something very close to murder. (Good, 91) As Norman Wirzba puts it, “This is why the prophets railed against those who used sacrifice to improve their own standing. They directed their attention to the incongruity in people who promote or demand sacrifice without offering themselves at the same time.” (Food, 122)

One simple way of explaining what God means in these verses came from the mouth of Samuel the prophet, when King Saul had done some illegitimate sacrificing. Samuel rebuked him saying, “Does the Lord want entirely burned offerings and sacrifices as much as obedience to the Lord? Listen to this: obeying is better than sacrificing, paying attention is better than the fat from rams, because rebellion is as bad as the sin of divination…” (I Samuel 15:22-23 CEB) The prophetic rebukes in later books are restatements of that key truth. 
Michael D. Williams correctly summarizes the truth about sacrifices.

“Some commentators have interpreted the prophets’ vehemence toward the cultic system of their day as indicating the rise of a new kind of religion in Israel, an internal and individualistic piety that rejected the formal and corporate religion of the Mosaic era. They argue that the prophets mean to replace temple and sacrifice with a thoroughly individualistic and informal religion of the heart. As enticing as our contemporary culture finds this suggestion, it misses the point of the prophetic critique. What the prophets denounce is not the institutions of Hebrew religion but rather what the Israelites had come to make of these things. The people had come to presume that these gifts of God’s grace assured them of God’s favor, whatever their individual or corporate behavior might be …” (Far, 190)

Coming to the life of Jesus, most people want to affirm that he was a great man. Since they believe animal sacrifice to be an evil, they must find ways to deny that Jesus would affirm the sacrificial system. Stephen Webb uses the argument from silence, that the gospels never state plainly that Jesus performed an animal sacrifice. On the other hand, Jesus’ parents sacrificed two pigeons shortly after his birth (Luke 2:23-24), and Jesus commanded others to sacrifice. In Mark chapter 1 verses 40-45, Jesus heals a man with a skin disease, then says “Don’t say anything to anyone. Instead, go and show yourself to the priest and offer the sacrifice for your cleansing that Moses commanded. This will be a testimony to them.” According to Leviticus chapter fourteen, the man would need to offer birds and a sheep, among other things, in sacrifice to be declared clean by the priest. Webb claims that Jesus was only telling the man to do this so he would be safe from persecution for failing to fulfill the traditions! (Good, 94)
 It is also likely that it was Jesus who killed animals to make clothing for Adam and Eve in Genesis chapter three. Furthermore, since it is widely believed that Joseph died while Jesus was a teenager, as the oldest son, Jesus would have been in charge of making sacrifices for his family. (Jones, 89)
Richard Bauckham draws a different conclusion from the Gospels never directly stating that Jesus did sacrifice. If Jesus had rejected the accepted Jewish customs of sacrifice, the Christian writers of the New Testament surely would have recorded such messages, since they abandoned the sacrificial system of the Jews quickly. (Living, 99)
J.R. Hyland calls the sacrificial system the work of priestly butchers in a “holocaust of animals on the altars at Jerusalem.” (44-45, 52-3). She credits Jesus with the first “direct action” to actively oppose animal cruelty by His cleansing of the Temple. (48; also Phelps, in Hawthorne, 363)  Hyland goes much farther than other animal rightists, in attacking the very idea of Christian atonement as based on the wicked sacrificial system. With this, we move on to the purpose of sacrifice, which is the heart of the matter.

Purpose of Sacrifice

You may be confused about why we are spending so much time discussing an ancient custom that is now nearly dead. Sacrifices have not been going on in Judaism or Christianity for two thousand years. 

“Through comparative analysis, we can say that the purpose, or function, of sacrifice from culture to culture is to create a relationship between humans and the spiritual, sacred world of the divine. By establishing this relationship, sacrifice invites expressions of divine power to manifest in our reality in ways that are beneficial to those offering the sacrifice. Indeed, while we may think of the animals and humans offered in these rituals as victims, in the context of sacrificial practice, to be the sacrifice was an honorable and noble thing.” (Berry, Malinda, 27)

We discuss sacrifice because the Bible commanded it as a key part of true religion for thousands of years, until the time of Christ. If God ordered the slaughter of animals, then there must have been a purpose. Atheists insult our idea of God as a sadist who loved the smell of burning flesh. Idols supposedly desired to be fed meat from the altars. (Hillel, 15) Is that why God wanted sacrifices?

Psalm 50:9-12, “I will not take a bull from your house, nor goats out of your folds. For every beast of the forest is Mine, and the cattle on a thousand hills. I know all the birds of the mountains, and the wild beasts of the field are Mine. If I were hungry, I would not tell you; for the world is Mine, and all its fullness.”

God has no needs that require fulfilling, particularly physical needs like hunger. A few anthropomorphic verses like Genesis 8:21 have the Lord smelling “the pleasing scent” of the sacrifice and vowing never again to flood the world. We would say that the meaning is deeper than just a nice smell; it is God’s relief, so to speak, at the forgiveness He can grant the humans based on the future work of Christ, symbolized in the burnt offerings of Noah. 
God often promised to bring about a “New Covenant”, when He will change hearts permanently without the need for sacrifices, when His righteous son of David comes to Judah. (Williams, 217)
The New Testament, written largely by the Apostle Paul, explained very carefully why sacrifices were made, and why, after Jesus, they were no longer made. For this reason, J.R. Hyland blames Paul for justifying sacrifices and promoting the doctrine of Atonement for sins. (God’s, 70-71) 

“And after the death of Jesus, Christianity reinstituted the value of sacrifice by claiming that the God who could not be appeased by the perpetual slaughter of animals was finally appeased by the sacrifice of His son. In both instances, the idea that slaughter is pleasing to God was reestablished. ...Yet the Scriptures continue to witness to a God whose nature precludes such violence.” (ibid., 52)

“The doctrine of the Atonement, with its underlying validation of sacrificial religion, continues to be promulgated because it acts as the covering for a multitude of sins. If God demanded the death of countless animals in the service of a righteous goal, then humankind can continue to maim, kill, and consume them in the service of what it claims is a righteous goal: the subjection of all creation to the will of human beings.” (ibid., 72)

Andrew Linzey seems to also reject the atonement as seen in sacrifice: that blood must be spilled for forgiveness to be attained, by the blood of Christ. (Vantassel, 55)  Most Christian scholars accept the doctrine of the Atonement and agree that Paul explained it clearly for new Christians who did not understand Judaism very well. Hyland does actually understand the doctrine, and rejects it.
Jesus was the first to spill blood on the Earth, when He killed animals to make clothing for the frightened sinners, Adam and Eve. He covered them with animal skins, as a symbol of His future covering of all sinners with His own sacrificed body. (Bulanda, 31; Holmes, 152) As Romans 6:23 says, “The wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.” And Romans 3:23-25, “All have sinned and fall short of God’s glory, but all are treated as righteous freely by his grace because of a ransom that was paid by Christ Jesus. Through his faithfulness, God displayed Jesus as the place of sacrifice where mercy is found by means of his blood.”
Hebrews, perhaps written by Paul, is very clear. 

Hebrews 9:11-14, 22 “But Christ has appeared as the high priest… He entered the Holy of Holies once for all by his own blood, not by the blood of goats or calves, securing our deliverance for all time. If the blood of goats and bulls and the sprinkled ashes of cows made spiritually contaminated people holy and clean, how much more will the blood of Jesus wash our consciences clean … ? … Almost everything is cleansed by blood, according to the Law’s regulations, and there is no forgiveness without blood being shed.”

Peter also describes this, more briefly. “Instead, you were liberated by the precious blood of Christ, like that of a flawless, spotless lamb.”  (I Peter 1:19 CEB)
In short, all of those Old Testament sacrifices of animals were bloody because human sins required death. Rather than kill the human for his or her sin, God accepted a substitute. (Boettner, 51) An innocent animal, not the sinner, was killed in place of the human. (Bulanda, 34) 
This was not because an animal’s death in itself had the power to purify humans from their sins (see Hebrews 10:4); but because God accepted this offering as a sort of down-payment, to be finally certified when Jesus died for our sins, replacing the animal, on our behalf. Jesus as the Lamb of God took on the sins of His people. When Abram sacrificed a ram, in place of Isaac his son, it was a “type” or foreshadowing of Jesus dying for Isaac. When Jesus sacrificed sheep instead of Adam and Eve, it was a foreshadowing of the crucifixion and resurrection. When Abel brought a lamb, but Cain brought only vegetables, God was angry because Cain did not honor the act of repentance with blood. (Heywood, 50; and Hovind)
It should be noted that not every sacrifice required blood. When a person wanted to find forgiveness for sin, he or she went to the priest with an animal to be covered with grace. For giving thanks, or celebrating holy days, there were grain offerings, and drink offerings, and other non-bloody gifts, because they did not require an atonement for sin. The Hebrew word for an offering or sacrifice is korban. The root krv means “to come close.” Literally, then, it could mean “that which brings the giver closer to the presence of God.” (Berman, 86) A sacrifice, when bloody, brings the giver closer to God because forgiveness is obtained. When forgiven, the giver is able to come close to God in other ways without killing animals.
Gilmour also emphasizes the giving and receiving nature of sacrifice. Just as tithes are not a gift, per se, but just the human giving back a piece of God’s bounty, so also sacrifices are an act of “giving back to God” what is His. God gave me all these animals, I am giving one back. “The emphasis falls on that act of giving and receiving, not the death of the creatures, as many suppose.” (Eden’s)
Another interesting point regarding sacrifice is that some sacrifices benefited not only humans, but the animals also. The Passover lamb sacrificed for the festival granted protection not only to the humans of the household but also the animals of the household. (Schaeffer, Genesis, 66) In Egypt, on the night when the destroyer angel killed all the firstborn humans and animals, the angel avoided the humans and animals in the homes with sacrificial blood on the doorposts. The blessings and curses for obedience or dis-obedience among God’s people usually affected the animals as well as the people. 
Also, animals could sometimes be redeemed with money rather than given as offerings to be burned. In Exodus 13:13, God says that the firstborn donkeys can be redeemed (kept and not sacrificed) by sacrificing a sheep instead. In Numbers chapter three, God accepts the Levites as workers and the Levites’ cattle as substitutes for taking all of the Jewish people’s firstborn children and cattle. Of course, firstborn humans were never killed, they had to be ransomed with an animal sacrifice. God always detested human sacrifice.
Some people wrongly believe that because an animal was killed as a substitute for humans, the animal has been degraded. ‘If the animal is expendable, God must not care about the animal,’ is the reasoning. (Farrington, 12) That is not true. (Kurz, Wagging, 16) God required a precious animal life in exchange for a more human precious life. Jesus said that a human is more valuable than many sparrows, but not that sparrows have no value. If animals had no value or significance then how could God deign to accept them as sacrifices on our behalf? (Jordan, Animals, 12) I agree with Knight, who wrote that “...the sacrifice of animals does not mean that animals are of no interest to God, any more than the fact of the martyrdom suggests the suffering of the saints is unimportant to Him.” (viii) Charles Birch states this well:

“… it is important to realize that animal sacrifices are not to be seen as acts of enmity towards animals. The practice is much more an expression of the profound union between humans and animals. Animals play an irreplaceable part in human beings' relationship with God. Only a relatively small group of animals was sacrificed in Israel. These were exclusively animals that were directly involved in the human environment: bulls, cows, sheep, doves and the like. By making a sacrifice, humans were acknowledging that everything which has life belongs to God …To be sure, God gave animals into human hands. They can serve people as food (Gen. 9:3). But what actually constitutes an animal's life belongs to God alone and human beings may never encroach on it. That is the sense of the commandment that the blood of any animal, whether slaughtered or sacrificed, may not be eaten. The blood of humans and of animals alike is 'sacred.' Humans and animals are as it were related by blood. Just as human blood when shed cries out to heaven for vengeance, the blood of animals is reserved to God (Gen. 9:4-6). Because of this relationship, animals can take the place of humans. The sacrifice of the firstborn son is replaced by the sacrifice of an animal (Exod. 34:19f; Num. 18:15). ...” (19-20)

One clear implication, shown by the fact that God found animals as a suitable sacrifice, is that animals are innocent. Humans are born in sin, with a sin nature, and are never innocent. Animals, however, do not sin. They can be trained to wrong things, but even that is not a sin, per se. Lambs and goats and bulls could not be sacrificed on our behalf if they were sinners. It is their innocence that allows the symbolism of atonement to proceed on our behalf. (Stanton, 146-7)
Randy Alcorn in his best-selling book on Heaven wrote:

“Some people accuse God of disrespect for animals because of the sacrificial system. But it was only because animals, created with the breath of life, are so loved by God and mankind that they qualify for the highest representative role imaginable: symbolizing God's messianic Redeemer. Lambs were often beloved pets (2 Samuel 12:3). It was because of their value that their sacrifice revealed sin's horror and the exorbitant cost of redemption. Millions of lambs were slaughtered in Israel's history, each pointing to Christ's redemptive work.” (391)

It has been proposed that sacrificed animals go to be with God when they die. Regenstein points out that the Hebrew word for burnt offering is olah, meaning “that which ascends.” The thought of the animal rising to Heaven mitigated the remorse of killing the creature. (50) Tony Sargent wrote that “the slaughter of an animal in Old Testament times was not reckoned to be the terminus of the animals’ life but rather the release of it before God.” (127-8) Andrew Linzey spells out this idea in more detail.

“…most importantly, the practice of sacrifice thereby assumed that the life of the individual animals continued beyond mortal death. In these ways it is possible to understand the historic practice of sacrifice as affirming the value of the animals slain and not simply as their gratuitous destruction. The tradition of animal sacrifice did not necessarily involve a low view of animal life.” (cited in Bulanda, 35)

On interpretations of the purpose of animal sacrifices, by Eugene Masure and RK Yerkes, that “the basic significance of sacrifice is not the destruction of the creature but its offering to God.” … “In short, therefore, the tradition of sacrifice is best seen as a freeing of animal life to be with God, an acknowledgment that it (as with all creatures) belongs not to humans but to God and that God is able to accept and transform its life.” (Theology, 104-5) 

While I tend to agree with the conclusion, I do not see the definite connection with sacrifice and resurrection. If only sacrificed animals end up in Heaven, it would seem a kindness to sacrifice them all, to give them life eternal! Certainly, though, the rising of the “pleasing smell” refers to God’s pleasure at the meaning of atonement made, satisfaction to cover for sin. 

“We might not understand it but the sacrifice of animals in ancient Israel shows high esteem for the animals in question. They are innocent in a world where humans are not, and so their blood is efficacious. They enter sacred spaces (altars, tabernacle, temple) where humans - save the priests - do not/cannot go. They die surrounded by prayer, worship, and deep respect. And most profound of all, God recognizes their death. The odor of offerings rises to heaven and pleases the Lord (Lev. 1:9,13,17). God is as near to the death of these sacrificed animals as each falling sparrow (Matt. 10:29).” (Gilmour, Eden’s)

Process of Sacrifice

The importance of the sacrificial system was shown in the careful processes commanded by God for each ritual. In every way, it seems that “undue suffering” was to be avoided for the animal by making the knives sharp and the kill swift. This contrasted with the frequent pagan practices that included hacking limbs off living animals and drinking their blood. (Regenstein, 45, 49) 
One confusing aspect to the sacrificial system as instituted by God is the question of ‘clean’ versus ‘unclean’ animals. The distinction is ancient, predating even the Laws of Moses by thousands of years, and the initial statement for the distinction is never quoted. Presumably Jesus told Adam and Eve, when He killed the animals to make skins for them, and they set their children to the raising of flocks. God told Noah to gather two of the regular animals but seven each of the “clean” animals including birds. (Genesis 7:2) 
An unclean animal is not an evil or dirty creature. Thomas Adams wrote:

“Now they were not unclean by their own nature and creation, for God made all good; nor in respect of man’s use only, some being more fit for food; but by God’s institution some being more fit for sacrifice, therefore called clean.” (325)

God commanded that some animals were appropriate to be sacrificed or eaten, and others were not. A majority of clean animals were livestock and not only appropriate for sacrifice but for human eating. This is likely why God wanted to Noah to take extra of the animals that would be needed for eating and sacrifice after the Flood. Under the Mosaic system of sacrifices, the firstborn “clean” animal like a sheep or ox had to be sacrificed, but unclean creatures like donkeys could be redeemed with money or a substitute sacrifice. (Leviticus 27:26-29) Thus, people could keep unclean animals as domestic workers or pets, they just could not eat them.
Before Moses brought the Law from God, it was the father of each family who bore the responsibility for making sacrifices for his family. This is why we believe the book of Job predates Moses, because Job made sacrifices for his family and friends. The law of Moses created a formal succession of priests and Levites (helpers) who ran the Tabernacle and the sacrifices. The father was responsible to go to the proper place of worship, to bring the offering to the priest. The man bringing the offering had a bloody duty to per-form that reminded him of the purpose of the sacrifice. 

“…you must present a flawless male, bringing it to the meeting tent’s entrance for its acceptance before the Lord. You must press your hand on the head of the entirely burned offering so that it will be accepted for you, to make reconciliation for you. Then you will slaughter the bull before the Lord.” (Leviticus 1:3-5)

While the Tabernacle or Temple was the main place for national worship and a yearly sacrifice, there were more local places ordained by God for each tribe where sacrifice could be done to avoid long trips, as shown in Deuteronomy chapter twelve. Strict requirements to make all sacrifices at the Tabernacle (such as Leviticus 17) were made during the forty year desert wanderings, when everyone lived together. The rules loosened a bit when the tribes spread out over the land of Canaan. You could not just make sacrifices anywhere, and the proper personnel had to do the killing and burning.

“And the subsequent ritualization of killing in the development of the sacrificial system, as described in the remaining books of Moses, has the further effect both of distinguishing between clean and unclean animals and between people permitted to shed blood and the rest of the Israelites. Levites are set apart as ritual killers because they carry the burden of shedding blood first referred to in Genesis. They are consequently ordered to live apart from the people of Israel who are themselves not supposed to engage in butchering, and butchering is only supposed to be undertaken in the temple precincts.... The sacrificial system expressed reverence for nephesh, or the life-blood, as it involved careful and limited ritual slaughter of the animals the Israelites kept in their fields. It also specifically excluded wild animals, including birds and reptiles.” (Northcott, 236)

The steps in a every sacrificial offering were formal. For a burnt offering, the oldest male of a family brings an unblemished animal to the Tabernacle front gate, where the animal is examined for its suitability. Depending on the purpose of the sacrifice intended, and the financial prosperity of the owner, he might bring a bull, lamb, goat, pigeon, or turtledove. Once approved, the man brings the animal to the altar and might tie its leash to one of the four horns on the altar corners. The priest gives him a sharp knife, and the man puts one hand on the animal’s head, then cuts it throat. The priest sprinkles its blood on the altar. He cuts off its skin, quarters the animal, washes the pieces, and burns everything except for the skin. The priests keep the skin. (Dowley, 24)
As I showed in chapter fourteen, God ordered the curtains to be made of various materials, but including many goat and ram skins.

“As described in Exodus, Israel’s tabernacle includes among its materials goats’ hair and rams’ skins (26:7,14; 35:6-7,23). Animals proved the stuff out of which Moses makes this most sacred symbol of God’s presence among the wandering people. In this triad, God resides within this tent of animal bodies to which the people come for worship, direction, sacrifice, and prayer.” (Gilmour, Eden’s)

The goats and rams were often sacrificed on behalf of people. Jesus later fulfilled the sacrifices on our behalf. So in a sense, the Tabernacle curtain walls represent the animals that have allowed us entry into the worship of God. Without purification we could never see God. If taken as a symbol of the New Heavens and New Earth, with God enthroned, the humans will be worshiping God face to face, with the angels and animals all around in the restored universe!
Every morning the priests offered two lambs, and every evening one lamb, for the sins of the people and themselves. Fellowship offerings were similar to the burnt offerings, but the meat was saved to be eaten by the priests and worshipers along with unleavened cakes. Sin offerings for unintentional faults were made with a bull, but most of the animal was burned outside the camp. Worshipers donated money for small trespasses. (ibid)
Nothing of the sacrificial rituals was left to chance; God gave detailed instructions. When priests failed to follow directions, God killed them, as with Aaron’s sons, Nadab and Abihu, who offered “strange fire.” (Leviticus 10) They may have been drunk, since God followed up their deaths with orders about eating and drinking before doing sacrifices.
The Jews count 613 laws in the Torah, and 150 of those laws are about the sacrifices (Webb, Good, 87)
One humane requirement of the Law as shown in Exodus 22:29 and Leviticus 22:27-27 is that a newborn animal must remain with its mother for at least one week before being sacrificed, and the mother and young cannot be killed on the same day. “As the renowned Jewish philosopher and biblical scholar Moses Maimonides explained this latter prohibition, it is intended to prevent the young from being slain in the sight of the mother.”  (Regenstein, 50)

Sacrifices are, even when done properly, still a violent act. The Jews recognized this, and Christians must realize that. Death can be hard, and killing an animal for yourself to cover your sins should have been an emotional punch to the stomach. 

“For example, consider the eglah arufah, the calf used in a procedure performed when a murder victim is found and the murderer’s identity is unknown. (Deut. 21:4) The elders of the city take the calf and kill it by hacking it with an axe on the back of its neck - hardly a sensitive way in which to kill an animal. The scapegoat of the Yom Kippur service - the ‘goat for Azazel’ - meets its end in a particularly horrific way: it was taken to the top of a cliff and pushed off. This is certainly a painful death - and it appears that sometimes the goat would not even die immediately. Indeed, all Temple offerings seem somewhat grisly; the animals are usually dismembered and the body parts used in various procedures. How can the same Torah that contains so many commandments teaching us sensitivity to animals, also contain commandments that involve such brutality? The answer is that this is the whole point. These procedures are supposed to be horrific in order to have a desired effect upon the people performing them. When a murder takes place and justice cannot be perform-ed, then the calf having its neck brutally axed impresses upon the elders of that city that they were negligent in their leadership. The goat being battered to a pulp as it falls down the cliff, and the slaughter of animal sacrifices, impress upon us that we may be worthy of such a fate if we do not improve our ways … These brutal rituals are the exceptions that prove the rule - that the Torah, in general, commands us to treat animals with great sensitivity.” (Slifkin, 149-150)

The rituals of the pagans were usually more brutal. Newton thought that the Jewish manner of cutting the animal’s throat to drain out the blood was more merciful than the methods of his European contemporaries. Bulls were strangled, or hit on the head with hammers, or even torn at by angry dogs before butchering for eating. (Stuart, 103)
All of this blood-letting shocks us, as modern Americans. We rarely kill anything, intentionally. I remember vividly how my pet ferret was dying painfully with seizures, on a weekend, when I could find no veterinarian to euthanize her. I drowned her myself, and buried her in the forest. That was traumatic. We do our best to avoid death. We put old people in “rest homes” so we won’t have to face the slow end of mortality. We pay butchers and slaughter-houses to kill animals so we can eat them without getting our hands bloody. And we have lived in a world without animal sacrifice for so long that we look back on it with horror. We forget that death is the penalty of sin. 
Animal-rightists like J.R. Hyland continue to deny that God would ever require death, and approaches blasphemy in attacking the sacrificial system ordained by God.

“Of course the slaughtered animals lost all control of their bladders and kidneys. The smells, the frenzy of the dying creatures, and the endless buckets of blood thrown on the altar in the name of God, makes it obvious that this ritual of terror and violence was the worship of an idol. This god-of-the-slaughter was created by human beings in their own, fallen image.” (God’s, 51)

I do not blame her heart, which sympathizes with the dying animals. But animal-rightists, and we, live in the modern world where Jesus has happily brought us into a new era without animal sacrifices. (Webb, On God, 149) The system was horrible, but it was horrible for a reason: sin is horrible, and requires death for atonement and forgiveness. And it was a strong lesson for humans. Humans sometimes need a strong, bloody lesson to get the message.

“It is tempting to answer the question about animal sacrifice in the Hebrew Bible by simply saying, 'Sure, Jewish religion used animal sacrifice, but Jesus ends all of that when he sacrifices himself, making his blood atonement for us.' But … If we think about Jesus's death as divine blood sacrifice, then it would seem that we must believe that God wanted sacrifice to become part of biblical religion so that we would have the theological system to comprehend God's plan for our redemption.” (Berry, Malinda, 35)

Sacrificial System Ended

In the Gospels, Jesus foretold His own death many times, and foretold that the Temple would be destroyed, and worship would no longer be localized to Jerusalem. As He told the Samaritan woman at the well, “Believe me, woman, the time is coming when you and your people will worship the Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem.”(John 4:21)
Once Jesus died on the cross and rose from the grave, the new people of God did not have to enter the Temple in Jerusalem to be delivered from their sins. 

Hebrews 7:27, “He (Jesus) doesn’t need to offer sacrifices every day like the other high priests, first for their own sins and then for the sins of the people. He did this once for all when he offered himself.”
After the death and resurrection of Jesus, Christians had a rough time making the transition from Judaism to the new faith. Many Jews did not believe in Jesus, and those were not willing to give up their traditional sacrificial system and ceremonial laws. Thus the “church” or “the Way” became a separate institution and the two religions became hostile to one another. The question of sacrifice became moot about thirty-five years after Jesus’ life. In 70 A.D. the Roman army destroyed Jerusalem and the Temple. Without a Temple, the Jews had no place to sacrifice, and the practice came to a sudden end. (Wirzba, Food, 122) 
Jews are somewhat divided, these days, on whether or not they would like to have a Temple rebuilt, and sacrifices restored. (Hawthorne, 364) The tumultuous state of Jerusalem, split between Palestinians and Jews, would make the rebuilding of the Temple a highly volatile issue. One large component of modern Protestantism, called Dispensationalism, teaches that the Temple will soon be rebuilt and sacrifices restored. Then the Tribulation, Antichrist, and Armageddon come, they say. In fact, one writer claims that the Antichrist will use the re-establishment of animal sacrifices in Jerusalem’s future Temple to justify attacking Judea during the Tribulation. (Jones, 158-159) We will discuss this idea in chapter 22. I do not believe that Jesus Christ would ever desire or promote the restoration of the sacrificial system in that literal manner.
The Armenian church does practice a “madagh” ritual where they bless an animal, kill it, and share the meat in a meal with the clergy and local poor. Hawthorne calls the tradition of eating lamb on Easter an oblique form of animal sacrifice. (369-370) 
Hawthorne also mentions a “new sort of sacrifice” called ‘kapparot’ performed by Orthodox Jews during the Jewish New Year and Day of Atonement. Men and women (not priests) swing a rooster or hen above their heads, saying “This is my exchange, this is my substitute, this is my atonement. This rooster will go to its death while I will enter and proceed to a good, long life, and to peace.” Then they kill the animal and give the meat to the poor. Rabbis say since a priest is not involved it is only a symbolic act, not a true sacrifice. (Hawthorne, 365)
Islam practices sacrifice on a large scale, mainly at “the Hajj.” More than four million sheep are sent from Australia to the Middle East for sacrifice.  (Hawthorne, 379) The shipping process seems to get more media attention than the actual sacrifices. In 2005 the Saudis rejected a ship full of 53,000 live sheep because of media attention. The sheep gradually died aboard the ship between August and October. (Dawn, 120) This incident may have been animal-liberationist related, an act of terrorism. One Australian activist “...critical of the conditions on sheep boats destined for middle-eastern countries, admitted contaminating the animals' food with shredded ham.” (Hall, Capers, 12) This might be why the Saudis rejected the sheep: Muslims would consider the sheep unclean, and not be able to sacrifice them. If these incidents are related, then the activist killed tens of thousands of sheep to make his point!
Hindus hold an annual festival to Gadhimai a goddess of power. They take about 250,000 buffalo, behead them, and sell the hides. (Hawthorne, 375)
Notice that you rarely hear anything about Islamic, Hindu, or Voodoo sacrifices in the media. They will criticize Christianity for any perceived injustice to animals, yet completely ignore the continuing slaughter of animals en masse in other countries by other religions. 

The sacrifice of the Jews in the Old Testament was not a crime or sin. God commanded it for the good of his people. Sacrifice was the fore-shadowing of the death of Jesus to cover the sins of His people, including us, modern Christians.


Chapter Sixteen
Dominion for Meat


This will be the darkest chapter in this book, God’s Animals. 
The subject, at its core, is me killing living creatures to chew and digest into energy to continue my life. Without food and water we cannot live.
In the United States alone, we eat an estimated 27 billion cows, pigs, chickens, turkeys, and other animals each year. Worldwide, 47 billion chickens were eaten in 2004. 

“It's been estimated that about 95 percent of all animal use is in agriculture. Thus, the amount of cruelty, pain, suffering, and death that takes place in factory farms far surpasses the amount of cruelty, pain, suffering, and death in all other venues combined.” (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 115)

Stalin famously said that the death of one man is a tragedy, but the death of millions is only a statistic. (Lyman, 31) Is that true? Of course it is true. It is human nature.
I weep for the death of my pet, and yet have less feeling about the deaths of thousands of animals that I have eaten in my lifetime. Herzog calls this “psychic numbing,” and normal. Why do we do this? 
First, it is because I am selfish. The base of all sin is selfishness. I love my pet; therefore it was important to me. The thousands of chickens, pigs, sheep, turkeys, and cows that I have eaten needed to die so that I can live. Or at least, I believed it to be so. Perhaps I could have survived on vegetables, but I preferred their flesh to that of plants. 
Second, my brain is limited. Growth takes time. At first, I did not even recognize that these were animals, or chickens. The Gerber’s baby food did not look like a chicken, and even if Mom had explained to my infant mind that I was eating a chicken, it would have no meaning. At age six, I watched my Dad chop a chicken’s head off. It ran around with blood gushing from its neck. Then we ate it. Since then, I have not seen a chicken killed. Animal death is now a secret that every one knows about, but no one wishes to discuss. It is a taboo. We prefer not to know, because it is simpler.
Third, I cannot even conceive of a thousand chickens. I ate them over 48 years, in various forms. In 2013, the average American ate 81 pounds of chicken. It was only fifty pounds back in the 1970s. (Leonard, 107ff) So let’s say I have eaten an average of sixty pounds of chicken each year. The average broiler weighs about 2.2 pounds, but for the sake of simplicity, I round down to two pounds. I ate perhaps thirty chickens a year for 48 years, coming to about 1400 birds. About one chicken every ten days. If you lined up 1400 chickens and told me to eat them, I would laugh. Not possible! Over a long period of time, the ludicrous becomes possible. 
Fourth, I cannot care about a thousand chickens. It is not that they have no value, but that my emotions can’t reach that many objects. I do care about the thousands of elephants in Asia that are endangered, but not individually, only as a concept of a species.

“Farmers or caretakers (uninfected with scientific ideology) who deal with small groups of animals have no problem identifying pain in their animals. But one can conjecture that the large numbers of animals dealt with today in science, animals identified by number not name, have contributed to the hold of the ideology of science. The animals become as indistinguishable as grains of sand, which in turn weakens both our sensitivity to signs of pain and our moral response. This is what happened in the concentration camps; shaved, starved prisoners, identically dressed, lacked individuality in the eyes of their captors and were thus more easily perceived as part of an endless flow of clones, about which one need not feel moral concern.” (Rollin, Rights, 69)

 It is difficult to “care” about something your brain does not “know.” We love what we know. I cannot know a thousand birds, at least at one time. Perhaps if I was a farmer, and had raised, then killed, each of the chickens myself, I could claim to have cared about them all. In our world, that is unlikely.
I am not the only human on Earth thinking this way, I suspect. Many Americans are ignorant of our modern reality. Kids think that milk comes from cartons.

“The structural alienation from animals that characterizes the experience of many contemporary North Americans, no matter what their communities of origin, appears perhaps most clearly in the production and consumption of food. Especially in urban centers, many generations of children have matured into adulthood without any primary experience of domestic animals and no practical knowledge of where food products such as milk or eggs originate; they have seen neither milking nor egg laying. Even further from the experience of such persons is the reality of slaughtering animals for food. … The living animal as well as the blood, entrails, and hair out of which meat products emerge are matters far from the consciousness and practical experience of most people, especially those who live completely within the web of an urban culture. (Harrod, xxiv)

Stanley Hauerwas sees things less from ignorance and more from guilt, as I do.

“…my desire to remain ignorant. I do not want to know how my everyday eating habits make me complicit with cruel treatment of animals. I do not want to know that the way I have learned to eat contributes to the ongoing degradation of the land. I do not want to know how the way my food is produced puts an unjust burden on people who often have no food to eat at all.” (Wirzba, Food, foreword, ix)

For these reasons, and others, we modern Americans do not really care about our meat. We are selfish, limited, incapable, and intentionally ignorant about food, although it is a necessary part of our daily survival. We excuse ourselves because we must live.
I am not saying that eating meat is sinful. I am saying that we are eating meat that has been produced in coldly evil factories and pretending that it does not matter. Our meat production system is not virtuous just because carnivorism is not inherently evil. 
Sex is good, but wicked with the wrong partners or wrong practices. Every good thing has an evil, twisted counterpart. Sex done sinfully is known by other names, such as adultery, fornication, bestiality, pornography, pedophilia, abortion, sodomy, etc. 
Talk is good. We communicate ideas and feelings to each other. Twisted talk becomes gossip, lies, exaggeration, slander, libel, deception, flattery, etc.
Meat is good. Twisted carnivorism becomes gluttony, cruelty, tyranny, enslavement, and the debasement of God-intended dominion. 
We tell ourselves, “I don’t hurt any animals.” We are collaborators. We are accessories or abettors. We pay other people to hurt animals to feed us. You don’t tell the slaughterers that you want them to be cruel, of course. But the only way to get cheap meat every day is to build cruel industries. I want cheap; I want massive quantities; I pay for factory farming.

“On the carcass we feed, without remorse, because the dying struggles of the butchered creature are secluded from our sight; because his cries pierce not our ear; because his agonizing shrieks sink not into our soul; but were we forced, with our own hands, to assassinate the animals whom we devour, who is there amongst us that would not throw down, with detestation, the knife; and rather than imbrue his hands in the murder of the lamb, consent, forever, to forego the favorite repast?” (Oswald, 25)
As Albert Schweitzer said, 

“When abuse of animals is widespread, when the bellowing of thirsty animals in cattle cars is heard and ignored, when cruelty still prevails in many slaughterhouses, when animals are clumsily and painfully butchered in kitchens, when brutish people inflict unimaginable torments upon animals and when some animals are exposed to the cruel games of children, all of us share in the guilt.” (McDaniel, Of God, 58) 


Industrial Agriculture

The first centuries of industry brought machines and technology. The Industrial Revolution used science to design and produce amazing devices. The steamship could travel fast and far without relying on wind and currents. The locomotive could pull cars full of people and swiftly over land. Electricity could send signals through wires or through the air to distant places by telephone, radio, and television. These are true marvels. Industries were the factories that made these gadgets. By mass-producing items for sale, many people could buy them. The more items produced, the cheaper the price.
Food resisted early attempts at mass production. Plants and animals have biological, not mechanical needs. They need sunlight, water, food or fertilizer, space, and transportation to buyers. Factories could not provide all of these elements cheaply. 
Gradually, technological breakthroughs made some foods easier to mass produce. The science of canning allowed factories to make products available in air-tight containers for long preservation and sale. Refrigeration enabled spoilable meats and perishable fruits to last longer and travel to distant markets. (Stull, 11) Trains, ships, and trucks provided transportation for salable goods. (Kalechofsky, Judaism, 170) By the late 19th Century, animals could be transported to factories for processing and industrial distribution to eager consumers.
The first aspect of modern animal farming to be considered is getting them from the field (or factory) to your mouth. 

Transportation

In earlier centuries, the transportation of meat from its place of origin to place of sale was relatively simple. Domestic meat animals have legs, and they were herded to towns for butchering or live sale to consumers. Virginia Anderson notes that in colonial times, “unlike other commodities, livestock had the distinct advantage of being able to transport themselves to market.” (149) 
Cruelty was possible, but less common. In 1793, two British butchers were fined for cutting the feet off sheep and pushing them through town, perhaps to keep them from running away. They were only fined because the sheep did not belong to those men, not because the treatment was innately cruel! (Regenstein, 90; Smith, Scriptural, 71) 
Smaller creatures like rabbits and chickens were caged and carted to sell. 
In the late 19th century, trains allowed more distant farms to send cattle to the growing beef market in the United States. The vast grassy plains of the western US provided food for cows, once the Bison had been exterminated. Cowboys could move herds of beef cattle around “public” lands then ship them to a railroad and city for processing. 
Modern production methods make some animals more travel-weary than others. Pigs, in particular, are shipped all over the United States at different stages of life. They are often born at a “farrowing operation.” Three weeks later they are sent to a nursery. After five weeks, they live at a “growing operation.” Finally, at a “finishing operation,” the pigs are fattened up. Then they are trucked to slaughterhouses, at about age five months. (Niman, 97)
The distances between these “operations” can vary greatly, depending mainly on the price of pig feed. When corn is cheap in the Midwest, pigs from southern states have a long ride. The same is true if pork prices are higher in one region; the hogs go to the high-est priced market. (Bauston, Battered, 43-44)
Winter is the hardest time for animals in trucks. The animals often freeze to death, or become stuck to metal walls. You have seen the trailers: metal walls with gaps to allow air inside. In summer that is helpful; in winter it kills them. A 2006 industry report stated that over a million pigs a year die in the trucks. (Berkman, Addicted, 129; also King, Sarah, 125) In the Dakotas, workers use pitchforks and chainsaws to break pigs loose from the walls where they are frozen solid. The few still alive are beaten to death, out of mercy. (Eiznitz, 101- 103)
Conditions in the trailers can be difficult. Trucked animals usually have no food or water. The same was true of train cars, long before. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) pushed the “28 Hour Law” of 1873, requiring transported animals to get food, water, and exercise at least every 28 hours. Before, they could be left in hot cars for days or weeks. (Lane, Marion, 53) George Angell of the ASPCA fought for the law because he watched dead and dying cattle forced from train cars with pitchforks. Trains that arrived late on a Friday, after the factory closed, simmer-ed in hot cars until Monday morning without water. (Angell, 38)
The average morsel of food you eat, animal or vegetable, travels 1,500 miles. Ninety percent of its cost goes into processing, retailing, advertising, and transportation. Only eight cents on the dollar is for the actual product. (Snyder, 154; also Cook, 106) A high percentage of meat and vegetables are lost to spoilage during transportation and storage. (Salatin, Folks, 70)
Remarkably, this aspect of animal transportation, causing much harm, goes un-noticed, while a non-issue gets lots of press. People often fret about chicks being shipped in the U.S. Mail to farmers and stores. Normal farmers need to get chicks in the mail, unlike factory farms that own huge hatcheries and genetically engineered birds. 

“God designed chicks, therefore, with a unique ability to survive just fine without feed and water for three days so that all their siblings can hatch before the mother hen takes them on their first meal outing. In case you're wondering, chicks don't nurse their mothers. The mothers take them to food, and from day one, chicks feed themselves. … This unique quality allows chicks to be shipped through the mail without hurting them. People who want to close down this practice are actually hurting the alternative to chicken factories.” (Salatin, Folks, 31)

Protesting chick shipping just gives factory farms more control of the chicken market. 
Since the United States now eats more meat than it produces, we often buy foreign meats. We may soon become the world’s largest meat importer. (Roberts, End, 141)
Our system of meat production is spreading to other continents. Companies have discovered that they can get cheap labor with no environmental regulations in poor eastern European countries, then ship the meat to wealthier western Europe for sale. (Roberts, End, 80) When U.S. regulators pressured Smithfield foods to improve the meat production system, the company began relocating facilities to Mexico, Brazil, Poland, or Romania where there are no humane or ecological rules. (Tietz, 123; Scully, Dominion, 256) China has ramped up factory farms in recent years (with government subsidies) to become one of the largest chicken producers in the world. (Stull, 191)

“The consumer…must be kept from discovering that, in the food industry – as in any other industry – the overriding concerns are not quality and health, but volume and price. For decades now the entire industrial food economy, from the large farms and feedlots to the chains of supermarkets and fast-food restaurants, has been obsessed with volume ... The food is produced by any means or any shortcut that will increase profits.” (Berry, Wendell, 231)

In 1894, Henry Salt wrote that “…as civilisation advances, the cruelties inseparable from the slaughtering system have been aggravated rather than diminished, owing both to the increased necessity of transporting animals long distances…and to the clumsy and barbarous methods of slaughtering…” (48)


Slaughter / Processing

Once the animal reaches the slaughterhouse, it must be killed and dismembered into its valuable constituent parts for packaging and sale. When towns were smaller and people ate less meat, local butchers provided this service, or people bought live animals to butch-er for themselves. 
Horrors at slaughter are not new. A few centuries ago, myths about animals led to many tortuous deaths. Alexander Pope observed the custom of whipping pigs to death to ‘tenderize’ their meat. (Regenstein, 89) In the seventeenth-century, housewives thought that nailing the feet of geese to the floor would fatten them up quicker; and cutting the legs off of birds while still alive would make their flesh more tender. (Thomas, Keith, 94)
In 1867, Nestle began to create processed foods for people to use for making quicker, convenient meals, requiring less preparation and cooking time. (Roberts, End, 30) The growth of large cities and growing desire for meat-heavy diets brought about industrial slaughterhouses. Chicago became the meat-packing center of the United States because it had railroads and easy access to the Great Lakes for shipping. (Stull, 39)
In 1905, Upton Sinclair published the classic book The Jungle, showing the mistreatment of immigrant workers by Chicago slaughterhouses. Sinclair was upset that his bestselling work bothered readers not for the human tragedy of the abused workers, but because of the filthy conditions and unsanitary meat supply. “I aimed at the public’s heart, and by accident I hit it in the stomach,” he said. In part, this is because Doubleday, the publisher, advertised the topic as unsanitary slaughterhouses, wanting to avoid the Socialist tendencies of the work. (Ajemian)  
Here is one poignant quotation from The Jungle, when a worker watches the line of hundreds of hogs, dangling from chains, having their throats cut:

“It was all so very business-like that one watched it, fascinated. It was pork making by machinery, pork-making by applied mathematics, and yet somehow the most matter-of-fact person could not help thinking of the hogs. They were so innocent. They came so very trustingly, and they were so very human in their protests, and so perfectly within their rights. They had done nothing to deserve it, and it was adding insult to injury, as the thing was done here, swinging them up in this cold-blooded impersonal way without a pretense at apology, without the homage of a tear. Now and then a visitor wept to be sure, but this slaughtering machine ran on, visitors or no visitors. It was like some horrible crime committed in a dungeon, all unseen and unheeded, buried out of sight and of memory. One could not stand and watch very long without becoming philosophical, without beginning to deal in symbols and similes and to hear the hog squeal of the universe. Was it permitted to believe that there was nowhere upon the earth, or above the earth, a heaven for hogs, where they were requited for all of this suffering? ... And now was one to believe that there was nowhere a god of hogs, to whom this hog personality was precious? To whom these hog squeals and agonies had a meaning? Who would take this hog into His arms and comfort him; reward him for his work well done; and show him the meaning of his sacrifice?" 

The surprising spiritual speculation and hope for a future recompense is a contrast to the industrial coldness of the scene. The foundational premise of industry is that speed, efficiency, and results are the only factors to consider. 
Nothing has changed for the workers since the time of Sinclair.
Hormel Meats provided good-paying jobs, with a strong union, for many decades under the family label. (Genowys) But the industrialists took over, broke the union, and joined the rest of the meat industry in the 1980s by turning to minimum wages and immigrant workers. (Cook, 198-199) 
The heavy, repetitive work of meat-packing causes carpal tunnel syndrome and other maladies to the muscles and nervous system. Using immigrants, legal or not, reduces the odds of lawsuits due to work injury. They cannot report dangerous conditions or law-breaking because they fear deportation. Many workers are scarred by constant splashing of hog stomach acids on their arms and faces. Meat packing is the most dangerous industry in America, with 36 injuries or illnesses per 100 workers each year! (Eisnitz, 262-263, 269-271) 
Automation has made things worse as the workers must increase their speed to keep up with the machinery line, or lose their jobs. When line speeds tripled in the 1980s and 90s, cumulative trauma disorders (like Carpal tunnel) have increased almost 1000 percent. (Roberts, End, 70; Eisnitz, 273) Nowadays we cannot even track these kinds of injuries. In 2001, President George W. Bush repealed OSHA standards for “musculo-skeletal disorders,” so carpal tunnel and ergonomic injuries are no longer counted in labor statistics. The meat industry now trumpets their dramatic decrease in injuries, when it is just a statistical trick! (Stull, 101-102)
Ellen Davis writes that “The immediate human cost is paid by the mostly non-unionized workers who struggle to handle the 7,100 pigs or 144,000 chickens in a single eight-hour shift, with no toilet breaks and no health insurance. Tens of thousands (at least) of injuries are sustained each year on the killing, 'carcass disassembly', and packing lines.” (97)

“Meat-packing and poultry plants, by virtue of the intense speed and volume of their output, maim and cripple tens of thousands of workers each year. Many of them are immigrants shipped up from Mexico and Central America, and are discarded and replaced every few months. Our meat supply and a large portion of our fruit and vegetable harvests rely on this steady flow of cheap, highly exploited, disposable labor.” (Cook, 5)

 In recent years, processing plants have taken immigrants from Somalia, Myanmar and Central America. Any poor, uneducated, non-English speaker can do the “unskilled” but labor intensive jobs, the companies believe. (Stull, 4)
 Beef consumption dropped thirty to fifty percent in the six months after The Jungle was printed. President Theodore Roosevelt remembered all of his men poisoned by cans of rancid beef during his Cuban invasion of the Spanish-American War. General Nelson A. Miles, the Commanding General of the U.S. Army during that war, said that 3,000 soldiers died from tinned meat. (Ajemian) 
Rather than force the industry to make changes, the government formed the US Food and Safety Inspection Service to place inspectors in the slaughterhouses. Their main job was to reassure “spooked” consumers that the meat was safe. Meatpacking supporters tried to gut the proposed law with amendments, so Roosevelt released a damning secret investigation which the House heard in silence. When local newspapers printed the report, substantiating almost every allegation of The Jungle, the public was infuriated. The Senate and House spent weeks debating changes, and came to a compromise requiring inspections of every animal. (Salatin, Holy, 104-105; Ajemian) 
These rules lasted for many decades, until the modern USDA gutted the inspection process, in favor of slaughterhouses policing themselves. 
There had already been a trend in Europe, for centuries, to move slaughterhouses out into the country, away from the squeamish city folk. (Thomas, Keith, 299) Thomas Chalmers preached against the sufferings of the animals and “…the dreadful mysteries of a slaughter house, and more especially those lingering deaths which an animal has to undergo for the gratifications of a refined Epicurus” (252-253)

“As pets - from mollycoddled poodles to caged canaries - became part of popular culture in the eighteenth century, so farm animals became industrialised as the demand for them burgeoned with affluence. Cruelty exercised in the production of food continued and even increased. Georgians had their abattoirs in the open air, right at the point of retail. The sight of slaughter, the smell of blood and the shrieking of animals in their dying moments were familiar experiences to city-dwellers. As professions of sympathy for animals escalated, so pressure grew for slaughterhouses to move indoors and out of town. Eventually this is what happened (also thanks to economic industrialisation and urban hygiene initiatives), thus pushing the unpleasant aspect of the meat industry out of sight and mind.” (Stuart, 225)

Now, slapped by The Jungle, the American meat industry moved its facilities out of cities, or walled them off to hide their activities from prying eyes. They took the advice of German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck who had said, “Laws are like sausages. It’s better not to see them being made.” (Rowe, Mad, 172) In 1909, Leo Tolstoy wrote about hidden slaughterhouses. “[W]e cannot pretend that we do not know this. We are not ostriches, and cannot believe that if we refuse to look at what we do not wish to see, it will not exist.” (Camosy, xv) 

“It removed slaughter from public gaze so that the direct relationship between the act of slaughter and the act of eating meat became obscure. In short, the slaughter of animals has become all but publicly invisible.” (Linzey, Gospel, 128)

Hiding it does not change the reality of slaughter, but it does calm the consciences of participants in the game by pricking them less often. Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote about fate, “You have just dined, and, however scrupulously the slaughter-house is concealed in the graceful distance of miles, there is complicity.” (Laufer, 240)
We pay the meat industry to provide us with cheap meat and to keep the details fuzzy, and that secrecy enables the very abuses that we claim to oppose. 

 “Inherent in institutionalized cruelty is the use of secrecy, a primary weapon of the cruel. Hence, inspections are pro forma and useless. … Hence, too, evil institutions are located in architectural arrangements to hide their practices from the public, at great distances from its scrutiny, or below ground, in the basements of respectable institutions.” (Kalechofsky, Autobiography, 43)

We both desire and hate secrecy. It is much like our own secret sins. Accountability comes only with exposure. The Jungle by Upton Sinclair exposed multiple industrial evils, shedding much light, but ultimately solving little. Whenever a new shocking videotape arises, showing wickedness in a meat processing plant, what happens? Are reforms made? No. The individual violator is fired (not prosecuted), then the company promises ‘it will never happen again,’ and finds law-makers to sponsor laws to prosecute whistle-blowers! 
Called “ag-gag laws,” slang for agricultural gag laws, many states forbid any photography or media acquisition at an agricultural facility. (Gross, Question, 196) Industrialists call them “food disparagement laws” and claim they are to protect the economy from libelous claims of dangers in the public food supply. Much of this began in the late 1990s when Oprah Winfrey did a show discussing the dangers of Mad Cow Disease. Beef providers sued when one of her guests implied that the British Mad Cow outbreak could hit the U.S. too. The beef industry lost the libel suit, then multiple appeals, and then worked to create new laws to stop future television or media events of that kind. 
In at least three states, Montana, Kansas, and North Dakota, you cannot photo-graph a factory farm without the permission of the owners. (Imhoff, xv) Robert F. Kennedy Jr., writes that “State legislatures under the sway of agribusiness have passed laws making it illegal to photograph factory farms. Eleven states have enacted laws making it illegal to publicly criticize factory farm food.” (in Niman, xiii) 
When animal rightist videos in Idaho showed beef workers sexually abusing cows, Idaho passed “the Agricultural Security Act” to fine and jail anyone who secretly films on farms. The court struck down the law. (Wikipedia, “Ag-gag” from ACLU Idaho) Such laws exist only to preserve the secrecy, not to protect “trade secrets.” Politicians go along  because meat processors are big donors. 
Speaking about factory farming and other animal cruelty, Jacques Derrida said:

“No one can deny seriously any more, or for very long, that men do all they can in order to dissimulate this cruelty or to hide it from themselves; in order to organize on a global scale the forgetting or misunderstanding of this violence, which some would compare to the worst cases of genocide (there are also animal genocides: the number of species endangered because of man takes one’s breath away). One should neither abuse the figure of genocide nor too quickly consider it explained away. It gets more complicated: the annihilation of certain species is indeed in process, but it is occurring through the organization and exploitation of an artificial, inferential, virtually interminable survival, in conditions that previous generations would have judged monstrous, outside of every presumed norm of a life proper to animals…” (Derrida, 26)

According to the classic book on slaughterhouses by Gail Eisnitz, Slaughterhouse, here is how a beef disassembly line works in a factory: 

“In theory, cattle in a slaughterhouse are either prodded along a chute into a ‘knocking box’ or up to a conveyor/restrainer, which then carries them up to the ‘stun operator.’ The stun operator, or ‘knocker,’ shoots each animal in the forehead with a compressed-air gun that drives a steel bolt into the cow’s skull and then retracts it. If the knocking gun is sufficiently powered, well maintained, and properly used by the operator, it knocks the cow unconscious or kills the animal on the spot. The next man on the line, the ‘shackler,’ wraps a chain around one of the stunned cow’s hind legs. Once shackled, the animal is automatically lifted onto a moving overhead rail. The cow, now hanging upside down by a leg, is sent to the ‘sticker,’ the worker who cuts the throat - more precisely, the carotid arteries and a jugular vein in the neck. The sticker makes a vertical, not horizontal, incision in the animal’s throat, near where the major blood vessels issue from the heart, to cut off the flow of blood to the animal’s brain. Next the cow travels along the ‘bleed rail’ and is given several minutes to bleed out. The carcass the proceeds to the head-skinners, the leggers, and on down the line where it is completely skinned, eviscerated, and split in half. That’s exactly the way it’s supposed to be done, according to federal law.” (20)

The problem is that this process is rushed to meet production quotas and make more money, with practically no legal oversight. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has two contradictory missions: to promote the U.S. food supply, and oversee it. Since Presidential administrations always appoint food industry business leaders to head up the USDA oversight, only promotion, never enforcement, is the reality. (ibid., 20, 24)
People or industries that wish to sin or break laws can always find ways to do so. Laws can be circumvented or manipulated. The government inspection system is widely known to be of little use.
Recent video footage showed that even in a Jewish kosher slaughterhouse, where strict standards of animal welfare are claimed, USDA employees took bribes, played video games, or slept while workers violated many aspects of the “Humane Methods of Slaughter Act.” Steers would have their throats cut, but rather than wait for the animal to die, workers yanked out their windpipes so they would bleed faster. (Dawn, 133) The USDA admitted fault but there were zero prosecutions. (Gross, Question, 4, 33) 
 The General Accounting Office audited slaughterhouses for compliance with the Humane Slaughter Act and found that the law was routinely violated throughout the meat industry. Slaughterhouse workers in Washington State admitted dismembering dozens of cattle each day while they were still alive. (Niman, 111, 115) Workers do not report violations because they get fired or moved to lower paying jobs. Supervisors don’t want to hear about any problems: their motto is, “Not heard, not seen, not in trouble.” (Stull, 114)
“Surprise inspections” are called in to plant owners days in advance so they can clean up for the visiting supervising veterinarian. Most of the USDA vets are from foreign countries and do not want to cause any trouble. (Eisnitz, 86, 198, 209) USDA inspectors rarely stop the production line because factory owners complain and they get fired. USDA overseers can get high paying consulting jobs in the meat industry by allowing faster production line speeds and protecting plants from complaints.
 In effect, laws without enforcement mean nothing. They appease our consciences, perhaps, because we tell the government to improve things, and they promise to do so. They don’t. “The Humane Slaughter Act is a regulation on paper only. It is not being enforced.” A former USDA vet said “You know, the wheels of justice may turn slowly, but the wheels of the United States Department of Agriculture don’t turn at all.” (Eisnitz, 191, 211)
Many states pass “Common Farming Exemption” laws to override any animal welfare or cruelty laws. (Marcus, 57-58) North Carolina, for instance, enriched hog farmer and state representative Wendell Murphy (and others) exempting hog farms from local zoning rules and minimum-wage regulations, not to mention environmental standards. (Stull, 69) 
Jewish slaughter, tempered by Old Testament rules about animal welfare, was traditionally thought to be more kind. Certainly the Jewish process is less rushed, and more supervised, with rituals involved by careful men. The Jews believe rightly that God wants animals to suffer little pain during their lives or slaughter, and follow regulations designed to reduce suffering. 
K of K Kosher Supervision has a website that says, “In order to acknowledge G-d and follow His laws, one must first recognize that there is a higher authority than that of our own judgment.” (Gross, Question, 23)
				
“I have seen both nonkosher slaughtering as well as shechitah, and the difference between the two is enormous. In the nonkosher slaughtering the slaughterer shows no concern for the animal. The worker plunges the knife into the animal's neck, stabbing, hacking and slicing through the throat. The animal shrieks in pain, its whole body twisting in agony, its face and its eyes screwed up. Death is not only drawn out, it certainly is excruciatingly painful. The shechitah I witnessed was exactly the opposite. The shochet was quick: in less than a second he was done. The animal did not cry out. Its body and face were not contorted in agony. shechitah is effective for several reasons: first, the shochet is not a slaughterhouse worker but a specially trained, tested, supervised, and sensitive individual who knows exactly what has to be done and how to do it; second, the knife is more than razor sharp so the animal does not feel any pain when the shochet draws the knife across the animals throat.” (Androphy, 81)

Instead of an unthinking piece of machinery performing the kill, a holy man who “has the grace and strength of character to bear the associated guilt” draws the knife. (Rowan, 3-4) The Jewish Mishnah ruled that a deaf person could not be a ritual slaughterer because he could not hear the cries of the animals being killed. (Parker, 13)

“…Judaism sought to avert the brutalizing effect which the killing may have upon the butcher by surrounding the Shohet’s act with the softening and sanctifying influences of religion, and requiring of him to offer a prayer while he does the slaughtering, and to cover the blood soon after the animals is killed.” (Raisin, 11)

After slaughter, when the animal has been dead for a few moments, the shochet performs a “Bedikah” examination to check the lungs and organs to ensure there was no disease, deformity, or suffering. (Androphy, 78) Only then is the meat “kosher” and proper for Jewish eating.
U.S. laws made Kosher slaughter harder to perform. Regulations said that an animal had to be shackled and hoisted off of the floor by the back legs to cut its throat and bleed it out. (Kalechofsky, Vegetarian, 5) The problem was twofold for kosher slaughter. First, a living animal does not like to be dangling from the air by its back legs, and it is therefore prone to struggle and become highly stressed. That makes the animal harder to cut and violates the pain provision of Jewish law. Second, the animal’s legs are often broken by the hoisting process, thereby technically deforming the animal and making the meat un-kosher. (Webb, On God, 141) 
In 1964 the ASPCA purchased the patent for “an apparatus for holding cattle in a standing upright position for shechitah,” called it the “ASPCA pen,” and allowed any kosher facility to use the design without paying royalties. It is now used in a majority of Jewish slaughterhouses. (Lane, Marion, 55; Grandin, Humanitarian, 95) By the 1990s most of the beef industry stopped the shackle-and-hoist method. (Marcus, 45) 
Another new innovation in slaughter methods is the process of stunning. Before the 1980s, animals were fully conscious when killed. The 1978 Humane Slaughter Act requires pigs and cows to be stunned before the throat is cut. (Marcus, 45) 
Larger animals like cows are shot in the head with a bolt pistol. This device propels a metal bolt into the animal’s skill then quickly withdraws it (no bullets). Although the device is generally effective, perhaps five percent of the animals are not stunned to unconsciousness as the line moves by. (Dawn, 128) Some companies replace a large bolt with a smaller one, in the false belief that a living cow bleeds out faster; they don’t want the cow dead when it gets skinned. (Eisnitz, 28-29, 122-123)
In Europe, production lines move sixty animals per hour. American lines run at 400 animals per hour, so the rush may reduce the effectiveness of the stun plan. (Marcus, 46-47) A 1996 audit of 24 USDA inspected slaughterhouses found that only 30 percent met requirements by adequately stunning the cattle before slaughter. (Stull, 83) 
When an animal is not stunned, it fights for life, sometimes jumping off the hook and wounding workers. To prevent injuries, workers often stab or beat the animal to death to stop its kicking. Many workers become abusive both at work and at home from stress. As a meat union official said, “Animal abuse is so common that workers who’ve been in the industry for years get into a state of apathy about it.” (Eisnitz, 133) 
Pigs and poultry are stunned by electrocution. In Europe, chickens are dipped in water for a full body electric shock. In the United States, dipping would ‘take too long.’ Chickens are dragged over an electric pool of water where their heads usually touch it, and are jolted, not stunned. Companies intentionally keep the current very low, lest the jolt cause skin capillaries to burst and discolor the meat, or shatter the brittle bones of older birds. A European study showed that only 1/3 of jolted birds were “properly stunned.” (Eisnitz, 166, 166ff) Industry wants the heart of the chicken to continue beating because they wrongly believe that its blood will pump out faster if the bird is still alive during its dismemberment. (Marcus, 24-25) 
The problem for chickens or pigs if they are not fully stunned by the electrical bath is that they may still struggle during the throat cut. If they are alive when they reach the final stage, they are boiled alive in a vat to remove their feathers or skin. (Bauston, Battered, 53-54) An article in Gourmet magazine says that the chicken council allows up to two percent of chickens to reach the de-feathering vat alive, having missed the stun and the throat cut. That would be about 180 million chickens per year being boiled alive. Nothing legally can be done about this, because poultry (chickens and turkeys) are not considered “animals” under the Humane Slaughter Act. (Dawn, 129-130) Poultry were given special exemption by Congress. (Gross, in Deane-Drummond, 122-123) 
A growing method of chicken slaughter in Europe, called “controlled-atmosphere killing,” is one alternative. It basically means you suffocate the birds to death before starting the slaughterhouse process That means no struggling birds or live boiling deaths. The U.S. poultry industry has not shown any interest. (Stull, 79)
Even more ridiculous; the USDA classified rabbits as poultry in 2005 to protect rabbit providers from cruelty charges. (Eiznitz, 310) Why not just rubber-stamp all cruelty and reclassify cows and pigs as poultry? The USDA is immoral. It has become an industry-promoting government agency that promotes cruelty by direct and indirect means. 
Because poultry birds are exempt from all humane laws, the industry is self-policing. Animal-rightists and welfarists have been able to use negative publicity to push for change, with some success. 
Much of the practical work has been done by one fascinating person named Temple Grandin. She is autistic, and has overcome fears and difficulties to write books and study animal behavior in meat production. I have read two of her books and learned a great deal. Her basic theory is that animals view the world in much the same way that she does: as visual images rather than words and concepts. Grandin walks or crawls through animal chutes and barns and factories to see “what the animal sees.” Her insights have reduced stress and improved processes at many meat processing facilities. Half the cattle slaughtered in the United States are now handled with equipment she designed. (Stull, 81)
Some industries say that the reduced stress in cattle improves meat quality, and seek Grandin’s advice for improvements. (Pollan, Power, 103-104) Even industrialists give grudging praise to Temple Grandin. 

“Grandin also created a list of five acts of abuse that are ground for automatic failure of an audit: dragging a live animal with a chain, running cattle on top of each other on purpose, sticking prods and other objects into sensitive parts of animals, deliberately slamming gates on animals, and losing control and beating an animal. The efforts of Professor Grandin and other animal welfarists – and also, credit where credit is due, animal rights advocacy – have brought about changes in attitudes that have materially influenced the slaughterhouse industry.” (Smith, Rat, 212)

Critics, mainly vegetarians, view Grandin as nothing more than propaganda cover for carnivores who want to feel better about their cruel system. Scully says that many farms pay for consultants, then ignore everything said, yet advertise that they brought in the help. (Dominion, 281) That is probably true in many cases. But some farms are changing, in small increments. Any reduction in pain or fear in the animal life is a valuable improvement. If a good has been done, of course they should take credit for it. As Buckner wrote, “Animals doomed to slaughter should be slain by the least painful and the least protracted process of dying…” (250) Grandin has helped in that manner.
Although poultry facilities are exempt from humane treatment laws, they are subject to a multitude of regulations. Considering how much big business hates regulation, you might rightly wonder how such rules made it through our political system. This was also a mystery to me until I read books about the meat industry.
As a general rule, businesses hate rules, because they increase costs. However, costs are acceptable if they increase your corporate power. Trading money for power is acceptable. In a competitive market, you can drive competitors out of business by happily accepting small rules that your competition cannot afford! Tyson Foods and Smithfield Foods and Cargill, etc., may actually encourage new regulations when it kills their rivals. They pay lobbyists to contact lawmakers in support of such bureaucratic rules. 
Take this proposal, for example. The U.S. Department of Agriculture wants a National Animal Identification System. This means putting a tag or implant in every farm animal in our country. Each tag costs between $2 and $20. The idea is that the USDA can track an animal in case of disease. Small farmers hate the plan, big factory farms love it. Why? The proposal basically exempts factory farms!
 Since a factory farm never lets animals roam around, they can just put one NAIS tag on the barn to count for all 5000 animals inside. But the organic farmer who lets his animals walk outside has to have a tag on each animal! (Laufer, 17) Big business loves this, because it ensures that small farmers will go bankrupt trying to implement a new regulation. And how workable is the plan to have “trackable” meat? A Colorado State University study found that the average four-ounce burger patty contains tissue from 55 different cows; some patties had tissue from over 1000 animals! (Roberts, End, 180) 
Another kind of rule that factory farms love are post-production safety standards. They want no rules enforcing cleanliness, which they cannot perform. Factory farms are so dirty that their eggs and meat must be rinsed in harsh chemicals to remove feces. Getting the USDA to require chemical rinses on eggs and meat means that small farmers have to do the same, even though their eggs and meat are not dirty! (Hauter, 288) Some health department inspectors require chlorine rinses for eggs, even though chlorine seeps through permeable shells. As Joel Salatin summarizes, big agribusiness controls USDA government regulators, to keep small farmers from selling anything. (Folks, 327-330) USDA inspectors promote only the illusion of safety. (Genoways)
Search the resumes of Presidential appointees as Secretary of Agriculture. It seems to have started under Richard Nixon with the appointment of Ezra Taft Benson, a big meat operator. (Genoways; Imhoff, 369) His mantra was “Get Big or Get Out,” and he changed USDA policies to help industrial farming and hurt small farmers. Ronald Reagan, George Bush, Bill Clinton… they all appointed long-time agri-business owners. Hog farmers, meat packers, cattlemen, Tyson Foods, Monsanto, etc. (Dawn, 189; Leonard, 268; Salatin, Folks, 231) How much reform do you expect when the government appoints meat industry hacks to police the meat corporations?
A “downer” is an animal that cannot stand up when it reaches the slaughterhouse. Whether it is sick, or thirsty, or injured from transport, a downer is not supposed to be slaughtered for the human food system. About one percent of animal arrivals are “downers.” (Marcus, 56) Usually they are left to die, and receive no care. Some USDA veterinarians allow slaughterhouses to use downers if, over the course of a few days, anyone can make it stand up or it’s fever drops below 105 degrees: then it must be edible. (Eisnitz, 45) Most are “rendered”: put through meat grinders, turned into paste, and become animal food for pigs, cows, or chickens. (Dawn, 137) 
At hog farms, up to ten percent of the pigs die before they can be shipped. These are rendered, or dumped into open pits called “dead holes” to be eaten by buzzards. (Tietz, 118) The rendering business has grown rapidly because meat factories want to sell as many of the animal corpses as possible. The clever 1989 idea of feeding dead animals to live animals has brought a lot of money to the industry. (Rowe, Mad, 172) And perhaps new diseases, as well. It doesn’t help that slaughterhouses sometimes illegally sell intestines and bowels and feed and buckets of blood to Chinese restaurants out the back door. (Eisnitz, 144) No one is checking to see if those illegal sales came from diseased animals. 
It was the 2004 outbreak of “Mad Cow disease” or BSE that stopped slaughter-houses from using chains to drag downer cows into the factory for human food. (Marcus, 12) Since BSE has not yet appeared in pets, regulators presume that diseased cow brains are still okay for pet food. Mad Cow Disease occurs when a diseased cow brain is fed to another cow, or a human. (Linzey, Gospel, 105) It would never occur to industrialists to just stop using cow brains as food. In fact, the USDA encourages cannibalistic feeding practices. (Salatin, Folks, 227) Protein is good, in any form, they claim.

Horses are an anomaly in the slaughterhouse system because most Americans don’t want to eat horse meat, and yet horses are large animals with a lot of meat. Sometimes horse meat is legal, sometimes not. Many horse slaughterhouses have moved to the Mexican border. Unwanted horses have to go somewhere, and burying them is difficult. Horse meat is eaten in Eastern Europe and other countries, and it is regularly used in pet food. Race horses and pet horses are sold to plants for a small profit. Unscrupulous thieves steal horses from small farms at night and sell them for a quick profit at nearby horse factories. (Eisnitz, 109, 137-141)

One small piece of good news. After seeing lobsters being boiled alive in pots, a lawyer named Simon Buckhaven from the United Kingdom took action. He spent two years inventing the “Crustastun,” [playing on the word “crustacean,”] which shocks a lobster or crab so it does not die painfully in the pot. (King, Sarah, 71) 
We need more inventors to improve conditions in meat production systems!


Genetic Engineering and Confinement Production

Animal farmers used to manipulate births by keeping bulls away from cows except in late spring, so that calves would appear around February. Castration of excess bulls reduced overpopulation of a herd. (Anderson, Virginia, 87-88) That was the old style of domestication. 
Now we will talk about the changes seen in the last 150 years: the changes that enabled “factory farming” to work. The term “factory farming” was first seen in magazines in 1890, in the United States. (Imhoff, xiv) 
Roberts wrote that “Physically, food is so unsuited to mass production that we've had to reengineer our plants and livestock to make them more readily harvested and processed…” (End, xiv)

“Instead of changing the factory farm system to fit the physical and psychological needs (and limits) of animals, the livestock industry is developing animals that are permanently altered at the genetic level to better fit the CAFO system - redesigning the very biology of animals so they can become more ‘efficient’ production machines and thereby maximize industry profits.” (Hanson, 273)

The first step was to manipulate animals in physical ways to make them more machine-friendly so they could survive without sunlight and normal food, for cheaper production. Old style breeding techniques created friendlier and larger creatures, but the beasts still wanted to move around. They also had slow, natural, breeding seasons that interfered with the desire for year-round meat and eggs and milk. Artificial insemination, invented in the 1950s, enabled faster pregnancies and removed the need for natural, male and female breeding. (Niman, 197-198) 
In the old days, you let the hens sit on the eggs and raise the chicks. That takes weeks. Industrialists discovered in the 1870s that you could use a mechanical incubator, and then an automated feeder, to remove hens from the equation. The hens could get back to laying eggs without wasting time on chicks. (Niman, 42-43) 

“…modern turkeys, who through the use of intensive (’hybrid’) breeding techniques have been made incapable of sexual reproduction (the male is no longer physically capable of mounting the female). Females must be artificially inseminated en masse in an astonishingly violent process that has sometimes led the turkey industry to pursue exemptions from state anti-bestiality laws. Or we might think of today’s ‘hybrid’ methods of breeding chickens - used to produce more than 99 percent of chickens raised in the U.S. - which require the maintenance of specialized breeding flocks who carry a genetic mutation that, while conferring certain economic advantages, leaves birds incapable of experiencing satiety. This is the industry’s own conclusion, not an outside description by activists or critics. What kind of evil is involved in creating billions of animals incapable of copulation or experiencing even the modest comfort of a full stomach?” (Gross, Question, 135)

Time is money; space is expensive, and so is transportation. By penning up the animals you save space and can raise them close to the slaughter-houses or markets. With genetic engineering, and heavy doses of medicines, technology turned an animal into a food machine. 

[on modern hogs] “Genetically designed by machines, inseminated by machines, fed by machines, monitored, herded, electrocuted, stabbed, cleaned, cut, and packaged by machines – themselves treated like machines 'from birth to bacon' – these creatures, when eaten, have hardly ever been touched by human hands.” (Scully, Dominion, 29)

Factory farms, also called Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs), claim that strict confinement is for the good of the animals. They are kept in buildings from birth to death “to protect the health and welfare of the animal,” and that “makes it easier for farmers to care for both healthy and sick animals.” (Smith, Rat, 206) This is a bald-face lie! There is ZERO care of animals in a factory farm. They call the administering of anti-biotic laced foods, or providing water and climate control “health care.”
How could anyone care for animals when many pig farms have no humans present for 23 hours per day? (Niman, 100) The point of factory farms is reducing human labor costs by running everything by machinery. Robert F. Kennedy Jr. wrote that “Because the animals are fed and watered by computer and are given almost no husbandry, as few as two workers may tend an operation with ten thousand pigs. Conditions are so miserable that employees seldom endure these jobs for more than a few months.” (in Niman, xii)
 In reality, the only labor done by humans in these buildings is the manual removal of dead bodies. A normal death rate is factored in to the equations for stockholders. Scully says that “Industrial livestock farming operates on an economy of scale, presupposing a steady attrition rate. The usual comforting rejoinder we hear - that it’s in the interest of farmers to take good care of their animals - is false. Each day, in every confinement farm in America, you will find pens littered with dead or dying creatures discarded like trash.” (Fear, 24) Runts, too small for profitable slaughter, “are swung and then bashed headfirst onto the concrete floor. This standard practice used by mega-farm workers is called ‘thumping.’ (Eisnitz, 220)
 Bernard Rollin describes a company policy to kill any unfit animal by crushing its skull because the profit margin was too low to hire a vet. When the animal owner treated the animals himself, the company fired him. Even when a Canadian vet offered to splint a pig’s broken leg for free, he was refused. Policy was to leave her wounded until her pig-lets were weaned, then kill her. (Farm, 6, 9) 
The farmers are not wholly to blame, because they do not even OWN the animals! A majority of animal farmers have become ‘independent contractors’ who only own the land and the buildings; the agribusiness company provides the food and the baby animals. When a farmer finds unexplained animal deaths in his barn, he cannot even call a vet or send a corpse for testing without threat of lawsuit from the contractor lawyers! (Leonard, 43) The company doesn’t care if the animals die because the farmer works on commission; dead chickens or pigs just reduce his paycheck. The animal bodies are not his to test or treat; his job is only to raise the animals. 
One farmer told a university professor, “I don't raise hogs any more. I manufacture pork. That's my business and my buildings are like an assembly line at an automobile factory.” (Salatin, Holy, 90) 

“By the early 1960s, the independent chicken farmer, who raised his own birds and made his own decisions about how best to do it, had been transformed into a chicken grower who signed a contract to raise the company’s birds according to its specifications.” (Stull, 48) 

Genetic engineering is one of the ways that big corporations are able to make bigger profits while reducing the space alloted for each animal. Tyson hired specialized geneticists to breed pigs with less fat; thicker legs to support fatter bodies; and better reproduction rates. They wanted fatter, leaner, breeding machines. (Leonard, 157) Factory bred pigs now have so little fat that they cannot live outside: they haven’t enough fat to regulate their body temperatures. (Niman, 98) 
Personally, I find it strange that activists rail against GMOs, genetically modified organisms, in modern plant farming, while they have been eating genetically modified animals for decades. I don’t disagree with them; I just wonder why they haven’t noticed the GMO meat?
To accomplish the same with chickens, Tyson bought out Cobb-Vantress, which had invented a chicken that grew twice as fast. In 1925, it took fifteen weeks to raise a chicken to 2.2 pounds. In 1990, it took only 4 weeks, to get a five pound bird. Unfortunately, the chickens could no longer stand or walk because the skeleton couldn’t support the weight. (ibid., 108-109) That wasn’t important, since the birds would be kept in cages their whole lives. 

“Factory animal farms started to breed for genetic deformities in the 1970s. In an odd reversal of the master-race ideals of Nazis, who dreamed of weeding out the weak, corporate Dr. Frankensteins scoured flocks and herds of animals, millions of them, over years, looking for the misfits. Deformities that ranked highest on the Corporate Farming Most Wanted list including abnormally fast growth rate and feed conversion, large breasts, short legs, and stupidity - these were the traits that would help the bottom line. When they came across one of nature’s mistakes - say, a chicken so top-heavy with meat that it could barely walk - they pulled it from the flock, not to kill it in an effort to protect the group from bad genes, but to ensure that its abnormal genetics became part of the next year’s harvest.” (Martins, 37)
 
We aren’t engineering animals to be healthier, for their own good, but fatter, for the profits of stockholders. Side effects of genetic engineering include joint and leg problems in pigs and cattle; heart disease in chickens, and turkeys that cannot mate. (Linzey, Gospel, 101) Breeding male turkeys, toms, cannot successfully mate because both they and the females are too fat to touch sexual organs. Farmers have to milk semen from the toms and artificially impregnate the females. (Hawthorne, 17; Niman, 59)
Normal turkeys need 24 weeks to reach slaughter size. Industrial turkeys take only half the time. (Martins, 157) 
We kill broiler chickens at an early age now because they often die of heart attack by age nine weeks, due to their engineered high-metabolisms. (Marcus, 11) 
Industry seeks to remove stress problems in pigs by removing their ability to feel fear, and to better digest phosphorus so their poop is not so toxic in farm areas. (Lambin, 43). The first genetically engineered prototype they are calling “Enviropig.” (Hanson, 275) He is not alone. Wes Jackson mentions geneticists who propose removing the pig gene for eyes, since blind hogs would be less nervous and would gain weight faster. (Austin, Reclaiming, 95)
Some “crazed futurists” would like to make cows without legs (making milking simpler), and grow sheep meat in long Petri dishes, eliminating the animal altogether. (Eisenberg, 285) If we could grow meat in a lab, then there would be no cruelty, right?
Poultry producers are funding research to breed chickens without feathers, removing the boiling step of the slaughterhouse production line. Rather than improve the methods, we redesign the animals to suit the industry. (Scully, Religious, 17)  God didn’t make the animals fat enough, imply the factory farmers. Evans writes that accountants would say, “…to be fully efficient economically, the battery chicken needs redesigning. It hardly requires legs, wings or beaks…It simply has to be a body.” (23)
Once an industry creates an “improved” animal, they want to mass-produce it precisely. Cloning is the up and coming process for attempting to make exact copies of animals. In 2008, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reported that meat and dairy products from cloned animals are safe. In fact, they are SO safe that they can be commercially sold for us to eat. And to prevent any worries, the providers need not label the products as such. (Spector, 263) Defective cloned animals are supposed to be re-moved from the human food supply. They can be used for pet food and cosmetics and lipstick, though. There are documented cases of defective clones being sold to people, against the rules, however. (Hanson, 276; Spector, 270-271) Of course, it is illegal to suggest that there might be any danger in our modern American food system.
Genetics are not the only way to get animals to turn into money faster. Edward Abbey jokes:

“The cattlegrowing industry, like almost everything else, has been mechanized and automated. There was a time, and not so very long ago, when ranching was a way of life, and a good one. Now it is simply a component of the lab-to-market food-processing apparatus: you take a steer, drop a hormone tablet in his ear and step back quickly. The steer bloats up suddenly like a poisoned pup and you’ve got two hundred dollars worth of marbled beef on the hoof, waiting for the meat hook.” (Desert)

Abbey isn’t joking. A time-release capsule was injected into the ear of the animal. Although the European Union banned growth-promoting hormone implants, they were used almost universally in the United States in beef cattle. Rather than run tests for safety, U.S. regulators insist that they must be safe because no health problems in humans have been ‘proven.’ (Pollan, Power, 100) So now food industrialists need not prove a safe product, they need only discount any health problems claimed. It can be helpful to have government insiders promoting food safety!
Tyson Foods required their contractors to use the growth hormone Zylmax in cow feed in the last month of the animal’s life. “The animals blow up like muscled balloons,” though the meat quality deteriorates, with less tenderness and less fat marbling. Soon all of the other big cow companies used Zylmax, and cows got fat. But in 2013, Tyson suddenly, and without explanation, ordered Zylmax to be discontinued in their meats. (Leonard, 224-226) Hopefully there was no real problem, unannounced.
Antibiotics, a key discovery in the health of humans, were accidentally discovered to not only protect animals from disease, but also to fatten them up. (Horrigan, 255) Since factory farms are already a filthy business, it is a double win for the producers: antibiotics keep the animals alive in a dirty building, and fatten them simultaneously! 

“As one can easily imagine, a pig living in an industrial facility is also constantly stressed by its contaminated, intensely crowded surroundings. Twenty-four hours of every day the animal breathes and bathes in air laden with ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, dust, viruses, bacteria, and endotoxins. This takes a heavy toll on the pig's immune defenses, which are engaged in a never-ending battle just to keep the animal alive. For this reason, most pigs raised in industrial confinement are dosed daily with drugs in their feed or water. One USDA report estimated that 97 percent of hogs in finishing operations are continuously given antibiotics in their daily food or water.” (Niman, 98-99)

Imhoff says that the two big hog-raising states of Iowa and North Carolina use more antibiotics for their pigs than the entire USA uses for humans. (xv) Cows are not very susceptible to disease, but when their diets are switched from grass to corn and grain, they do get sick. They need antibiotics to survive the new diet. (Pollan, Power, 96) 
You may have heard of the new “super bugs” that are starting to kill people in hospitals? They are called super bugs because they have become immune to our modern antibiotics. Some germs can no longer be killed by our current medicines. These diseases mutate to survive, and have adapted to modern antibiotics. How? It is believed to be because they were over-prescribed and overused. If a majority of antibiotics are used in factory farms, it makes sense that bugs are developing immunities there. Human doctors have been tongue-lashed by the government to only prescribe antibiotics to people when absolutely necessary: to slow the mutations of super bugs. How about the farms? In 1977 the USDA promised that antibiotics would be removed from animal feed, but in 2011 they reneged and asked the meat industry to “voluntarily” reduce antibiotic use. (Hawthorne, 12) Attempts to force the meat industry to reduce antibiotic use have failed in Congress.

“The World Health Organization (WHO) and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) agree that the use of antimicrobials for livestock is an important cause of antibiotic resistance in food-borne illness and a substantial contributor to the emergence of antibiotic-resistant diseases in humans. … But efforts to restrict antimicrobial use in animal agriculture have thus far failed. Producers, industry groups, and the American Veterinary Medical Association have opposed federal restrictions, arguing that ‘broad bans are not based on science’…” (Stull 24)

In spite of the best hopes and research by industrialists, genetic engineering and chemicals cannot solve all of their factory farm problems with animals. 
Factory farms are specialists. They grow or raise only one exact product. In most of the animal industries that means that male animals are worth nothing. Actually, less than nothing, because it costs time and money to eliminate them. Broad Breasted White turkeys and White Leghorn laying hens are the industry favorites. (Niman, 59) Other breeds are becoming rare or even extinct. 
In the 1998 pork price crash, desperate farmers purportedly tossed live newborn pigs into manure pits to avoid the cost of raising them. (Niman, 94) A majority of breeding sows are kept in “gestation crates,” though some companies are feeling pressure to phase them out. (Dawn, 139) On traditional farms, pigs make nests to protect babies from being crushed under the huge mother. In factory farms that would take too much space, so to protect the piglets, a sow is completely immobilized in a narrow crate, unable to turn. (Marcus, 27-29) The industry claims that the pens are to ensure that each pig gets food and timid pigs aren’t left out at troughs. (Stull, 63) That does not explain the tiny size of the pens. A 300 to 700 pound sow lives its entire life in a barred cell less than five by two feet long and wide. She develops bedsores and wounds from rubbing against the bars. She cannot lay down because she might squash her offspring. (Niman, 101-103) Despite these confining precautions, newborn piglets suffer higher mortality rates than pigs on traditional farms. (Stull, 68) The pigs are allowed to stay with her for two to four weeks before they are taken to a new building for the next stage of growth. Then the sow is re-impregnated. (Hatkoff, 117; Bauston, Battered, 22) 
The average sow in a gestation crate lives only a few years, only 20% of a normal pig lifespan, before becoming salami. Gail Eisnitz asks, “Where is God for all of those sows? I've always believed there's a reason for everything. But what could possible be the reason for millions of sows spending their entire lives trapped in those crates?” (Niman, 103, 112) Tough question for us Christians to answer. Will you answer, “God wants us to eat; by whatever means necessary”? Or “that is not what God wants”? The Europeans outlawed such confinement years ago. A few U.S. states like Florida are doing the same. (Stull, 63)
As noted in chapter twelve, U.S. chicken hatcheries kill hundreds of millions of male chicks every year. Males don’t lay eggs nor do they usually grow to the plump size that females do. (Marcus, 16) In the United Kingdom about thirty million male chicks are gassed, suffocated, or chopped into feed before they are three days old. (Linzey, Gospel, 128) I must agree with Niman, that “I was baffled that anyone could consider a system 'progress' that throws away millions of newborn animals every year - one of every two live births.” (45) The breeds of chicken used for layers and broilers are different, and so the meat chicken producers don’t want the laying males even for meat. 
Dairy cows must be kept constantly pregnant to produce lots of milk. Calves are never left with mothers to feed; milk is too valuable. (Niman, 183) Female calves may become a new generation of milk cows. Male calves are killed to become veal or other products. Although veal has become unpopular: consumption has dropped from 4.2 pounds per American in 1960 to half a pound in 2001, the U.S. still kills one million veal calves per year. Veal calves are deliberately fed a diet without iron so that their flesh stays pink. (Marcus, 37-38) 
They are killed at sixteen weeks when they get too sick to walk. To hurry the process of growing veal calves, some veal producers used an illegal toxic drug called clenbuterol. Its residue can poison humans. The USDA knew from raids that it was being used and yet allowed clenbuterol calves to be sold to the public to protect the industry from “potential ruin.” (Eisnitz, 278) Ten percent of veal calves die before slaughter. (Dawn, 165) Vantassel uses the “fatted calf” of Luke 15:27 and the “stall-fed calf” of Proverbs 15:17 to downplay “the degradations of the alleged actions of modern veal manufacturing.” (171ff) 
Not that the dairy cows themselves live long. A normal cow lives about twenty years. A dairy cow usually lasts four or five years; when they cannot stand up, they are trucked to the abattoir. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 103-104)
Beef cattle can be male, so they are not killed at birth. To keep them from breeding, however, 19 million bulls become steers every year; they are castrated without anesthetic, though it would only cost 25 cents per cow, and take less than one minute. Beef cattle are allowed to live a normal life, grazing on grass, for about six months. Then they are trucked to a feedlot to live on corn and hormones, standing in manure, until slaughter. (Marcus, 42-44) Beef cattle used to live much longer, but by feeding them corn you can fatten them up and kill them in under a year. (Preece, 219) A century ago, steers were fattened for 4 or 5 years before slaughter. After World War Two, we could do it in under a year, and “baby beef” became the industry standard. (Stull, 38)
Because living in tight quarters with other animals is unnatural, the animals are highly stressed. To keep the creatures from killing each other, factory farms have to modify the animals. Male chicks in the broiler industry often scratch each other, so the chicks have one or two toes amputated to reduce fighting. (Hawthorne, 16) Laying hens have their beaks cut off so they do not peck each other to death in their cages. Broiler hens are not caged but live in a barn with twenty thousand other birds, having less than one square foot of space, each. (Marcus, 17, 23) De-beaking can cause severe pain and make it hard for them to eat. (Stull, 85) 
Laying hens used to live fifteen years, now less than one year. Laying hen production declines after she ages more than six months, and she is no longer worth the space. Broiler chickens last only two months. (Preece, 221; Stull, 51) 
For decades, industry struggled with the fact that chickens need Vitamin D to keep their bones growing, and sunlight is how the birds got it. By adding cod liver oil, or purified vitamin D to their food, industry could stuff the birds into buildings without sunlight.  This enabled cheap chicken to flood the market, and overcome the beef preference of of consumers. (Stull, 45-47) 
While states and the USDA don’t care about chickens, the public-relations wings of major fast-food restaurants do care, at least a little. Burger King, Denny’s, Carl’s Jr., Golden Corral, Hardee’s, Quiznos, and Subway “now serve cage-free eggs.” (Stull, 86) I am not sure if that means they exclusively use free-range chicken eggs, or they use some cage-free eggs and some not, or perhaps just let the chickens run around inside big barns (technically “cage-free”). You do have to watch the terminology, as it can be deceptive. Still, it is something.
Pig farmers cut off hog tails so they don’t bite them off from boredom or aggression This was banned in the European Union in 1991. (Niman, 109) Piglets have their teeth pulled out or filed down so they can’t bite. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 103) Young male bulls are often de-horned. Reducing population density would solve most aggression problems, but industry will not pay for more space when cheaply modifying an animal works well. 

“…a Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO)…The basic philosophy is to turn the farm into a mechanized system that needs as little labor and skill as possible to produce the greatest quantity of meat for the lowest cost…, in the logic of factory farms, the welfare of animals receives no intrinsic consideration. The only reason to halt or lessen cruel treatment of animals is if the degree of mistreatment leads to an increase in cost of the end product. If the pigs are stuffed so close together that some are regularly smothered, just toss the dead ones into a dumpster. If disease breaks out, give them antibiotics to stave off the illness until the upcoming slaughter. If a pregnant sow has a broken leg, leave her in pain until the piglets are born, then kill her because mending her leg is not cost effective. Are the pigs so crowded, hungry, and stressed that they start chewing on each other's tails? Dock their tails and grind down their teeth - without using anesthetics. Worried that a sow might smother her piglets when she rolls over in her sleep because her space is too small? Rather than give her more space, make her completely immobile by putting her in a metal crate for months, perhaps even strap her down to the floor, that way she cannot roll over at all. Although giving more room to her and her piglets would reduce their suffering, such a move adds to costs and cuts into profits.” (Berkman, Addicted, 127-128)

If you review my list of biblical principles of kindness and cruelty in chapter eleven, you will see that factory farming is unkind and cruel in every possible way. I have to agree with Matthew Scully that “Devils charged with designing a farm could hardly have made it more severe,” and “With no laws to stop it, moral concern surrendered entirely to economic calculation, leaving no limit to the punishments that factory farmers could inflict to keep costs down and profits up.” (Religious, 17, 12) 
Malcolm Muggeridge was asked about factory farming. He replied, “How is it possible to look for God and sing his praises while insulting and degrading his creatures? If, as I had thought, all lambs are the Agnus Dei, then to deprive the of light and the field and their joyous frisking and the sky is the worst kind of blasphemy.” (Scully, Religious, 18)
Directly opposing Scully’s view, that we should pay more for meat where animals are treated well, the industrialist ‘Christian’ Wesley J. Smith says “I’m sorry, that just isn't adequate. Access to nutritious, inexpensive food is a great benefit to people on limited budgets. Thus, although CAFOs clearly do not provide animals with an optimal environment, they do promote a substantial human good by bringing affordable meat to hundreds of millions of people. This may be sufficient to justify CAFOs as they currently exist...” (Rat, 210)
How is that for a Christian view? Animals in harm farms do not live in “an optimal environment,” but since the meat is affordable, that justifies any harms in the status quo. That is not even close to a Christian argument, that is a wholly economic utilitarian argument! 
The Scriptures teach that we owe domestic animals these three things, as a minimum level of care: food and water, rest, and protection from harms. How are CAFOs doing?
They provide food and water, but the food is NOT healthy. The animals are fed whatever hormones, chemicals, and ground up offal from other dead creatures that are cheapest to the company. 
An animal in a factory farm NEVER has rest. Perhaps when exhausted it can sleep, but it will never have a quiet sleep of contentment, surrounded by countless other animals in crowded barns. It will never have a Sabbath. God ordered humans and their animals to take one day a week to rest, free of normal cares. Morons may suggest that animals always rest because they never have “work” to do. Never leaving the same room, deprived of sun and fresh air: that is imprisonment, not rest. 

“A chicken likes to take a sunbath. She will roll onto her side, extend one wing, exposing it to the sun, then roll over onto her other side and do the same. This clearly gives her enormous pleasure. It is natural behavior. A chicken evolved to do this. A chicken who never sees the sun cannot be said to be happy because she cannot engage in behavior she was meant to perform. … Nobody can be happy who does not live according to the dictates of his or her nature.” (Masson, Pig, 205)

“The Sabbath Day was granted to all, and Rashi comments that even domestic creatures at least on that day, must not be enclosed but shall be free to graze and enjoy the work of creation. If now they are incarcerated in darkened containers seven days and seven nights each week for the entire period of their lives; if they see neither the luminaries of heaven nor experience the sweet smell and the taste of the pastures, has not the most sacred Sabbath Law been flagrantly violated, and can the flesh of their bodies be kosher?” (Pick, 111)

An animal in a factory farm is NEVER protected from harms because the owners require harms. The harm of overcrowding, the harm of de-beaking or de-horning or tail docking or teeth pulling or toe amputation… that is not protection, that is actual harm done to prevent potential harm caused by the owner’s own greed! Industrialists comfort themselves by saying they protect all their animals from inclement weather, snakes and raptors by housing them in barns. They should pray that God does not reward their generosity with similar barns in the eternal future!

“The automated, institutionalized, routine destruction of billions of creatures every year, for food, for profit, for science and for sport, raises the question whether Christians have lost their grasp of the reality of evil. Animal rights constitute a spiritual struggle against the forces of cruelty and death.” (Linzey, Gospel, 15)

A British group called the Farm Animal Welfare Council has five ingredients for farm animal welfare, similar to my three. Freedom from thirst, hunger and malnutrition; freedom from discomfort; freedom from pain, injury and disease; freedom to express normal behavior; and freedom from fear and distress. Veterinary surgeon David Williams compares this list of freedoms to Psalm 23. Needs are met, in an appropriate environment, with sufficient food and water, and protection even at the hour of death. “The shepherd's rod and staff (which could quite easily be seen as agents of domination) are comforting guides showing how dominion, properly executed, is beneficial for the animal. Surely goodness and mercy will follow the animal properly cared for throughout its life. Here is a paradigm of good animal welfare practice in Old Testament times, in Jesus' day and today.” (Bauckham, Bible, 138)
In contrast, Ezekiel chapter 34 is a harsh condemnation of human “shepherds” who exploit sheep rather than caring for them. Read the chapter and consider how factory farming would fit in with the doomed shepherds.

Ezekiel 34:1-4, “The Lord’s word came to me: Human one prophesy against Israel’s shepherds. Prophesy and say to them, The Lord God proclaims to the shepherds: Doom to Israel’s shepherds who tended themselves! Shouldn’t shepherds tend the flock? You drink the milk, you wear the wool, and you slaughter the fat animals, but you don’t tend the flock. You don’t strengthen the weak, heal the sick, bind up the injured, brink back the strays, or seek out the lost; but instead you use force to rule them with injustice.”

Of course this is an allegory about rulers of the country who harmed its people. Yet it clearly contains principles of conduct for both animals and humans. Industrial animal operations take every scrap of profit without practicing any veterinary care or mercy; they abuse workers, animals, and consumers by political, financial, and legal lawlessness. And if anyone gets sick eating their “industrial fecal farm fare,” the consumer just didn’t cook it long enough! (Salatin, Holy, xix)

Food, Pollution and Disease from Factory Farms
 
One of the biggest costs for a factory farm is the food needed to grow the animals. In the 1940s, chicken growers realized they could recycle chicken poop as feed. By the 1960s, pigs and cattle joined the fecal menu. 

“Yet another unsavory ingredient that began making its way into feedlot rations around this time was poop of all stripes: cattle poop, chicken poop, and pig poop. Even though cattle on the range studiously avoid eating any kind of manure if possible, agribusiness researchers came to regard all kinds of poop as acceptable cattle feed (and poultry and pig feed, too). … As in poultry and pork, the beef industry's obsession with lowering production costs has turned out to have many unintended (albeit foreseeable) negative consequences.” (Niman, 50, 151) 

Noah Sanders, a Christian, rejects such food. 

“...I have a brochure from our state extension service detailing the benefits of feeding chicken manure to beef cattle. If the way God designed things to work was 'good' then violating His design and doing something like feeding cows chicken manure is obviously not good! So in order to honor the natural diet of each animal we need to try to determine what their natural diet is. Then we can try to find ways to most closely copy that in our methods. We don't just want something that 'works.' We want to feed our animals in a way that best glorifies God's design.” (86)

Industrialists do not care what God planned for an animal to eat. Only the feed-to-weight ratio matters: the cheapest food to produce the highest weight of meat. In reality, the cheapest way to feed cows and sheep is with grazed grass, their favorite natural food. (Berry, Wendell, 51) Factory farms cannot work with grass because that requires lots of land, and workers to move the herds.  

“For cows, sheep, and other grazers have the unique ability to convert grass - which single-stomached creatures like us can’t digest - into high-quality protein. They can do this because they possess a rumen, a 45-gallon fermentation tank in which a resident population of bacteria turns grass into metabolically useful organic acids and protein. This is an excellent system for all concerned: for the grasses, for the animals, and for us. What’s more, growing meat on grass can make superb ecological sense: so long as the rancher practices rotational grazing, it is a sustainable, solar-powered system for producing food on land too arid or hilly to grow anything else. So if this system is so ideal, why is it that my cow hasn’t tasted a blade of grass since October? Speed, in a word. Cows raised on grass simply take longer to reach slaughter weigh than cows raised on a richer diet, and the modern meat industry has devoted itself to shortening a beef calf’s alloted time on Earth.” (Pollan, Power, 94)

Michael Pollan, famous for writing about food, decided to follow a cow of his own (Number 534) from birth to death through the modern cattle system. He discovered how cow food has changed, to become dominated by grain and corn. “We have come to think of ‘corn-fed’ as some kind of old-fashioned virtue; we shouldn’t. Granted, a corn-fed cow develops well-marbled flesh, giving it a taste and texture American consumers have learned to like. Yet this meat is demonstrably less healthy to eat…”
Joel Salatin points out that herbivores would not need any grain or corn if we were farming by pasture, on grass; or letting pigs and chickens roam and scavenge as they used to. (Folks, 33) Beef cattle are now consuming half of the world’s wheat, and most of its corn, and most of its soybeans! (Ellen Davis, 99; Austin, Reclaiming, 102-104) This is only possible because of US food subsidies and short-term greedy economics. (Wendell Berry, xvi, 13)
Animal rightists attack beef as “the most resource intensive food,” talking about “carbon-footprints” and etc. That is because of the industrialist system uses feedlots, corn and grain and transportation. In the grazing system, Niman shows that beef cattle is an environment-friendly system. “It requires no plowing, no planting, no watering, no fertilizers, no herbicides, no pesticides, and it doesn’t even have to be harvested, dried, or transported. In other words, their food can be produced without any contribution to erosion, global warming, or pollution. Neither we humans, nor poultry, nor pigs can live off grass, rendering cattle invaluable intermediaries between natural, indigestible vegetation and human beings.” (143) Cattle are not the cause of desertification and land degradation, according to a 1998 United Nations report. Proper grazing and natural cow fertilization truly improve the soil and plants. (ibid., 140-141)
Why is the modern animal system a major problem? Halteman explains:

“… let's look at how the system works. To feed the 56 billion land animals slaughtered annually for food requires a lot of grain; recent estimates put the figure at around 670 million tons. To grow this much grain requires a lot of pesticide, some 22 billion pounds of it, in fact, just to feed the animals farmed in the United States alone. To feed this many animals this much grain requires intensive confinement of the animals so that they can be machine fed and watered. Intensive confinement, however, leads to high risk of epidemic disease among confined populations, thus requiring that feed be mixed with high dosages of antibiotic, antifungal, and antiparasitic drugs (more than 50 percent of the world's available supply of antimicrobials) to combat the risk of crippling losses due to widespread disease. When tens of billions of animals eat hundreds of millions of tons of pesticide-laden, antibiotic-laced grain, they produce trillions of pounds of pesticide-laden, antibiotic-laced manure (an estimated 3.3 trillion pounds per year in the United States alone). And when this manure inevitably finds its way back onto our arable land as fertilizer and into our waterways as runoff, it deposits toxic chemicals, heavy metals, antibiotics, and harmful bacteria right back into our food system, causing foodborne and waterborne illness and increased risk for any number of diseases. All of this, and we haven't even mentioned the potentially epidemic and pandemic diseases for which intensive animal farms are the breeding ground…” (24-25)

Pigs and chickens housed in crowded barns produce a great deal of heat and manure. Huge fans are used at the ends of each barn to suck in fresh air and pump out polluted air. The fans have to run 24 hours a day on hot days. If there is a power outage, even for a few minutes, animals could die. (Niman, 8) The average poultry farm in Arkansas has 274,839 birds, so you hope that these facilities have consistent power systems. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 100) 
How much manure do food animals produce? In 1997, when the meat system was smaller, the Senate Agriculture Committee reported that our animals produced 1.3 billion tons of waste: 130 times more than our people! (Ellen Davis, 99) A chicken poops half a pound for every pound of weight it gains. A steer produces 27 pounds of waste each day.  But pigs are the real poopers. In a year, the average hog generates 1.5 tons of solid manure and 5,270 gallons of liquid manure, 2.5 times more than the average human. (Stull, 36, 170) 
The hog farms have tried a number of devious tactics to escape penalties or responsibility for all the poop. Because the federal government defines a CAFO as having over 2,500 hogs in a building, you just design buildings to hold only 2,450 pigs. That lets you avoid federal waste-discharge regulations. (Stull, 174) Then you use a technicality to haul a lot of poop to open fields, by putting one cow in the field. It is legal to spread manure on grazing fields, for cattle. One cow makes it a grazing field. So you can dump or spray tons of the crap and call it normal fertilization. (Niman, 160) 
Even that didn’t solve the problem. There is just too much of it.

“The industry’s solution to this problem has been to pump manure slurry from underneath confinement facilities and store it in waste lagoons…Lagoons threaten ground water and the odor they produce affects the health of those who work and live nearby….” 

As mentioned earlier, North Carolina was snookered by agri-business. Recently the government wised up and put a moratorium on building new poop lagoons. Bad weather and floods caused feces lagoons to overflow and wash into rivers and streams, killing fish and stinking up the state. (Leonard, 151)  Smithfield CEO Joseph W. Luter, III, called “Luter the Polluter” by critics, found his company convicted in federal court and fined for not just the pollution, but falsifying records to cover it up. (Eisnitz, 160; Tietz, 120)  So Smithfield is simply moving facilities to other states and countries, where piss lagoons are unknown and unlegislated. (Stull, 69-71) Countries like Romania.

“Romanian peasants had been raising hogs on the land for hundreds of years. Small farmers produced 75 percent of the country’s pork. Then Smithfield established itself and began extinguishing household farms at an average rate of 100,000 per year. Within five years of the company’s arrival, 90 percent of the independent hog market was gone, and Smithfield was Romania’s largest pork producer. Its facilities foul Romanian air, water, and soil. Residents shut their windows and doors against the smell.” (Tietz, 124)

The problem is not just the vast amount of poop and urine; it is the local concentration of it. Vast factory farms produce vast local waste. Sometimes whole herds of pigs can drown in their own manure when the flush systems stop working. (Niman, 113) On a traditional farm, animal waste is a great blessing, acting as fertilizer and building up “bio-mass” to restore barren ground. 
You might wonder why God created pigs and cows to be so inefficient in converting food to fat. Why should they dump so much waste on the ground? Joel Salatin answers:

“The more we try to trick, shortcut, of adulterate these processes, the less productive and efficient nature will be. So on our farm, we do large-scale composting. … Every cow is dropping fifty pounds of nutrients out her back end every day. I've always thought surely this is the ultimate perpetual motion machine (not that a cow is a machine, mind you, but the phrase is too common to adulterate): she eats twenty-eight pounds of hay in one end and gives me fifty pounds of goodies out the other end. Of course, she also drinks seventy pounds of water, and much of the fifty pounds out the back end is nutrient-dense liquid. But in any case, she's pretty efficient at recycling. … We want to hold these nutrients in stable suspension until the soil life awakens and can eat again. But how do we do that? We do it with deep bedding, also known as a manure pack. Using available sawdust, chips, leaves, old hay, and other sources of carbon – even occasionally peanut hulls – we bed down the cows enough to absorb all these nutrients. This carbonaceous diaper holds the nutrients, never freezes due to the anaerobic fermentation going on, and stays a warm and inviting lounge area. As we build it, we add whole shelled corn, which the cows tromp in with their hooves. It ferments. In the spring, this pack may be three or four feet deep. When the cows come out to begin grazing again, we put in the pigaerators. Seeking the fermented corn, the pigs aerate the pile, turning it into aerobic compost. This takes no petroleum or machinery. The animals do all the work. We spread it on the fields in the spring, after the soil community has reawakened to the new season, and these microbes gobble down the compost nutrients and grow more biomass through photosynthetic activity. This has been the heart and soul of our fertility program for decades. Composting, along with intensive pasture management using herbivores and electric fencing, has gradually taken our weedy and barren fields to arguably the most productive in the county.” (Folks, 135-136)

This is the norm, not the exception: God’s design for creation works very well. Human design fails miserably. Farms are supposed to have various animals and various crops, and human stewards, working together to make food and improve the soil. Factory farms choose one animal and screw up the whole ecosystem. “Instead of the manure being a blessing, it becomes a hazardous waste…” (ibid., 211)
In a 1999 book Altering Eden, Deborah Cadbury claims that meat-production chemicals including artificial estrogens are causing abnormalities in first-world nations among people and animals. This is a form of pollution that is not screened out by water treatment plants and so gets into lakes and rivers and then our water supplies. In the United Kingdom, this information was known to the government but labeled confidential and kept secret for decades. You have to wonder if we aren’t seeing that kind of cover-up here in the United States as well.
By calling themselves “farms,” agribusiness convinced states and cities that only good would come of having factory farms all around. States even waived pollution permits and offered tax incentives for big companies to build there. Even though a single pig farm can produces more sewage than a big city, the farms do no sewage treatment. As hog farms pooped up; sorry, popped up, all over North Carolina, a North Carolina State University study found that 84% of the increase in airborne ammonia was from hog farms. (Niman, 65, 28-29, 17) An Iowa State University study found that just two chicken houses in western Kentucky emitted more than 10 tons of ammonia per year, enough to cause respiratory harm in humans. (Stull, 173) 
“...the most serious way any of us contribute to greenhouse gas emissions is by supporting factory farms. Consider that livestock operations contribute 18 percent of all human-caused greenhouse gas emissions. This is more than the emissions of all the ships, planes, and automobiles – in the entire world – combined.” (Camosy, 92)

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., wrote: 

“The big integrators could not produce porkchops or bacon cheaper than traditional family farmers unless they got around environmental laws. Since the industry produced far more waste than it could profitably dispose of, its entire business plan was based on its capacity to illegally dump industrial scale quantities of raw animal waste and toxic chemicals into the nation's waters and air and get away with it! … With the exception of coal mining's mountaintop removal, no other industry in America's modern history has gotten away with systematic pollution of this magnitude” (Niman, Introduction)

“Family farms are replaced by stinking factories, manned by a miniscule and itinerate workforce paid slave wages for performing some of the most unpleasant and dangerous jobs in America. The market dominance by corporate meat factories is not build on greater efficiencies but on the ability to pollute and get away with it. The whole illegal system runs on massive political contributions by billionaire agri-culture barons who must evade laws that prohibit Americans from polluting our air and water. They rely on this political clout to undermine the market, reap huge government subsidies, and pollute. If existing environmental laws were enforced against them, these multinationals simply couldn’t compete in the marketplace with traditional family farmers.” (ibid., 203-204)

After studying factory farms and slaughterhouses, I have concluded that we should call the U.S. industrial meat industry a “parasitic business model.” From Tyson to Smith-field to Hormel, their profits are based on lowering costs by exploiting humans, animals, and communities to cover their own costs. That is what parasites do. Like a leech, they latch on, suck out the nutrients, then find another host. John Ikerd argues that the “celebrated high output of industrial agriculture is by definition, ‘short run’ because it is ‘supported by the extraction and exploitation of both the natural and human resources upon which its long run productivity inevitably depends.’” (Roberts, End, 221)
By calling themselves farms, these industrial giants get tax incentives and grain subsidies (Imhoff, xvi) By promising jobs to local communities, they get tax breaks and environmental waivers. So why be surprised if they can sell meat more cheaply than the local farmer? You subsidize agribusiness with your taxes and the USDA’s regulatory help. Agribusiness “externalizes” costs to the community: taxpayers pick up the tab.  (Rollin, Farm, 12)
University sociologists and researchers did a thirty-year study of towns were meat processing plants were built, to see how things worked. I will cite and comment on this interesting book called Slaughterhouse Blues by Don Stull and Michael Broadway in the next several paragraphs. 
X Meat company finds a small town with high unemployment. They see if land is cheap, animal food sources are nearby, and if the local city council will offer some incentives to bring a factory to town.  Send media propagandists to promote all of the jobs and tax revenues the factory might bring in. Build fast, and bring in thousands of immigrants and refugees who work cheap and work hard. If a union tries to form, break it. (41)
Rather than bringing any semblance of prosperity to the town, the new dynamics create conflict. Locals cannot afford to live on that meager hourly salary, and so few jobs are taken by the locals. The immigrant workers live below the poverty line, and often do not speak English. (Leonard, 212) They must live in cheap rental housing; often dozens share a building. There are not enough doctors around, so any small injury takes them to the hospital emergency room. With no health insurance, they are either turned away or treated for free. Church groups and charities try to help with food and housing, thus unwittingly subsidizing the X Meat company in paying low wages. (Stull, 143, 100)
“Labor had gotten so cheap in rural America that Tyson found that it was more profitable to hire more workers than buy expensive machines for its slaughterhouses.” (Leonard, 312)

“Beefpacking has created a different type of boomtown on the High Plains. With their high turnover, minimal benefits, dangerous working conditions, and low wages, these plants have created few jobs for local people. Instead, the packers target immigrants and refugees. In packinghouse towns, wage levels fall and communities face rising tides of impoverished residents. These ‘booms’ produce dramatic surges in demand for social, educational and health services, while taxpayers and voluntary organizations bear the financial costs associated with these developments. And permanent residents bear the social costs.” (Stull, 145-6)

What about local farmers who raise the cattle, hogs, or chickens? Don’t they make money? 
Agri-business makes money for stockholders, not local farmers. Now that four companies [Tyson, JBS, Cargill, and National] own the vast majority of all animals and slaughterhouses, local farmers have little choice but to sell to them. (Stull, 18) Wendell Berry writes that “The factory farm, rather than serving the farm family and the local community, is an economic siphon, sucking value out of the local landscape and the local community into distant bank accounts.” (15)
Supermarkets work on contracts with the big four. Small farmers cannot sell unless they contract to sell for one of the big meat companies. That used to be called “mono-poly.” (202) The USDA rarely opposes a merger; viewing the CAFO as the best way to keep food cheap. 
In 1919, more than half of Americans lived in the country and 33% worked in agri-culture. In 2009, only 16% of Americans lived in rural areas, and less than 2% work in agriculture. (13) 86% of the beef industry, 64% of pork, 56% of chicken, and 51% of turkey, is controlled by four agribusiness giants. (Niman, 241-242)
So the local farmer can get big guaranteed loans to build a factory barn for raising hogs or chickens. He signs a contract with X Meat company to raise their animals with their food in his barn and get paid for it. But the contract does not guarantee a price. The price is a secret formula by the company, like Tyson, based on factors like average weight, health, food used, and his competitors success. Only the farmers who meet the secret formula get good prices. The rest get very little. Thus, more than 71% of poultry farmers earn “below poverty-level wages.” (60) 
More than 88% of hog farmers lived under contracts in 2008 (it was under 5% in the early 1980s). (15) If the farmer has a few low paying flocks or herds, he declares bankruptcy and the Farm Service Agency bails the bank and the agribusiness out of any losses. (Leonard, 139-141) As Congress says, “we have to protect our farmers!” But the farmers are not being protected, only banks and Harm Farms are protected. In 1994 tax-payers spent about 8 billion dollars for farm subsidies. In 1999 in was 21.5 billion dollars. (ibid, 165-166) 
But these are just generalities. Let’s talk turkey! (naming names)
I will just focus on Tyson Foods because the book The Meat Racket by Christopher Leonard focused on them, and also because, for awhile, Tyson was run by a Christian.
 If you want the Spam on Hormel, try The Chain by Ted Genoways. The first version of Hormel was a good company, operating on godly principles, and treating its workforce fairly. When the owner died in the 1970s, and the stockholders took over, Hormel became demonic like the rest of the industry. Doubtless there are many sources like these, unnoticed by the public because they are so emotionally painful to read. But now, back to Tyson, citing Leonard. 
The first Tyson ran a small business driving chickens to markets during the Depress-ion. He was very conservative and the company grew slowly, but he recognized that “vertical integration” was key to profits. The idea was to own every aspect of production so you make money in every segment. Own the birds, own the buildings, own the trucks, own the butchers, etc. It worked and grew. Over the years, the Tyson family learned legal tricks to earn more money. You can avoid taxes by using two sets of books and a “cash-basis loophole” by saying chicken inventory has no value, and claiming losses in food and fuel. They avoided paying minimum wage because they called themselves a farm not a factory. Even when the government sued, Tyson won the case. (73, 83) 
Similarly, when the feds tried to stop their monopolistic mergers and price fixing, Tyson won in court by saying they were a poultry farm not a meat-packer. Apparently farms are exempt from many laws where industries are not. Having good lawyers can save a lot of money! (84-85) In 1980 there were 667,000 hog farms with about 100 hogs each, in the United States. Now there are less than 50,000 hog farms and they average over 1,170 hogs each. (Roberts, End, 72)
Tyson really grew when they convinced McDonald's, Wendy’s, and Burger King to put cheap chicken products on their menus. (92) When labor turned about to be a big expense, Tyson came up with the independent contractor model. Pay someone else to raise the animals, but keep ownership of the animals and the feed. Encourage local banks and federal loans to let the contractor build the barns. Lock them into contracts and control the farmers by any means necessary. 
Company inspectors arrived at farms unannounced and were ordered to leave notes demanding upgrades in labor or facilities in every letter. These “field technicians” had to leave an evidentiary paper trail of “violations” so that Tyson could dump the farmer at any time, if necessary. (103) If the farmer complained, or if the market took a dive, the company could protect itself by easily dropping any farms desired. A paper trail showing a history of problems protected Tyson from lawsuits, even if there were no actual problems on the farms. 
Another way to control costs was with the “tournament” system where prices were based on secret formulas and competitors always kept anonymous. Tyson claims this competitive system encourages farmers to buy new equipment and upgrade processes for money savings. In reality, the system is so secret that they might just be rewarding friends and family with bigger paychecks; there is no way to know. Every letter is marked “Confidential and Proprietary” and even the lawyers have no idea how Tyson decides who wins and who loses. (115-117, 132) 
At any rate, in 1980 a hog farmer got about 50 cents for every dollar of pork sold. By 2009 he got under a quarter for every dollar. (204) Sounds like a system that rewards the middleman and kills the farmer, to me! As one cattleman opined, “If you crawl in bed with a rattlesnake and think you ain’t gonna get bit, they you’re pretty stupid.” (211)
By methods fowl [sic] and fair, Tyson became a giant meat company. With close friends like President Bill Clinton, who spoke at the elder Tyson’s funeral, the company is practically bullet-proof, politically. They branched out from chicken into pigs and beef also. They make tens of billions of dollars a year. (231, 310-311, 150) 
For a short time, perhaps, Tyson had an opportunity to move its hyper-capitalistic business model (make money at the expense of everyone else) back to a model of decency. When the eldest Tyson died, he surprised everyone by naming his son Johnny Tyson to take over. Johnny had been an alcoholic and avoided the family business, but became a Christian and wanted to move Tyson in a new direction. 
Everyone in upper management panicked, not knowing what he might do. The only particularly religious proposal I could find, is that Johnny wanted to put clergy members in every slaughterhouse to help the workers. A coalition of managers and other relatives maneuvered behind the scenes to oust Johnny Tyson before he could do any damage; he was forced to resign. (177) 
I wonder what might have happened if the light of God had been allowed to creep into those hellholes?
In a capitalistic “market economy,” for the most part, the market does determine dominance. In the case of the meat industry, that is not truly the case, because our government subsidizes their feed, oil prices, and regulators permit unacceptable violations of humans and the environment at their bidding. Thus, they are not dominant solely because consumers buy their food. Consumers buy their food because there is practically no competition.
President Obama was the first President in decades to attempt to challenge the big meat industry. While campaigning in Iowa, he heard from many farmers being run out of business, and promised to help. He appointed Tom Vilsack, governor of Iowa, as Secretary of Agriculture, and wanted change. Before any proposed changes were even pro-posed, USDA underlings had leaked information to the Big Four meat companies. The draft proposals panicked them. 
They sent millions of dollars in campaign donations and advertising to threaten any senators or congressmen who might support reforms. (Leonard, 12)  The basic theme was that Obama wanted to kill “the free enterprise system” with “regulations.” (246-247) Advertisements warned people that future rules “include agricultural provisions that would force a radical restructuring of industry, would limit farmers’ ability to partner with processors, and would establish an unprecedented invasion of privacy by the federal government into farmers’ business practices.” (251) Wave that flag! Limiting contracts! Invasion of privacy! 
Congressional committees called in Vilsack to threaten the Department of Agriculture even before any regulations had been conceived. It was a pre-emptive strike, and it worked very well. The USDA realized it could not win. The rule eventually obtained, and acceptable to the industry, the 2011 FDA Food Safety Modernization Act, was for “voluntary recalls” of any big cases of “tainted meat.” (Stull, 189) Not legally binding, just a suggestion that tainted meat might need to be recalled, once in awhile…
 The surrender by Vilsack at the federal level meant that states would have to write their own laws if they wanted any. Few state lawmakers are up for that level of fighting. (Leonard, 255) 
Marvel at the utter impotence of our government even at the federal level. We might threaten foreign nations for various misdeeds, but we can’t even propose a rule on the meat industry without a constitutional crisis! That tells me we have a very big problem. 

Health

How do these industrial farms affect human health? I am not talking about the poor workers who sustain injuries, but you and me, who eat the meat of ‘the poisoned tree,’ to use a lawyer analogy. 
Diseases are a complicated thing, and I am not a doctor. All I can do is tell you what various sources say. Meat can transmit dangerous or deadly diseases at times. Much of the growth in the science of pharmaceuticals has been done by industry to keep their hapless genetically-engineered animals alive long enough to carve up for our consumption. (Salatin, Folks, 214)
It must be a coincidence that meat-transmitted diseases became a major problem in the United States when the USDA decided, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, that the meat industry could be trusted to police itself, and that fewer inspectors were needed. (Eisnitz, 161) And the few remaining inspectors learned that fecal contamination was no longer relevant. Before 1978, USDA inspectors had to condemn any bird with fecal matter inside its body cavity. After 1978, the USDA said that feces are only “a cosmetic blemish” and let the birds continue down the line for us to eat. (ibid., 167) In fact, the old rule of allowing zero defects in a meat animal on the production line was slightly changed. To thirty-five allowable defects per carcass. (ibid., 180)
Unfortunately for humans, pathogens like E. Coli and Salmonella live in the intestines of cattle and poultry. So leaving the poop inside the animals that become our food caused major problems. (Eisnitz, 39) Deaths from food poisoning more than quadrupled in the years between 1984 and 1994. 
In 1993 one incident shook things up a bit. Seven hundred people got very sick in Seattle from one Jack-in-the-Box restaurant under-cooking their hamburgers. (ibid., 158-159) The USDA took swift and effective action.
They warned the public to cook meat longer. Rare meat might sicken you! 
No industry changes. No new inspections or inspectors. Just tell stupid consumers to blacken their burgers and everything will be fine.

“For a highly acclaimed series that ran in the Atlanta Journal Constitution, reporter Scott Bronstein conducted interviews with eighty-four USDA poultry inspectors from thirty-seven plants, many of whom voiced the extreme frustration they experienced in trying to enforce the law. Every week, Bronstein wrote, millions of chickens ‘leaking yellow pus, stained by green feces, contaminated by harmful bacteria, or marred by lung and heart infections, cancerous tumors, or skin conditions are shipped for sale to consumers.’” (Eisnitz, 171)

President Bill Clinton, friend of the Tyson family, made sure that the USDA took good care of meat producers in the 1980s. Former USDA microbiologist Gerald Duester shared his confidence in the new inspection system. “At the end of the line, the birds are no cleaner than if they had been dipped in a toilet.” (Eisnitz, 168-169)
That is not to say that meat-borne sickness is inevitable. One USDA microbiologist discovered that E. Coli 0157 is only common in beef cows because of the corn diet. If you switched the cow diet from corn to hay just a few days before slaughter, as much as 70% of the E. Coli. would leave the cow’s system! Such a simple solution! The cattle industry rejected that suggestion as “wildly impractical.” (Pollan, Power, 102; Roberts, End, 183-184) 
Yes, the big industrial meat conglomerates would rather leave consumers more susceptible to painful disease and death rather than truck in some hay for the steers. They really care about us. And their animals. And workers. 
In May, 2013, the USDA Office of the Inspector General (OIG) studied swine slaughter. They determined that the standards were so lax that companies were usually non-compliant. The USDA itself denied most of its own agency’s findings. The OIG said the violations were so gross that plants should have been shut down, yet the USDA rarely shut down a plant. Some companies had consistent large violations yet were never disciplined Cancerous tumors, full-body bacterial infections, and other nasty violations were found in the final stages of preparation even in the trucks, that nearly reached our food supply. The OIG warned that these recurring severe violations required stricter inspect-ions. The USDA blacked out specific company names, and buried the report. (Genoways)
The Centers for Disease Control estimates that contaminated meat sickens up to 3 million people in the United States each year, killing at least 1000 of them. (Imhoff, 69)

Nichols Fox, in his 1997 book Spoiled, wrote “Something has changed in the degree to which fresh poultry, eggs, and meat are contaminated today, and those changes are at least partly the result of an arrogant and duplicitous meat and poultry industry that is banking its future on keeping consumers ignorant and complacent... What seems clear is that the cure must be as systemic as the cause, and it must involve a new consumer consciousness, a new caring about food that goes beyond the superficialities of transitory taste sensations to the very nature of food and how it is produced.” (in Wieber, 53)

Not only do people get sick from poorly raised meat, but the animals suffer en masse. Because mass-confinement facilities easily allow diseases to pass through entire herds or groups, we often have to kill every creature in a region to prevent its spread to  other regions. Countries like China “routinely underreport outbreaks” to save reputation. (Roberts, End, 202-203) In 2004, when Bird Flu broke out, Vietnam killed 40 million birds, and the rest of Asia 100 million more. Poultry farms in Maryland and Delaware caught the bird flu, and killed 400,000 birds. (Cook, 27-28) The economic panacea of “globalization” that our government lauds does have some negative repercussions. Like helping to spread disease.
Even if the useless USDA was miraculously able to stop diseases from getting into our meat supply, would that solve our problem with meat? Not at all. Obviously it changes nothing about the ethics. Further, it would change nothing about the physical nutrition of the meat. 

“You can have perfectly safe food that is devoid of any meaningful nutritional value. Studies have shown that many common illnesses and diseases can be traced back to a lack of nutrition and trace minerals, rather than the presence of toxins.” (Sanders, 23)

“’…where the wild animals our ancestors gnawed on were naturally lean, our grain-fed livestock is specially bred not only to put on lots of fat, but the partition the fat inside the muscle.' Without doubt, our industrial food systems, though giving us less whole (unprocessed) foods, are giving us more calories than ever before. The problem is that these calories, while relatively inexpensive, are making us obese and sick. The plentitude of calories, though a boon to the economy - has in fact become a major worldwide health concern. The National Institutes of Health reports that approximately two-thirds of Americans are either overweight or obese.” (Wirzba, Food, 105)

We are hearing now that calorie-free drinks, once touted as a way to fix our sugar problem, may be harming us in other ways. The same is true of meat. Just because the genetically-engineered meats won’t kill you, doesn’t make them good for you. 
We can be really gullible, sometimes. Scientists tell us that chicken is leaner meat than beef. Yep, that is true, I suspect. However…that is normal chicken compared to normal beef. Not all chicken compared to all beef.
In other words, if you think you are saving calories and eating healthier by eating chicken tenders at a fast-food joint, you are in error. “Although the product offered no true health advantage over beef (ounce for ounce, McNuggets have more calories, fat, salt, and cholesterol than a Big Mac), Americans lined up outside franchises to get them.” (Roberts, End, 67) Fast-food chicken is processed and adds other ingredients. Then it is not healthier.

“The passive American consumer, sitting down to a meal of pre-prepared or fast food, confronts a platter covered with inert, anonymous substances that have been processed, dyed, breaded, sauced, gravied, ground, pulped, strained, blended, prettified, and sanitized beyond resemblance to any part of any creature that ever lived. ... Both eater and eaten are thus in exile from biological reality. ... It would not do for the consumer to know that the hamburger she is eating came from a steer who spent much of his life standing deep in his own excrement in a feedlot...” (Berry, 230)

Obesity is highest among the poorest people, and that trend exactly parallels the rise of fast, cheap meats and dairy products. The health problems associated with our poor modern diets are: high cholesterol, type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, stroke, and sleep apnea, to name a few. (Velez-Mitchell)
Americans are not getting fatter just because our jobs are more sedentary. That is a factor. Another factor is that our foods are junk. 

“…the mainline American food system mocks both soil life and nutrition. Obesity is pandemic. There is a reason why grocery stores have all teamed up with pharmacies When the depleted food doesn't make people healthy, they have to prop them-selves up with drugs.” (Salatin, Holy, 30)

And our “health care crisis?” We argue about why health-care costs are going up? No doubt, some hospitals and insurance companies are corruptly raising prices. A lot of it is because people are less healthy and require more drugs or treatments. Why? Most of the fingers are pointing at our growing obesity. The American College of Surgeons says that 70 cents of every new health care dollar in the U.S. is spent treating maladies of obesity. (Imhoff, 371)

“...the heavier we get, the more vulnerable we become to debilitating and life-threatening illnesses. In fact, four of the top nine leading causes of death among Americans (heart disease, cancer, stroke, and diabetes) are 'diseases of affluence' that have been linked to the overconsumption of animal products.” (Halteman, 24)

Note again, that I am not promoting a vegetarian diet. I am telling you that the modern American meat-heavy diet is killing us, and torturing the animals also.


Supporting the System

This wicked system of meat production is not entirely our fault. A few wicked men corrupted a lot of politicians to create a business monster of genocidal proportions. The free market did not create it: a careless and corrupt government with help from immoral lawyers and heartless barons of industry created it. 
However, ‘we the people’ help to keep it alive. 
These parasitic companies do get money from government subsidies and clever tax schemes and doubtless many other sources. But a majority of their billions of greenbacks come from you and me. They can only destroy human and animal lives because we eat processed food. 
Why did this happen, and when? They are both related. It was gradual. As Matthew Scully wrote,  “Little wrongs, when left unattended, can grow and spread to become grave wrongs, and precisely this has happened on our factory farms.” (Fear, 15)

“According to the Union of Concerned Scientists, several factors have contributed to the rapid expansion of the CAFO industry: (1) subsidy programs that have allowed large producers to lower operating costs by buying discounted grains; (2) innovations in breeding that produce animals tailored to harsh confinement conditions; (3) increasing use of antibiotics to thwart disease; (4) the ability of CAFOs to avoid costs of safe manure treatment and handling; (5) lack of enforcement of existing antitrust and environmental regulations; (6) the domination of markets through contracts and ownership; and (7) the disregard of the negative effects of concentrated production on people living near the facilities.” (Wuerthner, 195)

Processed foods started to grow in popularity at the end of the 19th century, particularly as a way to feed troops on foreign expeditions. Sending tins of canned beef during the Spanish American War helped the industry grow. After World War One, farmers bought gasoline powered tractors, allowing more land to be plowed for crops or cleared for cattle. (Cook, 97) Spam, by Hormel, made a fortune providing canned meats to US soldiers in World War Two. (Genoways) 
It wasn’t until the 1960s that processed foods became the norm. 

“By the early 1960s, Americans were in a hurry. Women were entering the work-force in ever-larger numbers, and families were starting to redefine the way they ate. The family dinner as they knew it was quickly becoming a relic of the past, with a set table and roasted chicken increasingly relegated to the nostalgic paintings of Norman Rockwell. For the first time, Americans began to demand two things from their food: that it be cheap, and quick to prepare. A bird that used to be reserved for Sunday dinners was getting so inexpensive that it began to be used as lunch meat. With every passing year, Americans traded other foods for chicken, eating more of it rather than spending money on beef or taking time to make a salad. The economics of chicken made the trade-off all but inevitable.” (Leonard, 65)

At the same time, cheap petroleum allowed for trucks and airplanes to move people and goods inexpensively. (Salatin, 149, 201) Improved fertilizers increased abundance. Gene-tic engineering improved growth rates. 
Recent efforts at “globalization” and “free trade” helped our industrial meat system even when the United States reached capacity. Brazil and other countries are chopping down the Amazonian rain-forests to feed our cattle. (Stull, 22)
What all of this information means is… Americans eat a LOT more meat than we used to. Take poultry, for instance. In 1909 an American ate 10 pounds of chicken and one pound of turkey. In 2005 the average American ate 60 pounds of chicken and 13 pounds of turkey! (Niman, 58) Of course, that means that we kill a lot more chickens and turkeys than we did a century ago. About 24 million chickens per day. And 268,493 pigs too. (Masson, Pig, 4) 
Meat consumption increased from 144 pounds to 222 pounds per person between 1950 and 2007. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 97) As the human population increases AND  humans eat more meat, we must kill a lot more animals. In 1940 we raised one billion animals for food. In 1980 it was 5 billion. In 2003 it was ten billion. (Marcus, 5)
I wonder why people are getting fatter? I count myself among them. 
You have certainly heard of the use of sugars and salts and preservatives in processed foods. I have no idea what that means, but apparently it helps us gain weight. And of course the portion size has grown over the years. 
Not only must our food be cheap, it must be convenient. We are all in a hurry. Places to go, people to see! Joel Salatin says that 1/4 of all food eaten in the United States is eaten from inside automobiles! 

“The abnormality is not so much that people want a quick bite to eat. The abnormality is in the percentage of quick meals, the narrow variety in content, and the consistency demanded by today's fast food chains and how these protocols deny local supply.” (Folks, 94-95)

In 1960 we spent about 26% of our food budgets at restaurants. It had gone up to half of our food budgets by 2009. (Stull, 14)
In short, Americans eat at least three times more meat than we did a century ago because it is cheaper and more convenient to our busy schedules. That is why meat companies thrive. 
Industrialists believe that the end justifies the means. Making food cheap is more important than any other ethical factors. What else can they say? Wesley J. Smith writes:
 
“At one time, having meat whenever one desired would have been considered proof of extra-ordinary prosperity. No more. Meat is generally inexpensive and readily available to even the poorest among us in the United States. Today, many in and out of the animal rights movement disdain the ready availability of inexpensive meat because of the industrial methods developed in recent decades known as 'concentrated animal feeding operations' (CAFO's)….But the greatest benefit of CAFOs - at least from industry and many consumers' perspectives - is that they allow many meat products to be produced inexpensively and thus fit well within most families' food budgets. There is no question that the animals raised with industrial methods are not kept in natural environments; but it is also true that these animals have never been in natural settings and so cannot know what they are missing.” (205, 207)

Sure, I understand your utilitarian perspective completely, Mr. Smith. Animals are too stupid to want normal lives, and CAFOs meet human selfish desires cheaply, so the world is just dandy! 
Vantassel cites a couple of Bible verses to show that Jesus didn’t care about animal suffering much. “I do not want to push that argument too far, other than to say that in light of Christ's oversight of the treatment of harvested fish (Lk 5:6) and drowning pigs (Mk 5:13) it is reasonable to conclude that humans may inflict and/or ignore a fair amount of animal suffering.” (167)
Factory farmers must take comfort in being compared to demons that drove pigs to commit suicide! I am being facetious, if you couldn’t tell…

“Factory farmers also assure us that all of this is an inevitable stage of industrial efficiency. Leave aside the obvious reply that we could all do a lot of things in life more efficiently if we didn't have to trouble ourselves with ethical restraints. Leave aside too, the tens of billions of dollars in annual federal subsidies that have helped megafarms undermine small family farms and the decent communities that once surrounded them and to give us the illusion of cheap products. And never mind the collateral damage to land, water, and air that factory farms cause and the billions of dollars it costs taxpayers to clean up after them. Factory farming is a predatory enterprise, absorbing profit and externalizing costs, unnaturally propped up by political influence and government subsidies much as factory-farmed animals are unnaturally sustained by hormones and antibiotics” (Scully, Religious, 16)

Aside from the ethical shortcuts (pollution, cruelty, greed), industrial farming does make meat cheaper. It is called “the economy of scale.” In general, bigger is cheaper. That is why the industrial model always wants big. It is more efficient and simple to raise and kill 5000 hogs than to raise 2000 hogs. As Leonard shows, on a smaller farm it takes 342 pounds of feed and 23 minutes of labor to raise 100 pounds of pork. The huge farm raises 100 pounds of pork on just 247 pounds of food and 7 minutes of labor. (194) So they are saving about thirty percent on food and seventy percent on labor, per my rough estimate. And what does this mean?
It means that, in a secular world, where nothing but money matters, factory farms are the best choice for consumers without consciences. It means that treating animals cruelly; hiring poor people and paying them nothing; and ruining the environment, gives us cheaper meat. What a surprise! Niman shows studies that small farms are only more expensive because political power gives large operations more financial subsidies and legal cover. (241)
It means that ethics cost more. We recognize as Christians that there are rights and wrongs that must not be violated to save a buck. Most non-Christians know that also. In a national 2007 phone survey, 95% of people said it is “important to them how farm animals are cared for” and 76% said that “animal welfare was more important than low meat prices.” (Stull, 81) 
If that is true, that between 76 and 95% of people care about animals more than money, then we have hope for overturning the tables of the meaty changers. Why aren’t we hearing more from these uncounted masses? “…an astonishing 80 percent of Americans think that animals lead happy lives before they become meat.” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 111)
It seems that they have been dazzled by the cute advertising. Happy cows grazing in the pasture on television commercials and meat packages. I saw two semi truck trailers just today with smiling, happy cows, advertising cheese and milk.
					
“In the case of dogs and cats, you could make the argument that domestication was mutually beneficial. They got companionship, security, food, warmth, playmates, and even love. We got many of the same things back … But in the case of farm animals, the relationship never approached anything like an even exchange. We took their eggs, their milk, their flesh, their skin, their work, and in exchange they got, as far as I can see, the short end of the stick.” (Masson, Pig, 8)

The final question about slaughterhouses and factory farms is this: are the video-taped abuses showing obvious cruelty the only problem? 
In other words, can the industrial meat process kill animals virtuously? Is it inherently evil? My question is not rhetorical. I am not agreeing with the radical vegetarians, that meat is necessarily evil. I do believe that carnivorism can be done righteously. How-ever, some systems may be in constant violation of God’s principles of animal treatment. 
Martin Luther, a happy carnivore, wrote that “God wants not even an animal killed except in a scrupulous manner, that is, either for sacrifice or for human consumption… wanton and irreverent killing or slaughter is forbidden…” (139) Thomas Erskine in 1809 offered a bill in Parliament saying:

“Whereas it has pleased the Almighty God to subdue to the dominion, use, and comfort of man the strength and faculties of many useful animals and to provide others for his food; and whereas the abuse of that dominion by cruel and oppressive treatment of such animals is not only highly unjust and immoral, but most pernicious in its example, having an evident tendency to harden the heart against the natural feelings of humanity…” (Regenstein, 91)

The problem is huge. Christians cannot bury their heads in the sand and pretend that all is right in our world. Abortion and homosexuality are not the only issues worth fretting about. As a matter of fact, it is rather easy for us religious folk to pick on sins for loud condemnation which we do not participate in. As a male, I will never have an abortion; and I have no particular attraction to other men. So it is very comfortable for me to condemn those things as evil. 
The eating of meat, on the other hand, is something you and I do every day! It is not a sin to eat meat, but I suggest that it is definitely a sin for us to eat wickedly obtained animal flesh from harm farms.  We are not absolved of responsibility for our choices just because we get some anonymous corporation to do the dirty work for us. 
If your favorite brand of tennis shoes were being made by child slave labor in a sweat-shop, wouldn’t you change brands? I recognize that changing brands is not simple, in the case of meat providers. All of the big ones are wicked. There are ways, we will discuss, to fix the system, but it will take years, if not decades. But you and I and other believers have to start doing something about it. We cannot continue to participate in a corrupt system without attempting to affect change.
So, back to the question… is it possible for any industrial meat system to slaughter and package for people righteously?
I think so, yes. It would come down to something like a kosher slaughterhouse, where people work in a timely yet sensitive fashion. Where workers are not abused, where animals are not abused, and where the health of consumers is not abused. Basic-ally, I think it could be done with a slower production line. Where every step is taken to honor God and creation, not efficiency and money alone. 
Would any boss at Tyson, Cargill, JBS, Smithfield, Hormel, Purdue, or Pilgrim’s Pride do that? I seriously doubt it. So yes, it is possible, but no, it is not likely. The whole industrial process would have to be designed around kindness rather than cruelty. 

“…evil in a fallen world can reach beyond personal levels and demand more than personal responses. Evil can come to be incorporated, and even rewarded, in the operation of a system or organization. Evil at the structural level cannot be effectively thwarted by remedies at the personal level. It is the system itself that must be changed.” (Van Dyke, 156)

We sometimes refer to this as a “cold evil” because it is done without even thinking, as a part of an uncaring industrial mechanized system. Sarah Withrow King writes that:

“Sin can be personal or structural, meaning that an individual can commit sin and also that sin can be the result of a social structure specific to a cultural context. Slavery was a structural sin (the institution) as well as an individual one (those who participated in the institution.” (48)

It can lead to the unbelievable truth that “…animals are given more care and consideration when they are dead – as carcass meat – than when they are alive.” (David C. Coats, cited in Wieber, 67)


“The sufferings of billions in factory farms and other tragic results of applying these industrial technologies to life have arisen not out of cruelty or passion, but rather from the impassive application of the ‘laws’ of science, efficiency, and the market to living beings. That is why factory farms and other evils of the system are ‘cold’ evils. They are not created by terrorists, religious fanatics, or psychopaths, persons acting out of uncontrolled ‘hot’ violence, anger, or lust. Rather it is the business-people, scientists, policy makers, and consumers who are acting ‘rationally’ by comporting themselves with these ‘laws’ of science and economics on which our system is based…Cold evil thrives when all of life is viewed in terms of machinery. What dignity or responsibility inheres in a machine? How can machines love or care or feel? The habit of perceiving life as a machine ultimately distances us fully from our own humanity and from other animals and the entire living community.” (Kimbrell, 31, 36)

You may wonder, why aren’t scientists talking about this nasty business? Why don’t we hear more about these abuses and cruelties? The media won’t often touch it because big agriculture pays for a lot of commercials, and network managers fret over lawsuits and ratings. Scientists are funded how? By the U.S. government, which wants to promote agri-culture, not harm it; big business, which owns the animal abusers; and educational institutions, which receive grants from big business and government to promote agriculture. 

“...I've met more than twenty scientists who have described having their work chilled by animal agribusiness. They function under constant overt or indirect pressure to refrain from researching, writing, or speaking on the industry's environmental or human health impacts. The situation is the inevitable outgrowth of a system in which agribusiness provides the bulk of funding for university-based agricultural research. Not surprisingly, agribusiness has no interest in funding studies that might reflect poorly on itself.” (Niman, 80-81)


Vegetarianism 

One of my favorite jokes is reminiscent of the classic Far Side cartoons.

 “There is an old joke about a preacher who was walking through the woods when a bear jumped out from behind a tree and grabbed him. The terrified preacher bowed his head and fervently prayed, 'Lord, please hear my prayer and make this bear a Christian bear.' When he looked up he was amazed to see the animal standing with folded paws and bowed head. 'Lord,' the bear said, 'I thank Thee for this food which I am about to receive.'” (Phelps, 11)

I am not a vegetarian, but I respect those who are, if their motives and reasoning is good. We can now discuss the rationale and history of meat-eating and vegetarianism from a Christian perspective.
The diet in the Garden of Eden as vegetarian. In subsequent centuries, God’s rule was still for vegetarianism, but both animals and humans became violent and carnivorous. The Great Flood of Noah’s time wiped out the wicked and allowed the few survivors in the Ark to begin again. Surprisingly, God explicitly permitted humans to eat animals after the Flood. 
The change is debated in a number of ways. One: did God intend for this to be a temporary concession, until crops were able to grow, or as a permanent concession? Two: did flesh-loving priests later doctor the Genesis text to justify themselves, or did this really come from God? 
We cannot take the view that evil men changed the Bible, because then we cannot trust it. While I do agree that translators occasionally used biased words to influence readers, I never distrust the text itself. The original text came from God, through men, and we can trust it, with caution viewing any bias in our modern translations. Gluttonous priests did not insert God’s permission to eat meat in Genesis nine. Nor did they alter dozens of later verses where God allows the eating of meat. 

“Others, noting that Abel was a herdsman, suggested that it was the Fall which had inaugurated the carnivorous era and that the liberty of eating flesh which God gave Noah was merely the renewal of an earlier permission. Commentators argued as to whether meat eating had been permitted because man's physical constitution had degenerated and therefore required new forms of nutriment, or because the cultivation of the soil to which he was condemned required a more robust food, or because the fruits and herbs on which he had fed in Eden had lost their former goodness. But everyone agreed that meat-eating symbolized man's fallen condition. 'God allow[s] us to take away the lives of our fellow creatures and to eat their flesh,' wrote Richard Baxter in 1691, 'to show what sin hat brought on the world.' … Meanwhile, the permission to eat meat was regarded as a concession to human weakness, not a command.” (Thomas, Keith, 289)

The question of whether God intended for humans to eat meat in perpetuity is valid. As discussed earlier, I believe that God conceded our desire to eat meat permanently, while not desiring such. Like divorce, God tolerates it, but does not prefer it. (Webb, Good, 229-230) It was never God’s design for eating to cause death. Plants are not alive in the biblical sense: they have no blood or breath. Yet God allowed killing animals for food, after the Flood. It is not a sin to kill to eat, if done within God’s stated limits of kindness and thanksgiving, yet killing to eat remains a cause of death and therefore a ‘natural evil.’ In short, not eating meat is righteous. Eating meat can be righteous, done correctly. That makes the lifestyle of the vegetarian less liable to sin, while we omnivores constantly eat with the possibility of falling into sin through allowing cruelty or gluttony. 
As shown in chapter two, the classic view, that animals exist for no reason but to serve humans, is false. John Flavel erred greatly when he wrote, “Some beasts are made ad esum, only for food, being no otherwise useful to man, as swine and c.. These are only fed for slaughter; we kill and eat them, and regard not their cries and strugglings when the knife is thrust to their very hearts!” (233) Animals have many purposes, chiefly for the glory of God, and not solely for the taste-buds of men.

Gluttony or Contentment

Martin Luther noted the dramatic change in God’s declared will for the eating of animals. Before the fall, Luther said, “it would have been an abomination to kill a little bird for food,” but now, it is “an extraordinary blessing that in this way God has provided the kitchen with all kinds of meat.” (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 37) 
Luther was an honest fellow and shared his feelings. His words are somewhat more measured than the words of some adamant modern meat-lovers. “I didn’t fight my way to the top of the food chain to be a vegetarian.” (Hall, 89) In general, defensiveness is a sign of fear, or conscience. The level of anxiety expressed by meat-eaters who meet vegetarians (or their ideas) seems unnecessarily high. I have encountered a few militant vegetarians, who assure us that “meat is murder.” Their strident self-righteousness can cause a defensive reaction amid the “murderers.” But I would guess that only a very small percentage of vegetarians are strident. Most seem happy to keep it to themselves, and make no attempt to proselytize their acquaintances. So why are we omnivores so touchy about a quiet non-meat-eater?
I suspect that we harbor guilt. Not deep and total guilt. We are not feeling guilty about eating meat in itself, and I agree that meat itself is not the problem. But, for all of our feigned ignorance, we know the secrets of the harm farms and the slaughterhouses, and that we are somewhat culpable for their continued prospering. We don’t know what we can do about it, and therefore we harbor that frustration that comes from helplessness. Like addicts, we unconsciously know that we eat too much, of meat, of sugars, of many gastronomical pleasures. Like a ‘chocoholic,’ if there is such a thing, we are addicted to food. Some types of food beckon us, like cocaine, or nicotine, to a user. It is so easy to tell myself, “I am not an addict,” because I have to eat. I have no choice but to eat, or I will die. Yet, I eat too much, and too often, and not the healthy foods I should eat. So vegetarians who are unlucky run into us as we gorge ourselves, and we feel that sudden shock of guilt, and vigorously deny that we have a problem.
This is no new problem in the line of homo sapiens. The early church called it gluttony. The Romans, at least the rich ones, loved food. They imported it from countries all over the known world. They loved to taste exotic things, expensive things, new things. Apparently they learned to enjoy feasts by eating to their fill, then intentionally vomiting it up, to rejoin the festivities! Some of the early church fathers viewed the original sin of Adam as gluttony. That is one reason why the early church embraced monasticism and asceticism.

“The consequences of this line of thought reached a logical conclusion for the church fathers: If Adam brought sin into the world through his wanton appetite, then God's kingdom can be established only through the restriction of that appetite.” (Webb, Good, 185-186)

This idea is echoed in the more modern book, Great Lent, by Schmemann.

“The world was given to man by God as 'food' - as means of life; yet life was meant to be communion with God; it had not only its end but its full content in Him - the world and food were thus created as means of communion with God, and only if accepted for God's sake were to give life. Thus to eat, to be alive, to know God and be in communion with Him were one and the same thing. The unfathomable tragedy of Adam was that he ate for his own sake. More than that, he ate 'apart' from God in order to be independent of Him. And if he did it, it is because he believed that food had life in itself and that he, by partaking of that food, would be like God, i.e. have life in himself. To put it simply, he believed in food... World, food, became his gods, the sources and principles of his life. He became their slave.” (Wirzba, Food, 200)

Do you ever wonder about Jesus’ words in “The Lord’s Prayer”? “Give us this day our daily bread.” It sounds rather simple; even innocuous. We ask God for food, that is not hard. Really? 
What is hard is the frequency: daily. In the United States, we do not rely on a daily provision. We require much more security than that. One day? To store only enough food or provisions for one day would be negligent! Perhaps even criminal! We have insurance to cover contingencies. We have bank accounts for rainy days. We have pantries to store weeks worth of food. We do not often trust God for a daily provision because that is just not good enough. God’s plans are inferior to our own plans. Give us today our monthly bread, and thanks for the piles of grub!
I do not begrudge people for stocking up on some necessities, which may indeed be helpful in a crisis. However, do you really look at breakfast, lunch, and dinner, as pro-vision from God? We Americans have become so full that we forget God. We offer thanks on Sundays for providing our daily bread, thus making a weekly acknowledgment for our daily bread. Norman Wirzba has written about the Christian relationship to food. 

“ Though it has many dimensions, gluttony reflects an inordinate and inappropriate desire for food, a desire that is focused on self-satisfaction rather than sharing and communal celebration. … For a glutton, the primary concern is that food or drink be immediately available and in copious and fine supply. Thomas Aquinas, while clarifying the many entry points into the sin, says gluttons want to eat too soon, too expensively, too much, too eagerly, too daintily, and too fervently. What has happened is that food has become an obsession, even an idol that eclipses the more important matter of life itself. For the sake of self-satisfaction, the needs of others and the responsibilities of maintaining life's memberships are kept from view. In direct violation of Jesus' command not to worry about dress or food (Matt. 6:25), gluttons are fundamentally anxious about and distrustful of God's considerate provision for every creature's need. For them, food has been reduced to an object that can then be hoarded and abused. It has ceased to register as a gift to be grate-fully received and shared. The sin of gluttony is not confined to individual persons. It is possible for a whole culture to become gluttonous in its aspirations and manners, and in so doing deprive many of the world's peoples of the food and nurture they need. The desire to have fresh fruits and vegetables all year long, regardless of their taste and nutritional value, or the ecological toll long-distance transport takes, can be readily understood as a desire to eat without patience.” (Wirzba, Food, 139)

Gluttony is not entirely about quantity, but about using God’s resources in a healthy manner with consideration of other people and, perhaps, the animals. Native Americans and Eskimos often lived primarily on meat (including fish), where crops did not grow well, or during seasons like winter. (Anderson, Virginia, 57-58) They had little choice. For modern Americans, we have chosen to avoid vegetables and fruits in favor of flesh.   

“What began as a religious ritual and was then connected to luxury and surplus has now become a habit, something expected, demanded, but not thought. … For most people in the modern West today, a meal without meat simply is not a meal; a meat-less meal is thus unthinkable. Meat literally lies at the center of our plates, while supplemental vegetables are mere embellishment, rhetorical complements to a central and necessary core.” (Webb, On God, 87-88)

Quantity of meat intake is a big part of the problem. Bekoff writes that Americans eat 1.5 times more meat than the world average, while Merritt and Lambin say we eat double the average. (Animal Manifesto, 124; Merritt, 134; Lambin, 32) 
Another part of the problem is that we have gotten away from seasonal production and demand year-round availability of all products. (Niman, 145)
This is a new concept to me, as it may be to you. Not being farmers, we did not learn that some products grow naturally in certain seasons. Similarly, animals reproduce and fatten in certain seasons. In traditional farming, therefore, your fruits and vegetables, and ideal animal sizes, were harvested based on the “right time” of year. The weather determined the ideal time. Melons are ready in late summer. Turkeys are ready in the Fall. Consumers therefore bought melons when they were ready, and turkeys when they were ready, in the right season. But now, we consumers have come to desire melons and turkeys at all times of year. “In today’s American supermarket, there are no seasons, no limits. The world's harvests and manufactured meals are at your fingertips.” (Cook, 4)
In order to accommodate our desires, we must have melons and turkeys imported from foreign countries, where the seasons are different, or use indoor industrial methods to give us the products on demand. In this way, we consumers have again promoted Harm Farms or wasteful fossil fuel expenditures to transport the items from other continents. (Salatin, Holy, 77) A few decades ago, families used a “pantry” in the house to store foods for later consumption, to allow for a treat of unseasonal foods. Pickling, canning, and storing foods in jars was a normal home-industry. Now this is rarely practiced because we can buy any items on demand, rather than spend hours storing our own foods. I quite understand that convenience and time-savings are attractive. However, by allowing agribusiness to save us time, we have unwittingly granted permission for Harm Farms to act cruelly on our behalf.
We may also be causing grave harms to the Earth for people in other nations, and for future generations, by supporting a meat-heavy diet. The Worldwatch Institute says:

“[A]s environmental science has advanced, it has become apparent that the human appetite for animal flesh is a driving force behind virtually every major category of environmental damage now threatening the human future – de-forestation, erosion, fresh water scarcity, air and water pollution, climate change, biodiversity loss, social injustice, the destabilization of communities, and the spread of disease.” (Halteman, 33) 

The Roman empire used to feed the prosperous Italians by conquering the world and stealing resources from far-away lands. The capitalistic empires of our modern world do this by economic rather than military means. The World Bank or first-world banks make loans to foreign nations to start up ranches and industrial farms on their lands so that Americans can buy their harvests. This often means that starving countries export their food to us. Perhaps you have heard of the economic problem we call a “trade surplus”? That means that in the United States we import and consume far more products than we export or sell. Having an export surplus would mean we have abundance and wish to sell some. For a long time we were exporters; now we are importers. 
Much of that is related to meat.
Lester Brown of the Overseas Development Council says that if Americans reduced their meat consumption by 10%, we would have more than 12 million tons of grain per year to eat, or to export. (Cummings, 129) The use of grains and corn to feed animals is totally new, and extravagant. The animals we eat were designed by God to eat grass, which humans cannot eat. That means the cows were not competing with us for human foods. Corn is staple food for much of Africa, and yet we force-feed it to our animals unnecessarily! (Eubanks, 33) 
Intensive animal agriculture requires a lot of water. Not just the water for the animals to drink, but water to grow the food the animals will eat. Perhaps 15% of the world’s freshwater supply is now going to food animals and their crops. (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 119) Why do you think the rain-forests of South America are being cut down for cow pasture? Meat producers hope to have plentiful water and food for beef cattle to sell to foreign markets from the rainy regions. They do not understand that the soil is not fertile in the long term without the forest to enrich the ground. It will be a short-term profit and a long-term disaster. 
Christians need to recognize that there are consequences to the American lifestyle which selfishness seeks to hide. Yes, it would be much easier and more pleasant to our consciences to ignore the harsh truth. We have become ignorant cogs in a system of absolute greed and evil. You and I are slaves to one of Satan’s principalities without even knowing it. We eat three times a day a product that is innately a gift of God, yet is produced and distributed by wicked exploitation of animals, workers, and God’s good earth. The tragedy has been that Christianity has rarely raised an eyebrow at this sin.

Biblical notes on Vegetarianism and Carnivorism

Adam and Eve were vegetarians, and that was God’s decreed will until the waters of the Great Flood receded. The consumption of meat was allowed by God in Genesis chapter 9, with some limitations. The key limit that God set was not to eat animals while they were alive, or with their blood. Both of these rules seemed to imply the importance of recognizing life, which animals and humans both share, and should never be scorned. Breath (spirit) and blood (life) were the two common elements shared by humans and animals.
The law of Moses lists what animals may be eaten and/or sacrificed. In fact, the eating of meat was almost exclusively done as a feast after a sacrifice: a celebration of forgiveness or the bounty of God. Occasionally wild game was caught and eaten, without a sacrifice, but it still had to be drained of blood.
The difficult question is: what was the purpose of God in putting these limits on meat-eating among His people, the Jews, in the Mosaic covenant?  
Many teachers take the ‘healthy diet’ point of view. God, being eminently practical, protected His people from unhealthy meats. In this view, pork was dangerous, at least in the hot climate, as a potential host for disease. Snakes, insects, and non-scaly fish might also have been unwholesome, they say. It is a very logical argument, but to be honest, it does not seem convincing. Non-Jews ate these things, and would likely abstain if these foods would harm them. I also have trouble believing that God would carefully shield His Jewish people from dangerous meat, and then tell His new people, the Gentiles, they can feel free to dine dangerously! 
In fact, in the New Testament, Peter and Paul teach that it is a great blessing to now be free to eat meats of various kinds, rather than to be subject to the Mosaic law in dietary ways. Since it is a blessing to eat a variety of meat, it was presumably then an undesirable limitation on the Jews to be so hindered. Paul speaks of many Mosaic laws as a “school-master” designed to teach people how to be holy and yet simultaneously show that we cannot live up to that standard of holiness. The Jewish people, God’s people, had to learn that they were sinners, and incapable of obeying God’s laws, and needed forgiveness through the sacrificial system. After Jesus made the ultimate self-sacrifice, God’s people attained a new freedom and understanding for a less restrictive lifestyle. 
One event in the early days of the Jewish people, used by vegetarians, is the years of eating Manna, contrasted with the Quail feast, during Moses’ time. A couple of incidents are recorded in Scripture. 
In Exodus 16, soon after leaving Egypt, the people complained, “Oh that we had died by the hand of the Lord in the land of Egypt, when we sat by the pots of meat and when we ate bread to the full! For you have brought us out into this wilderness to kill this whole assembly with hunger.” God responded, “I have heard the complaints of the children of Israel. Speak to them, saying, ‘At twilight you shall eat meat, and in the morning you shall be filled with bread. And you shall know that I am the Lord your God.’ So it was that quails came up at evening and covered the camp, and in the morning the dew [manna] lay all around the camp.” The manna continued as the staple diet of the people, but apparently God only brought the quail at the start, in Exodus. 
Perhaps two years later, after Mount Sinai, the people were complaining again. Numbers 11:4, “Who will give us meat to eat? We remember the fish which we ate freely in Egypt, the cucumbers, the melons, the leeks, the onions, and the garlic; but now our whole being is dried up; there is nothing except this manna before our eyes!” They do mention fish here, but notice also that they did not only want meat but also variety… the King James translation “meat” just means food, not only animal flesh. Moses complains to God about the unsatisfied people, and God replies without equivocation

Numbers 12:18-20, 31-34. “Then you shall say to the people, ‘Consecrate yourselves for tomorrow, and you shall eat meat; for you have wept in the hearing of the Lord, saying, “Who will give us meat to eat? For it was well with us in Egypt.” Therefore the Lord will give you meat, and you shall eat. You shall eat, not one day, nor two days, nor five days, nor ten days, nor twenty days, but for a whole month, until it comes out of your nostrils and becomes loathsome to you, because you have despised the Lord who is among you, and have wept before Him, saying, “Why did we ever come out of Egypt?”… Now a wind went out from the Lord, and it brought quail from the sea and left them fluttering near the camp, about a day’s journey on this side and about a day’s journey on the other side, all around the camp, and about two cubits above the surface of the ground. And the people stayed up all that day, all night, and all the next day, and gathered the quail (he who gathered least gathered ten homers); and they spread them out for themselves all around the camp. But while the meat was still between their teeth, before it was chewed, the wrath of the Lord was aroused against the people, and the Lord struck the people with a very great plague. So he called the name of that place Kibroth Hattaavah, because there they buried the people who had yielded to craving.”

Vegetarians frequently use this passage as evidence that God wanted His people to live on manna, a sweet bread wafer, and not meat, in their diets. After all, God provided manna every day for decades in the desert, but when the people demanded animal flesh, God killed the meat-eaters. Stephen Webb and J.R. Hyland are two proponents of this view. (Good, 25, 75; God’s, 32-33) 
The overall message is not so simple. Back in Exodus, God gave these same people quail, the same food, and we hear of no plague. They complained, God answered generously Years later, however, the people are complaining more loudly, in spite of God’s consistent faithfulness to giving them food and water in a wasteland. You might say that a child’s whining is more understandable than the whining of an adult. The people should know God by now. So God’s anger is unlikely to be at the request for meat itself, but for the ungratefulness and disloyalty of adults saying that slavery in Egypt was preferable to God’s provision of manna. From His own words, God is angry because the Jews “despised Him” and wished to return to bondage. 
Further, the passage often notes how the people “yielded to intense craving” (v. 4 & 34), and how those people worked for more than 24 hours to hoard as much meat as possible. These were not people hoping to enjoy God’s bounty for a change of taste for a day…they were stocking up greedily, as if they had been starving to death! 
So, God gave them quail in Exodus, and they apparently enjoyed it. But when the people rejected God’s daily provision in a rebellious way for years, wanting luxurious food rather than simple food, God was angry. It was not the demand for meat itself that was wicked, but the idolatry shown as self-worship, where “my cravings” have priority over God’s plans. 
Moses himself recounts the experience of Manna and explains why God used these sorts of tests.

Deuteronomy 8:2-10, “And you shall remember that the Lord your God led you all the way these forty years in the wilderness, to humble you and test you, to know what was in your heart, whether you would keep his commandments or not. So He humbled you, allowed you to hunger, and fed you with manna which you did not know nor did your fathers know, that He might make you know that man shall not live by bread alone; but man lives by every word that proceeds from the mouth of the Lord…For the Lord your God is bringing you into a good land…a land in which you will eat bread without scarcity, in which you will lack nothing…when you have eaten and are full, then you shall bless the Lord your God for the good land which He has given you.”

Psalm 78:26-31 recounts the story also.
You may remember that Jesus quoted some of these verses to Satan, when tempted to make food for Himself, while hungry in the wilderness. Jesus even called Himself the bread of life, and the manna from heaven, to bring true life to the hungry. People who trust God accept that there are times of plenty and times of want. God builds our character and trust in practical ways, including the provision of food. Are we indeed so addicted to the eating of meat that we would become angry and demand it from God at all times? The vegetarians may be wrong in saying that meat is evil, but they are not wrong in saying that living by meat cravings, even when God desires some self-control, is an evil. 
We will discuss that self-control soon, when we look at the concept of “fasting.”

Another incident in the latter years of the Old Testament era we should note is from the book of Daniel. It is often cited by vegetarians as proof that the ideal diet is without meat. Chapter one of Daniel has a large group of young Jews being trained in Babylon, as captives of King Nebuchadnezzar. Here are some of the verses:

And the king appointed for them a daily provision of the king’s delicacies and of the wine which he drank, and three years of training for them, so that at the end of that time they might serve before the king. But Daniel purposed in his heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king’s delicacies, nor with the wine which he drank; therefore he requested of the chief of the eunuchs that he might not defile himself. And the chief of the eunuchs said to Daniel, “I fear my lord the king, who has appointed your food and drink. For why should he see your faces looking worse than the young men who are your age? Then you would endanger my head before the king.” So Daniel said to the steward whom the chief of the eunuchs had set over Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, “Please test your servants for ten days, and let them give us vegetables to eat and water to drink. Then let our appearance be examined before you, and the appearance of the young men who eat the portion of the king’s delicacies; and as you see fit, so deal with your servants.” So he consented with them in this matter, and tested them ten days. And at the end of ten days their features appeared better and fatter in flesh than all the young men who ate the portion of the king’s delicacies. Thus the steward took away their portion of delicacies and the wine that they were to drink, and gave them vegetables.

Christian vegetarians use these verses to say that godly Jews knew that a meat-less diet was always the ideal, and here that is demonstrated. One clever modern African-American church promotes a “Daniel Fast” where members abstain from meat for a couple of weeks. (Loyd-Paige, 95, 98) 
I do not deny that a vegetarian diet may be “ideal.” Certainly there is less risk of sin against God’s creation by keeping such a diet. However, this story of Daniel is not a proof of that. The Babylonians did not drain their meats of blood consistently, nor did they eat only “clean” animals. These Jewish youth would be regaled with lots of exotic delicacies. The purpose of the Babylonian generosity was to enslave these captives with golden chains, so to speak. Babylon used local youth as future diplomats and representatives of the Babylonian government. Addicting them to the luxury of fine foods and wealth and education was to make them loyal citizens. Daniel and his friends were supposed to give up their meager lifestyles of Judea to bask in the fineries of Iraqi royalty. Wealth and diet were the best ways to convert foreigners to a loyal service to the Great King. 
Daniel and his friends were willing to become loyal servants of the Great King, as they showed in future years. But they could not violate God’s laws to do so. God had no laws against living in wealth; but diet included many rules. So Daniel became the spokes-man, and proposed a test to demonstrate that the Jewish diet was healthy, and avoid looking like a rebel to the steward. Daniel could see that since the King’s food arrived already prepared, he could not request that the King’s kitchen become kosher. The simplest way to avoid sinful eating was just to avoid the meats of Nebuchadnezzar’s table. The story does not prove anything except that Daniel and his godly friends remained godly in that pagan land by becoming vegetarians, at least at that time. It is possible that in future years, when they became prominent officials, they might have created their own kosher kitchens. I wonder if the future Queen Esther ran into the same sort of problem when she married the Persian King?
We might be able to make a case that our modern meat-production system is so wicked, and that it is so difficult to find cruelty-free meat, that we should likewise abstain. I am sympathetic to that view, but prefer to encourage a large and peaceful Christian revolt against the wicked system. It will take time to achieve, rather than being an immediate solution, but I suspect it is more practical than to ask millions of Christians to become instant vegetarians. A change in diet is a serious health matter and an instant change might be harmful to meat-addicted people. 

Was Jesus a Vegetarian?

Christian vegetarians are desperate to find arguments showing a vegetarian Jesus. Some, like Norm Phelps, claim that Jesus was actually a sinner and thus did eat meat. (146) He also denies that Jesus ever caught fish, or cast demons into pigs. These are all myths promoted by meat-eaters, such authors say. (111, 140) 
Andrew Linzey calls Jesus “a disclosure of the divine” but such belief “does not necessarily entail the belief that Jesus was perfect in every detail.” (Webb, On God, 160) Stephen Webb calls Jesus a “loose” vegetarian, who, out of good manners, would not refuse when meat was offered to Him. (Good, 134-135) So, Jesus was imperfect and did eat meat; or the Bible is wrong and Jesus never did eat meat. Those are the two major arguments used by Christian vegetarians who view carnivorism as wrong. 
There is a different argument, more cogent and possible, that as Jesus’ kingdom grows more mature, it will turn to a vegetarian diet in anticipation of the future New Earth. In this view, meat-eating is tolerated but not the ideal, as we approach the end times. This is an eschatological view and at least does not require Jesus to be a sinner, nor the Bible to be full of errors.
Let’s look at some relevant texts regarding Jesus’ diet or sayings about food.
Jesus did not make His first physical appearance on Earth when He was born of Mary during the Roman years. He appeared many times in the Old Testament in physical form in what we call “Christophanies.” A theophany is when God appears, a Christophany is when Jesus appeared. Jesus walked in the Garden of Eden with Adam and Eve: that was the first Christophany 
If you read Genesis chapter 18, you will see clear indications that Abram had three visitors: two angels, and Jesus. He says a number of things that show Him to be God. In verses 7 and 8, Abram and Sarai feed the guests with a calf, and milk and curds, and they eat the meal. Thus, Jesus ate beef. One must also wonder if this text leads to the next one: a prophecy from Isaiah 7:14-15.
“Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign: Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a Son, and shall call His name Emmanuel. Curds and honey He shall eat, that He may know to refuse the evil and choose the good.” Some vegetarians say that this passage means that Jesus would eat only peaceful foods and not meat. There are a couple of problems with that interpretation. 
First, it does not say the Son would ONLY eat curds and honey, nor that this diet would be permanent, but that the young child would eat such. Matthew Henry and John Calvin both say that young Jesus ate thus, but not throughout His life. (Jones, 86-87) Born to Joseph and Mary, poor Jews, meat would be an expensive luxury. 
Second, verses 21-22 of Isaiah 7 further explains the meaning of why the child would eat curds and honey: because the people have been displaced, and own a cow and two sheep, and so they have milk products (and apparently wild honey). In other words, not having farmlands and cultivation available, the could live from their domestic cattle and wild provision. This could be, to my thinking, a more detailed reference to Jesus’ infant journey to Egypt with his parents. Perhaps they all lived for a time on milk and honey, during their journey or stay in Egypt. At any rate, eating curds and honey did not mean that Jesus never ate meat, because the gospels have Jesus eating fish, at least. When Jesus appeared to the disciples after His resurrection, and they doubted He could be real:
Luke 24:40-41, “…He showed them His hands and feet. But while they still did not believe for joy, and marveled, He said to them, ‘Have you any food here?’ So they gave Him a piece of broiled fish and some honeycomb. And He took it and ate in their presence.” This is the only direct statement in the gospels showing that Jesus ate meat.
 The other major argument, difficult to avoid, is that as a “good Jew,” Jesus would have eaten Passover. Many Jewish feasts included Lamb. Although it is an argument from silence, if Jesus had indeed avoided meat, you would think the gospels would mention that. But, in fact, Jesus often assisted the disciples and crowds of people in obtaining meat for their food. In the feedings of the four thousand and the five thousand, (Matthew 14: 19-20; 15:36) Jesus miraculously transformed a few loaves and fish into mounds of bread and fish for the multitudes. Also, after eating fish with the disciples, Jesus helped them catch a huge load of fish, and then cooked it for them, in John 21:1-14. 
So, even if you throw out Luke 24:40-41, and Jesus never did eat meat, the vegetarian must then explain how Jesus avoided sin when he gave meat to others for consumption. Only the apocryphal Gospel of the Ebionites, in ancient literature, claims that Jesus was a vegetarian. (Webb, On God, 159) The Ebionites were a Syrian group of Jewish vegetarians who liked some of Jesus’ ideas. (Ibid., 114-115)
I do concede that Jesus, as a good Jew, ate far less meat, and fewer types of meat, than the Gentiles of the day, or than we do. As Andy Alexis-Baker writes:

“In Jesus's time, water creatures without fins and scales were expressly off limits to all Jewish sects. Therefore we can cautiously assume that Jesus likely did not eat catfish, shrimp, crab, and shellfish, just as he did not eat pigs, ducks, rabbits, and other land animals that Mosaic dietary laws explicitly or implicitly forbade (Lev 1 and Deut 14). Consequently, 'seafood' is far too large of a category for a truly biblical 'pescatarian' and the adage 'what would Jesus eat?' actually prevents Christians from eating much of the popular Western menu.” (Didn’t, 65)

However, we Christians do not follow the strictly Jewish diet. As you should know, if you are a church-goer, the disciples and apostles of Jesus brought the “New Covenant” to turn the Jewish world into a Christian world. A lot of changes were made based on Jesus’ death and resurrection.


The Apostles on Meat

Some early church traditions have a couple of the apostles keeping a vegetarian diet after the time of Jesus. Clement of Alexandria wrote that Matthew lived on seeds and nuts, fruits and vegetables, “without the use of flesh.” (Paedagogus ii, I., in Ferrier, 16-17) Eusebius said that James the Just, the first ruler of the Jerusalem church was vegetarian. (Webb, Good, 113) This is possible, and as I have said before, there is no sin in vegetarianism if done for biblical reasons. However, it is clear that the New Testament makes no requirement at all for avoiding meat, except in the specific example of avoiding meat “sacrificed to idols.” Even the church fathers who spoke of examples of vegetarian Apostles “…equally insisted that it was not a sin to eat flesh.” (Stuart, 151)
Acts chapter ten tells us the dramatic story of Peter and his Jewish propensity to avoid Gentiles because of his cultural habit of avoiding unclean foods. The Jews in Jesus’ day had made a legalistic mantra of steering clear of Gentiles lest they be contaminated and unclean by Gentile eating practices. Peter had absorbed this feeling and Jesus had to wake him up with repeated reminders. (Wirzba, Food, 171) Peter had a vision.

Acts 10:9-15, “…Peter went up on the housetop to pray, about the sixth hour. Then he became very hungry and wanted to eat; but while they made ready, he fell into a trance and saw heaven opened and an object like a great sheet bound at the four corners, descending to him and let down to the earth. In it were all kinds of four-footed animals of the earth, wild beasts, creeping things, and birds of the air. And a voice came to him, ‘Rise, Peter; kill and eat.’ But Peter said, ‘Not so, Lord! For I have never eaten anything common or unclean.’ And a voice spoke to him again the second time, ‘What God has cleansed you must not call common.’ This was done three times. And the object was taken up into heaven again.” 

Immediately after the vision, some Gentiles showed up at Peter’s house, asking him to come visit a godly Gentile named Cornelius. Peter goes and visits this man’s home, realizing that “God has shown me that I should not call any man common or un-clean.” (Acts 10:28) The whole story is repeated again in Acts 11 when Peter is criticized for visiting Gentiles.
Vegetarians are quick to emphasize that Peter’s vision was a metaphor, not a literal, push to eating meat. God only wanted Peter to accept Gentiles, not eat meat, they say. (Camosy, 56; Webb, Good, 121) But actually, Peter understood this vision to be true both metaphorically of the Gentiles and literally, of meat. Peter is widely credited to be the source behind the Gospel of Mark. In Mark chapter 7, we have Jesus quoted in a remark-able explanation of a puzzling argument with the Pharisees. The legalists had been criticizing Jesus and the disciples for not doing laborious ritual washings before eating.
 
Mark 7:18-19, “So He said to them, ‘Are you thus without understanding also? Do you not perceive that whatever enters a man from outside cannot defile him, because it does not enter his heart but his stomach, and is eliminated, thus purifying all foods?’

I suspect that this is Peter remembering what Jesus said, that he had forgotten, until reminded by the vision. That is not to say that Jesus practiced the eating of all foods. He did not intentionally rebel against the Old Testament laws in any way; as He said, “I have not come to abolish the Law, but to fulfill it.” Only after His death and resurrection would God’s people be free from the ceremonial laws and under the freedom of the new covenant.
The dietary laws of the Old Testament were were “ceremonial” laws, not intended to be permanent standards. Most Christian theologians believe that the ritualistic rules of Exodus and Leviticus were designed to teach God’s people how to be “separate” and holy in comparison to pagan nations. It seems quite obvious that Levitical laws, instructing priests and religious helpers how to keep the Tabernacle in good condition would no longer be directly relevant to modern believers. Those were timely rules for that era. Moral commandments, like the Ten Commandments, are more clearly indicative of God’s holiness and continue to inform our consciences today.
We view the dietary rules as temporary and no longer “binding” since Jesus’ fulfilment of the Law. It took the early church some years to recognize this. Peter had to explain himself to the other church leaders after his vision, and for another ten years “Judaizers” would demand that Gentile converts to Christianity be circumcised and follow Jewish dietary rules. Paul the apostle met in Jerusalem with a council of church leaders and explained how Peter showed that all peoples can come to Christ,
Acts 15:19-20, “Therefore I judge that we should not trouble those from among the Gentiles who are turning to God, but that we write to them to abstain from things polluted by idols, from things strangled, and from blood.” The church leaders agreed and sent messengers to tell all of the churches this, so that circumcision and other Jewish rules would not be required for new converts.
Consider that this early church decision basically re-affirms the orders of God to Noah in Genesis 9, except for the addition of idols. Eating meat killed “properly” by draining the blood was still required as opposed to those who strangled animals and cooked them with blood. 
Paul wrote a large part of the New Testament, mainly as letters to churches he “planted” throughout the Roman world. Paul has become the bogeyman for strident vegetarians because several of his letters include warnings about false teachers who would demand abstaining from meat. Stephen Webb, for instance, blames the apostle Paul for perpetuating meat-eating justifications by comparing it to the sacrifice of Jesus. (Good, 155-156; On God, 27) But it is silly to blame Paul for emphasizing sacrifice and discussing meat questions, when Jesus Himself often ordered us to “eat His body” and “drink His blood.” And of course, since most Christians believe that Paul wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, his letters teach truth. If you disagree with Paul, you disagree with Jesus. But Paul is not even denouncing vegetarianism. Paul denounces any requirement of vegetarianism or any other dietary rules that are no longer required by God. 
Romans chapter 14, written by Paul, addresses the problem of “weaker” brothers in the church disagreeing over food questions. 

“Receive one who is weak in the faith, but not to disputes over doubtful things. For one believes he may eat all things, but he who is weak eats only vegetables. Let not him who eats despise him who does not eat, and let not him who does not eat judge him who eats; for God has received him. Who are you to judge another’s servant? To his own master he stands or falls. Indeed, he will be made to stand, for God is able to make him stand.”(1-4)

“I know and am convinced by the Lord Jesus that there is nothing unclean of itself; but to him who considers anything to be unclean, to him it is unclean. Yet if your brother is grieved because of your food, you are no longer walking in love. Do not destroy with your food the one for whom Christ died…Do not destroy the work of God for the sake of food. All things indeed are pure, but it is evil for the man who eats with offense. It is good neither to eat meat nor drink wine nor do anything by which your brother stumbles or is offended or is made weak.” (14-15, 20-21)

Paul clarifies this passage somewhat in I Corinthians chapter 8. The problem was that for Gentiles, most meat was bought or eaten after it had been sacrificed to Greek or Roman idols. At big feasts, the leftovers were sold in the streets outside the temples. “New” Christians, who newly turned from idols to believe in one God, used to worship many gods. The pagan priests killed the animals ritualistically and blessed the meat in the names of their gods. So did this not make the meat evil? Has the flesh been tainted by its association with false religions? 
We modern Christians scoff at this as silly, but only because we are culturally distant from idol worship, and we may be more mature in our doctrinal understanding. To the African friends I made in the Republic of Benin, where Voodoo worship is prevalent, a new Christian might be offended by me eating a piece of meat from an offering to Legba. 
In I Corinthians 8:4-13, Paul warns the church members to be careful that they not flaunt their Christian freedom to eat meat sacrificed to idols if it may harm other believers. Paul affirms that idols are nonsense, and that eating meat from a pagan ritual is no sin, yet it may cause “stumbling” in those members who do not yet understand the silliness of idols. He adds more detail in I Corinthians 10. Verse 25, “Eat whatever is sold in the meat market, asking no questions for conscience’ sake; for ‘the earth is the Lord’s and all its fulness.’” However, if you go out to dinner, and a brother worries, telling you that is idol meat, “do not eat it for the sake of the one who told you.” Abstain for the help of your brother, Paul says.  
The apostle Paul installed his young intern Timothy as pastor of the church in Ephesus, and wrote two inspired letters to help Timothy. 

I Timothy 4:1-5, “Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith, giving heed to deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their own conscience seared with a hot iron, forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from foods which God created to be received with thanksgiving by those who believe and know the truth. For every creature of God is good, and nothing is to be refused if it is received with thanksgiving; for it is sanctified by the word of God and prayer.”

It would seem that Paul is again referring to the idol meat question. God created foods to be received with thanksgiving, and need not “be refused,” because the word of God and prayer sanctify it. I think that what Paul is saying is that the Bible and apostles have told you that all foods are now clean, and you must thank God for them. 
I am only now, for the first time, beginning to recognize the importance of the Acts 15 decision of the Jerusalem Council, and the letters of Paul strongly re-affirming their ruling. Why? Because much of the modern Christian church has disavowed the very first ruling of the church! 
What modern churches actually continue to follow this rule? I don’t know of any. What I have heard from some, is that the book of Acts is a “transitional” book, and that first Jerusalem Council decision was a temporary rule, just because of the circumstances of that century. Now, we no longer need that rule, they say. 
This is curious, because it was argued even into the Reformation era! As Protestant churches began to separate from the Roman Catholic hierarchy, many sects wanted to distance themselves from what they viewed as “Popish superstitions,” including dietary rules. The Roman Catholic church had numerous required fast days and weeks, where members were to abstain from eating meat (except fish). John Calvin and Ulrich Zwingli took Paul’s teachings as universally applicable explanatory, and said that any demands to avoid meat for any reason were wrong. (Stuart, 152; Webb, Good, 210) But in Calvin’s day, not everyone agreed. 

“Most Anglicans in any case believed that since Christ sacrificed his own blood the law against eating blood had been dissolved. But Newton insisted that the Gospel did not have the power to abolish the prohibition of blood as it did the Mosaic food taboos because the blood law was a Noachic law and therefore universal and permanent. Furthermore, he argued, the Acts of the Apostles clearly stated that they explicitly decreed that the Gentile converts could ignore all the Mosaic traditions except the prohibition of eating blood, strangled animals, meat sacrificed to idols, and fornication (Acts 15:24,29; 21:25). This heavily disputed passage preyed on the conscience of many a Christian blood-eater. As one Protestant Reformer put it in 1596: ‘The Apostles commaunded to abstaine from bloud … what Christian observes that this day? And if some do feare to touch such things, they are mocked of the rest.’” (Stuart, 106)

Apparently, the blood-eaters won the argument, considering that the other position is unrepresented in our day. I want to know: when did the Noahic rules and the Jerusalem Council ruling get abolished? Why, and how? Was it just because our diets were much easier to justify without including any ethics in them? 
You may properly ask: is I Timothy 4 a solution to Christians eating cruelly-produced meat?
“Since I thank God for my food in prayer at each meal; and since the Bible declares all food is good; is not that meat sanctified to me?”
It would be lovely if it were that simple. But the circumstances of the early church issue were quite different. For Timothy and the church members, a pagan priest blessed the meat and sold it to the public. You may note with curiosity that the indirect financial support of a pagan temple is not an issue to Paul or the Council of Jerusalem. Those temples gained funds from Christians who bought the meat. Apparently that was not viewed as wrong, because the idols were nothing. The exception was if the animal had been strangled, and not bled out, in its execution.
That is an important point. God demanded in Genesis 9, before the Mosaic law, that animals be killed quickly (not alive, and suffering), and that their bodies be drained of blood. If the pagan temple in your city strangled rather than bleeding out the animals, the church said “no, you cannot eat that.” (Acts 15) So when Paul says here that Timothy and his church need not refuse the local pagan temple meat, he knows that the local temple killed it by blood draining. So the Ephesus church was fine with that. 
You cannot necessarily stretch this text to mean that Christians are free to eat any meat, anywhere, and killed in any manner. The Jerusalem Council ruled that Christians could eat any kind of meat, anywhere, IF it was killed properly. They acknowledged that God’s command in Genesis 9 continues to apply. We can drop the Jewish dietary rules found in the Mosaic law, but not the prior Noahic commands of God, because those are principles, not just regulations. God demands respect for the life of the animal which is found in its blood. 
In Ephesus, the Christian buyer of the meat was able to buy and eat it because the animal had been killed properly. And, at the time, factory farming did not exist. The animals lived in herds with shepherds or attendants and probably had good lives before their deaths. I do not know which temples or cities practiced strangulation in the ancient near-eastern world, but apparently some did, or the Jerusalem Council and Paul would not have bothered adding that caveat. 
Let’s say, for the sake of argument, that Corinth had three temples, and one of those strangled rather than cutting the meat animals. Then the ruling of the church was that Christians could buy meat from two of the three temples, but not from the priests who strangled the animals to death.
This does apply directly to Christians now eating factory farmed meat. We cannot say that our diets are pure, because we are violating the Noahic command of God, not the Mosaic ceremonial dietary rules. God said to Noah that meat eating is allowed IF the animal is killed swiftly and has the blood removed from its body, out of respect for its life. The slaughterhouses are not effectively killing the animals; the blood is not entirely drained; and the life of the animal was respected neither during its lifetime nor its execution 
Stephen Webb is sometimes right. He is wrong about Paul and Jesus regarding diet, but he does see the modern Christian problem correctly.

“Some Christians affirm a meat-oriented diet today as a way of proclaiming their faith in the goodness of creation as a gift from God, but they thereby risk affirming the hedonistic values of our consumeristic and gluttonous society, where meat-eating is a symbol not of the Christian doctrine of creation but of the right of humans to satisfy all of their desires at the cheapest possible price.” (Good, 217)

Many readers have been sinning in ignorance. It is a negligent ignorance. You should have looked into details of your eating, and failed to do so. Now you and I are sinning not in ignorance, but in practice, by continuing to eat meat from harm farms. That is why we must begin to force change in the industry and in our own diets, both. 

Vegetarianism and Christians throughout history

There is not enough space here for a complete history of vegetarianism, nor do we need a comprehensive history. It is helpful, however, to see how Christian views of eating often coincided with pagan philosophies or cultural norms throughout history. I will often cite the helpful book by Tristram Stuart, The Bloodless Revolution. The term “vegetarian” was not coined until the 1840s, but the meatless diet is an ancient idea. (xvii)  Actually, it was God’s original plan. It is meat-eating that is the innovation, not the vegetable diet.

Deuteronomy 12:20-25, Once the Lord your God has enlarged your territory, as he promised you, and you think to yourself, I’d like to eat some meat (because you have the desire to do so), feel free to do so whenever you want. But if the location that the Lord your God will choose to put his name is far away from where you live, then slaughter an animal from your herd or flock that the Lord has given you, just as I have commanded you, and eat it in your cities whenever you wish. But be sure to eat it as if it were gazelle of deer. People who are polluted and people who are purified can feast on it together. Furthermore, make sure that you don’t consume any of the blood, because blood is life. You must not consume the life along with the meat. You must not consume any of it. Pour it out on the ground, just like water. You must not consume any of it so that things go well for you and for your children later because you did what was right in the Lord’s eyes.

In the Exodus portrayal of the Mosaic Law, meat eating was largely done in coordination with sacrifices. When a family presented an animal sacrifice, the priests kept a part, some was burned, and some was given back to the family to eat. But there was also the allowance for killing wildlife to eat, as long as the blood was drained out and poured on the ground; then the meat could be cooked and eaten. Jewish commentators have noted the unusual structure of the verses above to say that “there is indeed a hidden reprimand between the lines of the Torah in the sanction to eat meat,” because it is repeated “because you desire to eat meat.” It is as if God is reminding the readers that there should be a moral struggle over this decision. (Kook, 119) 
Rabbi Slifkin points out that meat consumption should be infrequent, as implied by the part about eating gazelle or deer. Finding and catching such wildlife would be uncommon in the wilderness, and so God is saying, ‘you an have the occasional feast with meat, when you like, but not too often.’ (166) 
For people raising flocks, taking from the flock to eat meat would not be daily, but perhaps weekly or monthly, as animal husbandry works on a birth, life, and old age process. If you eat too many of your animals, at a rate exceeding the reproduction rate, the flock will diminish. It would likely be young males you would eat, since only a couple of males are needed to breed with the females, and male adults tend to fight. 
The ancient religions of India such as Hinduism and Buddhism promoted a meatless diet. The ideas of reincarnation and karma affirmed spiritual potential in all sentient life. (Walters, 62) “He who permits the slaughter of an animal, he who cuts it up, he who kills it, he who buys or sells meat, he who cooks it, he who serves it up, and he who eats it, must all be considered as the slayers of the animal.” (Manu, 42) Unfortunately the non-killing of animals in India has not brought any animal welfare considerations to their lifestyle, and so injured and starving animals are common there. Vegetarians who promote Buddhism or Hinduism over Christianity merely for their non-killing of animals have missed the point. Living a painful life without veterinary care might well be worse than living, for many creatures there. (Fox, Michael, 239)
The Roman poet Ovid, only a decade after the birth of Jesus, wrote about the Greek vegetarian Pythagoras in the Metamorphoses. Pythagoras lived more than 500 years before Ovid and is sometimes viewed as the first animal rightist. (Hatkoff, 16) “Alas, what wickedness to swallow flesh into our flesh, to fatten our greedy bodies by cramming in other bodies, to have one living creature fed by the death of another! In the midst of such wealth as earth, the best of mothers, provides, nothing forsooth satisfies you, but to behave like the Cyclopes, inflicting sorry wounds with cruel teeth! You cannot appease the hungry cravings of your wicked, gluttonous stomachs except by destroying some other life.” (Wieber, 58) Because of this well-known poem, ancient vegetarians were often called Pythagoreans.
A century later, Plutarch wrote an essay “On the Eating of Flesh.” He argued that man “…has no hooked beak or sharp nails or jagged teeth, no strong stomach or warmth of vital fluids able to digest and assimilate a heavy diet of flesh.” (Stuart, 141-142) This has become a regular point of contention in vegetarian debates, as to whether humans are physically designed for meat-eating. The physician and scientist Linnaeus wrote his doctoral dissertation showing that fruit was the natural food for humans, not meat. (148) Taking teeth alone as a proof is not always a consistent proof of “natural food”, however, as Panda bears have huge teeth and claws and yet live mainly on bamboo, not meat.
Many early church fathers viewed Adam’s original sin as gluttony, and so many believed that God’s kingdom required “restriction of that appetite.” (Webb, Good, 185-186) Monastics and ascetics lived in seclusion and often practiced a meatless diet. But heretical sects and pagan religions often did the same thing, and so when Augustine attacked the vegetarian Manicheans, the whole idea of vegetarian diet became viewed as superstition and heresy. 
The usually rational Augustine went silly when it came to opposing vegetarians. In his book The City of God, he called vegetarian ideas “ravings” and started the ridiculous claim that if you cannot kill animals you also cannot kill plants, and everyone will starve. (Waldau, Specter, 191)
The Christian leader Jerome did not help, because he was a “vicious” vegetarian and gave it a bad name! (ibid, 31-32, 194, 200)
The Roman Catholic church took a sort of middle path. Rather than promote vegetarianism, it instituted a system of fast days and seasons, wherein Christians avoided gluttony by avoiding eating meat all the time. The season of Lent became the key time of fasting, not from all food, but from meat (except fish). Friday was particularly meatless in honor of the crucifixion of Jesus. (Hobgood-Oster, 92-93) As the number of fasting days grew, Catholics sometimes rebelled. In 17th and 18th century Paris, doctors and priests were being bribed by tens of thousands of people, for notes allowing butchers to sell them meat even during fasts! Some claimed also that ducks, otters, porpoises, and any water creature could be called “fish” and eaten during fasts. (Stuart, 155)
When Protestants broke away from the Catholic church, they simply abolished all holidays and fasts, lumping it all together as Popish superstition. Martin Luther said simply, “…there is no law to forbid our eating them, and consequently there can be no sin in their use.” (Luther, 133-134) He was clearly opposing any demand for vegetarianism. He did not mean that eating could never be done sinfully.
The Puritans were caught between several competing philosophies. They hated Catholic rituals and yet recognized that fasting was a useful spiritual discipline. But the British martial culture, focused on their powerful navy, demanded a meat-heavy diet. Each British sailor ate about 208 pounds of meat per year, almost as much as a modern American. (Stuart, 173) 
Richard Baxter (1615-1691) ate a lot of meat during his early life in the Civil War, but health problems forced him to become a vegetarian. He consoled himself by reflecting that God had “put into all good men that tender compassion to the bruites as will keep them from a senseless rooting in their blood’; and “all my daies…[eating meat]…hath gone, as against my nature, with some regret, which hath made me the more contented that God hath made me long renounce it.” (Stuart, 13)
Vegetarian diets became a common health practice in Europe after the Reformation. Many taught that a “prelapsarian diet”, the diet of Adam and Eve before the Fall, was still God’s ideal. (Stuart, xix) John Evelyn promoted raw foods diet, taking the Hugo Grotius view that God did not like meat-eating. (Stuart, 81-82)
Some also wished to oppose the growing cruelties shown by Descartes and vivisectionists in modern science. Henry More wrote in 1653 that God only gave life to cattle to keep their meat fresh until we wanted to eat them! (Clough, What’s, 114-115) Thomas Hobbes said that might makes right: humans had the right to kill any lesser beings for their own preservation. (Stuart, 132) In contrast, William Paley said that humans could never justify meat-eating if Scripture did not allow it. (Thomas, Keith, 298)
The most influential vegetarian in England was George Cheyne, 1671-1743. He had been “the fattest man in Europe,” but took up the vegetarian diet and lost 2/3 of his mass. (Stuart, 163-168) His belief that eating meat (and drinking alcohol) clogged the body’s hydraulic system, which “foreshadows the modern idea” of cholesterol in our blood-stream. (171) 
John Wesley adopted Cheyne’s diet until the church threatened him with heresy charges, but he later returned to the vegetarian diet. Wesley based his diet on the idea that Christians can try to model the ideal future state of the millennium, and thus be peaceful in the creation. (Regenstein, 87) John Wesley was a vegetarian for anti-cruelty reasons. In his famous sermon The General Deliverance, in which he proposes animals in the after-life, he bluntly attacks human treatment of animals. “The human shark, without any such necessity, torments [animals] of his own free choice, and, perhaps, continues their lingering pain, till, after months or years, death signs their release.” (King, Sarah, 22-23)
George Cheyne went too far in his later years, saying that meat eaters could not be Christians, and then began to promote ideas about reincarnation. (174, 179)
John Oswald of the late 18th century taught radical vegetarianism from a political anger over social inequality. In Scotland, the rich bought large tracts of land to feed cattle, and displaced the poor to do so. To oppose economic oppression, Oswald demanded vegetarianism to rebuke the injustice caused by meat production. (Stuart, 301) This is similar to the modern argument that the poor in foreign countries are starving while shipping meat products to rich countries. 
Joseph Ritson followed with furious attacks calling humans “the most universal destroyer” and that it would “be better if such diabolical monsters should cease to exist.” (363) His nephew took Ritson so seriously that he killed a neighbor’s cat, since it was a predator; Ritson praised him for the act. (364-365) 
The grandfather of Charles Darwin, Erasmus Darwin, agreed with John Oswald about land ownership. He said that the meat-industry growth was fueled by greed, because meat fetched higher and easier profits than crops. He advised that the only way to reverse the loss of land from the poor was “to ban the enclosure of arable land completely” (404-405)
The first, and one of the few Christian churches to require vegetarianism among its members, was the Bible-Christian church founded in England by William Cowherd in England in 1809. Cowherd was influenced by Emanuel Swedenborg who viewed meat eating as a symbol of the Fall. (Webb, On God, 33)
The strongest arguments that I can see for Christian vegetarianism are not normative, meaning, nothing in Scripture requires a meatless diet. Nevertheless, there are good reasons why a Christian could choose to be a vegetarian.
It is very difficult to find meat that has been raised properly and slaughtered humanely A vegetarian is not an accomplice to cruelty. (Berry, Wendell, 233) This is an ethical argument.
Meat production in factory farm settings creates major problems for pollution. (Halteman, 35) This is an environmental argument.
Meat production demeans workers and uses government complicity to drive good local farms out of business. (Genoways; Salatin) This is an economic argument.
There are health risks associated with meat-eating because of the current system, and the tendency toward gluttony brings higher health risks. (Wirzba, Food, 130-131) This is a health argument.
Unless something miraculous happens, the growing human population will require a lessening of meat consumption in the near future. (Birch, 98; Webb, On God, 165) This is a practical argument.

There are ways around these problems, and so, it is possible that we can solve some of them, and restore virtue to the act of eating meat. 
The argument of John Wesley, and others, that Christianity can (or should) become an active modeler of the future Kingdom of Christ on earth is the best argument I have seen for a Christian vegetarian diet. At least, it offers a vision that we can taste, touch, and feel, about what a “good” world can look like. 

“A vegetarian diet is one concrete way for Christians to experience and practice God's grace. When I am asked why I am a vegetarian, I take that as an opportunity to give an account of my faith. Eating is thus an occasion for witness and ministry. I do not avoid meat in order to feel superior to others. Nor do I avoid meat in order to ease my scrupulous conscience. I also do not want to lay down a burdensome guilt trip on my many friends who do eat meat. I avoid meat because I await God's total and redeeming power, and even now I want to identify with the direction of God's providential march through history.” (Webb, Good, 41)

Tolstoy wrote:

“The Vegetarian movement ought to fill with gladness the souls of those who have at heart the realization of God's kingdom upon earth, not because Vegetarianism itself is such an important step towards the realization of this kingdom (all real steps are equally important or unimportant), but because it serves as a criterion by which we know that the pursuit of moral perfection on the part of man is genuine and sincere.” (Wieber, 61, citing Tolstoy, News Review, 1892)

Karl Barth wrote that “Whether or not we find it practicable and desirable, the diet assigned to men and beasts by God the Creator is vegetarian.” (Linzey, Gospel, 36) 
Neil Messer does not like Linzey or Barth drawing “ethical inferences” from the idea of the future “peaceable kingdom.”

“But we are not called to inaugurate or establish that kingdom; the attempt to do so risks lapsing into a dangerous and potentially inhumane utopianism or fanaticism. Linzey's language of 'approximating' the peaceable kingdom has its dangers, because it tends to obscure this distinction between witnessing to and establishing the kingdom. … So if we wish to take seriously the Isaianic promise of a coming age in which lions live at peace with cattle, we shall also have to acknowledge that it is quite beyond our power to imagine what such an age will look like, much less to bring it in or to 'approximate' it.... A properly repentant attitude to human sin and the brokenness of the world should lead us to avoid the violent exploitation of non-human animals whenever we can. … Barth, as we have seen, holds that vegetarianism risks being a 'wanton anticipation' of the peaceable kingdom.” (224-225)

This is a rather brazen proposal, that any attempt to mirror a peaceable kingdom might bring “utopianism or fanaticism”! We cannot possibly know the future exactly, therefore we should make no attempt to emulate it? What kind of theology is this? Status quo. I fear the future therefore make no attempt to improve it! That is a dandy of a claim. It is ridiculous attempts at subterfuge like this that end up helping the vegetarian proponents. I might prefer vegetarianism to status quo Christianity, if it means making no effort to improve the future!
The Jewish vegetarian Rabbi Alfred Cohen rightly points out that some vegetarians are hypocritical when they adamantly denounce meat, while simultaneously promoting abortion. Why should animal lives be more precious than human lives, he asks? (Cohen, Vegetarianism, 188) This, in fact, is one major reason why Christians have tacitly supported the right-wing of politics, because abortion is known to be evil, and many vegetarians are left-wing “pro-choice.”
Vegetarians are not a large voting-bloc. In 1994, there were estimated to be between half a million and two million “real vegetarians’ in the United States. (Young, God, xv) Stull says that 3.2% of Americans call themselves vegetarian. (87) The number has not grown much. (Marcus, 66) By “real” the authors mean “consistent.” In informal questioning, many young people will call themselves vegetarians, but actually eat meat, just less frequently. In college settings it seems to be a popular label, even if not truly followed.
Also, many people are “former” vegetarians; they don’t last long in that meatless diet. York says that there are “three times as many ex-vegetarians as there are current vegetarians.” (92) I had a mostly vegetarian diet for two years when I worked at a university with quality vegetarian lunches. Since I don’t cook much, when I moved, I no longer ate the mostly vegetable menu.
I agree with Wennberg and Webb that Christians need to find a “middle ground” between vegetarianism and carnivorism. Some who try to become purists, or vegans, get overwhelmed by the dramatic change in lifestyle. (Ball, 72)

“The meat-eater views the vegetarian as morally eccentric; the vegetarian views the meat-eater as either benighted or morally corrupt.…We need to overcome this division between absolute abstainers and total eaters. We need to open up a middle ground for moral discussion and concern.… Regrettably, vegetarianism is often accompanied by an 'us-them' attitude – you are either a vegetarian and with us or you are a meat-eater and against us. There is no middle ground that is considered honorable...” (Wennberg, 251-252)

“The animal rights movement has monopolized debates about animals and vegetarianism, often by dismissing Judaism and Christianity as the religions responsible for our poor treatment of animals today. Moreover, it tends to portray vegetarianism as an all-or-nothing affair. Animal rights advocates thus uphold vegetarianism as an absolute moral law, which can strike many people as not only unreasonable but also impossible. Can we really eat in such a way that no animals are ever harmed by us? Doesn't this lead to a quest for moral purity that inevitably results in self-righteousness? Biblical vegetarianism is a clear alternative to the utopian rigor of the animal rights movement. Since Christians believe that perfection cannot be achieved here and now, Christian vegetarianism will not be a legalistic and absolutist practice. Instead, it will be a way, gradually and humbly, of looking forward to God's restoration of creation, the fulfillment of God's promise to complete history by returning the whole world to God's original intentions.” (Webb, Good, 13)

This is why I propose taking smaller steps, toward eating less meat, and better quality local meat. (Halteman, 38; Niman, 270)  If you prosper in the small steps, perhaps you will want to try bigger changes. The problem as I see it is: “the perfect is the enemy of the good.” Better to approach a big life change in small bites rather than big ones. Try fasting from meat one day a month. Or trying 3 meals a week without meat. Or just finding a local provider who has well-treated animals, and eat that once in awhile. 



Truthful Words; or Lies and Damned Lies


Humans are experts at lying from birth. The Bible teaches that we are born in sin, and nurture it, unless we are converted and make an effort to control our tongues, or typing fingers. Language is used by the selfish to manipulate others for personal gain, or by deceivers and flatterers to gain power. And we use language to deceive ourselves, at times. If we wish to hide the truth, we couch the words with euphemisms or distractions to divert attention to the real issue. 
Deceiving language and euphemisms are a part of carnivorism, which is one reason to believe that the carnivorous diet is a dangerous path. We only build up defenses around issues that bring us shame.

“When humans rely on euphemisms to describe something, it often indicates moral discomfort, if not outright shame. If we can't use honest language to describe our food, then we should change who we eat and/or how we care for food animals until we can.” (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 114)

Spence Carlsen wrote for the Los Angeles Times to point out some of these terms. 

“A cow who has been killed, skinned, dismembered and ground up or sliced is 'beef,' 'leather,' 'hind-quarter,' 'hamburger.' A laboratory rat is a 'research tool' or 'model.' A deer or a fox on a wildlife 'refuge' becomes a 'resource' deserving of 'conservation.' Using these words, it is hard, if not impossible, to understand non-human animals as creatures that, like ourselves, experience pain and suffering and have complicated emotional lives.” (Wieber, 24)

“Pork” and “bacon” and “ham” are easier to say than “pig flesh” when we want to forget that we are eating an animal. (Camosy, 83) Interestingly, chicken and lamb have no euphemisms. (Laufer, 93) Our relationships with animals are contradictory or inexplicable Some creatures we love, others we hate, and others we eat. Americans love dogs; Chinese eat dogs. Why don’t we eat dogs? 
Human cultures create categories, and we tend to adopt the views of our culture. In the United States, dogs and horses are pets. In many Asian countries, dogs are scavengers and food. There is nothing biblical to justify or condemn either cultural view. We owe a domestic animal more care than a wild animal, so once you have made a sort of contract to care for the creature, you should be careful about changing the animal’s role. For instance, it seems that David’s reaction to the poor man’s pet lamb in Samuel showed that a pet should not become food.
Individual words are not the only forms of euphemism. Slogans and phrases can have similar purpose in diverting a conversation or thought process. As Brigid Brophy writes, “Whenever people say 'We mustn't be sentimental,' you can take it they are about to do something cruel. And if they add 'We must be realistic,' they mean they are going to make money out of it. These slogans have a long history.” (Wieber, 66) The harm farms will react with similar economic phrases.

“Your suggestions for giving these animals more space or better treatment will be dismissed as grossly inefficient by economists. Your pleas to have laws passed that protect these animals will be said by legislators and their agribusiness friends to drive up costs, reduce profit, and make us less competitive in the world market. These modern shibboleths have kept the animal movement at bay and effectively marginalized advocates for decades.” (Kimbrell, 32)

The champions of twisting words are government agencies and big businesses. Labeling of products is a key part of advertising or propaganda. The right name, title, or artwork, can make the difference in a sale or favorable view toward an idea. If you can lead the consumer to believe that a food product is of higher quality or kinder origin, you can charge a higher price and alleviate any misgivings in the mind of the buyer. Using old German names for company titles can imply that local Amish or Mennonites raised the animals on their small farm. Having artwork showing cows grazing on grass may imply a happy, pastoral life for the beef or dairy products.  “Happy Cows” was a great success for California dairy advertising, suggesting the old E.M. Root quip that cows are “God’s jolly cafeteria with four legs and a tail.” (Lamb, 50)
Those examples are merely low-level deceptions; they mislead, but are not overt lies. The lies come when companies take advantage of terms that the general public knows, but government regulations do not define similarly. In other words, you and I know that “organic” means ‘natural’ or ‘not artificial.’ (Dawn, 178) But the US Department of Agriculture does not define organic, or many other words, the way we do. After all, the USDA calls rabbits “poultry”! 

“My journeys into the dairy industry have been tremendously eye opening about the food I eat. I was especially dismayed to learn that some 'organic' dairies are big confinement facilities with large manure lagoons. To qualify as 'organic' dairies have not been required by USDA to truly keep their cows on pasture. Rather, they only have to provide some outdoor access, use feed that has been grown without chemicals, and follow certain restrictions with respect to veterinary care…The short-comings of the regulations have created an 'organic' dairy farming that is not the answer I am looking for.” (Niman, 205)

Niman shows that the words “cage free” on your meat or egg product does not mean “free to roam.” A cage free operation does not ever have to open a door or window …as long as the animals are not confined in metal cages, they are cage-free. (223) Keeping 50,000 birds in a barn together is cage-free. I suppose you can call that an improvement over battery cages, but it is hardly an example of kindly treatment. 
How about the word “natural?” Most people would think natural meant that the animal had some sort of natural life. Not at all. In USDA-speak, “natural” means “minimally processed.” So in fact, you could stick the animal in a dark hole for 6 months then kill it with “minimal processing” and call it a ‘natural’ product on the label. (Niman, 234)
This means that you do not become a successful conscientious consumer simply by seeking out meats with keywords on the label. Some keywords are better than others. “Grass-fed” beef is not necessarily better treated than corn-fed beef. Why? Because technically, “grass fed” by USDA standards just means that the animals had SOME grass; not a lot of grass, or a lifetime of grass for its food. It may have been 5% grass and 95% corn, but the meat corporation is not lying, technically, since it ate some grass sometime during its life. However, “100% grass fed” is supposed to mean a lifetime of grass food. That label might be helpful, if the regulations are followed truthfully by the meat provider.
To be honest, the best way for you to find cruelty-free food is by asking around your town, or doing internet research if you are a city-dweller. Such farms do exist, and some of them also provide mail-order shipments. 
So, let’s talk a little more about Grace Places. What does a cruelty-free farm look like? 


Godly farms: Grace Places

Until the late 19th century, most farms around the world operated in similar manner, because they relied upon the same Divine provision. Weather, seasons, plants, animals, and human oversight. Farmers planned crops in a rotation to revive soil after depletion, and used domestic animals as helpers by using their manure, hooves, and eating habits to help things along. Chickens and pigs ate kitchen scraps; cows ate grass and weeds, and all of these creatures provided fertilizer, eggs, or meat as appropriate. Meat was “principally a by-product of agricultural systems in which animals were reared on otherwise unusable land and fed waste products.” (Stuart, 403) 
For most farmers, meat was not a primary crop, but a supplement to barter for needed goods. You could trade extra pigs for seed or equipment; or sell the eggs when a surplus was at hand. The farmers never sought to maintain a total control over all aspects of the farm, because it was both impossible, and unnecessary. Weather and seasons could not be manipulated. The animals fed themselves by grazing or scavenging; and by allowing them into various fields, the manure was spread naturally. (Sanders, 71) You might call this an ecological style of farming. Various types of farm work were achieved in line with natural systems, rather than by artificial means. (Berry, 28)
Wendell Berry is a prominent spokesman for a return to traditional agriculture. 

“Husbandry pertains first to the household; it connects the farm to the household ….To husband is to use with care, to keep, to save, to make last, to conserve…Without husbandry, 'soil science' too easily ignores the community of creatures that live in and from, that make and are made by, the soil. Similarly, 'animal science' without husbandry forgets, almost as a requirement, the sympathy by which we recognize ourselves as fellow creatures of the animals. It forgets that animals are so called because we once believed them to be endowed with souls. Animal science has led us away from that belief or any such belief in the sanctity of animals. It has led us instead to the animal factory, which, like the concentration camps, is a vision of Hell. Animal husbandry, on the contrary, comes from and again leads to the psalmist's vision of good grass, good water, and the husbandry of God.” (93, 96)

Non-Christian books note the difference between husbandry and modern agriculture too. Downer recognizes that “…cultures still living close to nature intuitively appreciate the significance of other life and treat it with respect. The same reverential view is maintained by people whose lives revolve around their livestock. It was only when human populations, supplied by domesticated animals and cultivated plants, were able to live isolated from the world that sustained them, that this understanding and respect broke down.” (9)
Norman Wirzba remembers how his ancestor worked with farm animals.

“My grandfather, Wilhelm Roepke, understood…For him, chickens were first and foremost God's creatures. They were never to be tormented or abused, but cared for in ways that facilitated the fulfillment of their natures. As the farmer charged with their care, he did not think it was enough to make sure they were well fed and housed. It also mattered to him that they experienced forms of delight suitable for a chicken. On summer days he would therefore take his scythe and a bucket and cut fresh grass for them. As he approached the chickens they came running, clearly excited about the grass offering they were about to receive. As they ate, my grandfather grinned and chuckled, clearly delighted that he had contributed to their pleasure. This treatment of chickens is so noteworthy (and uncommon) because it shows that my grandfather understood his work to be a form of respect and an expression of hospitality to the creatures under his care. Chickens were never treated as economic units. They were precious gifts of God given for the nurture of our family (both in the form of eggs and meat). To be worthy of these chickens, however, required that we offer ourselves to their well-being and happiness. … When he sat down to eat these chickens he could be thankful in ways that few of us can because he knew that he had first given himself to them. His daily work was a form of worship because it was a lifting up of God's gifts so that they might be properly received and cared for.” (Food, 204-205)

Nicolette Niman explains how her farm and cattle ranch works without much direct effort. The cattle eat what grows naturally, plus a little hay. (170) 
The most surprising thing I learned about cattle care is the practice of “grafting a calf.” This is a way to get a cow to adopt an orphan calf. When a calf is still-born (born dead), you can skin the carcass, and place the coat over an orphan calf. Usually the mother cow will adopt the disguised orphan as its own. (166-168)
The Niman’s have pig farmer friends who “Let the pigs live in a way that respects a pig’s nature. When they have each other, good feed, fresh air, sunshine, and ample exercise,” they say that “The animals we raise have only one bad day.” (124-125)
The Dinka tribe of southern Sudan is renowned for its care for cattle. From child-hood, Dinka boys learn to inspect cows, remove ticks, and pet the animals. They lead the cattle to pastures and water sources. Cattle are the main livelihood for families, and cared for with diligence. (Downer, 92-94)
I have read a few of the popular new books by Joel Salatin, a Christian, and owner of Polyface Farms. His chickens get a “fresh piece of pasture every day,” and are kept safe with a new-technology polyethylene webbing with stainless wires inside for a light electrification, that keeps out predators. (Folks, 28; Holy, 45)

“Farm friendly food asks the question: 'Is the pig happy?' On our farm and thousands like it, we try to provide a habitat to each plant and animal that allows it to fully express its physiological distinctiveness. When we respect nature or the Creator's design enough to reverence the plow on the end of a pig's nose, the graceful beak on the front of a chicken, the earthworm's gamboling around in the soil underneath the cabbages, then we have a moral framework in which to contain our human cleverness. Honest food uses nature as a template, placed over the product-ion model, to duplicate domestically what nature does in the wild. Our responsibility as stewards is to enhance these principles, not override them.” (Holy, 45)

The Christian hunter/trapper Vantassel promotes the Polyface Farm as a good farm, even though its owner, Joel Salatin, hammers factory farming.

“Mixed farming also has an incredible ability to work in harmony with nature. Poly-face farm, a working farm of 100 acres of grassland and 450 acres of woods located in Pennsylvania, actually produces 30,000 eggs, 10,000 broilers, 800 stewing hens, 25,000 pounds of beef, 25,000 pounds of pork, 1,000 turkeys and 500 rabbits in one year. The farm is able to accomplish this feat by seeking to treat the farm as a self-contained mini-ecosystem. Free-range chickens provide nitrogen to the soil through their droppings, as well as sanitation work through eating insects and parasites that could encourage disease in the cattle. The chickens then provide food through their meat. Cattle also provide a convenient way to store excess food, and eating meat broadens our pallet and makes us less vulnerable to famine.” (125)
					
Even the difficult job of slaughter can be done well. George Angell, founder of the ASPCA, tells of the conditions in Venice, Italy, in 1868. The animals were raised carefully and checked individually by veterinarians before killing. Diseased animals were used only for manure. Animals were always stunned before killing, and meat was prepared quickly for use. (Autobiographical, 30)
The difference between a Grace Place and a Harm Farm is that the Christian practices true animal husbandry, patterned after God the Good Shepherd. “Husbandry takes the killing of animals out of the realm of violence (understood here as the power that works against the purposes of God) and immerses it in the sacrificial logic that commits us to their care and well-being.” (Wirzba, Food, 137) And we can be confident that God will bless such faithfulness. In Deuteronomy 28, God promises that keeping His covenant affects the fruitfulness and prosperity of our crops and livestock, and our own lives. (DeHaan, 61)
Without even a specifically Christian motivation, the European Union in 1999 ratified the Treaty of Amsterdam, where they recognized the “status of animals as sentient beings” rather than “agricultural products.” (Linzey, Creatures, 5; Tripp) They promote five protections for farm animals: from discomfort; hunger and thirst; fear and distress; pain, suffering, and illnesses; and the impossibility of expressing a natural behavior. (Lambin, 42-43) While Europeans forge ahead with godly reforms in their meat industry, the American system grows more profane.
Opponents claim that this is unrealistic, and that we can never feed the world using old-style farming. Cuba pulled it off, so why can’t we? In 1991, when the Soviet Union collapsed, they stopped sending free oil and fertilizer and pesticide to their ally. For three years the Cubans were hungry, but the people went back to organic farming, and they are doing well again. (Bahnson and Wirzba, 88)

“Agribusiness industrial extremists often make a related argument that it would be impossible to maintain current meat production levels without industrial operations. 'There just isn't enough land to raise animals outdoors,' the argument goes. The suggestion that we can raise all the farm animals we need on pastures is characterized as quaint, and supports of traditional agriculture are characterized as nostalgic, or even Luddites. But again, the assertion that there's insufficient land for traditional farming is made without proof, and there's no reason to believe it. Under the industrial animal system massive amounts of feed are produced by plowing, planting, and harvesting vast tracts of land then transporting the feed to the animals facilities. Waste is then transported away from facilities and applied to land. Obviously, those crop lands and waste disposal areas must be included in any land use comparisons.” (Niman, 253)

Feasting and Fasting

The Old Testament Jews did a lot of festivals that included feasting. These were celebrations of God’s bounty. Likewise, they sometimes fasted, as a kind of worship. Feasts and fasts continued in the early church, though less formal and regular. The Lord’s Supper or Eucharist became a shared meal among believers, meant to be a time of rejoicing. 

“People should feast so they do not forget the grace and the blessing of the world. People should fast so they do not degrade or hoard the good gifts of God. In short, we feast to glorify God and we fast so we do not glorify ourselves.…It is worth recalling that Jewish sacrifices often ended with a festive meal in which thanksgiving to God was expressed, and that the Eucharistic meal was a time of rejoicing. God was present at these meals not because God was being fed. Rather, God was present as people fed on food acknowledged to be a gift of God.” (Wirzba, Food, 137)

Feasting is natural when we are thankful and we know the animals were raised in a godly manner.

“Inspired and shaped by Christ's reconciling life, we must concern ourselves with the well-being of animals, working to make sure that they can live the life God intends for them. When we treat chickens the way God expects, which means that we devote ourselves to their care, shame disappears to make room for celebration.” (Bahnson and Wirzba, 121)

Would holidays like Thanksgiving and Easter, traditionally crowned with lots of food, be more joyful if the feasts were accompanied with clear consciences?
Many leaders of the Reformation, and thus whole denominations of Protestants, viewed feasts and fasts as Roman Catholic superstitions, and largely abandoned the whole system. This may be a tragic mistake, considering that it allowed holidays to become secular rather than spiritual in the public eye. Rather than abandon feasts, cultures simply converted national celebration days into party times. By in large, fasting has been for-gotten. 
Self-sacrifice, discipline, and worship with denial of appetites, is not a popular idea. For the most part, only Catholics continue to fast. One curious aspect of Catholic fasting is that it generally entails not abstaining from all food, but from most meats, except for fish. This has given rise to the somewhat common view among Christian vegetarians that fish is not really meat. Fish is not very bloody, and is very different than beef or poultry. The “pescatarian vegetarian” is a person who avoids meat except for fish.
Fasting is simply a kind of self-denial, done intentionally for the glory of God and your own self-discipline. Why can’t we deny ourselves a fast-food meat product once a week, as an act of self-discipline and rebellion against an evil system? Evil food systems are not new, they are just mainstream now. In 1839, John Styles opposed cruel meat systems:

“Most men, we presume, esteem it a duty which they owe God, to entreat his blessing on the food of which, through his bounty, they are about to partake; but how absurdly impious is it, to implore his benediction upon a table which is furnished out in part by the abuse of his bounty, and the agonies of his creatures? Bruised meat, white veal, crimped salmon, crimped cod, and the other delicacies which are known to have undergone a cruel process, should be rejected, and a strict surveillance over the domestic kitchen should be constantly exercised.” (168)

So far we have been looking at our individual practices of eating. What about our place in the larger world of food? I am not preparing to guilt-trip you with the old motherly warning, “think about all the starving children in the world…” 
Just pondering the dynamics of food production, we have good reason to worry about the future for whole continents, not just our own. The word “sustainable” is an important one. A sustainable diet is one that can be kept at its current level by natural, ecological, normal earthly systems. In other words, not a diet propped up artificially by burning fossil fuels and dumping chemicals on the soil. Those are not sustainable inputs. We will eventually run out of oil and oil-produced chemicals, or they will become so scarce as to be too expensive for food production.
I already showed you how the American diet of meat has skyrocketed in the last century. Now other parts of the world are catching up with our consumption. Since the 1960s, meat consumption has gone up 600% in Japan and 1300% in China. (Herzog) If our level of meat eating was suddenly replicated worldwide, all of the grain in the world would be able to feed less than 40% of its people. (Roberts, End, 211) That is not sustain-able! Roberts also notes that even though the human population is expected to peak at 9.5 billion in 2070, global meat demand is expected to rise by 200 or 300%. (206-207)
Right now global grain reserves are falling, not growing. There is no way to triple our grain production to grow three times as many cattle to feed our craving for meat three times a day!

“…nearly all scenarios for sustainable future food production assume large reductions in meat consumption – assumptions that may sit well with diehard sustainability advocates but will likely fare poorly with mainstream consumers and producers…” (Roberts, End, 268)

What this means is that we might as well start reducing our meat consumption now, rather than waiting until the problem is forced upon us.  Tripp York, a Christian, has already started, though he is going totally vegetarian. He wants to reduce deforestation, caused by cattle-raising projects.

“I am a vegetarian because any eschatology grounded in the kind of hope that does not overturn our violent natures is not much of an eschatology.… I am a vegetarian because I am against deforestation. To be more specific, I am doing what little I can to resist the destruction of natural habitats that has led to premature animal extinct-ion and the need for many animals to live in zoos and sanctuaries. There is a connection” (York, 96)

York’s friend, Fred Bahnson, takes a reduced-meat approach. “CAFO [Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation] meat is, by any Christian standard, an unacceptable form of death. … You don’t want that animal’s death to be flippantly used or taken for granted. We eat meat once or twice a week, and it’s always from animals we either raised or were raised by people we know.” (102)


We church-goers support missionaries around the world. You know that for many people, food is hard to come by. A reduced-meat diet is one way to help, in a small way, since it diverts fewer resources to our own stomachs, so that grains may be used for humans. McGuire says that in a meat-based diet, ten times as many plants are used than in a vegetarian diet. (71) If true, then if we ate half as much meat, there might be twice as many plants available for food. 


Conclusion


“Blessed are those who are still shocked! The great moments in advancement in our history are those moments when we, as a people, have been appalled.” (Hunter, 141)

One thing that we have to start doing is pressuring our leaders, and the companies, directly, for major improvements in farm animal welfare. You can be certain that the big industrial groups will fight it to the death. Their huge profits are entirely based on cutting corners in welfare and safety. And the government will not go along willingly. They get big money from the big corporations to protect the status quo.
So, step one. We need a Humane Farming Act.
I don’t know who started the idea, but I first found the proposed “Humane Farming Act” in Matthew Scully’s writings. And, believe it or not, he is a Republican. 

 “We need our conservative values voters to get behind a Humane Farming Act so that we can all quit averting our eyes. This reform, a set of explicit federal cruelty statutes with enforcement funding to back it up, would leave us with farms we could imagine without wincing, photograph without prosecution, and explain without excuses.” (Religious, 20)

“…a Humane Farming Act would make family farming the model, as is slowly happening already in the laws of the European Union – barring over the next decade, for example, battery cages for poultry and veal crates for calves. In America it will take a law of this sweep to save the small farms now just barely surviving, and to end the moral race to the bottom – cutting costs by any and all means – that corporate farmers will always win….” (Dominion, 393)

“The law would uphold not only the elemental standards of animal husbandry but also of veterinary ethics, following no more complicated a principle than that pigs and cows should be able to walk and turn around, fowl to move about and spread their wings, and all creatures to know the feel of soil and grass and the warmth of the sun. No need for labels saying ‘free-range’ or ‘humanely raised.’ They will all be raised that way. They all get to be treated like animals and not as unfeeling machines… This will end livestock agriculture’s moral race to the bottom and turn the ingenuity of its scientists toward compassionate solutions…. We cannot just take from these creatures - we must give them something in return. We owe them a merciful death, and we owe them a merciful life.” (Scully, Fear, 28)

Republican Congressman Christopher Shays of Connecticut introduced federal legislation to prevent cruelty to farm animals. It went nowhere. (Niman, 274)
We, as Christians, cannot allow billions of animals to suffer under negligent product-ion systems and wicked slaughter practices because it is inexpensive. If the church does not act, it is complicit with the evil.

The reason this is a hard subject to discuss is that it shows the lack of depth in our Christian holiness. I only think I am a pretty good guy because I compare myself to other corrupt folks. I cannot even recognize some of my sins. Finding out that I may be colluding in a widespread evil three times a day is a real downer! 
Worse, it is not an easy sin to solve. The industrial meat production system has so completely taken over the American economy that it will be painful to dismantle. That will require a thorough overhaul at the national level. At the individual level, there are only a few choices.
1) Capitulate. Since the sin is too difficult to overcome, I will stop trying.
2) Compromise. Since the sin is difficult, I will reduce my involvement.
3) Conquer. Find a new diet that does not include sinful meat production. 

The first choice is not acceptable since it is giving in. The second choice is a start. The third choice is the ideal, but a hard one to achieve. 
I think that a lot of Christians, and ethical unbelievers, are trying the latter two options. Stull wrote that “Over the years, we have become what Michael Pollan calls ‘conscientious omnivores.’ We eat less meat and more or less of some kinds than we used to; we avoid the products of certain companies.” (xxiii)
As the anti-cruelty movement grows, more restaurants and grocery stores are offering cruelty-free alternatives. One prominent fast-food place is Chipotle Mexican Grill. Their CEO found that industrial pork was of poor taste, so they seek out properly raised cattle and converted the Chipotle menu to organic ingredients. Panera is also starting to upgrade their menu in that manner. (Niman, 237)
Buying grass-fed meats is supporting cattle that live on a natural diet, and helps reverse the decline of grassland birds in the United States. (Tweit, 32) A growing movement called “Slow Food,” lead by Carlo Petrini, provides quality meats and vegetables that are promoting of good life. (Wirzba, Food, 186)

Start by praying that the Holy Spirit will help you to be more introspective about your diet. Are you eating healthy foods, and ethically raised foods? If not, try to make some small changes, one or two a month, to show that you view your body as a temple of God, and want to bring His kingdom to the earth.


	

Chapter Seventeen
Dominion in Science - Experimentation

Science has developed into a polarizing force in the last centuries. In the first millennium after Christ, when the Roman Catholic church exercised control over Europe, religion frowned on science. Independent thinking and innovation was akin to rebellion when hierarchy and control were desired. But in the Renaissance and Reformation centuries, science and individual efforts grew exponentially. The culture of Europe changed dramatically, and civilization became entwined with technology and development.
The domestication of animals, which took place over thousands of years, was “our first foray into biotechnology.” (Olmert, 163) The book of Genesis has a puzzling para-graph that shows an early attempt at genetic modification in cattle, from the life of Jacob.
Jacob, himself a deceiver, found himself living with a master deceiver (and father-in-law) named Laban. At every turn, Laban managed to trick and manipulate Jacob to his own advantage. Jacob fought back by extracting an agreement from Laban, to let Jacob keep any sheep and goats that were discolored or “blemished.” Solid colored animals were perhaps more prized because they were easier to sell for sacrifices, or perhaps they were thought to be healthier than oddly colored beasts. Jacob had a plan to get more discolored sheep, to grow his flocks and make more money from the cheater Laban.

Genesis 30:37-42, “Then Jacob took new branches from poplar, almond and plane trees; and he peeled white stripes on them, exposing the branches white color. He set the branches that he had peeled near the watering troughs so that they were in front of the flock when they drank, because they often mated when they came to drink. When the flock mated in front of the branches, they gave birth to striped, speckled, and spotted young. Jacob sorted out the lambs, turning the flock to face the striped and black ones in Laban’s flock, but keeping his flock separate, setting them apart from Laban’s flock. Whenever the strongest of the flock mated, Jacob put the branches in front of them near the watering troughs so that they mated near the branches. But he didn’t put branches up for the weakest of the flock. So the weakest became Laban’s and the strongest Jacob’s.”
 
Clearly, Jacob thought he had found a way to improve the health and size of his flocks of sheep and goats by using bark-peeled tree branches to induce blemished colorations. I am no geneticist, so I can only say that from my own readings, this does not seem to be a realistic method for obtaining the results he desired. In fact, I tend to think that even Jacob recognized that it was God’s intervention rather than his own experiments in botanical rutting that brought success. In the next chapter, Jacob tells his wives, “God took away your father’s livestock and gave them to me.” Perhaps the branches were more of a tricky ruse that Jacob used to mislead Laban’s snooping sons as to why there was a sudden population explosion among mottled colored animals.

Naming

Jacob was not the first to ponder the mysteries of animal breeding. God Himself told Adam, the first human, to name all of the cattle, beasts of the field, and birds. Fish and insects were apparently not among the creatures to be named, perhaps because the oceans were far from Eden, and the bugs were both too numerous and not easily controlled.
Naming the animals, by Adam, was the first exercise of human science. (Gerstner, Reasons, 126) He became the first “naturalist.” (Bauckham, Bible, 130) Adam observed the creatures, considered briefly the nature of each animal, and named it. Showing that man was in dominion over these creatures, God accepted all of the names that Adam made. Whereas God had named day and night, and the stars of the sky (Isaiah 40:26), Adam named the animals. Why do we name things? 
Edward Abbey notes one reason: to give the object a meaning. “Unless we can name things, they remain for us only half-real. Or less than half-real: nonexistent. A man without a name is a nobody… A plant, an animal, a thing without a name is a no thing - nothing.” (Road, 90) 
A name is a label that allows us to talk about the thing using language. Humans talk and write using names as labels in order to bring meaning to ideas in the abstract. For instance, if I say “elephant,” you, understanding the English word, visualize or understand a giant mammal with four legs and a trunk. We are able to more easily talk and write and think about our world because we give the component parts of the world those word labels. This activity of labeling things seems to be instinctual in humans. Infants want to know what to call things, or they name them for themselves. God programs us that way, I believe. (Holmes, 109) 

“When man was made perfect and placed in a perfect world, where all things were in perfect order and very good, the whole creation was then man’s book. In them he could read the nature and will of the great Creator God. Each creature had the name of God so legibly engraved on it that man could run and read it… It was his work to study the whole volume of creation, but first and chiefly to study himself.” (Baxter, Reformed, 57)

“God endowed human beings with the ability to learn from creation. The precious gift of being able to learn from the 'beautiful book' of nature gives us the ability to observe, behold, investigate, and record in our mind's eye what we see, feel, hear and smell. The images and ideas that then take shape in our minds help us plan and do our work in this world to the glory of our Creator. The learning we gain is also continually tested against our experience. We learn from our mistakes, learn from others whose observations and experiments we trust, and revise our models of the world to better represent the reality of the creation we live in.” (Dewitt, Earthwise, 36) 

The act of naming animals continues to this day. Adam probably had many fewer species of animals to name because only the first generation had been created. Genetic diversity would flourish and more species would appear through micro-evolution by breeding and trait changes. Scientists continue to find new and strange creatures around the world, never before observed. 

“…God brought animals to the man to see what he would name them. Man would learn from the animals and acquire wisdom from them. Acquiring knowledge and wisdom is the first part of man’s kingly function. It is his scientific task to understand the world before working with it. Solomon is the great example of a king in the Bible, and we are told of his wisdom as he investigated the creation: ‘And he spoke of trees, from the cedar that is in Lebanon even to the hyssop that grows on the wall; he spoke also of animals and birds and creeping things and fish’ (1 Kings 4:33). Once man has begun to understand the world, he can begin working with it. Building on his scientific task, thus, is his aesthetic task of beautifying the world, advancing it from glory to glory.” (Jordan, Through, 134)

Psalm 111:2, “The works of the Lord are magnificent, they are treasured by all who desire them.” T.M. Moore explains some of the Hebrew words used in the verse.

“Those who do take the time to consider the works of the Lord will delight in them, and will be  encouraged to look more closely into them for what they can reveal to us of our God. The operative word here, derushim, ‘sought out,’ has a variety of meanings, including ‘study,’ ‘resort to,’ ‘frequent,’ ‘read repeatedly,’ ‘discuss,’ and ‘inquire’ or ‘investigate.’ While not all these meanings apply in this place, these various nuances help to flesh out for us what the psalmist intends here: God’s works are worthy of our diligent, careful, thoughtful, and eager attention.” (69)

Naming is just the first step to understanding the parts of this magnificent world. 

Finding Truth

Once we have labels or names by which to discuss and analyze parts of the world, we can learn and understand those pieces. A very important question, a foundational query, is, how should we learn? There are opposing opinions, and this debate famously came to a head with the scientist Galileo. Even the way the story is told, by scientists or by theologians, implies the importance of the question. 
The way the modern scientific world tells the story, brilliant Galileo pointed his telescope at the bright light in the sky, Jupiter, and saw 4 moons orbiting the planet. He announced to the world that not everything in the heavens revolves around the earth nor the Sun. Religious fanatics (the Roman Catholic church) threatened to burn Galileo at the stake for denying the truth of the Bible, that the universe revolves around the Earth. So Galileo recanted, so he could live on, and promote science in other ways. So he is a hero because he got people thinking about things from a non-religious point of view, and science grew in spite of the dogged efforts of the church to crush it.
That is what you call a biased view, but it is the view presented in short form in nearly all astronomy and science textbooks nowadays. It has become the prominent view because science “won” the debate, at least by the late 19th century.
I do not deny that there is some truth to that telling of the Galileo story. Certainly the Roman Catholic church did threaten the scientist, and the church was wrong to do so. However, they had a much larger gripe about Galileo’s views than just moons orbiting Jupiter, or the planets going around the Sun rather than around the Earth. Theologians are not usually stupid, they are just biased in other directions. Scientists and theologians are both highly biased in favor of their view of how to find truth. 
Theologians in the second millennium A.D., of the Roman Catholic variety, had become overly biased to accepting only truth as it came from the church hierarchy, the Popes and Saints. The saints and Popes usually claimed to derive their truth from the Bible AND traditions of the church. This is, in fact, one of the few major distinctions between Catholics and Protestants. The Roman Catholic church teaches that truth comes from God’s Word and the unbroken line of Popes from Saint Peter to now. God directly speaks through the Popes “ex cathedra,” out of the heavens, with God’s authority. Protestants do not accept the Catholic view of Popes, and thus they take truth only from the Bible, with influence from church tradition as helpful, but not certain. 
Andrew Kimbrell points out that Galileo’s real crime was not the minor issue of orbital mechanics. “Galileo wrote that color, taste, and all subjective experiences were ‘merest opinion’, while ‘atoms and the void are the truth.’ He then carried his argument one incredible step further, positing that what cannot be measured and reduced to numbers is not real.” (33) So the scientist extrapolated from his telescopic findings not only that cultural views of planetary orbits were wrong, but that we should not accept any truth unless it could be proved through mathematics and provable observation.
This is the crux of the debate. The scientific world plays the story of Galileo as the poor scientists beaten down by the religious fanatics. The church, though wrong in its astronomical beliefs, was actually trying to defend the basis for truth. The Roman Catholics messed it up badly, because they were not really defending truth; they were defending church traditions which were wrong. So they looked like fools, just like the early Christian opponents of Darwin looked stupid by denying that dinosaurs ever existed. When the church defends wrong ideas in the name of Christ, they make religion seem foolish. The Pope admitted in 1983 that the church “mishandled Galileo.” (Cootsona, 27)
Instead of threatening Galileo, the church should have taken up the debate directly in discussion. Of course a hierarchy hates to do that, because all institutions can become corrupt and arrogant over time, and they see any challenge as a threat to their authority. An intelligent response to Galileo would have been to make a better telescope, observe the moons going around Jupiter, and see whether his observations were correct. If correct, they should have discussed in what way the church traditions had been misunderstood or presented. Why?
A fundamental proposition that I believe, and many Christians believe, is that all truth is God’s truth. We believe in two “books” of truth. The Bible, as God’s inspired wisdom for living. And the “book of nature,” which is truth that we can derive from the works of God’s creation. The Bible is substantially easier to understand because God intended it that way, for humans to read and learn from. The creation is more mysterious because we seek meaning and “truth” where it may be unclear. 
For example, can we properly derive spiritual meanings and truths from animal biology and behavior? This has been a popular book topic for centuries. The Reverend J.G. Wood wrote a number of books about animals from a Christian point of view, for children and adults. I enjoy reading them. The popular Christian speaker Bill Gothard put out a few beautifully illustrated books called Character Sketches that show Bible morals or virtues from examples in animals, together. I love these volumes for their beauty and wisdom.
However…there is a real danger in using animals as examples of sins or virtues. Why? Because I am not certain that animals are creatures intended to demonstrate sins or virtues. They do not sin because they are not moral agents, and they do not act virtuously by careful conscientious choice, but by instinct or by God’s natural control. Of course, I am delighted to hear that a dog saved the lives of his human family by awaking them during a fire in the house. The dog should be petted and appreciated for such a helpful action. But was the dog’s act a true virtue? Will that dog receive extra Puppy Chow in Heaven for his righteous deed? I am not prone to believe that God judges animals for sin and virtue the way He does angels and humans. I think that animals will have an ever-lasting life because God honors all life, and animals are alive. Their moral track records on Earth are not the reason for their eternality.
These books promoting animal virtues for us to imitate are not necessarily wrong, per se. We certainly can learn things from animals, and I promote doing so. What is worrisome is that we pick and choose which animals have traits to emulate, and intentionally ignore those traits that do not fit our moral compasses. The homosexual movement in the United States can certainly find examples in the animal kingdom of male on male or female on female sex. Does that make it right? A male gorilla takes over a group, and often kills the baby gorillas that were not from his copulation: we call that infanticide. Should we emulate that? No. Then how do we decide which animal behaviors are good to copy, and which are wrong to copy? By the principles of the Bible. Fine, but then we are back to the Bible as authority, and not really using the book of nature. The Bible explains what truths we may find in nature. So we may see parallels or likenesses of virtue in the animals or nature, but we also will find wrongs in nature, not because God wanted them that way, but because human sin brought fallenness to all creation. That is why we cannot take “natural” to mean “righteous.” 
I am sure that some of you are Christians and believe in Darwin’s version of evolution If you read the earlier chapters, you know that I disagree. That will cause some of you to doubt my perspectives on things, because you think that I deny the “book of nature.” After all, most scientists, it is said, teach evolution as truth. Therefore I am “out-side of the mainstream” and base my beliefs on religion rather than science. You are correct in part. I probably am outside of the mainstream. However, I do not base my beliefs solely on the Bible; I see the Bible as always true, while science is sometimes finding truth. They coincide when both are understood rightly. I differ from many modern scientists in this: the Bible is always true (when interpreted correctly), whereas the scientific method is often true, but is also biased. If it comes to a choice: will I believe the Bible or the scientists, I will take the Bible, because it is truth from God. Science is truth under-stood by humans, and interpreted by humans, and therefore potentially flawed. 
I read a lot of science books, in the fields of astronomy, geology, biology, zoology, and paleontology. For some inexplicable reason, I adore Trilobites, which are fossilized extinct Horseshoe Crab-like creatures. I go looking for fossils for fun.
I do not deny that I am sometimes attracted to the evolutionist claims, for several reasons. It would be more comfortable to go along with the majority view, in a social sense; to be accepted by the majority as an intelligent member of the scientific community. I have no proud desire to argue and defend my views, nor to pretend that I am smarter than the majority. Having absolute, unquestioned certainty about any subject provides a real comfort; a sense that my world is more stable because I KNOW. Evolutionists have that in spades. They know; there is no doubting the theory without joining the ignorant throngs of religious types like me. I do not have that certainty in spades. 
All I can say is, that the Bible properly interpreted, as God’s Word, does not teach evolution in any way. Even if you ignore the book of Genesis, the themes and doctrines of the Bible contradict the conclusions of evolutionary theory at every step. For these reasons, I can only conclude that the majority of scientists are wrongly interpreting the data through the lenses of their own presuppositions and worldview. My worldview has Scripture as God’s chief revelation; the evolutionary worldview has “nature” or “general revelation” as the only truth, without a God or divine revelation in the equation.
Science can find truth. Scientists often do find truths about our world, in wonderful ways. In general, I would not impugn their motives. I suspect that most scientists want to find truth and they tell us what they believe to be true. Science is a noble calling, and a key component of man’s stewardly role on Earth. Without proper knowledge, we cannot make good decisions regarding our activities in shaping the world. Albert Einstein said cleverly, “Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.” Taking Einstein literally would make a majority of modern scientists quite blind, since they avoid religion. Pope John Paul II spoke similarly, “Science can purify religion from error and superstition; religion can purify science from idolatry and false absolutes. Each can draw the other into a wider world, a world in which both can flourish.” (Cootsona, 29-30)

“Science becomes the source of revelation. Instead of the priest of the medieval period, the scientist clad in authoritative white dispenses ‘knowledge unto salvation.’ The original sin is no longer disobedience to God; it is ignorance, irrationality or mis-information. Lack of knowledge is the root of all evil. … And from the beginning of the modern era until today, the conscious purpose of science has been the utilitarian manipulation of the world-machine for human ends.” (Walsh, Transforming, 132- 133)

The problem for Christians now, regarding science, is that science has become atheistic. Darwinism has become a religion to itself, with absolute dogmas and the desire to create active converts to its causes. This has led to many conflicts between Christian families and the public school system, where the only religions permitted are atheism or agnosticism, presented in the form of science. 

“However useful this may have been as a technique of investigation, it did mean, among other things, that all religious reference was deliberately excluded from serious systematic investigation of the physical universe. The pioneers of modern science were not concerned to deny that certain theological and philosophical propositions might be true. But their strict use of experimental method, involving as it did the exclusion of any reference to such propositions, meant that, for purposes of science, they treated the world as though it had no transcendental significance such as might be ascribed to it in theological propositions. This did raise an issue which genuinely concerned the church. It meant that a very important aspect of human culture, namely the study of nature, was being formed into a closed system from which all reference to God was deliberately excluded. This was a new and significant development in the history of man, and the church was aware of its dangers.” (Galloway, 133)

 Christians do believe in “natural theology,” which is truth that can be found in creation. God created our world with an order; an intelligent and wise structure, where we can learn basic truths and insights about God. The scientific method can enlighten us to fabulous wonders of the universe, if tempered by humility and the recognition that God often explains His creation through His Word, the Bible. 

“Let us cast our eyes here and there, let us ransack all the globe, let us, with the greatest accuracy, inspect every part thereof, search out the inmost secrets of any of the creatures; let us examine them with all our gauges, measure them with our nicest rules, pry into them with our microscopes, and most exquisite instruments, still we find them to bear testimony to their infinite Workman, and that they exceed all human skill so far, as that the most exquisite copies and imitations of the best artists are no other than rude bungling pieces to them.” (Derham, 46-47)

Galileo was teaching that truth can only be found in science, not the church or the Bible. That is why the church reacted badly. The church poorly defended its foundational beliefs by standing firm on its own authority. Eventually, science “won.” Science won when it convinced enough people that truth is found ONLY by experimentation and human methods of reasoning, without any influence from God. 
Scientists are no less biased than theologians; they are biased by the truth of human reasoning rather than the truth of God. You can see this in factory farming and abortion. By human reasoning, currently favoring the utilitarian and economic philosophers, what-ever action brings about the most human good for the most people is right. If raising and killing billions of animals makes human food cheap, it is good. If killing unborn babies makes people richer and happier, it is good. Utilitarian and economic motives have become humanistic, and thus promote only human needs, not animal needs or planetary needs. 
Kimbrell shows the cult of scientism:

“The ideological hold of the cult of objectivity is so strong that as a society we have virtually eliminated human culture and subjectivity as part of our pursuit of knowledge and truth. Our policies continue to be guided by the cold values of quantification and measurability; they ignore intuition, emotional understanding, spiritual wisdom, and all the subjective human values so needed for our healing and wholeness.” (35)

The fact is, science has handicapped itself. As a librarian for a decade, my particular specialty was acquisition and collection development. That means I studied collections of books, found weaknesses, and sought ways to improve weak parts of the library. Some libraries, like an art library, do not need a lot of books about animals or astronomy. They specialize, and therefore their collections of resources are rightly focused on that one topic. However, most of the academic libraries I worked in, had classes in all fields, and therefore needed books on every topic. 
Life on Earth is not a specialized subject. We need information about all topics and angles in order to see the major and minor influences on our lives. Science and religion are currently competing models of information. They shouldn’t be, but they have become so, because religion spawned science, and science subsequently shed religion like a snake shed its skin. (Klug, 277-278) Science decided that only what is visibly provable is real or true, therefore religion and ethics are not to be considered at all. For this reason, I say that science is handicapped. They have thrown out two traditional foundations of truth and refuse to even consider them as worthy of attention. That would be like a university library saying that biology and history are irrelevant, we will only carry books about other subjects 
How did science get to this point? We discussed this at some length in chapter ten. Here we will study the history again with a more specific goal. Again, we begin with Francis Bacon. 
Bacon may have been influenced by the Medieval doctor Galen, who used animals as experimental models, though with many erroneous claims and results. The church supported Galen because he was a good member of the Christian church. (Regenstein, 71)
  Bacon grew up in a Christian family, but came to believe that religious views were restricting scientific exploration. To a degree, he was correct. To fix this problem, he wrote many essays and books showing how science could bring wonderful changes to our fallen world if we only allowed science to learn without heavy moral restrictiveness. I would say that he succeeded too much. He helped to free science from ANY restrictions, rather than just freedom to learn.
In his book The New Atlantis, Francis Bacon created a fictional utopia that envisioned his hopes for a science free to operate. This became a vision for scientists to take up a leadership role in the nations of earth. They would dissect animals, study poisons, learn about human and animal biology: make them larger or smaller, more prolific in breeding, change their colors and behaviors. “Bacon’s description provides an almost prophetic announcement of twenty-first-century genetic engineering.” (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 35) The rightness or wrongness of such animal experimentations was never addressed. Apparently what made such actions right or wrong was whether the scientists learned something from the experiments. This Island of Bensalem, as Bacon called it, was clearly Christian, science-driven, and full of happy people. (Klug, 267)
Brian Klug offers an excellent analysis of Bacon’s thinking in regard to scientific learning. I think that he overstates the ruthlessness of Bacon, interpreting backwards from the later ruthlessness of Descartes, but Bacon surely planted the seed planted that Descartes would harvest only decades later.

“…time and again Bacon emphasizes that the whole purpose of scientific research and development is to promote the power and the welfare of humanity over and against animals and the rest of nature; that this purpose is a divine right and even a religious duty; that not only are animals inferior to us and subject to our use but that the animal side of our nature is something we must try to master and even expunge; that in order to gain scientific knowledge it is necessary to exercise power over animals (and nature), to manipulate them and coerce them into betraying their secrets; that God wants us to do this and that it is wrong to impose any limits on the enterprise of science and the conquest of nature….Modern science learned in its infancy that it has a mission to perform; that this mission has to do with benefiting humanity by conquering nature; that nature is raw material for us to use as we wish – and also an adversary that we must fight and defeat; that we need knowledge of nature in order to conquer her; that nature keeps this knowledge from us in the form of secrets which we must wrest from her by force; that to do this (the 'Sons of Science') should be publicly supported, honored, and revered; that the affairs of state should be guided by science; and that scientific institutions should be autonomous. All this science learned while it was still a babe in Christian arms. And this is what remains implicit in science now that it is fully fledged and grown up.” (276, 278)

In other words, Francis Bacon wrote the vision statement, and mission statement, for science. The mission was to save the world through learning and application of experimental truth. Bacon popularized the word “experiment” as central to the “new method” of learning. (Walsh, Transforming, 122, 124, 127) 
Rene Descartes followed shortly after Francis Bacon, with a justification for animal experimentation without mercy. He proposed a deep dualism: that “While man was a free, conscious, rational agent, all nature was but a grand machine, the realm of dead matter, functioning by ironclad laws of cause and effect which man could understand and exploit to human benefit.” (Walsh, Transforming, 123) Because Descartes was himself a vegetarian, his goal was not to justify meat-eating so much as scientific experimentation. His foundational idea was that “…animals not only cannot reason but cannot even feel.”  (Passmore, 20-21) His disciples called this “the beast-machine,” lacking consciousness, living only by instinct and feeling no pain. (Radner, Daisie and Michael, p. 8.) This was the first “father of behaviorism, the attempt to reduce all animal behavior to instinct and the conditional reflex.” (Regenstein, 80)

“…the most powerful argument for the Cartesian position was that it was the best possible rationalization for the way man actually treated animals. The alternative view had left room for human guilt by conceding that the animals could and did suffer; and it aroused worries about the motives of a God who could allow beasts to undergo undeserved miseries on such a scale. Cartesianism, by contrast, absolved God from the charge of unjustly causing pain to innocent beasts by permitting humans to ill-treat them; it also justified the ascendancy of men, by freeing them, as Descartes put it, from 'any suspicion of crime, however often they may eat or kill animals.' By denying the immortality of beasts, it removed any lingering doubts about the human right to exploit the brute creation. For, as the Cartesians observed, if animals really had an immortal element, the liberties men took with them would be impossible to justify; and to concede that animals had sensation was to make human behavior seem intolerably cruel. The suggestion that a beast could feel or possess an immaterial soul, commented John Locke, had so worried some men that they 'had rather thought fit to conclude all beasts perfect machines rather than allow their souls immortality.' Descartes's explicit aim had been to make men 'lords and possessors of nature.' It fitted in well with his intention that he should have portrayed other species as inert and lacking any spiritual dimension. In so doing he created an absolute break between man and the rest of nature, thus clearing the way very satisfactorily for the uninhibited exercise of human rule. … But the theologian Henry More was more representative of English opinion when he bluntly told Descartes in 1648 that he thought his a 'murderous' doctrine.” (Thomas, Keith, 34-35)

Descartes insisted that his tenets were not cruel, but totally just. If animals could feel pain, then humans and God were guilty of horrendous crimes. Thus, the only way to excuse what men do to animals is to say that they feel no pain. Descartes commented that his system was not so much cruel to animals as kind to humans, since it absolves us of culpability for harming them. (Shevelow, 32) A cynic commented that “One must either be a Cartesian, or allow that man is very vile.” (Stuart, 134-135) Of course, the Bible teaches that man is vile!
As the Reformation came along, the church seems to have taken up the mission of saving individual souls, and left science to save humanity in body. 

“Meanwhile, the forces of the army of the Lord have been largely content to relinquish the field of intellectual struggle to the howling hordes of humanistic hubris. We have retreated into a kind of narrow pietism to warm our hands around dim fires of faith and to seek comfort for our souls….We have relinquished the task of naming the creatures and ordering the affairs of God’s world to those who, by virtue of their unregenerate blindness, have no ability to see the creation for what it is and to order it according to its divine purposes and ends.” (Moore, 164-165)

Science became its own religion with salvation to be found in knowledge and technology Thus the church has become largely irrelevant to people except in “spiritual” matters. Between Bacon, Descartes, Darwin, and the 19th century boom of technological marvels, science surpassed religion as the provider of truth.

“While scientism holds out the promise of omniscience, technicism offers us omnipotence Modern humanity has come to believe in the unlimited (and thus un-normed) advance of science and technology, regardless of the consequences - social, environmental or psychological. We have come to believe that if it can be known, it must be known; and if it can be made, it must be made. Science and technology have become autonomous guides, lifted out of the their place in God’s creation and absolutized, elevated into idols. Science, which dispenses the sure word of know-ledge, is the inexhaustible fuel of our inevitable progress, while technology is its efficient and powerful motor.” (Walsh, Transforming, 135)

I do not claim that scientists intentionally left out God in all of their work. Many scientists were, and are, good Christian people. I am writing about the general impact and course of science. If the Bible cannot be considered in any way while conducting scientific research, then we should not be surprised that truth is missed. Scientists may indeed find new “facts” and knowledge, without finding wisdom therein. A fact with no context, no meaning, should not be called a truth. It is a tidbit of information separated from God. Abraham Kuyper wrote that:

“Sin has not only corrupted our moral life, but has also darkened our understanding. The result can only be that anyone attempting to reach scientific knowledge with that darkened understanding is bound to acquire a distorted view of things, and thereby reach false conclusions. So this darkening of human understanding by sin has led science down the wrong path. … we are really confronting a science that has arisen from the world, a science that lies very definitely under the dominion of sin and that nevertheless, on the other hand, may boast of results from which sin’s darkening is virtually absent. We can explain this only by saying that although sin does indeed spread its corruption, nevertheless common grace has intervened in order to temper and restrain this operation of sin.”

Heinberg, in studying ancient myths and legends of the peoples of Earth, found this truth represented culturally and historically.

“In the First Age, knowledge was inseparable from wisdom, which is perhaps best defined as the sense of the fitness of things. Knowledge was of wholes, of organic interaction, and of the turning of systems within systems. But as people created increasingly artificial social systems, being insulated from the natural world they had come to fear, they began to lose awareness of the workings of Nature. They sought to regain this lost knowledge, but their motive for its reacquisition was to control Nature's processes arbitrarily, and the method used was analysis – the breaking down and tearing apart of wholes. Knowledge thus came to be divorced from wisdom.” (222)


Vivisection


Sometimes changes in thinking are slow to develop into activity. At other times, new thoughts bring instantaneous results. The effect of Descartes on scientific experimentation using animals was sudden. Would-be scientists took up biological torture as a mantra. Vivisection is the word for dissecting living animals. As opposed to the old-style of killing the animals, or using deceased corpses for subjects, Descartes’ new philosophy gave permission to the aspiring learners to practice on living creatures. 
Vivisection was not new. The Greek scientist Alcmaeon of Crotona purportedly dissected the eyes of live dogs to explore the optic nerves. The use of human cadavers for research was banned in Rome in the second century, so Galen turned to goats, pigs, and monkeys, and became known as the “father of vivisection.” After Descartes, vivisection became mainstream. In 1667, Robert Hooke at the Royal Society of London gave a demonstration He showed how lungs worked by cutting open dogs and poking holes in their lungs. When the dogs collapsed he would use bellows to revive them and continue the demonstration. (Hawthorne, 129-130) Physiologists tried a wide variety of painful experiments: mutilating, cutting, burning, hanging, and drowning by a gradual process.” (Buckner, 191) 
One Christian writer whom I cite in this book, William Derham, author of Physico-Theology, wrote freely about experimenting on all types of animals by putting them in air-tight containers to calculate how long they could live without air, to determine their lung capacity. The Cartesians believed that animals could feel no pain, therefore any “signs” of pain could be ignored. In a history by Nicolas Fontaine, he wrote that the Cartesians “…administered beatings to dogs with perfect indifference, and made fun of those who pitied the creatures as if they felt pain.  They said that the animals were clocks; that the cries they emitted when struck, were only the noise of a little spring which had been touched, but that the whole body was without feeling.  They nailed poor animals up on boards by their four paws to vivisect them…” (Radner, 98) 
The combination of Francis Bacon’s vision of science and the Cartesian belief that animals feel no pain became the perfect mating of ideologies for biologists. Bernard’s philosophy was that “The physiologist is a savant, seized and possessed by a scientific idea.  He does not hear the cries of animals, nor see the blood which flows.  He has nothing before his eyes but his idea, and the organisms, which are hiding the secrets he means to discover.”  (Clark, Moral, 66) Perhaps unsurprisingly, Claude Bernard’s wife and daughters may have founded the first anti-vivisection society in Europe, after they came home to find that he had vivisected their family dog. (Midgely, 28)
An early 19th century physician said that “When animals are sacrificed on the altar of science that Nature may reveal her secrets, the means are consecrated by the end for which alone experiments are instituted by the votaries of knowledge and the friends of the human race.” He called animal experimentation as “a sacred duty.” (Hawthorne, 182)
Von Lesser, a German researcher, scolded animals to death in boiling water. A New Jersey scientist dropped dogs from buildings to examine their injuries in landing. (Leffingwell, 137, 144)
Many Christians and unbelievers opposed this. William Whiston insisted that Pro-verbs 12:10 proved that wicked men are cruel, and that cruelty implies that the animals “are not incapable of feeling the effects of the care, or of the cruelty of their masters towards them.” (Astronomical, 102) 

“The truth is that one single, coherent and remarkably constant attitude underlay the great bulk of the preaching and pamphleteering against animal cruelty between the fifteenth and nineteenth centuries. This attitude can be easily summarized. Man, it was said, was fully entitled to domesticate animals and to kill them for food and clothing. But he was not to tyrannize or to cause unnecessary suffering.” (Thomas, Keith, 153)

Voltaire condemned the cruelty from a rational perspective.

“Barbarians seize this dog, which in friendship surpasses man so prodigiously; they nail it on a table, and they dissect it alive in order to show the mesentric veins.  You discover it in all the same organs of feeling that are in yourself.  Answer me, machinist, has nature arranged all the means of feeling in this animal, so that it may not feel?  Has it nerves in order to be impassable?  Do not suppose this impertinent contradiction in nature.”  (Regenstein, 80)

Note that Voltaire uses an argument from the likeness between animals and humans, long before Charles Darwin promoted the evolutionary model to show such likenesses. Most scientists have in recent decades agreed that pain is clearly a trait found in all vertebrates with nervous systems. Marian Stamp Dawkins writes that “Pain evolved because, by being unpleasant, it keeps us away from the larger evolutionary disaster of death.” (Balcombe, Pleasurable, 19)
Animal researchers are caught in a logical trap and do not acknowledge it. As Rachels points out, “[In] order to defend the usefulness of research, [researchers] must emphasize the similarities between the animals and the humans, but in order to defend it ethically, they must emphasize the differences.” (Waldau, Specter, 33) 
Lindner, a former animal experimenter, left the job over this contradiction. 

“Ultimately, for those reasons and others, I switched to the study of human behavior and encountered a perpetually perplexing paradox – the premise behind psycho-logical research on animals. That is, we start by saying that animals are similar to us in their need for conspecific affiliation, raising young, suckling, maternal-infant  attachment, love, security, play, sleep, sensory stimulation, challenge, affection, tactile and gustatory gratification, grooming, sex, commitment; in their wish to control their environment; in their avoidance of pain and seeking of pleasure; and in their emotional reactions such as anxiety, depression, jealousy, terror, and rage. And then we try to justify what is done to them in psychological research by saying that they don't experience suffering as we do.” (55-56)

In 1768, Richard Dean wrote against vivisection using natural and religious views:

“…brute animals are something more than mere machines, have an intelligent principle residing within them, which is the spring of their several actions and operations: if so, he will easily perceive that he ought to treat them as beings, very different from machines…Furthermore, a man will consider that as brutes are made subject to him by the appointments of Heaven, he ought to look upon them as creatures under his government to be protected, and not as put into his power to be plagued and tormented. Very few of them know how to defend themselves against him, as well as he does to attack them, and therefore it is only on particular occasions that he can be justified in falling upon them. For a man to torture a brute, whose life God has put into his hands, is a disgraceful thing, such a meanness of spirit as His honour requires Him to shun. If he does it out of wantonness, he is a fool and a coward; if for pleasure, he is a monster.” (v.2, p. 104-105, 109-110)

Dr. Samuel Johnson attacked vivisection as the work of “a race of men that have practised tortures without pity and related them without shame and yet are suffered to erect their heads among human beings.” (Thomas, Keith, 178) 
The scientists themselves sought to become “detached” from their own feelings, because in spite of their proclaimed innocence and the “unfeeling natures” of the animals, their human natures often rebelled against the vivisection. Scientists use euphemistic language to disguise the truth of their experiments. Animals are not killed, but “sacrificed.” They do not scream in pain but “vocalize.” The painful experiments are “aversive stimuli” or “negative reinforcements.” Death by starvation is “nutritional insufficiency.” (Preece, 46) One commentator says that “Euphemisms are misnomers used to disguise or cloak the identity of ugly facts.” (Winograd, 148)

“Any self-respecting researcher must be able to cause pain and harm to an animal subject, and to do so without flinching. This is most important. To flinch is to be deflected from the exercise of the pure intellect. The absence of flinching indicates an intellect purged of all interference from the urges and feelings that surge up from below. In other words, at a deeper level, this detachment is a measure of how good we are at severing - detaching - our higher human self from our lower animal nature. In a word: the inquisition of animals in the laboratory is sublime.” (Klug, 275)

Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals were being formed by the early 18th century. Anti-vivisection groups rose also, seeking an end to animal experimentation. Professor Lloyd Stevenson noted the “striking fact that Evangelicals, and those of similar faith and sympathy, occupied almost all the chief positions in the anti-vivisection societies.” (Wennberg, 4) 
One reason for the split between anti-cruelty groups and anti-vivisection groups was a difference over abolition or just improved treatment. In 1862 when the British RSPCA voted to condemn only experiments performed without anesthesia, the abolitionists “bolted” to form The Anti-Vivisection Society. (Parker, James, 21) 
The word “vivisection” morphed in those centuries to include not only “live” experiments but any scientific research in labs or schools. Thus, the term “animal experimentation” became the more common phrase. (Yarri, 12)
One of the religious arguments against animal experiments went against Francis Bacon’s idea that science should be free to pursue all knowledge. A Victoria Street Society tract, citing Prebendary Grier in the late 19th century, said that “Bounds are set to human knowledge. Readers of the bible observe this principle in the record of the fall and its judgment. It was from the Tree of Knowledge that man plucked the forbidden fruit, and it was from the tree of perpetual life, with its possibilities of unlimited progress, that that disobedience debarred him.” (Moor, 163) The same argument is used now. 

“Vivisection, the act of performing experiments on live animals, is defended on the grounds that it is an effective way to gain knowledge. However, the desire for know-ledge at any cost has been a snare to mankind since the days of Eve when the serpent tempted her by saying if she ate the forbidden fruit she would be like God in knowing good from evil (Gen. 3:5).” (Knight, 39)

This is not to claim that knowledge itself is the problem. The crime is in the methods employed against godly principles that knowledge cannot justify. Just as Satan promised (half-truthfully) that Eve would become like God, knowing good and evil, if she ate the fruit against God’s command; so science promises (half-truthfully) that humans will learn wonderful things if we abandon ethics and allow cruelty to go unfettered. This is the same lie used by industrialist farmers to justify animal exploitation: cheaper food for more people justifies any means to provide it. The Bible does not validate “the end justifies the means” concept in any way.
For the most part, modern science has given up the Cartesian belief that animals cannot feel pain. Proponents of animal research are still able to drag up a few stubborn Cartesianists, but they are a minority. Up until the 1980s, “it was routine for surgery on human infants to be performed with paralytic agents but without anesthesia, in the long-held belief that babies are incapable of feeling pain.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 29) Now that is recognized to be a serious error. That is the good news. The bad news is that while admitting that animals can feel pain, there are still plenty of institutions willing to inflict pain “for the greater good.”
Matthew Scully gives a good summary of the modern understanding of animal pain.

“'Animals experience pain' is a conclusion drawn inductively from some basic facts of biology and veterinary medicine. Most vertebrates and all of our fellow mammals have similar chemical and neurological mechanisms that transmit and control pain. Under stress or trauma, they display physiological reactions identical to ours – increased heartbeat and perspiration, higher cortisone levels in the blood, a release of endorphins, serotonin, and other natural opiates. Their bodies respond to anesthesia just as our bodies do, and bodily contortions similar to ours. We may add to this physical evidence the fact that veterinarians today routinely prescribe exactly the same antidepressant drugs to dogs, cats, pigs, horses and other animals, including Prozac, Ritalin, Xanax, and beta-blockers, and these drugs have exactly the same soothing effects on them as on us. ” (Dominion, 218)

Of course we are generalizing by using the word “animal.” There are many different kinds of “animal” with very different characteristics and abilities. The debate is not finish-ed, regarding some “lower” animals, regarding their ability to feel pain. Yarri includes all vertebrates and a few invertebrates like octopus and squid, which have “well-developed nerve clusters” as feeling pain. So perhaps he does not include lobsters and crabs. (12) Temple Grandin notes that animals feeling pain in a limb usually limp or avoid stepping hard on that limb, but insects walking on damaged limbs do not limp, so she wonders if insects feel pain. (Animals, 183-184) These are good discussions to have, because we do want to find the truth. 

Modern Animal Research

Animal research has changed dramatically over the centuries, though not necessarily for the better, ethically. One possible improvement is the reduction of true “vivisection” of living animals, at least in public. On the other hand, much experimentation is done in secret, in universities and labs around the world. Why? To hinder lawsuits, “prove” safety for pharmaceuticals, and obtain research grants.
A couple of major consumer product disasters in the early 20th century forced Congress to pass laws to protect the public. From time immemorial, hucksters have created “universal cure-all” drugs and potions and ointments, and sold them to gullible people. Just search eBay for hundreds of elixir bottles and electrical baldness curing devices. But when the Industrial Revolution allowed companies to mass-produce their supposed cures, some dangerous products got into the hands of many people.
 In 1933, makeup called Lash Lure, made of coal tar, blinded many women. In 1937, Massengill sold “Sulfa” made of diethylene glycol, sold as a cure-all elixir, killed more than a hundred people. (Hawthorne, 150, 135-136) The outcry forced Congress to pass the 1938 Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, forcing companies to prove the safety of their products before selling them. (Parascandola, 152) 
Even aside from political coercion, large companies had to protect themselves from lawsuits and possible bankruptcy. (Dawn, 238) Businesses began to hire scientists and laboratories to run animal tests to “prove” the products were safe. Unfortunately, there is a huge difference of opinion on the accuracy of animal testing of human products. 
Animal rightists and many animal welfarists oppose painful animal experiments because of the ethical violations. Others say that animal testing is simply bad science. Hawthorne notes that 92% of drugs that tested safe on animals later failed in human tests, and then 4% more later prove to have side effects after long term consumer use. If true, that would be a 96% failure rate! Vioxx is an example of an approved drug (2004) that killed people. (Hawthorne, 136-137) Kaufman says that researchers cite only the animal data that supports their theories or products, while ignoring contrary data. (311) 
One prominent group that opposes animal testing is the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine. Opponents attack this group by saying that less than 5% of its members are actually doctors. (citing Newsweek, in Smith, Rat, 172-173) Of course, a lot of groups are made up of a few leaders and many contributors.
The famous Dr. Mayo, of the Mayo Clinic, wrote in 1961:

“I abhor vivisection.  It should at least be curbed.  Better, it should be abolished.  I know of NO achievement through vivisection, NO scientific discovery that could not have been obtained without such BARBARISM and CRUELTY.  The whole thing is evil.”  (New York Daily News)

Researchers say that they have cured many diseases and made medical breakthroughs that would have been impossible without animal studies. Teitelbaum says that AIDS research relied heavily on animal models. Smith calls animal research “a crucial human rights” issue. (Rat, , 176-177, 79) An opponent, J.R. Hyland, says that AIDS was caused by animal experimentation. (God’s 96) 
Once again, we are back to the ancient question, “does the end justify the means?” Let’s assume, for the sake of argument, that researchers actually have cured diseases, and will continue to cure more diseases, by painful animal experiments. Does that make it right? 
That leads to the next step in a progression of logic. If painful animal experiments are justified by human betterment, why not experiments on humans? Not necessarily “normal” humans, but comatose, brain-dead humans? Or aborted babies? Or criminals? Utilitarian philosophers like Peter Singer already promote such things. Most of us disagree. 
There is also the question of importance in research. Some people may oppose painful animal testing on “insignificant” products, like cosmetics, but not on major studies, such as seeking a cure for Cancer or Malaria. The outrage over the Draize test shows this aspect of thinking.
“Minor” cosmetics products have been tested for decades on rabbits’ eyes, using the Draize test. Basically you lock a bunny into a device and apply eye lash color, or makeup, etc., into the rabbits’ eyes. Rabbits have no eyelids, so they cannot blink the stuff away. Then you observe the eye and see if the animals show symptoms of “discomfort” or pain. The assumption is that if the rabbits are not pained by the cosmetics, then human eyes will likewise be unpained. (Gold) 
Videos of the procedure showing rabbits struggling as chemicals dropped in their eyes led to a backlash among consumers, and the creation of new products that were “cruelty-free.” When the European Union banned the Draize Eye Irritancy Test, companies like L’Oreal found an alternative system of testing cosmetics on left-over human skin cells from breast surgery. (Dawn, 240) Other companies are using “reproducible” mouse tissue rather than live animals. (Cosmetics, 55) Cosmetics are, after all, a luxury, and not a human need. On the other hand, we do want safety, and not to go blind, when cosmetics are used. Thus the need for some kind of effective tests.
While skin surface irritants may be tested in alternative ways, getting a typical new drug to market requires the use of an estimated 3000 animal test subjects! 
Some researchers say that animal testing has been greatly reduced in recent decades Look at the change between 1971 and 2005 in the United States. A Rutgers University study in 1971 found that we experimented on 45 million rodents, 15 million frogs, 700,000 rabbits, 500,000 dogs, 200,000 cats, and 90,000 turtles. (Regan and Singer, 2) In 2005, laws had changed and rodents were no longer counted. Then we experimented on 245, 000 rabbits, 66,000 dogs, 22,000 cats, and some new statistics, 57,000 primates, 58,000 pigs, 176,000 hamsters, 32,000 sheep, 221,000 guinea pigs, 64,000 farm animals, and 231,000 other animals. (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 136) This would imply, statistically, that the United States is testing a lot fewer animals, right? The numbers do imply that. However…statistics can lie.
Many companies simply send their products to foreign countries like China and Singapore, with cheap labor and protest-free environments. Britain, which is not out-sourcing, has dramatically increased its animal experimentation. (Hall, 121) The increasingly raucous nature of animal protests have led many organizations to out-source their controversial activities to areas where they will not be seen. So, we no longer do as much testing IN the U.S., we just send it elsewhere! This is not necessarily a nefarious evasion of responsibility. In part, it is caused by eco-terrorism. Researchers have been attacked and threatened by activists, and the need for increased security may lead to higher costs in the US and UK. (Cohen, 87) But then for the industry to claim a reduction in animal experiments is disingenuous. 
I do not assert that scientists intentionally inflict suffering from a desire to be cruel. (Rollins, Rights, 122) They think they are doing good, and that such good justifies their actions. They are in error. Nevertheless, unintended cruelty is cruelty still, and an evil. 

Why would animal experimentation be increasing? There are many reasons.
Scientists gain their credentials and degrees by publishing; usually by finding some new animal research to produce “solid” results for the publication.
The increasingly “drug happy” American populace, that uses pills to treat every-thing. Pharmaceutical companies are delighted to help us medicate ourselves, and must test those drugs to avoid lawsuits and gain FDA approval. A hundred lawyers will line up to sue them if anyone gets sick. So the insurance companies need “hard proof” that the medicines are safe. Animal tests are the evidence used in court to show that the companies did their best to avoid harm.
Another factor in increasing animal experimentation may be environmentalist ‘obstructionism.’ Seeking to regulate chemicals in the biosphere, regulations were passed requiring every “new” chemical to undergo safety testing. Perhaps this is a good idea, but it lead the Environmental Protection Agency to require animal testing on new chemicals. (Scully, Dominion, 378) Even while testing, some skeptics say that the companies skew their data. For instance, Joel Salatin writes that industry researchers use adult rats rather than juvenile rats for toxicity feeding trials, because mature animals are not as susceptible to food abnormalities. When a Scotland team duplicated the U.S. research, they used young rats, and discovered that the genetically engineered foods caused major negative changes in the rats. (Holy, 54) 
The EPA requires two mammal species to be tested for toxicity and carcinogenicity: a rodent and a beagle, usually. (Smith, Rat, 193, 199) They now “purpose breed” beagles for experiments. The use of dogs in animal testing has been controversial, for the obvious reason that dogs are usually beloved pets, in the United States. A 1951 law required animal shelters to allow “pound seizure” by labs to do animal testing. The ASPCA could not avoid the law, and took major public relations hits from the public who wrongly thought the shelters were cooperating happily. That law was repealed in 1979. (Lane, Marion, 37-38) Some states continue to require shelters to give dogs and cats to Class B dealers or laboratories after 5 days. Hawthorne says that Class B dealers, who provide animals to labs, often find their dogs and cats by “free to good home” ads in newspapers, or by stealing them from yards. A 1966 Life magazine article, “Concentration Camps for Dogs,” said that 50% of missing animals were stolen by dealers to labs. (175-176, 195)
The federal system of doling out grants for animal research creates an artificial bubble to encourage experimentation. The National Institutes of Health provide lots of money for labs and universities. (Hawthorne, 148)

“Animal research is a multibillion-dollar industry. Much money can be made by researchers and their institutions, those that supply animals and equipment for experiments, and companies that sell products tested on animals. The government is the primary source of funding for research, in particular through the NIH (National Institutes of Health)... Somewhere between 30 percent and 70 percent of NIH funding goes to animal research, although the NIH will not reveal the exact amount. In 1992, most of the twelve billion dollars in the NIH's budget went to animal research...” (Yarri, 14)

Educational animal research is controversial because it involves youth. For decades, it was common for schools to require children to dissect frogs and other creatures as an important part of biology class. 
I attended a Christian grade school in the mid 1980s, in the Los Angeles, California area. I was not able to handle the idea of cutting open animals, and the teacher was kind enough to provide alternative readings and assignments so I could learn the lesson without doing the dirty work. A few years later, “Frog Girl” Jenifer Graham, another California student, refused to dissect, and brought about a 1988 law allowing students to opt out of objectionable dissections. In recent years, dissection has become less common in schools mainly because administrators fear the liability issues of putting scalpels in student hands. (Hawthorne, 166, 162) 
In case you think that some children are just too sensitive if they can’t participate in dissection, consider that many students change fields of study when they are unwillingly forced to cut up animals. Charles Darwin sought a career in medicine before realizing he couldn’t do the dissections. (Herzog)
The source of frogs and other animals used by schools for dissection is a problem. As you might imagine, providing millions of frogs each year for millions of students to dissect is not easy. Hawthorne estimates that up to 90% of the frogs were caught from the wild by dealers, hastening the demise of amphibian populations. (177) Perhaps this is an underestimated cause of frog population declines in the United States. Dez Crawford, a herpetologist, said in 1995, “I know of several biological supply houses in Louisiana and Mississippi which are notorious for finding a pond and collecting every living thing to be found within it … many of our states' ponds and bogs are devoid of herpetofauna because of this practice.” (Wieber, 97)
Students who wish to become surgeons may, obviously, need to do some training on living models. This becomes more controversial with military training, because army medics deal with many traumatic wounds. Army medical training often involves the intentional injuring of large animals for the purpose of practicing triage techniques on living creatures. Of course, harming them and then saving them repeatedly looks pretty bad on video. 
A New York Times article cited a young medic preparing to deploy to Iraq. They gave him a pig to keep alive. Whenever the medic fixed up the pig, the trainers did some-thing worse. “My pig? They shot him twice in the face with a 9 millimeter pistol, and then six times with an AK-47, and then twice with a 12-gauge shotgun. And then he was set on fire. I kept him alive for 15 hours. That was my pig.” (Dawn, 237) 
NATO countries use “wound labs” to test wounds and treatments. They blow off animal limbs with mines. The U.S. Department of Defense says they will end these tests in 2018. (Hawthorne, 191)
However, the department of Homeland Security is developing a huge biological animal research center in Kansas. The National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility, NBAF, will test biological agents on food animals, to replace the aging Plum Island Animal Disease Center near Long Island, New York. (ibid., 190)
A large scale test was done in 1947 to see how animals fared under a nuclear blast. The military put 3000 rats, 176 goats, 109 mice, and 57 guinea pigs in 22 ships near the Bikini Atoll. They dressed the pigs in navy uniforms to see how the standard issue uni-forms would do under heat. They called the operation “The Atomic Ark,” though officially it was dubbed Operation Crossroads. Though some animals survived the atomic explosion, all of the animals were killed for autopsies to observe the radiation effects. (Hawthorne, 188)
The Jewish perspective of Slifkin on these educational tests of animals is moderate. 

“The license to cause pain to animals as part of medical benefits would surely apply not only to cutting-edge research but also to the training of medical personnel. A more complex question arises with experimentation which is merely part of general academic training, such as in high school. Mere intellectual curiosity does not warrant causing pain to animals, but the pursuit of knowledge for a possible eventual career may provide such grounds.” (209)

Some experiments by education institutions have been plainly cruel. The University of California at Riverside took a three week old Macaque monkey, sewed his eyes shut, and locked a green box over his head that emitted high pitched screeches every few minutes. They wanted to see how he would react to blindness and stress. Animal rights activists freed him and unsewed his eyes, but the monkey lived with neurotic behaviors for the rest of his life. The cost of the experiment was $275,000. (Hawthorne, 124-125)
When the public became outraged about such experiments, and the government threatened to regulate educational animal research, the schools avoided regulation by regulating themselves. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee model was formed (IACUC). Schools boast of their IACUC committees that approve and monitor every experiment, and inspect the facilities twice a year. (Smith, Rat, 195) But the regulations do not apply to rodents or birds, legally exempted from welfare rules, which make up 90% of their experiments. And the regulation is often an illusion, since the organization or faculty make up all but 1 member of each committee, and the non-local committee member is appointed by the director of the lab. (Hawthorne, 141). Self-regulation does not work in abusive environments, as you saw in the chapter of meat production. Why would the lab members and friend of the lab director do anything to hinder their own grant money flow? 
In England, the situation is little better. While they are not stupid enough to allow self-regulation, they only hire a tiny number of inspectors to oversee their labs. In the 1970s, when they had 18,000 licensed animal testing scientists, the country paid four inspectors. (Hawthorne, 198)

Just as the public did not like to hear that dogs are painfully tested in experiments, the idea of testing primates upset them also. After all, evolutionists tell us that chimps and apes are practically identical to humans, biologically! (Smith, Rat, 48) Yet the United States and Gabon were the only two countries still using apes in research in 2009. We used “chimponauts” to test G forces in rocket sleds, bored into their brains to implant electrodes, infected them with lethal pathogens, and tried to inseminate female chimps with human sperm. (Cohen, 302-303) Many of the tested apes came from poachers who killed their parents to get babies to sell for research. (294) Chimp research became more popular when it was discovered that chimps are incapable of getting AIDs. (Smith, Rat, 49)
At Columbia University, vivisectors “gouged the eyes out of baboons and clamped off the arteries to their brains to induce stroke. Many baboons were conscious during these procedures, and none had painkillers.” (King, Sarah, 89) 
Psychological testing is some of the worst, because it often requires long-term and emotionally-disturbing harms to animals. The famous doctor Harlow experiments, where he locked baby monkeys alone in cages for years, are said to have been a catalyst for the animal rights movement in modern times. Harlow said, “The only thing I care about is whether or not the monkeys will turn out a property I can publish. I don't have any love for them. Never have. I don't really like animals. I despise cats. I hate dogs. How could you like monkeys?” (Dawn, 226-227)
In recent years, we stopped using the apes for research, but included a stipulation that we could begin again if the Cabinet secretary felt it to be “necessary.” 

One last scientific endeavor to be discussed is collecting. The early history of museums and zoos required the collection of “specimens” for study and display. Famous conservationist-hunters, like President Theodore Roosevelt, would go on international expeditions, shoot everything that moved, and send the bodies to museums for taxidermy and public viewing. Even his nephew Franklin D. Roosevelt killed hundreds of birds and sent them to museums. (Brinkley, Wilderness, and Rightful) That was the old-school method of science. Kill and study. 
Even in the 19th century, some skeptics doubted the rectitude of such efforts. Henry Drummond worried in 1838 that “The desire of naturalists to obtain new or rare specimens, sometimes leads them, it may be feared, to transgress the limits of humanity.” (177) He referred to excited scientists who would gather hundreds of creatures from one small region. One example is, unfortunately, of a Christian missionary to Hawaii, J.T. Gulick. He paid natives to scour the Hawaiian countryside for land snails, thousands per day, and mail them in trade to collectors in other countries. (Stearns, 27-29) Many species are thought to have gone extinct in his collective zeal.
Non-scientists collectors can be even worse. People become obsessed with collecting things of various kinds. I have heard of infamous Orchid poachers who will pay hundreds of thousands of dollars for an endangered plant in a rain-forest somewhere. Likewise, England has many wild bird egg collectors. Robinson says that “in their zeal, egg collectors threaten to wipe out some of the United Kingdom’s rarest birds.” He mentions two poaching cases that involved ten thousand and 26,000 eggs. (64, 69)
Twenty years ago a friend and I drove to West Virginia to see the endangered Cheat Mountain salamander. A ranger saw us wandering around and asked if he could help. I am pretty sure he wanted to keep an eye on us, in case we were planning to poach a rare salamander, and that was fine with me, since I had no such intention. We never did find that species, but he helped us find a few other types.

Happily, in recent decades, the science of ethology, animal behavior, has grown, and focused largely not on captive animals, but on wild animals. The reasoning for this seems sound. We will discuss animals in zoos in chapter 19, but here we are looking at scientific research in laboratories.
If you think about it, an animal trapped in a sterile cage is unlikely to exhibit many interesting or natural behaviors. I mean, what can it do? 

“Only within the kind of environment in which it evolved can the full range of a species’ behavior be expected, and its adaptiveness revealed… the laboratory environment is usually extremely impoverished: an empty white box, for instance, is an ‘open field’ to a comparative psychologist. To a rodent or other animal it must be a severely barren environment…” (Smith, John, 4)

Recognition of this fact helped to lead Dian Fossey and Jane Goodall and other naturalists to go watch wild animals in the wild to learn their behaviors. In the wild, the animals did “reveal a richer range of communicative and relational abilities.” (Northcott, 243)
Abraham Kuyper wrote about how we should study our world.

“Sin’s darkening lies in this, that we lost the gift of grasping the true context, the proper coherence, the systematic integration of all things. Now we view everything only externally, not in its core and essence, each thing individually but not in there mutual connection and in their origin from God…. We no longer possess that characteristic, that capacity immediately to perceive and understand the essence of plants and animals. If we want to learn to understand a plant or an animal, then we must observe that animal and that plant carefully for a long time, and from what we observe gradually draw conclusions about their nature. This occurs apart from us ever learning to understand their essences. Even their instincts still remain a completely unsolved mystery to us.” (55)

Kuyper was writing more than a hundred years ago, before genetic engineering, but certainly during the time of vivisection and animal research. He seems to imply that we learn by long observation, and that there are things we may never understand. 
One form of animal research that seems to be compatible with Christianity and ethics is the newly labeled “biomimicry.” It is the ancient idea of using natural forms in human construction and science. Basically, humans adopting useful patterns or ideas they see in nature. Biomimicry is “life imitation”, or mimicking nature.
I enjoyed reading The Shark’s Paintbrush by Jay Harman, who is a sort of observational scientist who takes natural patterns to make machinery more efficient. He writes that human engineers during the Industrial Revolution simply built whatever was cheapest and most convenient, with nature becoming a “mere warehouse of raw materials waiting to be plundered for industrial development.” Nature works more efficiently because it uses materials and energy to do work “without damaging its foundational ecosystem.” 
The 3000 BC inventions of pottery and paper may have risen by imitating wasps that make such things. Early versions of armor seem similar to insect shells. 
Velcrose is an example of biomimicry. A Swiss man was amazed at how hard it was to remove burrs from his socks when he hiked in the mountains. He studied the structure of burrs with a microscope and discovered that they used a hook and loop structure. By the process of “reverse engineering” he designed velcrose, a very useful tool in our world. Likewise, we are studying geckos, to advance the design of glues and adhesives. Hippo sweat may lead to new sunscreens against ultraviolet radiation. (Harman)
Could we design better helicopters by studying hummingbirds; or aircraft by learning from bird flight? Engineers claim that bumblebees should not be able to fly, yet they do indeed fly. (Holmes, 95) 
Is the Baconian idea of destroying things to learn their secrets fundamentally wrong? Adam’s research was by observation. Solomon learned wisdom by watching the trees and animals and insects. With microscopes and telescopes we can learn much by observation. I wonder if the literal deconstruction of animals for learning is wrong. Plants and rocks can be taken apart without violating the sanctity of life. Genetic engineering requires the deconstruction of life.

Genetic Engineering

Science fiction novels frequently use nightmare scenarios that arise from accidents in genetic engineering experiments. Plagues destroy civilizations; men grow impotent; hybrid monsters evolve; etc. Genetic manipulation is scary because it feels far more personal than nuclear warfare. The Japanese famously produced monster movies after the World War Two atomic bomb attacks on their land. Fear leads to unusual outlets for those fears. Here in the United States, we are afraid of genetic engineering, if you take our movies as any indication.
When did this begin? Matthew Scully cites April 15, 1987 as the key date. The U.S. Supreme Court allowed companies to patent animal life. Bausch and Lomb owns the patent to Oncomouse, which is a rodent having breast cancer genes in its DNA for the purpose of cancer research. (Rowe, Transgressions, 151) In 1999, a biotech company was allowed to patent “chimeras,” which are animals with human cells implanted to grow human tissues and organs for transplantation. This is called “pharming,” or raising animals to become human blood and organ donors. (Scully, Dominion, 376; Olmert, 241)
Joseph Fletcher, an influential American utilitarian philosopher, promoted these kinds of experiments after World War Two. In his book, The Ethics of Genetic Control, he suggested that we create new animals to do dull and dangerous work for us; or create new species for the human good. (Smith, Rat, 24-25)
Emily Anthes, in her book Frankenstein’s Cat, offers many interesting ideas. A cat with jellyfish genes spliced into its DNA has nose and ears that glow green. The similar “glowfish” was approved by the FDA and lawsuits were dismissed as frivolous. One problem with genetically engineered animals is that sometimes a gene alteration causes no problems in the first generation, but their offspring may have surprising abnormalities. It is very unpredictable.
A farm in Logan, Utah, has goats with implanted spider genes, to provide milk full of silk proteins that can be processed for silk. I lived in Logan for two years, and happily, never encountered spider-weaving goats. Hanson says that goats have been producing silk for use in bulletproof vests. (277)
I do not know whether the horses that produce estrogen for the popular drug Premarin are genetically engineered, but many thousands of these mares are kept in small stalls, like veal calves, and milked for their medicinal urine. (Bruce, 318) Tripp writes that 45,000 mares are impregnated every year in Canada to obtain HRT for Premarin The foals born are immediately sold to slaughterhouses, probably for dog food.
Cloning is the most ‘popular’ version of genetic engineering, because some people want to “bring back” a deceased pet. A clone is an exact genetic copy of the host, unlike a normally-produced creature, which has half of its genes from the mother and half from the father. The failure rate is huge, mainly in dead births. ‘Extra large offspring syndrome’ is a common problem. A USDA researcher in Maryland used human growth genes in pigs to create giant pigs. The animals were unable to stand, and were hideously deformed. Now they are trying it on cows. (Hanson, 276) Yes, this is the government agency supposedly in charge of protecting our food supply.
Dolly the sheep came from 277 attempts to create a clone. Even a surviving clone may not be similarly colored nor have a similar temperament because there is so much variation in even similar genes. The survival rate of clones is so low that it seems unethical, since many animals will die to get your one perfect copy. Hanson writes that fewer than 4 percent of the animals survive. (280) 
Anthes says that China is mass-producing mutant mice by randomly changing their genes. They have put tusks on mice, gotten bald mice, mice that can only walk in a left-ward circle, mice that age super fast, and mice that feel no pain. In the U.S., we now produce millions of mice, in thousands of types, for experiments. Because males are not as useful, most of them are gassed to death. (Herzog)

“Among genetics researchers, Drosophila is the organism of choice. Its chromosomes are few and big and easily extracted from its salivary glands; it reproduces at ten days of age, so genetic changes unfold observably from generation to generation, which means you can wrap up an experiment in a matter of weeks. Also, flies don't eat much .... Drosophila melanogaster is a guinea pig with wings. It has been scrutinized and forcibly mutated, crossbred, back-bred, inbred. Scientists have created drosophilas with extra-long life spans (sixty days, instead of thirty), drosophilas with superior maze-navigating abilities, drosophilas dumb as posts; drosophilas with no legs, with legs sprouting from their heads, even – I saw their photograph a few years ago on the front page of The New York Times – with extra, ectopic eyes peering out from where their knees should be.” (Burdick, 127)

Military scientists (at DARPA) have learned how to use living beetles as drones by implanting wires in their brains. They hope to implant audio or video devices to make flying spies out of them. Robo-rats are a similar idea, that could clear minefields.
The first patented animals were created for medical experimentation. The “onco-mouse” is patented in the United States, but Europe hasn’t decided yet. The Legless mouse has major limb and craniofacial abnormalities, and dies within 24 hours of birth. It is used for embryological studies. (Bruce, 319)
Meat production companies hope to find ways to lessen the work of slaughter in farm animals. One serious effort is to get chickens without feathers, since de-feathering is a difficult process on the dis-assembly line. (Scully, Fear, 26)

“Genetic engineering involving farm animals has generally the goal of improving the value of the animal as a commodity - be it the encouragement of more flesh, increasing the rate of growth and so forth. Welfare is not the overarching objective.” (Sargent, 219)

Some scientists are adding human DNA to sheep and rats and other animals. Louisiana and Arizona have banned these human-animal hybrids. One of the main hopes for such trials is to increase the supply of body parts for humans. Xenotransplantation, or using animal organs in human bodies, has been difficult because human bodies reject those organs. R.G. Frey writes that “Indeed, this use of animals as spare parts for our bodily renewal will doubtless seem to many a perfectly justified use of them, since the prolongation of human life and the enhancement of its quality will strike many as straight-forwardly worthy ends.” (359) So you get the pig or sheep or cow to grow a human heart, then kill the animal and harvest the heart for a human. (Richter) How far will we go to stop the process of death?

“Our culture in particular seems to be a death-defying one, not so much that death is denies as much as we will make every effort possible to thwart its ultimate advance. In the realm of medical technology, we continue to seek to make progress against all manner of human sickness and disease, with the pursuit of a longer life span (some-times regardless of the quality of that life) often seeming to be the ultimate goal. To do this, we seem willing to make questionable ethical advances, or at least proceed in areas where the ethical questions and implications have not even been fully addressed, such as cloning and xenotransplantation, to name just two.... it does call into question the extent to which we do utilize animals, such that even minimal human medical benefit can justify often harmful animal experimentation.” (Yarri, 131)

“The issue of xenotransplantation in particular highlights the concern with the continuing need for animals. With so many humans dying due to the shortage of human organs for transplantation, animals as potential organ donors are viewed as a very real solution to a serious health issue.” (Yarri, 8)

In 1988, Gary DeMar asked in his Christian book, “With the philosophy of modern science, what is to stop genetic transfers of animal genes into humans?… Once the concept of man’s uniqueness as being created in the image of God is lost, then all logical defenses against fusing man and animals are, at best, spurious.” (41-42) Apparently he hadn’t heard the news yet, from 1988. 
Baylor University of Texas filed a patent in Europe in 1988 (because the US would not accept it) for a genetically altered woman who could someday be used as a “drug factory.” Attorneys say that the school is just ensuring they have the right to use her “for production” if humans are eventually made patentable. (Rowe, Transgressions, 155) Yes, patented humans, waiting in the wings for approval. That same year, the U.S. Senate killed a bill that would have stopped transgenic animal patents because scientists convinced the committee that our researchers would lose “competiveness worldwide.” (ibid., 152) Economics, not science, is the real driving force behind such things.
Beresford, who supports genetic engineering, nevertheless opposes the allowance for patenting every small discovery. 

“In the first place, we must start with the doctrine of creation and with the fundamental Judeo-Christian assertion that the whole of creation belongs to God the creator. This assertion leads us to question the claim that any individual or company might claim ownership not only over an individual animal, but also over a species, or even over all the members of a species that possess a particular gene that has been modified or introduced….Of course, biotechnology companies need some means of protecting their investment in research and the development that they undertake, but the Jubilee vision sets strict limits to that, limits that begin with the assumption that the natural world is a commons, available to all and belonging to none. By contrast, what we are dealing with today is the steady erosion of that global commons as the biological and genetic resources of the world slip quietly into the possession of a handful of biotechnology companies.” (52-53)

Similarly, Sargent observes not only does the patenting of animals imply that man owns them, rather than God, but that patented animals are exempt from anti-cruelty laws. (222)

The latest development, which I do not even understand, is called synthetic biology.
 
“Forget all your fears about genetic engineering (GE); synthetic biology makes GE look as quaint as a horse and cart at a Formula One rally. Old-style biotech was about mixing and rearranging small numbers of existing natural genes from different species and hoping that the right thing happened. Synthetic biology is an order of magnitude more powerful, for it gives humanity the potential to design and create life from scratch.” (Lynas, 3-4)

Lynas says that such methods are “ethically inert,” just a tool, used for good or ill by the wielder. So it might cure pollution, or wipe out the world’s human population, depending on its owner. (ibid) Lynas says that opposing genetic engineering is a bad thing to do, because it has the potential to greatly improve the environment and our world. (103)
The problem for “normal people” with the idea of genetic engineering is that it has not only the potential to improve things, but to wildly destroy things. As Lynas admits, genetics are a tool, used well or badly. We have had precious little reason to trust that scientists will only use things for good, and not for evil, not out of malice but out of shortsighted, greedy stupidity. The United States is not a Christian country, and it is not ruled by people living under Christian ethics. When your ethical system is based on selfishness and economics, why not invent a bio-weapon or try a risky experiment on a human? Or produce women who can produce drugs in their bodies for your company?
Scientists working on such things assure us that these modified animals are usually killed at birth, or even before conception. (Burkhardt, 333) Usually? Except when they are producing spider silk milk, I presume. Or glowing in our fish tanks Scientists were so convincing that the USDA abolished its biotechnology oversight committee as “an un-necessary public expenditure.” (ibid., 339) We can trust scientists!

“Our faith in technological progress … has a governing Trinity. The secular ‘Cold Trinity’ of Progress apes the Christian Holy Trinity in a tragicomic way: Science will let us know everything; Technology will let us do everything; the Market will let us buy everything. … Any statement that begins ‘Science tells us…’ has the imprimatur of unquestioned Truth.” (Kimbrell, 40)

Eugene H. Peterson has a relevant segment of a sermon for consideration:

“This is the origin of the antiprayer called magic. Prayer is willingness practiced before God; magic is willfulness exercised on nature. Magic is the skilled use of natural means to manipulate the supernatural (whether God or devil) in order to bend the natural to respond to my will. The magician is expert in using the lore of herbs, the movements of planets, the incantation of sounds, the concoction of potions, the making of diagrams (all from the realm of nature) in order to impost his or her will on nature. In the days of the psalmists, this religion was Baalism. Today this religion surfaces in one form of technology or another (using nature to orchestrate a lust for feelings, using nature to satisfy a lust for power, and so forth)… Modern technologists are successors to pagan magicians. The means have changed, but the spirit is the same: metal machines and psychological methods have replaced magic potions, but the intent is still to work my will on the creation, regardless. God is not in on it…” (Prayer, Praise, and Play, cited in LeQuire, 156)

A Jewish perspective from Mendelsohn agrees: 

“Modern Medicine mocks religion. Readers of the Old Testament will remember the many Biblical restrictions surrounding animal sacrifices – animals brought by the citizen, sacrificed in his presences in public view, by a member of a hereditary caste (the priestly class) who did not later become a surgeon. Contrast this careful ritual with the secret vivisection by students and doctors of the Religion of Modern Medicine..Only Modern Medicine, in its arrogant idolatry, sanctions cruelty to animals as the norm.” (262-263)

In 1947, General Omar Bradley gave an address on Armistice Day, saying, “Our humanity is trapped by moral adolescents. We have too many men of science, too few men of God. The world has achieved brilliance without wisdom, and power without conscience.” (LeQuire, citing Myron S. Augsburger, “Love Thy Neighbor.”)

Is genetic engineering an evil?
Proponents are quick to say, “no, of course not, we have been domesticating animals for thousands of years, and that is not evil.” That is a half truth. Truly, we have been domesticating animals for thousands of years, and it is a good, not an evil thing. The lie is that genetic engineering is just domestication. It is far different. (Salatin, 226)
Domestication occurs over the long-term, and is done naturally by sexual procreation, by choosing a male and female with certain attributes, and seeing how their progeny turns out. Genetic engineering is treating cells like Legos, to be rearranged and spliced and combined at will, and creating unnatural combinations. No domestication process mixes jellyfish and cats, or humans and pigs. 
No domestication process creates monsters, with the rare exception of a two-headed calf (and etc.) which is an accident of natural production. Natural domestication processes do not get patented and kept from others by law, for the purpose of monopolizing profits. Natural domestication processes occur in fields and barns, not labs and test-tubes.
Natural processes do not lead to 94% dead-at-birth rates in animals. 
A dog bred with another dog to produce a different-looking or different-behaving dog, is still a dog. Bicknell points out that “Still, amidst all these mutations and varieties, the identity of the dog ever remains the same.” (37) A dog genetically engineered with squid or lobster DNA, may not be a dog any longer. It is a “transgenic” creature, a hybrid animal. The Jewish faith continues to be opposed to hybrid animals. 

“’But one who cross-breeds two species, distorts and denies the work of Creation, as though he thinks that the Holy One did not complete everything necessary in this world, and he wishes to assist with the creation of the world, to add creatures to it. Yet animals will not give birth from different species, and even those that are close in nature and can reproduce, such as mules (which result from crossing horses with donkeys), shall not be able to perpetuate their seed, for they cannot give birth. From these two aspects, the act of cross breeding different species is something repulsive and futile.’ The logic behind the prohibition of hybridization would also apply to setting animals loose in places where they are not indigenous - one of the most destructive acts that man has done to the natural world.” (Slifkin, 55, citing Ramban, on Leviticus 19:19)

“Jewish law sternly forbids the mixing of species, tampering with the reproductive systems of animals, or breeding animals in such a way as to change their natures. The assumption is that God's original design is adequate for our lives. But much of modern medicine and the meat we eat is the product of genetic manipulation and inter-species breeding.” (Kalechofsky, Judaism, 7)

Similarly, from a Christian perspective, Sanders writes:

“Genetic engineering is different, however, in that it involves taking the DNA from one species, say a fish, and inserting it into the DNA of a different species, say a tomato, in order to produce traits that you couldn't get through natural breeding.... In my opinion, the unnatural manipulation of genes violates the natural order of God's creation. When God created the plants and animals, anything that reproduces, He specifically distinguished them by kinds. He didn't just create 'animals' and 'plants' in general.” (99)

God’s created processes are proven and reliable. Scientific manipulations are risky and dangerous. Any system that causes systemic pain and death, and requires the pain and death of living creatures to seek success, must be an evil system. Pain and death are the realm of Satan and the consequences of the Fall, and are not to be pursued by Christ’s people.
 Therefore, I have to say, that genetic engineering on animals is an evil. 
On plants, I am not opposed, provided precautions are taken and the work has good purposes in mind. Life, by biblical definition, having blood and breath and spirit, is not harmed in plant research.
Because I am not a scientist, and freely admit that I do not fully understand the various elements of genetic engineering, I do not know exactly where “to draw the lines.” Is this procedure evil, and that one good? That will require careful thought. My theological opinion is that so-called scientific efforts that rely upon cruelty to animals for results are wicked, and the actual results of those efforts have done little good in the world.
Obtaining knowledge is a good thing when done rightly. All of the knowledge that science claims to have gained by doing evil may be “helpful” in some ways, but was obtained illicitly. It is the knowledge gained by Eve when she bit the forbidden fruit. Rather than learning about evil, she learned what it was like to become evil.
After World War Two, the United States committed a huge evil. Ishii, the master-mind and criminal of a Japanese bio-weapons unit in China, who intentionally killed hundreds of thousands of people with Bubonic Plague and other lethal diseases, was hired as a consultant for our bio-weapons programs. The United States judged that his experience and knowledge of chemical and biological weapons was worth ignoring all of his war crimes. So Ishii helped us build bio-weapons, without consequences for his prior evils. And we helped Japan to cover up his crimes in China.
No doubt, we got lots of good martial knowledge from that Satanic man named Ishii. Now he is in Hell, receiving justice, unless he was converted before death. 
Getting good knowledge does not absolve the waiving of justice. If God has set standards for the treatment of animals, and scientists choose to follow Francis Bacon’s vision rather than God’s, then the good knowledge they gain, gotten by wicked means, will be no boon to them in Heaven. The end never justifies the means. God never justifies sin based on your hope that good will come from it.
 
C.S. Lewis on Animal Experimentation

Clive Staples Lewis, the famous author of The Chronicles of Narnia series, The Screwtape Letters, and many other Christian books, spent a lot of time discussing the question of animal research. He was a brilliant thinker, and excellent communicator, and looking at his idea should help to inform your opinion. The three publications in which Lewis discusses this issue the most are a 1947 article he wrote for the New England Anti-Vivisection Society, the book The Problem of Pain, and the book God in the Dock.
One key element to the discussion is the nature of pain. 

“You never hear rational discussions of vivisection, both sides are wholly emotional. “A rational discussion of this subject begins by inquiring whether pain is, or is not, an evil. Now if pain is an evil, then the infliction of pain, considered in itself, must clearly be an evil act. But there are such things as necessary evils… But if we find a man inflicting pain it is for him to prove that his action is right. If he cannot, he is a wicked man.” (Lewis, God, 224-225)

Lewis does not argue that all infliction of pain is an evil, because sometimes pain is part of the cure, yet it always does require a justification. (Root, 14) He concludes that animal research is not a justified cause of pain. “The victory of vivisection marks a great advance in the triumph of ruthless, non-moral utilitarianism over the old world of ethical law; a triumph in which we, as well as animals, are already the victims, and of which Dachau and Hiroshima mark the more recent achievements.…” (Lewis, God, 228)

“The Christian defender…is very apt to say that we are entitled to do anything we please to animals because they ‘have no souls.’ But what does this mean? If it means that animals have no consciousness, then how is this known? They certainly behave as if they had… Unless we know on other grounds that vivisection is right we must not take the moral risk of tormenting them on a mere opinion. On the other hand, the statement that ‘they have no souls’ may mean that they have no moral responsibilities and are not immortal. But the absence of ‘soul’ in that sense makes the infliction of pain upon them not easier but harder to justify. For it means that animals cannot deserve pain, nor profit morally by the discipline of pain, nor be recompensed by happiness in another life for suffering in this. Thus all the facts which render pain more tolerable or make it less totally evil in the case of human beings will be lacking in the beasts. ‘Soullessness’ in so far as it is relevant to the question at all, is an argument against vivisection.” (Lewis, God, 225)

Lewis did not claim absolute certainty about every aspect of this debate. For instance, he admits that we cannot be sure that animals have a “sense of self,” or feel pain.

“It is certainly difficult to suppose that the apes, the elephant, and the higher domestic animals, have not, in some degree, a self or soul which connects experience and gives rise to rudimentary individuality. But at least a great deal of what appears to be animal suffering need not be suffering in any real sense. It may be we who have invented the ‘sufferers’ by the ‘pathetic fallacy’ of reading into the beasts a self for which there is no real evidence.” (Lewis, Problem, 121)

In spite of the uncertainty, C.S. Lewis insists that we cannot take the chance, based on our assumptions, and harm animals when they MAY feel pain. He also notes the contradiction in animal researchers who simultaneously claim animals are different so they don’t feel pain, but animals are similar so we should do research on them.

“The very same people who will most contemptuously brush aside any consideration of animal suffering if it stands in the way of 'research' will also, in another context, most vehemently deny that there is any radical difference between man and the other animals. On the naturalistic view the beasts are at bottom just the same sort of thing as ourselves. Man is simply the cleverest of the anthropoids. All the grounds on which a Christian might defend vivisection are thus cut from under our feet. We sacrifice other species to our own not because our own has any objective meta-physical privilege over others but simply because it is ours. It may be very natural to have this loyalty to our own species, but let us hear no more from the naturalists about the 'sentimentality' of anti-vivisectionists. If loyalty to our own species, preference for man simply because we are men, is not sentiment, then what is it? It may be a good sentiment or a bad one. But a sentiment it certainly is. Try to base it on logic and see what happens!” (Linzey, C.S., 69)

The last question that C.S. Lewis asked about animals was, “how can animal suffering be reconciled with the justice of God?” (Lewis, Problem, 117)
He proposed an eternal life, for at least some, animals. We will discuss that in chapter 23.


Conclusion


“America is striving to win power over the sum total of things, complete and absolute mastery of nature in all its aspects…to occupy God’s place, to repeat his deeds, to recreate and organize a man-made cosmos according to man-made laws of reason, foresight, and efficiency: that is America’s ultimate objective…It destroys whatever is primitive, whatever grows in disordered profusion or evolves through patient mutation.” (Robert Jungk, in Passmore, 18)

Once the Industrial Revolution succeeded in making animals into mere commodities, to be produced en masse for profit, the step toward modifying lifeforms for profit was a small one. Science is no longer the neutral seeker of truth in God’s universe, but the clever accessory to industry in producing marketable products. Technology is the tool for human-ism’s goal to save itself from death. Science is the tool that promises to bring longer life and prosperity to humans by any means necessary. 
Christians wrongly abandoned the sciences a couple of centuries ago, to focus solely on human souls, as if humans need only a future haven, and not a present shelter on earth. 

 “Much less may believers retreat to their ecclesiastical corner and, satisfied with simply having faith, abandon the building of the temple of science to unbelievers, as though science does not concern them. This they may not do, because the scientific enterprise is not an exercise in human pride but rather a duty God has laid upon us. …God’s honor requires the human spirit to probe the entire complexity of what has been created, in order to discover God’s majesty and wisdom and to express those in human thoughts with human language.” (Kuyper, 92-93)

“A Calvinist who seeks God, does not for a moment think of limiting himself to theology and contemplation, leaving the other sciences, as of a lower character, in the hands of unbelievers; but on the contrary, looking upon it as his task to know God in all his works, he is conscious of having been called to fathom with all the energy of his intellect, things terrestrial as well as things celestial; to open to view both the order of creation, and the ‘common grace’ of the God he adores, in nature and its wondrous character, in the production of human industry, in the life of man-kind, in sociology and in the history of the human race.” (Kuyper, in Moore, 183)

The kind of science proposed by Francis Bacon, and adopted by modern researchers, is that the secrets of the universe are waiting for us to find them through deconstruction We must take all things, including living things, rip them apart, and find the goodies hidden inside. Henry Drummond gave an excellent description of this philosophy in 1838.

“It is monstrous to hear an unfeathered brute, in the shape of a man, boasting of his superiority on account of his shape, and because he has the power, alleging that he has the right, to maim, wound, and slaughter God's creatures, for sport, whim, or savage curiosity.” (133)

Savage curiosity. That sums it up well.
Satan ruins good things by twisting them just a little. Curiosity is good. Learning and the love of learning is a God-given impulse to help us exercise dominion well. But SAVAGE curiosity is not good. Adlai Stevenson said, “It is difficult to picture the great Creator conceiving of a programme of one creature (which He has made) using another living creature for purpose of experimentation. There must  be other, less cruel ways of knowledge.” (Wieber, 89) Joseph Sittler said it a little differently. “For the first time man has added to his natural curiosity and creativity a perverse aggressiveness whereby nature is absolutely suppliant and can die by his decision.” (Hall, Imaging, 125)

Why is animal research done in secret? Why do scientists use euphemisms to hide the truth of what is done in the experiments? Why would “normal people” balk and revolt if they saw such things? Because our consciences recognize that it is wrong.

“Even if I lacked any scientific evidence to condemn it, I felt intuitively that this was an unjustifiable practice. It did not make sense that the Almighty would make the only path to medical progress by way of the 'sacrifice' of millions of animals in laboratories.” (Menache, 334)

There can be extreme views on both ends. 
The so-called Luddite view, often used just as a label against anyone who questions any scientific endeavor, is that we should live so simply on Earth that science is unnecessary We can live like the Amish, in a manner of speaking, without the harms or benefits of technology.
The more common view is the productionist ethic, “The productionist ethic assumes that humans, armed with technology, can control natural systems and direct them to our ends. In other words, it assumes that science and technology are both limitlessly powerful and benign – although ordinary reason would judge that combination to be unlikely.” (Davis, Ellen, 23-24)

“Both views are wrong. The 'technology-is-the-key' view is off target because it sees problems only as challenges to be conquered and never to be accepted with humility. The 'technology-is-the-problem' view is wrong because it sees technology only as a means of domination, never of service….Technologies always embody, promote, and reproduce human commitments, beliefs, and activities; they can free us or trap us by what we have already done; they can reduce our actions and our futures to mere extrapolations, extensions of our past. Technologies are both cages and doors.” (Marshall, 175, 179)

Achtemeier says that humans are again thinking that nothing is impossible for us, as they thought in Genesis 11 at the Tower of Babel. “Such was the promethean temptation at the Tower of Babel, and we still see that temptation laid before us by the technology of our age, which has learned how to manipulate atoms and DNA genetic codes and the life cycles of all living things.” (19)
Godless modern humanism sees no limits to the things that we can do with even life itself. We will become creators ourselves, and make things better than their evolutionary model produced. 
I have to wonder: how will God deal with this hubris? What fall will accompany such pride?
In our aspirations for godhood, as we pursue the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil, that we may become like gods, we cast aside all rules. Modern science sees no ethics in the pursuit of its goals. Researchers have become like Captain Ahab, swearing eternal pursuit of the white whale. They must destroy God’s creation to learn its secrets.
Pain and death are the result. Professing to be wise, they have become fools. 
The lives of animals were never intended by God to be bloody and vicious. Human sin brought pain and death. Human culture, without God, brings pain and death in more excruciating forms, like factory farming, and vivisection.

“Lest any imputation should be attempted to be thrown on the benevolent intentions of the great Author and Designer of this beautiful and wondrous fabric [the nervous system], so expressly formed for varied and prolonged enjoyment, it should always be borne in mind that the occasional suffering, to which an animal is subjected from this law of its organization, is far more counterbalanced by the consequences arising from the capacities for pleasure… Enjoyment appears universally to be the main end, the rule, the ordinary and natural condition; while pain is but the casualty, the exception, the necessary remedy, which is ever tending to a remoter good, in subordination to a higher law of creation.” (Roget, 262-263)
As Yarri writes, “If animals have intrinsic value and ultimately exist for the glory of God, then it is difficult to see how the treatment accorded to many laboratory animals would be in keeping with God's original purposes for them...” (113)

What alternatives do I offer to the current system?
I agree with Yarri, that laboratory animals could be done on a “pet-keeping” basis, and treated like pets. After minimally painful testing, they could be adopted out, and not executed. They should have names, and treated like beloved friends. (157) If a researcher feels badly enough about a test that he wants to become “detached” and pretend the creature is not harmed, then the test is too invasive to be done. 
Marc Bekoff’s proposal is worth considering.

“...when, for example, I think about research that can benefit animals as well as humans, I retreat back to my principled and highly restrictive moderate stance, which centers on (1) accepting that it is almost always wrong to harm other animals; (2) assuming that all individuals, regardless of species, suffer to some degree; (3) using as few animals as possible only when there are no alternatives; (4) using the most humane methods known; (5) being certain that the well-being of all animals is given serious attention after they have been used; (6) telling all potential readers of scientific papers how animals were negatively affected by the research so that others could avoid making the same mistakes; and (7) recognizing that humans are necessarily anthropocentric and that the animal's point of view can never be totally under-stood and appreciated regardless of how right-minded are individual people.” (Deep Ethology)

One important element of that proposal is the idea of reducing “duplication of effort.” How many millions of animal tests are identical? Do all of the makeup companies use the same chemicals in their products and then run the same tests on rabbits every year in their own labs? They want to keep their product secrets and therefore all hide the results from competitors. How many animals suffer for such secrecy?
One big step to reducing animal experimentation would be tort reform. If companies did not have to pay huge amounts of money to insurers and lawyers to keep from getting sued out of business with every mishap, animal testing would drop dramatically. Courts think that animal testing proves safety, and thus is viewed by insurers and companies as a safety net. If caps were put on individual and class action lawsuits for minor injuries, we could save a lot of animals. 
Now I have no love for corporations nor sympathy for major calamities they may cause. But just as unions can sometimes be as bad as the companies they compete with, lawyers and greedy consumers can be as bad too. Getting millions for spilling hot coffee on yourself is not justice. It does nothing but force cooler coffee and higher prices. 
As before, I support incremental changes instead of abolitionist views. Henry Spira, a prominent animal rightist, wrote wisely:

“’What's wrong with the all-or-nothing approach? The atrocities against animals seem to cry out for such an abolitionist policy.' Sometimes this is phrased as, 'If humans were vivisected, would you ask for abolition or bigger cages?' - with the all-or-nothings presenting themselves as saints while castigating others as sinners. But remember, the first law of effective activism is: Stay in touch with reality. And the reality is that nine billion nonhuman animals, not humans, are being raised on farms every year for our dinners. For as long as they remain edibles it is both futile and counterproductive to engage in the blustering bravado of 'Abolition now!' The animal victims can't afford this self-righteous, moralistic stance of all-or-nothing, because so far it has led to nothing. For 100 years people hollered 'Abolish vivisection!' while the number of animals in laboratories kept skyrocketing. Reduction came about as a result of campaigns to promote alternatives. If you go all-or-nothing, it is a good way to get applause, but it is not a good way to make progress. I don't think the suffering animals are well-served by the self-indulgence of the politically correct. Progress is made step-wise, incrementally. You can have ideals, but, in practical terms, what are you going to do today? What are you going to do tomorrow? You need a program that makes sense in order to move ahead.” (206)

Patience is a virtue, and a hard one to learn. Our culture has morphed into this current model over two hundred and fifty years. Why do you think we can change it tonight?
 We can start tonight. 



Chapter Eighteen
Dominion over Wildlife


Psalm 50:8-14
I’m not punishing you for your sacrifices or for your entirely burned offerings, which are always before Me. I won’t accept bulls from your house or goats from your corrals because every forest animal already belongs to Me, as do the cattle on a thousand hills. I know every mountain bird; even the insects in the fields are mine. Even if I were hungry I wouldn’t tell you because the whole world and everything in it already belong to me. Do I eat bulls’ meat? Do I drink goats’ blood? Offer God a sacrifice of thanksgiving! Fulfill the promises you made to the Most High!


Ownership of Wildlife

Sacrifice is uncommon now, in the western world. The key doctrine to be gleaned from these verses of Psalm 50 is that God owns every animal: domestic, wild, and creeping. Birds and sea creatures are not mentioned, but “the whole world and every-thing in it” does. 
God also controls the wild creatures, at times. Daniel 6:22 declares that God sent an angel to shut the mouths of the lions in the pit. Twice, Jesus tells the disciples that snakes and scorpions will not harm them. (Mark 16:17-18; Luke 10:9-10) In Acts 28:3-6, the apostle Paul demonstrated this when a poisonous viper bit him, and he did not swell up or die.
Psalm 24:1 is similar to Psalm 50, and is quoted by Paul in I Corinthians 10:24, “The earth and all that is in it belong to the Lord.” The New Testament does not often talk about wild animals, but there is one interesting passage about Jesus to be considered.
 
Mark 1:12-13, “At once the Spirit forced Jesus out into the wilderness. He was in the wilderness for forty days, tempted by Satan. He was among the wild animals, and the angels took care of him.”

According to Matthew, Jesus was baptized and then sent for the forty day fast. After forty days, Satan arrived to tempt him, and once He sent the Devil away, then angels came to minister to His needs. I point this out, because it means that in Mark, the end of verse 13 with the angels caring for Jesus, was only at the very end of the forty days, not during the entire wilderness visit. And by “wilderness” it does not mean a forest, as Americans usually think of the term. It means the place where people don’t live: outside of town, where there are no humans. (Bauckham, Bible, 109) In this case it was a dry, desert-like region of Judea. 
You may have heard sermons on the temptation of Jesus in your local church. Preachers rightly compare the life-experiences of Adam, the first human, with Jesus, the ultimate human. Adam and Eve were in a food-filled, beautiful Garden; then Satan came to tempt them, and they failed. Jesus lived for a long time in the desert, hungry and hot; then Satan came to tempt Jesus, but Jesus prevailed and did not sin. All of this is true. Yet few preachers take note of the odd mention of wild animals in Mark. They use the more detailed Matthew and Luke gospels where you have a conversation between Jesus and Satan. 
So what is the significance, if any, of the wild animals? What do they have to do with Jesus’ time in the wilderness? Richard Bauckham writes:

“Mark's simple but effective phrase ('he was with the wild animals’) has no suggest-ion of hostility or resistance about it. It indicates Jesus' peaceable presence with the animals. The expression 'to be with someone' frequently has, in Mark's usage (3:14; 5:18; and 14:67; cf. 4:36) and elsewhere, the sense of close, friendly association. (It may also be relevant that Genesis describes the animals in the ark as those who were 'with' Noah: Gen. 7:23; 8:1 and 17; and 9:12).” (Bible, 127; Living, 76)

“Hence, Jesus goes into the wilderness precisely to encounter the beings of the non-human world: he must establish his messianic relationship to these before he can preach and practise the kingdom of God in the human world.” (Living, 105)

The implication is that we are misinterpreting verse 13 in regard to the time scale. In English we take that sentence structure to imply that Jesus was with the wild animals and the angels were caring for Jesus at the same time, and since Matthew puts the angels at the END of the forty days, Jesus must have seen some wild creatures at the end. We might even be tempted to infer that the angels were in some way protecting Jesus from the dangerous beasts, as if Satan sent predators after the failed temptations to actually harm Jesus. Vantassel seems to argue this way, citing Heil, that Psalm 91:11-13 is referred to by Mark, so that God is protecting His chosen one from dangerous lions and poisonous snakes. (76) “Because he will order his messengers to help you, to protect you wherever you go. They will carry you with their own hands so you don’t bruise your foot on a stone. You’ll march on top of lions and vipers; you’ll trample young lions and serpents underfoot.” 
It seems very clear that Satan was referring to this Psalm 91 when he asked Jesus to throw himself from a high wall and let the angels carry him down. Jesus replied that he would not tempt God. Satan himself may be implying that Jesus has been fulfilling this prophecy already. The devil says nothing about the lions and vipers. Perhaps that is because Jesus has already shown himself to be safe from the wild creatures, and so Satan says, “why not dive off the Temple, since the Bible said you won’t be harmed by the wild beasts, you would be perfectly safe?” Jesus’ reply shows that He has not been testing God, and is not running around poking sticks in the lions’ faces, so to speak, trying to provoke evidence of God’s protection. Jumping intentionally from a height would be showing a great lack of faith, and presumption. 
Mark is saying that Jesus was in the wilderness forty days, then Satan tempted Him. Same thought again, different details, in parallel. Jesus was with the wild animals forty days, then the angels came to minister to Him. 
Why might we think that Jesus was with wild animals for forty days, aside from the possible usage of Mark for the word “with” that implies a long friendly association? For one thing, Psalm 91:11-13 probably is a prophecy of the Messiah, and we can think of no other time when this could have been fulfilled. I just do not take the negative implication, that vicious animals surrounded Jesus while guardian angels kept them at bay. I suspect that, like the demons, the animals recognized Jesus as God’s Son. 
Also, this Mark passage would be another parallel and contrast between Adam and Eve, and Jesus. The first humans lived at peace in Paradise with all creatures, and the creatures were naturally non-violent and friendly at the time. Jesus lived in a harsh fallen world where the creatures were naturally hostile and/or afraid of humans, and yet he was not endangered or threatened by them, but at peace with them. This is again implied in a later part of Jesus’ life, in greater detail, when He gentles an unbroken donkey foal to ride into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday. The animal is helpful to Jesus though yet untrained and surrounded by noisy crowds waving palm branches and throwing clothes on the ground in front of them. 
One might also see this as not only a proof of Jesus’ divinity, but as a foretaste of the New Heavens and New Earth, when Jesus will again walk the Earth and the wild animals will be wild no more. Jesus is their creator, their owner, and their Savior from the fallen world.
At this point, “Christian” industrial agriculturalists are forced to agree that God owns everything, BUT, they will say must we then argue about sub-ownership. One example is the Christian trapper Vantassel:

“While agreeing with the notion in principle, I do not find it particularly enlightening because the debate at its core is over exactly what God wants us to do. Both sides agree that God owns the earth and that we are just managers of His property. The issue is, what sort of managers does God want us to be? We must now establish what ought to be a Christian view of human-wildlife interactions.” (159)

Vantassel goes on to defend practically every possible human use of animals and the potential pain and suffering those uses require. He writes that we as ‘shepherds’ must not be “over-exploiting and under-exploiting the environment that God has so graciously granted to our care.” (xxiv) Then the rest of his book contends that humans are beginning to under-exploit the resources of Earth by hindering hunting and trapping. His desire to redefine stewardship into “shepherdism” emphasizes the freedom to stop under-exploiting wildlife resources. In other words, we need more hunting and trapping. While I cannot agree, at least he is an honest promoter of that industrialist mindset and not hiding from it.
Industrialists love the classic opinion of the philosopher Hobbes in De Cive, whose view seems to coincide with social Darwinism a few centuries later. 

“We get a right over irrational creatures, in the same manner that we do over the persons of men: to wit, by force and natural strength. For if in the state of nature it is lawful for every one, by reason of the war which is of all against all, to subdue and also to kill men as oft as it shall seem to conduce unto their good; much more will the same be lawful against brutes; namely, at their own discretion to reduce those to servitude, which by art may be tamed and fitted for use, and to persecute and destroy the rest by a perpetual war as dangerous and noxious.” (in Karlson, III, 35)

God gave us the animals to use, and so we can use them as we see fit, they say. ‘Sure, God has the ultimate ownership, but God wants only His ten percent tithe and then allows humanity to use the rest without much restriction. Obviously God wouldn’t want any overt torture and abuse of the animals, but aside from intentional brutality, any pain inflicted or freedom removed is irrelevant to God,’ they will claim. 
Their idea of stewardship is very narrow, and includes the “laissez-faire” hands-off kind of freedom that industrial capitalism claims as a right. The reason why animals can have no rights in that system is because “the market” retains all rights under God. Human freedom is paramount over any restriction. That is exactly what the Serpent said to Eve in the Garden. “Did God actually deny you the use of this tree? To be like God is to be free of rules! If you take your freedom you will be like God!” Likewise, the industrialist can bear no regulation of his business desires and must claim complete freedom from the principles of God, while retaining a veneer of religion for his distorted conscience’ sake. 
Wennberg correctly points out the dangers of both the extreme industrialist and animal rights views:

“In essence we are seeking to avoid two extremes: (1) only humans have intrinsic value and there are no moral limits to the use to which the world of animals and nature may be put for human advantage, and (2) humans, animals, plants, and eco-systems all have equal intrinsic value and therefore much of the legitimate use to which we put nature in the pursuit of important human interests is forbidden, possibly imperiling human existence itself. So the avoidance of these extreme positions seems morally necessary, but the acceptance of the middle position is fraught with ambiguity and moral uncertainty. This is, however, often just the case in the moral life: extreme positions provide clear direction but that direction is at the same time strongly counterintuitive, whereas the mediating position does not have counter-intuitive implications but neither does it provide clear direction.” (55-6)

There are no EASY answers, but that does not mean answers do not exist. The God-given responsibility of dominion is not a simple test with Yes and No answers. We have to proceed with wisdom and the recognition that our choices have an impact on God’s animals, and our efforts are virtuous or wicked by degree based on our careful thinking and intentions for the glory of God, not the pocketbook of men.
Francis Schaeffer made a strong Christian attempt to find a God-centered principle for the human treatment of wildlife in his excellent book Pollution and the Death of Man. 

“We have the right to rid our houses of ants, but what we have no right to do is to forget to honor the ant as God made it, out in the place where God made the ant to be. When we meet the ant on the sidewalk, we step over him. He is a creature like ourselves; not made in the image of God, it is true, but equal with man as far as creation is concerned. The ant and the man are both creatures.” (75)

Heidigger made some interesting contrasts between ants and house dogs. “Let us consider the case of domestic animals [die Haustiere] as a striking example. We do not describe them as such simply because they turn up in the house [weil sie im Haus vor-kommen] but because they belong to the house [weil sie zum Haus gehoren; ants are not domestic animals; domestic animals are not simply in the house, they are part of the house], i.e, they serve the house in a certain sense…” (Derrida, 158) Perhaps this could be simplified by saying that we invite and desire the dogs to stay in our homes with us, while the ants are not invited nor desired there. They have no intentional relationship with us inside our homes, though we may tolerate them outside. 

We are now discussing wildlife as distinct from domestic animals not because God owns them “less” completely, but because God made different rules and statements about their relationship to humans. Clearly, God gave more instructions about our care for domestic animals because they live with us, whereas our encounters with domestic animals are more less frequent. Because of the rapid expansion of the human population, we see wild-life more often than people did in centuries past. This portends the immediate need to develop Christian thinking on the dominion of wildlife. Thus far the church has totally failed in this aspect of dominion.
As often happens when the church shirks its leadership role, the gaps in thinking are filled in by cultural ideas. As Solomon said in the Proverbs, when you hear one argument you are convinced, but then when you hear another argument you are persuaded differently We tend to accept the first thing we hear, since that alone has been presented as an option.
Our western culture has donned the ideas of British laws, which came down from Roman laws and Greek ideas. For the most part, western societies view wildlife and nature as “unclaimed property.” (Moltmann, 3) Henry Salt remarked that “…it is still…a capital crime to be an unowned animal.” (in Clark, Moral, 93) 
If a given piece of land does not belong to one person or institution, it is public land, and the creatures living upon it are part of its natural bounty. Keith Thomas summarizes this view: “…beasts, even monkeys or muskrats, could when tamed, become the property of men, but that they ceased to be property if they reverted to their original wild state.” (56) We see this in the way that the United States allows hunting and fishing on public lands during certain seasons. The main objections to medieval and modern game laws were against claiming forest lands for the king, that hindered the public from hunting on royal lands. (49) “Common law” was usurped for a privileged few.
Ownership is the key difference between protected animals and unprotected animals. Your pets are protected by law, not because they are animals, but because they are items belonging to you. Thus, while “it is generally agreed that works of art ought not to be destroyed, there is no such agreement that it is wrong to destroy wilderness or undomesticated species.” (Passmore, 101) 
This centrality of ownership in all questions of wildlife has led some proponents of wildlife protection to begrudgingly espouse an expansion of ownership to include wild animals. “Money is a measure of value: Put a price on wild animals and plants and we will put a value on them too. This is a pragmatic strategy, only to be used in desperation because the others have failed.” (Lynas, 47) 
The reason why animal protectionists are hesitant to follow such a strategy is that wealthy big game hunters offer the same view. They offer huge amounts of money to African countries to let them “bag” a big tusker elephant or large lion. If money becomes the central issue in wildlife management, then only wealthy people will be able to afford to hunt, which was why the peasants hated kings for blocking off public lands. As Calvin DeWitt notes, “Increasingly market forces, instead of natural selection will make the choices of which species and varieties will survive.” (Degradation, 9) In short, humans now decide, consciously or inadvertently, which animals should live and which should die.
Two more western views shown by Keith Thomas are that “the beasts had been divided into the wild, to be tamed or eliminated, the domestic, to be exploited for useful purposes, and the pet, to be cherished for emotional satisfaction;” and that “Certain creatures were now admitted into the sphere of moral consideration, but the line had to be drawn somewhere. Most people still excluded fish, predators, pests and insects. The needs of human survival seem to require such an exclusion...” (192, 191)
What you might call these ideas, on the whole, are capitalistic and utilitarian views. Private lands are off-limits but public lands can be used by everyone. Our societies will choose to protect popular (harmless) creatures but destroy any harmful or unpopular wild animals. Richard Baxter pointed out that wild animals are of little importance because “Those brutes that dwell in woods and deserts serve us not; and our ruling them is a small addition to our felicity…” (v.2, p.57) The great Puritan sounds more like a utilitarian philosopher here than a theologian. 
Others went much further. Jacobean preacher John Rawlinson said that righteous men should care for their cattle, but predators “were not helpful, but hurtful… and there-fore no pity [is] to be had of them.” (Thomas, Keith, 164) He interprets Proverbs 12:10 as exclusively offering mercy to domestic animals, which is a feasible argument, but proceeds with an unfounded confidence to remove “harmful” creatures from any mercy. In 1641, George Walker agreed but added a caveat: “'It is lawful for man in his own defence and for his own safety to destroy serpents, hurtful beasts and noisome creatures, yet to do it with cruelty and with pleasure, delight and rejoicing in their destruction, and without a sense of our own sins and remorse for them, is a kind of scorn and contempt of the workmanship of God.” (ibid., 162)
I sense that the view of George Walker is the equivalent to our modern view. Christians have forgotten that there are two kinds of sin: sins of commission, where we directly violate God’s law, and sins of omission, where we fail to do God’s will. Direct torture and intentional cruelty are obvious sins of commission.
Industrialists say that they are not cruel because they “mean no harm” to the animals, and yet they take not a moment to find less painful ways to cage or kill the creatures under their supervision. That is as much a sin as torture. Claiming that it is not intentional does not justify it. The perverted child rapist may not intend to harm his victims but it is only his seared conscience that keeps him from seeing the harm he does to a child. Your good will means little. If you kill a pedestrian intentionally you go to prison for murder; if you kill her by accident because you were texting on your cellphone, you go to prison for manslaughter. Both are serious crimes, one intentional, one not, but both are punishable and wrong. 
Thus, the common view, that killing is justifiable as long as it is not done with “malice aforethought” is incorrect. What makes the killing good or evil is how it relates to divine command. The animals belong to God. Therefore, wildlife is to be treated in the manner God desires. If you are too busy or too selfish to seek God’s will, your killing of wild creatures may be a violation of righteousness. Rabbi Slifkin recognizes this on behalf of Judaism:

“The extent of conservation that many people feel is required - that of every single species in existence - is ultimately justifiable only on religious grounds: our responsibility to respect the natural world as God’s creation…. The basis for respecting the natural world as God’s creation is respecting God as its Creator. It is our duty to show that things which are important to Him are also important to us…” (49-50)

Henry Drummond represents a Christian view when he wrote, 

“But though amply empowered to conquer, to subdue, and to tame, he has no privilege from heaven to go forth, like a demon of destruction, wantonly and unsparingly to slaughter and destroy. The indulgence to use is not to be misinterpreted into a liberty to abuse the gifts of Providence. We may pluck the fruit, but not hew down the tree.” (Rights, 47)


God’s Use of Wildlife

God sometimes takes direct control of wild animals, in the Bible, as a proof of His dominion and ownership of the world. As shown in chapter two, God may have many purposes for a species or an individual creature. The main purpose of every creature is not related to humanity, but to God. “All of creation, from the red howler monkey to the Indonesian mimic octopi, exists to glorify God.” (York, 112)
In Exodus, God used several types of wild creatures to harass the Egyptians for refusing to release the Jews from slavery. Fish died in the Nile; frogs swarmed; gnats and flies multiplied. Locusts ate the crops. These were both warnings and punishments. God stopped each plague when Pharaoh agreed to cooperate, but brought worse disasters whenever Pharaoh reneged.
God punished the Jews in the desert for complaining about manna by sending ‘fiery serpents’ to bite the people, but then had Moses create a snake statue of bronze to heal the people who looked at it. (Numbers 21:6-9)
In I Kings 13:24-28, God sent a lion to kill a disobedient prophet. The lion stood there offering no threat to the prophet’s donkey, and waited for acquaintances of the dead man to come get the corpse.
II Kings 2:23-24 bothers some readers. Elisha the prophet is walking past a city, and some young men are mocking him, calling him ‘baldy’ and urging him to go away. Elisha turns and curses them in the Lord’s name. “Then two bears came out of the woods and mangled forty-two of the youths.” The squeamish do not like the idea that God (or Elisha) would execute kids for merely calling a man “Baldy.” However, this was not a handful of toddlers being silly. Forty-two is a rather large group, and “young men” are probably teenagers. Trying to humiliate a prophet, a known representative of God, is beyond folly; it is rebellion. God would have the people know that Elisha is ‘the man,’ and harshly punishing the brats is a way of proving that.
Jonah discovered that God could use wild creatures for punishment and transportation A “great fish” swallowed Jonah and delivered him to the coast for a walk to Ninevah when the prophet refused to make the trip. (1:17; 2:10) Jacques Cousteau believed the fish to be not a whale, but a giant grouper.
A frequent motif in the Scripture is the “feast of the fowls” in which birds or other animals eat dead men, as a desecration of their bodies. Jezebel the wicked queen provided a feast for dogs, and Revelation 19:17-21 refers to the birds eating the flesh of the followers of “the Beast.” (Claerbaut, 81)
God’s use of wild animals to help or harm humans certainly did not end in Bible times. You read many stories about dolphins or turtles supporting drowning swimmers, or elephants protecting lost children, or lions guarding a raped girl. The Eastern Orthodox church has a legend celebrated on August 15th each year. Pirates invaded a monastery of nuns on the island of Caphalonia, but masses of snakes appeared, and the pirates fled. To commemorate the event, local snakes are taken to the church to rest around the icon of Mary for the day, then after the service, they are returned to their homes. (Reed, 73) Other snake festivals are not so happy. At Luchon in the Pyrenees, snakes are burnt alive on Saint John’s Eve, to show the humans’ anger at the symbols of evil. (Downer, 150)
The Mormon church celebrates a miracle from the 19th century. When Utah settlers planted crops, the first two years were destroyed by crickets. Naturalist Edward Howe Forbush wrote that “'Promising fields of wheat were cut down to the ground in a single day. The people were in despair. Then sea gulls came by the hundreds and thousands, and, before the grain could be entirely destroyed, devoured the insects, so that the fields were freed from them. The settlers regarded this as a heaven-sent miracle.'” (Yeoman, 52)
A story we can relate to personally comes from the life of Martin Luther. One day he was discouraged, sitting in a forest. He heard a robin singing, and took comfort, saying, 

“This little creature knows nothing of God or of the Saviour; its life is exposed to a thousand dangers; countless enemies lie in wait for it day and night; it does not know how it will live tomorrow or in the coming winter. Then why is it so tranquil and confident? The God whom it knows not has given it to rest its cares upon Him; it sings as the lily flowers, as the brook murmurs. And I who adore our Heavenly Father - I was sinking into despair, believing that everything is lost!” (Wagner, 158-9)

Writing in 1613 about Romans chapter 8, Thomas Drake reminded readers:

“If the creatures originally made and ordained for our service, benefit and good, occasionally at anie time, prejudice, annoye, hurt or endammage us, in our persons, familie, goods, or outward estate, let us not bee wrath against, much lesse transferre the fault upon them (for they are but God's ministers, servants, officers, to maintaine his quarrell, correct his children and to take vengeance on his enemies) but let us descend into our selves, consider the plague in our hearts, blame and condemn our-selves, and figuratively applie that confession... If we would not encrease the creatures groanes and torments, nor cause them (in its manner) to crie out and exclaime, yea and to preferre a bill of enditement unto the just judge against us; let us then never (at least for the time to come) abuse, pervert and misapplie them to annie idolatrous or superstitious use, or to hurt and hinder (much lesse to ruinate and undoe) our neighbor, or to serve our unlawfull and inordinate lusts, whether of pride and pleasure, gluttonie and drunkennesse, or of wrath and revenge, &c. For then the just Lord will punish our enormous abuse, and will either deprive us of the use of the creatures, or make them his instruments and rods to scourge and plague us.” (20-21)



Populations

The famous preacher John Wesley wrote truly that:

“Another instance of the wisdom of Him that made and governs the world, we have in the balance of creatures. The whole surface of the terraqueous globe, can afford room and support, to no more than a determinate number of all sorts of creatures. And if they should increase to double or treble the number, they must starve or devour one another. To keep the balance even, the Author of nature has determined the life of all creatures to such a length, and their increase to such a number, pro-portioned to their use in the world.” (Survey, 304)

There must be a balance in the populations of animals. One critical question to our understanding of wildlife is what population level of each species should be living in X region at one time? In a few cases, there are so few animals remaining of an endangered species that we know exactly how many individuals remain in the wild and in captivity. Most of the time we must estimate their populations. 
There are two very different perspectives on this question of populations. (Perry, 28) Animal rightists want to protect every individual animal. Ecologists focus on the “good of the species” or ecosystem, and thus are willing to kill individual animals to maintain a healthy biotic system. (Midgely, 19; Wennberg, 35) Tristram Stuart calls the ecosystem supporters “Tree-huggers” and the animal rights side “Bambi lovers.” (360)
An ecosystem may collapse if “invasive species” are introduced or sudden changes occur that affect its members. The new species has no native predators and takes over the region, driving out the original inhabitants, thus creating chaos in a once-stable system. In the 1990s, when the Nature Conservancy began to kill feral pigs that were destroying local birds and small mammals in Hawaii, hunters and animal rightists were outraged. The animal rightists wanted the pigs left alive, while the hunters wanted to kill the pigs for sport. (Burdick, 114) The owners of the land, the Nature Conservancy, sought to save the few remaining native (and rare) species. 
A similar problem arose on Santa Cruz Island off the coast of California. Pigs over-ran the local ecosystems, so the owners hired hunters to shoot the pigs. Karen Dawn wrote that the pigs should have been darted with contraceptives and allowed to die out over time, in peace. “We should not accept the idea that killing is an appropriate way to deal with overpopulation.” (300-301) The “father of animal rights,” Tom Regan, wrote that killing some animals to conserve others is “environmental fascism.” (Hutchins, 816) Andrew Linzey says that ecologists should not kill animals because individuals have value as well as a whole group, and “it is not self-evident that we maintain the good of the whole by the destruction of individual parts.” (Creatures, p.43) Neither of these arguments seem strong in the face of the need to protect endangered species and systems.
Though animal rightists get the most press and seem belligerent, the rhetoric of the conservationists can be just as biting. I enjoyed the exaggerated satire of this slap:

“In my view, the concept of rights for individual animals has limited value. Animal rights activism is sometimes an embarrassingly flimsy cover for an infantile longing for the world of Beatrix Potter, in which all the animals are sweet, well-dressed, immortal vegetarians. The fantasy of a Peaceful Kingdom, in which death and killing never sullies the park-like beauty of nature, may go unchallenged when people lose regular contact with biological reality.” (Yoerg, 189)

One truly difficult question in regard to populations is the definition of a species. Because this is hotly debated, it adds an element of uncertainty to the arguments. The two opposing opinions are often referred to as the “lumpers” and the “splitters.” (Mooallem)
 Historically, species were considered different if they could not breed with a similar species successfully. In most cases, we have no idea if X bug could breed with Y bug. Then scientists just presume that a creature with different colorations or physical attributes or genetic markers must be a different species. (Vantassel, 179) Mooallem gives the example of the Langs butterfly, an endangered species. Only ten miles away is another butterfly that looks identical, but has different genetic markers. Then there is an almost identical genetic butterfly to the Langs, but it looks totally different. So are there three species? Or two? Or one? Lumpers would say one or two; splitters would say two or three. This kind of question has been around for centuries. Gompertz asked in 1824: 

“The naturalist tells us what animals belong to one species, what to another, what beings may be called animals, and what vegetables … These distinctions, however proper they may seems, are acknowledged to be in some degree arbitrary, and are founded on some certain properties of them being similar to each other...” (13)

That question becomes a big problem when politicians start demanding “Do we have to save every subspecies?” (Williams, Ted, 44) The Endangered Species Act protects a species, but not often a subspecies. Hunters and industrialists usually side with the lumpers, so that fewer creatures get legal protection. Animal rightists tend to the splitter side, to obtain help for more creatures. One big step toward fixing our problems with populations would be to get a definition of species that everyone can agree upon.
The state of affairs on animal populations has changed dramatically over the last five hundred years. Smart men of the sixteenth century, like Martin Luther, doubted that a species could ever “perish” from the Earth. (52) John Bulwer wrote in 1653 that students debated in schools whether man was capable of extinguishing a species (like a toad or a spider), because God should not allow any of His works to be destroyed. (Thomas, Keith, 278) More recently, the famous painter of birds, John James Audubon, “insisted that birds were so plentiful in North America that no depredation – whether hunting, the encroachment of cities and farmlands, or any other act of man – could extinguish a species.” (Souder, 72) 
Daphne Sheldrick of Kenya wrote about the time when she was growing up. 

“How lightly my ancestors shot at animals. For us, now living in a different era, conscious of the decimation of wildlife and privileged even to glimpse such creatures in a wild situation, the actions of my forefathers appear shocking and difficult to understand. But at that time the maps of Kenya showed little on their empty faces, and beyond each horizon stretched another and another of endless untouched acres, sunlit plains of corn-gold grass, wooded luggas, lush valleys, crystal-clear waters. And everywhere there was wildlife in such spellbinding profusion that it is difficult for those who were never witness to this to even begin to visualize such numbers. At the time, no one ever imagined that any amount of shooting could devastate the stocks of wild game, let alone all but eliminate it.” (7)

These folks lived in a time when wildlife and birds were plentiful, to their eyes. When Columbus sailed through the Caribbean, he wrote that the seamen could not sleep because sea turtles were constantly bumping into the hull of their ship! (Mooallem) 
In Genesis chapter one, God made the fish to swarm, and the birds to multiply and be fertile on the earth. Some skeptics have noted that God did not order the wild beasts, livestock, and creepers to swarm and multiply in the creation story, as if to prove that God doesn’t want lots of big animals to multiply… but they miss the story of Noah. In Genesis 8:17 when God ordered Noah to bring the animals out of the Ark, He said, “Bring out with you all the animals of every kind - birds, livestock, everything crawling on the ground - so that they may populate the earth, be fertile, and multiply on the earth.” 
If God truly wanted only humans to inhabit the earth in vast numbers, then blessing the animals to multiply after the Flood would be silly. Or if God only wanted cattle, and not wild creatures and bugs, He could have let them perish in the deluge. But God wanted a diversity of creatures after the Flood as before, because Jesus apparently likes abundance and beauty and variety, not monoculture. As Matthew Fox teaches: “[Since] the good of the species is greater than the good of the individual… a multiplicity of species adds more to the goodness of the universe than a multiplicity of individuals in one species.” (Sheer, 127) Elizabeth Johnson adds that “…if the diversity of creatures is meant to show forth the goodness of God which cannot be well represented by one creature alone, as Aquinas saw, then extinction of species is rapidly erasing testimony to divine goodness in the world now and for the foreseeable future.” (255)

“Why are there so many creatures? From the psalmist's point of view, the more creatures to give praise, the more praise will be given. From a philosopher's point of view, the diversity of beings is the best possible reflection of the infinite divine goodness. The loss of any species of plant or animal is an irreparable diminution.” (Cummings, 31)

Abundance of life is a sign of blessing. When you see a lake teeming with fish and frogs and turtles and bugs, you know that you see a healthy system because life prospers. When you see a lake empty and silent and barren of life, you suspect there is a problem. As we read in Jeremiah chapter twelve, “How long is the land to mourn and the vegetation of the countryside to wither? For the wickedness of those who dwell in it, animals and birds have been snatched away, because men have said, ‘He will not see our latter ending.’”

The 21st century is cloaked in gloom because people have forgotten God, therefore the environment falters, and the creatures are vanishing. Depressed environmentalists now wonder “why Noah even bothered to take aboard passengers in the Great Biblical Flood” considering the current rate of extinctions. (Mitchell, 27) 
The gloom is understandable if statistics are your only guide. In 1997, one fourth of the mammals on Earth were endangered. (Birch, 74) In 2010, 80% of the native fish in the western United States were either endangered or candidates for that status. (Wuerthner, 186) Nature magazine wrote that 1/8 of birds, 1/4 of mammals, 1/3 of amphibians, and 1/2 of freshwater turtles are nearing extinction. (Merritt, 110; Moo, 35) The actual number of animals on earth declined 52% between the years 1970 and 2010, with freshwater populations down 76%. (Kottasova; see also Moo, 34) So not just species, but the numbers of animals are dropping fast.

“For endangered species we are both their greatest enemy and their only hope. Those wonderful creatures will not argue their case. They will not put up a fight. They will not beg for reprieve. They will not say goodbye. They will not cry out. They will just vanish. And after they are gone, there will be silence. And there will be stillness. And there will be empty places...” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 113, citing Bradley Taylor Grieve)

Humans have difficulty imagining death at a personal level, but to consider it at the level of an entire class of animal is even harder. We don’t want to think about it, because it is a disheartening topic. The Smithsonian moved an extinct animal exhibit to storage because no one wanted to see it. (Mooallem) Out of sight, out of mind?

“Michael Soule has written: 'Death is one thing, an end to birth is something else.' Thomas Berry puts it even more trenchantly: 'Extinction is a difficult concept to grasp. It is an eternal concept. It's not at all like the killing of individual life forms that can be renewed through normal processes of reproduction. Nor is it simply diminishing numbers. Nor is it damage that can somehow be remedied or for which some substitute can be found. Nor is it something that only affects our own generation. Nor is it something that could be remedied by some supernatural power. It is, rather, an absolute and final act for which there is no remedy on earth as in heaven.'” (Southgate, in Deane-Drummond, 254)

I disagree with the idea that a supernatural power cannot remedy an extinction, but that is a future remedy and thus cannot alter our current loss. Modern Americans have been so spoiled by blessings and abundance that we cannot imagine the alternative of poverty. I am not speaking merely of funds, but of things. We have lots of things, and when our things break or outdated we can easily get newer things. Animal species are not like that. Living things, when they go extinct, cannot be replaced any time soon. Polar bears may soon exist only in photographs, or art. (Mooallem)

“Imagine if the trend toward rapid and widespread extinction continues and accelerates Imagine a world with little or no biodiversity - a stainless-steel-and-cement world stripped bare of every plant and animal, every tree and hillside. Not only would such a world be barely livable, from a biological point of view - it would be a world we would barely want to live in.” (Friedman, 142)

Some people reply that the technology of cloning is becoming viable. You hear about Russians claiming they can bring back Woolly Mammoths that went extinct thousands of years ago. The movie Jurassic Park inspired dinosaur revival projects. I am admittedly fascinated with such ideas; but are they actually workable? Not yet.
Let’s say for the sake of argument that cloning techniques are completely safe and working in the year 2020. Should we bring back the Great Auk? People knew in the early nineteenth century that the Great Auk was nearly extinct. Nevertheless, on June 3, 1844 some people went to Iceland, found the last breeding pair of Auks, beat them to death, and crushed the last Auk egg. (Lynas, 39)
If we bring back Great Auks, where will we put them? Does Iceland want them back? Will they live only in zoos? Is habitat of the Auk still intact and providing the fish they liked to eat? Who will protect them from egg collectors and trophy hunters? Who will pay to protect them? If the Auks swim outside of their protected bird refuge, will poachers kill them? Will they be caught in the fishing nets and drown? Things have changed a lot in the 160 years since their demise. Is it worth the money and time and effort to revive a dead species when we might instead save ten species that are still alive on Earth? (Zimmer, 40) Will we stop trying to save rare species since in the future we might clone them to return? That human tendency to procrastinate might be multiplied if a future solution promises to let us off the hook at the present time. (Walsh, 12)
How did the situation change so quickly? In less than 150 years the Earth has gone from abundance of wildlife to extinction of wildlife! There are many reasons, but all of them center around humanity. 
E.O. Wilson is an important figure in the biological sciences. He wrote a book pleading with the Christian community to take a role in saving the environment, called The Creation: An Appeal to Save Life on Earth. The conservative wings of the church ignored it. Industrialists responded that he is another wacko environmentalist trying to trick us into impoverishing ourselves. They maligned an excellent book. Just because some environmentalists are wacko and espouse communist solutions does not make every environmentalist the same, nor their proposals wrong. He wrote:

“The decline of Earth's biodiversity is an unintended consequence of multiple factors that have been enhanced by human activity. They can be summarized by the acronym HIPPO, with the order of letters corresponding to their rank in destructiveness H, habitat loss, including that caused by human-induced climate change. I, invasive species (harmful aliens, including predators, disease organisms, and dominant competitors that displace natives). P, pollution. P, human overpopulation, a root cause of the other four factors. O, overharvesting (hunting, fishing, gathering).” (75)

Looking at the state of the planet Earth today, saying that human dominion of the Earth has failed is stating the obvious. Christians have the best ability to exercise dominion over the animals because God has freed their hearts from enslavement to sin and selfishness Yet Christians are either too timid or too busy to attempt any kind of dominion. It is the unbelievers who correctly see the need, but they lack the proper motivation, the glory of God.

“Those who believe our world is doomed and beyond help don't recognize the very first principle we learn in Genesis: God has power over the planet. We serve a God who wants this creation to flourish, and He is capable of restoring even the most run-down corner of Earth. Rather than ask whether or not the world is beyond help, we need to persist in restoring it and trust God to do what He does well – bring healing.” (Merritt, 154-5)

How did we come to this disastrous state of affairs? I have no doubt that Satan desires to destroy all beautiful things, including the animals. He may encourage human excesses at all times. But we hardly need to blame devils for extinctions. Clearly it is humans that accomplish most exterminations. The first documented case of extinction came near Warsaw, Poland, where the last female Auroch (a giant wild cow) died in 1627. (Johnson, 249)
The most obvious case here in the United States was the rapid decimation of the Passenger Pigeon. In the 17th through 19th centuries, the Passenger Pigeon was the most numerous bird on Earth. This single creature may have constituted 25 to 40% of the total bird population of the United States! (Scofield, 27) Naturalist Alexander Wilson saw a flock passing from Kentucky to Indiana in the year 1800 that he estimated at 240 miles long and a mile wide, containing more than two billion birds. In New England, the flocks sometimes blocked out the sun and the noise of their wings was like thunder. (Ellis, Turning, 173-4) 
How could billions of one species of bird vanish in a century? 
As the human population of the United States grew, forests were cut down to create farmland. The birds fed and nested in forests. As the forests grew smaller, the flocks were forced into smaller nesting grounds and narrower paths of migration to find food. 
Farmers feared that birds would eat their seeds and crops, so the pigeons became hated. “Since most farmers considered pretty much any bird bad - crop-thieving, fruit-pecking, seed-filching, chicken-stealing pests,” the birds were shot whenever they passed. (Weidensaul, 40) Contests were held. The birds were so common that to qualify to enter one competition that a shooter had to kill thirty thousand birds to be considered for a prize. (Ellis, Turning, 173) To kill this many birds, you couldn’t use ammunition. Hunters would throw whiskey-soaked grains on the ground, along with salt, worms, and other attractive foods, to get the birds to land in a clearing. They would also use live decoy pigeons, and sew their eyes shut, calling these “stool pigeons” to attract wild birds. Stool pigeons were tethered to a perch with cord. Nets were thrown over the eating birds and men broke the birds’ necks with pincers or their fingers. (Cokinos, 211-213)
If the pigeons were wanted for meat, the best way was to catch babies, or “squab.” Two weeks after hatching, the adult birds flew away and left their fat babies behind to finish growing. Meat hunters went into the forests and gathered the plump squabs which were still unable to fly. (Scofield, 29) When city markets were glutted with pigeons, the price would plunge, and thousands of dead birds were fed to hogs. (Cokinos, 218)
When the vast flocks had been destroyed, the scarcity of the pigeon made it even more valuable. The last known Passenger Pigeon, a female named Martha, lived at the Cincinnati Zoo. She died on September 1, 1914. (Wilcove, 11) The display of the Passenger Pigeon was the extinct animal sent to the Smithsonian storage bins for unpopularity. 
The attitude among some Americans, and perhaps Christians, that the extinction of a species of bird was not a big problem, continued after Martha died. When only a few Heath Hens remained, a 1923 Boston Sunday Post comment suggested that it was almost idolatrous to bother with the bird. The writer asked if it was appropriate to “propagate a bird that fails either to feed or clothe us, or enjoy our society; unless, like the sacred ibis, it is to be maintained for the purpose of worship.” (Cokinos, 157)
The Passenger Pigeon is by no means the only bird to vanish from the United States, but it is the most dramatic. Similar events are happening all over the world today. The difficulty for birds (and fish, and other migrating animals) is that they travel a lot, over human boundaries. Even if one country declares a bird to be endangered and protected, when that bird flies to another country, it may be killed for food or sport. 
Bird migration routes across Africa, the Middle East, and Europe are well-known. Hundreds of species fly north and south across Israel, because some species (like storks, pelicans, and raptors) need overland air currents and cannot fly over the Mediterranean Sea. While Israel protects birds, the countries around it do not. Sometimes the birds are so tired that they cannot run or fly when people approach them. (Paz, 6-7) In Egypt, ‘mist’ nets are spread along miles of beaches and trees to catch thousands of birds. Across France, Italy and Greece, it is a popular sport to shoot migrating birds as they cross the Mediterranean Sea. (Wilcove, 5) In Albania, where birds stop to rest and eat, hunters use bird calls on their cell phones to entice birds close for shooting with shotguns. Millions of birds are killed. When asked why bird populations are declining, the shooters shrug and blame it on “global warming.” (Franken, 66, 75, 81, 86) 
Birds are not faltering only in Europe. A bird called the Red Knot flies from South America to Canada, making one long stop at the Delaware Bay on the U.S east coast. In the years between 1980 and 2002, the number of Red Knot birds surviving the trip was down by 75%. They have 1500 miles to go when they stop to eat in the bay. Eventually biologists figured out what was happening to the birds. The birds relied on the eggs of Horseshoe crabs that spawn on the beach. Fisherman had discovered that horseshoe crabs make excellent bait for catching eels and whelk, and so people were killing the horseshoe crabs, and the birds had little food on the beach. Fishermen were furious when state and federal authorities reduced the allowable “take” of horseshoe crabs. Because horseshoe crabs have a long life and do not reach sexual maturity for a decade, it is unclear if they are growing in numbers yet, or if the birds will recover. (Wilcove, 35-39)
Many species of insects travel hundreds or thousands of miles on migrations also. It was recently discovered that several kinds of dragonfly migrate along the east coast of the United States. (ibid., 52-56) 
The most famous migratory insect is the Monarch butterfly. They travel from points all over Canada to meet in Mexico. As a boy I remember seeing a huge cluster of Monarchs hanging from trees in southern California, in the 1970s. In Mexico, logging by poor farmers occurs illegally when the tourists leave, lessening the Monarchs’ habitat. Expanding homes in California remove their favorite resting trees. One species of milk-weed that used to thrive near farms is being eradicated by farmers, but it is a key food source for Monarchs. Pesticides are killing off that milkweed that the Monarchs eat, and lay eggs upon, during their travels. (ibid., 65-69)
The layman needs to understand that what is good for one species may kill another. Passenger Pigeons and Monarch butterflies need(ed) trees for survival. Another rare bird, the Woodcock, hates trees. It loves “seemingly worthless brush-covered land,” the kind you get after a fire or woodcutter clears a big spot of land. The new growth will later create habitats for songbirds and moose and bears, also. When one conservationist cleared a five acre piece of land at Moosehorn for the woodcock, a bunch of students barraged him with hostile questions; not expecting to see a clearcut. (Sepik, 32, 37, 40) This is why dominion requires research and thought; one solution does not fit all species. 
Great migrations of antelope and Wildebeest in eastern Africa have fallen perhaps by 70% due to poaching and the conversion of land by the Masai tribes from pasture to crops. In a few decades, without protective measures, Kenya and Tanzania may look like South Africa, where wildlife live mainly in parks. (Wilcove, 92-95) “The end result will be an Africa that looks increasingly like the rest of the world, largely devoid of spectacular animal migrations, its large animals restricted to a small number of major parks, the parks themselves encircled by fences, what little is left of the wilderness incarcerated for its own safety.” (ibid., 103) 

“… wilderness cannot be kept in boxes; even in big boxes, it withers and dies. In recent years, ecologists have learned that even our biggest national parks and wilderness areas are not big enough to keep their health when they are cut off from kind-red ecosystems by barriers of urban sprawl or unbroken farmland.” (Eisenberg, 99)

Not all animal-annihilations are done by intentional human action. Habitat loss is probably the biggest problem. That means that the animals either have nowhere to live, or little hope of finding food to sustain a viable population. “Everyone who loves animals wants to see them thriving in the wild. Humankind has largely taken that option away from animals in large areas of the world.” (York, 56)
God gave each species a particular “niche” for shelter and nourishment. (DeWitt, Earthwise, 33) Some animals have a very small niche. For example, the endangered Cheat Mountain Salamander of West Virginia lives only in one small region. A fire, drought, or disaster might kill off the whole species because it dwells in only one place. The Rodrigues fruit bat lives only on the island of Rodrigues. Storms in the 1970s knocked their population down to seventy animals. Happily, a conservation effort restored the habitat and they now number in the thousands. (Mackay, 63)
On the opposite end of the distance scale are creatures like migrating shore birds. They may need ten thousand miles of habitat, or at least stable spots to land and eat during their journeys. (Wilcove, 5) The poaching in Albania and Egypt may kill off the migratory birds of Europe. Beaches and wetlands are popular human building zones, and when bird rest areas turn into hotels, birds have to find alternative food spots. (Barcott, 42)
Makowski summarizes the common wisdom among ecologists and animal rightists. “The only problem facing our planet is overpopulation; everything else - drug use, burgeoning crime, pollution, unnatural animal extinctions, deforestation, etc. - is just a symptom of the disease.” This is why many Christians oppose environmentalism. 
Many environmentalists propose that the only way to “save the Earth” is to drastically lower the human population. Radical groups, like “Zero Population Growth,” some-times advocate releasing deadly plagues to forcibly cut the human numbers. That would be genocide and absolute wickedness in God’s sight. Humans are not a “virus” on the Earth, God created us to live here. Isaiah 45:12, “It is I who made the earth and created mankind upon it,” and 18, “For this is what the Lord says, He who fashioned the earth and made it, He founded it; He did not create it to be empty but formed it to be inhabited…”
The problem is not the number of people as much as the overuse of resources by those people. “As the geographer and historian Jared Diamond points out, for a long time it was simply assumed that rising population was the main challenge facing humanity. But now we understand that the effect of rising population depends on how much people consume and produce.” (Friedman, Hot, 65) 
Population alarmists are partially correct. Humans have not left enough land or plants for wildlife to prosper. “Our domestication of the planet's surface to provide crops and animals for ourselves has displaced all competing species to the margins.” (Lynas, 6) And, humans have thus far shown little interest in fixing this problem. Psalm 104 says that God made some trees for the birds, and some hills for the “conies,” and oceans for the sea creatures. He did not make every acre of Earth for humans. 

“Nevertheless, we humans have lived out the concept of 'dominion' to such an extreme that we now inhabit almost every corner of the planet. Our use of space and of resources assumes that humans possess the authority of ownership. This is our home, first and foremost, and other animals (and plants) live or die at our discretion, under our control.” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 115)

Pro and anti environmentalists use different statistics to make their cases. Lappe says that humans use 33% of arable land for feed crops, and 26% more for grazing, which would be about 60% of the surface of Earth. (244) Wuerthner writes that satellite images show 28% of Earth used for crops and livestock. (183) That is a big difference! 
Stanford ecologists say that between one-third and one-half of the land surface has been transformed by human action.” (Davis, Ellen, 53-54) The author uses loaded terms: we are “hell-bent on destroying”; “our concentrated assault”; “we have multiplied a thousandfold our pernicious influence.” (131) I understand the anger at human sin. I am angry too. But the angst comes across as hatred of humanity, which gives impetus to that myth that environmentalists and animal rightists love nature and hate people. 

“Very similar and equally utopian are the views of those deep ecologists who view the earth as having been ruined not by males solely but by Man; human beings with their civilization have exploited and destroyed the natural world. Thus, the slogan of the group called Earth First is 'Back to the Pleistocene,' back to the time when human beings were simply hunters and gatherers. Indeed, ecotopian Paul Shepherd has worked out a detailed plan 'to remodel life after early hunter-gatherer societies, urging that the entire world's population (which he would like to see stabilized at eight million people) cluster along the coastlines of the continents, leaving the interiors untouched by human habitations.' Then the earth would become 'good' again, believe the deep ecologists, and the life of human beings and nature would be as it was meant to be.” (Achtemeier, 145)

Achtemeier is correct that “Back to the Pleistocene” is silly, and impossible. But many Christians take that fatalistic step to say that “since only God” can fix such big problems, humans are foolish to even attempt it. Dispensationalists [believers in a popular modern Christian theory of history] have claimed that the world is doomed so we should just pray and wait for the Rapture. At least Paul Shepherd is attempting to use human dominion to fix the world’s problems, rather than burying his head in the sand like an ostrich. For Christians to surrender to the effects of sin and ignore potential solutions for the redemption of the Earth is truly a travesty. 
On the other side, you find industrialists who claim that all the environmentalist statistics are lies, and that the Earth has never been better! 

“Resources, far from being limited, are abounding. No more than one to three percent of the earth’s ice-free land is occupied by human beings, less than one-ninth is used for agricultural purposes. Eight times, and perhaps as much as twenty-two times the world’s present population could support itself at the present standard of living.” (Kasein)

Christian industrialist spokesman Calvin Beisner says that since every person on Earth could have 539 feet squared of land to himself, the world cannot be overpopulated “in any meaningful sense of the word.” (Population, 19-20)
The outspoken theonomist R.J. Rushdoony completely ignored the work of his friend Francis Schaeffer when he wrote that “The entire planet is a gigantic mass of wealth, and we have barely scratched its resources. Just as in the last days of Rome, when many believed that the earth’s resources were exhausted, so too now many make the same assumption. We are rather approaching the dawn of resource development and wealth, not its end.” (17) He said that alarmist views are disproved by our ability to re-plant trees, but this is an obviously renewable resource, unlike most. Rushdoony denied that humans even could harm the Earth. “There is an amazing arrogance in the environmental belief that man is capable of destroying the earth. It is an assumption that humanistic man is the new god, with vast capabilities of creation and destruction.” (16-17) 
I take it that he read his Bible and found no references to worldwide destruction, and therefore believes the world will never be destroyed by nuclear war. I tend to agree. However, to extrapolate from that point to say that humans cannot do major harms to the world is ridiculous. Humans have already done some devastating things. The Chernobyl region of eastern Europe will be uninhabitable for hundreds of years. One of the world’s largest lakes, the Aral Sea in Russia, vanished, killing everything in it, due to water diversion for farming. The Romans plundered the forests of north Africa helping to create the Sahara Desert and destroy many species from Europe. (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 29) 
In short, there are only three views right now.
1) Do nothing. It is too late (depressed folks), or it wouldn’t matter anyway (Christians awaiting a Rapture). 
2) Kill off 99% of humanity to let the animals live (wackos). 
3) Try to fix things, even if only partially (the best option). Some animal rightists, and some environmentalists, and some Christians, are taking this route. This is the path of dominion. This is what we were supposed to be doing all along.

The human population has grown explosively in the last fifty years. That is a fact, and even industrialists cannot deny it. It is not just an increase in births, but the longer lives that modern medicines and nutrition have encouraged. 

“By the time of the birth of Jesus, the globe supported perhaps 300 million of us. By 1500, that population had increased to about 500 million – still a relatively slow growth rate. A global total of 700 million was reached in 1730. Then the boom began. By 1820 we numbered a billion. That total rose to 1.6 billion by 1900, and the growth rate continued to accelerate. By 1950 we were 2.5 billion, and by 1990 had doubled again to more than 5 billion. In 2000 the 6 billion mark was passed. At the time of writing in late March, 2011, we number an astonishing 6.88 billion individuals.” (Lynas, 22)

The problem is not the physical space. It is the resources needed by the billions of people. They need food and water and shelter and energy to survive. 
The relevance to this chapter, is that the expanding human population, and its subsequent increase in resource use, has relegated wildlife to the edge of extinction. There are few forests or habitats where animals can find food or shelter because we have taken those lands for our own use. That was not God’s plan.
 
“The biblical writers were aware that there were some areas of wilderness in which humans could not live. But a more serious issue is that the creation account clearly assigns the land also to all of the land animals. So God can hardly intend humans to 'fill the land' at the expense of other animals. This is why, rather oddly, God's grant of 'every green plant' to the land animals for food (1:30) is not spoken to the animals themselves, but appended, as information for humans, to his grant to them of seed-bearing plants for food (1:29). The point must be that humans should not grow food for themselves (and so fill the land) to an extent that competes with the livelihood of other living creatures.” (Bauckham, Bible, 17)

The modern western ethic that things only have value if they can be sold in “the marketplace” means that there is practically no value in wilderness or wildlife. (DeWitt, Degradation, 8) Eco-tourism is the only marketable value for wild things, now. The secular marketplace sees no owner God who places value on His creation for its own sake. And Christian industrialists claim that God ceded ownership for humans to use the world in any way desired. 
One example of overpopulation fueling ecological disaster is the island of Haiti. Already impoverished as a slave-nation, the human population boomed and the forests were cut down for fire wood. Haiti has only one percent of its forests left. So hurricanes and rains wash the dirt away, leaving no soil for farming. Without forests, the wildlife vanished. 47 out of 51 amphibian species are endangered. (Wilson, Creation, 80)
The Siberian tiger is nearing extinction, at least in the wild. You might think that overpopulation is not a problem in Siberia, where few people live. But the tigers live in southern Siberia near the China border, where the human population is massive. Aside from poaching for pelts, the tigers are losing their habitat because China needs wood. The Korean Pine tree was the main food source for deer and wild boar, which tigers live on. Fewer trees means fewer deer, fewer pigs, and fewer tigers. (Dybas, 11)
In the United States we take pride that national parks started here, and we keep many large spaces for wildlife and tourists to enjoy. However, we are learning that the long-loved park strategy is not adequate for some species. Having a park in the middle of a sea of human enterprise is similar to having an island in the ocean. (Wilcove, 23) The animals are trapped there, or encounter greater dangers if they leave. Like cars.
Automobiles kill half a BILLION wild animals per year on American roadways (more than a million per day). The average American car averages three to four animal kills per year. (Goff, 112; Ryden, 141) Obviously, a majority of those kills are accidental. Few people want to hit animals with their cars. On the other hand, snakes may be an intentional target. One study put three objects on the road to observe how drivers would react. Most people hit the Styrofoam cup. Most people avoided the fake turtle. But three percent of drivers swerved to run over the fake snake. (Mooallem)
 In 1990, I worked at a state park in Ohio where tortoises and turtles often crossed the road. I stopped to help them across. Some regions of Canada have created underpasses beneath major roads and highways where wildlife can cross without injury. Longview, Washington, built squirrel overpasses (narrow hanging bridges) for the bushy tails to cross over a major road.
 While our speedy highway system is a help to traveling humans, it is a major killer of animals. Very few animals can move at fifty-five miles per hour, and most creatures have no way of knowing that your seemingly distant vehicle will turn them to goo in two seconds. The Florida Panther is nearly extinct now, because of cars hitting them along the roads of the Everglades park. Where animal movements are predictable, kind people help them cross the roads. David Wilcove helped rare California Tiger Salamanders across a busy road that separated the creatures from their breeding pond. (6)
Driving safely is important. I do not promote swerving unsafely to avoid hitting an animal, because your responsibility to yourself, your passengers, and other people and vehicles on the road is greater than to a wild creature. However, if you are traveling at a safe speed and can easily avoid hitting creatures, that is a good thing to do.
Now, let’s talk about laws and political solutions.

Laws and Politics

Laws are both a comfort and a nuisance. Civilizations require laws and rules to define good actions from bad actions and to make life livable when people are gathered in communities. Although anarchy is somewhat fashionable in the media, because it seems “rebellious” and “freedom-loving”, the truth is that because of sin, people cannot live together without rules. We are all selfish by nature, and given total freedom to act without consequences, we might harm others to amass good for ourselves. Laws and rules maintain a semblance of order, mainly by threatening consequences to ill deeds. Paul says that God places authorities over us to punish evildoing (Romans 14:1-5).

“...the greed that so easily controls our decisions must be constrained. Within our families, communities, agencies, and governments, we need to enact and enforce laws and rules. Far from constraining freedom, the rule of law protects our freedom to be stewards of God's kingdom.” (DeWitt, 143)

God gave Moses some laws to protect animals in the Old Testament. The Romans may have been the first culture to have laws protecting horses. The American Puritans made laws to protect livestock. In Massachusetts of 1641 they prohibited “tyranny or cruelty towards any brute creatures which are usually kept for the use of man.” (Thomas, Keith, 189) Only in the last few centuries did governments begin to make rules for the protection of wildlife.
There are usually people on both sides of every law; some opposing the law as unduly restrictive, and others claiming it as “a good start.” Perhaps the political theory of compromise is right; there is a thesis, an antithesis, and eventually a synthesis arises. Law seems that way, in many cases.
American law rose from British law, which was built on Roman law, which came from Greek ideas. That is why we call this “western civilization,” risen from the western side of the world, so to speak.
Laws have consequences, for good or ill, or both. One key problem with legal solutions is whether the rules will actually be enforced, and by whom. As governments get larger, they become more bureaucratic, and less efficient. Republicans tend to be suspicious of the federal government and more trusting of state and local governments. Democrats tend to see the federal government as more useful and propose bigger budgets and more federal agencies. At least in theory, this pits a degree of local freedom against that of federal control. The “Tea Party” movement has demanded smaller federal government and smaller budgets, and pulled the Republicans to the “right” even as the Democratic side pulls leftward. 
For the right-wing, I must say, the wildlife problem will not be solved to their satisfaction, because national problems require national solutions. (Hawes, 22-23) As Hunter admits, “'The people do have a huge responsibility. Think of the general stewardship command of Genesis 1:28: Rule over...the earth. The scope of that responsibility was much larger than any individual's ability. That is why God eventually constituted government and why we only have a part.”(124)
Since wild animals cross state borders and live in all states, the states cannot adequately protect a species, in most cases. Maybe West Virginia could protect the Cheat Mountain salamander since the creature lives only there. But most endangered species have larger ranges of habitat, and states rarely cooperate with each other.
What the Democrat versus Republican split means in Washington, D.C., in the tri-cameral system of government (legislative, executive, and judicial branches), is stale-mate. A Democratic President desires bigger government; the Republican House and split Senate refuses such overtures; and the Federal Courts weigh in on one side or the other, in unpredictable fashion. Very few laws are finding “bipartisan” support and few laws pass. That means status-quo. In some cases, that may be good. In other cases, it is bad. 
In this chapter we are discussing wildlife. Wild animals are an entirely different problem than live-stock or pets, because no one really “owns” the wild creatures. God claims them, but people sometimes want or need to use them for various purposes. The government has to set rules for people to abide by. 
The most significant law in the United States for the protection of wildlife is the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973. Opinions on the goods or evils of this law are widely varied. The most extreme position I could find is that of J.Y. Jones in Worship Not the Creature. This Christian hunter claims that the Antichrist will use the Endangered Species Act to destroy personal freedom and take over the world. 

“Conditioning the population of the United States to receive the Beast can be traced in part, I believe, to a piece of major legislation passed in 1973, when the Endangered Species Act (ESA) became law. This innocuous sounding law has been an absolute bonanza for both environmental and animal rights activists, and a horrible disaster for the bountiful freedom that has historically characterized the American way of life. It has spawned money-gobbling bureaucracies that do practically nothing for the environment or endangered animals… Following in the wake of the ESA came more environmental 'dream laws,' specifically the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Wetlands Act, the Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, almost ad infinitum.” (135)

I am eager to discuss flaws in the Endangered Species Act or any of the other laws that Jones finds demonic, but I see these flaws more as bureaucratic and ignorant than intentionally malevolent. I tend to agree with Joel Salatin, that many regulations are both ridiculous and foolish. 

“A healthy portion of our culture thinks that the only fount of solutions comes from the government. ... I realize that many of you liberals who never saw a regulation you didn't like may be suffering a stroke right now... Government programs almost never solve the problems they were founded to solve.” (Holy, 113)

The Endangered Species Act is not one of those foolish laws. If anything, it has been far less effective than I would hope. An article in the ultra-conservative magazine Insight in 1989, mocking the ESA, said that of the 500 species “protected” by the ESA since 1983, 200 declined in numbers, and less than a hundred improved. (Endangered Species Making No Headway) If those numbers are correct, then the ESA had a less than twenty percent success rate in its first ten years. Why would that be?
After passing the law, many legislators panicked, as vocal voters in their districts shouted angrily about the regulations affecting their own regions (if they had endangered species’). The first major case that blew up in their faces was that of the Snail Darter, a small fish that suddenly held up a giant dam building project in Tennessee. The ESA had been viewed by Congress as a “feel good” rule to save whales and polar bears. They didn’t really read the details to see that it would apply to any endangered creature, even fish or bugs. (Mooallem) 
Immediately the legislators gave themselves some loopholes to slow things down. The government created a “warranted but precluded list,” meaning that if anyone questioned a species’ inclusion on the Endangered Species list, it would be sent out for years (or decades) of research. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was in charge of making the list of animals to study or declare as endangered. In 1998, Eisenberg wrote that they had a “backlog” of 3,600 candidates for endangered status. (400) Many species have been on the list for decades, awaiting consideration. More than a dozen have gone extinct while waiting for attention. In recent years, environmentalist groups have begun suing the government to start catching up on the backlogged list. (Mooallem)

“Of all the problems brought about by the ingenuity of the human mind, the ability to distort, to adapt, and to deflect the written word is perhaps the single greatest challenge which faces legislators in all civilized countries. While this adaptability may afford a measure of relief against oppressive legislation, the conscientious lawmaker who drafts his Bill with the well-being of Society in mind, must suffer torment of the spirit when visualizing his carefully worded enactments being scrutinized by myriad volatile minds, all intent on avoiding the provisions, and determined to nullify the effects by protraction, evasion, and misinterpretation.” (Pick, 111)

You may know that “tort reform” has been an issue for decades. Most people would agree that lawyers are, often, outrageously high in their demands for punitive damages. This makes the cost of insurance go up, since a doctor might be sued out of business by an unhappy customer. That makes health insurance costs go up. 
Now that there are environmental laws, there are environmental lawyers. Apparently, they now outnumber labor lawyers. (Cromartie, 5) I have no personal opinion about environmental lawyers, so I am not promoting or opposing their work, for now. I will cite some believable claims, however, that cast doubt on whether things are going the right direction. 
Skeptics of environmental and wildlife laws say that “the role of the dedicated environmentalist is to lobby Congress for more laws, more power to the bureaucrats.” (Cromartie, 35) Eric Felton says that environmental groups are making tons of money by suing businesses for alleged violations of environmental laws, settling out of court for a donation, and getting that money as tax-deductible, because they are non-profit agencies. The businesses usually settle to reduce bad publicity or the court costs.
I would be cautious to accept one or two such claims, but the respectable U.S. Chamber of Commerce has published an entire booklet on this, which you can read online, “A Report on Sue and Settle,” with many clear examples.

“Sue and settle occurs when an agency [federal] intentionally relinquishes its statutory discretion by accepting lawsuits from outside groups that effectively dictate the priorities and duties of the agency through legally binding, court-approved settlements negotiated behind closed doors – with no participation by other affected parties or the public...which includes using congressionally appropriated funds to achieve demands of specific outside groups. This process also allows agencies to avoid the normal protections built into the rulemaking process – review by the Office of Management and Budget and the public, and compliance with executive orders...” (3)

The Sierra Club uses this tactic in a majority of the cases, as of 2013. They sue the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service using the Endangered Species act (or Clean Air Act, etc.). The U.S. Department of Justice represents the government in each case, usually in Washington, D.C., or northern California. The Justice Department chooses to settle, rather than dispute the case, and orders a large payment to the litigant. In many cases, not only money, but agreements are reached to greatly enlarge the size of a protected area, without public comment or review. Under the Clinton and Bush administrations, the government did the sue and settle process, for just the Clean Air Act, about 30 times per four year term. Under President Obama it was done sixty times in his first term. The Fish and Wild-life Service agreed to add 720 new candidates for endangered species status in 2011 in a lawsuit settlement. (12-21) Two biologists wrote in Conservation Biology magazine that animal rights organizations were funneling their limited resources into “funding lawyers” rather than solving problems. (Perry, 31-32)
The Justice Department refuses to comment on litigation, and thus never explains why they settle cases in this manner.
The theory is, according to Republicans, that the Democratic administrations want to increase environmentalism by any means necessary, and avoid Congressional oversight by allowing lawsuits and then settling in court. So the judicial branch is used by the executive branch to avoid the legislative branch. It is quite clever, if true.
This shows, to a great degree, the problem of money as a “root of all evil.” Even a good cause can become mired in selfishness and greed. 
On the other hand, there is no doubt that the bureaucracy meant to enforce the Endangered Species Act is failing in many ways. Lawsuits may be one legitimate way to force action. The question is about motive, and whether giving all that court-obtained tax money to non-profit groups will do anything to help the wildlife. Just transferring money from federal bureaucrats to non-profit bureaucrats may do nothing for the animals. 
What is the problem with bureaucrats? Van Dyke says it well:

“In time the steward becomes a careerist. And the careerist can always be persuaded, with the right combination of reason and reward, to rationalize, support and, ultimately, initiate decisions that do God's creatures and God's creation much harm, but that do a career great good. So evil achieves one of its greatest, most subtle and yet most complete triumphs. It persuades men and women who are not yet very bad people to do very bad things. And such evil, once entrenched, becomes a part of the very fabric of organizations, governments and societies.” (169)

Conservatives decry the ‘lazy’ union workers who are guaranteed work and benefits and job security no matter how badly they perform. No doubt, there is another side to that story. However, it seems undeniable that some federal, state and local government workers, along with their private sector counterparts, can lose their inspiration and zeal, and become parasites on the system rather than helpers. We have discovered that “throwing money” at a problem never solves it.
Laws only work if they are enforced and funded. As Hynes wrote, “'The answer to the question [of] whether more environmental laws guarantee more environmental protection is no. Environmental laws, de minimis, give the appearance of protection and sometimes the language of protection, but not necessarily the reality of it.'” (Bernard, 31) 
Many poor countries have officially decreed that elephants or lions or rhinos cannot be killed, yet they hire no one to protect the animals, or provide no jeeps or bullets to the rangers, and thus the animals have gained no protection. The famous Lowland Gorilla has dropped in numbers from 17,000 in the 1990s to under 5000 now. They have laws and rangers to protect the apes, but the rangers are being killed in Africa by poachers along with the gorillas. (Hawthorne, 229)
The British have many laws protecting wild birds’ eggs to save endangered species, and yet determined egg collectors continue to steal them, because police officers have no time to investigate such “low level” crimes. (Robinson, 70) 
Christians also mock the Endangered Species Act in an unfair way, by insisting that the government cares more about animals than people. Gary DeMar and Joel Hunter, to name two, write how hypocritical we are to give more protection to the eggs of eagles and endangered birds than we do to unborn human babies. (DeMar, 34, 77; Hunter 142) 
I am completely in agreement with the pro-life anti-abortion position, but these are not comparable cases. The ESA has nothing to do with abortion, and for Christians to become angry that Whooping Cranes are protected by law while human babies are not, is ridiculing the good to demand the perfect. Do these Christians want to remove all protect-ions from endangered species to protest the lack of protection for human babies? Will that help? It is simply a way to generate heat without any light…making people angry about injustice by wrongly impugning the justice of another kind. God made species, and apparently wants them to survive. So if the U.S. government protects species, even while not protecting unborn babies, they are doing partial good, and not the whole good. Why demand more darkness while crying for greater light?
Laws are also reduced in effectiveness when every interest group gets its say in the matter. Politicians are elected, and want to be popular. They keep getting elected by kissing up to the most people. One example: the 1987 attempt to expand the habitat range of the endangered Pacific Otter.
 These playful creatures once lived along the whole Pacific coastline. Pelt hunters killed most of them. The new plan was to take 100 Pacific otters from northern California to live in southern California, so that there would be two population centers rather than one. When shellfish fishermen learned of the plan, they screamed that the otters would eat “their” abalone or oysters, and demanded “otter free zones.” This tiny shellfish industry tried to stop the return of otters. Otters eat sea urchins that eat the giant kelp forests, (which provide California about $50 million a year worth of algin) and otters draw tourists by the bus load. (Masson, Altruistic, 246) 
Nevertheless, the state agree to set up “otter free zones,” and a phone line for anyone to report otters seen in the banned areas. In six years, 24 otters intruded into the free zones and were caught red-pawed. The state agreed to capture and remove each otter, at a cost of about ten thousand dollars per animal per incident. Many of them died, or returned regularly to the otter free zones. Finally, in 1993, the government decided to stop hindering the creatures and let them swim where they wanted. (Mooallem) 
In many cases, laws protecting wildlife are bent or broken to protect ranchers or fishermen or developers, because the “free market” is more important than the animal. (Eisenberg, 105)
We could fill pages with lists of “stupid” laws or regulations. They make for great fun, and sometimes bring unintended harm. Zoning laws in towns and private areas may be the worst because they can be so arbitrary. Farmers cannot build and sell furniture because that would be retail business on agricultural land. Or neighbors sue farmers because the cattle ‘stink.’ (Salatin, Holy, 16, 260) On the news you hear about a town suing a woman because she has three chickens in a residential area, and the government consider chickens to be “livestock.” In another state, a judge penalizes a woman for growing one tomato plant in a residential zone, where farming is not allowed. A 1981 British law protects bats from injury or even having a photograph taken without a license (the bats might be disturbed). (Linzey, Theology, 43) Wow!
Whenever a new regulation is proposed, some special interest will cry fowl, or foul. There are predictions of major economic upheaval, job losses, frivolous lawsuits, and doom and gloom. But how often have those predictions come true? I will point out several cases of bad dominion later in this chapter. In general, the horrible results are not from protecting a species, but from destroying it. As Matthew Scully argues, “I myself do not even believe that extending more protections to animals would bring the unrest and economic disruption that some envision.” (Dominion, 140)

One proposed solution, or at least partial solution, is to support more NGOs, “non-governmental organizations,” that support wildlife and/or environmental causes. Michael Gunter wrote a book called Building the Next Ark with this idea. He rightly points out that governments are limited mainly to influencing activities within their own borders, while NGOs can more easily work with foreign nations without suspicion. This is because they can focus on one specific subject, like wildlife, without the baggage of political, military, and social influences from the “colonial west.” (xi, 31)
He does make some good points. I have seen many NGOs that do good work across borders. The Nature Conservancy, for example, buys land and protects it, rather than getting the federal or state governments to do it. This is much simpler and less controversial than getting the whole beast of government involved. On the other hand, there is the question of whether dominion will be exercised well in privately owned NGO lands. If these lands become simply stagnant parks without true management, will they be arks or disasters? 

Dick Austin, a Presbyterian minister turned environmentalist in the Appalachian coal country, proposed an amendment to the U.S. Constitution, for all creatures. It seems like a good idea to me; though skeptics will howl about the dangers of “the devil in the details”…

“An amendment for all creatures… The Earth and all its life shall be treated considerately for they are vulnerable to human culture. Although cultivating natural life, harvesting from species and natural resources, and physical expressions of culture are appropriate for humanity, it shall be a constitutional responsibility to preserve living species, the natural systems that support life, and natural features that are unique and beautiful. Species, natural systems, and natural features shall have standing before the law to protect these their rights within the general welfare.” (29)



The Problem of Predators 


Wild animals can be dangerous. Some are more obviously a threat to humans because of their large size or abilities, like lions or elephants. Other dangerous creatures are less conspicuous. Fleas and mosquitoes have probably killed more humans than all the wild animals in history, by spreading diseases. In the year 2002, more than 1.1 million people died of malaria in sub-Saharan Africa alone. (Grice, 198-200) Nevertheless, the media and our own instinctual fears dwell more on the threat of tiger attack or bear maulings than on fleabites and malaria. The peaceful deer kills about 200 Americans per year in 1.2 million vehicle collisions, many of them here in Pennsylvania. (Von Drehle, 40) 
We do not even notice some kinds of predation. Here I am, sitting in a small security trailer, guarding a site. The night lights attract hundreds of moths that cling to the trailer screens on the windows. In the morning I watch sparrows, cardinals, and other birds eat the moths. Right now I see a Titmouse eyeing my windows to locate a moth. He will land on the ground below, study the moth’s position, then flit upward, grabbing the bug while using his body or feet to bounce off the screen, and return to the ground to eat his prize. There are large green Luna moth wings laying all around my trailer, as the birds consume the bodies but not the appendages. Some birds have learned to be predators. Perhaps we do not think of this because we forget that bug bodies are a sort of meat. And we do not often see birds eating “live” foods.
Predators steal the news coverage. Shark attacks are the most popular media fodder, though a cobra in the bathroom or bear in the kitchen story will draw viewers too. Our instinctive human fear of becoming food to some animal runs deep. Unfortunately, that knee-jerk fear reaction means that many people have unrealistic fears about their safety. 
While I worked in Cambridge, Ohio in the summer of 1990, I read a remarkable letter to the editor in the newspaper. A grandmother had heard that a friend saw a cougar track in central Ohio. She demanded that the National Guard be called out to hunt down all bears, cougars and wolves in Ohio before they harmed her grandchildren! Really? A rumor of a possible predator sent the woman into panic. How is her attitude different from the sluggard in Proverbs 22:13? “The sluggard says, ‘There is a lion outside; I will be killed in the streets!” A few chapters later, “A lazy person says, ‘There’s a lion in the path! A lion in the plaza!” 
Irrational fears are not a good sign of stability in a Christian. A few Christians think that some animals ought to be eradicated. Wanliss does not say exactly which animals are intended, but he wrote “…nowhere is it written that all creatures should exist forever. Some of them are downright unpleasant, and we would be well rid of them.” 
 In reality, for lion-fearing grandmothers, the greater danger was from the depressed exotic animal collector in Ohio who freed his dozens of wild animals before shooting himself. Police had to hunt down and kill those loosed animals. 
In 2004, a cougar in the woods of southern California killed one biker and mauled another. There had been less than twenty fatal cougar attacks in the United States in over a century, and household dogs kill more children every year, yet the story ran for months. Of the fifteen big cats later killed for their maulings, eighty percent of them were starving or sick. (Stolzenburg, 196; Masson, Altruistic, 269) 
A similar scenario played out in Washington State. People started worrying that there were too many cougars around. The U.S. Wildlife Service issued 65,000 hunting permits, though there were less than 4000 cougars in the state. Thousands were killed by hunters, and many were run over by cars as the big cats fled from hunters. (Morrell)
One of my favorite movies is The Ghost and the Darkness, about the true story of killer lions of Tsavo, in Africa. Purportedly, two lions killed hundreds of railroad workers. The two lion’s bodies are on display at a museum in Chicago. The corpses were recently examined. One lion had missing, broken, and displaced teeth, including an abscess. This may have been the leader lion, angry and in pain, rather than a “demon-possessed” evil creature drinking the blood of his victims. (McCarthy, 211)
Most animals are afraid of people, and prefer running away to attacking. It has apparently been this way since the animals left Noah’s Ark. God said that he put fear of man into the animals. 
Few people were killed by predators in the Bible. Man is the greatest predator, in truth. As Crosby says, “Humans, even if armed only with the torch and with weapons of stone and fire-hardened wood, are the most dangerous and unrelenting predators in the world.” (273) That fear that God implanted in animals may help some animals to survive from the highly predatory humans. For another thing, most animals do not seem to like human flesh. We just are not very tasty! (Stolzenburg, 196)
In Genesis chapter 37, the sons of Jacob planned an elaborate lie to convince their father that predators killed Joseph, when they sold him into slavery. They dipped his multi-colored coat in blood. Of course it was their own intention to violence, not an animal, that was the true danger.
The most prolific man-killer in known history was the Champawat Maneater tiger, shot by Jim Corbett in 1907. It had killed 200 people in Nepal and then 236 more in India. Corbett later tracked and killed the Panar leopard, reported to have killed about four hundred people. (Grice, 36-7, 41) 
Tigers in southeast Asia do still attack people, often illegal settlers in forests. In 1985 it was discovered that tigers would not attack if the person wore a rubber face mask on the back of the head; as tigers like to ambush their prey and rarely attack when their presence is known. (Masson, Altruistic, 26) This trick worked for one year. By 1987 the tigers had figured out that the masks were fake, and returned to attacks on people. (McCarthy, 211)
The Bible does not refer to any tigers, but lions appear many times. In Judges 14, a lion lunged at Samson. The Holy Spirit empowered Samson to kill the lion with his bare hands. 

In some countries the difficulties with dangerous animals are compounded by religious beliefs. Hindus and Buddhists are largely non-violent and therefore do not kill animals. In India some ten or twenty thousand people a year die from cobra bites. (Grice, 113-114) The snakes have overpopulated there because the people also do not kill mice or rats, so there is plenty of food available.
The Nile crocodile eats about a thousand people each year. People need water, and the large reptiles live and feed there, and take advantage of any target that reaches the rivers. (ibid., 136) Unfortunately, some Christians think that they are immune to animal attacks. Although Jesus did tell His disciples that they would have protection, it was NOT a permanent promise for all generations of Christians. In 1988, an Apostolic preacher promised that God would protect the church members if they crossed the crocodile-infested Limpopo River of South Africa. Thirty-six of the Christians were killed by crocs. (ibid., 137)
While I know of no religious element to the story of Timothy Treadwell, the bear loving fellow claimed that unprovoked bears are not dangerous in his book, Among Grizzlies. Unfortunately, they disagreed, and ate him. (Slifkin, 62)
In reality, we rarely kill predators because of their danger to humans directly, but because they pose a danger to our domestic animals, and thus threaten us economically. This is not entirely unreasonable. In fact, as I showed in chapter 11, you have a greater responsibility to your livestock or pets than to a wild animal. If a wild animal attacks or threatens to attack your livestock, you are ethically enabled to kill the creature. 
However, people often extrapolate that freedom to all POTENTIAL threats to their cattle, which is wrong. Just because a lion might have walked within five miles of your farm does not make that lion a threat to your herds and a free trophy for your wall. It is not a crime to be a predator. Humans are predators. Dogs and house-cats are predators. You are justified in killing predators who harm your herds, and if it is on YOUR land.
More often you hear about ranchers who graze their cows on public parks, paying a pittance of a rental fee for the grazing pasture, and then demanding that the Wildlife Service kill the wolves and mountain lions because the rancher lost a cow. Wildlife Services kills predators to “protect” livestock grazing on public lands. (Hawthorne, 238) In California it is twice as expensive to kill predators as it would be to just pay the farmers a compensation for their losses. (American, 36-37)


“More than 260 million acres of western public lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service, as well as smaller amounts of land operated by Fish and Wildlife Service and even some national park units, are leased in ‘allotments’ for livestock grazing. (For comparison, the entire state of Vermont occupies 6 million acres.) Ranchers pay $1.35 per animal unit month (AUM) - virtually pennies a day - to feed and house a 1,000 pound cow and her calf. You couldn’t feed a hamster for what ranchers pay U.S. taxpayers for the privilege of grazing their animals on public lands.” (Wuerthner, 187)

Edward Abbey wrote:

“…through the conscientious efforts of a federal agency known formerly as the Wildlife Service, which keeps its people busy in trapping, shooting and poisoning wildlife, particularly coyotes and mountain lions. Having nearly exterminated their natural enemies, the wildlife experts made it possible for porcupines to multiply so fast and so far that they - the porcupines - have taken to gnawing the bark from pinyon pines in order to survive.” (Desert, 33)

If you rent public land cheaply, you are taking the risk of a predator eating your cow. If you are not there to see the crime, you do not get to demand the deaths of all predators in the region! It is not your land: you are a visitor, and the predators live there. Protect your cattle yourself. If you cannot hire enough people to guard your herd then you are just taking the risk of losing a few. In 1885 a book called The Poet’s Beasts wrote:

“When we speak of the ravages that wild animals commit, we forget that they are usually of our own prompting or creating. We set to work and cultivate a district and populate it, driving out or exterminating the natural food of the beasts, and then fill large spaces with our own helpless 'domestic' animals. After this, if the wild beasts eat these we exclaim against them.” (Phil Robinson, in Lamb, 4)

Human encroachment on wild animal habitat is the main cause of most attacks, as the animals defend their territory or perhaps their young. They are also attracted to the smell of human foods at campsites or even homes at the edges of towns and cities. Garbage has become a special attractor to bears. Some predators may even kill pets.
Lions and other big cats became extinct in the Middle East and Europe long ago, though they were abundant during Bible times. (Coultas, 20) They came very close to extermination here in the United States in the mid to late 19th century. Partially this was for pelts, but in large part, it was an ill-conceived plan to save Bison and elk and deer.
Theodore Roosevelt was a sport hunter and early conservationist. While he did help to save many endangered birds and the Bison, Teddy believed that predators were killing off popular game animals. He thus promoted the killing of wolves and cougars with the goal of increasing the popularity of hunting (and thus, parks). He did not recognize that killing predators would lead to devastating effects on the wild ecosystems. (Brinkley)

Wolves and Deer

The war against wolves began in the Americas when white settlers first landed. 
Nowadays it is fashionable to criticize earlier generations for their actions, but we need to look at things from their point of view. Modern city dwellers have never experienced true wilderness. 
Early in the history of the colonists, perhaps ninety percent of the native Americans had died from diseases unwittingly brought by the whites. The land had only a pocket of humanity here and there, surrounded by thick forests and stealthy predators. The whites had come from tranquil Europe, where predators had been exterminated centuries earlier. One author remembered England fondly: “In this country, the shepherd has no anxiety about the safety of his sheep from the attack of wolves and other ferocious animals, which have been exterminated long ago…” (Coultas, 44) 
It is hard to understand where and when wolves got their fearsome reputation. 

“Dr. Pimlott and others studied wolf predation at great length, and if I remember rightly, they found only one instance of wolves attacking a person, an instance involving a man who, for whatever reason, disguised himself as a bear cub and rolled around in a field as if he were helpless and wounded. He was attacked by wolves, but whose fault was that?” (Thomas, Million, 223)

Living in simple wooden cabins, the howling of wolves would frighten colonists. I am not surprised by the hopes expressed by colonials. Nathanial Ames wrote “Arts and Sciences will change the Face of Nature in their Tour… as they march thro’ the vast Desert, the Residence of Wild Beasts will be broken up, and their obscene Howl cease for ever…” 
John Winthrop, Jr., imported large dogs, experimented with traps, and authorized towns to pay bounties to kill wolves. At first the settlers had laws forbidding the sale of guns, powder or ammunition to the Indians. But soon they feared wolves more than Indians. They repealed the gun laws and even began paying Indians with shot, powder and money to bring in wolves’ heads. (Carroll, Puritanism, 136, 200) The Massachusetts Bay Colony offered a penny per wolf. (Stolzenburg, 42) It did not take long to greatly reduce the wolf population of New England.
No records show any direct attacks by wolves on humans, but the colonists wanted their farm animals to be safe. The colonists practiced the unfenced style of open field grazing, that enabled wolves or lions to kill cattle. Without fences or guardians, the easiest way to protect cattle was to annihilate all potential hazards: make America like England or Europe, without dangers. This is quite opposite of the Jewish view of the same period.

“…one may not even kill dangerous creatures unnecessarily, as Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kaidanover wrote in 1732: ‘One should not act with wanton destructiveness to any creature in the world… All creatures are the handiwork of the Holy One, and all are needed for the world. Therefore, a person should not kill any creature unnecessarily, even something that is harmful to people such as snakes and spiders, if they are not chasing him to harm him.’ Kav HaYashar, chapter 83” (Slifkin, 50-51)

What the colonists did not consider is what the consequences of removing predators might be, on their lands. Perhaps they did not notice immediately, or even recognize that they changed their region dramatically by exterminating wolves and lions. I will be citing often from the interesting book Where the Wild Things Were: Life, Death, and Ecological Wreckage in a Land of Vanishing Predators by William Stolzenburg. 

“For the prototype herdsmen, these [cows] were intended as handy packages of fresh meat. The wild carnivores with which they shared the land quite naturally tended to see them that way too. With domestication were born two new and related concepts: one viewing animals as property, the other assuming predators as thieves and threats to livelihood. The inevitable conflict was compounded as the proliferating humans and their herds expanded across the countryside, chopping forests, cultivating fields, grazing the fields, supplanting the wild herds as they went – in essence making livestock the only game in town for a big hungry predator.” (46)

So, we hunted them down. Without large predators, small predators and herbivores take over the land. In the American forests, instead of lions and wolves, you get coyotes, raccoons, squirrels, opossums, jays, and crows. In Africa without lions and leopards you get marauding hyenas and baboons. (123, 128) The immediate consequence of predator loss in Africa was more dramatic than in the American colonies. 

“Across the Atlantic emerged more outbreaks of second-string predators, none more frightful than the plague of baboons sweeping the poacher-ravaged reaches of sub-Saharan Africa. From Ivory Coast to Kenya, in the expanding vacuum of missing lions and leopards, monstrous gangs of baboons had begun terrorizing the country-side. Free to wander when and where they pleased, the emboldened apes were to become Africa's chief crop raiders and ubiquitous thugs, mugging women and children for their food, breaking and entering houses, and slaughtering livestock and wildlife in crushing quantities. In hard-hit pockets of Uganda, kids were staying home from school to help guard the family's fields and flocks. The marauding apes, indulging their growing appetite for meat, began gang-tackling wild antelope, tearing them limb from limb. In the aftermath of the rioting baboons, scientists would find fellow primate societies annihilated, whole forests of bird nests plundered. Baboons were evicting hyenas from their kills. Having dethroned the lion, Africa had crowned a tyrannical new king of beasts.” (128)

Perhaps one reason for the more extreme problems in Africa is the low percentage of people with firearms. Americans were able to shoot coyotes to minimize the problems of smaller predators. Fur trappers also diminished populations of mink, badger, raccoon and other potential threats to the livestock.
The largest benefactor of predator loss has been the deer. Hunting kept deer numbers down as colonists relied on wild game for meat. That began to change with the growth of cities, as more farmers left that profession to become urbanites. City dwellers preferred domestic fatty meats to venison. Now, deer have taken over most of America’s wildlands.
A short example of a “trophic cascade” comes from the park at Zion’s Canyon. Humans drove out all lions. The Mule deer population exploded, and they ate the cotton-woods. Stream banks collapsed and wildflowers disappeared, and the butterflies vanished. Lizards had fewer bugs to eat, and frogs, toads and fish lost their pools of water. Yet in the next valley, called North Creek, the ecosystem worked fine, with lions present. By removing the top predator, every other level of life began to fail. Herbivores without predators eat everything. (Stolzenburg, 166) 
The major hypothesis of Roger T. Paine was that “Local species diversity is directly related to the efficiency with which predators prevent the monopolization of the major environmental requisites by one species.” Paine also coined the term “keystone species” which means a species whose impact is vast despite its limited numbers. To lose such a species is to lose the keystone or cap that holds the system together. (ibid., 25-6) 
Yellowstone National Park is a much larger example of predator-loss. Wolves and lions were exterminated by bounty hunters. The population of elk exploded, eating every-thing, until the park had to begin major culling efforts to reduce their numbers. Hunters were outraged, wanting to kill elk themselves. Congress threatened funding for the park service. Aspen trees were all eaten; erosion increased. Finally, Aldo Leupold, “the father of wildlife management,” brought in studies to show that from Germany to Wisconsin, every park lacking predators was ruined by exploding populations of herbivores. Thus began the recent attempts to re-introduce wolves and lions to Yellowstone National Park. (ibid., 137, 145-7) When the wolves first arrived, the hapless Moose and Elk were “clueless,” watching as the canines carried way their calves. Now, they run from wolves. And the park is beginning to return to a multi-species ecosystem with greater health. (179)
The same scenario is playing out all over the United States. Near Washington, D.C., parks like Mason Neck, Bull Run, and Riverbend are besieged by deer herds “forty times thicker than what their attending biologists believed the forests could sustain.” The battle-fields at Gettysburg, Antietam, and Manassas could not stop the landscapes from being eaten by deer. Car crashes with deer, and Lyme Disease cases boomed. (101, 117) The only plants surviving were “deer-proof weeds” that the ungulates would not eat. One study said that 98 species of rare plants were being devoured. (106-8) 
In the closed system of an island, populations of herbivores can even starve bears. Within a century of introducing white-tailed deer to Quebec’s Anticosti Island, there were 150,000 deer and no berries and no bears. The local research Steve Cote said, “To my knowledge, this is the first evidence of what appears to be the direct extirpation of an abundant large carnivore by an introduced herbivore.'” (ibid., 111) In some cases, the deer population has eaten so much of its range that many deer starve to death. (Budiansky, 164) Predictably, hunters use this to demand longer hunting seasons. And they may be right!
Recognizing the problem, Jared Diamond wrote a famous essay called “Must We Shoot Deer to Save Nature?” He spent a day in Fontanelle Forest near Omaha, Nebraska, where he saw “a macabre museum of the living dead.” Old trees with no seedlings. Poisonous plants and stinging nettles. Lack of birds and butterflies. “We provide the equivalent of supermarket conditions for deer by breaking the landscape into the habitat mosaics that they prefer, planting crops on which they feed, and eliminating the big carnivores that used to keep down their numbers. Without those key predators patrolling the food web, what we’re trying to preserve is no longer the pristine self-sustaining ecosystem that nature could manage unassisted, but an already collapsing ecosystem incapable of sustaining itself.” (Stolzenburg, 113)
“Secondary” predators like the coyote are not bad for all ecosystems. In the Dakotas, coyotes drove out the red fox, which made life safer for birds and ducks since coyotes don’t love eggs. They also ate a lot of jackrabbits, which could be a help to ranchers. (129-130) In another region, coyotes are very destructive. Along the shores of Texas, where endangered shore birds land, a warden killed a coyote and found evidence of 27 birds in its stomach! (Barcott, 42)
Stolzenburg makes the general point very eloquently.

“The most dangerous experiment is already underway. The future most to be feared is the one now dictated by the status quo. In vanquishing our most fearsome beasts from the modern world, we have released worse monsters from the compound. They come in disarmingly meek and insidious forms, in chewing plagues of hoofed beasts and sweeping hordes of rats and cats and second-order predators. They come in the form of denuded seascapes and barren forests, ruled by jellyfish and urchins, killer deer and sociopathic monkeys. They come as haunting demons of the human mind. In conquering the fearsome beasts, the conquerors had unwittingly orphaned themselves.” (200)

The re-introduction of predator species to wild lands has been well planned. Precautions have been taken for human safety and livestock safety, as much as is possible. Nervous folks, who bought land in the middle of a wilderness, yet want no wildlife around, made a poor choice. People who buy homes on the gulf coast may run into a hurricane once in awhile and have house damage. People who build homes in a desert and then demand cheap water have a problem. God made the world with predators, and included predators on Noah’s Ark rather than drowning them, and apparently had good reasons for creating them. We humans must find ways to live with them.
Some Christians disagree. J.Y. Jones is certain that the Beast and Antichrist will use animal rights as an excuse to let lions, tigers, polar bears, and sharks eat people all over the world for demonic pleasure. Animal rightists will open the zoos and free the pets to become feral, and watch the world human population dwindle to “save the Earth.” (59, 145, 153-157)
Less paranoid, but still remarkable, is the demand of Stephen Webb that carnivores never be released because they only increase violence in the world. (On God, 183) This is a confusion between natural disasters and true evil. One expert sought to help a community in India to drain a swamp because of the disease bearing mosquitoes, but the Buddhists would not condone the killing of mosquitoes. (Rollin, Rights, 85) Yet even Albert Schweitzer and Gandhi acknowledged that “man cannot maintain life without committing acts of violence. So with a heavy heart he gives permission to kill dangerous snakes and allows the farmer to defend himself against the monkeys which threaten his harvest.” (Joy, 155, also 20)
One Christian idea, from Coultas in 1867, is that when man takes dominion over a region, God intends for him to wipe out the carnivores, which have no more purpose in the world. God intends for us to kill the “present carnivora, to whose rage and destructive instincts a boundary has been assigned by their Creator.” In other words, when man no longer needs predators around, God expects him to do his duty and finish off the worthless beasts. (27-28) He gives no other reasoning than that God killed some species in the Flood. Even if Coultas was right, which I doubt, we can argue that carnivores and predators have obviously NOT fulfilled all of God’s plans for them yet, or our national parks and wild lands would not be in such disarray.
Ironically, this “christian” idea is not much different than hyper-Darwinist ideas. A few evolutionists propose that we should allow endangered species to die off. We are hindering evolution by keeping flawed creatures alive, though they are incapable of surviving on their own! New species would be better adapted. (Norman Levine, in Van Dyke, 74)
A similar sentiment is echoed by the creationist Henry Morris III. He proposes that some animals are good and others are cursed. For instance, tapeworms, mosquitoes, and deadly viruses are creatures of “the Curse.” Thus Christians should seek to eradicate these cursed lifeforms, and not “worship Mother Earth” by protecting said creatures. (112) This is a more compelling idea, though I take exception to the idea that a virus is really an animal. Let’s just take his idea of eliminating mosquitoes and tapeworms (and perhaps fleas?)
Personally, I could do without all three, though I have, happily, never seen a tape-worm. However, before deciding to eliminate them all, consider this. Does God have a valid reason for their existence? Are they solely creatures risen from the curse, with no useful habits? 
I can say that God has used them for good purposes, sometimes. The early Islamic jihadists invaded Africa and might have taken it north to south, but Tsetse flies of Sudan and Ethiopia killed their cavalry horses. The Australians created a virus to kill overpopulated rabbits, and delivered it by means of infected fleas. (Downer, 206) It was only a temporary fix, since a few immune rabbits survived and have since repopulated. Of course, I could name a hundred bad things rising from flies and mosquitoes for every positive. 

“We have less compunction about killing a mosquito or an oyster as compared with a bird or a mammal. Indeed, we kill mosquitoes by the millions to get rid of malaria in human societies. This seems acceptable. In technical terms we might say that the instrumental value to humans of malaria-carrying mosquitoes is negative. Each mosquito has its own tiny intrinsic value, but the sum total of that intrinsic value is outweighed by the negative instrumental value to us.” (Birch, 56)

Thus, weighed by human reason, I admit I might agree with Morris III. There are two important factors to consider, though. One, can we eradicate these pests without doing harm to many other creatures? Jesus mentions in one parable that pulling up the weeds will destroy the grain, so He encouraged farmers to wait and separate them later for burning. As we see with pesticides, killing just one target species is very hard; we end up taking other helpful bugs with them. 
Secondly, we have no idea what might happen to the whole environment or local ecosystems if fleas and mosquitoes and tapeworms were annihilated. Flies are scavengers. Flies eat organic waste, thus cleaning up things for us. Fleas and mosquitoes are parasites. Do they give diseases to other animals and thereby keep those creatures from overpopulating? Karl Barth wrote “There are no useless insects, but only those whose utility is not yet known to us and has still to be discovered.” (Hobgood-Oster, Holy, 140; see also Slifkin, 40-41) In high altitudes where few birds live, it is large numbers of carnivorous insects that protect farms from pests. (Macmillan, 59) 
 What about locusts or grasshoppers? Individually they aren’t much of a problem; they don’t bite people. But in 1748 a plague of desert locusts swarmed in South Africa, covering 1900 square miles. Strong winds blew them out to sea, but they washed up on the beaches in a pile 4 feet tall and fifty miles long! (Bright, 55) Obviously we would like to find ways to stop that sort of thing. Can it be fixed without wiping out all the other little bugs we need? Bernard Rollin points out that “… many if not most animal problems are not solved by wholesale extermination, for we cannot project the ecological consequences of such monumental action.” (Rights, 87)
Eric Lambin pointed out that mosquito populations are largely problematic for humans because of human activity. When we destroy natural species, the mosquitoes lose their animal food sources, and start biting humans instead. Thus we find a growing number of mosquito-borne epidemics. (67) As for our construction schemes: draining swamps eliminates the mosquito habitat, but threatens biodiversity and the important hydrologic cycle (regaining fresh water). Irrigation of crops in intensive farming creates more places for mosquitoes to thrive. (79) So perhaps the threats we now find from parasites is partly due to our own failure of dominion, in carefully planning things. 
I suspect that we will be unable to eradicate parasites. At least we could try to be kind and quick when destroying pests. As Humphry Primatt wrote: 

“If a wasp or hornet comes into my room, I dread his weapon; but I hate him not: he is a beautiful insect; and I make no doubt was created for some useful purpose. I am sorry I am necessitated to kill him; but I will not clip him in pieces with my scissors, if I can crush him under my foot... I dare not leave him in pain of a lingering death for many hours together, but I finish the mortal work with all expedition.” (60-61)

The only cogent argument from a Biblical perspective that can be used to oppose predator re-introduction is a very simplistic interpretation of God’s blessings and curses in the Jewish Old Testament. For instance, in Leviticus 26:6, in a list of ways God will protect His people if they are obedient, He says, “I will grant peace in the land so that you can lie down without anyone frightening you. I will remove dangerous animals from the land, and no sword will pass through it.” Then in verse 22, if they persistently disobey, “I will send wild animals against you, and they will kill your children and destroy your livestock. They will make you so few in number that your roads will seem deserted.” Two other verses offer another perspective on God’s plans. When the wandering Jews are ready to enter Palestine, in Exodus 28:28-29, God said, “I’ll send insect swarms in front of you and drive out the Hivites, the Canaanites, and the Hittites before you. I won’t drive them out before you in a single year so the land won’t be abandoned and the wild animals won’t multiply around you.” Similarly in Deuteronomy 7:22, “The Lord your God will drive out these nations before you bit by bit. You won’t be able to finish them off quickly; otherwise the wild animals would become too much for you to handle.”
In short, God blesses the Jews by removing dangerous animals, but curses them by sending the beasts back in great numbers. And God doesn’t want wild animals to take over the land. Is that not proof that people should remove predators?
Actually, no. 
For one thing, even in the times of blessing, God did not destroy every dangerous beast. How do we know? Because God brings them back in multitudes to punish people, when needed. Unless you are going to claim that God creates new predators for punishment, some predators remained already. So it was never part of the blessing to kill every dangerous animal. God simply made the dangerous animals safe, or in low populations, so to speak. Afraid of people, as implied in Genesis 9:2, the animals will fear and dread you. But when judgment is due, apparently God removes that fear, multiplies their numbers, and allows attacks.
Secondly, if you claim these verses as proof that humans should wipe out predators, are you not plainly seeking to overturn God’s will? If God uses wild animals to punish people, and you hope to stop God’s punishments by destroying His weapons, will you succeed? 
Thirdly, God clearly says that the progress of the Jewish conquest of Palestine was to be slow in order to keep the wild animals from multiplying. Not from existing. The Hittites and other Palestinians of that time kept the wild animals in check, just as all civilizations do. If the inhabitants suddenly died or fled all at once, the land might be quickly filled with predators, eating the remaining livestock without human controls. So God would clear the cities out one at a time for a steady progress of conquest. Far from supporting the extinction of predators, God plainly implies the dominion over wildlife and dangerous animals. 
Those Old Testaments promises and warnings about wild animals are not a valid reason to annihilate predators. God gave them to Earth with a purpose, or many purposes. One purpose is to control populations of herbivores, and thus protect important plant life. Another purpose is likely just to show us another example of God’s beauty. As the poet Thoreau wrote in the 19th century:

“When I consider that the nobler animals have been exterminated here – the cougar, panther, lynx, wolverine, wolf, bear, moose, deer, beaver, turkey, etc., etc., - I cannot but feel as if I lived in a tamed, and as it were, emasculated country … I should not like to think that some demigod had come before me and picked out some of the best of the stars.'” (Stolzenburg, 172)


Invasive Species

In the movie Cool Hand Luke, the prison warden loved to say, “What we have here is a failure to communicate.” Regarding wildlife management, what we have here is a failure to think. Acting quickly is not always acting smartly. As an example of this, consider “invasive species.”
Strictly defined, an “invasive species” is usually meant as “non-indigenous,” or a foreign organism. Like the Zebra Mussel that invaded the Great Lakes when an Asian ship discharged its mussel-filled ballast tanks there, a non-indigenous species often arrives to find a habitat lacking any predators. Since nothing in the Great Lakes eats Zebra Mussels, they are spreading fast. But in popular parlance, we view invasive species like we view weeds. They could be troublesome bugs or overpopulated deer that are causing trouble, even if the creatures are native to the region. (Burdick, 168) 
A few people, like Winograd, hate the idea that native creatures have more ‘right’ to be somewhere than foreign creatures. “This belief is called 'nativism.' The notion that native species have more value than non-native ones finds its roots historically in Apartheid South Africa and Nazi Germany...” (79) She will not be invited to many conservation biologist parties.
Because the “invaders” have no natural predators (or we killed their predators), the creatures proliferate rapidly, and drive out the native animals. A 1993 study said that we had 4500 alien species living in the United States, 15% of them causing major harms, and causing almost a hundred billion dollars of damage. (Eisenberg, 40) 
I remember as a boy growing up in the agricultural center of California, seeing “Med-fly” traps dangling everywhere, as farmers and biologists tried to stop fruit-damaging Mediterranean fruit flies. In 1991 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service estimated that 160 species on the threatened or endangered species lists are there at least partially because of competition with non-indigenous species. (Burdick, 11) “Around the world, invasive species are the second-ranking cause of extinction of native species, after the destruction of habitats by human activity.” (Wilson, Creation, 53)
Islands have the most difficulty with foreign species because their impact can spread rapidly, and the native species has nowhere to go if an invading species takes over. Out of 217 bird extinctions in recent history, 200 of them occurred on islands. (Burdick, 21)
Christopher Columbus’ future father-in-law, Bartholomeu Perestrello, wanted to have rabbits on the Madeira Islands, so he loosed a pregnant doe. By 1460, after thirty years of munching the plants without predator interference, the rabbits had eaten every-thing. The human settlers had to leave, and erosion wiped the rocks clean. (Crosby, 75) 
One species barely missed extinction. The Chatham Islands Black Robin had only one breeding pair remaining before people got rid of the cats and rats that were destroying them. Now the birds have repopulated two islands. (Wilson, Creation, 86; Moo, 35)
Hawaii holds forty percent of the birds on the U.S. Endangered Species List. This is because birds in Hawaii never had snakes, as they do now. (Burdick, 5) 
Australia is a continent, but also a really big island. They have been afflicted with many types of invasive species, or overpopulated native species. The kangaroo, for instance, has become so common that people kill millions each year to reduce their numbers, “the largest slaughter of a single kind of native animal in any part of the world.” Like deer in the United States, they have no natural predators and enjoy the farmlands created for sheep-raising. (Birch, 71) 
Another foreign species devastating Australia is the rabbit. Two dozen rabbits were released for hunting purposes in 1859. By 1890 ten million had to be destroyed in one year. They turned grassland into desert. In 1950 humans intentionally introduced used a flea with a rabbit-disease to wipe out most of the rabbits. A few rabbits with immunity survived, and are now back in plague proportions. (Downer, 206) You can also see horrific videos on YouTube of millions of mice ravaging Australian farms, in similar manner.
Camels were introduced to Australia in the nineteenth century as pack animals. Now more than 300,000 wild camels roam the land; many are sold to Saudi Arabia. (Burdick, 79) Wild feral horses called Brumbies were considered a pest. In the 1930s, two men claimed brought in more than 4000 ears to prove they killed the animals and collect bounties. (Crosby, 186-7)
One must note, however, the fact that Australia is seeking to protect their own cattle, like cows and sheep, which are invasive or at least non-indigenous species, at the expense of true Australian wildlife. Voll writes that “Like most farms in the Australian bush, ours has endured generations of sheep and cattle chomping vegetation down to the roots and trampling the frangible soil into dusty moon-scapes….The process began less than two hundred years ago, when European settlers began clearing the land and brought in non-native livestock.” (11) So they cull invasive rabbits (domestic) and kangaroos (wild) to save domestic sheep and cows. What a tangled web we weave!

In the United States we have many invasive species. Some are likable, others are not. Andrew Erkenbrecher, a German-born founder of the Cincinnati Zoo, felt that American songbirds were poor singers. He imported many European songbird species to our country in the 1860s. (Burdick, 79) Like-minded members of the American Acclimatization Society brought dozens of species to the United States for sport, nostalgia, to kill pests, and so that all of the birds mentioned in Shakespeare would be here! One of the birds soon to take over the skies and become a “pest” was the Starling. (Eisenberg, 38) 
The famous preacher John Stott was an amateur bird lover and wrote a short Christian book The Birds Our Teachers. He relates that the English House Sparrow was brought to the United States in 1850 to eat caterpillars. They spread rapidly across the country. 

“The universality of House Sparrows is due mainly to their adaptability. They eat anything, and they nest everywhere. As for their diet, although they are mainly seed-eaters, they will in fact consume everything edible. … These largely negative assessments of sparrows make Jesus' positive reference to them all the more striking. For these little creatures, lacking both colorful plumage and musical song, are nevertheless cherished, remembered, and protected by God, he said.” (35)

The brown rat invaded North America in 1775. They spread quickly because, theoretically, a pair of brown rats can produce one thousand animals in one year, and half a million in just two years. (Downer, 62) 
A young man named Donlan worked to save the Galapagos Islands from goats. When he came to the Channel Islands of California to save the seabird Xantus’s Murrelet from rats, he was sued. (Stolzenburg, 175-6) Animal rights activists demanded that rather than poisoning the rats, they should be captured and set free in a forest. (Budiansky, 44-45) 

“Now, as never before, exotic plants and organisms are traversing the globe, borne on the swelling tide of human traffic to places where nature never intended them to be. Africanized bees have reached California; stinging colonies of South American fire ants have settled in Texas; the kudzu vine is strangling the southeast; the zebra mussel, a pistachio-size mollusk from Europe, carpets the bottom of the Great Lakes and increasingly, the Mississippi River, where it slurps the water clean of plankton that other aquatic creatures require to thrive. ... The flight of the brown tree snake is merely one of the more dramatic steps toward what some experts in biological invasion have begun to refer to fearfully as 'the homogenizations of the world.'” (Burdick, 8)


Bad Dominion

I do not pretend that the problems of invasive species are simple. Here are some examples of utter failures in attempts to stop pests or invader species. 
Medieval priests had unusual ideas about how to deal with pests. In fourteenth century France, two priests held a trial against beetles that were eating crops in Avignon. They dressed in formal robes and went to the infested fields, announcing that any beetles not attending the trial would be excommunicated. (Masson, Altruistic, 19) 
In a similar trial against weevils, prosecutors offered to give the bugs a nearby field with no vines to eat. The defense refused, saying that since there was no food there, the weevils would not accept the offer. Unfortunately the rest of the trial notes were eaten by bugs in the archives. Evans suggests that “Perhaps the prosecuted weevils, not being satisfied with the results of the trial, sent a sharp-toothed delegation into the archives to obliterate and annul the judgment of the court.” (Coates, 51)
In 1558, a Saxon vicar excommunicated sparrows living in his church. In 1734, Brazilian friars sued termites for damaging their homes, The court was unsympathetic, saying that the termites had prior claim and so other accommodations must be found for them. (Slifkin, 93)
Early American Puritan colonies paid bounties to kill black birds, jays, woodpeckers, and crows, all of which were blamed for crop losses. (Carroll, Puritanism, 192) These efforts were criticized by Europeans soon after. 

“A few years ago, some inhabitants of the English colonies in America endeavoured to extirpate the jackdaws, because they fancied that these birds did much mischief to the corn; but in proportion as the number of jackdaws diminished, the people were struck by the havoc made by an enormous maybug. They soon ceased to persecute their benefactors, and as these multiplied again they put an end to the plague which had been the consequence of their destructions. In North America they pursued the swallow violently; but in happened from thence that the gnats increased ...” (Styles, 105)

Henry Drummond reacted biblically when he wrote, “If in consequence of the extinction of rooks, swallows, and other insectivorous birds, grubs, flies and beetles should become so numerous as to destroy the hope of the farmer, they may well be considered as a scourge from God to chastise man for his folly in removing the checks to their increase.” (Rights, 81)
The British were not immune to bird persecutions. One county believed rumors of crows eating the grain, so they raided nests and killed the birds. Soon worms, caterpillars and other insects devoured the crops. (ibid., 125) The English naturalist Thomas Edward calculated that one pair of swallows could destroy 282,000 insects in one year. No wonder killing off birds allows insects to multiply! (Adams, Kingless, 88-89)
In 1926-1927, Kern County, California killed every skunk, fox, badger, snake, owl, hawk and coyote. Soon an army of 100 million mice raided the land. It was the “greatest rodent infestation in American history.” (Eisenberg, 102)
In the 1930’s someone brought cane toads to Australia, hoping they would eat beetles infesting sugarcane crops. But cane toads do not eat sugarcane beetles. Instead they grow to huge size and have poisonous skin that kills dogs and snakes. Snakes large enough to attempt to eat a cane toad are dying out; only small snakes survive, because they do not try to eat the giant toads. (Burdick, 297)
In the early twentieth century, hospitals and doctors used African Clawed frogs for pregnancy testing. In the 1960s when better methods came along, the doctors released the frogs into the wild. Unfortunately, that species of frog carried a deadly fungus they were immune to. Most world frogs are not immune, and that fungus may be causing deaths of amphibians around the world. (Gorski) This shows how good intentions can go wrong. If they had killed the African Clawed frogs, they would have gotten bad publicity. But by releasing them into foreign habitats, the fungus has caused great devastation. Amphibians take in oxygen through their skin, absorbing gases and fluids easily, and so they are very sensitive to pollution. (Martin, 36; Masson, Altruistic, 106) There may be 4000 species of amphibians around the world, and all are drastically losing population, with more than a third near extinction. (Mackay, 66; Martin, 37; Ellis, Turning, 186)
The Swedish scientist Carolus Linnaeus, while otherwise a brilliant scientist, hated frogs and their kin. Linnaeus developed the famous system of nomenclature for living creatures, and called these creatures “amphibians.” He wrote, incorrectly:

“These animals are abhorrent because of their cold body, pale color, cartilaginous skeleton, filthy skin, fierce aspect, calculating eye, offensive smell, harsh voice, squalid habitation, and terrible venom; and so their Creator has not exerted his powers to make many of them.” (Masson, Altruistic, 105)

Another sad story shows that even “smart” scientists can make a parade of errors and harm a species. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, scientists loved to put radio collars on animals to track their movements. African Wild Dogs were known to be endangered and researchers wanted to learn about their travels. Every wild dog in a pack would be tranquilized, collared and given a rabies vaccine at the same time, as a precaution against potential future illness. Within a year, every dog with a collar was dead. No one bothered to find out beforehand that rabies vaccine had never been tested on African Wild Dogs, and apparently the drug gave them rabies rather than protecting them from it. The scientists continue to deny responsibility, citing other possible reasons for the deaths. (Stearns, 160-184) 
The Black Footed Ferret is an endangered species in the northern plains of the United States. Prairie dogs are a primary food source for them, and thus you would think that prairie dogs would be protected in that region. But ranchers claim that prairie dogs compete with cows for food (though research shows that their diets overlap by only about 5%). Ranchers also claim that prairie dog holes cause cows to break their legs, though the Prairie Dog Coalition calls it a myth. (Hawthorne, 241) To save private ranchers’ cattle grazing on public lands, the Wildlife Service runs eradication programs, reducing the prairie dog range by 98%, at taxpayer expense. Simultaneously, we spend millions of dollars to save the Black Footed Ferret (while killing their food). (Slobodchikoff, 73-74)
The last known wild Whooping Crane nest was found by an egg collector named J.W. Preston. The crane tried to run him off, but he stole the egg anyway. (Budiansky, Elephants, 70-71) This left only the captive population with breeding pairs. There have been many disasters and some successes in efforts to save the Whooping Crane, as described by Mooallem.
In the mid-twentieth century there were about forty Whooping Cranes remaining in the world. One breeding pair was sent to a zoo for care. The director didn’t care about these birds. He put them in a small pen and gave them food they did not like, so they would not breed. When they finally did breed, the zoo allowed a reporter come close to get photos of the egg. To get better photographs, the reporter used a stick to tease the bird. The male bird rushed over to protect the egg and accidentally crushed it. By 1949, only 21 Whooping Cranes remained. 
Groups put in charge of saving the Whooping Crane began infighting over authority and goals and methods. Some scientists wanted strict controls over the birds to get “straight empirical data” and wanted no human contacts, so the birds would not get used to people. But the only breeding programs that were working involved close human contact. The captive birds would not take care of their eggs: they did not know how. So humans wearing puppet bird gloves cared for the eggs and raised the chicks to adulthood.
The biggest controversy was over the use of ultra-light aircraft that taught Whooping Cranes to fly to their traditional breeding grounds. The birds followed the small aircraft, which landed at good feeding spots along the way. “Purists” claim that these pilots are merely “publicity stunts” because human-influenced birds aren’t truly “wild.” That is the same argument used by animal rightists against domestic animals; that animals influenced by humans are monstrous and unnatural. Mooallem asks, since birds like Canadian geese and Pelicans have adapted to human presence, should we encourage them to become less “wild” to give them a better chance at surviving in a human world? Would we rather let them go extinct than have human influences? “Deep ecologists” often despise domestic animals, not recognizing that God created them to live here as much as wild animals. (Wennberg, 40)
In 2006 a storm flooded the refuge where 18 of the Whooping Cranes were kept, killing seventeen of them. It was decided not to keep so many birds all in one place in case of more disasters. With each endangered species program we must try to learn from our mistakes and improve our plans.

Perhaps the most difficult and controversial aspect to wildlife management (dominion) is acting to control populations by “culling,” which is reducing the number of a species by killing them. Animal rightists use loaded terms like “slaughter” to oppose culling. (Herzog) The problem is especially acute when a rare or threatened, and popular species is culled. When the media gets involved, and abuses or mistakes are shown, the whole program is threatened. Perhaps that is good, and allows reflection for changes to be made. The trouble is, once public opinion opposes something, they may not adjust when improvements are offered. 
The reason why culling is sometimes necessary is that a species may overpopulate a small region and destroy its ecosystem. That requires either transplantation or killing to save the region. How do you explain to the public that elephants, being killed by poachers and threatened with extinction in one place, have over-run another place? There may be too few elephants in Tanzania, and too many elephants in South Africa. Where they have been protected, they breed and multiply, as God intended. But when they have only X acres to live in a park, they can overgraze it and ruin it quickly. (Hutchins, 816) It might sound marvelous to transplant some elephants from South Africa to Kenya, but it is a difficult and expensive operation, and might not work. Would they survive in that different ecosystem, and remain there?
On the other hand, the culling of South African elephants was a disaster of publicity and methods in every way. As Daphne Sheldrick wrote, in South Africa,

“There, elephant numbers were being strictly regulated by the annual cull, which, although surgical in proficiency, was particularly cruel and unpalatable to those who understood the very human emotional side of elephants. We knew only too well that there, family units were targeted from helicopters using the immobilizing drug scholine, in order to avoid contamination of the meat that would render it unfit for consumption. Scholine collapsed the muscles, leaving the elephants fully conscious yet unable to move even an eyelid while they waited for the gunmen to move in on the ground and systematically finish them off with a shot through the brain. Sickening scenes were recorded on film of men jumping on huge inert bodies to get a better vantage point from which to end the lives of others, paralysed elephants knowing exactly what was going on and having to watch helpless as their family members were butchered one by one. We were stunned at the distressing images of panic-stricken calves crying for help from adults incapable of movement. Calves that might be able to survive without milk were then captured for subsequent sale to circuses or zoos. The fully milk-dependent tiny calves were usually the last to be slaughtered, but at least these were spared a lifetime of suffering and bondage in far-off lands were animals welfare was still apparently a very alien concept. Once the entire elephant family was either dead or subjugated, the merciless butchers then moved in to cut up the carcasses and remove all the meat to huge abattoirs for processing…” (165-166)

The usual process was to kill adults, capture infants, and leave young elephants alive. This failed badly because without adults to restrain and teach the young elephants, the animals became angry and attacked other species like endangered rhinos. (Nicol) The herds no longer had matriarchs to lead them to waterholes or food sources. 
I am an elephant lover. I have no love of the process of culling. Yet culling is not clearly evil. The alternatives might be worse. How do you keep elephant herds in small parks from starving themselves to death when their population grows? It is easy to say, “make the park bigger.” Who will pay for the bigger park and more rangers; and move the people living there? Conservative U.S. government leaders argue about giving any money to foreign countries even for military defense; how will you get them to pay for bigger wildlife parks for other nations?
Money is, unfortunately, a major part of the wildlife management equation.
In the United States, even our popular National Park system is faltering for lack of funds. We might argue that much money is wasted. Opponents of big government comp-lain about “the public dole” used on wild animals, as Vantassel attacks the spending of $22 million dollars by the Bureau of Land Management’s Wild Horse and Burro Management Program. (171ff) He says we should hunt wild horses and burros. 
Internally, even government workers wonder about the wisdom of some allocations of funds. In Hawaii, the head of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service vowed not to let one single species go extinct. The promise sounds great, but captive breeding programs are far more expensive than protecting wild habitats. Some biologists say that by spending all their funds on saving a couple rare species, they have no funds to protect entire parks, and we might lose ecosystems and more species by focusing too narrowly on a handful of creatures. (Burdick, 165-166) 
The fact is, even the National Park Service bases most decisions on the human enjoyment of parks, not the populations of animals within them. Much of their funding comes from campers and hikers and tourists. More roads and more campsites means more money. (Van Dyke, 52) On the other hand, when bureaucrats take the “purist” approach and threaten to keep people out entirely, the land and wildlife become valueless and unprotected. (Bekoff, Animal Manifesto, 194)
Foreign countries are less wealthy and unable to spend the money we do in the USA. Of the six billion dollars used for managing protected areas around the world, less than 12% is spent in poor countries with the most rare animals. Private conservation groups like the Nature Conservancy sometimes pay foreigners in those regions to protect endangered lands or species. (Wilcove, 205-7)
Money is not the only difficulty. Stupidity and tardiness can contribute to wildlife problems.
In San Francisco, the Antioch Dunes were becoming popular for locals to enjoy and walk their dogs. The Langs butterfly was found to be endangered. In 1980, the government declared the dunes “protected” so they could protect the butterfly. When the private owners heard this, they sold the sand and had most of it hauled out, to make money before losing the land to the government. When the government took over in 1981 the sand was mostly gone. 
Volunteers were able to save some of the butterflies and bring plants that the butter-flies ate. In 1985 a humpback whale got lost and stayed along the water’s edge at the dunes for weeks. Crowds of humans camped out and trampled the dunes. The government put up fences to keep people out, and refused access to anyone, including the volunteers who had been helping! Hoping that complete removal of humans would save the butterflies failed, as weeds took over, and the insect numbers plummeted. Recently the government hired a specialist to try to solve the problems. (Mooallem)

The media, public and private, can misrepresent the facts by implications and deceiving photographs, even when not directly lying. Many people fear bats. Why? Perhaps because for decades, photographers teased them until they snarl, to make compelling photos. Yet one cave full of bats can eat a thousand tons of insects in a single night! (Masson, Altruistic, 13-15; Mackay, 62; Adams, Kingless, 140-141)
One famous video clip shows a Polar Bear playing with a dog. The clip is frequently played to show the friendliness of bears and wild animals, and has a Disney-esque quality. Minutes later the bear ate that dog! The clipped video distorts the reality of the incident. In another Polar bear video you can see a baby bear with its mother starving and dying. Angry viewers sent letters wanting to know why the documentary team did not help the bears. But it is illegal to feed Polar Bears or any endangered species, because it might lead the bears to seek future food from humans.
Is the law forbidding feeding the polar bears a good law? We can argue that; but the law says feeding wild animals is a crime.
In the popular Star Trek television series, the United Federation of Planets had a rule called “the Prime Directive.” The main philosophy of the Federation was “noninterference” with other cultures and planets. Some space-farers of the Star Trek universe felt it was necessary to bend, or break that rule to do good, or to save a species. 
Many environmentalists and animal rightists hold a similar view of “noninterference” with nature. Their views are basically Darwinian ideas, that the fittest must survive, and if a creature cannot survive, it deserves to die, because its survival would jeopardize the stronger gene sequence needed for future generations. (see Ellis, Turning, ix)
The laws that require photographers to NOT help starving Polar Bears are very much the result of such thinking. It is not that bureaucrats hate Polar Bears, but that human influence on Polar Bears is seen as a fate worse than death. Like Rousseau who saw wild as good and tame as bad, a tamed bear is no bear at all, to some folks. Also, in legal terms, it is much simpler to have a black and white, “Thou shalt not interfere with endangered animals” rather than to make more reasonable laws that include exceptions. The fear is that any exception to a rule will be exploited. We have gotten to the point where a boater trying to free a trapped whale from a fishing net may be arrested for violating the Endangered Species Act (for approaching a rare animal). 
The government excuse is that “only a professional should do that,” even if the animal may be long dead before professionals arrive. What it is, at heart, is an specialized version of “dominion.” Like our society, stratified into professionals and non-professionals, specialists and non-specialists, the government has decided that only trained government employees are capable of exercising dominion properly. Obviously, training and knowledge may potentially make a government employee better at helping a trapped whale. But like strict union rules, that only the one contracted employee can change the light bulbs, such rules can cause ridiculous delays in fixing problems. 
As for the more practical question, for Americans, should you help an orphaned wild animal you find on your doorstep? That is a more difficult question than you might think. Daphne Sheldrick, who saves orphaned elephants in Africa, says this:

“You should not raise an orphaned animal unless you can be certain that it will be able to enjoy a good quality of life at the end of its dependent years, or unless you are sure that you can be unselfish enough to grant it freedom when the time is right.” (31)

Even that good advice does not account for legal aspects of animal contact in the United States. For better or worse, the states have a plethora of laws and regulations about even touching, let alone feeding or keeping certain wild animals in your home. Every state is different; you should check the laws of your own state. 
Not all animal lovers are committed to total non-interference. Jane Goodall wrote about the chimpanzees in Africa: 

“They are wild and free. I help them when they are sick, if I can, but they do not expect it. I am very upset when one of them is hurt or in pain – but I do not feel responsible. That is the difference between a free, wild animal and a domesticated animal. If my dog is hurting, and I cannot help, that is a betrayal. A good master is a god in the eyes of his dog. I am not a god for the Gombe chimpanzees. My relation-ship with them is one of mutual respect and trust.” (8)

Helping a Chimpanzee in the United States would likely be considered a violation of federal law. African countries are far less touchy about that.
Good intentions at the individual level probably caused the current disaster of pythons and boa constrictors over-running ecosystems in southern Florida. These foreign snakes were likely released by college students unwilling to kill their cute little pets when they got larger. Now the snakes, with no natural predators, eat endangered local species. The media has had a boon in sensational news to cover as snake hunters comb the Ever-glades for giant snakes, yet no one mentions that feral cats may kill as much wildlife as foreign snakes. (Laufer, 187, 204-5) 
Lastly, our modern demand for sterility and cleanliness has gone from personal to regional. Humans nowadays cannot bear to see or smell a dead carcass. We sometimes pay people to go scrape dead animals off the roadside. This is a harm to natural systems. 

“Rotting is decomposition, which is nature’s recycling program…. Life is not sterile … The entire principle of recycling hinges on the ability of something to decompose. Imagine if when things died they did not decompose. Leaves, grass, carcasses of bugs and animals. Trees that fall over. The life, death, decomposition, regeneration cycle is both physically and ecologically fundamental…That our culture has land-filled millions of tons of food wastes, and continues to do so, without a respectful decomposition protocol bespeaks a great irreverence for life…To deny all that life a chance to decompose and restart the life cycle is not only insensitive, it is ecologically reprehensible.” (Salatin, 112-114) 

Bernd Heinrich wrote an interesting book called Life Everlasting: the Animal Way of Death, which describes in detail the importance of dead bodies and rotting things to the environment. The soil is much healthier when leaves and dead animals are allowed to be re-absorbed into the ground by animals, insects, and microbes. Instead, we rake up the leaves and send them to the landfill. Many creatures, like salamanders and worms, would love to have that ground cover.

 
Good Dominion

I am not a fatalist, and have no intention of drubbing readers with every bit of bad news. Both environmentalists and their opponents emphasize the horrible.

“…the vocabulary of environmentalism has continued to be dominated by images of futility, crisis, and decline… Environmentalists are not the only people reluctant to acknowledge the good news. Advocates at both ends of the political spectrum, each side for its own reasons, seem to have tacitly agreed to play it down. The left is afraid of the environmental good news because it undercuts stylish pessimism; the right is afraid of the good news because it shows that government regulations might occasionally amount to something other than wickedness incarnate…” (Easterbrook, in Cromartie, 74)

So, the idea is that environmentalists hype the bad news to keep their grants and jobs secure, while industrialists hide environmental successes for fear of encouraging government intrusion. Either attitude is wicked, if true. Deceit practiced by left or right will harm the ability of people to do the right thing. Good dominion must be based on true information, if it is to succeed.
Israel is a good example of restoring the land and helping wildlife to return. Back in Jesus’ day, King Herod was able to kill forty different kinds of animals, from lions to wild boars, in a one day hunt. For two thousand years, Palestine was a flourishing and wild place. But in 1868, German settlers brought shotguns to exterminate crocodiles, and killed them all within ten years. Then the Ottoman Empire cut the forests down for timber to build their railroads. When Mark Twain visited Palestine in the late nineteenth century, he said it was the most desolate land on earth. (Hovind) Ostriches, lions, deer, oryx, wild donkeys and bears were gone soon after. (Hutchison, 110) 
Since the 1970s, Israeli efforts to replant forests and animals have worked wonders. Many species have returned. The ancient Jewish Talmud also had relevant prayers for wildlife, with blessings for ‘beautiful’ creatures and for ‘unusual’ creatures. “The Rabbis taught: One who sees an elephant, monkey or kifof (a type of monkey) says, ‘Blessed is He who makes His creations unusual’ (meshanah habriyos). One who sees beautiful trees and beautiful creatures says, ‘Blessed is He that has such in His world.’ Talmud, Berachos 58b.” (Slifkin, 21)
Christians are supposed to be involved in Earth-keeping. Denis Edwards writes:

“Human beings who would live redemptively are called to participate in the healing of the world, through commitment to the flourishing of animals and to ethical relationships with them …To participate in redemption in the Word made flesh includes an ethical commitment to the well-being of our fellow animals. It will involve us in the search for ethical farming, buying, eating, conservation, and political practices.” (98-99)

I am not denying the reality of sin and the curse of death. In fact, that may be why God wants us to be involved. 

“In God's wisdom, he seems to have decided that the creatures that caused the curse in the first place – you and me, the human race – should be those charged with the job of reversing its effects. Unable to earn our salvation or in any way make our-selves right or righteous before God, he nonetheless has offered us a ministry of reconciliation – an opportunity to help set right what we caused to go wrong.” (Brown, Edward, 78)

Christians protect animal species for the glory of God, and if God has gifted them for the task, it is a personal pleasure also. (Snyder, 91) The leader of the Saint Francis Wolf Sanctuary says, “It was never my intention to have a sanctuary for wolves and wolf-dogs. However, my experience is that there are no accidents, and even coincidences may be best described as situations in which God chooses to remain anonymous.” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 143)
You don’t have to be a wildlife biologist to help animals. Wright says that “Your daily work matters because it matters to God. It has its own intrinsic value and worth. If it contributes in any way to the needs of society, the service of others, the stewardship of the earth's resources, then it has some place in God's plans for this creation and in the new creation.” (242)
Calvin DeWitt, a leading Christian conservationist, says “I now get paid for what I love to do. My profession is caring for God's creation and helping others to do so too.” (191) 
Many Christians and non-Christians are doing wonderful things to help animals, using creativity and cleverness. Mooallem lists many striking ways we have sought to save rare animals. We train condors not to land on power lines. We trick ferrets into eating food with plague vaccine. We carry migrating salamanders across roads, and help sea turtle hatchlings find the ocean. The army transports salmon around the Bonneville dam. 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, though imperfect, has had successes. The Brown Pelican, nearly extinct in the 1970s, now numbers over half-a-million birds in the United States. (Barcott, 38) The efforts of Presidents Theodore and Franklin Delano Roosevelt brought large tracts of land into the National Park systems. (Brinkley) The world has designated about ten percent of its land area for protection (though the “level of protection varies considerably”). (Moo, 50) We have made a start, at least.
One reason for optimism is the fairly small amount of land that must be managed to save the majority of endangered species. In other words, most rare animals are found on small bits of land. That is one reason they are rare, because their habitat is small. Called “hotspots”, they comprise less than two percent of the Earth’s land surface, yet hold 44% of rare plants and 35% of rare land animals. (Mackay, 92) Some of these hotspots include Madagascar, the Caribbean Islands, the Brazilian forests, the Sunda archipelago of Indonesia, the mountains of East Africa, the South African Cape, and central America. (Wilson, Creation, 97) Most of the animals and plants live in the rain forests. (Meyer, 118) As one author summarizes,

“An incredible 44 percent of plants and 35 percent of animals are confined to 25 hot spots covering only 1.4 percent of the land surface of the Earth. This is an enormous opportunity: we can conserve nearly half the world's biodiversity by protecting just over 1 percent of the total land area – a fantastic bargain by any assessment.” (Lynas, 117)

That should indicate to even the most depressed environmentalist that hope is not gone. We still have the ability to protect a small amount of land to save half of the world’s species. Obviously there are challenges to that, and a lot of other creatures will likely dis-appear. Even then, we can make improvements to help those animals. For instance, it has been discovered in recent years that U.S. military bases have become unwitting refuges for rare birds and butterflies and other animals. The idea that only “pristine” gigantic parks can save animals is wrong. (Mooallem) Normal people are planting “butterfly gardens” and “bee gardens” and hanging up feeders for hummingbirds, doing small things to help small creatures survive.

This brings us to the last topic of this chapter. The rivers, lakes, and oceans of the world harbor very different kinds of wildlife than the land. So we will examine the watery creatures in their own section.


Water Creatures

In an 1870 book about animals, the Christian author Daniel March opined:

“All the swarming millions of the deep feed upon its own resources, and it is only the super-abundance of its bounty that supports the lesser millions of the living on land. The eager pursuit of the hunter and the advancing march of civilization may drive the deer from the forests and the bison from the prairies; the primitive oaks may fall before the woodman's axe; the virgin gold may be gathered from all the riverbeds among the mountains. But all the nations of the earth cannot exhaust the abundance of the seas. The Infinite Creator has filled the deep with countless myriads of living creatures, not only because he would provide an exhaustless storehouse of food for man, but because he delights in the multiplication of all forms of life...” (60)

Daniel March saw that land animals were being exterminated by humans, but was sure that we could never exhaust the bounty of the sea. He was wrong. Fish were seen as a renewable resource that could reproduce quickly enough to recover from fishing. (Clover, 3)
A Nature magazine article in 2003 showed that 90% of all tuna, swordfish, marlin and groupers were gone, with cod, halibut and flounders following in the decline. (Ellis, Turning, 350; Clover, 18) A 2000 study in Fisheries Magazine said that 82 fish species are at risk of extinction, including sharks, skates, sturgeons, smelt, cod, sea horses, pipefish, rockfish, snook, grouper, goby, Atlantic salmon and Atlantic Halibut. Only the Pacific Ocean remained a steady source of wild caught fish in the late twentieth century, as the Atlantic catches were declining. (Jahncke, xiv, 2) One source says that thirty percent of the world’s fisheries have collapsed or are nearly so; another says that fifteen of the seven-teen largest fisheries in the world are near vanishing (Merritt, 108; Rose, 229) Some leading scientists predict that all fisheries will collapse by the year 2048. (Niman, 210; Gross, Question, 134)


Like “public lands” the oceans are viewed as ‘commons’, and therefore are owned by no one, and defended by no one. As Francis Schaeffer wrote in the 1970s, “Modern man has no real ‘value’ for the ocean. All he has is the most cross form of egoist, pragmatic value for it.” (Pollution, 58) Western nations adopted Roman law. Romans like Justinian, writing in the sixth century, said that “the air, flowing water, the sea, and the seashore were common to all.” (Clover, 151) 

“We are back to the old question: who owns the sea? Fishermen like to think it is them … But the real answer to who owns the sea is everyone and no one: if there is an owner of a common resource in a democracy, it is the people. Citizens have, until now, had few ways of exercising any influence over what happens in the sea. The voice of the citizen is seldom heard over the voices of the 'user groups' – commercial fishermen, sport fishermen, fishing associations, and lobbyists – and establishment fisheries scientists, another interest group that does not necessarily have the same interests as the public. … one of the most intractable problems of the oceans, which is that fish don't vote and fishermen do, so politicians go on giving in to fishermen.” (Clover, 258)

The Bible does not say a lot about fish, probably because the Jews were very much a “land-loving” people and not prone to boating.
In the revolutionary days of America, traps and nets caused major loss of fish in rivers and streams. When laws were passed against the use of traps and fine gill nets, the fishermen simply took boats outside the mouth of the rivers and caught the fish off the coast. (Wilcove, 175) Salmon were hit the hardest. Before 1700, New England fish sellers wouldn’t bother with salmon because it was so common that it sold for under a penny per pound! By the mid 1800s, salmon were gone in the northeastern US except for Maine. (ibid., 169) Robert B. Roosevelt, uncle of Theodore, wrote articles and books about over-fishing practices and promoted fly fishing. His work brought about a law about using fine mesh nets, requiring at least 4.5” holes between the strands so that baby fish could survive. (Brinkley) 
The size of fishing nets is no longer the only problem. Now, “so much water is extracted from rivers that already a quarter of the world’s river basins run dry before they reach the sea.” (Moo, 38)
Another problem for river fish was the practice of building dams. Spawning fish could no longer reach their instinctive egg-laying pools. As many as 800,000 dams now block the world’s lakes and rivers, with more than sixty percent of the largest rivers. (Lynas, 139) When a dam completely blocks a river, the prior populations of salmon are completely doomed to vanish, because the returning fish are never able to spawn, and their genetic traits are lost. The Columbia River separating Washington and Oregon now holds less than ten percent of its prior salmon runs. Alaska and eastern Russia hold the only remaining wild salmon rivers. The US Fish and Game Department monitors the Alaskan salmon runs and does not allow commercial fishing until a minimum of salmon have already spawned. (Greenberg) 
In Iceland, a wealthy idealist has been buying out Atlantic salmon fishing fleets, to save the salmon. Already some salmon are starting to return to Iceland. 
Modern dams have added “fish ladders” to help spawning fish get around the dams. The ladders do help, but only a little, because the dams also create new lakes and ponds that disrupt the water flow, and these lakes stock bass and trout (for fishermen) which eat the salmon eggs. “The great salmon runs of the Pacific Northwest have been reduced to a trickle as result of over a century of overexploitation, dam building, farming, livestock grazing, and logging.” (Wilcove, 5) Salmon are declining everywhere. This hurts wildlife because bears, eagles, mink, and other creatures rely on salmon as a food source. (ibid., 184-7)
The construction of larger boats and powerful engines allowed fishermen to brave the oceans in the hunt for fish. Sonar and satellite images help modern fisherman to find the biggest schools of fish for the catch. Between 1948 and 1970, the weight of fish caught jumped by 350 percent! (Gross, Question, 133) “Although people speak of the wealth of the sea, it is important to realize that the sea, on average, is not all that rich. It's just that some portions are fabulously bountiful...” (Chadwick, Grandest, 222)
Sharks are greatly feared by humans. They are amazing predators. The World War Two sinking of the U.S.S. Indianapolis had hundreds of American sailors eaten by sharks. Most years, only a dozen people are killed by sharks. (Grice, 65-69) Jellyfish kill more humans than sharks and crocodiles combined! (Masson, Altruistic, 179) It was common for fishermen to shoot sharks or kill them on sight, out of fear, or perhaps anger at “com-petition” for game fish. Erik Brush says that of 440 shark species, 242 are threatened and 52 endangered. (Hawthorne, 39)
In recent decades, shark fin soup became a delicacy in Asia. Shark fins sell for up to $300 a pound, while their teeth and jaws are sold for souvenirs and art. (ibid., 153) Recent videos from Asia show rooftops filled with thousands of shark fins drying in the sun. Only five percent of shark’s body weight is fin, so you cut off his/her fins and throw the body back into the sea, to save room on the boat. (Hawthorne, 40)
Just as the killing of land predators such as lions and wolves caused secondary predators to fill in the gap, so it has been at sea. Off the eastern coast of the United States, the drastic depopulation of sharks has allowed rays to overpopulate. The bull sharks, tiger sharks, blacktips and hammerheads used to eat rays. Now that shark numbers off North Carolina are down by 98%, millions of Cownose rays devour clams and oysters and scallops. (Lynas, 43; Stolzenburg, 204-205)
Some experts say that if we just left twenty percent of the ocean alone for a decade, fish populations might rebound. They need time to spawn and grow before harvesting. (ibid., 262) So far, laws attempting to solve this problem have failed completely.
Legally, a country’s borders can only be protected a few miles out from the coast, and so other countries can fish there. Asian and European fishing fleets are now scouring the coasts of Africa, putting local fishermen out of business, and helping to trigger floods of migrants to Europe. (Alexis-Baker, Didn’t, 71) Poor countries are driven to starvation by rich countries’ fishing practices! (Clover, 5) 
Charles Clover’s book, The End of the Line, is the best summary of the sad state of fish in the world and the failures of laws and enforcement. The European Union countries like Spain will “buy rights” to fish off the coast of poor African countries, paying their rich rulers, and taking all the fish. Legally the vessels must stay six miles off the coast, but at night they sneak in to get the shallow fish too. (44-52) If the poor countries do not cooperate, or the EU ships want to avoid paying for fishing rights, they simply buy a “flag of convenience” to avoid interference. By United Nation law, a ship is only subject to the laws of its “flag state.” So you can hoist a foreign flag, and the local country can do nothing to stop you. (147-149) Fishing vessels carry quite a variety of world flags.
Even if illegal fishermen are caught, not much can be done about it. A Spanish pirate fishing vessel kept logbooks showing only 4% of their catch. It claimed bankruptcy, when caught. They ignored the fines. (167) 
In Europe, the testimony of “inspectors” has no greater weight than the testimony of the accused, so in court, the fish inspectors just voice an opinion, denied by the accused, in trials. (174) When there is an inspector at a port watching fish being unloaded, the vessel unloads the legal amount of fish, then goes to another port to sell the rest. (176) In Scot-land, the fishermen say that the quota laws make it necessary “to break the law to stay in business.” (177) The only processor at one dock (Peterhead) to refuse to buy illegal fish is a member of the Free Church of Scotland. (179) I am pleased to hear that a Christian is doing right.
Russian vessels commonly attach smaller nets inside the bigger nets to catch smaller, illegal fish. Portuguese fishing boats hide their decks under tarpaulins to avoid spying eyes of inspectors in planes or helicopters. (173) British fishing vessels are required to carry “blue boxes” to show their positions. The fishermen turn those off when they go into illegal fishery areas. The blue box data is never used for enforcement. (181)
In most countries, when the fishery collapses, the governments pour in aid to keep them going, so the fishermen never seek other work. In Canada, unemployment insurance “amounts to a massive subsidy to fishermen.” They can collect unemployment while still fishing for 14 weeks and making $60,000 for the catch. (112, 133-134) “Subsidies create overcapacity in the industry. The global fishing fleet is estimated to be two and half times greater than needed to catch what the ocean can sustainably produce.” (139)

Modern vessels called bottom trawlers drag huge nets with weights that completely destroy corals on the bottom of the sea. They catch only one percent of the global fish, yet destroy whole ecosystems. “Deep-sea species tend to be long-lived and slow to reproduce, and deep-sea trawling  is causing their stocks to decline.” (Mackay, 32) The chains drag along the sea floor forcing bottom fish up into nets. They are so efficient that these vessels must always find new places to drag. By efficient, I mean totally destructive. Scientists in the European Union calculate that for each 16 pounds of marine animals killed by bottom trawlers, only 1 pound of marketable fish are caught. (Clover, 67, 99)
In the 1980s, gill nets hundreds of miles long were used in the Pacific. Now they are banned on the open sea, though some still use them close to shores. Long-lining uses fishing lines and hooks that average forty miles long. Both nets and long-lines are death-traps for sea turtles and seabirds. (Wilcove, 157-158) Birds and turtles see the baited hooks near the water surface and grab them, and become caught by the hooks. They drown. Most turtles and birds can be saved by simply adding weights to the line so that it sinks a little deeper. 
Giant nets, which catch everything at every depth, were a big problem. A device called a “Turtle Excluder Device” (TED) was invented to solve this problem. It was basic-ally an opening in the net that allowed most turtles to swim free. Testing showed that very few fish escaped, and most countries adopted it quickly. (Wilcove, 157-8) 
However, the Asian countries of India, Malaysia, Pakistan and Thailand sued the United States at the World Trade Organization court. U.S. marine protection laws said that we would not buy fish from countries not using the TED’s because endangered turtles were being killed. The Asian countries won the lawsuit, and the WTO required that the US buy their fish. (Jahncke, 133-4)
Sea turtles brave dangers on the land as well as the sea. These reptiles come ashore on the beach to lay their eggs. Clumsy and slow on land, poachers can easily flip them over and kill them for meat and their shells. Small predators like raccoons or shorebirds eat the eggs. And hatchlings are attracted to light, and thus many clamber into traffic or away from the ocean when nearby lights catch their attention. (Wilcove, 150-154)
Turtles can survive a long time out of the water, which means that Chinese turtle butchers can keep them around a long time until they sell, to flay them alive for the fresh-fish market. (Hawthorne, 260) For centuries, whalers and sailors would catch turtles and leave them on the deck, upside-down, to eat when wanted. (Wilcove, 156) Although modern markets claim they get the turtles from “ranches”, many are poached from the ocean, and not really farm raised. (Van Dyke, 76)
Sea turtles are attracted to eat plastic because it looks like jellyfish, one of their favorite foods. The first plastic bags were produced in 1957, and we throw away 100 billion plastic bags per year. Many end up in the ocean, where turtles and seabirds mistakenly eat them. They starve to death when their guts fill up with plastic. (Tweit, 33)
 Rangers on the island of Midway estimate that twenty percent of albatross chicks die each year from eating plastic toys, Lego's, bottle caps, and Styrofoam. Plastic does not decompose. (Lynas, 157) The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration says that more than a million birds and 100,000 marine mammals die each year from eating garbage. (Rothenberg) 
Shrimp trawlers are the harshest form of fishing for marine life, because of the “bycatch.” Bycatch is the word for all the fish, turtles, and birds a net kills along with the desired catch. For every pound of shrimp caught in a trawler net, some twenty pounds of non-desirable animals are killed. (Hawthorne, 261) Wouldn’t you call that a major waste? The dead creatures are tossed back into the sea. Small mesh nets grab every fish, and the ones not wanted for market are thrown straight back into the sea, dead, for the sea gulls. (Clover, 14) The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization estimates that at least one-third of all caught marine life is dumped at sea. (ibid., 72-73)
Marine mammals are caught up in fishing arguments. Many countries justify their seal clubbing (see chapter 14) because they say the seals eat too many fish. Theodore Roosevelt named refuges on the coast of Florida to save the rare Manatee, or sea cow. The Depression of the 1930s almost drove these hefty creatures to extinction as hungry locals poached them for meat. (Brinkley)
When I was younger, I really loved swordfish. My maternal grandfather had a gigantic Marlin mounted on his wall, and I adored the taste of that creature. In recent decades, swordfish prices have gone sky high because they are so rare now. I no longer eat swordfish. I would rather think of them continuing to survive in the ocean. 
Worst-case scenario: what if we literally get all of the fish out of the ocean? What will we have left? One analyst says that seas empty of predatory fish will overpopulate with jellyfish and plankton. Other creatures that may survive are prawns, eels, starfish, and sea worms. (Clover, 38-39, 65-66) 
Why is it that fish are not considered “wild life,” deserving of protection like a land animal? We consistently ignore wisdom in wiping out wild populations of fish. (Greenberg)

Dolphins

The most overtly cruel practice in the world’s oceans today comes from Japan. The Christian influence in Asia is very small, and the cultural importance of “saving face” leads to a stubbornness against any calls for reform. When the vast Japanese fishing fleets had trawled their neighboring waters clean in the late 1970s, local Japanese fishermen at Iki blamed dolphins for their diminishing fish catch. They decided to round up dolphins in the bay, calling them “sea pigs,” and kill them. (Jones, Voice, 39-45, 134) They claim that killing dolphins is a tradition going back 400 years, but it has only been seen in recent decades. (Hawthorne, 44) 
The Iki fishermen use nets to trap dolphins in the bay, then go out with spears and stab them to death. They sell the meat in the fish market, and some small dolphins are sold to aquariums. The U.S. Navy bought a few for its dolphin programs. (Jones, Voice, 135)
Over the last ten years, the Iki dolphin slaughter may be slowing down. In 2002 the first whale and dolphin boat tours were done in the region, showing that ecotourism might be better than spearing the creatures. Fewer dolphins will enter the bay now; they seem to be avoiding the region entirely. (Jones, Defender) Also, since dolphin meat has been recently found to be heavy in mercury and pollutants, many Japanese are reducing their intake of dolphin sushi. (Jones, Voice, 154, 204)
A similar dolphin slaughter occurs in the Denmark province of the Faroes Islands. The locals hold a yearly festival; get drunk; use boats to herd animals to the bay and then kill them all. (ibid., 208; Scully, Dominion, 163) Although by law, fishermen are required to cut the nets to allow dolphins to escape, it is reported that commercial fishers near France kill the dolphins rather than waste time to cut and repairing the nets. (Dolphins, 31) 
When laws were passed to protect dolphins, the industrialists objected (and still do). The John Birch Society sponsored magazine “The New American” ran a series of columns in 1990 by Llewellyn Rockwell attacking environmental and wildlife laws. Rockwell called it “dolphin-o-mania” because “an occasional dolphin was inadvertently killed.” He decried the Ronald Reagan rule requiring dolphin inspectors aboard trawling boats “an incredible violation of the fisherman’s rights. But, as usual, human rights, especially human business-men’s rights, count far less than an animal’s.” (Rockwell, Chickens of the Sea, 33)
So let’s talk about the “occasional” and “inadvertent” death of a dolphin by commercial fisherman. The death of dolphins was directly related to wild ocean tuna. 
Americans typically did not eat much fish, compared to their European or Asian counterparts. Even now, Americans eat about 17 pounds of seafood each, per year, compared to 44 pounds in Britain, 52 pounds in Canada, 97 pounds in Spain, and 128 pounds in Japan! (Clover, 184) Before World War Two, we ate even less fish. After the war, however, Americans began to love tuna.
For reasons not understood, tuna like to swim underneath large groups of dolphins. When fishermen discovered this in the late 1950s, the US and other national tuna fleets began intentionally dropping the nets over the dolphins to get the tuna beneath. In 1986 alone, at least 132,000 dolphins died as “bycatch.” (Clover, 203-204) Three to five million dolphins are estimated to have died as tuna bycatch between 1960 and 1972. (Ellis, Singing, 177) A bunch of Colorado high school girls asked school boards to ban tuna from school lunchrooms to protest dolphin deaths in tuna nets. Public pressure built and “dolphin safe” equipment was adopted by U.S. tuna fleets in 1990. (Taylor, Souls, 178-179) 
The Marine Mammal Act is a U.S. law, but most countries do not abide by it. Mexico, Columbia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Peru, and others, still use old netting methods that catch a lot of dolphins. The Bush administration decided in 2003 that Mexico can still use the “dolphin safe” label regardless of their methods, because of NAFTA and other free trade agreements. (Ellis, Singing, 178-179) Since 80% of the fish Americans eat is import-ed, the dolphin safe tuna label means very little. (Niman, 214) It means we have good intentions, but are too foolish to notice that the law is not preventing the problem we hoped to solve.
Meanwhile, tuna prices are rising, because the wild tuna fish is nearly extinct. The bluefin tuna may be as close as the Giant Panda bear is to permanent extinction. Fleets use precise sonars, aircraft and spotter helicopters to find the tuna. (Clover, 26-29) 

Pollution of the oceans affects all marine mammals, not just the fish, turtles and sea birds mentioned earlier. Huge numbers of dead dolphins washed up on the eastern shores of the United States in 1987. A government scientist told Congress that it was just a normal “red tide,” but independent scientists showed PCB pollutants in the fish the dolphins were eating. More dolphin mass deaths were reported from 1990-1992 and 2007 in Spain. Twenty thousand seals died in the North Sea in the late 1980s, all showing evidence of pollutants from contaminated fish. (Jones, Voice, 110-113) A 1999 study sampling whale meat from Japanese restaurants found that half contained dangerous mercury, dioxin, and PCBs. (Chadwick, Grandest, 216) Many scientists fear that the growing acidity of ocean water (from carbon dioxide absorption) will kill more marine species. (Moo, 38)
Killer whale populations have been falling for two decades. Orcas are large dolphins, not true whales. Balcombe believes they are dying from PCB poisoning, perhaps from factory runoff in the Pacific Northwest. PCB poisoning builds up gradually in the body until fatal. (Jones, Defender) Dale Claerbaut rightly asks, “…if man pollutes the waters so that they are uninhabitable, how will it be possible for the sea creatures to obey God by filling the sea? And how can the birds ‘multiply on the earth’ if man drives them to extinction with gun or poison?” (29) 
Ken Balcombe is a professional whale watcher in the Puget Sound, in Washington State. He records killer whales with underwater equipment and videotape. On May 5, 2003, a U.S. Navy destroyer entered the Sound pinging with it sonar loudly, apparently doing an anti-submarine drill. Video shows dolphins and killer whales almost beaching themselves trying to distance themselves from the circling warship. Nine porpoises washed up dead in the next few weeks. In the Bahamas in 2000, seventeen whales beached them-selves in a fifty mile radius on one day while the US Navy ran sonar drills. Two whale heads were sent to a university for autopsy; they had hemorrhaging in the ears and brains. Some whales must rise slowly to the surface after a deep dive, but the sonar pulses panic them and they rise too quickly, perhaps suffering decompression sickness. The Navy claims there is no “good evidence” that sonar hurts marine mammals, but they say they will try to reduce sonar testing in whale populated areas. (Chadwick, Grandest, 153; Hoare, 304; National Geographic DVD)

Because modern ship technology enabled humans to destroy most of the world’s fish, businesses had to find new ways to provide fish to the public. Especially with recent diets promoting a reduction of red meat, fish has become more popular. When wild fish cost too much, you start raising them like cattle.
Aquaculture is the watery version of “agriculture.” It basically means farming water animals and plants, rather than land animals and plants. It is the business version of fishing. An angler may toss out his line to reel in a bass; a fish farm raises thousands of fish in an artificial pen. China started fish farming in the centuries before Christ, and the Romans picked it up soon after. (Jahncke, 121) The French started local breeding of Atlantic salmon in the mid fifteenth century. (Greenberg)
As of 2009, fish farms accounted for one third of all fish produced in the world. One author wrote that fish farms produced 50% of the fish in 2010 (Stier, 48)
Ninety percent are grown in Asia, though the industry is growing fast in Latin America and Africa. (Mackay, 70) Greenberg says that our world now has eats about half wild fish, and half farmed fish. “As wild fishery stocks decline, there will be increasing demands for aquaculture products.” (Jahncke, xiv) 
Industrialists and local politicians enjoy using statistics like this one: Maine now has more Atlantic salmon now than ever in its history! Sounds great, right?
They do not mention that less than 1000 are actually wild and swimming in rivers naturally. The vast numbers of salmon in Maine are all in fish farms. (Wilcove, 168) Maine and many other states have built fish hatcheries to grow salmon. These are domesticated salmon, not wild, and it is more of a “pretend solution” and cheaper than solving the actual problem of river pollution or overfishing. (ibid., 173-177) 
Norwegian scientists in the 1960s began engineering salmon to grow faster by increasing the internal processes of the fish. Soon the salmon doubled in speed of growth. They exported these fish to Chile and British Columbia. Salmon used to live only in the northern hemisphere; now Chile is the second largest salmon production country in the world. (Greenberg) 
The fish farm industry is dabbling with genetic engineering and cross-breeding to produce “high-value transgenic species.” (Jahncke, 14) Why? Because there are problems encountered in “high-intensity” fish farms. 
When animals are overcrowded and trapped together, sharing the same water and food sources, disease can destroy whole groups at once. (ibid., 25; Wilcove, 180-181) Parasites can spread rapidly, like sea lice. Some Scottish rivers and lochs famous for fishing are now empty because fish farms produced sea lice that killed all the indigenous fish. (Clover, 308-309) A large salmon farm can produce as must “liquid waste” in the sea as a small city. (Niman, 209; Roberts, 270)
The biggest problem, attacked by critics and admitted by the industrialists, is the food requirements of farmed fish. It takes two to three pounds of wild-caught fish to feed one pound of farmed salmon. (Mackay, 70; Wilcove, 183) So we trawl the oceans for two or three million tons of wild fish to produce one million tons of farmed fish! More than 37 percent of all wild caught fish in the world are just ground up to feed farmed fish, hogs, and chickens! (Stier, 153; Imhoff, 67) Half of the fish meal goes to farmed fish, a fourth to pigs, a bit less for chickens, and ten percent for dog food. (Lambin, 35) The industry is hoping to engineer fish that can live on “vegetable-based protein diets thus reducing the risk that we are fishing the oceans to feed farm-raised species.” (Jahncke, 14)
In the 1980s, new genetic research by Aquabounty brought another doubling of the salmon growth rate. (Greenberg) This Massachusetts company did some genetic engineering by adding Pacific salmon genes to the Atlantic salmon to make it grow faster, and an eel gene to make it grow all year long. (Lupkin) 
Economically, the sudden boom of salmon fish farming led prices to crash. Lowering prices meant farmers tried to grow more fish. Cramming more fish into the same space brought an increase in diseases, parasites, and pollution. (Greenberg) When economics get tight for fishermen, they sometimes lash out at supposed “enemies” like seals. Reports in Scotland say that fish farmers kill up to 5000 seals a year “to protect” their fish. (Hawthorne, 35; Dawn, 151)
Because farmed salmon often escape from their pens, skeptics have worried that domesticated salmon could interbreed with wild salmon or out-compete wild salmon to take over the oceans. Although genetically engineered salmon are designed to be “sterile females,” about five percent are not sterile. (Lupkin) 
In recent years, genetically engineered salmon have escaped and thrived in a few western US rivers, where domesticated salmon now run. (Greenberg) Animal rights terrorists may also contribute to this problem. Animal Liberation Front members had a 2006 campaign to “free” farmed halibut in Scotland. Whether any of the fish survived or interbred with the wild halibut is hard to say. Thousands of the fish washed up dead on nearby beaches; they had never been in open water. (Roberts, End, 269)
There are many advantages to farmed salmon. They are easily caught and trans-ported to markets for human consumption. They are much cheaper than wild-caught salmon. The characteristic that makes fish farming the most industrial, for our industrial world, is that they grow and die on a schedule. By hatching them, feeding them, and growing the fish at a predictable rate, the “market” always knows that they can provide the flesh to consumers year round. (Greenburg)

Whaling

Most people know very little about whaling, aside from the story of Moby Dick. They also believe that whaling was abolished in the 1980s. Not exactly.
No records tell exactly when whaling started. Eskimos and coastal Indians may have been killing whales for a thousand years, using small boats and hand-made harpoons. In 1605, Captain George Weymouth witnessed an Indian whale hunt off the coast of Maine. His, and other tales, convinced the British that killing whales might be a profitable enterprise When a few dead whales washed up the beach near the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1635, the colonists recognized that while the meat was not tasty, the blubber made oil to light their lamps. By the 1640s people of New York and Massachusetts were founding the whaling industry. (Stackpole)
The target for early whalers was the “Right Whale.” This whale swims close to the shoreline and moves slowly; it has a higher percentage of blubber than other whales, and it floats conveniently when killed. Thus, people called it “the right whale” to kill. (Wilcove, 132) Tragically, this made it the first whale to become endangered. When fishermen took up whaling in Europe and Scandinavia, the Right Whale was extinguished by the 18th century. The European whalers were overly-successful because they intentionally harpooned calves so the mothers would stay for butchering. Thus adults and young were killed together. (ibid., 135) 
In 1935 the United States passed a law to protect the estimated three hundred right whales along our coast. Because this species breeds so slowly, and right whales continue to be rammed by ships or die in fishing nets, some doubt that the species will survive much longer. (Clover, 16; Hoare, 206; Wilcove, 136-137)
Small boats could handle placid creatures like the right whale, but more aggressive animals like the Sperm whale required bigger boats. The first was supposedly killed by Captain Hussey in 1712. (Stackpole) He may have discovered the rare wax-like substance of the intestine, ambergris, used in perfume. The spermaceti oil and ambergris were the most valuable part of the sperm whale, and some whalers simply drilled a hole in the animal’s head to claim those, leaving the blubber and carcasses for the sharks. (Taylor, Souls, 120) 
Fleets were built to catch sperm whales. The famous story of Moby Dick, by Herman Melville, is explained dramatically in the book (and movie) In the Heart of the Sea: the Tragedy of the Whaleship Essex by Nathaniel Philbrick. While the Nantucketers harpooned three sperm whales, Mocha Dick repeatedly rammed the Essex until it sank, in the year 1820. (Grice, 85-6)
 As the whalers “fished out” Atlantic sperm whales, they had to sail around South America to find the creatures in the Pacific. One reason that whalers were able to success-fully decimate Atlantic sperm whale numbers was due to an instinct in the animals. Threatened sperm whales often swim to the surface and form a protective circle around their calves, known as a ‘marguerite.’ This enables the adults to use mouths and flukes to protect the calves. Unfortunately, while that works against orcas, it makes the group easier to kill by whale boats. (Hoare, 78)
In spite of their success in the Atlantic, it is estimated that the whalers only killed about twenty thousand sperm whales during the 18th and 19th centuries. It was modern metal ships with explosive harpoons, in the twentieth century, that almost eradicated the species. Russians and Japanese killed fifty thousand sperm whales per year in the 1960s. (Ellis, Turning, 337-8) Only about 360,000 remained by the end of the twentieth century, perhaps 25% of the original population. (Hoare, 171)
Whaling fleets brought other kinds of destruction during their voyages. Dozens of men in a small vessel require food and water. They stopped as often as possible at ports, but often landed on small islands to find food and water. It is believed that whalers were involved in many extinctions of animals on these islands. Flightless birds and bird eggs were devoured. Turtles were captured and left on the deck for meat. 

“Charles Nordhoff would describe the wanton destruction he saw on his whaling cruise through the Indian Ocean and up the coast of Africa in search of sperm whales, as his crew mates harpooned and lanced any living thing they came across, from anaconda and hippopotamus to sea lion, as if anything alive became, by virtue of the fact, automatic targets.” (Hoare, 149)

The crew of the whaleship Essex, later famously sunk by Mocha Dick, stopped at the Galapagos Islands and took 300 giant tortoises weighing almost a hundred pounds each, for “a most delicious food.” (Stackpole) Some of the extinctions of island fauna may have come by invasive species, thanks to pirates and whalers, who would sometimes “deposit a few pigs” on islands for later visits as “meat on the hoof.” (Crosby, 175-176)
Many whalers were “good Christians.” Of course many sailors were ex-criminals and wicked, but not all. Nantucket especially was dominated by Quakers, at least among owners and officers aboard their vessels. One successful whaler named William Scoresby retired in 1823, after decades of harpooning. He wrote that “We are led to reflect on the economy manifestation in respect to the hugest of the animal creation, whether on earth or in the ocean, whereby all become subject to man, either for living energy or the produce of their dead carcasses.” He pursued whales righteously because killing animals is “satisfactorily explained on the simple principle of the Divine enactment. It was the appointment of the Creator that it should be so.” Scoresby, six years later, shot himself in the heart. (Hoare, 286)
During the U.S. Civil War, whaling was faltering. Old whaling ships were sunk by Union ships in Confederate harbors as part of the attempt to blockade the south, and Confederate warships sank many active whaling vessels around the world. (Stackpole)
It was a Christian who invented the deadliest weapon in whaling, the explosive harpoon. On Christmas Eve, 1868, Sven Foyn recorded in his diary, “I thank Thee, O Lord, Thou alone has done all,” when he patented a grenade bomb that would explode in a whale’s head. The man had been a seal hunter, “a most fortunate, religious, and good old man, respected and beloved by all who met him.” (Hoare, 313-314)
Whalers had been unable to kill the largest whales, like Blues, for two reasons. Rorquals are very fast, and steel lances could not reach deep enough to pierce the heart or lungs to kill it. The invention of the steamship, and the explosive harpoon, enabled humans to kill the big, fast whales. Blues, Fins, Minkes, and Humpbacks could now be ‘harvested.’ (ibid) It is hard to imagine the size of a blue whale. An adult blue whale tongue is as big as an elephant, and its heart, the size of a car. (Chadwick, Grandest, 225)
While humans now had the ability to crush whale populations, the markets had changed. The main use for whales had been oil from their blubber, to power street lights and table lamps. The discovery and processing of ground-based petroleum oil removed the need for whale oil. By 1895 the hundreds of whaling ships had diminished to only 51 vessels. (Stackpole) Whaling did not expand for some time. World War Two changed things.
Food, and jobs, were needed. European and Asian economies had been crushed by the war. Norway boosted their whaling efforts because of food shortages, and the United States helped Japan to build whaling fleets as a “fast fix for protein shortages in the crippled country.” (Chadwick, Greatest, 194, 209) General Douglas MacArthur, overseeing the effort to restore Japan to self-sufficiency, helped convert naval vessels into whaling ships for the people to eat fried whale or parboiled blubber. (Hoare, 326) 
The Japanese quickly moved from cold steel lances to grenade-tipped harpoons and lances with electrocution heads. This made the killing process must faster, so they could kill a whale in five minutes rather than two hours. (Scully, Dominion, 152; Chadwick, Grandest, 208-9) By using small motorized spotting boats and aircraft to locate whales, then medium sized vessels to harpoon the whales, and giant factory ships to suck in and cut apart the carcasses, the whole process could be done without calling at a port to unload. (Lynas, 38) Now the Blue whales, the largest animals on Earth, became the target. Some three hundred and sixty thousand blue whales died, leaving perhaps one thousand animals by the 1960s. (Hoare, 329)
When humpback and blue whales became rare in the 1960s, the first serious proposals to restrict commercial whaling were proposed. By 1966 when the first restrictions began, there were perhaps only six thousand humpbacks remaining. In part, nations agreed to stop hunting those species not out of concern, but because there were too few of those whales left to pursue. (Chadwick, Grandest, 231, 36) While not directly pursuing these species, the Soviets continued to kill endangered whales when they were found, and just did not report them. (Ellis, Singing, 186; Wilcove, 132-3)
As public protests grew louder and whale numbers grew fewer, the “harvesters” found new markets by selling the whale meat to fur farms and pet food companies. Soon the British banned the import of whale products. (Chadwick, Grandest, 90)
The 1960s idea of countries self-policing and self-reporting accurate whaling numbers had failed, so the International Whaling Commission (IWC) voted 27 to 5 (plus 5 abstentions) to ban all commercial whaling, to begin in 1985. The bylaws of membership, however, allow any country to file a protest, which means the country views the decision as “nonbinding.” Norway, Japan, Peru, and the Soviet Union filed protests and continued whaling. (Ellis, Singing, 180-181) 
Japan later withdrew their protest when they found a loophole. IWC rules allow whaling for “scientific purposes,” and so Japan now kills hundreds of whales each year calling it ‘research.’ The whale meat goes on the market just as before. DNA testing shows that the Japanese continue to kill humpback, blue and fin whales for their research. (Wilcove, 142-143) Japan says that they are conducting stomach contents research to see what whales are eating, though scientists say whale dung would tell them the same thing without requiring the killing. (Chadwick, Grandest, 178).
Japan and other countries have consistently used economic arguments and environmental arguments to justify their continuing whaling programs. In the 1980s the Japanese whaling industry had only 75 full-time employees, with perhaps a thousand working seasonally. Only one percent of Japanese people eat whale meat regularly. Yet they claim that their economy would be destroyed without whaling. (Scully, Dominion, 170)
Whaling nations and industrialists also claim that whales are overpopulated and need culling. This has been an argument for more than a hundred years. Norwegian whalers were killing orcas off the coasts of Australia since the mid 19th century, saying the killer whales ate ‘their’ fish. (Clayton) Norway again slaughtered killer whales in the 1980s, saying the whales ate all the herring. (Jones, Voice, 125-6) In reality, it was probably the growing fish-farm industry of Norway that scooped up herring to feed the farmed salmon.
Canada almost fell for this argument, when sport-fishing interests convinced the government to mount a machine gun at the tip of Johnstone Strait to kill orcas. Fortunately, they never used the gun. (Chadwick, Grandest, 129) 
Whaling nations run advertisements claiming that whales are consuming all the world’s fish, and we need to kill whales to save our food supply. (Scully, Dominion, 167) Japan’s minister of fisheries called small minke whales “the cockroaches of the sea.” (Chadwick, 212)
The Cornwall Alliance, a, purportedly Christian group formed to support agricultural and industrial interests, claims that whaling is good and should be brought back. 

“Environmentalists who fret over whaling need to realize that destruction of one species can enormously benefit many others. Sperm whales are prodigious consumers and eat around three percent of their body mass each day, a significant quantity for a creature that can weigh up to 60 tons. The total annual consumption of prey by sperm whales worldwide is about 100 million tons - a figure greater than the total consumption of marine animals by humans each year. It is not obvious that their extinction would be to the injury of other creatures, though humans might be sad to see them go. One might argue, as environmentalists have about humans, that voracious seafood consumption by whales has upset the delicate ecological balance of ocean life.” (Wanliss)

You see, we silly ungrateful consumers don’t realize that sperm whales are destroying the oceans, and whalers have been protecting us from their depredations! Ahem. 
Just as agriculture became agribusiness; and animal husbandry became concentrated animal feeding operations; now whaling is just a “fishery” and contains “sustainable harvests” of stocks. (Chadwick, op.cit., 89) Yes, it is only business. 
The collapse of the Soviet Union doomed their whaling fleets, so now it is mainly Norway and Japan doing the whaling. To combat negative publicity, these two countries pay other small countries to get involved. Norway convinced Iceland and Greenland to resume whaling activities. Japan gives cheap loans and special deals to countries to win votes at the IWC. Now some Caribbean islands have taken up harpooning baby whales to bring the mothers back for harvest. After hundreds of years without whaling, the Makah Indians of the US Pacific coast were helped by Japan to restart their small whale hunts. (ibid., 178; Scully, Dominion, 163, 174-5) Japan calls anti-whaling rules “imperialistic” and forcing indigenous cultures to forget their heritage.
The Sea Shepherd Society with Paul Shepard are advocates of “direct action” to stop whaling. They toss stink bombs onto whaling ships, sabotage propellers, or block harpoon boats. (Hawthorne, 225) It is not hard to see why some of the general public supports their endeavors, because the whaling nations are violating international law by using excuses and loopholes. Of course, international law is agreed to voluntarily, and not binding, legally, in this case. 
Not all of the news is bad. It seems that humpback whale populations have doubled since the whaling ban. Gray whales are also rebounding. By 1994 the California Gray came off the endangered species list. (Wilcove, 146) Right whales may or may not recover.
As for the history of whaling, let me say this.
While I find whaling as an idea distasteful, I cannot say it is absolutely wrong. In the early days of the industry, with wooden ships and men with harpoons, the oil was truly a human need, to create light. The whale bones and blubber and internal parts were practically all used, in most cases. The impact on overall whale populations were negligible except in the case of the right whale which was over-hunted. 
The European practice of spearing whale calves to attract larger females was a directly wicked act, contradicting two Old Testament laws that forbade killing a mother animal and its progeny together, and taking the mother bird and her eggs too. Stopping by small islands and allowing sailors to kill every living thing for food rations was also evil. So whaling in the early centuries might have been righteous if more care had been taken in thought and travel practices.
Modern whaling was an abomination in every way. Mass slaughter for profit without regard to the individual animals or their populations is dominion practiced as domination. I agree with Susan Bratton who wrote that “God created the waters to 'teem' with life…When a population collapses due to overhunting and a species that once numbered in the tens of thousands is reduced to a few dozen individuals, the Lord's blessing to be fruitful and multiply is denied.” (310)

Conclusion

We should not lose hope. Jesus is the King of the Earth. 
He owns this place. Jesus can and will find people and ways to help the animals in it. When we fail, it is a judgment and warning of the consequences of sin. When we succeed, it is a blessing from the grace of God.
In John chapter four, when Jesus had forgiven the Samaritan woman at the well, she returned to her town and brought salvation to many. Jesus told his disciples, “open your eyes and notice that the fields are already ripe for the harvest.” (John 4:35) He told them they would harvest lots even though they did not plant.
 Modern evangelists often use this passage to describe how the world is ready to be harvested for Jesus, by us today, by evangelism. That is a very expansive interpretation of the verse. I would offer a more localized interpretation. 
The whole world is not ripe for the gospel, but Jesus does prepare places, at His pleasure, to be ready for harvest. He brought redemption to the Samaritan woman, and she spread the news to her town. They had been waiting for a Messiah, and Jesus showed Himself to be that person. That region was prepared for the good news of the gospel. 
Right now, in this twenty-first century, the world is interested in stewardship: they have just not heard that this is the Bible’s teaching. All they have seen from Christianity is consumerism and hostility to conservation. I suggest that the world is ripe for the harvest, in the sense that the good news they await is part of our religion. When the church awakens to its duty and blessed work of earth-keeping, the world will see Christianity as good news.
The world is waiting to see true dominion. Not industrialist domination. Not liberal non-interference and Darwinian fatalism. Joyful Christian workers caring for God’s world. Most already recognize that the hands-off approach has failed, and cannot work. They now see that some level of human interference (dominion) is required to manage Earth.
“There is no hands-off approach. The question is not whether we are going to intervene; the question is how we are going to intervene.” (York, 9) American conservationist Aldo Leopold called wildlife management “intelligent tinkering” and said the first rule is to save all the parts, “every cog and wheel.” (Moo, 35)
Stephen Budiansky, author of several books about animals, and not claiming any religion, writes:

“Man has always been a part of nature, a fact we can ignore now only at the peril of man, animals, and the world. … Even as we as individuals have lost touch with the realities of nature, we as a species have become ever more a force in nature. We are partners in a new evolutionary dynamic that now dominates the earth – domestication We are also stewards of a land altered forever by that dynamic, as our fields and houses overrun the habitat of countless species, from the panthers of Florida to the rhinoceroses of Africa. Yet faced with the challenges of preserving wildlife habitat, protecting the earth's biodiversity, and saving endangered species, we devise solutions based on a model of nature that is ten thousand years out of date and somehow expect them to work. We believe that all we need to do is leave nature alone, and do no overt harm, and everything will be fine, as if our very existence had not irrevocably altered the ecological balance of the planet.” (5)

Likewise, in Scripture, Culture and Agriculture, Ellen Davis writes,

“… the contemporary data and the biblical text together demand that we press the question, does the human 'exercise [of] mastery among' the creatures necessarily make it impossible for the nonhuman creatures to thrive? Notably, and perhaps surprisingly to the layperson, the professional ecologists' answer is 'no.' A Stanford team of terrestrial ecologists concludes its survey of grievous and even disastrous conditions with the paradoxical statement that precisely because our activities are causing 'rapid, novel, and substantial changes' in ecosystems, 'maintaining the diversity of 'wild' species and the functioning of 'wild' ecosystems will require increasing human involvement.' The ecologists have run into a paradox worthy of theological investigation: The extent of our interference obligates humans to exercise what they call 'active management' – in the language of this biblical poem, 'mastery among' the creatures. This translation is in several respects preferable to the standard 'exercise dominion over...'” (54-5)

In other words, biological scientists are coming to realize that humans must act to “save the world.” That is dominion. The world is futilely trying to find secular people, living in selfish consumerism, to do the work that Christians should have been doing all along. (Frey, 58)
Of course we cannot fix all of the world’s problems, but we can start toward that goal. As Francis Schaeffer wrote, “…a truly biblical Christianity has a real answer to the ecological crisis. A Christian-based science and technology should consciously try to see nature substantially healed, while waiting for the future complete healing at Christ’s return.” (Schaeffer, Poll., 81) 
That does not mean that only Christians can do good work. Good things can come out of unsaved people. You do not have to be a Christian to do things that are praiseworthy for our world. The reason they are drawn to help the Earth, is that God has implanted the desire for dominion (as stewardship) in the hearts of all humans. Just as domestic animals are somewhat “programmed” to hang around people, so people are created with a fondness for our mission. They just don’t recognize that their mission came from God!

“Many of these [unbelievers] are my colleagues, who through God's grace work toward the integrity of creation even if they do not acknowledge their creator.” (DeWitt, 203)

The difference between Christian and non-Christian efforts to steward the Earth is motivation. Christians should be motivated by the seeking of glory to God the Creator.
I do not know the exact state of Daphne Sheldrick’s heart, the helper of orphaned elephant babies, nor of Jane Goodall, who studies chimpanzees. Whether they seek to glorify God or not, their work is consistent with good dominion.
Goodall famously says that it is no longer a question whether we want to make a difference in the lives of animals. We already do. The question is, what KIND of difference will we make? (York, 129) 
Here comes that true saying again: the perfect is enemy of the good. It is wonderful that God can use all people, even non-Christians, to do good. Throughout the Old Testament, God took pagans as facilitators of His will. Balaam was no saint. Neither was Saul, or Nebuchadnezzar, or Cyrus of Persia. This is why Christians can, and should, work with unbelievers who are doing good, when called to do so. I send a little money to help the Elephant Orphanage in Kenya under Ms. Sheldrick. Her work is good. As of 2012 the elephant orphanage has rescued 200 babies, with more than 100 released into the wild again. (304)
Some Christians are so fractious that they cannot even tolerate other Christian churches, let alone other denominations. The “ecumenical” or “evangelical” movements are viewed with hostility for the simple reason that they seek to work with people of other views. I suspect that the disciples had a lot of differing opinions, and yet Jesus kept them together.

“We humans have to work hard to make a home in this world. But we are also called upon by our Creator to utilize all our intellectual and creative gifts to ensure that all of God’s beloved creatures have a home in this world as well, so that they might continue to multiply.” (Lodahl, 43)

 If God intends for humans to be stewards of the Earth, they must work together. It is even possible that God will use future cooperation between Christians and unbelievers on stewardship issues to bring people to faith. That is not the main goal, just icing on the cake. The cake is taking care of God’s garden and its animals. I suspect that on the Day of Judgment, God will be not be asking “Why did you work with those agnostics? Or those Mormons?”, but “Did you do what I asked you to do, in the power of my Son Jesus?” He can deal with the agnostics and Mormons Himself. 
When I was a boy, in the sixth grade, I cannot say that I knew that. I just didn’t worry about it. When I learned about the horrors going on in the ocean, with whales being harpooned, I took a Greenpeace petition to my Christian school and got many signatures of students and teachers to oppose whaling. Greenpeace is definitely not a Christian organization, and might be considered a radical animal rights and environmental group. I would not recommend sending them money. However, if they occasionally do “good” without being radical, we can and should commend them for that action. Their motivations may be different from Christian motivations, and yet in the case of whaling, we sought the same practical outcome.
God gets the glory when humans can work together to do His will.

Chapter Nineteen
Dominion in Entertainment

Entertainment can be defined as simply an organized method of enjoying ourselves. Since God created humans and animals with the ability and desire to play and enjoy life, it is not surprising that we would organize large-scale games. Of course, sin enables us to organize evil games, that twist good joy into cruelty. 
Pets are an informal kind of entertainment. One of the major reasons that humans keep animals in their homes is because they bring joy. Pets are spontaneous bundles of joy and surprise, as discussed in chapter 13. 
Some animals have the ability to be trained. This has enabled humans to use many creatures for labor, or even military service. See my book Animals in the Military for a history.
Because we can train animals to do good things, we can also train them to do bad things. Or simply use their natural abilities to entertain in sad ways. The classic example would be the gladiatorial games so popular in the Roman empire. The Romans managed to exterminate whole species from north Africa and other parts of the world just for minutes of excitement in their coliseums.

“The combats of animals, with each other or with men, was always refreshing to this horrid thirst for cruel excitement… Under Nero, four hundred tigers fought with elephants and bulls. At the dedication of the Coliseum, by Titus, five thousand animals were killed. The rhinoceros, the hippo, the stag, the giraffe, even the crocodile and the serpent were introduced in what Tertullian fitly called ‘this devil’s pomp.’…” (Gerstner, Reasons, 156)

“Trajan, however, beat the record by the butchery of 11,000 beasts to celebrate his Dacian triumph. But for refinement of cruelty to animals Commodus took the palm. He kept animals at home in order to kill them: in public he dispatched with his own hands 100 bears, 6 hippopotamuses, 3 elephants, rhinoceroses, a tiger and a giraffe; and according to Herodian, who also mentions lions and leopards as Commodus' victims, he shot ostriches with crescent shaped arrowheads designed to decapitate the birds, whose headless bodies went on running.'” (Toynbee, in Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 53)

Bored and angry people do dumb things. Some drink, others commit crimes, and some invent ways to entertain themselves. Throughout recorded history, people have found ways to derive pleasure from the sufferings of animals.
James Collier, writer of The Rise of Selfishness in America, suggests that western permissiveness has grown in the twentieth century. As cities grew and vices flourished in the late 19th century, there was a reformist effort to quell activities like drinking and prostitution Many called these “Victorian values.” But the short-term success of “legislating morality” died quickly under intellectual challenges demanding total personal freedom. Freud and Dewey promoted freedom, with responsibility, but the counter Victorian movement demanded that the individual always be free of social restrictions. (124) When millions of U.S. soldiers returned from France after World War One, they had learned to enjoy alcohol, smoking, prostitution, etc., and they brought their desires home, leading to the “Roaring Twenties.” (159)
One example of this opinion came in response to the Michael Vick dog-fighting controversy. A columnist for WorldNetDaily said that no society should threaten a man’s liberty for the treatment of his own property. “I believe that all animals are property. Man is the only top dog…One either owns a resource or he doesn’t.” (Smith, Rat, 232)
 It is this “right” to “total personal freedom” that leads people to avoid any question about sin. Only freedom is right. Abortion, homosexuality, cruelty, perversion, rebellion, all of these are just “personal choices” in the view of many modern voters. There is no right or wrong, only “my choice.” That is not a workable premise for a viable civilization.

Sexual Crimes with Animals

This will be a very short section and not detailed to cause much discomfort. 
The Bible is quite specific, requiring the death penalty for people (and animals) caught in sexual relationships with each other. A cave painting said to be from 8000 BC shows an Italian man assaulting a donkey. (Hawthorne, 446) In the late Middle Ages this crime was called ‘Buggery,’ along with homosexuality, and was technically punishable by death, though the death penalty was rarely enforced. (ibid., 447)
The famous “Kinsey report” claimed that between 40% and 50% of rural boys had sex with animals, but this is believed to be greatly exaggerated. More recent studies have put the number at about 2% of women and 5% of men having relations with animals. (ibid., 450) Even this lower number is rather disgusting, to most civilized people. This widespread distaste for bestiality may be why Peter Singer, the beloved instigator of modern animal rights, has become vilified by his own original supporters. His utilitarian philosophy led him to support bestiality in 2001, saying it was fine if both parties “con-sent,” and has become an attack point against animal rights ever since. (ibid., 449)
A more specific and contemporary sexual crime against animals is the fetishistic “crush video” fad. In a crush video, people pay for videos of women in high-heels crushing live guinea pigs (and other small animals) under their spiked heels. One woman in Italy was charged with stomping rabbits, chicks, and mice to death, but was only fined and freed quickly. (ibid., 462-463)
In the United States, a 1999 law that outlawed crush videos was passed in the House of Representatives 372 to 42. The only nay votes were hunting advocates whose Safari Club members pressured, claiming that it harmed “constitutional rights.” (Scully, Dominion, 292) The U.S. Supreme Court overturned the law in 2009, ruling 8 to 1 that it restrict-ed “free speech” because the wording could be broadly interpreted to include hunting. (Laufer, No, 66-67) In 2010, Congress passed a newer Animal Crush Video Prohibition Act, but so far lower courts are tossing out all prosecutions of violators. (Hawthorne, 466-467) It is not clear whether the courts will strike down the newer version.

Movies and Art

I will not attempt to define “art.” Some filmmakers call pornography and even “snuff films” art. 
Some 17th century entrepreneurs made “music” by means of a “cat piano.” The owner lined up cages full of cats with their tails trapped on a large keyboard, then struck their tails with a hammer to get shrieks from the animals. (Shevelow, 81)
Cruelty to animals in the cinema was first called out by actor Errol Flynn. In the 1936 movie, The Charge of the Light Brigade, dozens of horses were killed in a battle sequence because producers strung invisible cables across the terrain to trip the horses, simulating battle deaths. Flynn complained to the ASPCA, and they pushed for rules on animal use in entertainment. (Hawthorne, 341)
Around that time, Benito Mussolini’s son made a patriotic movie to celebrate Italian glory in the movie Scipio Africanus. A few elephants were literally speared to death on camera for the final battle scene.
Dawn says that two hundred horses were killed during the filming of the original Ben Hur movie. (83) Presumably this was during the famous chariot race. At times, rules against animal cruelty could be avoided by filming outside of the United States.
The growth of cable television has expanded possibilities for programming, and “animal programming” is one popular avenue. Olmert says that watching nature films lowers our adrenalin and noradrenalin levels. (230) Animal Planet and National Geo-graphic channels specialize in nature shows.
In recent decades, some artists have “pushed the envelope” into the cruelty issue by using animals as art. Damien Hirst of England has displayed crucified sheep, a bull’s heart punctured with surgical tools, a kneeling sheep holding a prayer book, and thousands of dismembered butterfly wings as stained glass. (Hawthorne, 399) It is sometimes called “taxidermy-as-art.” It differs from traditional museum displays because it is intended to evoke emotional responses with a message of anger or disgust rather than curiosity. 
Snuff films are displays of death and suffering. Algerian-French artist Adel Abfdessemed created a video called “Don’t Trust Me” that caused controversy all over the world. It showed six animals beaten to death with a sledgehammer: a sheep, horse, ox, pig, goat, and doe. It traveled to various U.S. colleges, and was sometimes shut down early because of threats from animal-rightists. (Laufer, No, 62-63)
Technically, the film might be considered legal if the animals were privately owned and being killed for food. The doe is a wild animal so may fall under different rules. We are naturally revolted by the spectacle for a number of reasons. 
First, it is a graphic display of violent death.
Second, the editing for brevity makes it more poignant, with little time to reflect.
Third, the viewer must wonder, was this done just for this film? Why was it done?
Fourth, the use of a sledgehammer, which is not often seen as a weapon.
Fifth, the use of six animals often eaten for food implies an attack on carnivorism.
Sixth, the title of the film implies an animal-rights view that animals are persons and should be distrustful of the human world.
We are quick to condemn the film because it is disturbing. On the other hand, it is difficult to distinguish this from animal-rights video exposes showing cruelties and deaths in slaughterhouses and factory farms. We might say that exposing cruelties is a public service or an ethical necessity. I tend to agree. But is the film “Don’t Trust Me” not also doing the same thing, in a slightly different way? Are we only angry because we are sub-consciously aware of our own complicity in cruelty to meat animals? Why is it proper for slaughterhouses to bash in the cow’s head with a bolt gun while the artist was wrong to kill with a sledgehammer? If he ate the animals after thus killing them, would it be proper?
I do not support this kind of film, I am simply noting the inconsistencies of our thinking. 

Animal Fighting

Sociologists and others compare modern sports like professional football games to the ancient Roman bloodsports. They may be similar in popularity, and in allowing the masses to cheer for their favorite players, but there is little blood. Closer parallels are in modern animal bloodsports such as cockfighting, dog-fighting, and bullfighting. The climax of the bloodsport is death or fatal injury.
Such sports may have been common during the Medieval period, but records are scarce. Not until the 16th century do we find written accounts of bloodsports. Although the various types of animal fighting entertainments ran in parallel for centuries, we will discuss them as individual topics for the sake of clarity. Each sport has different elements and a variety of proponents and opponents.
Defenders of bloodsports have been using the banner of Christianity as justification since the Renaissance. In 1642, Thomas Fuller said that “man’s charter of dominion over the creatures” permits such sports. In 1735, William Somerville wrote that “The brute creation are his property, subservient to his will, and for him made. As hurtful as these he kills, as useful those preserves; their sole and arbitrary king.” (Thomas, Keith, 22) At the same time, however, opposition rose from Christians who said that domestication was proper but causing unnecessary suffering and deaths for entertainment was wrong. (ibid., 153)
Thomas Boston, a Puritan theologian, summarized it best.

“God has given the creatures into our hands, and they must endure much misery for our profit… But that God ever allowed man to make a sport of the proper effects of sin, to torment and put to pain any creature, merely for his pleasure, is what I do not believe.” (296)

Bullfighting, Bull-baiting, Dog-fighting, etc.
 
A bullfight is a man versus animal contest, while bull baiting is animals versus bull.
Bullfights must go back into the Middle Ages, because Pope Pius V decreed in 1567 that torturing bulls is “contrary to Christian duty and piety” and threatened excommunication for such amusements that are “more appropriate for devils than for men.” 
Bullfighting seems to be growing in popularity, if the statistics from PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals] and Hawthorne are correct. They say that in 1998, about 35,000 bulls were killed in Spain in the shows, but in 2011, about 250,000 were killed worldwide, most in Spain. (PETA, Bullfighting, and Hawthorne, 351-352)
The famous “running of the bulls” held in Spain is a precursor to the bullfighting shows, where those running bulls will be killed. (Dawn, 330) 
According to PETA, using a bullfighting veterinarian as a source, the bulls are tranquilized before the fights, and their horns are shaved down to reduce the danger to the matador. They are kept in darkness so that their release into the stadium blinds them.
In Stage one of a bullfight, men on old, drugged, blindfolded horses, chase the bull around the arena to tire him, and stab him in the neck with lances. The horses are drugged and blindfolded to keep them from panicking when around the bull. (Hawthorne) Horses may have their vocal cords cut so they do not neigh during the chase. (PETA)
In Stage two, harpoons are struck into the bull to cause blood loss and weakening.
In Stage Three, a matador stands in the center of the arena to taunt the bull and attempt to stick a sword into his shoulder blades. It is difficult to see how this prolonged and tortuous death is “sporting.” 
Once the bull is dead, ropes pull him out of the ring where he is dismembered and the meat used at a local slaughterhouse. 
PETA says that Mexican bullfights sometimes include “novillada” where children of spectators can enter the arena to stab baby calves. 
I can see no way that bullfighting could be a proper exercise of godly dominion over the animals. It is a cruel public display of human vanity and bloodlust.

Bull baiting was common as a sport in the Reformation era and is rarely practiced now. 

“A copious quantity of pepper was usually blown into the poor beast’s nose, ‘to render him the more furious,’ and then dogs - usually one by one, but sometimes several at once - would be released to attack the bull and attempt to seize its sensitive nose and face in their jaws. The bull, for his part, would attempt to throw the attacking dog in the air with his horns. The fabled strength of a bull when applied to the weight of a dog would often result in the dog flying very high indeed. Dogs thrown high enough would break their necks or backs upon landing. If not permanently crippled, they would crawl back to have at the bull again, this being a part of the spectacle. Bulldogs were specially bred for bull-baiting, hence their name. Being mostly head and jaws with little body behind, a bulldog with his jaws fastened onto a bull’s vulnerable snout would be nearly impossible to throw off. Then, according to a contemporary account, ‘the bull bellows and bounds and kicks, all to shake off the dog. In the end, either the dog tears out the piece he has laid on, and falls, or else remains fixed to him with an obstinacy that would never end, did they not pull him off. To call him away would be in vain; to give him a hundred blows, would be as much so; you might cut him to pieces, joint by joint, before he would let loose. What is to be done then? While some hold the bull, others thrust staves into the dog’s mouth, and open it by main force.’ A man who had seen a bull-baiting as a boy described it as ‘the most barbarous act I ever saw. It was a young bull and had very little notion of tossing the dogs, which tore his ears and the skin off his face in shreds, and his mournful cries were awful. I was up a tree, and was afraid the earth would open and swallow us all up.’ There were ghastly variations upon the theme: one bull’s hoofs were cut off so he might fend for himself on stumps…. ” (Metaxas, 75-76)

The Puritans probably gained their undeserved reputation as “killjoys” and stern opposers of anything fun because of their consistent opposition to cruel sports. Sundays became the most common time for the holding of animal fights, and so the Puritans sought to end these entertainments both for the cruelty and the Sabbath violation.

“Puritans lamented the readiness of dogs to fight with bears because they saw it as the result of the Fall and therefore a reminder of man's sin. 'The antipathy and cruelty which one beast showeth to another is the fruit of our rebellion against God,' wrote William Perkins, 'and should rather move us to mourn than to rejoice.' …But the Puritans also felt for the animals. 'What Christian heart can take pleasure to see one poor beast to rent, tear and kill another?' asked Philip Stubbes, for 'although they be bloody beasts to mankind and seek his destruction, yet we are not to abuse them for his sake who made them and whose creatures they are. For notwithstanding that they be evil to us and thirst after our blood, yet they are good creatures in their own nature and kind, and made to set for the glory and magnificence of the great God... and therefore for his sake not to be abused.'” (Thomas, Keith, 157)

The Puritans soon became hated enemies of the British royalty, and many moved to the new American colonies to escape persecution. Quakers, Methodists, and other groups continued to oppose cruel sports, without political result.
Bull baiting was widely viewed as one of the most cruel sports in the world, because there was no “sporting” element.  William Wilberforce, fierce opponent of slavery, repeatedly tried to have bull baiting outlawed in England in the early 19th century. He said that with the animal tied to a stake, “must we not conclude that the practice was inconsistent with every manly principle, cruel in its designs, and cowardly in its execution?” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 77-78)
His opponents painted Wilberforce’s efforts as “killjoy” measures from the fussy upper-class who opposed entertainments for the poor while the wealthy could go fox hunting. The reformers like Wilberforce tended, however, to oppose all blood-sports as cruel. (Metaxas, 252) His bills to end bull-baiting failed in 1800 and 1802 narrowly, 43 to 41 and 64 to 51. (Malcolmson, 201)
Another Christian stepped up to oppose this cruelty. The Reverend John Howells spent twenty years preaching against bull baiting. In his own region, the practice was banned. “Thus he gave most convincing proof that great things may be accomplished by zealously perservering in the cause of God…” (ibid., 188)
Although bull baiting is now rare, similar sports continue in pockets around the world. Bear baiting or “baying” events are held in two places: Pakistan, and South Carolina defanged and declawed bears are staked to the ground and attacked by hunting dogs. (Hawthorne, 345-347) 
Several Asian countries, including China, Indonesia, the Philippines, and South Korea, enjoy horse fighting. Horses fight to the death. In China, the losing horse is barbequed and eaten by the spectators. (ibid., 348)


Dog-fighting seems to be a more recent style of entertainment, mainly in rural America, though perhaps revived, by gang activity and the use of fighting dogs to protect properties with illicit activities. It seems to be an informal sport, done in secret, along with gambling. 
The one recent and infamous case brought the subject to public attention in 2009. A raid in Missouri found that football star Michael Vick participated in dogfights, and killed injured animals by shooting them in the head and burning the bodies in a barrel. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 63) Although Vick had a few defenders, he was punished for the crime, and his career suffered. 

Cockfighting

The most popular bloodsport in the modern era has been between chickens. This is probably because chickens are small, easy to care for, and prolific. Even poor people could try to raise a fighting hen, if they wished. 
A similar game, called cock-throwing, became a tradition on Shrove Tuesday, the day before Ash Wednesday during the season of Lent. Like a carnival throwing game, a chicken was tied to the ground with four feet of cord, and people paid a few pence for three throws of rocks, sticks, or clubs at the bird. The owner made more money if his chickens avoided being struck. To win, the thrower had to knock down the bird from a distance of twenty feet, then could grab the bird before it rose from the ground. (Prior, 191-192) The winner kept the bird. This event became popular in church yards, because most public events were held near the church. A variation included putting the bird in a ceramic pot and hanging it from a pole, and charging people to throw stones at the pot. If the pot broke and the chicken fell, the thrower got to keep the bird. (Malcolmson, 72) This was the peaceful version of chicken sport. 
Walter Gilbey wrote a book about vintage sports in 1912, with a large focus on cockfighting. I will cite his work often. He says that the sport was so popular in the late 17th century that church registers show that cockfights were often held inside church buildings. (40) A superstition in Shropshire among cockfighters was that communion bread gave their birds “super-strength.” So owners would secretly hide the wafer from the church service to feed to their fighting birds! (102-103) Formal competition, called a “main,” would last two to four days, with 8 or 16 cocks fighting in elimination rounds until the last champions fight each other. (44) 
In the early years, the cocks fought with only their natural weapons: feet, wings, and beaks. To reduce the chance of the opponent grabbing a cock by his combs and wattles (head and neck skin), these were trimmed off. Before battle, the chickens were wiped down in butter to make it harder for the enemy to bite or grab. (21) Owners would sharpen the cock’s beak and spurs with a knife, and even shave the wing tip down to a sharp point hoping that a wing flap might blind the opposing bird. (26-27) By the 1680s, artificial metal “spurs” were invented to make the contest quicker. (46)
The money in prizes came by gambling on the participants, and perhaps from sales of food and liquor. Puritan Philip Stubbes wrote that in the cock pit, “nothing is used but swearing, forswearing, deceit, fraud, collusion, cozenage, scolding, railing, convitious talking, fighting, brawling, quarrelling, drinking, and which is worst of all robbing of one another of their goods and that not by direct but indirect means…” (12) Puritans were first to oppose bloody recreations. (Parker, James, 19)
In 1625, Bolton opposed bloodsports in his book, General Directions for a Comfortable Walking with God. “Alas, sinful man! What an heart hast thou, that canst take delight in the cruel tormenting of a dumb creature? … and make thyself merry with the bleeding miseries of that poor harmless thing, which in its kind is much more, and far better serviceable to the Creator than thyself?” Seven years later, Perkins wrote, “The baiting of the bear, and cock-fights, are no meet recreations… and the antipathy, and cruelty, which one beast sheweth to another, is the fruit of our rebellion against God, and should rather move us to mourn, than to rejoice.” (Oldyns, 71) The Puritans hoped to replace these sports with “wholesome, clean, non-violent” athletic competitions, but to no avail. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 77) 
One reason cockfighting remained popular for centuries is that British schools for young boys made it a central sport. “For weeks after, the school floor retained its deeply stained blotches of blood, and the boys would be full of exciting narratives regarding the glories of gallant birds who had continued to fight until their eyes had been pecked out, or who in the moment of victory had dropped dead in the cock-pit.” Children grew up to love the sport, and refused to give it up as adults. (Gilbey, 4-5)
Opponents continued to blast cockfighting in poetry and newspaper articles. They focused on the domestic usefulness of the chicken, “which God hath formed more universally useful to Man than any other of the whole feathered Race…” (Anonymous, Clemency, 1761, p. 27)
After human slavery had been abolished by Christian reformers, the government began to respond to other rules of mercy and kindness. Cockfighting was banned in London in 1833. The accession of Queen Victoria in 1837 brought a “tide of opinion against cock-fighting.” She wrote that “No Civilization is complete which does not include the dumb and defenceless of God’s creatures within the sphere of charity and mercy.” (Linzey, Christianity, 53) A harsher law in 1849 drove the sport underground. (Gilbey, 96; Thomas, Keith, 160)
Drummond told of an Irish pastor involved in opposing the sport.

“Many years ago, a Presbyterian minister in the north of Ireland, desirous of putting a stop to cock-fighting, a barbarous custom to which the people of his parish were addicted, particularly at the season of Easter, requested their attendance to hear a discourse on a very interesting subject. The congregation, of course, was crowded. He chose for his text that passage of Matthew or Luke which describes Peter as weeping bitterly when he heard the cock crow; and discoursed upon it with such eloquence and pathos, and made so judicious an application of the subject, that this hearers from that day forth abandoned the unchristian practice. Of how much good was this single discourse productive?...” (Rights, 195)

Although cockfighting continued in England in small, secret bouts, the United States took up the sport in earnest. Once widespread, it is now practiced mainly in the deep south and Appalachia. 
Because cockfighting is now illegal in every state, the matches are held in secret. It has been difficult for writers and animal-activists to view the events because of suspicion that any strangers may be undercover agents. Herzog viewed several cockfights, and discovered that not all are fought to the death. If one rooster is hurt or stops fighting, the match is called off. Leaders claim that some of the money goes to local churches! 
Police will sometimes let these matches go on if they don’t sell alcohol or cause trouble. The cockfighters have interesting opinions. They think the sport is “humane,” and that steel spurs give both birds an equal chance of winning. They believe that chickens do not feel pain, and that they like to fight, because God made cocks to fight! They also hate animal rights groups like the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) for its deter-mined war against cockfighting. The HSUS is lobbying congress to make cockfighting a federal felony, since many states have only a $50 misdemeanor penalty for the offense. (Herzog)
Peter Laufer’s book No Animals were Harmed has the most detailed study of cockfighting in modern America. He did personal interviews with cockfighters and animal-rightists, and observed some events. Laufer also notes some of the contradictions between our laws against cockfighting compared to our allowance for cruelty in other arenas.
Modern cockfighters try many methods to give their birds an advantage in combat. Like the old British, they cut off the come and wattles to reduce pulling and bleeding injuries; but they also pull feathers from the anal area to help the bird stay cooler during the fight. (138) Birds that do not seem aggressive enough before a contest are sometimes given Tabasco sauce in the anus for a “jump start.” (28) One Pikeville, Kentucky, cockpit owner says that chickens are not animals. “Anything that flies is a fowl. You can’t say a fowl is an animal.” (61)
The cockfighters make a good point, saying that their fighting chickens have a longer and better life than the broiler chickens raised by Tyson or other factory farms. Some cocks live from four to nine years, whereas meat chickens live only a few months. (Laufer, 222) The problem is that the bird happens to get a good, longer life, because it is being trained for the purpose of fighting and possibly killing other birds. Promoting violence is not God’s ideal. Pain and death are results of sin, and not to be enjoyed. 
It is true, however, that our laws to stop cockfighting are contradictory. 
In Alabama, cockfighting is technically illegal but not much of a crime. A conviction means a misdemeanor and fine of $50 or less. There is no law against raising fighting cocks, owning spurs or other equipment, or spectating. The only rule is against actually being caught fighting the cocks. Whole families attend. One cock fighter in Alabama says, “It’s a family derby. We don’t shy our children or grandchildren from rooster fighting because we don’t see anything wrong with it.” (34)
Laufer points out the illogic of anti-cockfighting rules. “What strikes me as bizarre is that Louisiana law does not care if Huln wrings the necks of roosters he believes won’t serve him well in the cockpit. He can kill them to eat them. He can kill them because he doesn’t like their personalities. He can kill them just because he feels like killing them. But if he pits one against another in a cockfight, he’s breaking the law even if they both live through the match.” (Laufer, No, 32)
He also notes that if law enforcement officials raid and capture illegal roosters fighting, they are killed. One official asks, “But isn’t it a paradox that the law considers it abuse to allow them to fight, so you kill them in order to prevent them from fighting?” (Laufer, No, 133)

In the country of Bali, cockfights are done as a sort of sacrificial ritual, to appease demon spirits that cause rats and mice to eat their rice. Cockfights are therefore held in temples, and the blood on the floors is believed to ensure a good harvest of rice. (Downer, 122)

All of these animal fighting “sports” are wrong because they violate the principle of care that God set for the humane treatment of animals: no harm. Similar to the doctor’s creed, “do no harm,” God said that animals under our care must be protected. Intention-ally inflicting pain or death for money or pleasure is wrong. 

Rodeos and Circuses

Circuses and rodeos are similar because they both travel to towns and cities to entertain people, for profit, using many animals. Rodeos are a country-western style of showmanship to demonstrate skill at the handling of domestic animals. The circus has a uses animals in formal demonstrations of skill and control in groups. Neither venue publicly demonstrates cruelty nor wishes for animals to be harmed or die. 
The animal-rights arguments against circuses and rodeos are two-fold. The captivity itself is an evil; and the animals are treated cruelly “behind the scenes.”
It is commonly believed that the origin of rodeo entertainments began in 1844 when Texas Rangers held a racing event against Mexican riders and Comanche Indian warriors. (Hawthorne, 267) If I remember correctly, legend says that the Indian rider won, riding backwards!
I grew up in California and attended many rodeos. As a boy, I was very sensitive to cruelty, but never saw any obvious harms to the animals. It seemed like the animals “won” half the time by dislodging their riders or avoiding the lariats. At the end, all the cowboys and animals and crowds seemed to go home happy. In recent years I have watched some rodeos on television. I did see some cowboys get injured when falling from their attempted bucking rides, but no animal injuries. No doubt, some animals get injured during the events.
Animal lawyer Jennifer Reba Edwards loves riding her own horses, but says that rodeos routinely abuse their horses. (Laufer, No, 203) Questions about the training methods, or devices and tactics used to get horses or bulls to buck violently, have led to many animal rights protests against rodeos in various cities. It is said that shock devices, heel spurs, and flank straps are used to get the animals to perform more vigorously. When Pittsburgh banned the use of such devices, rodeos stopped coming to the city. (Hawthorne, 268) 
The point of the rodeo is to entertain the audience as men and women seek to show their skills at riding and roping domestic animals. The bucking bronco horses may be a simulation of the process of “breaking” the horse to go from wild to tame. Since bulls are not generally desired for riding purposes, I suppose that is solely a show of “dominion” over a huge animal. It is far less violent than the Spanish bullfighting tradition.
The bucking and riding demonstration is certainly an unusual event, since the purpose is NOT to “break” the animal. The grading system for victory is based on the rider remaining seated for several seconds, and the vigorousness of the animal’s attempts to dislodge the rider. Riders want to ride the most violent beasts for the opportunity of winning the contest.
The flank strap is intended to cause the animal discomfort or pain as a means of antagonizing it to buck. Thus, the horse or bull may in fact simply be trying to dislodge the strap, rather than the rider. This seems clear because the animals continue to buck and twist even after the human has been tossed or dismounted. I grant that there is some pain involved in creating the show.
As for electric prods and heel spurs, I do not know if these devices are used routinely at all rodeos. An electric prod would be a short-burst of surprise and probably not cause real damage or harm, used sparingly. Heel spurs might cause actual wounds to the animal, but as used by cowboys they are not worn to harm their mounts. 
The basic question then is, should we NEVER cause any pain to an animal, even if it is quick and causes no long-term harm? Of course, we are perfectly willing to cause minor pain to our own pets when we take them to veterinarians and get their shots. That is for the good of the animal. Rodeos are entertainment, not health care. They do make money. But the events are also social, with friendly competition and spectators enjoying the demonstrations 
My tentative opinion is that rodeos are not cruel. The short-term use of a bucking strap or even a prod will last briefly, and does no real harm. These devices are more in the line of motivational tools to spur activity, and do not cause injury.
The real and actual anger from animal-rightists against rodeos is the captivity of any creature. The demonstration of human dominion upon these large animals is an offense to those who believe animals and humans should be equals.

On rodeos: “…the desire to prove the superiority of humans over animals is still strong. The audience shows little sympathy for the animals involved and applauds their domination. These events have arisen in a culture which emphasizes the distinction between people and other animals. It is an extension of the philosophy of conquering nature that motivated the pioneers of the American frontier.” (Downer, 204)

I would say that the American frontier days were only the immediate catalyst for rodeos. People have always had the God-given desire to exercise good dominion over domestic animals, and show their learned skills in every culture. County fairs are people showing off their agricultural and pastoral skills with examples of animals and vegetables and fruits. Showing your dog’s abilities at obedience to commands, to your friends, is an accomplishment to be proud of, if obtained kindly.

Captivity is a complicated question and we will discuss it later in this chapter.

Circuses are more complicated, because they use both domestic and wild animals, and they travel. 
Henry Bergh, an early animal activist in the United States, sued P.T. Barnum and circuses for feeding live animals to boa constrictors. The court case did not last long, because scientists testified that large snakes prefer live food, and so Barnum won. How-ever, Barnum became a member of Bergh’s American Society against Cruelty to Animals. When Bergh died, Barnum built a monument for him, and was one of the pallbearers at his funeral! (Lane, Marion, 24)
Over the last 150 years, there have been many disastrous animal problems in circuses: most of them with elephants. The elephant was one of the biggest attractions for a circus in America, because most people had never seen one. Only large cities could afford a zoo with elephants, and so country folk were treated to see many strange creatures. In a sense, the circus was a traveling menagerie of animals and entertainment of human oddities and skills. 
The problem with circuses came with the very nature of frequent travel (usually by rail), and transient workers with low-paying jobs. The public performers might have been well paid, but the grounds crews and animal caretakers were not respected much. High-job turnover means, often, low-skilled workers. Because wild animals like zebras and elephants and boa constrictors are temperamental and foreign to our experience, they are hard to care for. If you care poorly for a zebra, it might die. If you care poorly for an elephant, it might attack.
Elephants are highly social, communicative, and peaceful animals. But they are also very intelligent, and can be offended, or become bored. Mistreatment is not forgiven, and grudges may be held for years. If an angry elephant sees a chance to exact revenge on a cruelty perceived, the human involved will die. Then the panic ensues among the spectators (if it happens in public) and chaos can spread. 
That is not to say that every circus elephant attack is caused by direct cruelty. Because the elephant is a herd animal, it lives in a hierarchical system with a matriarch, a female leader. In a circus or zoo environment, a human becomes the leader. It takes months or years for elephants to form attachments and feel comfortable in the hierarchy. If job turnover is high, and new human leaders are introduced frequently, the elephants become confused and uncertain about who is in charge. If punished by a human for not performing well, when the elephant doesn’t yet accept the new leader, there can be anger and a perceived violation of hierarchy. I suspect that some zoo elephants “flip out” just out of frustration for all their unmet emotional and social needs, rather than physical needs.  
I also suspect that it is the frequent transportation of circus elephants, in rail cars or trucks, that is a major trigger. They have precious little space to roam around even on the ground near the circus tent. When forced into a truck or rail car, there is no room at all. They may be bored out of their skulls for many hours or days going from one place to another.
I do not believe that circuses often intentionally act with cruelty to their elephants. A bad keeper may pop up from time to time, but they will not last. The problem is that I doubt a traveling circus is capable of meeting the needs of a pachyderm. If a circus was more like a zoo, with one or two or three central locations, where people came to them, rather than the circus going everywhere, then elephants might be able to adjust to the lifestyle. 
Learning tricks, contrary to animal-rights advocates, is not the trigger for misbehavior Having lived with working elephants in Thailand for ten days, my impression was that the elephants usually enjoyed doing various things for crowds. Elephants are easily bored, and keeping their minds working with unusual missions may have been more of a joy to the creatures than standing in their stalls with nothing to do. 

“Although many animal lovers today look at training as a restrictive and imperial (hierarchical) intervention into the carefree and wild life of the animal, training is actually a kind of language that requests the obedience of the animal only in order to expand the animal's capacities for responsibility, to enhance the animal's awareness of the human environment in which the animal lives, and to encourage the animal's desires for disciplined and thoughtful activity.” (Webb, On God, 92)

Racing

The racing of horses is probably an ancient sport. Competitiveness is a common human trait, and the skill in training an animal properly to be a fast runner is compelling. We marvel at the horse’s strength and speed and grace. It should be recognized, however, that horses were not originally created by God for the purpose of carrying riders in a race. I say that not to be coy, but from historical evidence that horses have been selectively bred to become large enough for carrying riders. The earliest horses used by humans, such as those pulling ancient Egyptian chariots, were small, like ponies. Only about 2800 years ago were horses large enough to carry human riders. 
Because God intended for some animals to be “domestic” and live with humans for mutual help, I do not say that horse racing or plowing or riding are wrong. However, these activities can be done badly and become a wrong.
The Quakers and other Christian groups began to oppose horse racing in the mid 17th century because it involved “overstraining…and over-forcing creatures…beyond their strength.” (Thomas, Keith, 158; Tryon, 1) One reason that Americans do not show much concern about the treatment of racing horses is that they do not see behind the scenes, or the scope of the sport. Most of us only see one of the Triple Crown horse races on television We view the lovely horses being patted and cheered. 
I am not an expert on horses, though I did grow up riding them. My Mom was a “vaulter,” and taught trick riding to many students. I was often the small fry guinea pig to stretch my arms out above a girl’s head as she galloped on the horse around the arena: a stunt called “the flying angel.” I even have a lip scar from a sharp hoof in the face from age one. An early “connection” to animals!
One of the central problems with the horse racing industry is the decision to train and run horses early in their lives, before they are fully developed. Race horses begin training at age one, before their bones are even matured. (Dawn, 93) The weak spot is the ankle. Horse ankles are similar to human size, and yet must support over 1000 pounds of weight at a sprint. Running horses on weak ankles is the norm, and a New York Times investigation in 2012 says that about 24 horses per week die on tracks in the United States when their legs break. (Hawthorne, 288-289) Of course it is not the broken ankle that kills the horse. It is too expensive and time-consuming to rehabilitate a downed horse, so they shoot it. This was seen on live television in the 2006 Preakness with the death of Barbaro. “Some experts in equine development say that racehorses are too young and have insufficient bone development to take the pressure and great speeds that racing demands.” (Anderson, Powerful, 10)
35% of the horses that are trained to race never run on a track, because they are injured or just not good runners. If a horse strains it tendon, there is a common practice of “bar-firing” to allow it to run. By applying a red-hot iron to the strained tendons, the nerves die, and the horse is able to run without pain. This enables the owner to sell the horse for a better price, even though the horse has already ruined its legs and will soon be lame. (Sargent, 141) My Mom witnessed this also. We had a race horse that strained its tendons, but rather than sell her, we kept her as a home riding horse. 
To gain a competitive edge in races, some owners and riders have been caught using steroids and painkillers. (Hawthorne, 289) Some horses are even “sabotaged” by competitors with drugs or intentional injuries. 
The most obvious sign that horse racing owners do not care about their horses, aside from the money they earn, is the fate of most race horses. A few lucky, successful race horses go on to become “studs” or breed mares. Their breeding potential makes a lot of money for the owners, who require strictly controlled bloodlines. The possibility of gaining a horse with champion genetics means that breeders can get millions of dollars for the sperm. 
For the forty thousand race horses that do not win all their contests… they become dog food or meat for eastern Europeans. (Bekoff, Animal, 138)  The euphemism for this is “retirement.” When the Kentucky Derby winner “Ferdinand” was killed for pet food in 2002, there was a public outcry. Congress then passed the American Horse Slaughter Prevention Act in 2006, that stopped horse slaughter in the United States. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 61)
To circumvent the law, retired racehorses are just put in trucks for a long trip to the slaughterhouses in Canada or Mexico. (Hawthorne, 49)
This is a violation of biblical principles of animal treatment. If owners use an animal for personal gain, they are obligated to care for the animal for the duration of its natural life, unless major medical problems require an early death. It is a sort of social contract. I will use you for labor but I will also protect you from harm, feed you, and care for you in exchange for that service. 
For race horse owners to send their horses to trucks for slaughter right after their racing careers is wicked. God will not be pleased with their abuse of His creation.

Dogs are another animal that perform on tracks for human entertainment. Grey-hounds have been purposely bred for speed. Most are born for the purpose of racing, and if they are not good racers, they are killed. In recent years, the controversial killing of greyhounds has led to an increase in adoptions, but generally, the animals do not end up in a home. In 1991, seventy percent of Greyhounds were executed without ever racing. (Wieber, 155)

“Greyhound racing is a cruel business in which the lives of these gentle giants are expendable when not profitable. Young dogs typically have six opportunities to place in the top four positions in their maiden runs, which means they must demonstrate profitability for their owners. If they fail to do so, the tracks usually euthanize them.” (Gilmour, Eden’s)

The animals are tattooed on the ear for identification. In spite of the fact that they are bred to run, they are kept in small cages most of their lives. If a dog loses too many races, it is dubbed “dead dog walking” and shot. In 2002 a mass grave containing 3000 dead greyhounds was found in Alabama. (Dawn, 96-97) Just in case someone might find the dead dog’s bodies, the greyhounds ears are cut off to remove the ID tattoos. (Hawthorne, 291) This shows how much greyhound owners care about their animals.

Another form of dog racing is done in the frozen lands of the north, and called “mushing.” Not all mushing is racing, since dog sledding is the best way to get around snowy terrain. The yearly Iditarod race is a mushing contest: a long cross-country event. 
I interviewed a dog musher for my book People Promoting and People Opposing Animal Rights. Dog mushers seem to be fairly normal, living in a strange ecosystem and using primitive transportation. I am happy to give some of them “the benefit of the doubt.” 

“Some people claim that dogsledding is cruel, and no doubt with some people there may be cruelty. But what I cannot accept for one instant is the idea that simply sledding with dogs misuses or mistreats them. For these dogs, dinner was the only thing to be greeted with more anticipation than a day on the trail. There was nothing they wanted more than to go with us.” (Marshall, 135) 

I agree. There is nothing wrong with dog-sledding, if it is done properly, with care for the animals from birth to death. But that is the real question. Does the desire to win the Iditarod race bring a level of competitiveness that brings cruelty or harm to the animals? 
Animal-rightist Hawthorne claims that mushers breed fifty or more dogs per year to find 15 to 20 good runners, and kill the rest. (287) If true, that is evil. I do not condemn mushing, from what I can see, but it is important that the mushers be true to biblical principles of animal treatment. 

One growing animal racing sport uses pigeons. For centuries, pigeons were used as messengers and racers, but with the advent of communication technology, the collectors of pigeons lost interest. Now the sport is resurgent in places like Los Angeles, California. 
There is no obvious harm in pigeon racing. The only problem so far is the illegal activity of their owners in killing predatory birds. Because hawks and eagles love to catch pigeons, the racers have shot down the raptors. (Laufer, 75) That is illegal.


Hunting and Fishing


The killing of animals is not necessarily wrong, although it is a “natural evil” only happening because of sin in the world. However, since Jesus Himself killed animals to provide furs for the naked Adam and Eve, and provided nets full of fish for His own disciples, we know that not all animal death is a sin.
The question that we are now wrestling with is where to “draw the line” between good and bad killing of animals. What are “good” reasons for killing, and what are insufficient justifications for killing? In chapter 16 I showed that eating meat is permitted IF the animal was properly treated and killed. 
The study of hunting is somewhat different because a lot of hunting is done for “sport” or pleasure rather than for any human need. 
The first mention of hunting in the Bible comes in Genesis chapter 10. God allowed Noah and his family, and apparently future generations, to kill animals for meat. 
  
Genesis 10:8-9, “Cush fathered Nimrod, the first great warrior on earth. The Lord saw him as a great hunter, and so it is said, ‘Like Nimrod, whom the Lord saw as a great hunter.’” 

The English translation makes no obvious condemnation of Nimrod, but the Jewish interpreters of Genesis say that God did not love Nimrod. The unusual repetition of Nimrod as a great hunter may indicated that Nimrod was defiant of God’s will. (Slifkin, 177) You might say that God was speaking “tongue in cheek,” that “Yes, Nimrod was a great hunter rebel.” The idea is that Nimrod led to the rebellion of the Tower of Babel in the city that he founded. He was a great leader of men, a violent man, who wanted to defy God by keeping everyone together rather than spreading out, as God had ordered.
The next great hunter mentioned in Genesis was Esau. Gen 25:27, “Esau became a skillful hunter, a man of the field, but Jacob was a peaceful man, living in tents.”

“Hunting as a sport was never popular among the Jewish people. Nimrod and Esau, who were too fond of the chase, have always been regarded unfavourably in Jewish tradition.... In the Torah the sport of hunting is ascribed only to fierce characters like Nimrod and Esau, never to any of the patriarchs or their descendants... ” (Isaacs, 80-81)

In Malachi 1:2-3, God said “I loved Jacob, but I rejected Esau. I turned Esau’s mountains into desolation, his inheritance into a wilderness for jackals.” Romans 9 cites this again. 
It is not certain that God’s disfavor of Esau was because of Esau’s love of hunting. The punishment here speaks of Esau’s inheritance. Esau had once been hungry and sold his inheritance to Jacob for a bowl of food. Jewish tradition and the Talmud condemn hunting for sport, and portray Nimrod and Esau in a villainous light. (Osborn, 171)
King David’s warrior named Benaiah showed his martial prowess by killing Philistines and killing a lion in a pit on a snowy day (II Samuel 23:20). This does not prove that killing the lion in a pit was virtuous, as verse 22 says, “these are the kinds of things” that Benaiah did. 
Hunting was not a big part of Jewish life. It is rarely mentioned in the Old Testament, and even less in the New Testament. Fishing is mentioned often, mainly as the occupation of many of Jesus’ disciples. Jesus even paid taxes by having a disciple catch a fish and pull the coin from the fish’ mouth. (Matthew 17:27)
Fishing at the commercial level was discussed in chapter 18. The sinfulness of corporate and national fishing fleets that have emptied the world’s oceans is obvious. 
Fishing at a personal level is a very different question. A wild-caught fish has had a decent, or at least normal, life. If it is caught for eating, as long as it was caught legally, and is not an endangered species, there is nothing wrong with catching it. The impact on the environment is minimal; the population of the species is unlikely to be harmed. 
I also think that recreational fishing, for sport, and not for meat, is appropriate, within reason. As far as I can tell, sport fishermen are not taking pleasure in the actual death of the fish they catch. They are enjoying the scenery, and the thrill of the catch (unknown until it is reeled in), and the social time with friends. I am completely willing to oppose any cruelty that I see, but the occasional taking of a trophy for taxidermy or showing off to friends does not seem to be a harm. 
Note that this is different than my position on domestic animals. When we “adopt” a domestic animal our responsibilities are greater than our duties to a wild animal. Once an animal joins our household, it becomes “almost-family.” You should not, for sport, pull a fish from your fishtank to watch it die, nor kill it without good reason. Wild animals are different. God owns the wild animals, and to abuse them in any way is an evil. To kill one for food is almost never wrong. To kill one for pleasure could be wrong, if the animal is rare, or you do it from a cruel heart. 
Just taking pleasure by fishing or hunting is not evil. Humans gain pleasure from various sensations and activities, and the pleasure itself is not a wrong if not a violation of God’s will. Just as a museum may exhibit the stuffed body of a hunted animal for public education and entertainment, so an individual may do the same, within reason.
I say within reason because like “hoarders,” the collecting of “specimens” or “trophies” can become an obsession and thereby become evil. A museum or scientist may collect a wide variety of specimens for comparison and contrast for the purpose of improving knowledge of God’s world; but for the individual that would usually be an over-reach. A collection can become an idol, like gambling. 
Animal-rightists disagree. In the 19th century, animal advocate Styles wrote against sport fishing, saying “no angler can be a good man.” (31) Though he called fly-fishing “the least cruel form of angling,” it was still “an amusement which seeks the life of an animal for its victim.” (33) He is assuming again that the fisherman’s intention is simply to kill. When I fished, my goal was not to kill. I wanted to get some sun, tie some flies, see what might be hiding in the water, and maybe eat something I caught. I think that animal-rightists are too quick to judge the motives of their perceived opponents. A few fishermen and hunters may be bloody-minded, but I suspect it is a minority.
Richard Alan Young rails against live bait (like worms) as torturing two animals at once. (90) I am not convinced that worms have nervous systems. Fish, I think do feel pain. 
In the Renaissance era, people did not think much about fish having pain.

“It was this uncertainty as to whether fish had sensation, since, as well as being virtually bloodless, they did not cry out or change expression, which enabled angling to retain its reputation as a philosophical, contemplative and innocent pastime, given impeccable ancestry by the New Testament and particularly suitable for clergymen. Fishing, unlike hunting, had never been forbidden to clerics by the medieval church; and in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was the favourite recreation of many godly divines, including William Perkins, who had thundered against other animals sports. Commentators objected to some details, like the use of live bait or the practice of spearing fish, but they seldom attacked the sport itself, partly, of course, because fish were usually caught to be eaten.” (Thomas, Keith, 177)

The modern practice of “catch and release” is an intriguing innovation, and I think, a good one. The idea is that the fisherman will throw back any fish he did not want, or is too small, so that it can continue to live. That is far less wasteful than the commercial fishery practice of discarding “bycatch” into the oceans. 
On the other hand, we should keep in mind that even a catch and release fisherman may be sometimes killing those released animals. A fishing expert told the Miami Herald that ten to twenty percent of fish caught and released eventually die of their wounds. Perhaps some fish are more susceptible to harm in this process. A study from the Mary-land Department of Natural Resources claims that fifty percent of striped bass die when caught and released. (Dawn, 90) Hawthorne says that caught then released fish die within six days from 16 to 43 percent of the time. (284)
A clever cartoon by Dan Piraro, called Bizarro, shows a fly fisherman explaining himself to a hiker. “I don't keep what I catch. I just stick a barbed hook in its face, yank it gasping from the water; rip the hook out, & Then throw it back in, leaving it to wonder what kind of god would allow such a thing.” (ibid., 89)
Certainly, if we do catch and release, we should be as gentle as possible with the fish, to give it the best possible chance of surviving. I think most fishermen do so. But animal-rightists will oppose it simply because it all fishing catches cause pain. It is better to try than to just kill any fish caught. Even if the odds are only fifty-fifty that the fish will survive, that is a good chance.

Back now to hunting.
The chief opponents of hunting in the first centuries after Christ were the Pythagoreans, or vegetarians. Of course, they opposed all killing of animals, not just hunting as a sport. Plutarch said that “sport should be joyful and between playmates who are merry on both sides.” (Passmore, 103)
Hunting continued throughout the Medieval centuries, but there was little ethical discussion about it. The basic church opinion was that hunting was proper and a part of man’s dominion. One Englishman said in 1642, “…man’s charter of dominion over the creatures’ justified the hunting of any animal deemed worthy of the chase.” (Anderson, Virginia, 58)  However, Europe had largely hunted out its predators, and even prey species were not plentiful. Royalty often claimed huge tracts of land for their own hunting pleasure, and it was illegal for locals to hunt there. As noted in chapter 18, steel-jawed leg hold traps were designed to catch humans trespassing in the royal forests, not to catch animals! 
Royal hunts were specially designed to prove human dominion over the animals. It was common for a servant to cut off the animal’s head and present it to the leader of the group with its nose touching the ground, symbolizing its submission to the triumphant victors. (ibid., 59)
The Puritans, who stridently opposed bloodsports as cruel, did not view hunting as a wrong, in general. Although Reverend Christopher Hooke preached in 1603 that “the idle pastime of hunting would not be permitted in heaven,” John Winthrop simply called hunting a waste of time. (ibid., 61) Puritan gentleman Nicholas Assheton chased foxes, stags, otters, hares, and everything else that ran. Philip Stubbes did completely condemn hunting for sport as unlawful. (Thomas, Keith, 161) The opinions of Protestants were widely varied.
Fox hunting was a sport for the rich and royal families, because it involved horses and special clothing and hounds, which the poor could not afford. Many Christians who opposed bloodsports were accused of hypocrisy of economic class, because they spoke against the amusements of the poor and not the amusements of the rich. Modern historians including Harriet Ritvo and James Turner make similar claims. (Webb, On God, 74)
There are big differences in these practices, however. The games and bloodsports that the Puritans opposed were staged in arenas where animals were provoked into killing each other: bears, dogs, cocks, etc. Fox hunting was actually a hunt, though for sport, and not meat. I would also point out that we are talking about a large group of people and dogs trying to find one small fox, and catch it. Having many people hunt one animal will result in a very small number of animal deaths. If the fox hunting opponents had to choose bet-ween thirty humans and ten dogs chasing one fox to the death, or thirty humans going out individually to hunt for other animals, which would they prefer? 
This is why I believe that we have to bring justice first to the system that kills 60 billion animals a year: the meat system, before spending a lot of time on far smaller issues. Obviously any evil should be opposed, but to use up energy on the smallest things while ignoring the largest things is an impractical strategy. 
In a book of 1856 sermons, Thomas Chalmers preached against fox hunting. 

“The fear which gives its lightning speed to the unhappy animal; the thickening horrors which, in the progress of exhaustion, must gather upon its flight; its gradually sinking energies; and at length, the terrible certainty of that destruction which is awaiting it; that piteous cry, which the ear can sometimes distinguish amid the deafening clamour of the blood-hounds, as they spring exultingly upon their prey; the dread massacre and dying agonies of a creature so miserably torn…” (253)

C.S. Lewis is said by a friend to have interfered in a fox hunt near his home.

“While on a walk with Lewis in the woods, Sayer recounts that a bedraggled fox bounded out of the thicket right before them worn and weary. The energy of the fox was seemingly spent as it staggered away. Moments later mounted fox hunters came galloping up, and Lewis asked if they were looking for a fox. When the hunters responded in the affirmative, Lewis sent them in a direction opposite to the one the fox had taken.” (Root, 4)

This is interesting because C.S. Lewis apparently lied or at least deceived the hunters as to the correct direction of the chased fox. 
The Church of England produced a report that opposed hunting in 1970. It said:

“The Church Assembly is of the opinion that the practices of hare coursing, deer hunting and other hunting are cruel, unjustifiable and degrading and urges Christian people in the light of their Christian profession and responsibility to make plain their opposition to activities of this sort and their determination to do all in their power to secure their speedy abolition.” (Wieber, 136-137)

In recent years, the United Kingdom has passed laws against various types of fox hunting. Not all of these laws work. The 2004 rule doesn’t work because if a hunter goes out with dogs and “accidentally” finds a fox, no law was broken! (Hawthorne, 281)
I am not sure what I think about fox hunting. It sounds like more of a social occasion for rich folks; a good excuse for riding around the countryside; with a climax of catching or losing a fox. Foxes are medium sized predators, and can be detrimental to pets or chickens or ducks. I don’t know whether foxes are a nuisance in England. Frankly, it just sounds silly, to send a posse after one critter. Yes, the fox will definitely be frightened and tired by pursuit, if not killed by it. But just how significant is this as an issue? It does not bother me a lot because it does not do much harm to the world. A gang of snobs racing around after a small red canine seems more humorous than dangerous.

Many Europeans moved to America in the 17th century. In 1608, for sixteen days, two Powhatan hunters supplied one hundred squirrels a day, plus turkey, deer, and other animals to the Englishmen who otherwise would have starved to death. (Anderson, Creatures, 27-28) Without their herds and crops, the British settlers were nearly helpless. People from “civilization” are not prepared for life again in the “wilderness.” Western ideas of dominion would take decades to stretch over the American landscape. Our ideas were very different than the American Indian views. (Gross, Question, 113)

“Employing a variety of hunting techniques, Indian men usually worked in groups as they sought elusive animals. Small parties made regular rounds to check traps and snares, or worked together to catch birds in nets or with bows and arrows. Larger groups, sometimes numbering in the hundreds, participated in group drives for deer and other large mammals. In Virginia, native hunters often used fire to direct deer to places from which they could not escape. John Smith saw Indians create a circle of flames around a herd of deer, and then chase them within its bounds, killing 6,8,10, or 15 at a hunting.'” (Anderson, Creatures, 28)

The 1839 animal rights book by John Styles makes some interesting arguments regarding the spread of western culture in relation to hunting. He proposes that the first stage of a culture moving from barbarism to partial civilization used hunting and fishing by necessity, to survive. “Sustenance and clothing demanded of them this incessant toil…” (14-15) But now that we have civilized our land and our cattle graze quietly “on a thousand hills,” why should we continue to kill with proud contempt all the creatures of the few remaining woods? (15) He agrees with Lord Erskine that some species must be kept from overpopulating, and so some hunting may be needed, “but this scarcely applies to the wild animals that are to be found in Great Britain. Hunting is not necessary to diminish their numbers!” (25) 
Without realizing it, perhaps, Styles was making the important point that city dwellers become domesticated themselves, in a manner of speaking. Civilization grows out of certain activities, over time. For instance, city dwellers may often oppose hunting and fishing for no other reason than they don’t do it themselves. “If I don’t need to hunt or fish, then why should anyone else need to do so?” Well, there are actually quite a few reasons. If you live in a city in the United States you probably have food, water, shelter, and relative safety, compared to people in other countries around the world. Deciding what is right or wrong based on your experience is not a sufficient grounds for change. We should decide what is right or wrong based on what God says is best.
Unfortunately, industrialists and cruel people often use this argument to attack any-one who questions their agendas. Food producers especially love to discount all suggested improvements as the sentimental ravings of pampered city folk. I am not saying that at all. Sometimes it takes pampered city folk to see that rural folk have gone too far in their pursuit of unfettered freedom to do anything desired.
I think of Edward Abbey pointing out an interesting animal to his friend Calvin. 

“Calvin’s immediate reaction, when we spotted the animal, was, ‘Gee, I wish I had my gun.’ I argued with him, but it was a waste of time. Like most rednecks, rural or urban, he could see nothing of interest in the world of nature unless he was trying to shoot it or set a hook in its throat or trap it and skin it.” (Road, 164)

That so-called redneck attitude is evil. God did not create the animals for your target practice and amusement. His permission to kill the occasional creature is not a blanket approval for constant shooting. I remember going out with a friend to a local hilltop in Pennsylvania to look at galaxies and nebulae with a telescope. Around midnight we saw a pickup truck with lots of lights on the roof. They parked and shone spotlights all around us. We ducked, figuring those were rednecks looking for the reflection of deer eyes to shoot at. They might mistake us for deer, in their inebriated state. Happily they did not see us, and they sped off. “Now, we see too many four-wheel drive, assault rifle, gun-+-run, shoot anything yahoos who think they’re Rambo.” (American, 31)
The nineteenth century teemed with self-styled adventurer hunters who shot every-thing, like modern day “rednecks.” Henry Hartley said he killed more than one thousand elephants, while Jan Viljoen shot 210 elephants in one trip. (Bradshaw, 57) Buffalo Bill Cody wrote, “During my engagement as a hunter for the Kansas Pacific Railroad - a period of less than eighteen months - I killed 4,280 buffaloes.” (Masson, Altruistic, 29) These were fed to the railroad crews working on the western tracks.
Charles Haddon Spurgeon referred to such men in an 1891 sermon. “The man who is altogether bad seldom delights in nature…He cares little enough for the fields except he can hunt over them… little enough for living things except for slaughter or for sale.” (Metropolitan, 351)
Henry Bergh invented a “gyropigeon,” now called a clay pigeon, to simulate birds in flight, to give shot-gunners something to shoot at other than wild birds. (Lane, Marion, 26)
The late 19th and early 20th centuries brought new attitudes toward conservation of land and wildlife in the United States. As Brinkley showed in his two recent biographies of Presidents Theodore and Franklin D. Roosevelt, these leaders worked to create national parks and refuges, and set limits on hunting and fishing by the use of licenses. Theodore Roosevelt was a famous hunter and adventurer, but he called poachers men with “butcher-spirit” and “evil-incarnate” who should be treated like “pariahs.” (Brinkley) Teddy also wrote that “Game butchery is as objectionable as any other form of wanton cruelty or barbarity. But to protest against all hunting of game is a sign of softness of head and un-soundness of heart.” (Scully, Dominion, 82) 
In 1989, about 7% of the American population bought hunting licenses. (American, 30) For a long time, the number of hunters dropped. Stolzenburg theorizes that for the last twenty years the Internet and video game revolution has led to far more indoor recreation. (206) But the Fish and Wildlife Service says that from 2006 to 2011 the number of hunters increased, mainly among boys age 6 to 15. The growth is localized to rural states, how-ever. South Dakota has 21% hunters, Massachusetts only 1%. (Von Drehle, 42)
Sport hunters in the United States pursue rabbits, squirrels, deer, doves, quail, ducks, and geese. (American, 33) Pluhar estimates that sport hunters kill more than 200,000,000 animals each year, not counting the wounded animals that later die of injury. (163) There is an issue regarding animals that are wounded but not retrieved. Bowhunters are said to capture fifty percent of their animals hit; while hunters using firearms get around 90% of their animals. (American, 35)
Hunters often call themselves conservationists because they are saving animals from over-population and starvation. That is sometimes true. A 1990 U.S. News and World Report article says that the overpopulation argument is only correct for deer, which are artificially managed to produce large numbers (for hunters) and represent less than 2% of the animals killed each year. (American, 35) I am not sure that the article is correct to say that only deer are overpopulated. Squirrels and rabbits are two of the animals taken by hunters most frequently, and they are prone to population explosions. Pheasants are also growing in numbers, because only one in three birds released for hunters to shoot are actually killed. (Downer, 205) My opinion is that most hunters are responsible and acting for the good of conservation.
Deer are not the only animal exploding in population. Hernando de Soto brought a few pigs to America to feed his Spanish army. They have become 5 million feral pigs roaming through the countryside of the southern United States. (Von Drehle, 38) Raccoons are another growing population that may require hunting to reduce in number. 
My own experience with hunting is that I tried it once, as a teenager in Washington State, and never saw a deer. I am not sure I would have shot the deer, had I seen one. Partly that is because I am sentimental. But I have not tried again because I know how much work it is to cut up the animal and carry it home! So perhaps laziness is my excuse. 
Since the New Deal years when Franklin D. Roosevelt enacted licensure laws, there have been limits on hunter “harvesting” and intelligent management, for the most part, to keep population levels healthy. While I readily criticize government agencies for deception or stupidity when it is shown to me; the only times that over-hunting has been permitted is in the case of rare predators. 
Aldo Leupold, a respected conservationist and forester, knew that hunting could go bad, but that most hunters upheld a “land ethic” that keeps us acquainted with the natural world. (Vantassel, 117)
Legal hunting has not been a problem in recent decades, but illegal hunting is a growing problem. Asian demand for gallbladders and antlers for traditional medicine has led to poaching in the Rocky Mountains. Rich trophy hunters will also pay big money to shoot a Grizzly or some rare North American sheep in the mountains. (American, 35-36)
I am not the only fellow too lazy to go hunting. Richer folks who don’t wish to travel to Africa or Asia, or tramp around the forest, can pay for a “canned hunt.”
The idea is not new, but it is newly resurgent and popular. The earliest example I could find was Queen Elizabeth I of England in the early 17th century. When she became too old to follow the hounds, “she contented herself with using a crossbow to shoot captive deer in an enclosure.” An author of that time also saw nothing wrong with cutting off a deer’s foot then releasing it for the hunt. (Anderson, Virginia, 59) Both examples are elements of canned hunting, which keeps animals in a small space and uses various methods to disable or hinder them from escape so that hunters can kill them easily. 
George Angell wrote in the late 19th century that pigeon shoots were rigged by poking out the birds’ eyes or plucking enough of their feathers so they could not fly fast or straight. (62) The newer method is to use a “spring powered mechanical launcher” to toss ducks in the air toward the paying hunters.  
Animal rightists call canned hunts “pay to slay,” and say that many of the animals are unwanted animals from zoos. There are more than a thousand such sites, advertised as “game ranches” or “hunting preserves.” In South Africa, lion farms rent out the babies for photo shoots with tourists, while the adults are shot as trophies for about $40,000 each. About 1000 lions are killed this way in South Africa alone. (Hawthorne, 277-279) While $40,000 does seem like a lot of money to readers, it might still be cheaper than doing an expedition and just hoping to find a trophy animal, when most such creatures are gone from the wild.
That leads to the question: do “canned” hunting sites actually help wildlife, by taking pressure off of truly wild lions, and etc.? There are two camps of thinking. Hunters usually say yes, we bring money to the country for killing lions while not actually harming the wildlife. Animal-rightists usually say no, the system is just popularizing the killing of wild-life by making it easier; and poachers may claim they got their wild-kills from canned hunting sites.
In the United States, the Exotic Wildlife Association represents private landowners who raise animals for hunters. The canned hunt idea seems to be growing. “As long as there is money involved and someone willing to do it, someone will find the animals and offer the opportunity. There gets to be big money involved.” (Laufer, 51, 53) 
The old records for huge deer antler racks, and other records for sizes of hunted animals, are being broken rapidly as breeders raise animals with unnaturally large antlers or bodies for trophy hunters. (Franken, 86) How arrogant is that? Claiming a new record by using modern science to engineer a giant animal; then shooting it in a cage!
Dean Peerman wrote an article called “Unsportsmanlike Conduct” in Christian Century magazine about this issue. He admits that hunting may not be wrong for Christians, but canned hunting is no sport. The animals there are raised by humans and are usually tame. Some will lick the hand of the hunter before being shot. (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 75) This kind of trophy hunting is absurd. At least if you are going to take a trophy by killing, do it with some actual effort and sport! 

There are many other issues of hunting worth discussing, but we cannot cover them all. It will require someone to focus more narrowly on hunting, rather than the whole gamut of animal issues as I do in this book.
For instance, I have come across websites that decry a tradition in Spain, claiming that up to 50,000 Spanish Greyhounds, called Galgo dogs, are killed after every hunting season, by hanging, starving, or beating them to death. The idea is that the dogs are not worth caring for during the off season, so kill the dog and buy a new one every year. If true, this is obviously a crime. 

Hunting is not a simple subject. 
We discussed hunting for needs, such as clothing, in chapter 14. I have no complaint with native peoples who hunt in order to live, when they need food and clothes. I agree with Richard Carroll. “Subsistence hunting is not a threat to wildlife; it is commercial hunting for meat and ivory that drains the forest of its animals.” (60)
Things become more muddled when we get “professional” hunters who take it upon themselves to kill vast numbers of animals for an imagined or hoped-for economic benefit. Buffalo-hunters slaughtered whole herds, hoping they would be able to sell all the pelts, in the American west in the 19th century. Now we have the African bush-meat trade, where rebel soldiers fund armies by slaughtering wildlife and selling it at local markets. 
Sport hunting is a different issue, because no need is involved. That does not necessarily mean that it is wrong. Just that need is not the justification for the act. A hungry person steals a loaf of bread, as in the novel Les Miserables, and we can feel sympathy for the act. For sport hunting the justification must be non-needs related. 
One justification for hunting, that I support, is proper dominion of local resources, including animal populations. As shown in chapter 18, wildlife populations bulge and dwindle due to many factors, including weather and predators. Droughts or fires may kill them off, while good environmental conditions may spike rodent numbers. Lack of predators can lead to overpopulation of prey species, and then the animals damage the habitat by overgrazing, or die of starvation. In principle, hunters do a good service by “culling” overpopulated deer or rabbit or turkey populations. That is proper dominion.
There are other questions that may modify the debate. It is alleged that wildlife managers may artificially increase deer populations for the express purpose of increasing hunting licenses and fees. If true, that adds a new element to the discussion. If the animals are kept in overabundance just for the purpose of monetary gain, then the dominion is being exercised for profit, not the health of the system. 
In the Old Testament, people were permitted to kill the occasional wild animal that they came across, if it was a “clean” animal. They had to kill it humanely and drain the blood, and then they were free to eat it. Deriving pleasure or excitement from hunting or fishing is not necessarily bad. I find no rebuke from Jesus for the disciples’ happiness when He helped them to catch a huge net full of fish from the Sea of Galilee. It is a blessing when God provides an abundance of food. 
How is this different from the buffalo hunters? The disciples were barely making a living and had a local place needing their fish. It was not a distant hope for profit, but an immediate need to meet for their community. The central issue is the Biblical principle of God wanting an “abundance” of animals. Small-scale hunting and fishing groups do not make a huge impact on animal populations. Large scale hunting and fishing drive species to extinction. That is the difference. We must seek a “proper abundance” of every species.
Sport fishing, for instance, is a similar question. What if you go out and catch a few fish, and bring them home to eat? I see no harm in that, if the catch was legal. Can you enjoy it? Of course. I enjoyed fishing. Being out in nature was pleasant, and succeeding in catching the fish was fun. However, I was very angry and sad when my Boy Scout troop was camping and two boys caught 74 fish, and no one wanted to clean and eat them. The fish died in vain, and the whole venture was a waste. 
I am not trying to fix up a legalistic system to decide the rightness or wrongness of every human action regarding animals. God gives us principles of humane treatment and right dominion of His world. He wants us to use our brains and hearts to exercise His will. I believe that the occasional “harvesting” of a few animals for sport and food is proper. I believe that the consistent annihilation of large groups of animals for desired profits is evil. 
If you cannot see the difference, is it because you have a legalistic viewpoint? “If it is right in the smaller case, it must also be right in the larger case?” No. Arguing from the specific to the general is not proper logic. Just because God says you can kill and eat a few, does not mean you can kill and sell a huge amount. Why? Because God wants abundance of life. That is how Jesus created things in Genesis 1, how He promotes things in Psalm 104, and how He will restore things on the New Earth.  
Christian hunters, like J.Y. Jones and Stephen Vantassel, overstate their biblical freedoms in their pro-hunting and trapping books. 

“Man kills because he was designed with the ability to kill, and animals were put on earth for man's service, which after the flood of Noah, included taking some for food and other uses. The only sin involved in killing an animal is by doing it in an intentionally inhumane or inefficient fashion so the animal suffers unnecessarily, or by illegal or unethical means in violation of human laws or, as explained earlier, killing for simple sport and leaving the carcass to rot – a waste of the animal's life.” (Jones, 87-88)

On the dust jacket flap, Jones shows his trophies from all the famous North American big game species, and says he is now working on the Eurasian continents for foreign trophies. He is a collector. How necessary is it, exactly, to obtain one of each big game species from every continent? How is it important? To get the trophy from the Safari Club? Public accolades? Personal satisfaction? As I said earlier, I have no problem with taking a few trophies as samples of your adventures; but to collect the complete set of big game animals from around the globe? That seems rather obsessive to me.
As for the quotation above, there is a lot of truth there, but some omissions and unproven claims. The things he mentions as wrongs are indeed wrongs. He does not prove that God “designed” humans to kill. Jones may think that God “foresaw” that humans would become evil and violent killers, so gave them the abilities to be good at it? A lot of animals have excellent killing abilities, but rarely use them, and rarely want to use them. Elephants, for example, are outstanding killers, when they are surprised or angered, but they can hardly said to be “designed” by God as killers. 
Did God put all the animals on earth for our service? No, look at chapter two. God created everything for His own glory. He does give domestic animals for our service, but aside from the mis-stated verses used by industrialists, nowhere does the Bible say that all creatures await our use. Wildlife may occasionally be of service as meat but that is not its main goal.
Jones says that the only sins in killing animals are by doing it in an “intentionally inhumane or inefficient fashion” or by “illegal or unethical means” or by wasting the catch. Thus he justifies his own lifestyle by inferring that he is not intentionally inhumane, kills legally and ethically, and never wastes his kill. Notice all of the negatives. He does not, does not, does not, and does not. How very Pharisaical! The ultra-orthodox Jews would be proud that Mr. Jones never violates any rules. 
Humans are outstanding rationalizers, and the best way to justify oneself is to create a list of rules that you can abide by, to continue to doing what you wish. As Jesus noted, the Pharisees would strain out a gnat yet swallow a camel. They would avoid biblical principles of supporting their parents by saying that all their funds were “korban,” dedicated to God. Of course you can’t give away money that belongs to God, so sorry folks, I can’t help you…
I want to hunt all over the world and take trophies of every big game animal on every piece of the Earth, and show them off and get accolades from other hunters regarding my skill and perseverance But subconsciously I recognize that there is something wrong with that obsession. To appease my conscience, I will prove from various bible verses and human traditions that my activities break no laws. 
I will kill hundreds of animals without a good reason, not to glorify God and show my Christian ethics, but for my own glory. But it will be tolerable because I technically follow most of the Bible’s rules, strictly stated. I will violate the principle of abundance. I will take rare creatures, because those will make my colleagues jealous, and they prove my skill in finding treasures. I will donate them to a museum when I die, to prove my generous nature. But I am a holy fellow, because I follow the rules…
 J.Y. Jones picks favorite verses, and attacks opponents as antichrists and devils hoping to destroy the world. I particularly enjoy the Antichrist’s plan to kill millions of people by releasing zoo animals, in the guise of animal rights. Feral pets will roam the streets devouring hapless unbelievers (while we Christians enjoy the show from Heaven after the Rapture).
I am only picking on Mr. Jones because he wrote a “Christian” book promoting his own hunting lifestyle and attacking any doubters. He is not the only one, I am sure. Roger Scruton, a famous British hunter, made godlike claims about the virtues of hunting as human dominion in the Los Angeles Times. 

“We are now stewards of the animal kingdom. Henceforth, no species exists without our permission. … There is no better way of protecting the habitat of a species than by systematically hunting it... [I]t is big-game hunting that will save the safari parks of Africa and whaling that will save the whale. Elephants may be threatened by ivory poachers, but not so much as they would benefit from ivory farmers, who would have an interest in protecting them. As it is, however, the shortsighted ban on the trade of ivory will probably lead to the extinction of the elephant.” (Scully, Dominion, 117)

So the best way to save the endangered animals of the world is to methodically hunt them? Hunters will want to save some for future generations? This is a presumably rational mind promoting the idea that hunters are basically good and we can trust them to save the animals out of the goodness of their hearts. Scruton seems to have no notion of original sin, or total depravity, or human selfishness, or human short-sightedness. We are not highly rational beings, we are selfish and do what pleases us, by nature. Only in a Christian heart can we become unselfish. Laissez faire capitalist hunting theories will not save the world. 
 
Stephen Vantassel is a more intellectual writer, and has some cogent ideas. He does take all of the opponents arguments, and tries to argue against them. That is the right way to have a discussion. The main problem is that, as a professional trapper, he must reinterpret Bible verses in favorable ways. 
Vantassel interprets the Great Flood of Noah as proof that God cares only about animal species, not individual animals. 

“First, I believe it is imperative to recognize that our responsibility to a species should be distinguished from its responsibility to individual members of that species. The story of Noah exemplifies a key principle in sustainable ecology, namely that species matter more than individuals. God simply saved a representative portion of the various kinds and destroyed the rest. Clearly God treats animals as groups, but people as individuals and groups. The implication is that humans may kill animals but they should not exterminate species (see Dt 22:6)…. Individual animals do not have a sacrosanct right to life, but species have the right to exist.” (169)

I want you to follow this argument because it is very interesting, yet flawed. God destroyed all the animals on Earth except a few of each species to repopulate the world. Good, I agree, that is completely true. Vantassel concludes, therefore, that God did not care about any of the animals that died, because the species continued. As long as a few remain, God is happy. So humans can likewise kill any animals they wish as long as they leave a few of each kind. Wrong!
It is not just wrong because it contradicts Jesus, who says that God even cares when a couple sparrows get caught in a net and fall to the ground. It is wrong even from the logic he is using about the Flood itself! God killed lots of animals AND HUMANS. So, by Vantassel’s reasoning, God also does not care about any particular humans, so long as a few humans continue to exist, He will be happy! Taking a historical event, something that God allowed to happen or caused to happen, and making a moral truth out of it, is very dangerous. If you say God’s destruction of millions of animals in the Flood proves He cares not about animals, you also have to say that it proves God cares not about humans. That is bad reasoning, and theology.
In Isaiah chapter 11, the lion lays down with the lamb, and the child puts a hand in the viper’s hole, yet is unharmed. This passage is interpreted by almost all scholars as a prophecy of some future time, either the Millennium, or the New Earth. Vantassel says that these verses point to times when hunters and trappers have rid the land of most predators, so that domestic animals are safe from harm. (68) So he and his colleagues are even now fulfilling Isaiah 11 and similar passages by ridding the land of predators! Even though their traps actually kill far more “non-targeted” species, thus making the land unsafe for even pets and domestic animals, in the pursuit of said predators…
On Romans chapter 8, where Paul says the whole creation groans, awaiting freedom from bondage to sin, Vantassel has another novel theory. Agreeing with Hahne, he says that the Fall brought futility to the creation not by death and pain, but because “creation can groan because the animal kingdom is not able to serve humanity the way it should.” (84) Yes, the creation suffers because so much of it is wasted, unable to be properly harvested by the world’s hunters and trappers! Dang, the animals really want to fulfill God’s intention by dying in traps for the good of fur hunters! Ahem.
I really do appreciate new ideas that open our minds to other possibilities, but we are approaching UFO territory here (pardon me if any aliens are reading this). This is what happens when animal-rightists, or Christians, or anyone stridently seeking to prove an opinion seeks to twist meanings from the Bible. I suspect that I have a few novel opinions in this book, but I hope none of them are too strange. If so, feel free to ignore them, and please pardon my error.

As I have said before, the only Christian theory that may be seriously taken as a possible reason to abandon hunting is that of Christians seeking to prepare the kingdom for the future peaceable eternal state. In other words, if we decide to begin imitating a future Eden now, that is a case we can make for it. The former Dean of Westminster, Edward Carpenter, opposes hunting for that reason. He says that hunting is causing us…

“…to fall back into that bondage, into that predatory system of nature, from which the Christian hope has always been that not only man but the whole natural order itself is to be released and redeemed….[hunting does] violence to Christian faith and witnesses to a lower order than that redeemed creation to which Christ leads us.” (cited in Linzey, Creatures, 39)

If he is speaking strictly of trophy hunting and pleasure fishing, perhaps he is correct. The problem I have is that hunting is also an efficient and blameless method (done rightly) of controlling animal populations. I do not see how removing Christians from hunting helps the dominion of the world. We are responsible to keep the Earth in good order, and that includes limiting damage to the land and species by overpopulation events. 
Although I sympathize with the idea and see it as laudable, I do not see how it can be fully accomplished before the Lord’s return, when overpopulation issues will cease. That is when pain and death will be gone, and lethal control methods are not required.
The actor Jimmy Stewart was a sport hunter, who turned to another form of shooting in his later life. In a Readers Digest article in 1975, he said, “Animals give me more pleasure through the viewfinder of a camera than they ever did in the crosshairs of a gunsight. And after I've finished 'shooting,' my unharmed victims are still around for others to enjoy. I have developed a deep respect for animals. I consider them fellow living creatures with certain rights that should not be violated any more than those of humans.” (cited in Wieber, 138)
While Stewart’s opinion is not particularly Christian, I tend to agree with him. As Millard Erickson says, “…other living creatures…They are not…to be destroyed waste-fully for the sheer pleasure of it… The welfare of those other creatures is important to God, and it should be to man as well.” (489)


Zoos, Aquariums, Animal Theme Parks, etc.

The final issue for this chapter is that of captivity for “education.” Many of the previous topics have dead animals as a result: animal fighting, crush videos, and hunting. In racing, the animals are valuable only while successful, and die when they falter. In circus-es, the animals do not die, but are often in long-term and boring captivity. In rodeos, the animals have brief bouts of pain and public competition, but have generally good lives. 
Zoos and aquariums and animal theme parks are most like circuses, from the list above, but are not transported often. That removes one of the hardships of captivity, which is being kept in a railcar or trailer for long periods of time. The other differences are that “education” and “science” are often claimed to be a purpose in the work of these institutions Conservation of endangered species is another justification used. Because it will be cumbersome to constantly write “zoos, aquariums, and animal theme parks,” I will just use “animal parks” as an abbreviation when speaking of the general theme. 
Animal parks are an ancient invention. 
Noah’s Ark was not a zoo, nor an animal park. It was a very temporary shelter that lasted a bit over a year to save a few animals from each species from the Great Flood. It was certainly the world’s first building to house a variety of animals, so it was zoo-ish, we might say.
King Shulgia (2094-2047 BCE) of Mesopotamia kept many exotic creatures, and Queen Hatshepsut of the Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt sent out animal collectors to bring back representative animals around 1490 BCE. (York, 5) King Solomon seems to have kept a small zoo in Jerusalem. I Kings 10:22 says that Solomon’s fleet picked up gold, silver, ivory, peacocks and monkeys on their long voyages. (I Kings 4:32-33)
In the sixteenth century A.D., collections of game animals for hunting purposes were converted into zoos. The animals were kept in cages, and people were allowed to poke and touch the creatures as part of the experience. Some zoos in the far east still permit this. (Slifkin, 29 and ff)
Christian clergy have not always been friendly to zoos. From 1866 to 1891, San Francisco had Woodward’s Gardens, a combination zoo, aquarium, amusement park, and art gallery. A local minister led the campaign to close the park, saying that animal screech-es disrupted the worship services. That, along with other factors, led the park to close. A local butcher bought the animals and sold them as meat. (York, 19)
Most early animal-rightists promoted animal parks as good education and entertainment 

“A zoological garden or menagerie furnishes a fine theatre of entertainment and rational instruction, to the young as well as to the old. There they may learn from inspection of the real animals...and at the same time to contemplate and admire the power, wisdom, and munificence of God...” (Drummond, Rights, 191, in 1838)

But early ideas of “animal rights” were more like mine, that animals had rights from God, not rights as equal to human rights. Since we don’t keep humans in cages, except for legal reasons, modern rightists oppose captivity. Phelps calls zoos “animal concentration camps.” (177)
The Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) says that their institutions bring in about 175 million visitors per year, which is more than the attendance at professional basketball, baseball, and football events combined! (York, 20) The same is true of national parks, where Americans spend more time than at sporting events. (Wilson, Creation, 140) Olmert credits this to a human craving for “islands of wilderness.” Animal refuges are becoming a refuge for humans, as well as animals, he says. (239) 
To create an animal park, you have to find animals. Many of them are in foreign countries, and endangered. In the early years of zoos, professional hunters would travel, shoot the animal’s parents, and put the baby in a cage for a sea voyage to America. Some unethical zoos may continue doing this. (Dawn, 81) A majority of rare foreign animals are now obtained by trading between zoos with breeding programs. As zoo breeding programs improve, with some zoos specializing in certain species, there are “surplus” animals to trade or sell. 
In recent years, animal rightists have become completely hostile to all animal parks. Cleveland Amory and similar sources claim that zoo breeding programs are just money makers to sell animals to canned hunters and circuses. (Bradshaw, 210) An investigative report in the San Jose Mercury newspaper said that of 20,000 animals sold by accredited zoos from 1992-1998, about 38% went to dealers, hunting ranches, or unaccredited farms. They also said that many zoos intentionally keep no records so there can be no paper trail showing the sales. (Hawthorne, 334)
You also need to put this sort of report in a global context. Even if the article is correct on every point, and 38% of animals go to bad places, do you know what the zoos in foreign countries are like? One reason our zoos sell or trade their “surplus” animals is because they don’t want to kill the animals. In most countries, the zoo euthanizes extra animals, not wanting to be troubled with the expense of transporting it away! (York, 52) I would take our system before the alternative. 
Greg Bockheim of the Virginia Zoo said in an interview:

“Some critics think we’re just out here trading animals because they think it’s just financially viable or we don’t like the animals. We move animals around in order to preserve and protect that gene pool so that the odds of keeping these animals alive, of keeping certain species from going extinct, are increased.” (York, 28)

Zoos have limited space. When they are blessed with births or if a breeding program is successful, it makes sense to trade or sell them to other good places. If they are some-times failing to find good buyers, that problem should be addressed. 
The only specifically Christian book I have found on the subject of animal parks is called The End of Captivity?, by Tripp York. He worked in zoos for many years as a caretaker. Although I am not in complete agreement on every idea, I found his work to be balanced and biblical. I was a volunteer tour guide at the Pittsburgh Zoo, for about a year, but have far less knowledge of zoos than he has.
One important point to remember is that zoos have to walk a “fine line” between entertainment and education. Why? Because they are not museums. Their funding comes from visitors, and grants. Grants come for the educational and scientific research that they do. Visitors pay to see the animals.  (York, 5)
They cannot provide full-sized natural habitats for their animals for two reasons. One, they cannot afford the huge amount of space. Two, people will not pay to enter if the animals may be far from sight, or if they have to walk or drive all day to find the creatures. A conflicted set of goals leads to a conflicted set of needs. The only real way to see wild animals in their natural habitats is to travel to the country where they live, and hope you get lucky. Or buy a DVD documentary. 
The problem with animal-rightist hopes to empty the zoos is simple: where will the animals go? And how will they survive? They are already accustomed to humans, and have likely lost many of their wild instincts. They won’t even know how to catch game to eat! But more to the point, not many of the animals at the zoo have a “home” to return to. 

“The occasional zoo visitor who bemoans the supposed plight of captive animals often imagines an Edenic wild existing in Africa, one that just happens to be hospitable to all living creatures and has yet to be encroached upon by humans. Such an idea is groundless. Such land does not exist (or at least there’s not enough of it).” (York, 7)

There are two possibilities for the motivations of the people calling for zoos to close. One, they are ignorant, not understanding that the animals will die shortly after arriving “home.” The animals will either be shot by poachers or hungry locals, or they will die of starvation because they can’t feed themselves. Two, they think that captivity is a fate worse than death, and prefer the animals to die rather than live in zoos. 
York offers the sad example of the Baghdad Zoo after the Iraq war. There were 700 animals alive on exhibit before the war. Looters stole the animals, or ate them, or freed them. Most of the creatures starved in their cages. By the time Americans arrived, only a few dozen were still alive. Some animal rights groups demanded that the remaining animals be freed. Groups like “Born Free” demand freedom rather than captivity. The lions and bears had lived their whole lives in cages, and yet naive animal lovers proclaimed that they would be better off having a few days in their real homes instead of finishing their lives in the zoo. (32, 42-45)
I agree with York that zoos, because they have conflicted missions and limited resources, are not IDEAL places. But that does not make zoos BAD places. They have the potential to become better places, if we would help them rather than attacking them. (9, 25, xx-xxi) Bradley Trevor Grieve wrote:

“I firmly believe that the best zoos have a vital role to play in salvaging our natural heritage. I'm sad that the fate of our living planet has come to this but come to this it has. Zoos are, perhaps in some ways, a necessary evil... Most of the people who are behind zoos are wonderful, passionate, fully committed animal lovers who would do anything to see the wildlife in their charge return to a healthy and safe natural environment Furthermore, however misguided some of their efforts may have been, I have never met a cruel zookeeper...” (Masson, Altruistic, 229) 

And Stephen Webb, a Christian writer, parallels this thought:

“Zoos should not become a substitute for the wild, but they can be a place where wild animals are permitted to flourish under human care. And with the continuing decline of the wild, zoos will become increasingly important in the future. Many zoos have become genetic arks and repositories of endangered species, fulfilling the Jewish and Christian them that humans should save the animals.” (On God, 182-183)

And why do people have such mixed feelings about zoos?


“I think that both our attraction and our repulsion may stem from the fact that zoos, as with sanctuaries and conservation centers, have the ability to become - and in some ways already are - a symbol of humanity’s attempt to save what we have tried to destroy. They offer a glimpse of a partially opened gateway to other worlds and to other nations. They remind us of what we have and how easily it could all be lost. In that respect, they are a collection of living photographs reminding us of what we are losing. They are gardens with weeds, shipwrecked arks, and mountains where wolves live with sheep.” (York, 14)

So, how can we improve zoos, to make them good places? What is wrong with our zoos? We don’t know how to improve them unless we know where they are failing or lacking resources.
Because of their conflicted mission, to entertain humans while preserving animals, money is a major issue. To increase revenues, zoos “by necessity, tend to ignore the vast majority of endangered animals. Instead they focus on those animals they imagine the public most wants to see.” (York, 11) Basically, people want to see elephants and lions and tigers and bears. We like seeing the big, strange, amazing animals. Unfortunately, the big, strange, amazing animals also have the largest needs for space and care and safety precautions. Because elephants, big cats, and bears, are large, dangerous animals, zoos have to spend lots of money on their enclosures and workers. 
So that you can see the animals easily, they must have reasonably small exhibit spaces, thus leading to the criticism that we don’t give them enough room. It is a “catch- 22,” a no-win scenario. Give the animals acres to roam and act naturally, and they will hide from human view and zoo revenues will fall. Or keep them close for viewing, and get vilified for not caring about the animals.
So how do we solve this problem?
Technology and innovation has already helped somewhat. Until the 1950s, most animals were trapped in cages with metal bars. Architectural ideas like moats allowed for larger areas without the animals escaping. Of course, occasionally, some dexterous creature is able to leap out, or a miscreant bypasses the safety measures and gets killed in the enclosure, and then the lawyers start suing. Solving the problem of easy lawsuits would be a big step. If people stopped to read a sign that says, “there may be some tiny risk while visiting a park full of dangerous animals,” and agreed by entry not to sue if some accident occurred, that would save animal parks a lot of money.
Secondly, why not teach yourself, and your children, to be interested in strange, small, endangered animals, rather than just the big fancy ones? Personally, I am delighted to see some creature I never heard of when I visit a zoo. The Cleveland Zoo has a cool “nocturnal” exhibit where you can see animals that hide in the forest and only move around in total darkness. I loved that. People need to broaden their horizons to include rare animals, so that zoos have reason to acquire and care for them
Third, why not consider becoming a GOOD zoo volunteer? 
I say “good” because many zoos no longer want volunteers, because they can be a lot of trouble. When I was a zoo volunteer, twenty years ago, I was allowed to visit the zoo for free. That was one good reason to be a volunteer tour guide. But some volunteers abused the free entry to get their friends and families in free, and that changed things. The zoo boss said volunteers only get in free on days when they are working for the zoo. I could understand that.
Then some teenage girl volunteer spent her tourguide time flirting with the young guys, and wearing controversial short-shorts as part of the attraction. Then the zoo boss had to institute rules that volunteers wear long pants with the uniform shirt. That was rough because on hot summer days, shorts were helpful. 
After awhile I just got tired of all the new rules and stopped volunteering at the zoo. And I think now a lot of zoos stopped accepting volunteers, for these various reasons. The workers rarely work, or do the work poorly, or create distractions, etc.
I wonder if a zoo might consider more adult, mature volunteers, who had a real sense of calling to help animals and conservation by their work? You don’t have money, but you might have time and energy to give some help to such places.
Even though zoos are not often full of endangered creatures, most zoos have a few, as part of their conservation mission. York says that more than thirty species of animals, in fact, now exist only in zoos. Partula snails and Micronesian Kingfishers are two of those. (York, 23ff)

Let’s talk in more detail about the problem of space, specifically in regard to elephants. I love elephants, and write about them.
Some elephants continue to come to the United States from Africa, not because zoos sent people to get them (that is illegal), but because of “culling.” When a park is over-run with too many elephants in too small an area, they have to get rid of some. So our zoos take a few, saving them from death. They have nowhere else to go. (York, 6-7)
Elephants in the wild do roam for hundreds of miles. Absolutely true. Animal rightists use this to say that no zoo can provide their space needs. Sort of true. However…WHY do elephants roam for hundreds of miles in the wild? Seeking food and water. The matriarch leads them to various water holes and food sources as necessary. They do not instinctually migrate, like birds or wildebeest, to the same spots year after year. They move consciously, choosing the times and paths. 
So, I do not deny that it would be great if elephants had more space to roam. However, it is not necessarily that they require hundreds of miles, because their food and water needs are being met at the zoo. They do not have to roam, for physical reasons. I believe they need more space, and/or more mental stimulation, for emotional and psychological reasons. Why should I think this?
Because both animal rightists and neutral scientists agree that elephant lifespans are ridiculously low in zoos. Not a smidgeon low, VERY low. Ronald Tobias shows that working elephants in Burmese labor camps live more than twenty years longer than an elephant in an American zoo. Elephants live half as long in zoos as they live in national parks in Africa. (York, 8) A study of 4500 elephants in captivity from 1960 to 2005 showed that in the wild, they live about 56 years. In zoos, they live 17 or 18 years. (Bradshaw, 104) That is one third!
That is why animal rightists accuse zoos of mistreatment and cruelty to elephants.

“In light of the wretched existence that elephants in captivity endure, zoos emerge simply as instruments of institutional trauma. With or without the conscious recognition of its employees, zoos are businesses that thrive on animal suffering.” (Bradshaw, 211)

But, is there a cause and effect relationship shown there? I don’t see it. I have met zoo elephant keepers and Thailand mahouts, and sensed no abuses. It would also make no sense to intentionally hurt an elephant in your care. It would be a stupid thing to do, because eventually the elephant would get revenge, and kill the moron.
So the question is, why do elephants live only 30 to 50% as long in a zoo as they do in the wild? Their diets are carefully monitored and seem proper. They are not misfed, like factory farmed animals, with hormones and steroids. 
One obvious problem is that zoos are stubborn about using concrete or cement floors. Zoos, like hospitals, are germ-paranoid. Every surface must be easily cleanable. Elephant stalls are hard rock surfaces so that hoses can wash the poop and urine away down a drain. They know that the elephants feet are being harmed by these hard surfaces. Elephant foot infections are a main cause of death and pain. So here, the zoos are absolutely negligent.
The problem that worries me the most is the psychological environment of a zoo. In the wild, a matriarch rules the herd, with a few related females as helpers. There is a sort of royal hierarchy and cooperation. At the zoo, the humans are in charge, even if none are around. Different humans appear all the time, for various tasks, and they are always in charge. This has to be confusing to the elephants. In Thailand, one mahout, and perhaps an assistant or two, are in charge of one elephant. The elephants know the human leaders by their smells and voices, more than sight, because elephants have poor eyesight. At the zoo, the elephants are expected to keep track of a variety of human bosses, and perhaps a high turnover of people with differing smells and voices. 
Also, elephants are highly intelligent and curious animals. Their medium-sized enclosures do not provide much in the way of variety or experiences. Happily, a zookeeper will sometimes give them new toys, logs, balls, ropes, and things to amuse them. In recent years, a big problem, in my opinion, has been the growth of “no contact” and “protected contact” zoo-keeping with elephants. 
Occasionally, an elephant in a zoo will kill a trainer or zoo worker. The liability cost of insurance and lawsuits makes elephant work an expensive proposition. So zoo directors decided that elephants are just too dangerous, and we need to keep people entirely out of reach. 
That sounds wise, from a human perspective. But is it wise from a dominion perspective? Although mahouts in Thailand or India are also occasionally killed by their ele-phants, it is normally because of “musth,” a dangerous hormonal mood that overwhelms male adult elephants every six months to a year. Mahouts know to stay out of reach until the bull gets out of his musth stage. 
In zoos, the killings have nothing to do with musth, because most zoos keep only females in the exhibits. Males are too temperamental and are generally kept off-site for breeding purposes only. Why would females kill zookeepers? 
My suspicion is that it is psychological confusion from authority, and boredom. They have trouble knowing who is in charge, and why he is in charge, and why they are bored out of their skulls. A brief temper tantrum is all you need for an elephant to kill, in a matter of seconds. She regrets it almost immediately, and tries to help the injured human, but too late.
Elephants are creatures ruled by the senses of smell, sound, and touch. They are always touching each other with their trunks and sides. They are tactile creatures. But human zoo keepers are now rarely allowed to touch, except with prods or hoses. So the trust is gone. An elephant’s trust is built upon you feeding her, talking to her, being smelled by her, and touching her properly. Remove any one of these elements and the trust may break down.
So to protect themselves from losing zookeepers, the zoos are losing the trust of the elephants, I think. I cannot pretend to be an expert, except in reading. I have read every book ever written about elephants (in English). So that is just my educated opinion.
I think that zoos will need to return to some kind of system where human trainers can touch and be close to the elephants, even though some risk is involved. That is, if you want to have psychologically healthy elephants. 
I think my theory is also borne out, in small measure, by the system used by Dame Daphne Sheldrick at the Elephant Orphanage in Kenya. For decades, her organization has been taking traumatized orphan elephants and raising them to be healthy adults. (Bradshaw, 143) These babies are constantly attended to by African workers, and touched, and petted, and fed all day and all night. And these babies grow up and are released into the wild by gradual stages. They are able to survive in the wild. Elephants at zoos cannot be released because they are not taught how to survive in the wild. Humans can teach ele-phants how to live. That is a strange thing, but true. 
If zoos studied the teaching methods of one loving lady in Kenya, they might learn something useful.
I recognize that there are two big differences between zoos and the elephant orphanage. This is why it is unfair for Bradshaw to attack zoos by comparing them to Sheldrick’s elephant orphanage.
One, Sheldrick is raising babies from infancy or youth, and so the elephants are still very malleable in personality. Zoos usually get adults, already set in their ways, so to speak.
Two, the elephant orphanage is in rural Africa already. So the babies are able to be trained sort of “on site,” and are released nearby. That is not an option in the United States, obviously.
The zoos in the United States have no intention of releasing elephants into the wild, mainly because they cannot do so. Transporting adult elephants is difficult; and generally there is nowhere to send them. If conditions in Africa improve, and more elephants are needed there, perhaps the model can change. For now, there are too many elephants in African parks, under the current conditions. The few that Sheldrick releases (one or two per year) is not upsetting the balance of things.
Mark Bekoff attacks zoos from both sides. He says zoo elephant conservation programs are bogus because they do not return any elephants to the wild. But even if they did send elephants back to Africa, the creatures would never be able to survive. (Animal Manifesto, 166) 
A conservation program is not necessarily designed to return creatures to the wild, especially if there is no “wild” to return them to. I do agree that zoos should be training them to behave like elephants, however. Even if they will never return home, their instinctual behaviors being reinforced and taught may remove some of the boredom and frustration they feel from captivity. The elephants probably sway back and forth because they sense that there is more to life, and we are not giving it to them!
A sermon by Earl F. Palmer called “The Balanced Life” says rightly:

“...zoos are learning that their animals become fatigued and stressed if they are gawked at seven days a week. Zoos are beginning to realize that even animals need a rest. So some zoos are instituting a day off for the animals, so that they might have a little privacy!” (cited in LeQuire, 26)

Mating, for many animals, is done only in secret or in private. In Thailand, when a male and female want to mate, they are allowed to leave the elephant sanctuary facilities for a few days on their own. They return when they have finished their courtship. 
In a zoo, there is little privacy. Having a day off from public display once a week would be a proper rest, or Sabbath, for elephants, and any other animals. 

One interesting section of York’s book about zoos was a short essay about Steve Irwin, the famous television “Crocodile Hunter.” Most of you probably saw his show. Crocodile Hunter was not about “hunting” crocodiles as if to kill them. Steve Irwin was an animal lover turned entertainer, roaming the world to briefly catch and show animals to television audiences. As an Australian, he used many slang words, and his personality was bubbly and excited. He was a great educator for many children and adults.
Many animal-rights activists blasted his show, mainly because Irwin picked up animals and pulled them from their nests, to show them to viewers. I like York’s analysis of Irwin’s work.

“He did not treat nonhuman animals as many animal rights advocates wish them to be treated: leave them to their own devices. He did not think it was responsible to bow to the complaints of groups like PETA that wanted him to stop touching non-human animals and interfering with their lives. … He took, I believe, a more biblical approach in that he recognized nonhuman animals as our kin. He did not simply let creatures be; rather, he intervened on their behalf because he recognized the beauty, the goodness, and the mystery that is found within all of creation. He saw these animals as fellow creatures who desperately require our care. As with Francis, he understood that there was a commonality that linked all creatures, regardless of species…He also found it important in terms of teaching people how to love that which they might otherwise deem unlovable. He would often say that people want to save that which they love, and so he wanted to present as intimate a picture of animals as possible.” (York, 115 and ff)

Irwin specialized in reptiles: snakes and lizards. A lot of people hate or fear reptiles. Unlike the movies Jaws or Anaconda, that played on our fears of sharks and snakes, Irwin showed that in the wild such creatures are usually friendly or even afraid of humans. His accidental and tragic death, by stingray stinger, brought an end to that helpfulness.
This is relevant to animal parks because education is a strange process. Some people learn from books, others from seeing, and others from doing. Steve Irwin brought a sense of excitement and joy to studying God’s creation (whether he intended it or not). Zoo education seems to be largely limited to signage and displays. That is a very limited range of education, that would help only a few people.

We may also have to increase the number of zoos, or increase the size of zoos, in the near future. Renowned biologist E.O. Wilson says, worryingly, 

“The sobering truth is that all the zoos in the world can sustain breeding populations of a maximum of only two thousand mammal species, out of about five thousand known to exist. ... A lot of good can be accomplished, but at considerable expense per species, and it can only make a dent in the problem…. Humanity must make a decision, and make it right now: conserve Earth's natural heritage, or let future generations adjust to a biologically impoverished world. There is no way to weasel out of this choice. I've explained why the zoo-and-garden option won't work. Knowing that, some quixotic writers have toyed with the idea of last-ditch measures. They say, Let's conserve the millions of surviving species and races by deep-freezing fertilized eggs or tissue samples for later resurrection.” (Creation, 89, 91)

If we can only fit 40% of the world’s endangered species in the current zoos, what can we do with the other 60%? Wilson is correct, that we either need a lot more zoos, or start solving the problems at ground zero, where the rare animals live. Protecting their natural habitat would be much cheaper and better all around than transporting them to artificial parks in the United States.

An aquarium is a lot like a zoo, but tends to have more entertainment demonstrations in the price. I suspect that the reason is that people are not as entertained by looking at fish through glass. Fish are a wholly different sort of animal. God created them on day five, with birds, not on day six, with land animals. Air dwellers and water dwellers differ greatly from land dwellers. We can relate more to birds because we see them often, and most feed on land. Fish are alien.
Fish are also largely out of our reach. Unless you take up scuba diving, you cannot often touch them, and since you cannot breathe underwater, you cannot watch them for very long, in their own habitat. You can watch them on television, or visit them in an aquarium. 
Our Pittsburgh Zoo has a very nice aquarium, but it has only one demonstration area. Fish are not very trainable. The sharks are not very charismatic. Only the marine mammals are trainable, and give shows. Those are the sea lions.
In case you didn’t know, marine mammals include seals, walruses, dolphins, and whales. They are not fish. Marine mammals are warm blooded, require surface oxygen to breath (lacking gills), and produce milk for their young. In a sense, marine mammals are a link between land animals and sea creatures, not because of evolution, but as ambassadors from the surface who also dive into the sea. I think we relate to them because they breathe like we do. Also, because they tend to be very smart.
The marine mammal shows at aquariums are impressive and entertaining. They are a bridge to help us land-lubbers understand a life in water. As a young boy I loved going to Marineland in southern California to see the sea lions, dolphins, and killer whales. I watched Orky and Corky jumping up, and got soaked when they landed nearby. One of my earliest night dreams was of riding Corky in the big pool.
Things have changed a lot in recent years. Now Sea World and similar marine parks are under attack, and faltering, from protests and changes in human attitude toward their shows. 
People have lauded and feared marine mammals from ancient times. There are many stories, thousands of years old, of dolphins or whales carrying drowning people to shore or boats. Some cultures worshiped or revered marine mammals as gods or mystical beings. Even today, I have read books claiming that dolphins and whales are aliens brought to Earth.
During the world wars of the twentieth century, Great Britain began experimenting with using sea lions as U-boat hunters. As their convoy ships sank to the ocean floor under torpedo bombardment, any crazy idea was worth exploring. Sea gulls turned out to be one helpful way of finding u-boats. A British sub would surface often in the English Channel and throw bread to the gulls. Gulls learned to follow sub shadows and hover over them, and British depth charges could then be dropped below. The British learned that sea lions were capable of finding things underwater, but their range of swimming was limited, and their ability to communicate that they had found something was also limited. Sonar was invented before sea lion sub hunters could become a reality. (Kistler, Animals)
After World War Two, nautical engineers wanted to find out how dolphins could swim so fast, in an effort to improve ship hulls and torpedo designs. That turned out to be an interesting story, less for the dolphins water-dynamics, but for the surprising intelligence the dolphins showed. John Lilly studied dolphins, but got a little crazy about trying LSD on them, and dropped out. He says he left because he “didn’t want to run a concentration camp for highly developed beings.” (Budiansky, Elephants, 236) 
The Navy became interested in using dolphins and sea lions for more military missions, such as planting mines on enemy ships or submarines. That never happened, but we do currently use sea lions and dolphins to watch for enemy divers in ports, and to find mines in dangerous seas. See my book Animals in the Military for more history on marine mammals in the navy.
In the 1960s the U.S. Navy was still printing warnings to sailors to avoid orcas, because orcas supposedly kill people on sight! Navy aircraft even used killer whales for target practice. (Jones, Defender) Actually, there is no documented case of an orca ever killing a human, except in captivity. Not in the ocean. (Grice, 91) Also, killer whales are not even whales. The orca is the largest species of dolphin. We just call them whales because they are so big.
The television show Flipper began to air in the 1960s just as aquariums began to open in the United States as entertainments with marine mammals. The first few killer whales were captured accidentally, in fishing nets, or surviving harpoon hits, and sold to coastal attractions. Ted Griffin of a Seattle aquarium came up with the idea of intentionally capturing orcas to use in businesses. The first “Shamu” landed in San Diego to join Sea-World in late 1965. (Hargrove, 27-30)
From the earliest years, these theme parks were entertainment centers also claiming to be educational and scientific facilities. Although there is a little bit of truth to that, since we did learn a lot about how to keep marine mammals alive in captivity, it is hard to call them educational or scientific. They do donate money to some research in the wild, and film television shows like Wild Rescue. But Sea World and similar places are big companies dedicated to making money for stockholders.
In time, these theme parks added sea lions and dolphins to their demonstrations for even more entertainment. Undeniably, the shows are fun and amazing. I am still amazed by the abilities and intelligence of marine mammals, which are choreographed and show-cased for the public.
By 1970, a lot of companies were out trying to catch baby orcas for aquariums worldwide. In a disastrous public relations blunder, the media filmed a catch in Washing-ton State where 80 killer whales were herded together using speedboats and small bombs. Four babies (called “calves”) died in nets, and one mother died, while many calves were taken from their families (called “pods”) and sent around the world. Protests began, but by 1973 about one-third of all the Pacific Northwest orcas had been captured or killed. The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 included a big exemption… for aquariums or zoos as educational facilities. (Jones, Defender; Hawthorne, 306-307)
Most animals, including marine mammals, are trained by using “positive reinforce-ment” and “food rewards,” but food deprivation seems to be a common tactic at marine animal parks. (Dawn, 77) Hargrove, who worked with orcas at Sea World for more than twenty years, says that “behavior modification” was done by reducing a stubborn orca’s  fish by two-thirds “to remind the orca who provides sustenance at the marine park.” (77) “Food is the edge that humans have over the captive whales of Sea World The orcas know that.” (75) Sea World kept the practice a secret, for obvious public relations reasons.
Hargrove notes, however, that the orcas did not hate the training. In fact, it may have been the only excitement they would have in a day. Most of the time they were just bored, trapped in relatively small pools, with nothing to do. (81) They would catch sea-gulls for fun. (91) 
We have no concept of how different our lives are from the lives of orcas. We tend to sleep for six to eight hours a night. Orcas don’t exactly sleep, since half their brain stays awake while half sleeps. But orcas rest from twenty minutes to two hours. So, when the theme park closes for the night, and the humans go home to sleep, the killer whales float alone in their pools for eight to twelve hours, with nothing to do! They only sleep or rest for a tiny fraction of that time. (121) The killer whales sometimes chew the paint off the walls, or ram against the bars keeping them from the other nearby whales. In the wild, they always live in groups, never alone. (112)
The average lifespan of an orca in the wild is believed to be fifty to ninety years. (Dawn, 78) Sea World San Diego, the oceanarium “with the best track record for keeping orcas alive,” averages eleven years for an orca. One way that marine parks have kept alive the illusion of long life for their whales, is because humans are too dull to notice the replacement of whales with the same names. (Budiansky, Elephants, 100) In other words, when you see Shamu at Sea World, that is not the Shamu seen in 1965. That Shamu died in 1971. Every time Shamu dies, a new Shamu of similar appearance replaces him. This is a true case of successful impersonation, just using whales rather than human tricksters. Every whale has a different name to the trainers, but in public, they are Shamu, or Corky, etc. 
Sea World and similar parks are masters of illusion. It is a pleasant form of advertising, really. Sort of like Disneyworld or Disneyland, where people walk around in giant costumes pretending to be cartoon characters to create an illusion of walking through a fantasyland. The illusions at Sea World are numerous. The whales live forever, as Shamu. They work happily with their human trainers, in a true domestic relationship, like you with your dogs and cats. It is simultaneously a sort of Garden of Eden, where Adam rules kindly over all the animals, even the gigantic intelligent ones.
 
“In the Sea World cosmos, the paradise that has been the dream of many cultures throughout history is finally at hand. To people hoping for a world in tune with nature, Sea World could well have been the peaceable kingdom predicted by the prophet Isaiah, except instead of the wolf living in friendship with the lamb, the earth’s two most dangerous apex predators - Orcinus Orca and Homo Sapiens - swam and played together as God meant it to be at creation. If you had any doubt, all you had to do was buy a ticket for a show…” (Hargrove, 25) 
  
The brilliance of this illusion is that humans instinctively want it to be true. God wanted that, we want that, we will get that someday, so Sea World pretends to give it to us now! The best lies are the ones with the most truth behind them. All of those things we want are true and good; the satanic twist is that the show is not really real. Yes, Sea World and its trainers can get orcas to cooperate with us, but only by psychological and physical manipulation, and by hiding the fact that the captive orcas are actually angry and crazed, and likely to kill a trainer if given the opportunity.
When I saw the famous documentary Blackfish two years ago, I was struck by its message, but still somewhat skeptical. I do not trust a lot of what animal-rightists say because I have seen many of their lies. They exaggerate and manipulate statistics to get their desired results. That is no less a lie than the meat-production companies offer when they exaggerate and manipulate statistics to get their point across. 
The basic plot of the documentary was to show the problems with keeping killer whales in captivity, based on the 2009 live-viewed killing of trainer Dawn Brancheau at a Sea World park. Blackfish was simply too strong a case to be truthful, I thought. 
On the other hand, Blackfish did interview scientists and former trainers, and it was not just animal rightists shown. So I was puzzled and worried by the documentary. I needed more information from credible sources. 
I found bits and pieces here and there. 
It was the new book by Hargrove that sealed the case for me. He documents and remembers dozens of incidents, details, dates, and whales, because he trained them for decades. The only thing Sea World can do is call him a liar, a disgruntled former employee, or re-interpret everything he saw and did for them. The reason why we never heard about the deaths and injuries at Sea World is because they always “settled out of court” with the injured parties and always included non-disclosure secrecy agreements. (208-209) Sea-World always blames the trainers for “errors” and never blames the whales, because the illusion is of happy whales. 
Hargrove clearly shows many examples of Sea World's improper care for the orcas; it is not so much direct abuse, but deprivation. The company doesn’t care about the we-fare of the orcas, and so would never improve the pools by enlargement or reduce boredom with playtime, for example. The killer whales become sunburned and even contract mosquito-borne illnesses because they have to stay at the surface so much of the time. (37, 86-87) 
When public relations kept them from acquiring more orcas from the oceans, they started overly aggressive artificial insemination and breeding programs, making the female orcas little more than expensive cows, always pregnant. In the wild, orcas breed in the teen years; Sea World has been breeding them from age six. (Hawthorne, 310-311) Hargrove says that if you add in the stillbirths and miscarriages from these pregnancies, the average orca lifespan at Sea World would be 7.5 years. (126) Then the babies were quickly shipped off to other marine parks, though in the wild, orca mothers and calves stay together permanently, for the most part. (158-159) 
For the first decade or two, marine park orcas had been captured in the wild. The adults were already “socialized” and mature. Captured calves had only a shorter time with their mothers and learned fewer social skills. Mature orcas taught the youngsters how to behave. (118) But as the population changed, with the mature killer whales dying off, the orcas in the parks were all without authority structures and training by adults. It was similar to the South African experience of culling elephants, where they killed all the adults and left the calves alive. The calves grew up to be miscreants and killers. A trainer may be able to create a dominant relationship with a whale, but the whale is not necessarily loyal or merciful to anyone else that approaches the pool. (65) Trainees, support staff, or trespassing visitors may be attacked. (51) Because the newer generations of killer whales have no experience in the wild or with mature orcas, Hargrove says “They are no longer really orcas but mutants, genetically killer whales but made of of warped psychologies” (200)
The most amazing thing in Hargrove’s book is a firsthand account of orca intelligence and social life. It is like my weeks with the elephant in Thailand: I saw that this creature was smarter than any I had encountered before. Horses, dogs, cats, they are somewhat clever. The elephant was deeply smart. Hargrove had that experience with the orcas. They too are incredibly smart. And the parallels between elephant herd social life and orca pod social life are too great to be ignored. The elephants and whales seem to have very similar cultural ideas, about hierarchies, relationships, and justice.
“A lot goes on inside these whales because they are inmates of Sea World The complexities of life in the close confines of Sea World's parks impose what must be something like paranoia on the orcas. And small things can suddenly become egregious insults to them. They are smart enough to plot their revenge quietly, waiting for the right moment to show you exactly how they feel.” (98)
When Hargrove left Sea World and one of his Christian friends argued that Sea World was doing good things, he asked if it was ethical for Sea World to profit from the orca shows. She replied, “Yes, because God gave us dominion over all the animals.” (227)
Why are Christians so quick to pull the dominion line, when they know so very little about what it means? It is nothing but a knee-jerk reaction; a defense mechanism line to justify any activity with animals. 
Happily, when he explained more about what was happening, that Christian friend agreed that Sea World was not doing right.
When park attendance dropped, musical stars canceled their appearances, and stock prices fell, Sea World announced they would double the size of the orca tanks. But it was too little, too late. They continued to deny any wrongdoing. California began threatening their permits, and Sea World threatened to just move to other states, or abandon the whales and leave California to pay for their care. (235) Hargrove read some recent media announcements from Sea World that may imply they will start new marine parks in Russia, China, and the Middle East. (239) 
The Sea World website says that they have ended all orca breeding, and will make future orca exhibits for educational purposes not simple entertainment, starting in 2017. They are now partnering with the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) to plan for future improvements. 
Most animal-rights groups want the release of captive marine mammals from the parks. Sea World does not appear to intend to release the orcas, nor dolphins, or sea-lions. Releasing animals that never lived in the wild is a bad idea from the start. Zimmerman points out that captive dolphins spend 80% of their time near the surface, while wild dolphins are 80% well below the surface. Life in the ocean is unpredictable, life in captivity is on a strict schedule. (65) 
After the movie Free Willy, the killer whale Keiko was freed. He swam straight home to Norway, and died of pneumonia within a year. (Hawthorne, 305) It is not clear that releasing long-captive dolphins or orcas into the wild would be helping them.

The key to deciding what kinds of entertainment are proper for using animals, we have to ask, what would God, the owner, think?
If the pains or dangers are too great, then the entertainment is likely cruel.
If the entertainment sought is unbiblical, the entertainment is wicked.
If the entertainment glorifies God by showing the animals without bringing them much harm, and the creatures are well cared for, the entertainment is probably good.




Chapter Twenty

Dominion of the Environment


Initially, I hoped to avoid writing about environmentalism. It is divisive. I figured that it would be hard enough explaining how Christians and conservatives have “missed the boat” on animal issues. On environmentalism, opinions are already angry, and fixed in cement. 
 Christians, and Republicans, largely oppose environmentalism. Actually, “oppose” may be a euphemism for “despise.” Many of my Christian friends and relatives believe that environmentalism is a vast left-wing communist conspiracy to destroy our faith and nation. When opinions are that strong, there is little chance of having a neutral discussion. Arguments break out.
I have to include a chapter on environmentalism, in spite of the dangers, because animals cannot survive without a place to live. God’s creatures need food, water, shelter, rest, and protection. None of these things can be had without habitat.
I came into the study of the environment backwards, you might say. I had no interest in it, until I realized that animals (and humans) need a habitat. If we lose our living space, we are in trouble. 
Also, since the people who hate environmentalism also hate animal welfare quest-ions, I have less reason to trust their views as accurate. If Republican ideologies and Christian traditions think animals are nothing but mobile meat containers, and they are definitely wrong on that… then they may be wrong about the environment also. 
Those who believe that animals are nothing but resources will also think that the Earth is nothing but resources. It is the same mistake played out in two different arenas.
I grew up, politically, from John Birch Society right-wing views. So I am not a long-time liberal, by any means. I still think of myself as a conservative on most issues. I changed when the Bible began to inform my views rather than just accepting what I heard first. 
What has not changed is my ability to be skeptical. I do not “trust” that environmentalism is correct just because the media tells us that “all the scientists agree.” I know very well how lies are propagated. So my views are, I think, formed by a strong skepticism, but also a willingness to learn. Without a degree of openness to challenge, you can never grow. 
I hope that you also can hear a different point of view, and consider the ramifications 
Just because we may come to recognize environmental needs, we are not required to adopt secular solutions, such as “Zero Population Growth” or the extermination of humanity! Using the extremist views to skewer the whole environmental movement is deceitful. A growing number of Christians are coming to less-extreme ecology views. 
To be sure, the question of environmentalism is important. If, in fact, the Earth is in danger of becoming too hot or too cold, due to human (or natural) causes, then proper human dominion requires Christians to discover the problems and seek to fix them.
God said in Genesis 9 that He will not again destroy the living world. Life will not again be totally exterminated. Christians do not need to fear the doomsday predictions of solar incineration, nuclear annihilation, or any other complete wipe-out. However, you cannot extrapolate God’s promise for the continuation of life to mean that the Earth may not suffer major disasters.
Take the Medieval catastrophe called “the Black Death.” It is estimated that forty percent of the human population of Earth died! A lot of people believed it was the final judgment. God will not let us all die, but that does not mean His will cannot include major devastations. So critics of “climate change” are misrepresenting the truth when they say that God would not allow it to happen. They do not know God’s exact plans any more than I do. We know some things that God promised will happen, and some things that He threatens will happen. We do not know the details or times. Why did God allow the Black Plague? I don’t know. Will God allow our weather to go hot or cold? I don’t know. But do not be deceived by the cry of “peace, peace” when there may be no peace.
The ridiculous notion that God would never allow humans to harm the Earth must be rejected. The view that humans have no ability to change weather trends should be tossed, if, in fact, we are causing weather trends. 
I cannot think of a single good reason why every Christian should not take some time to think about the environment. If God put us in dominion over the Earth, then we are responsible for the animals and the planet also. You are negligent and committing sins of omission, if you ignore the purpose of man on earth. Also, our pastors may be partially at fault, if they fail to teach “the whole counsel of God.”

“Other Christians shirk any responsibility that inhibits their free pursuit of pleasure. ...About half of all Protestant pastors in the United States say they speak to their church about creation care 'rarely' or 'never.' That percentage rises to 77 percent for evangelical church pastors only.” (Merritt, 6)

Lastly, I want you to notice that many of the early “environmentalists” or “conservationists” were Christians!
Calvin DeWitt shows that five of the most influential historical environmentalists were men of faith. George Perkins Marsh, John Muir, Theodore Roosevelt, Aldo Leupold, and Rachel Carson were all church-going people. Perhaps Christians. (Song, 176-177) Faith was a part of their work and perspective. We cannot know their hearts, but they grew up in Christian families and churches. 


Environmentalists of Christian Background

George Perkins Marsh (1801-1882) was a man of many talents, including diplomacy, law, and philology. He was a member of the First Congregational Church of Woodstock, Vermont. (DeWitt, 231-232ff) After traveling much of the world, he wrote influential books on the impact that humans have had, and continue to have, on the environment. He saw devastation in the Ottoman empire and Mediterranean region, and proposed that cutting down too many trees leads to the growth of deserts. If humans are not careful to manage their exploitation of natural resources (called “sustainability”) societies may die. In his 1874 book, The Earth as Modified by Human Action, he wrote:

“But man is everywhere a disturbing agent. Wherever he plants his foot, the harmonies of nature are turned to discords. The proportions and accommodations which insured the stability of existing arrangements are overthrown. Indigenous vegetable and animal species are extirpated, and supplanted by others of foreign origin, spontaneous production is forbidden or restricted, and the face of the earth is either laid bare or covered with a new and reluctant growth of vegetable forms and with alien tribes of animal life.”

Marsh showed historical examples, including the devastation of the Mediterranean world by the Roman empire, which extracted too many resources. Forests vanished, soil eroded, and these ecological harms may have contributed to the fall of the empire. He showed how ancient cities like Babylon and Athens brought health problems by pollution and greed. England had reduced its woodlands to a mere 15% by 1086 A.D. Marsh also demonstrated that forests and wildlife could be revived, such as when the Roman Empire fell, or when the Black Death took a huge number of humans out of the equation. (Coates, 24-25, 45) It is good to note that ecology is not just a modern problem, and that the Earth has been able to “bounce back” by various means.
In spite of Marsh’s harsh indictment of human enterprise, he did not deny human dominion, but promoted it and encouraged it to be improved upon. 

“The terrestrial Destiny of man is to oversee the globe, which is a vast domain confided to his care. This important trust supposes a general and perfect cultivation of its surface, the fertilizing of its deserts, the draining of its swamps and morasses, the covering of its mountains with forest, the regulating of its streams - in short, the adorning and embellishing of it by every means in his strength and intelligence…” (Tichi, 218-219) 

John Muir (1838-1914) attended Ebenezer Erskine Memorial Church of Dunbar, Scotland (Presbyterian), before moving to America. He is famous for encouraging the preservation of parks and lands for the enjoyment of city folks. His friend said that “To some, beauty seems but an accident of creation: to Muir it was like the very smile of God. He sung the glory of nature like another Psalmist…” (DeWitt, 176, 187; Louv) Muir “knew that the wilderness is best protected by bringing people to it and getting them to care for it.” (Austin, Dick, 28) 

Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919) was not so much a thinker as a doer. He grew up in the Dutch Reformed church. (DeWitt, 176) As a politician, God used Teddy to create more national parks and stop companies from destroying American landscapes. He stopped mining companies from ruining the scenic Grand Canyon, and blocked railroad companies from cutting down forests. He founded the U.S. Forest Service in 1905 and tripled the amount of protected forest land. (Brinkley, Wilderness) Theodore Roosevelt said, 

“To waste, to destroy our natural resources, to skin and exhaust the land instead of using it so as to increase its usefulness, will result in undermining in the days of our children the very prosperity which we ought by right to hand down to them amplified and developed.” (Moo, 36) 

Note that this Republican president was a conservationist, but later Republican leaders bowed to big business interests and reversed many of Teddy’s policies. When the Roaring Twenties brought desolation and drought, the “Dust Bowl,” under Republican presidents, it was Theodore’s nephew Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a Democrat, who brought back conservation. Since then, the Democratic party has been “the environmental party.” (Brinkley, Rightful)

Aldo Leopold (1887-1948) was a Lutheran who worked for the U.S. Forest Service and helped to pioneer ideas about wildlife conservation. He showed that we must include predators for the stability of ecosystems. Leopold’s famous book, Sand County Almanac, promotes conservation as harmony between man and their land, and said we must view the soil “as a partner to be cherished rather than a captive to be raped.” (Passmore, 4) “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community It is wrong when it tends otherwise.” (Bernard, 9) He opposed modern animal rights ideas as promoting the value of every individual creature to the detriment of the whole system. (McDaniel, Of God, 57) 

“Over a generation ago Aldo Leopold understood very well the need for a genuine conversion of the human heart if there was ever to be a hope for the better treatment of the land. 'No important change in ethics,' he wrote, 'was ever accomplished with-out an internal change in our intellectual emphasis, loyalties, affections, and convictions' Near the end of his life, Leopold realized bitterly that attempts to establish a genuine environmental ethic without such a change in human nature were futile.” (Van Dyke, 84)

“Reinforcing this principle, the prophet Ezekiel proclaimed, 'Is it not enough for you to feed on the good pasture? Must you also trample the rest of your pasture with your feet? Is it not enough for you to drink clear water? Must you also muddy the rest with your feet?' (Ezekiel 34:18). Conservationist and forester Aldo Leopold was among the first modern ecologists to open up this passage to scientists and the wider public: 'Here is the doctrine of conservation, from its subjective side, as aptly put as by any forester of this generation.' Leopold recognized that 'individual thinkers since the days of Ezekiel and Isaiah have asserted that the despoilation of land is not only inexpedient but wrong.' Fruitfulness means that biotic species, biotic communities, land, water, and more, must be safeguarded, not degraded or destroyed.” (ibid., 104)

Rachel Carson (1907-1964) attended Presbyterian churches in Pennsylvania, and became a marine biologist with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. In the 1950s she turned to writing books about the oceans. Her most famous book, Silent Spring, showed the dangers of pollution from pesticides which cause damage to animal and human life.
Contemporary critics have wrongly painted Carson as a “mass-murderer” for stopping DDT use. She only suggested reducing the use of pesticides, not banning them; and mosquitoes were already mutating to resist DDT, so it was cut for ineffectiveness more than ecology. Nevertheless, conservative authors like Norhaus continue to blame Rachel Carson for starting the environmental “eco-tragedy” tradition of writing. Industrialists will always attack any writer who shows the dangers of their products. 
Carson died of cancer shortly after Silent Spring became popular. 

I am adding to DeWitt’s list of Christian-influenced environmentalists, the first head of the U.S. Forest Service, Gifford Pinchot, (1865-1946) appointed by Theodore Roosevelt in 1905. His family was Episcopalian. As a college student he was involved in the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) and helped to lead worship services and Sunday School at Yale. (Miller, Char, 70) At graduation in 1889, Gifford declared that forestry was God’s calling to him and would become his life work. (ibid., 72) 
Historians call his view “utilitarian conservationism.” Pinchot believed that lumber, coal, and water should be sustainably used, and regulated by the federal government. (ibid, 4) The modern equivalent term might be “wise use,” showing that it differs from the extreme preservationist environmental ethic of John Muir, but does include regulation, unlike laissez faire capitalists. (Hendricks, 29) Pinchot and Roosevelt together stopped the completely unregulated clear cutting of huge forests by railroads. Nevertheless, Pinchot has fallen out of favor with modern environmentalists who prefer the John Muir idea of preservation over conservation.

Preservation verses Conservation

The two opposing camps for human use of Earth’s resources are preservation and conservation. In short, preservationists say that the world works best without human interference, and should be left alone. Conservationists say that resources can and should be used, within limits. You may recognize immediately that my view is that God did authorize humans to take dominion over the animals. That requires careful management of the Earth. That is a conservationist position. 

Evan Eisenberg makes the two camps’ points of view clear:

“Consider...two schools of thought conspicuous in the present debate, I will call them the Planet Managers and the Planet Fetishers. The Fetishers dream of returning to Eden, restoring a state of harmony in which wilderness reclaims the planet and man is lost in the foliage, a smart but self-effacing ape. The Managers dream of a man-made paradise, an earth managed by wise humans in its own best interest and, by happy chance, humankind's as well. The Fetishers want to get past the fiery sword that guards Eden by crawling humbly under; the Managers, by vaulting over. … The Planet Fetishers know that wilderness is the center of the world, but make the mistake of thinking we can live in it, in some kind of primal harmony: in short, that we can go back to Eden. The Planet Managers, though they have grasped the vital role of wilderness more deeply than the Mesopotamians did, make the old mistake of thinking they can control it.” (xv, 429)

The problem is, for conservationists, deciding what the limits are. Industrialists call themselves conservationists, but aren’t. Their version of “wise use” is strip mining and clear cutting without fixing the land afterward. Their motive is profit, not sustainability. That wicked abuse of the land leads people to mistrust conservationism and become preservationists.

“The American conservation movement, historian Roderick Nash tells us, is like the frontier itself. It's a century-long struggle of walking the difficult line between unbridled individual freedom and regulated social responsibility, between private and public lands, between utilitarian and aesthetic conceptions of nature, and between short-term profit and long-term prosperity.” (Bernard, 24)

Richard Austin, a Presbyterian pastor in southwestern Virginia, became an environmentalist (of a sort) in 1972. “My parishioners were resisting the ravages of strip mining … I emerged from that struggle convinced that God was calling me to articulate relation-ships between biblical faith and environmental stewardship.” (Berkedal, 73)
In case you are unfamiliar with strip mining:

“...a 'mountaintop removal' site. That is the remarkably bland term we have devised for the process whereby coal is now mined. Since it is cheaper to remove the mountain entirely than to dig out the coal, the mountain is simply reduced to rubble, layer by layer, and each vein is extracted. The massive infertile 'overburden' of rock is pushed into the nearby valleys, burying the topsoil and filling the streams… Wendell Berry's words on the strip-mining site of Hardburly remain apt … 'Standing there in the very presence of it, one feels one's comprehension falling short of the magnitude of its immorality. One is surrounded by death and ugliness and silence as of the end of the world. After my first trip to this place I think I was most impressed by the extent of the destruction, and its speed; what most impresses me now is its perma-nence...'” (Davis, Ellen, 12)

The Boy Scouts of America, heavily influenced by Teddy and Franklin D. Roosevelt, have practiced conservation as a principle. You often hear a hiker say, “leave a site better than you found it.” That is basically the Boy Scout way. Susan Bratton says that should also be the Christian way of treating the land. 

“If we take an aesthetic wild landscape, ruin it with mining, and leave it in a pile of acid tailings, we destroy not only the beauty of the site but also its ability to glorify God. If a site was beautiful, diverse, and productive when we begin to harvest its resources, it should be beautiful, diverse, and productive when we finish.” (309)

Modern environmentalists like Jared Diamond propose reversing agriculture and civilization itself, as if only foraging (rather than cultivation) will save the Earth. (119-120)
The preservationists, in my opinion, are trapped in the idealistic vision of romantic-ism: that pure nature is good, and humanity can do nothing but ruin pure nature. As Pass-more writes, “the preserver hopes to keep large areas of forest forever untouched by human hands” (73) This is the same ideal that extreme animal-rightists hold when they suggest that our planet can only hold 100,000,000 people if they wish to save wildlife and the planet. They are living in a fantasy world. 
There has never been an Earth where nature was perfect. Even in the Garden of Eden, God created all things as “very good,” and yet wanted Adam and Eve to cultivate and expand it. Humans have always been part of the equation. The perfection that preservationists seek will only be possible when death is removed from Creation.
Although it is true that humans have been destroyers, it is not true that humans are capable of only destruction. We have the power to do glorious things as well as horrible things. And humans are meant to live here; God put us here, and intends for us to care for the creation. 

“When we speak of the world as 'nature,' we speak of it as a self-generating, self-sustaining system, and we mentally (even if consciously) exclude ourselves from it. We consider ourselves a 'non-normal' part of the world. This leads us to conclude that the best we can do for nature is to remove ourselves from it. Nature is 'too good for us.' … Whatever else might be said of this idea, it is not a biblical one. The Hebrews called the world around them a creation because (1) they believed that it was unable to exist by itself and so must be sustained by a Creator, and (2) they saw themselves as creatures, things made and existing with other creatures in the world, all for the purposes and pleasures of God. We would do well to cultivate and create this kind of thinking again. We can begin by being more careful of how we speak of the world, consciously rejecting the word nature and deliberately using the word creation. This simple change of speech would make a great difference in us. To call the world creation acknowledges that it (1) is made by God, (2) exists for the pleasure of God, (3) is sustained by God and (4) includes humans.” (Van Dyke, 39-40)

Do not misunderstand me because of the terminology. I am not against some preservation. The Grand Canyon, for instance, should be preserved. But preservation is not the goal for all places. Dyrness rightly recognizes that God brags about His world in Job chapters 38-40. 

“All that God has made exists for his own purposes, which often transcend our human point of view. Here lies a great justification for the preservation of wilderness areas that exist for no other purpose than to exhibit the greatness of God by preserving his creative work.” (63)

 I do not suggest that we mine the Grand Canyon or clear cut the Sequoia Forests. Preservationists mistakenly believe that preservation is attained by removing humans from the process. That is not possible. A forest, left entirely untouched for decades or centuries, will burn to the ground. By conservation: by removing some dead-wood, by allowing young trees to take root and grow, the forest can be kept perpetually viable. God made the trees and plants with different purposes even in the Garden of Eden. Some trees were good for fruit, and some trees were pleasant to the eyes. 
The popular agrarian Wendell Berry has chosen conservation over preservation.

“As part of my own effort to think better, I decided not long ago that I would not endorse any more wilderness preservation projects that do not seek also to improve the health of the surrounding economic landscapes and human communities. One of my reasons is that I don't think we can preserve either wildness or wilderness areas if we can't preserve the economic landscapes and the people who use them. This has put me into discomfort with some of my conservation friends… Conservationists have too readily assumed that the integrity of the natural world could be preserved mainly by preserving tracts of wilderness, and that the nature and nurture of the economic landscapes could safely be left to agribusiness, the timber industry, debt-ridden farmers and ranchers, and migrant laborers.” (68, 78)

Preservationism is not a view we commonly find among Christians. Conservation, or domination, are more likely opinions among church-goers. So, I will spend more time addressing these views. 
Domination is the true view of industrialists, who nevertheless call themselves conservationists because it sounds more friendly and righteous. Domination is the modern laissez faire capitalist blueprint for the Earth. They say that God gave us the Earth to use, and they fully intend to use it up! 
Evangelist Austin Miles says that James Watt, a cabinet appointee under President Reagan, said “God gave us these things to use. After the last tree is felled, Christ will come back.” [Watts denies saying that] (Hendricks, 51) Ellen Davis recounts interviewing for a christian school job, where the staff intentionally avoided recycling. They wanted to use up resources as fast as possible to bring the Second Coming of Jesus quicker. (81)
Some modern fundamentalists expect the demise of Earth, and argue that “our treatment of it is ultimately a matter of indifference.” (Osborn, 27) “Is there any point in trying to saved what is essentially a doomed relationship with our planet? … The simple fact is that the evangelical response to our crumbling environment has been a stunning silence.” (Badke, 102)


“This premillennial view takes the arc of human history to be in decline, embracing cultural deterioration as foretelling the rapture and urging believers not to impede but to hasten that event. Given this theology's dominance at the time, evangelicals were largely absent from and even rejected efforts to redeem social ills. So while their theologically liberal counterparts perceived earthly prospects in optimistic terms, generating further engagement, evangelicalism adopted a pessimistic theological stance that produced disengagement.” (Wilkinson, Between, 11)

These kinds of false ideas in the church have brought well-deserved criticism from the secular world. In 1975, a Florida State University professor mocked the Christian view: “By the end of the age the world, condemned by God since the Fall like an old tenement house, will be worn and used up, so why bother with its care? Earth is merely a stopping place, a testing ground, a shadowy vale of tears, a material stepping-stone to a higher spiritual realm, or a disposable mechanical asteroid.” (Badke, 28)
Feuerback said similarly, “Nature, the world, has no value, no interest for Christians. The Christian thinks only of himself and the salvation of his soul … The practical end and object of Christians is solely heaven.” (Clough, On Animals, 3ff)
How about a clear example of such thinking from the growing Cornwall Alliance, full of Christians wishing to continue industrial exploitation?

“Jesus taught by example that fig trees gain value from their service to mankind. In one case He cursed a fig tree without fruit, causing it to be forever barren (Matthew 21:18-22). He might as well have torn it up by the roots or poisoned it for the effect of this particular curse. Dominion demands fruitfulness; parts of creation that do not serve mankind are without value and fit only for burning. At the fullness of time, when God reveals His redeemed, even the Earth and the whole cosmos will melt and burn away (2 Peter 3:10-12) when their service is complete.”

In spite of Francis Schaeffer’s excellent book, Pollution and the Death of Man, the church missed “the number one pro-life issue of the ‘90s…the preservation of the planet.” (Sine, 4) Yes, we were pro-life for human babies, but care little for the animals or the planet itself. 
It is wrong that Christianity has been blamed for the exploitation of the Earth. We did not engineer it. But we are complicit. Many of our churches became worldly, and gladly profited from the funding boom of hyper-capitalism. Of the Enlightenment, Snyder wrote:

“This legacy produced rich benefits. It yielded the scientific, technological, and material advances we enjoy today. But here also, a price was paid theologically. Since the material world was already viewed as secondary and transitory, people saw no ethical problem in dominating and using it – exploiting it – for human purposes. Nature was 'here' objectively to serve us. It was the God-given natural resource for human higher purposes, Christians thought. Virtually no ethical limitations were put on exploiting the earth.” (48)

This is not God’s view of human dominion. God promotes stewardship, which is human management under His authority. Look at John Calvin’s words on Genesis 2:15.

“We possess the things which God has committed to our hands, on the condition, that being content with a frugal and moderate use of them, we should take care of what shall remain. Let him who possesses a field, so partake of its yearly fruits, that he may not suffer the ground to be injured by his negligence; but let him endeavour to hand it down to posterity as he received it, or even better cultivated. Let him so feed on its fruits that he neither dissipates it by luxury, nor permits it to be marred or ruined by neglect. Moreover, that this economy, and this diligence, with respect to those good things which God has given us to enjoy, may flourish among us; let every one regard himself as the steward of God in all things which he possesses. Then he will neither conduct himself dissolutely, nor corrupt by abuse those things which God requires to be preserved.” (cited in Osborn, 141-142)

Abraham Kuyper said, “It was and is His world, which belonged to Him, which He had created for His glory, and for which we with that world were by Him appointed. Not to us did it belong, but to Him. It was His. And His divine world we have spoiled and corrupt-ed.” (cited by Cone)
Some of the modern Christian thinkers who are/were involved in Christian environmentalism, or “creation care,” include Calvin DeWitt, Francis Schaeffer, Alister Mc-Grath, and John Stott. (Merritt, xiii-xv) Former Nixon adviser, Chuck Colson, turned prison missionary, wrote:

“We should be contending for truth in every area of life. Not for power or because we are taken with some trendy cause, but humbly to bring glory to God. For this reason, Christians should be the most ardent ecologists. Not because we would rather save spotted owls than cut down trees whose bark provides lifesaving medicine, but because we are mandated to keep the Garden, to ensure that the beauty and grandeur God has reflected in nature is not despoiled... Francis of Assisi should be our role model, not Ted Turner or Ingrid Newkirk.” (ibid., 19)

Instead of seeking to re-direct environmentalists from eastern religions to Christian creation care, many churches are still clinging to industrialist voices. Groups like The Cornwall Alliance and writers like Constance Cumbey deride environmentalists as seeking to turn Christians into communists. Cumbey wrote, “If I read my Bible correctly, our peace was to be with God - not nature.” (Wilkinson, 26)
Sorry Constance, you read your Bible wrong. Our peace is supposed to be with God, each other, and nature! (see Francis Schaeffer) Sin has impacted every aspect of life on Earth. Redemption must also therefore bring healing to every area of life. These foolish binary statements are inexcusable lies of false logic. “This or that” is not often true. God or nature, flesh or spirit, etc., are not opposed. You do not have to pick one or the other. You can find similar opinions everywhere.

“Environmentalism is another coercive utopianism - as impossible to achieve as socialism… environmentalism harks back to a godless, manless, and mindless Garden of Eden… Chicken or chicory, elephant or endive, the natural order was created to serve human needs and must be judged in that light.” (Rockwell, 31)

The Cornwall Alliance, a group of Christians clinging to the old Domination paradigm, call creation care advocates “dirty fleas riding God’s dog.” Massive logging operations must be virtuous because Solomon logged the forests of Lebanon! (Wanliss) 
Yes, and Judas hanging himself proves that suicide is acceptable to God. Ahem. Don’t be stupid! Citing an event from Bible history does not make it a right action. Solomon was not perfect; he married a thousand women and fell into idolatry. Just because Solomon logged a forest does not make it either right or wrong. It is history, not law.
“God is infinitely far from the environmentalist ideal as time and again He treats the creation as a mere tool to teach lessons to his people…” (Wanliss) He cites examples of God punishing Egypt in plagues, and the Great Flood.
OK, let’s take Wanliss’ logic to its obvious conclusion. God’s judgments that harm the Earth prove that God views the world as unimportant: just a tool for helping His people. Oops, that is exactly what Job’s friends decided. Job is suffering under the obvious and direct punishments of God. So Job HAS TO BE wicked. Bologna. Count it all joy when tribulations and trials come upon you, says James. Joseph suffered for years as a slave in Egypt. Was he wicked? Did God think him unimportant? Jesus suffered a great deal in life and death. So God didn’t care about His own Son? 
Biblical events are not proof of God’s love or hatred, or right and wrong. I suffer, and you suffer, and Wanliss suffers, not as proof that God is indifferent to us! Those whom He chastens, He loves. Of course there are judgments of God on the wicked, but disasters are not judgments against the Earth.
I hope that you recognize, with common wisdom, that usually both extremes are wrong, and the truth is usually somewhere in the middle. The preservationists are wrong because humans are meant to live on Earth. The dominationists are wrong because God wants us to care for the Earth. (Hoekema, 80)

“In Matthew 22 and Mark 12, Jesus added that the second greatest commandment was to love our neighbors. Jesus' call to consider our neighbor is perhaps no more relevant than in this discussion. The way I live affects people all over the world. It is absolutely impossible to separate the environment from our neighbors. The pollutants that we pump into our air show up in the breast milk of mothers in other continents and the blood of people living on the other side of the globe. The choice of light bulbs we place in our homes has a profound effect on childhood asthma rates. Neighbor-love must be the engine that drives my God-glorifying life. 'Others' include any alive today who depend on the earth's resources, not just those who live in our communities. Others also extend to those who are yet to be born. Edmund Burke famously noted that society is a contract between past and future generations as well as present generations. … When we place others first, we bring God glory. We cannot make the mistake of preserving the creation at the expense of humankind's well-being. It surely brings God glory to preserve a forest, but it also brings Him glory to find sustainable and creative ways to transform wood to make shelter.” (Merritt, 146)


Climate Change


Critics of environmentalism in its modern and secular form have some reason to be skeptical. I do not deny that some environmentalists exaggerate or even lie because of an agenda.
Certainly the “gloom and doom” predictions of radicals have fallen far short of correct. Paul Ehrlich famously predicted in the 1970s that we would all be drowning or dead by now. “The major problem with environmentalists in recent years is their constant negativism and doomsday proclamations…,” says Norhaus. 

“The idea that tackling climate change means accepting profound levels of intrusion into our everyday lives – and the economic disaster of dramatic drops in consumption and living standards – is an illusion that is actually shared by the Green left and the libertarian right: the former insist we must all submit to state-sponsored rationing, while the latter are so terrified of the prospect that they deny the very existence of climate change for fear of the political consequences they assume are inherent in addressing it.” (Lynas, 215)

Just because extreme advocates of a position are wrong about the timing and potential results, does not mean the position is in error. Just because Donald Trump promises to build a wall around our country, a rather extreme solution, does not mean that we do not have a problem with illegal immigration. Chicken Little may be walking around saying “the sky is falling, the sky is falling,” while the sky is not apparently falling. The sky may in fact, be falling. Perhaps the sky is just falling very slowly.

“Environmental scientists disagree about the meaning of the scientific data, and the effectiveness of public policies and regulations intended to ensure clean air, clean water, and the conservation of our natural resources is a matter of considerable controversy among political scientists and economists. Attitudes in society range from those who see environmental doomsday to those who say there is no serious problem.” (Cromartie, vii)

There is truth to the old saying that people are most certain about issues they actually know the least about. I have read several books about the “environmental crisis” and I realize that I do not know a lot about it. But I probably know a lot more about it than 95% of the Christians who deny there is any problem. Climate change deniers tend to be very certain and utterly ignorant of the facts. But the same is true of ardent environmentalists. Some of them are sure the world is about to end, but couldn’t define carbon dioxide. How can this be?
It is human nature. We like to think of homo sapiens as using his brain a lot. Actually, we base most of our opinions on emotional or social values. We do not want to take the time to actually study an issue, so we rely on our family, friends, churches, media, or political parties to give us an opinion. We adopt whatever position our most trusted companions hold. 
That is why a good education is helpful. You are exposed to many different views, and may learn that your opinions were hasty, or even wrong. Another word for growth in thinking might be maturity. We should grow socially, emotionally, and logically. Unfortunately, our educational system has become corrupted in many ways. Rather than teaching methods of logical thinking, the humanistic system teaches dogma. What you should believe, not why, or how the opinion was reached. So yes, many kids are likely being taught that environmentalism is true. The children are not given any hope that God or Christians can improve things; only that the government may save us (if possible).
Truly, without involving God, they are right to be hopeless. Most governments can’t fight themselves out of a cardboard box; yet they will somehow save the world by draconian limitations on human freedoms. 
This, in fact, is why I believe most Christians hate environmentalism. The only solutions being offered are wrong, or questionable. What do you expect from people without truth? Godless people will offer godless answers, most of the time. They suggest these options:
1) Grow the government 
2) Increase taxes
3) Limit economic growth
4) Ration water and food
5) Remove land rights
6) Force contraception and abortion
Industrialists use these radical solutions to frighten us away from change. We would rather drown or roast on a changing world than accept these views. But you forget….
Just because proposed solutions are wrong, does not mean there is no problem. The church is ignoring it because it refuses to even consider that there might be a problem. 
Secular solutions are wrong because they have no god, and no standards of ethics. 
The duty of Christians is to grow God’s “garden” on Earth. If you agree, looking around you, that God’s garden is shrinking, not growing, then we have a problem. I do not mean to exclude cities. We will live in the New Jerusalem on the New Earth. I mean that God wants humans to bring abundant life to humans and animals and the planet. The Cultural Mandate is the growth of civilization, not just nature. We are bringing in God’s kingdom on Earth. At least that is the purpose of our lives. 
Are we succeeding? Not entirely! Nor in certain ways.
We have done very well in growing human civilization. We have been fruitful and multiplied, as humankind. But in recent centuries we have grown civilization by over-exploiting the land and its animal occupants. So we have done well as utilitarians, by any means necessary, but not by God’s command, that the animals also be able to live abundantly
Species are vanishing. Many animals would be extinct if we didn’t hide them away in artificial habitats called zoos. That means we are treating the Earth badly. The Owner will not be pleased if He returns home now.

Early promoters of climate change theory did a dis-service by calling it “global warming.” This over-simplification has brought a lot of confusion to the debate. “Climate change” is a better way of defining the problem because it allows for variables by region. When Earth warms, some places get a lot hotter, and a few places get cooler. Hunter Lovins prefers the term “global weirding,” meaning all kinds of unusual weather events. (Friedman, Hot, 133) Overall, yes, the world warms, on average; but it does not rise everywhere, all at once. That is why conservatives mock climate change every time we have a cold winter. They foolishly think that a warming planet will always warm, every day and every year. It just doesn’t work that way. We still have seasons because the Earth orbits the Sun at different distances and angles during the year. 
A 2010 Pew Research poll in the U.S. showed that less than half of interviewees believe in global warming. (Moo, 67) I’ll wager that many of those were Christian.
Milton Friedman, a famous economist, wrote the most convincing book, to me, in 2008. Hot, Flat, and Crowded, is an economist’s view about “climate change” and its potential ramifications. He points out that “climate-change deniers come in three basic varieties.” 1) spokesmen for fossil fuel companies, 2) a few scientists who disagree with the conclusion that the planet will change much, and 3) conservatives “who simply refuse to accept the reality of climate change because they hate the solution - more government regulation and intervention.” (114-115) He cites John Holdren, who shows three stages of skepticism in huge societal issues (like climate change).
First, skeptics say we are wrong and they can prove it. When that fails, they agree that we are right, but it won’t really matter. Finally, they say it does matter, but it is too late or too costly to make any changes. (ibid., 125) Look at any anti-environmental web-sites or books today and you will see combinations of these three arguments. They are intended to cause doubt and delay. The industrial world does not want to change, so they hire the same media specialists who kept cigarette companies alive, by casting doubt on doctors’ claims of the dangers of smoking. 

 “There is present among us a concerted effort to promote doubt and uncertainty whenever it helps maintain sinful structures and institutions fueled mainly by greed. The most familiar of such efforts is that of the tobacco industry...” (DeWitt, Earth-wise, 120)

Exxon Mobil and other fossil fuel companies pay for hit-pieces to attack any scientific evidence suggesting climate change. They propose that we wait for new data. They overemphasize how expensive any changes to their current production system would be, and they downplay the potential damage of climate change. (Moo, 77) For democratic governments, like the United States, long-term problems are the worst. Officials are elected based on NOW problems, not potential future problems. They are elected for only two or four or six year terms, so why would they waste time on a problem not garnishing votes right now? (Moo, 78)
Then you find Christians who say stupid things like this:

“The truth is that since the fall of man into rebellion against God, the earth's days have been numbered, no matter what we do to 'save' the planet and its ecosystems. I am deeply in favor of managing the planet well, of being a good steward of all our resources and of taking reasonable and prudent steps to protect it. I am not willing to take radical steps to accomplish this, however, knowing that God is going to re-create the place we live so that it finally is perfect once more.” (Jones, 47)

Sure, I will be “reasonable” but not “radical.” That means, “let it burn” in slang.
Critics are a dime a dozen. It is far easier to criticize and cast doubt than it is to write or study or do something useful. Is it not slander to imply evil without evidence? Tabloids do this to sell news. Make minor modifications in a photograph or a quote and you can create a scandal. Or imply that 90% of the world’s scientists are morons or paid-liars so that industry can rape more mountain-tops for money.
My opinion is this.
The world is warming slowly.
I suspect that the out-of-control industrial revolution is a major cause of that warming.
Even if I am wrong, I agree with Friedman that:
 
“If those of us who have become concerned about climate change turn out to be wrong - but we refocus America anyway on producing clean electrons and the most energy-efficient vehicles, appliances, and buildings in the world, and we make America the global leader in aiding the protection of tropical forests and natural habitats, what is the worst that will happen? Our country will have cleaner air and water, more efficient products, more workers educated in the next great global industry, higher energy prices but lower bills, greater productivity, healthier people, and an export industry in clean power products that people across the world will want to buy - not to mention the respect and gratitude of more people around the world than ever. And we’ll have to fight fewer wars over natural resources…” (174)

Does that not make perfect sense? Let’s say there is a fifty-fifty chance that major climate change is coming. Is it not better to be over-prepared than under-prepared? If inventing energy efficient cars and equipment, or using solar and wind power, can help reduce potential climate change, what is your problem with it? It costs a little more? Luckily, as you know, God owns all your money and property. If you spend a little more to promote the improvement of God’s earthly Temple, what complaint can you make?

I have no vested interest in persuading you to believe in climate change. My feelings are not hurt if you disagree. All I want is for you to recognize that God wants animals, and us, to live abundantly on the Earth. 

What are some reasons for believing that the environment of Earth is suffering harm?

Animal food sources are dwindling, especially for predators in the oceans and at the poles. Polar bears are frequently eating their own cubs for food. Zoos are asking to capture more baby polar bears to prevent them from being eaten in the wild. (Mooallem) Sea lions are starving on California beaches for lack of fish. Monarch butterflies are dying out for lack of milkweed, their staple food, that has been killed off by pesticides. 
Animal species are moving to higher ground. Barnosky writes that many species of shrews, squirrels, voles, jumping mice, and marmots, are moving to higher elevations. As temperatures rise, plant species only survive at higher altitudes, and the animals must move with them. If the heat continues to rise, those plants will die, and the small mammals with them. 
Records of surface temperatures go back to the year 1659, in England. Those records show that over the last 30 years, the English spring (defined by leaves unfolding) has “been arriving six days earlier and autumn (defined by events such as leaf coloring) has been arriving two days later each decade. This means that in the year 2000 the growing season was 24 days longer than in 1970.” (Barnosky)
Skeptics say “wonderful! Longer growing seasons!” Of course then, they are admitting that climate change is occurring: they just deny that it is bad. But a longer growing season in England is not necessarily good for everyone. Shorter or warmer winters in the northeastern United States brings insects, because their larvae do not die from freezes. It often means less snow-pack, which also means less water, and more chance of drought, or fires. Glaciers are melting in most parts of the world. The historic Iditarod dog-sledding race had to import snow for the first stage of the event because Alaska was in a heat-wave!

“More heat, more drought, more fuel and more people in the way are adding up to increasingly ferocious fires. Scientists say a hotter planet will only increase the risk. ... Wildfires are chewing through twice as many acres per year on average in the United States compared with 40 years ago, U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell told a Senate hearing last month. Since Jan. 1, 2000, about 145,000 square miles have burned, roughly the size of New York, New England, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland combined, according to federal records. ... Compared with decades past, however, the traditional fire season now lasts two months longer and first responders sometimes find themselves beating back flames in winter.... Over the past 35 years, Arizona has seen dramatic warming, with the state's 10-year average temperature jumping from 59.1 degrees Fahrenheit in 1977 to 61.4 degrees last year – an increase of 2.3 degrees. By comparison, the entire continental U.S.' 10-year average temperature jumped only 1.6 degrees during the same period.” (Chang)

Invasive species can be a problem just because they have no native predators. How-ever, they can also invade new territories when the local climate changes to make life livable for them. You may have noticed that two dangerous critters have been moving northward: Africanized bees, and Fire ants. They used to trespass at the extreme southern edges of Texas and Florida. Now they are colonizing farther and farther north. They like the warmer temperatures. (Roberts, End, 226) Tree killing Asian beetles are also spreading as the climate of North America warms. Customs agents at the Canadian border are more vigilant in asking if tourists are carrying organic materials, to prevent new pest invasions.
Predatory shark species are moving farther north along our coasts because the oceans are getting warmer at higher latitudes. Coral reefs are dying out. Invasive predatory starfish are spreading through territory where they never used to survive. So, let’s talk about water.

Water

Water is one thing that humans and animals cannot live without. You can go a few weeks without food, but only a few days without H2O. 

“Many river systems approach the fate of those in China, where chiefly because of pollution 80 percent of the 50,000 kilometers of major channels can no longer support fish of any kind....In shallow tropical water coral reefs, the biologically rich 'rainforests of the sea' are retreating worldwide, variously bleached by climatic warming, polluted, and dynamited to harvest fish, split by artificial channels, and excavated for building materials. Those around Jamaica and some other Caribbean islands have largely disappeared. Even the Great Barrier Reef of Australia, the largest and best protected in the world, declined 50 percent in cover between 1960 and 2000.” (Wilson, Creation, 78)

This sort of water-based ecological problem has already been seen in the United States. During the Roaring Twenties, wealthy cattlemen overgrazed the Great Plains, killed off the native animals, plowed under the perennial grasses and replanted with short-rooted crops. (Downer, 211) The results were cataclysmic. “Then came the droughts and the renewed prairie wind. The water tables in the great underground aquifers that allowed for massive irrigation began to drop. Rivers went dry. Rains stopped. The lack of water turned the soil into powder.” (Miller, Planet, 219) We called it the “Dust Bowl.” It took years of expensive work and replanting to settle the Midwestern United States. 
The old Soviet Union completely destroyed the world’s fourth largest lake, the Aral Sea, by draining it for farms. (Lynas, 148) Now it is a shallow sand bowl with stranded boats and extinct wildlife.

 “Though water is everywhere on earth, only the tiniest percentage of it is fresh water that is available for human use. Over 97 percent of the world's water is in oceans too salty for us to consume. Another 2 percent is locked in glaciers and icecaps, leaving less than 1 percent of the water for terrestrial (and freshwater aquatic) life to share. Even so, the water that people need is not equally distributed. … It is projected that by the year 2025, 65 percent of the world's people will be living in water-stressed countries. All this will occur in a context where the world-wide demand for water will double by the year 2050.” (Wirzba, Food, 85)

We in the United States take water for granted even while it is becoming scarce. (Salatin, 171; Bouma-Prediger, 50) As we separated ourselves from the process of growing or raising food, we have done the same with water.

“…for most of human history, people have toted water, dug cisterns, bored wooden water conduits. They have invested, viscerally and personally, in their own water issues. … When you have to carry all your water, it becomes precious. You don't waste it. You shepherd it and reuse it. … The greatest insult to water in modern days, of course, is using potable water to flush toilets…. Our land, blessed with plenty, has unfortunately moved from a water conservation policy to a water squandering policy.” (Salatin, 174-175)

How are we squandering water?
We waste drinkable clean water for toilets. Joel Salatin points out that in Australia they use toilets with different pressures for flushing urine or feces, to save water. We could use “non-potable” water for toilets and clean water for drinking and bathing. More than half of our per-capita water goes through toilets. (180, 183)
We waste water by doing agriculture in foolish places. Agriculture is very important because we need food. But why not use some small portion of our brains when planning WHERE to grow food? Why not grow food in places were water is present and abundant? It makes no sense to grow crops that require huge amounts of water in desert terrain. Yet California grows fruits and vegetables in arid desert landscapes. 
I grew up in California. Basically they steal the water from the western Rocky mountains to keep cities like Los Angeles and San Diego alive, and to grow their crops. Farming uses more than 80% of the water that gets to California. In the late 19th century, California had 5 million acres of wetlands; in 1993 they were down to 300,000 acres of wetlands. A hundred years ago, 60 million birds stopped in California for migrations; in 1993 less than 3 million birds migrated there. (Boyle)
Marc Riesner wrote, “Viewed objectively, the system is absurd. It’s crazy to grow a crop [like rice] that needs 80 inches of water in a semi-desert with subsidized water, glut the market and then give the farmers price subsidies as well as water subsidies. But that’s what we do.” They grow rice there, and it is the fourth largest water user in the state of California. (Ragan, 21)
Since one ton of grain requires 1000 tons of water to grow, agriculture uses almost 3/4 of all freshwater use on Earth. (Roberts, End, 227) Roberts rightly worries, “Given that much of the huge gains in foot output were possible only because farmers found ways to use more water, declining water supplies raise chilling questions about where and how farmers will produce the food the world will need twenty or even ten years from now.” (ibid., xx)
Rivers are no long reaching the oceans or lakes, as they used to. Southern states like Georgia, with water-hungry Atlanta, insists it can keep the water for its citizens, while states down-river see wetlands shrivel up. Lawsuits are coming over access to fresh water. What would Egypt do if Sudan or Kenya built dams to keep more water for farming or cities? Wars have been threatened. It is no coincidence that the world “rival” comes from the Latin word rivalis. It means literally, people using the same river. (Lambin, 113) Rivalry is growing over water.

“In the dry season, rivers such as the Colorado, the Ganges, and the Nile no longer reach their mouths. Forty percent of the world's population lives in countries suffering from serious freshwater shortages, and irrigated agriculture accounts for a staggering 70 percent of water usage.” (Davis, Ellen, 76)

Diverting water from the mountains is not enough. We pump it out of deep reservoirs, called aquifers, also. “Water tables in the Ogallala Aquifer supply water for one of every five irrigated acres in the United States, but this fossil water bank is now half depleted and is being overdrawn at the rate of 3.1 trillion gallons per year according to some reports.” (Kirschenmann, 304) As population grows, more food is needed, and more water is pumped or diverted from rivers. (Moo, 38)
Drought and water shortages are mentioned in the Bible. 

Jeremiah 14:1-6, “That which came as the word of the Lord to Jeremiah in regard to the drought: Judah mourns… Their nobles have sent their servants for water; they have come to the cisterns and found no water. They have re-turned with their vessels empty… because the ground is cracked, for there has been no rain on the land; the farmers have been put to shame, they have covered their heads. For even the doe in the field has given birth only to abandon her young, because there is no grass. The wild donkeys stand on the bare heights; they pant for air like jackals, their eyes fail, for there is no vegetation.”

Considering how important fresh water is to humanity, why do we take it so lightly? The people of Flint, Michigan, recently re-discovered the importance of water supply, when incompetence or wickedness sent them polluted water. We cannot afford to pollute fresh drinking water.
Acid rain has spread to Canada and Europe. This pollution comes when industrial airborne chemicals are carried in clouds and washed down in rain from the atmosphere. It damages solid objects but also increases the acidity of lakes and rivers, thus killing fish. (Osborn, 18) Runoff of fertilizers and pesticides into the Mississippi River has created a gigantic “dead zone” in the Gulf of Mexico, about the size of New Jersey. (Cook, 170- 171) Our own aquifers and wells are becoming polluted because the U.S. “injects some 10 billion gallons of sewage, radioactive waste, chemicals, and brine deep into the earth.” (Meyer, 51) A 1986 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) study of one thousand wells found 23% of them contaminated with organic-chemicals (Badke, 19) Industries and regulators figure that if you cannot see pollution, it doesn’t really exist, I suppose. Until it taints your water. 
We also use a lot of water to fight forest fires. As prolonged droughts in California and the southwestern United States continue, massive blazes consume forests and homes. 
Zechariah 11:1-2, “Open your doors Lebanon, so that fire will devour your cedars. Scream, cypress, for the cedar has fallen; those majestic ones have been devastated.”


Trees

I am not a forestry expert, but I have learned a lot about forests over the last thirty years. I lived in Washington State for several years, near stands of “old growth” forest. Old growth forest is a tract of trees that has never been cut; or at least not cut for centuries My brother and I went exploring in some of these places. We were curious because of the big controversy about “spotted owls.” In the 1980s, environmentalists were trying to stop logging of “old growth” forests to save the endangered spotted owl. They claimed that spotted owls only nested in old, dead trees. Logging companies, who wished to cut the forests, denied that, and threatened that jobs would be lost if cutting was disallowed. 
Interestingly, the question became moot. Jobs were lost anyway, because foreign countries were able to undercut the American timber industry. Asian mills could buy our timber and “finish” it for sale more cheaply than we could in the U.S. (De Bonis, 89) The old forests were not logged, and the spotted owl seems to be doing well.
One thing I have learned about forests is that NOT managing them causes problems. Some environmentalists seem to be completely un-informed about basic biology and ecology They operate on half of the truth. Forests are sometimes called “the lungs” of our planet. Plants have an amazing God-given ability to take carbon dioxide out of the air. That means that the fewer trees we have, the less air-filtration we get. Quite true. How-ever… they take that truth to mean that trees should never be cut. If we just leave the forests alone, the trees will grow and filter our air. That is incorrect.
Trees have “lifespans,” just like animals and people. If you read my earlier chapters, you know that I do not believe that plants are alive in a biblical sense, because they lack breath and blood. But they do appear to live and die. Trees like Redwoods and Sequoias may live thousands of years. Others, like Red Oak, about fifty years. That means that a forest has a life cycle. 
Redwood forests and Oak forests have very different life cycles. Most forests begin with a fire. The cleared ground sprouts up weeds, grasses, and bushes. A few trees grow. Lots of trees take over. When they form a canopy of shade, most of the undergrowth dies, and you have a forest. The trees reach full height, mature, then begin to age and die. Winds blow weakened trees down. Lightning strikes start fires. The heat of the fire opens the seedpods; the trees burn down, and the seeds start over. For many forests, a full cycle may take a century. They die off and are reborn, so to speak.
When humans interfere, extinguish the fires, it allows more dead trees to pile up, and more dead leaves to pile up, and creates more fuel for the next fire. By opposing all logging to protect all trees, we simultaneously waste any potential wood, and increase the danger for worse fires in the future. Also, young growing trees do the carbon dioxide filtration for us, but older trees lose that capacity. So you want growing plants, not stagnant plants, for air cleaning. As Joel Salatin writes:

“The truth is that we need to cut far more wood. The horrendous Yellowstone fires were a result of a no-cut policy that allowed too much fuel to build up. The Shenandoah National Park is a silvicultural travesty. A forest is a living thing, just like a vineyard, and it needs to be pruned to keep it healthy and productive. Just because a forest is pretty today does not mean it will be pretty tomorrow. That we have locked up millions of acres of forest and denied them the massaged care that would keep them healthy is terrible domestic resource policy. Healthy, growing trees far more efficiently sequester carbon and create oxygen than old, mature trees….Thinning concentrates the available solar and soil resources on the most healthy, productive biomass. That is not environmental rape, it is environmental stewardship.” (Folks, 145-146)

I am not promoting status-quo logging practices. I drove past ugly clear-cuts on my way to school and work every day. They were obviously scars on the earth; not proper dominion. Clear-cutting is a lot like “strip mining.” Rather than digging for a “vein” of desirable ores, and extracting that; strip miners or “mountain-top removal” operations destroy an entire region and just keep the desired ore. Like giant fish nets that kill every-thing caught within, so strip mining and clear cutting destroy everything to get a little. Rather than picking the mature trees and only taking those, industrialists find it cheaper to cut everything. They use the young trees to grind up for pulp rather than let them grow to become timber.
Industrial logging means giant machinery. Giant machinery means big roads. Selective cutting, which I promote, does not use giant machinery. Men with saws cut the mature trees and horses drag them out to roads for trucks. This allows for forests to be cleared of dead trees and fire-mass while leaving the region healthy and forested. Even that is done in balance. Some dead trees should be left, because some species of birds and mammals make homes in fallen timber. The selective cutting process allows for fine-tuning the logging for optimum health of that land. It is a long-term profit not a short-term profit. 
Until the two President Roosevelts came along, timber companies practiced clear-cutting and made NO effort to plant new trees or clean up the sites. They pretended they had no responsibility for land or trees. Early government efforts at creating national and state parks were the only way to keep logging companies from stripping out whole forests. 
Deforestation has been a problem since the rise of empires. Empires tend to be large and greedy. Wealthy citizens require many resources for beautification and entertainment. Since local lands are unable to fill their desires; they become heavily reliant on imports from other countries. Dictatorships or colonial powers tend to despoil foreign lands without compensation. 
The Mayan culture of South America may have died because they logged their forests to make lime stucco for giant monuments. (Eisenberg, 318) The Roman Empire simply took what they wanted. North Africa and the Middle East were denuded of trees and animals. (Van Dyke, 111) Romans helped to create the Sahara Desert! The Ottoman Empire of eastern Europe finished off the forests of Palestine to build railroads before World War One. (Macmillan, 70) The British navy took Teak from Asian forests for their ships. Now the United States is a sort of empire. We import far more than we export. Perhaps the main difference is that we pay for our imports.
Getting paid for lumber or products does not mean that the exporting country gains much, necessarily. Oil money extracted from African nations usually goes to the dictator and the foreign companies drilling; not the local people. Or take Brazil, for example. 
Brazil has “progressive environmental laws” yet no ability to enforce them. The government owes so much money to foreigners that it cannot afford police or military to guard forests. Mafias illegally log the rainforests to make quick money on cattle. (Norhaus) Every year humans remove 25 million acres of Brazilian rain-forest (about the size of Indiana) to make plywood and grow cattle. (DeWitt, Earthwise, 51-52) Of course none of our American meat companies would knowingly buy beef from cows raised on illegally cleared rainforests in Brazil…
The Franklin Delano Roosevelt decade of tree-planting and park-creation did much to heal the wounds of over-logging. World War Two began to reverse that healing. The United States was pulled into the conflict suddenly, and rather unprepared. To obtain needed wood for building ship decks and warplanes, public forests were logged. A sort of precedent was set, that private companies could cut trees in federal lands.
When the war ended, there was a housing boom, and a baby boom, all requiring timber. Since the U.S. government owns more than 70% of the land west of the Mississippi River, the trees had to be taken mainly from public forests. The U.S. Forest Service, a branch of the Department of Agriculture, began to treat forests like crops. 
Some presidential administrations were more aggressive than others in selling trees to timber companies. The Reagan years brought explosive volume to timber cutting on federal lands. In 1987, loggers cut 12.7 billion board feet, the highest volume in history, from public lands. As I said before, I am not necessarily against logging, when done well. But the clear cutting in parks not only angered visitors and residents, but it did not even make a profit! Of the 120 forests used, the Forest Service lost money in 102 of them. That is because the cost of building roads for the loggers to use (for bringing in their machinery) was higher than the profits made for the timber taken! (Pacelle, Clear, 40-41) What kind of business plan is that? In a famous 1988 Sports Illustrated article, “Forest Service Follies,” John Skow analyzed the logging done on federal lands in the 1980s. The Forest Service lost 91 cents on the dollar in 1983, and 99 cents in 1985-1986 from Alaskan tree sales. (82) He concluded that the Forest Service was trying to turn forests into “mismanaged tree factories.” (77) 
One of the obvious problems that I saw in the post-clear-cut areas in Washington State, was the replanting process. Rather than cutting down a stand of trees and leave the ground empty, the logging companies usually plant more trees. It is clear, however, that the replanting is not done in a natural manner. They plant the one desired species of tree in straight rows, like heads of lettuce. It will be much easier to cut them down, when they finish growing in a few decades. That is no longer a forest. That is a tree factory. One tree species, with no diversity, in rows of equal spacing. What animals are going to live there? God made forests diverse. (Sanders, 35) Industry prefers monoculture. 
In the 1990s, U.S. forests increased the number of trees present. We simply let tropical rain forests get cut down now for our use, rather than using our own trees. Brilliant! (sarcasm) Shifting our problems to other nations makes our lands look better, and the world gets worse.
Forests are stabilizers of climate. Cutting them down allows wind and rain to carry away soil. 

“Trees improve soil carbon by contributing organic matter throughout their life-cycle, as roots, leaves, bark, flowers, and fruit grow and then die and rot. But their real importance comes from the microclimate they help create…. Proving the rule that a pasture’s fertility is improved to a distance four times the height of the trees… There are other benefits too. The tree beltways are wildlife corridors that swarm with insects and birds.” (Voll, 11)

Asian countries including Thailand, the Philippines, and China, experienced “catastrophic flooding and landslides” in the early 1990s because of deforestation. Trees hold soil together.
Humans need wood and forests, both. Wood is one of the most useful resources on Earth. Jesus was a carpenter, a worker with wood. Edward Brown says this well:

“…the lesson from Jesus example is this: God made us to be consumers, and it is okay to use the fruit of God's creation. He intended that we should do so. So Jesus came eating and drinking. He also came working. As with other Jewish rabbis of his day, he was trained in an occupation. His father was a carpenter, and he became one too (Mark 6:3). This means he worked with wood, one of the most common materials of the earth. He cut down trees, sawed and planed, chiseled and shaped the wood, and produced things for people. In his day a carpenter would have been more of a cabinet and tool maker than a house builder, since most people built their own homes, and therefore, he almost certainly sold what he made for a profit. This would have made him a business man as well. … Living trees have to be chopped down to give him material with which to work. Further, he is making farm implements that will include yokes to harness oxen (see Matthew 11:30) and plows for them to pull through the fields. He might have made gates for farmers to pen in their sheep or other domesticated animals. Or a table for a butcher's shop. As a carpenter, Jesus would have supported many aspects of the agricultural enterprises that sustained his community….Jesus would be the first to tell us that cutting down all the trees in a forest is wrong; that fishing a lake until there are no fish left is a sin; and that a manufacturing process that results in water that poisons fish and air that causes human cancers is an obscenity and a blasphemy. But he would not tell us not to cut down any trees, or take any fish. He is Son of the Earth, remember, and he shows us by his example that it is okay for us to involve ourselves – responsibly – in using the earth to manufacture, buy and sell from each other.” (47-48)

Francis Schaeffer wrote that “Christians, of all people, should not be the destroyers. We should treat nature with an overwhelming respect. We may cut down a tree to build a house, or to make a fire to keep the family warm. But we should not cut down the tree just to cut down the tree. To do so is not to treat the tree with integrity.” (Pollution, 74)
A godly nation would require that natural resources be used responsibly, and that “renewable resources” like trees be replaced with healthy forests, not rows of timber. 


Fossil Fuels and Greenhouse Gases

The concern with global climate change is centered around “greenhouse gases” which are produced by modern industrial reliance on “fossil fuels.” You need to under-stand those terms to see what the problem may be. 
Skeptics say that humans are unable to cause such global harms because the Earth is “so big” and resilient. They presume to believe that God would not make the Earth so “fragile” as to be influenced by people. That is a big presumption, and not a biblical one. Did God allow humans to build weapons of huge destructive power? Yes, and we dropped two atomic bombs in 1945. And tested hundreds more in the following decades. The argument that “God wouldn’t allow climate change” seems rather silly to me. God already has allowed climate changes in the past. There was a “mini ice age” during the Middle Ages while the Black Plague ravaged Europe. Major volcanic eruptions led to years of cold weather even in the 19th century. 
Then the skeptics say, “Sure, but those were not human caused events. Humans cannot cause climate change.” Well, who says so? You? If you make the claim that humans cannot cause climate change, then you should be able to prove it. If a volcano spewing gas into the atmosphere in one week can bring years of climate change…why can worldwide industrial spewing of gases over centuries not cause years of climate change? It is the fable of the tortoise and the hare on a global scale. The volcano is the hare, but humanity is the tortoise. We have relentlessly created energy by burning. Burning creates gas. Gas floats into the atmosphere, and can cause change.

Sarkar, 6, “In the remote past, human actions were trivial when set against the dominant processes of nature. No longer is this so. The human species now influences the fundamental processes of the planet. Ozone depletion, worldwide pollution, and climate change are testimonies to our power.” (Sarkar, 6)

Power is a word with many meanings. Now we are using the term to mean “energy.” Modern civilization requires energy because it uses machines that need electricity. 
The Industrial Revolution started with steam engines. By converting the chemical energy of wood into heat, we can use the heat to turn gears in machines. Coal supplanted wood because it has twice as much energy as wood. Crude oil took the lead in the late 19th century. Natural gas is becoming prominent in the 21st century. The problem is that burning wood, coal, oil, and natural gas creates CO2 (carbon dioxide) and other pollutants that rise into our atmosphere. (Friedman, Hot, 32) Friedman calls this the “Dirty Fuels System.” Coal, oil, and natural gas are “fossil fuels” because they are presumed to be based on the decomposed plants and animals of ancient ages. (181) 
The only other major power source that produces electricity on Earth, now, is nuclear power. France gets almost 80% of its power from 59 reactors. Nuclear power produces little or no greenhouse gas. (Lynas, 71) However, environmentalists despise nuclear power as too dangerous, and the United States seems to have given up on it. 
So our civilization is, thus far, heavily reliant on fossil fuels, to operate. 
Why do we call carbon dioxide a greenhouse gas? 

“When something like an environmental consciousness emerged in the 1960s, the atmosphere was often in the forefront. The concern at the time was pollution and air quality. More recently, however, the dominant concern has been the unprecedented release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. As people have burned carbon, either in the form of trees or fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas, they have dramatic-ally altered the atmosphere's CO2 concentrations. This development is so significant because CO2 is a heat-trapping gas. As heat radiates from the earth, CO2 molecules reflect it back, causing the earth's overall surface temperature to increase. As the earth warms, and as climate patterns change as a result of the warming (more violent storms, unpredictable rains), food systems are disrupted.” (Wirzba, Food, 81)

So when you hear the terms “greenhouse gases” or “Greenhouse Effect” we are talking about chemicals in the air that hold heat in the Earth’s atmosphere, thus increasing our average temperature. Carbon dioxide is the gas that you breathe out when you exhale. In high concentration it is poisonous. 
We worry about carbon dioxide because cars and factories produce it so copiously. And we are producing more of it every year. It collects in the atmosphere. From the start of the Industrial Revolution to the 1990s, atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide rose 25%. (Van Dyke, 22) From 1990 to 1999, global CO2 emissions rose 1.1% each year. From 2000 to 2006, CO2 emissions rose 3% per year. (Friedman, Hot, 214) So it is getting worse, not better. Why?
There are several possible reasons. Perhaps all are contributing factors.
One obvious reason is major economic growth in China and India. For a long time, only western nations like the United States and United Kingdom grew wealthy by exploiting fossil fuel energy. The average American produces about five tons of carbon per year, which is five times the global average. (Eisenberg, 158) That is why the controversial “Kyoto treaty” demanded money and promises from the United States to reduce carbon emissions: because we were producing the most. Congress rejected it as a job killer. Kyoto also gave “growing economies” a free pass to grow their industries. Asia has done that.

 “The good news is that the end of Communism and the flattening of the world helped to lift 200 million people out of abject poverty in the 1980s and 1990s in China and India alone, according to the International Monetary Fund - and moved tens of millions more higher up the economic ladder into the middle class. But as they've come out of poverty, which usually is associated with a rural and agricultural way of life, these several hundred million new players have begun earning wages that enabled them consume more things and produce more things. And all these consumers walked onto the global economic playing field with their own versions of the 'American dream' - a car, a house, an air conditioner, a cell phone, a microwave, a toaster, a computer, and an iPod - creating a huge new demand for 'things', all of which devour lots of energy, natural resources, land, and water and emit lots of climate-changing greenhouse gases from the time they are produced to the time they are discarded. This, of course, is stoking an unprecedented competition for energy, minerals, water, and forest products, as rising (and growing) nations like Brazil, India, Russia, and China pursue comfort, prosperity, and economic security for more and more of their people. And we're just at the beginning. In the next twelve years alone, the world's population is expected to swell by roughly another billion people, and many of them will become new consumers and producers.” (Friedman, Hot, 30-31)

 Europe is playing a shell game by signing the Kyoto accords while not actually cutting carbon emissions. “Cap and trade” means that Europe “buys credits” from Russia or other low-pollution nations. The money goes to countries like China, where they build a new coal plant every week. (Norhaus) The European nations try to reduce their own emissions by simply buying wood from other countries. North Carolina and the southeastern U.S. are selling wood “pellets” to England to cut their carbon emissions. (Fitzgerald)
If the Chinese economy and population continues to rise at current rates, in about the year 2030, China will need 2/3 of the world’s grain and more oil than is now produced in the whole world. (Brown, Edward, 25) That also means that greenhouse gas emissions will rise 60% by 2030. (Lodahl, 124)
So, even if the United States somehow miraculously stopped emitting carbon dioxide tomorrow; the expanding Asian populations and industries will keep the carbon dioxide spewing into the atmosphere. That is why Congress will not jump on to the Kyoto plan any time soon.
Another reason that greenhouse gases keep growing in our climate is because we love styrofoam. When it finally decomposes it produces carbon dioxide, methane, and other bad things. (DeWitt, Earthwise, 51-52) 
Eating beef could be a factor. In the United States, methane from cow digestion creates 9% of U.S. greenhouse gas emission. (Hall, 33)
Global trade requires goods to be shipped around the world. Faster ships and aircraft use more fossil fuels. (Roberts, End, 224)
Finally, it is possible that the Earth has reached a saturation point. One reason why early environmentalist predictions of doom did not occur quickly is that we did not realize that the world’s oceans act as a carbon-dioxide filter. Trees and plants, while growing, suck up CO2. Oceans have lots of plants and so they have also been filtering air for us. Now that the oceans are becoming acidic from over-filtration, and we do not have enough plants and trees, more of our emissions are going straight into the atmosphere. (Snyder, 89; Lynas, 198-199) The filters may be completely full. 
It is not hard to see why many environmentalists have become fatalistic about our chances of fixing the problem. From a solely humanistic point of view, the only obvious solutions are draconian. 
If we wanted to continue to live at our current “standard of living,” and not cut our fossil fuel usage, but stabilize greenhouse gases, only 1 billion people can live on Earth. (Lynas, 67) Then we would need to figure out which 7 billion die to make that work.
If we agreed to stop running all cars, trains, trucks, planes, and ships, that would cut carbon emissions by 14%. If we went back to foraging and stopped all industry and business, that would reduce carbon by 68%. (Friedman, 210) Of course, that would also kill billions of people, for lack of food and resources.
Lastly, about half of Americans don’t even believe there is a problem. A lot of those are Christians.

“...we are conducting a grand experiment unprecedented in human history: warming the atmosphere beyond its capacity to correct itself. We are already seeing the results of this in freak tornadoes in the Midwest, record drought in Russia, ice-free summers in the Arctic and record temperatures around the globe. I worry that the church still thinks of these disparate problems as isolated incidents rather than manifestations of the same underlying malady. At some fundamental level, the church views the current ecological crisis as yet another Christian special-interest area.” (Bahnson and Wirzba, 44)

It seems very comfortable to ignore a problem and hope it will just go away. You can’t pay the bills one month, so you just throw the bills away. After a few months, the creditors start calling, and the comfort turns to stress. 
The consensus of the scientific community is that carbon dioxide and other gases are growing rapidly in Earth’s atmosphere. Even the skeptics seem to agree on this. The debate is this: does it matter? Skeptics say the Earth will somehow adjust and the changes in climate will be minimal. More scholars suspect that the climatic changes may be grave. 
Which side is right? 
This kind of universally important matter should not come down to “sides.” Whether the climate changes will be small or great, we Christians are supposed to taking dominion of the Earth, not contentedly enjoying the comfort of ignorance. 
We do not have to panic, because we have a God of power and wisdom, capable of fixing any problem. We have to have faith, and we have to take action to solve these problems as showing our faith. It is monstrous that Christians have ignored a potential problem of this magnitude. No wonder so many unbelievers distrust our faith! We should be leading, not basking in foolish idleness.
Of course it would be wonderful if God gave us Bible lists of how to treat the Earth properly. But He wanted us to figure some things out for ourselves: that is why we have brains, and dominion.

“We are mistaking the exegetical task when we look for conservation directives in the Scriptures. The Bible is much more basic in its approach to creation. Both the Old and New Testament tell us about God's care for creation and what our own relationship to creation should be like in terms of appreciation, love, respect, care, execution of justice, and the completion of God's saving acts. The best way to learn to live with wild nature is to understand God as Creator and Savior.” (Bratton, 307)

What Can Christians Do?
Conservation

I am not a scientist. I do not have the complete answers. I am just a messenger encouraging wakefulness and action. Here are some ideas from various writers and scholars, to ponder.
Greenhouse gases are collecting in the atmosphere. Clearly, any activity that reduces the emission of such gas will be helpful. Energy that uses fossil fuels creates gas; energy from “clean” sources like solar and wind, produce little or no gas. 
Americans use a lot of electricity. The reason it has been relatively inexpensive is because we are using it without replenishing it. Whether it took billions of years to form coal and oil and natural gas through the ancient evolutionary process, or God created it underground for our use, there is a static amount available. In other words, it will run out. Once burned, it is gone. Unlike trees, the coal or oil will not grow back. 
So, try to conserve electricity. If you use less electric power now, we will have more for later. Next time you buy an electrical appliance, make energy efficiency a factor in choosing the item. This will also save you some money. Turn off the lights when you leave a room, unless you plan to return quickly. 
Insulation of homes is a large factor in energy use during seasonal temperature extremes. The less heat that escapes from your house during the winter, the less expensive your heating bill will be. Ditto on summer cooling. Air conditioners use a lot of energy. Along with insulation; consider using your clothing more conscientiously instead of your thermostat. Because I am not very wealthy, I set my heat to come on at 63 degrees (not 70), and I turn on the air conditioner only when it gets above 80 degrees inside. That saves more money, and energy. 
Are you one of the modern folks accustomed to staying inside all the time?

“The cultural problem might be called 'indoorism.' Indoorism is a way of thinking in which we take the experience of being indoors, in relatively comfortable and cont-rolled settings, as normative for the nature of reality. Our world is that of central air, of walls and windows, of comfort and convenience. The avoidance of pain is one of our primary concerns; we assume that life is supposed to be easy and pain-free... ” (McDaniel, Roots, 196)

I have been fortunate in having opportunities to travel to various parts of the Earth for lengthy trips. Two of the three countries I visited, Thailand, and Benin (west Africa), have citizens who spend a lot of time outside. This is foreign to U.S. citizens, not only foreign in geography but foreign to our culture. In Benin, most homes are one or two rooms. Aside from sleeping, you live outside. It is cooler and you have light, outside. 
Transportation is a major use of energy on Earth. Could you plan your outings more carefully, to reduce 1 or 2 trips a week? Go to three or four errands all on one day, instead of one per day? That saves time and money both! How about choosing a car with decent gas mileage? I remember when gasoline was 25 or 30 cents a gallon in the early 1970s. Recently it reached as much as $4 a gallon. Whenever we experience a reprieve in high gasoline prices, people rush out to buy gigantic gas-guzzling trucks again. What is that all about? Is it a fashion thing? How about buying a smaller pickup instead?
I grew up in Los Angeles, California, in the 1970s. The air was brown from smog. There were a few days a year when schools were closed early and we went home because the air quality was dangerously bad. Los Angeles is along the Pacific coast, in a valley with mountains all around, trapping the car exhaust over the city. I went back to Los Angeles a few years ago, and was quite impressed with the reduced smog. The air was relatively clear, and no longer caused your lungs to hurt when you breathed! Easterbrook says that since 1970, smog has declined by about a third, though we have many more vehicles. Apparently the “emissions” controls have helped. (Cromartie, 72)
On the other hand, lawn mowers and other small motor devices are unregulated. Eisenberg writes that a gas powered lawnmower spits out the same amount of air pollution as your car driving 350 miles! (252)
Now I live in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area. I remember seeing the nasty air pollution from the steel mill days in the 1970s, on television. 

“American essayist H.L. Mencken, commenting on the environment within the city of Pittsburgh at the turn of the century, wrote, 'Here was the very heart of industrial America, the center of its most lucrative and characteristic activity, the boast and pride of the richest and grandest nation on earth – and here was a scene so dread-fully hideous, so intolerably bleak and forlorn that it reduced the whole aspiration of man to a macabre and depressing joke.'” (Van Dyke, 129-130)

The big business of Pittsburgh: steel mills, ran the region. There were horrific pollution disasters and deaths caused by deadly clouds of toxic gas hovering over small towns. Now Pittsburgh is mostly hospitals and colleges. The air is clean.
Why not plant some trees for your own property? “According to a Chinese proverb, the best time to plant a tree was twenty years ago, and the next best time is now.” (Voll, 10) Obviously you want to choose species of trees that will do well in your climate; not fall on your house; and attract birds.
While discussing how to improve our own lifestyles, it is necessary to talk about cities and towns. That is where most of us live, after all!


Cities


Cities have gotten a “bad rap” from environmentalists. True, there are some major problems with cities. We will talk about a few of those things, and how we might improve. But there are some good things about cities, from an environmental point of view!
Let’s start with a couple of the positive environmental things about cities.
First, it means that animals could potentially have places to live (habitat). Although “suburbs” have pushed city-workers farther out from their workplaces, there is still semi-wild space available. “But from the perspective of sustainable land use and habitat protection, the more that growing numbers of people can be persuaded to herd themselves into relatively small areas of urban land, the better for the environment. (Lynas, 34) If we ever make an effort to improve animal habitats, at least we won’t have to re-locate a lot of people.
Second, transportation energy is lessened by shorter travel times. If you live in a city, you might be able to use public transportation, or at least not drive very far. It is the long-range suburban drivers who burn the fuel. City dwellers live near many stores and doctors and event venues, and needn’t often travel long distances. There is also the economy of scale, meaning that goods and services may be cheaper due to higher competition and frequency of use in a city environment. It usually costs more to buy goods and services out in the rural areas. 
Maybe you could say, there is potential in having people living in cities. There may be more negatives, but the positives are worth noticing.
The Industrial Revolution began the shift from people working as farmers in the country, to working as factory laborers in cities. In the year 1800, only 3% of the population was urban. In 1900 it was 14%. Now it is more than 50%. (Lambin, 92-93) This also leads to “mega-cities” where more than ten million people dwell. In 1975 there were only three cities that huge. Now there are 21!
Psychologically, cities tend “to isolate inhabitants from agricultural and ecological realities. This means the people living in them may have no understanding or appreciation for the ecological contexts and responsibilities that make their living possible.” (Bahnson and Wirzba, 29) In other words, city folks get stupid. We start forgetting how we only survive because people “somewhere else” grow food for us. If electricity or transportation failed, cities are gigantic graveyards, and we would not survive!
Ecologically, cities have two major failings.
One, we lay down pavement and roads and parking lots everywhere, because we love driving. Driving in itself is not evil, of course. The problem is that cars need roads to travel swiftly: good hard surfaces. Those hard surfaces kill the soil underneath. In Los Angeles, for instance, 1/3 of the city area is covered with highways, roads, and parking-lots. Downtown it is 2/3 of the area! (Eisenberg, 253) Eisenberg says that soil buried under pavement “is biologically dead.” (157; also Goff, 111) 
We just do not understand that good dirt, soil, is alive with tiny creatures that help plants to grow. Bernd Heinrich gives a great description of soil:

“Every fall the manicured pet grass of suburban lawns receives a blanket of leaves from the surrounding birch, ash, and maple trees. Many people conscientiously rake up the leaves (or worse, remove them with noise, gas powered leaf blowers) as though they were some kind of trash. They stuff the leaves into black plastic bags which they leave at the curb for the garbage truck to haul off. I leave leaves where they fall, and rain and snow flatten them onto the ground. In early spring, after the first soaking rain and before the grass starts to grow, the leaf undertakers (earth-worms) come up out of the ground to begin their work. They stretch up out of their burrows, grab the limp, wet leaves in their mouths, and pull them toward and into their mouths. In the morning you may see leaf tufts standing upright all over the lawn where worms were halfway done with a leaf at daylight. Most worms pause their work at first light and retreat underground; those who don't risk the robin. The more leaves the worms find, the more they multiply, to fertilize and aerate the lawn and make the grass grow.” (124-125)

That is desolate ground, good for driving, bad for any other activity. Nothing can live on pavement or cement.
The second ecological failing of cities is the infamous American lawn. What little space we do leave for soil is ruined with the modern turf.

“America's biggest crop is not corn, wheat, or soybeans. It is 'turfgrass' – the stuff lawns are made of. The crop in question covers some 25 million acres, or forty thousand square miles, which is just a shade less than the area of Pennsylvania. Of this, some 81 percent, or about 20 million acres, consists of home lawns. Some 58 million American households participate in 'lawn care,' as against 39 million who grow flowers and 29 million who grow vegetables. For every man, woman, and child, an average of thirty hours a year is spent mowing lawns.” (Eisenberg, 251)

Turfgrass is a dead zone for wildlife and soil. Owners pour herbicides and pesticides on it. Native species do not eat it. Turfgrass is not a native species of plant to very many regions. We use a lot of water to keep the green carpet alive, when it serves no useful purpose.
Because cities have so many people, they also produce a lot of garbage. In 1996, the United States produced 202 million pounds of garbage, meaning that the average person “threw away” about 1,500 pounds of trash that year! (Bouma-Prediger, 54) It is becoming increasingly difficult to find places to put the garbage.
What ever happened to recycling? 
Creating a product requires raw materials and energy. Once you have a product, especially one like a can or container made of one material, it can be re-used. We used to have glass bottles for beverages. Nobody wanted to wash them? So we went to aluminum cans. Now we have plastic bottles, and laminated paper cups or cartons. Why do we have so much packaging? Because we want convenience. We are in a hurry, so we will not stop to drink, and let the restaurant take back the glass or cup to wash…we must have a cheap To-Go cup. Why don’t we sit down with family for dinner any more? Same reason. We are all in a hurry. We have different schedules. Rather than plan our day around family time, we plan our day around work, and hope to see the family once in awhile.
How about growing some food for yourself?

“Remember, in the mid-1940s, nearly half of all the vegetables in the United States were grown in home vegetable gardens. The Victory Garden effort was our country's last curtain call in the food security theater. That stage is now practically vacant. Witness the panic that sets in when weather forecasters warn of impending snow or other weather disturbances.” (Salatin, 52)

I know that some silly cities have ordinances against any “farming” in residential areas, as if one Tomato plant might bring a plague of locusts into town. We must start fighting for the right to grow small plots of our own food even in towns.

The Sabbath

We have completely forgotten about the Sabbath day.
The orthodox Jews became too legalistic with the Sabbath Day. Some Protestants can do the same thing. Turning something good into legalism is bad, but it does not mean that the idea itself is wrong.
For those of you who are in denominations that are practically lawless… viewing any rule as legalism…I hope you will wake up some day. Just because Jesus fulfilled the laws of the Old Testament, does not mean that the principles of the Old Testament are unimportant. 
I have news for you. Even if you think that the Ten Commandments are done, and that God does not expect Christians to keep the Ten Commandments, you should still have a Sabbath. 
Here is a rule and principle that came perhaps a thousand years before Noah. The Sabbath Day.

Genesis 2:2-3, On the sixth day God completed all the work that He had done, and on the seventh day God rested from all the work that He had done. God blessed the seventh day and made it holy, because on it God rested from all the work of creation.
Then God told Moses in the third commandment:

Exodus 20:8-11, Remember the Sabbath day and treat it as holy. Six days you may work and do all your tasks, but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the Lord your God. Do not do any work on it - not you, your sons or daughters, your male or female servants, your animals, or the immigrant who is living with you. Because the Lord made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and everything that is in them in six days, but rested on the seventh day. That is why the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.

So, when did Jesus end the Sabbath day? 
He didn’t. Now the Pharisees tried several times to trip Jesus up regarding the Sabbath They especially didn’t like that the disciples were picking a few heads of wheat to snack on. Pharisees though that was harvesting. They were working on the Sabbath Jesus reply was not that the Sabbath was silly. Jesus said, God made the Sabbath for man, not man for the Sabbath. (Mark 2:27)
The only thing that got significantly changed about the Sabbath, in the New Testament, is which day of the week it is to be celebrated on. The Jews celebrated Sabbath on Saturday, as the end of the work week. Christians changed it to Sunday because Jesus rose from the dead on Sunday. Our celebration of the end of Jesus’ work is therefore a Sunday, not a Saturday. 

“The Sabbath belongs to the fundamental structure of creation itself. ... If human beings are to 'have dominion' over the animals (Gen. 1:26), here animals are to enjoy the Sabbath too. Later on, the Sabbath year is extended to the earth as well: it is to remain free from human cultivation for a year (Lev. 25:11). ... Just as the Sabbath is sanctified by God's resting presence, so men and women also sanctify the Sabbath through their recollection of their existence, and their grateful expression of that existence.” (Moltmann, 284-285)

From the very first week of creation, God gave the creatures a day of rest. Adam and Eve were supposed to work the Garden. They would fill the Earth and organize it to become God’s temple. But that important task was not without bounds. God rested on one day to show that our lives were to be patterned on six days of work and one day of rest. What does rest mean? Wirzba describes it:

“The climax of God's creative work is not the creation of humanity (or the satisfaction of human desires exclusively defined) but the experience of Sabbath. Sabbath is not an optional reprieve in the midst of an otherwise frantic or obsessive life. It is the goal of all existence because in the Sabbath, creation becomes what it fully ought to be. It is an invitation to paradise understood as genuine delight. In Sabbath experience, the deep meaning of creation is revealed as the freedom of each creature to realize its God-given potential, and in that freedom to offer its worship back to God. Because God finds rest and delight in the creation freshly made, so too can creatures find their own rest and delight…. God's rest has nothing to do with fatigue, as if God could become tired of creative work. Rather, it has to do with the intense joy and peace, the supreme delight and contentment that followed from God's life-giving work. When people think of Sabbath they tend to think in terms of exhaustion: rest is a break, the time to escape from the harried pace of life. For God however, rest is best understood as God's complete entrance into life and as God's availability to and joy in the beauty and goodness that is there. Directly contrary to human restlessness, the constant, frantic searching and striving for a different place or a better community, God rests because there is no other place God would rather be. God rests because the place where God is is the place of God's love and concern and work, and there simply is no other place worth going to. Sabbath is not a reprieve from life but the putting to an end of the restlessness that prevents deep engagement with it.” (45-46)

When Jesus responded to the Pharisees about keeping the fine details of the Third Commandment, He went to the “spirit of the matter” rather than the minutiae. Having a day of rest is enjoying the moment and the blessings of God. Snacking on a few grains you plucked while walking through a field is not working. 
I wonder if our modern American rejection of the Sabbath Day is not just ignorance, but rebellion against God’s mandate for rest. Capitalism, unrestrained by ethics, is a god. It demands your whole attention. Only by constant labor can you prove your worth and make your fortune in the marketplace. I do not blame capitalism alone. Communism was just as bad. Both systems have “GROWTH” as the goal. (Badke, 107) God is not the goal; human success is the purpose of life.

“According to John Cobb, the dominant religion of most industrial societies is not Christianity or Islam or even secular humanism. Rather, it is 'Economism'. The god of this religion is endless economic growth; its priests are economists; its evangelists are advertisers; its laity are consumers; and its church is the mall. In Economism, virtue is called competition and vice is called inefficiency. Salvation comes through shopping alone….Despite its power, Economism is a relatively new religion. In earlier societies the central organizing principle was not endless economic growth but rather spiritual well-being or ethnic survival or harmony with nature or military conquest. Economism entered the world with industrial revolution, as a modification of millennial dreams from the Bible (Thomas Berry 1988, 114-15). Just as the Bible promised a 'new heaven and new earth' made possible by God, so Economism promises a 'new heaven and new earth' made possible by free-market economies and international trade. Economism is a religion – a false god ... ” (McDaniel, Roots, 150-151)

That is certainly not the so-called “Puritan work ethic” that purportedly got labor intensive capitalism going! The Puritans were fastidious, perhaps even legalistic, about keeping the Sabbath. Perhaps it became too much focused on corporate worship: a full day of study and work at the church. But they did take the day off, and spent most of it in worship. Jobs and businesses never supplanted their time with God. 
Satan must absolutely despise the Sabbath, because he has worked so hard to remove it from our churches and our society. This must be obvious. A day of rest, to encourage God’s people to worship and appreciate Deity and the creation? Not tolerable in a satanic system. Nor in a hyper-capitalistic system. In our system we work five days then party for two days. Partying is how you celebrate a life without God. The alcohol and music and sex and games are excellent distractions from any important matters of life. Uncle Wormwood would endorse such entertainments to replace any Sabbaths in his Screwtape Letters. (C.S. Lewis)
Jurgen Moltmann cited Erich Fromm in a significant statement on the Sabbath day, though referring to the ancient Saturday practice of the Jews.

“Sanctifying the Sabbath means being entirely free from the striving for happiness and from the will for performance and achievement. It means being wholly present in the presence of God. ... 'By stopping interference with nature for one day, time is eliminated; where there is no change, no work, no human interference, there is no time. Instead of a Sabbath on which man bows down to the Lord of time, the biblical Sabbath symbolizes man's victory over time. Time is suspended; Saturn is de-throned on his very day, Saturn's day. Death is suspended and life rules on the Sabbath day.'” (Moltmann, 286-287, citing Fromm, “You shall be as gods”)

How can we not spare one day? I don’t mean necessarily spending the whole day in a church building doing religious stuff. How can our lives be so dreadfully busy that we cannot enjoy God’s provision for sixteen hours? I try to watch nature documentaries on Sundays. Read good books. It is not that I am even consciously telling myself, “this is the Sabbath, what can I do now that doesn’t violate the rules?” Quite the opposite. I am trying to think of relaxing and enjoyable ways to enjoy a day, while I thank God for giving me enough time and food to do so. 
I encourage you to start taking the Sabbath every week, and allowing your pets to do the same. You could enjoy it together. 
There is another aspect to the Sabbath principle that is even less noticed. God did not just ordain the one day out of seven for rest. God ordered that the land be rested for one year out of seven also. And, a Jubilee year, so that year-fifty was resting too! So years 49 and 50 were both resting!

“Very explicitly, Israel is a tenant and steward of the land that belongs to God, with the right to live from the land but also the responsibility to care for it. This is a large topic and we must be content with some particularly interesting examples. The laws authorize Israel's use and enhancement of the land, but they also impose strict limits, especially in the form of sabbatical institutions: the weekly Sabbath, the sabbatical year, every seven years, and the jubilee year (the Sabbath of sabbaths) every fifty years. These laws are not just about good farming practices, but about keeping the economic drive in human life within its place and not letting it dominate the whole of life. They also give Israel occasion to remember that the land is God's, given to them in trust; not a commodity but a gift, and a gift given to the whole community, not to the acquisitive alone.” (Bauckham, Bible, 26-27)

Now I do not know exactly how this was supposed to apply to the people. Did they get the year off? In part, certainly. The Jews were mostly farmers, and if you leave the land fallow, your work is reduced greatly. But what about the shepherds? Or the sheep? Probably not. 
God’s concern for the actual land is remarkable. In Exodus 23:11, God says that in the Sabbath year the poor can glean food and the wild animals can eat what the poor have left. The farmer is not keeping every piece of fruit or grain that ever pops out of the ground. He leaves some for the poor and the wild creatures.
In Leviticus chapter 26, God threatened judgments on the people if they refuse to leave their land fallow for the Sabbath years. “The land will be deserted by them and enjoy its sabbaths while it lies desolate without them.” This sounds a lot like the American Dustbowl of the 1930s, when 2.5 million people fled the Plains states to escape the destructive drought and loss of farms. (Moo, 47)
And God made clear that the Babylonian Captivity of the Jews came, in part, as a judgment for not keeping the Sabbath years. 

II Chronicles 36:20-21, “Finally, he [King Nebuchadnezzar] exiled to Babylon anyone who survived the killing so that they could be his slaves and the slaves of his children until Persia came to power. This is how the Lord’s word spoken by Jeremiah was carried out. The land finally enjoyed its Sabbath rest. For as long as it lay empty, it rested, until seventy years were completed.”

I anxiously await the interpretation of The Cornwall Alliance and Mr. Wanliss, who say that God cares nothing about land, but only about people. In this case, people died not just to save the land, but to allow it to “enjoy its sabbaths.” (Van Dyke, 79)
Another aspect of the Jubilee year, the fiftieth year for a Sabbath rest, was the return of the land to its original owners. 

Leviticus 25:23-24, “The land must not be permanently sold because the land is mine. You are just immigrants and foreign guests of mine. Throughout the whole land that you possess, you must allow for the land to be bought back.”

Now the hyper-capitalists will panic. Private ownership is the keystone of capitalism. The problem is, in the Old Testament, God owned the land. He gave it to specific families to run, as stewards. God, through Joshua, assigned the tribes certain sections of Palestine to control. There were not supposed to be any “permanent” land sales. If you got into debt, you could sell your land temporarily to a buyer, but at Jubilee, you were supposed to get it back. This way a family always had land. (Badke, 77) There was not supposed to be a permanent class of homeless people in Israel. (Davis, Ellen, 22) Huh. I wonder why we have a permanent homeless class in the United States?
I do not know how this worked in all its details. It does not seem that the Jews ever kept the Sabbath year laws, or at least the Jubilee year. However, it does appear that they did keep the law that the original owners got their lands back. At least until the kings came along. Part of that big argument between King Ahab and Naboth over the vineyard seems to be related to this. Ahab wanted permanent possession, and Naboth replied that he could not do that violation of God’s law. So Jezebel had Naboth executed and stole his land. Ellen Davis calls the Old Testament system of land ownership “Covenantal Economics.” Ahab wants a permanent real estate deal, like we have nowadays. Naboth would only consider a temporary lease. (Davis, Ellen, 111)
The Puritans, some of our first settlers, had some interesting views that are a stark contrast to laissez faire capitalism. 
John Cotton recommended that the land “should be divided according to a person’s estate, the size of his family,” and the number of his animals, so that he could “occupy the land assigned to him to subdue it.” In other words, a few people didn’t own most of the land. You could own what you could cultivate and administer properly! 
In fact, “To achieve the ideal of a closely knit society, the Puritan authorities, unlike colonials elsewhere in America, endeavored to prevent the acquisition of large and diffuse estates.” (Carroll, Puritanism, 184, 183) They wanted people to live near each other, for protection, social life, and community growth. While this was in fact a principle used to drive out the Native Americans unjustly, it was used to help Christian towns. John Winthrop wrote that land “which lies common and hath never been replenished or subdued is free to any that will possess and improve it.” Thus the Puritans did not see that the Indians “can have any title to more lands than they can improve.” (Tichi, 8-10) That became an excuse to deny the native americans any lands, since they did not “cultivate.” But it was also a useful principle to keep a few rich persons from taking control of more land than they (and their families) could improve. It kept the medieval feudal system from turning early colonials into serfs under local “lords.” 
A mutation of the feudal system is what U.S. capitalism has become since Industrial revolution: a monopoly system similar to the oligarchy of ancient Carthage. Big business-es, such as oil conglomerates, agribusinesses, banks, and governments elected by big money, control the land and its resources. 
Thomas Jefferson said that “While the farmer holds the title to the land, actually it belongs to all the people because civilization itself rests upon the soil.” (Lutz, 79) That sounds a lot like farmer Joel Salatin in a recent book.

“At the risk of sounding soft on property rights, I don't think I should be able to do things on my land that adversely affects my neighbors. … Right now too many environmentalists and open space advocates want to preserve farmland, without any regard to farmers. You can't preserve farmland without preserving farmers.” (Folks, 73)

I am not going to make any major proposals to change our system of land owner-ship. I am going to say that our current system is not working very well. Perhaps the church should ponder what the Bible says about land ownership, rather than accepting that the red, white and blue system must be best because we have it. The system of land ownership we have now, in the United States, is not the biblical system, nor even the original American system.

All of these topics are related to conservation. Our world will be partially healed when Christians save electricity, save resources, and enjoy sabbaths rather than relentlessly pursue wealth.

Clean Energy

What about the potential of using “clean energy?”
Wendell Berry explains the Amish idea of technology. “They have limited their use of technology so as not to displace or alienate available human labor or available free sources of power (the sun, wind, water, and so on.)” In other words, why buy gasoline for machines when humans and animals can do the same work? Modern people buy gasoline for speed. Gasoline allows speedy travel and quicker work. The Amish are not in such a hurry. They live mainly on free, clean energy. 
I hesitate to call nuclear power “clean energy,” because it is not entirely clean. It produces no greenhouse gases, per se, but produces dangerous radioactive waste. Nuclear power could conceivably be a solution to producing electricity without exacerbating climate change. Lynas points out that uranium 235 is a million times more powerful than coal, based on weight. (124) However, we still have not figured out how to deal with the radioactive materials when they are used up. And there are still fears regarding nuclear accidents, which could be potentially worse than the climate change. I knew a church colleague who designs and builds new, safer reactors. I know that most environmentalists will not even consider nuclear power as an option, but I see no reason to reject it out of hand, if it could be done safely and sustainably. 
We use solar power constantly on the Earth. In fact, our days are lit up by the Sun. A majority of our heat, and our weather patterns are influenced by the star we call Sol. Our food grows mainly by its sunlight. Plants convert light energy into organic material for us to eat. The trick we are trying to learn, is converting sunlight into electricity.
I have an uncle who runs a big solar panel business. I am not promoting solar power to help his profits. Everyone should promote solar power because it comes down from the skies for free, and it has the potential to reduce our need for burning fossil fuels. 
The first problem with solar panels was the cost of materials to make them, and the relatively low amount of electricity they produced. Back in the 1970s and 1980s it might take years to earn back the invested money. Over the last two decades, the materials have become cheaper, and the panels produce more power: they are becoming more efficient and less costly. 
Another problem is space to put the panels on. Obviously, the more panels you can spread out in a sunny place, the more energy you can produce. But space is expensive in a city. Rooftops are somewhat limiting. Also, the panels must be sturdy enough to with-stand the weather. Hail storms or flying debris might damage the surfaces. 
One potential problem is that huge areas of solar panels in one place may actually kill birds in flight. I have seen reports that birds flying overhead could actually be roasted by the bright and focused reflection of so many mirrored surfaces. Whether this is a big problem or just a rare glitch remains to be determined.
The biggest problem, as I understand it, is “intermittency.” Basically, at night, solar panels receive no light, so the power stops. Thus you get power in the daytime, and none at night. (Lynas, 79) This is not as much a direct problem with the solar panels, but with our ability to store electricity for later use. Namely, good batteries. You want to be able to save some of the power generated during the light hours to use in the future dark hours. Solution: invent better batteries.
The invention of better batteries or methods of power storage will help many industries Electric cars are one current technology to reduce fossil fuel burning. We want cars that can drive for more than fifty miles at more than fifty miles per hour. So we need more efficient, smaller, more powerful batteries to generate that energy and endurance.
Another clean energy source that is growing in popularity is wind power. Most of you have probably seen giant white turbines during your travels. Wind happens due to pressure changes in the lower atmosphere, and happens whether we like it or not. In some regions, wind is unpredictable, but in some areas the wind is nearly constant. Certain mountain passes in the Rockies always seem to be funneling air at high speed. The coasts, where land and water meet, are also windy. We can take advantage of the wind by having it turn blades to produce electricity.
Not everyone likes wind power turbines. Some neighbors claim that they produce irritating whining sounds, and that they kill birds and bats. (Lynas, 126-127) John F. Kennedy Jr. created controversy among environmentalists when he opposed wind turbines in Nantucket Sound, near his home. The infamous “Not in My Back Yard” slogan, NIMBY, can be attributed to many homeowners. (Norhaus) No prisons, no malls, no schools, no sewage treatment plants, no electrical towers, etc… should be near MY house. 
An interesting 2013 article by Matthias Schulz details some of the difficulties with wind power in Germany. Germany has plans to build sixty thousand new wind turbines all over the country, but many residents are opposing the plan. Old wind turbines were fifty meters tall, the new ones are almost four times taller. Some birds avoid the turbines entirely, while storks and swallows and some bats die by running into them or having their “lungs collapse” when flying nearby. Politicians have affixed all kinds of environmental taxes to electricity, so even though it only costs 3.5 cents to produce a kilowatt hour, consumers are paying 27 cents per kwh! The farmers whose land holds the wind turbines get a cut of the money, but neighbors say that the blades cause up to 45 decibels of constant noise. So these are the kinds of problems we may find in any country thinking about wind turbine power.
Water power is a “clean” power source that has been around for thousands of years. By putting paddle-like gears into flowing water, you can make machines turn or produce electricity. Franklin Delano Roosevelt was a big proponent of hydroelectric power, produced by large dams on U.S. rivers. However, we discovered in later decades that hydro-electric dams are a death sentence to migratory fish, which could no longer spawn in their instinctual homes. Now, dams are being removed more often than being built, in the United States. Other countries, like China, are building dams as fast as they can, along with coal plants, and nuclear plants. They want more electricity in every way possible.
There are other potential clean energy sources that we still have not figured out. Tidal power could produce great amounts of electricity. It is similar to hydro-electric power, in potentially using propellers or gears to convert into electricity as water flows in and out at coastlines. The problems are bigger, however. Protecting the blades from damage due to weather and debris will not be easy. Protecting sea creatures or beach-going tourists from harm may be tricky.
Obviously, any increase in efficiency or reduction in polluting gases from fossil fuel energy sources would help. Jay Harman, a proponent of biomimicry technologies, says that we are developing remarkable new machinery that uses less energy based on nature’s non-polluting designs. A lot of modern environmentalists have become “anti-science” because they see science and technology as the drivers of the Industrial Revolution that got us into this trouble. They are right, by in large, to be suspicious. 
On the other hand, I have noticed that God often likes to heal broken systems and make them right again. That is what redemption is. Science and technology have been used by Satan and greedy men to pollute our Garden. What is to say that God may not use science and technology, under proper human dominion, to restore our Garden? The same kind of nails the Romans used to crucify Jesus may have also been used to build Jesus’ manger in Bethlehem. 
I am not saying that science and technology will save us. I am saying that God may save us using science as a tool. God does not always work by miracles; He often uses people to do great things. 


Farming

Farming is one of the most important activities on Earth. It can either harm or help the environment. The large amounts of land required to grow food for billions of people mean that farms fill a significant percentage of the planet’s surface. In the 20th century, the relevance of farming to the environment increased because of the “green revolution.” That is, chemical fertilizing to increase harvests.
Traditional farming had been solar, animal and labor based. The farmer tilled and planted the desired seeds at the appropriate times, used natural animal manures to add nutrients to the soil, and let the sun and rain bring the crop to fruition. By hybridization or research the farmers might discover species of plant better adapted to the local climate and soil. Sir Albert Howard, a famous agriculture scientist of the early 20th century, summarized it this way:

“The main characteristic of Nature's farming can... be summed up in a few words. Mother earth never attempts to farm without live stock; she always raises mixed crops; great pains are taken to preserve the soil and to prevent erosion; the mixed vegetable and animal wastes are converted into humus; there is no waste; the processes of growth and the processes of decay balance one another; ample provision is made to maintain large reserves of fertility; the greatest care is taken to store the rainfall; both plants and animals are left to protect themselves against disease.” (Berry, Wendell, 162-163)

Howard wrote that for proper farming, “This service begins by not taking from the soil more than what one gives back.” He called this the Law of Return, where the farmer continuously restores organic matter to the soil. (Wirzba, Food, 57) The modern movement to return to traditional farming is called “agrarianism.” Wendell Berry and Joel Salatin are popular proponents of Albert Howard’s ideas. Ellen Davis defines it:

“Agrarianism is a way of thinking and ordering life in community that is based on the health of the land and of living creatures…Agrarianism is more than a set of farming practices, more than an attitude toward food production and consumption, although both of these are central to it. Agrarianism is nothing less than a comprehensive philosophy and practice – that is, a culture – of preservation. Agrarians are committed to preserving both communities and the material means of life, to cultivating practices that ensure that the essential means of life suffice for all members of the present generation and are not diminished for those who come after.” (1, 66)

This kind of farming and lifestyle opposes agribusiness models of food production.
Our system of meat production is merely a wicked application of the farming models that were adopted over the last century. Animals came to be treated as crops, or plants, rather than living things. Plant agriculture is not as cruel because it uses no animals, but it does have an impact on wildlife. The move to monoculture, where only one species of plant is grown, is harmful to wildlife, insects, and the soil. Soil gains minerals naturally by the decomposition of animals, manures, and dead plants. The current system of crop production leaves practically nothing to decompose, and has no animals, so cannot replenish the soil.
Note that the phrase “Green Revolution” has nothing to do with environmental consciousness. It refers to the amazing production increase in plants due to fertilizers and pesticides developed in the 20th century. (Moo, 29) 
The Haber-Bosch process was a way to create fertilizers to give nitrogen to crops. As a result, “the carrying capacity of the world’s croplands rose from 1.9 to 4.8 persons per hectare” from the years 1908 to 2008. The problem is that nitrogen is both rare and strong, so that ecosystems are “highly sensitive to it, whether on land or in the water.” (Lynas, 88, 91-92) After Haber-Bosch came Borlaug.

“In large part this abundance is attributable to the Green Revolution associated with the work of Norman Borlaug. This revolution in agriculture nearly doubled corn, wheat, and rice yields between the 1950s and 1990s. To achieve this record output, farmers used newly developed seed varieties in combination with increased irrigation and the application of fertilizers and pesticides. Small farms growing a variety of foods using manual labor were replaced with large farms growing one crop using heavy machinery. All in all, the Green Revolution was hailed as a production and efficiency success story. Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970. All is not well with this revolution. The problem is not simply that the world's human population is continuing to rise (prompting some food analysts to say we need to double yields again). A deeper problem is that this revolution is not really 'green' or sustain-able. For instance, the Green Revolution should also be called the 'brown' revolution because it is saturated with the use of fossil fuels to provide fertilizers and pesticides and to run the equipment to irrigate, cultivate, harvest, transport, and process what-ever commodities are grown. We cannot expect that fossil fuels will be available in endless or easy or cheap supply, or pretend that our burning of them does not have atmospheric consequences. We also need to register that steadily increased yields have now plateaued or are declining, suggesting that wheat, corn and rice varieties have likely reached or are near reaching their maximum productivity.” (Wirzba, Food, 74)

In short, the Green Revolution was a well-timed fix to food shortages in the 20th century. The problem is that the fix is artificial. Also, the process is owned by a few big companies. That means the farmers become reliant on the chemicals and the companies. 

“First, soluble chemical fertilizers don't build soil. They tend to be like a drug. The more you use them, the more you must use just to get the same effect, and the more difficult it is to stop using them because it takes time for the soil health to build back up. Second, chemical fertilizers can't be produced on the farm and must be bought and imported, which raises the cost of production.” (Sanders, 63)

The temporary chemical fix to our farm production has had disastrous side effects that are only becoming apparent in recent decades. 

“Punjab, India, considered by many the symbol of Green Revolution success, is now poised (because of water depletion and soil degradation) to become a dustbowl, an agricultural catastrophe. Indian farmers use three times as much fertilizer as they did thirty years ago to achieve the same yields, while insects have grown resistant to pesticides. Cancer rates among farmers, along with farmer debt and suicide, have grown dramatically.” (Wirzba, Food, 73ff)

Monocropping and chemical fertilizers allowed farms to become bigger, and opera-ted by fewer people. In the year 1900, we had 5.7 million farms in the United States. In 1979, there were 2.7 million. Big farms buy up little farms, and we were losing an average of 40,000 farms per year. Because, for decades, we had plenty of food, we started converting good farmland into housing tracts: three million acres a year! (Lutz, 89, 92, 96) The farmland, now buried under cement or asphalt, is ruined. 
“Farmers in the United States are no longer even counted in the census, being less than two percent.” (Mann, 41) We are losing the important knowledge that farmers once had, about proper growing practices. (Berry, Wendell, 24) Few farmers are young. The average age of a farmer in the United States is over 55! (Sanders, 23) We worry now about a shortage of doctors and nurses; how about a shortage of farmers?
Another side effect of increasing plant yields by use of chemical fertilizers is the loss of nutritional value. Biochemist Dr. Donald Davis in Texas shows that the nutrients in garden crops have declined in the last fifty years, probably due to soil health and plant breeding. Modern herbicides work by killing weeds not by poisoning them but by denying them nutrients. Our current crops have been genetically engineered to not need those nutrients. So our new crops have fewer minerals than the old ones. (Sanders, 95) The agribusiness companies tell us we never needed those. Do you assume that is true? 
Insecticides are chemicals designed to kill pest bugs that harm our corps. Agrarian farmers use various natural methods to combat insect pests. Monocrop farming is very attractive to pests because the insects loving that crop need never leave! Pesticides may be initially effective, but the insects build up resistance. (Cook, 164-165)

“Throwing chemicals in wholesale quantity at pests only makes them smarter. In 1948 at the dawn of the chemical age, American farmers used 15 million pounds of insecticide and lost 7 percent of their crop to insects; today they use 125 million pounds and lose 13 percent.” (Eisenberg, 32)
 
Another problem with pesticides and herbicides is that they can have serious effects on local wildlife, or even humans. A 2002 study showed that frogs were four times more likely to mutate into unnatural shapes in ponds with pesticide runoff than in clean ponds. (Cook, 169) What kills bugs may kill bees, frogs, and other fauna.
We are ignorant of our food system, yet somewhat happy, because it seems so inexpensive. Like modern meat production, however, the costs are simply externalized. (Roberts, End, 220) In other words, the giant farms do not pay for pollution of streams, death of wildlife, or even large losses due to weather or pests. Whenever a disaster strikes, the government subsidizes their losses. That means, taxes pay for food problems. Western industrial countries spend “roughly $270 billion subsidizing agriculture, so their farmers got rich, their consumers got cheap food, and Third World farmers had a hard time competing” (Friedman, Hot, 41) Food costs a lot more than the price tags you see at the grocery store. The agribusiness system puts farmers out of work, and incurs giant debts or losses, then has them helpfully paid by a duped Congress.
We joke about the ancient Romans, demanding bread and circuses. Rome got free bread (called “the dole”) and free entertainment because Rome stole resources from the rest of the world. In the United States we get cheap food because the government subsidizes fuel, fertilizer, land, and insurance costs for “farmers.” But those subsidies were designed long ago for real human farmers, not modern agribusiness corporations who own most of the farms. Cheap food is a disaster to small farms, here and abroad. (DeWitt, Earthwise, 54)

“While farm payments enrich agribusiness and big growers and skew the playing field against small farmers in America, they wreak their greatest havoc overseas. By maintaining surplus production and a ready supply of cheap commodities, subsidies enable agribusiness corporations to obtain farmers' crops at below the cost of production and then export them at bargain-basement prices. It's good business for export firms like Cargill and ADM, but these cheap subsidized foods often flood markets in poor countries and undermine Third World farmers.” (Cook, 230)

And then, after our subsidized farm system drives foreign farmers out of business, we send them food aid to help! More Christians are discovering that sending money or food aid to foreign nations may hurt more than help. When we send free food, the farmers in that country cannot sell their food, and go out of business…
Agribusiness, both in meat production and crop production, has become a mono-poly, under the control of a handful of corporations. It is so powerful that even government cannot dare to seek changes or accountability. 

“Technology can grow to a size that is first undemocratic and then inhuman. It can grow beyond the control of individual human beings – and so, perhaps, beyond the control of human institutions. … A great danger to democracy now in the United States is the steep decline in the number of people who own farmland – or landed property of any kind.” (Berry, Wendell, 27)

The solution to such a massive problem is not simple. It will take decades to change a system that took decades to build. Yet we have to solve it for many obvious reasons.
When I was in sixth grade, a teacher told me that three systems rule the world. Big Oil, Big Banks, and something else. I can’t remember now! But you could now stick Big Agriculture in there as the third system. 

“Our food system is one of the powers and principalities, fallen and in need of redemption. Perhaps the way out of such a system is not to keep shoring up the old system or try to be reconciled to it, but to step around it and create something new. To create what might look less like a system and more like a way of life.” (Bahnson and Wirzba, 91)

Big Agriculture has the best spokesmen, lawyers, and advertisers that money can buy. So you hear all sorts of arguments as to why the status quo is the best possible system for the world. Be skeptical. You hear want they want you to hear, that is what advertising is meant to do. They do not want you to know that the modern agriculture system is on the edge of disaster. It will crumble, sooner or later, and we may be endangered by that collapse. 
Even IF nothing else goes wrong, we are coming close to the end of the Oil Age. (Sanders, 125) Oil is the foundational element to all of modern agriculture. Oil makes the fertilizers, the pesticides, the herbicides, and the fuel that brings food to your homes. When the petroleum runs out, or simply becomes more expensive, the food prices will jump. Food packaging and distribution alone require 7 to 10 kilocalories of energy for every kilocalorie of food eaten in the U.S.A. (Moo, 42) The costs will rise.
Technologists are hoping to find another “silver bullet,” like the fertilizer bullet that helped us in the 20th century. They are hoping that biotechnology will find some new plant breeds to provide another bump in crop yields. (Roberts, End, 242) I do not oppose the search for such helps. But Christians cannot rely on science to save us every time. The wiser course is to return to biblical principles of agriculture, and tried-and-true methods rather than the next big fad. 
Here is a crazy idea, from Bahnson and Wirzba. “What if we abandon the centralized food economy and instead create new food communities centered on the local practice of growing healthy food together? And what if we then invite the hungry to the feast?” (95)
I can hear the howls from industrialists already. Luddites! Primitivists! Communists! 
Industry hacks all love the argument that there are too many people in the world to feed using traditional agriculture. We only survive now because we do monocultures and use chemicals. If we abandon the industrial system, we will all die! Now who is Chicken Little? Scare tactics are always a good way to justify current systems, even fallen ones. And it is difficult for us to disagree because our minds love to feel secure, and not worry about change. Change is scary. We need faith that God knows the best way to farm. 
In Isaiah 28:23-29, God talks about various kinds of farming activities. Plowing, scattering seed, setting borders, threshing, and then He says, “This also comes from the Lord of heavenly forces, who gives wondrous counsel and increases wisdom.” God knows how to farm. He knows how to teach people how to farm. Why should we believe that only agribusiness knows how to farm? Did Jesus not tell us, not to worry, that God would provide for us? (Matthew 6:25-34)
So, what about the claim that modern farming is so much more productive than traditional farming; that we would be fools to abandon the current system?
Try taking some information from non-propaganda sources. You have likely only heard the agribusiness claims, since they have the money to advertise.
One small country has already survived the collapse of modern agriculture and returned to traditional farming. Ironically, we just re-opened diplomatic relations with them. Cuba. Not far from Florida.
Cuba was a communist country. The Soviet Union propped them up with funds, fertilizer, and industrial goods, to maintain an irritating presence close to our borders. When the Soviet Union collapsed, Cuba stopped getting fertilizer. For a couple of years they were in dire straits. 

“Desperate times called for desperate measures. Deprived of industrial inputs, Cubans had little choice but to deindustrialize their food model, making it into something less mechanized and less chemically dependent, and far more focused on food for local consumption. The massive state run farms were broken into cooperatives, and hundreds of thousands of laborers were 'reallocated' from urban and factory jobs to work on farms; by some current estimates, as many as one in four Cubans is involved in food production….The results have been almost China-like. Although Cubans are still short of meat and dairy products, per capita intake has recovered so completely that the country now leads most developing nations in nearly all nutrition and food-security categories...(Roberts, End, 305-306)”

Sanders writes that 80 to 100% of the fruits and vegetables they eat in Cuba are grown  around the cities. Even Havana, with 2.5 million people, grows half of its own produce. (110)
Cuba survived an instantaneous end to modern agriculture. They now eat less meat, but have very healthy diets. It was not the end of the world that industrialists threaten.
Similar efforts have helped to improve farming in other countries. In central Africa:

“…Because the Niger farmers are now following creation's pattern of kingdom abundance, soil fertility is increasing. Degraded lands are healing. Farmers are feeding themselves in good years and in drought years. As more Sahelian farmers employ these methods, Peter believes, they could even begin to reverse desertification and create food-secure oases across the Sahel.” (Bahnson and Wirzba, 100)

We even have examples of traditional farming working strongly here in the United States. They never left, they just have been forgotten by many modern folks. Wendell Berry explains:

“The remedy has been a set of farming practices traditional among the Amish since the seventeenth century: diversification, rotation of crops, use of manure, seeding of legumes. These practices began when the Anabaptist sects were disfranchised in their European homelands and forced to the use of poor soil. We saw them working to restore farmed-out soils in Indiana. One thing these practices do is build humus in the soil, and humus does several things: increases fertility, improves soil structure, improves both water-holding capacity and drainage...these farms give the lie directly to that false god of 'agribusiness'; the so called economy of scale. The small farm is not an anachronism, is not unproductive, is not unprofitable. Among the Amish, it is still thriving … (107, 112)

In fact, the Amish have nearly doubled in population in the last twenty years, and remain farmers while conventional farms have failed by the millions. (113)
What is the first thing you think about, when you think of Amish people? The horse and buggy driving along the road. This is a symbol of one key element of traditional farming: domestic animals. Using horses and cows and pigs and sheep and chickens to produce manure and graze and aerate the soil replaces the need for fertilizer and oil-driven machinery The traditional farm had already developed thousands of years worth of wisdom and soil-enriching practices before chemists found artificial shortcuts.

“The standard rationale for industrial agriculture, energetically promoted by the multinationals that profit from it, is that it is more efficient; it can feed the world and do so cheaply. Yet, in fact, small farms everywhere, in North America and also in the Third World, are more productive than large ones, for multiple reasons. An industrial soybean farm may produce more beans per acre, but the small farm, planted with six to twelve different crops, has a much higher yield, both in food quantity and in market value. Plants do favors for each other. In agrarian cultures in Mexico and northern Central America, farmers have traditionally interplanted 'the three sisters': corn, beans and squash. The corn provides trellises for the beans, the squash leaves discourage weeds and retard evaporation, and the beans fix nitrogen that enhances soil fertility for all three crops. Polycropping and even the planting of diverse varieties within a species also help with pest control; the different crops create more habitational niches for beneficial organisms, and harmful organisms are unlikely to have an equally devastating effect on every crop. Small farmers often integrate crops and livestock, rotating pasture and planted fields in a single system of recycled biomass and nutrients. The difference in productivity between small farms and industrial farms is not slight. In every country for which data is available, smaller farms are show to be 200 to 1000 percent more productive per unit area.” (Davis, Ellen, 103-104)

Interestingly, traditional farming is not just promoted by Jewish and Christian sources. It has been practiced by many cultures around the world. Heinberg writes that:

“Adam and Eve were stewards of the creative process, enjoined to tend and keep the Garden. The story implies that human beings were originally concerned with the entire process of creation rather than merely with its end products. The wise gardener – metaphoric or literal – cares for all phases of the creative cycles at hand. But when he becomes fascinated merely with the fruit, neglecting or distorting other parts of the process, the whole continuum is thrown out of balance. As we are dis-covering throughout the world today, the farmer who is interested only in increasing crop yield and who ignores the health of the soil will eventually drain the land of its ability to provide nourishing food. This teaching is explicitly expressed in some Paradise myths, as well as the core religious teachings of most cultures. Many Native American tribes (the Hopi and the Yurok for example) tell us that the First People were instructed in the ways to maintain the balance of the forces of Nature. The Fall came with their ancestors' abandonment of the responsibilities of steward-ship.” (91)

Can traditional farming feed the world? Patrick Martins answers, “…that’s a stupid question…The short answer is yes, and it has. That was how the world worked for thou-sands of years.” (18)
I admit, humbly, that I might make a poor farmer. I am barely capable of keeping cacti alive on my window sill. So I am not planning to jump into agriculture. I suspect that many of you are saying the same thing. You are not likely to change your career path based on my information. I do not expect you to. As Paul said, in discussing spiritual gifts, we are all a part of “the body,” the church, and yet we each have differing skills and gifts. The same is true in society. Some folks are just good farmers; others aren’t. So what are we supposed to do about this farming crisis?
Try to buy food from local sources, when possible. In other words, support your local farmers, if you have some. Less than five percent of the food consumed in your community is actually produced there, on average! (Roberts, End, 123) So how do you find local food? Ask around. And there is a website called “Know Your Farmer,” one of the most useful things offered by the USDA.
One big advantage, environmentally, to buying local foods, is that you cut out the long transportation routes, the middle men, the packaging, and etc. That saves a lot of fuel and plastic! (Berry, Wendell, 61) It also helps your local economy, since the money you spend stays nearby, rather than flowing to the agribusiness owners on Wall Street. Local farmers can sell directly to you rather than go through an industrial system. (Pollan, xiii) I am fortunate to have some Amish and Mennonite local farmers where I get wonderful honey and jams. 

“Buying and eating locally helps heal the land while improving our own health. Consider the benefits: 1) fresher, more nutritious, and better tasting food; 2) less ingestion of unknown and unneeded chemicals, artificial flavors and coloring, and obesity-inducing high fructose corn syrup; 3) reduction in the fossil fuels and pollution involved in shipping food around the world; 4) encouragement of the local economy Supporting the local economy is an act of social justice; a revolutionary act of resistance against the unhealthy industrialization of our food supply.” (Snyder, 202)

One intriguing change you will learn about, if you start buying locally, is that your diet will become more traditional and seasonal. 
The only reason you can buy certain foods all year round is because the grocery stores import stuff from all around the world. Weather is different around the world, so winter here is summer somewhere else. To support local farmers, you have to try out a “seasonal eating commitment.” (Salatin, 68) The local farm cannot grow apples or peach-es all year. Now you do have the option of practicing home jarring and canning, or buying locally canned and jarred crops, of course. (Bailey, Holy, 69) You just can’t have the fresh, off-the-tree fruit year round without buying foreign. 

“Prior to recent days, the preparer had to be aware of seasons – of what is available when. Menus changed on what was available nearby. Those twinges of wistful dreaming in January for the first spears of spring asparagus, the first rhubarb stems, simply help anchor us to reality and make us appreciate life more deeply. Delayed gratification is a powerful emotional reality…” (Salatin, Folks, 90)

Paul and Barnabas mentioned seasonal farming in a sermon in Lystra, in Acts 14:17. “He has blessed you by giving you rain from above as well as seasonal harvests, and satisfying you with food and happiness.” Only the Oil Age, with fossil fuel transportation has enabled our modern diets of year-round fresh foods. Is that an extravagance that we should promote, or reduce? (Sanders, 67) The more business we take away from agri-business, the more local farms may be able to grow in our economy. (Austin, Dick, 27)
Get involved in local politics, as a Christian, not necessarily as a politician. Local leaders may not realize how silly some rules are, that create problems for local farmers and agriculture. Don’t let them ban small food gardens from residential backyards. And promote any programs that may improve local lands and streams. You might even be able to get funding for some projects if the community gets on board.

One thing that the Bible and experience can show us about farming, is how faith works. The traditional farmer is one of the few modern workers who can understand daily faith, because he or she must rely on the weather and God’s grace for good crops. The farmer’s life moves on biological and seasonal time, not cultural schedules and timelines. (Wirzba, Food, 53) 

Our civilization has adopted the model of immediate gratification and selfishness in economics. Take and use whatever is available, now. Take the land, take the minerals, take the water, take the animals, take the money. Let the future worry about itself. 
That is the ultimate in total depravity, displayed publicly. Sin is selfishness. We are selfish. You may personally care about your grandchildren, but do not think that the system itself cares. It is every man for himself, in extreme capitalism. “The willingness of our modern leaders and of our culture to sacrifice future generations on the altar of our own consumerist greed is in direct contradiction to the biblical requirement for steward-ship.” (Massie, 28) 
That is not a Bible model, or a Christian model. Selfishness is never the virtue that Adam Smith and modern economists pretend that it is. “Love one another” is the model of Jesus. 
Our treatment of the Earth must be based on sustainability, not exploitation, because we cannot love one another while hoarding resources needed by foreign peoples or future generations. Nor is human survival even the main reason for treating the Earth properly.

“…if you are committed to mitigating climate change and practicing environmental stewardship out of a concern for your own well-being, you are getting it wrong. The point of caring for the earth is not to ensure preservation of the human species, it is to be obedient to God’s commands and a faithful witness to the promise of reconciliation through Jesus’ resurrection.” (King, Sarah, 101)

I am not panicking. Christians do not need to panic. The world of environmentalists, in general, is panicking, because they have no hope. 
They have no hope because they have no God, and because very few people are listening to them. To leaders worried about a problem, you need people to listen and act. If the Christian church begins to listen and act in God-glorifying ways to improve the Earth, the panic would lessen. 
For one thing, Christians know what the basic problem is. 

“True spiritual healing is what we need. And this is something the Church is very, very good at: Helping people to understand their sin and guilt, coming to God for forgiveness and help, and changing how we live. We need to apply our ability to confront and change behavior to creation care. Environmental problems are sin problems – and sin is something the Church knows how to handle.” (Brown, 80)

Brown is absolutely right. The world has a major sin problem, and we have been participating in it. It is time to act. Francis Schaeffer wrote:

“On the basis of the fact that there is going to be total redemption in the future, not only of man but of all creation, the Christian who believes the Bible should be the man who – with God's help and in the power of the Holy Spirit – is treating nature now in the direction of the way nature will be then. It will not be perfect, but it must substantial, or we have missed our calling... we should exhibit substantial healing here and now, between man and nature and nature and itself, as far as Christians can bring it to pass.” (Merritt, 99) 

And what exactly can we do? Calvin DeWitt summarizes it well. We should become aware of creation, appreciate creation, and steward creation.

“Awareness means getting out of our offices, shops, labs, classrooms, and houses: leaving the virtual 'worlds' that may engage and sequester us in order to know and to name the creatures we see – providing ourselves and others the peace and reflective time to discover God's marvelous work. Appreciation means tolerating and even cherishing all God's creatures and creation: beholding and respecting such creatures as wasps and caterpillars, wolves, hippos, and toads – giving ourselves and others the opportunity to echo God's declaration 'It is good!' Stewardship means appropriate use, care-giving, and conserving creation. It means assuring that our own and others' actions do not damage creation but repair the damage done and directing ourselves and others to pursue and spread right living in the world. It means serving, which includes serving before we act adversely on creation (pre-serving); serving reciprocally so that service to us by God and creation is returned with service to us of our own (con-serving); bringing back to fullness and fruitfulness what has been damaged and smeared (re-serving, restoring, reconciling). It also means helping our community hold in trust what we and others have learned, preserved, conserved, and restored (en-trusting) – serving God responsibly and worthily by tending, caring for, and keeping God's Word and God's world.” (Song, 22-23)



Chapter Twenty One
Does God Care About Animals?

It may surprise you, after reading God’s Animals, to learn that many Christian leaders teach that God really has no interest in animals. As an omniscient God, they will say that He knows them very thoroughly, but He has no “feelings” like love for “lower creatures.” God loves only souls, they say. 
Very few of them have actually thought carefully on the matter. It is a “common knowledge” idea that they picked up. But there is one Bible passage that Christians have used as proof that God cares nothing about animals. Obviously, that is an important passage to address!

I Corinthians 9: 7-11, “Am I not an apostle? Am I not free? Have I not seen Jesus Christ our Lord? Are you not my work in the Lord? If I am not an apostle to others, yet doubtless I am to you. For you are the seal of my apostleship in the Lord. My defense to those who examine me is this: Do we have no right to eat and drink? Do we have no right to take along a believing wife, as do also the other apostles, the brothers of the Lord, and Cephas? Or is it only Barnabas and I who have no right to refrain from working? Who ever goes to war at his own expense? Who plants a vineyard and does not eat of its fruit? Or who tends a flock and does not drink of the milk of the flock? Do I say these things as a mere man? Or does not the law say the same also? For it is written in the law of Moses, 'You shall not muzzle an ox while it treads out the grain.' Is it oxen God is concerned about? Or does He say it altogether for our sakes? For our sakes, no doubt, this is written, that he who plows should plow in hope, and he who threshes in hope should be partaker of his hope.”

In this book, God’s Animals, I have shown very practical instructions from the Bible on how God wants us to treat His animals. The basic principles of Scripture, in both story and instruction, demonstrate that we must care for the animals with proper food and water, with shelter and protection, and with rest. 
Why? So far, I have shown only that we are obligated to obey God’s principles of care for animals because the creatures belong to Him, and we owe God our allegiance. This is a rather limited answer to why. It is similar to a child demanding to know “why?” he or she must obey, and the parent replies, “Because I said so!” God is the boss and has the right to tell us what to do.
But that is an argument from authority, and not a very helpful one. Yes, it is entirely true, but such arguments are used wrongly all the time. ‘Might makes right’ just means that the strongest gives the orders. On Earth, dictators give orders because they have the army and the guns. But our God is a God of justice and holiness. He does not act arbitrarily, and just make up rules for humans to follow at random. God’s concern for the human treatment of animals must have some basis in God’s own character. The whole creation is said to demonstrate His glory and attributes. (Romans 1:19-20)
I believe that the reason God demands that we treat His animals properly is because He cares about those animals.
I have intentionally chosen the worst possible text for proving this point. These verses are in fact, some of the most despised words in the Bible, at least to animal-rights and animal-welfare people. I have seen these verses cited in anger, confusion, and complete dismissal, by animal lovers. 
Albert Schweitzer wrote that “Of course Paul’s exegesis is here at fault.” (cited in Gilmour) Emil Brunner agrees that “at this point, Paul is wrong…. This is arbitrary ‘allegorizing.’” (211) Catholic writer Charles Camosy actually says that Paul was not inspired by God when he wrote I Corinthians 9, and we must reject this part of the Bible. (56-57) 
These authors are both right and wrong. They are correct that there is a problem with this text and its apparent meaning: but they are wrong because the problem is not the text, but the translation and application of it.
Conversely, this idea that God cares nothing for animals, is quoted by sportsmen and factory farmers who wish to defend their own cruelties with the Bible. Some theologians agree with them. James B. Jordan says that Paul's language means that “these laws did not concern animals at all, but were - altogether - concerned with human beings.”… (and) ... “According to Paul, God is not particularly concerned with whether or not we yoke oxen with asses, but He is concerned with whether or not Christians marry unbelievers.” (Through, 98)
Even F.F. Bruce, in his commentary on Corinthians, writes, “His [Paul's] argument may clash with modern exegetical method and western sentiment, but he must be allowed to mean what he says: The animal creation, according to Gen. 1:28ff, exists for man's benefit; the commandment of Deut. 25:4 (while it was certainly to be fulfilled literally) was accordingly given for man's benefit...”
In short, a common Christian view of I Corinthians 9 has the apostle Paul saying that Old Testament verses promoting kindness to oxen actually have nothing to do with animals, because God could care less about oxen. 
I will demonstrate that these teachers and translators are interpreting I Corinthians 9 badly.
First, Paul is citing Deuteronomy 25 verse 4, in its entirety. “Don’t muzzle an ox while it is threshing grain.” If you look at verse 3, it is about lashing criminals, and verse 5 is about marrying. So the immediate context does not help interpret the verse. 
Second, the Jews have always interpreted the verse literally. They believed that God commanded that if an ox is working to make your bread, you should let him eat while doing so. Grain has a rather hard shell, like a sunflower seed or a walnut, and you must break it open to get the good stuff inside. By hooking up an ox to a millstone, he could walk around and around to crush the husks, thereby leaving the inner grains for you to make bread. 
Cheapskates figured they could strap a big cup over the ox's mouth so he could not eat the grain, and thus keep more grain for bread and to sell. Profits are up! This is in fact the thinking behind most modern factory farms; cut all possible corners to reduce costs, at the expense of the animals' welfare, to make more money. God ordered that this should not be done. If an ox is helping you make bread you cannot take away his opportunity to share in the benefits of the labor. 
Humphry Primatt said that the command against muzzling the ox proves not only that you must meet the “needs” of the ox, but that you should not keep the ox from a little happiness! Primatt says that the owner “ought not to suffer the poor creature to be tantalized with the sight of what is agreeable to him, or would be a refreshment to him, and refuse to indulge his longing appetite.” (154-155)
The Jews believed that God's intention was that fairness be applied to all workers, whether those workers be animal or human. And the Jews did not go hyper-literal, in later Pharisaical fashion. They did not say, “okay, we cannot muzzle the ox, but we will muzzle the donkey, the mule, and the goats, while they work for us.”
 They believed that the law showed a general principle, of not depriving the worker of a basic need to eat while working. You might say, “just feed the ox before and after work.” But we humans have very different metabolisms and digestive systems. Most non-human animals must eat rather constantly. You and I probably eat three meals a day at four hour intervals, but creatures like cows and horses, spend a good deal more time eating. Humans cook food and eat items that are very high in nutrients, protein, etc. Animals do not cook their food, and eating raw foods provides ‘far less bang for your buck,’ so to speak, and thus they must eat more often, and more quantity. We do feed our pets like we feed ourselves; they get high amounts of protein and calories in the canned foods we provide, and so they also needn't eat constantly. Farm animals and wild animals do not get that intensive food, and so the ox needs to eat while crushing your grain.
One rather funny case of Jewish law, comes from a third century rabbi. In one nasty domestic dispute, a husband brought up his wife on charges that she was eating too much of the grain as she was grinding, thus ‘stealing’ from him. The wife was acquitted by citing this verse that the ox cannot be muzzled while threshing. So if the ox can do it, the wife can do it, was basically the verdict! (Instone-Brewer) 
The Jews recognized that although the law says nothing at all about human workers, if God would grant the right for the ox to eat from its work, of course God would also grant the right for human workers to enjoy some fruits of their labors. This is arguing from the lesser to the greater.
If you read the first 13 verses of First Corinthians chapter nine, you will see that the apostle Paul is saying EXACTLY the same thing. As Charles Hodge, and John Calvin, and others point out, Paul is using a standard Jewish argument, arguing from the lesser to the greater. If God presents a moral principle applying in one small way, it can be extrapolated that God would likely use the same principle in larger ways. So, if God says animal workers can enjoy some fruits of their labors, then human workers also can enjoy some fruits of their labors. Paul says I am an apostle, the other apostles like Peter are enjoying some perks in their work, why cannot Barnabas and I also have some perks? 
Furthermore, Paul cites this same verse again in his first letter to Timothy, chapter 5. “Let the elders who rule well be counted worthy of double honor, especially those who labor in the word and doctrine. For the Scripture says, 'You shall not muzzle an ox while it treads out the grain,' and, 'The laborer is worthy of his wages.'” 
The problem is the way that Paul seems to phrase these verses in First Corinthians 9. The final sentence of verse 9 and then verse ten. “Is it oxen God is concerned about? Or does He say it altogether for our sakes? For our sakes, no doubt, this is written ...” So our question must be, is this what Paul says, or is it a misleading translation? 
One difficulty with taking Paul literally here is that it would ruin traditional ideas of Biblical interpretation, or hermeneutics. This would be an “allegorical” method of under-standing the Bible. If Paul is indeed saying, “Deuteronomy 25:4 has nothing to do with oxen, it was actually God saying you people need to pay your preachers fairly,” then where else may we allegorize? 
One of the main features of the Reformation was getting away from the Medieval church practice of letting Popes and priests interpret the Bible in all kinds of fanciful ways. We admit there are some allegories in the Bible, but Deuteronomy 25:4 does not look like one of them. If oxen are preachers, then where else can we find preachers? There is no end to the trouble you can find if Paul teaches that allegory is the best way to interpret the Old Testament. Jesus cited many Old Testament passages but does not seem to have interpreted them allegorically, even in cases like Jonah or Noah.
Paul wrote, “Is it oxen God is concerned about? Or does He say it altogether for our sakes? For our sakes, no doubt, this is written...” This is the New King James Version, but most of the translations agree on similar wording. We are assuming that Paul is asking a yes or no question. If so, there are two options in answering. Yes, God is concerned about oxen. Or no, God is not concerned about oxen. Then it seems that Paul answers his own question. No, God does not care about oxen. He says this for man's sake.
All of our translations are relying upon the single Greek word pantos for this interpretation 'Altogether,' and 'no doubt,' are both rendering pantos. Pantos can mean completely, or altogether, or no doubt. But it can also mean 'Surely, Mainly, As Well, or Especially.' Albert Barnes, Walter Kaiser, and others have shown this. Paul could be translated here this way:
“Is it ONLY oxen that God is concerned about? Or does He say it MAINLY for our sakes? For our sakes AS WELL, this is written.” 
In other words, God’s command for treating oxen well is also relevant to us apostles!
If Paul means God does not care about oxen, he has defeated the point he was trying to make. In this chapter Paul says that he and Barnabas have been working hard and deserve some credit. Even oxen get some good from their labor. Paul is simply extrapolating a larger truth from a lesser truth. God cares about oxen, and so of course, God also cares about people too. John Calvin wrote in his commentary on Corinthians:

“...if anyone will take a nearer view, he will acknowledge that there is more force in this quotation, in which the Lord requires cattle to be taken care of, for from this it is inferred, from the less to the greater, how much equity he requires among men, when he wishes that it should be shown to brute animals. When he says, that God does not take care for oxen, you are not to understand him as meaning to exclude oxen from the care of God's Providence, inasmuch as he does not overlook even the least sparrow.…”

A. Rahel Schafer also sees the text this way:

“If God does not care about oxen, but entirely about humans, then the literal meaning of the law becomes void. However, some recent studies have shown that in this context, pantos is better translated ‘certainly,’ ‘undoubtedly,’ or ‘assuredly.’ In this way, Paul’s focus on humanity is maintained, in that humans are given the law, but humans are required by the law to care for oxen. Thus, the foundational premise of animal care in Deuteronomy remains the basis for Paul’s argument concerning pay for laborers. Paul is arguing from the minor to the major, in that -on every account a provision made for the beasts. . . must hold good, a fortiori, for God’s proper servants. ” (Schafer, 126)

Charles Hodge comments “Does God take care of Oxen? It is perfectly certain that God does care for oxen.... Although the proximate end of the command was that the labouring brute should be treated justly, yet its ultimate design was to teach men the moral truth involved in the precept.” (Verbruggen, 710)
Likewise, John Wesley explains Paul: “’Doth God take care for oxen?' Without doubt he does. We cannot deny it, without flatly contradicting his word. The plain meaning of the Apostle is, is this all that is implied in the text? Hath it not a farther meaning?” (General, 121)
One more possibility, raised by Martin Luther in his typical jocularity, was to take this as Paul making a sort of joke, or poking fun in facetious sort of way. How so? Paul says “for our sakes surely this is written.” Of course, says Luther. Oxen cannot read! God did not write the Bible for oxen who cannot tell one letter from another. So although it involves animals, it is written to men, obviously. 

I want you to see that major and minor commentators have flatly denied that Paul intended to write that God cares nothing about animals. In fact, the meaning of Paul, badly translated, is that God cares about people and apostles just as he cared about oxen. Paul says that you can take the caring nature of God shown toward plowing domestic beasts and see that therefore God must also care about us!

The Gadarene Swine

There is one more text used by skeptics to claim that God has no love for animals. 
Three gospels give this story. I will quote the Luke version here, but you can read the others in Matthew 8:28-34 and Mark 5:1-20.

Luke 8:26-39, “Jesus and his disciples sailed to the Gerasenes’ land, which is across the lake from Galilee. As soon as Jesus got out of the boat, a certain man met him. The man was from the city and was possessed by demons. For a long time, he had lived among the tombs, naked and homeless. When he saw Jesus, he shrieked and fell down before him. Then he shouted, ‘What have you to do with me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? I beg you, don’t torture me!’ He said this because Jesus had already commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. Many times it had taken possession of him, so he would be bound with leg irons and chains and placed under guard. But he would break his restraints and the demon would force him into the wilderness. Jesus asked him, ‘What is your name?’ ‘Legion,’ he replied, because many demons had entered him. They pleaded with him not to order them to go back into the abyss. A large herd of pigs was feeding on the hillside. The demons begged Jesus to let them go into the pigs. Jesus gave them permission, and the demons left the man and entered the pigs. The herd rushed down the hill and into the lake and drowned. When those who tended the pigs saw what happened, they ran away and told the story in the city and in the countryside. People came to see what had happened. They came to Jesus and found the man from whom the demons had gone. He was sitting at Jesus feet, fully dressed and completely sane. They were filled with awe. Those people who had actually seen what happened told them how the demon-possessed man had been delivered. Then everyone gathered from the region of the Gerasenes asked Jesus to leave their area because they were overcome with fear. So he got into the boat and returned across the lake. The man from whom the demons had gone begged to come along with Jesus as one of the disciples. Jesus sent him away, saying, ‘Return home and tell the story of what God has done for you.’ So he went throughout the city proclaiming what Jesus had done for him.”

Saint Augustine started the poor interpretation of this wonderful miracle.

“Christ Himself shows that to refrain from the killing of animals and the destroying of plants is the height of superstition, for, judging that there are no common rights between us and the beasts and trees, he sent the devils into a herd of swine and with a curse withered the tree on which he found no fruit.” (Passmore, 111-112)

Augustine was trying to extract himself from some bad philosophical ideas of his youth. A number of eastern Christians were trying to push vegetarianism as a key element of our faith, and Augustine took every opportunity to oppose its promoters. He used the Stoic angle, claiming that humans only have moral obligations to “rational” creatures, not animals or plants. (Wennberg, 306) Thomas Aquinas later adopted the same perspective, and this pair of great theologians set the Catholic church on the wrong track, toward animals. Bertrand Russell, in his 1927 pamphlet, “Why I am not a Christian,” claimed this incident as proof that Jesus was flawed. “There is the instance of the Gadarene swine, where it certainly was not very kind to the pigs to put the devils into them and make them rush down the hill into the sea.” (Spalde, 101)
A couple of authors point out a local military angle to the story. 
Hans Leander points out that the demons call themselves “Legion,” which was a Roman army designation for thousands of soldiers. Nearby was a Roman legion stationed at Decapolis, and their flag symbol was the Boar, or pig. Leander proposes that Jesus intended to remind the disciples of the Red Sea deliverance, with the Roman army (represented by the Pig Legion) being destroyed by God. (Spalde, 104) The historical detail is quite useful, though I find the Exodus parallel idea rather weak.
Gilmour, however, takes the same historical detail and offers a better interpretation.

“The demons identify themselves as ‘Legion’ (Mark 5:9; Luke 8:30), a military term conspicuous since the Tenth Legion stationed in Palestine used the insignia of a wild boar on its banners…. The devils need a bodily host and want to avoid assignment to the abyss, hence their unusual plea to Jesus. However, the demons do not anticipate creation’s abhorrence of their evil presence, which through an exercise of self-sacrifice destroys them. The demons do not plunge the swine into the waters. It is the other way around. The swine hurl the demons into the ‘sea’ using their own bodies, destroying the devils in the process….These two thousand pigs are not the passive victims of demonic activity. Instead, they remove Legion and its corrupting and destructive presence in creation, and by this act of cleansing - one that is a prolepsis, an anticipation of the kingdom of God in its fulness - they share with Jesus a dramatic part in the rescue of a possessed man.” (Eden’s)

The interpretive method being used here by St. Augustine and Aquinas is not proper. They are arguing from the specific to the general, and they are not using a commandment or principle, but details from a narrative story. Their argument is basically this: since Jesus allowed or caused 2000 pigs to die in order to save one man from demonic possession, then animals are clearly not important to Jesus. Proponents of animal industries cite this as proof that God doesn’t mind us wiping out animals even in large numbers, since Jesus did it. As Vantassel writes:

“Christ allows demons to enter a herd of swine (Mt 8:31ff). The swine respond by jumping into the Sea of Galilee and drowning. It is understandable that Christ, in his humanity, could not foresee that reaction on the part of the swine. But what is telling is that He appears to be totally unconcerned about the deaths of these pigs. Christ made no effort to try and rescue them personally or by proxy through His disciples. More significantly, these pigs died in a manner deemed inhumane.”  (77)

Wanliss, of the Cornwall Alliance, agrees.

“For reasons of His own, reasons that boggle the mind, almighty God chooses to set His love exclusively on our kind and not on the other creatures. … The brute creatures are all instruments to effect this cosmic drama and are without intrinsic value in themselves. When they are valuable, their value is expressed by their utility in effecting the grand plan of man’s redemption.”

Is this proper interpretation?
Not at all.
This kind of interpreter is simply looking for ways to justify their own activities, that is known as “proof texting.” That is picking verses that might prove your own opinion.
“I support killing large numbers of animals, therefore I need Bible justification for my actions. Look! God told the Israelites to hamstring enemy horses! Look, Jesus killed 2000 pigs! Hoorah, we are justified!”
The assumptions in this interpretation are unfounded.
One- Jesus did not care about the pigs, they say. This is not stated, nor implied. The assumption is that Jesus would never send demons into pigs if he cared about animals. For all we know, Jesus may have been very sad at the pigs’ demise. Nor does this incident prove that pigs (or animals) have no value. All this event proves is that Jesus believed that the human(s) involved had higher value than the pigs. It was better for demons to be in pigs than to be in humans. 
Two- they say that this proves that we humans can kill large numbers of animals without compunction. Absolutely false. It proves that large numbers of animals can be killed for righteous reasons. Jesus never sinned, so His action is righteous. It is up to the industrialists to prove that their killing of large numbers of animals is righteous and just. Jesus was entirely just. Are they?
So what is a proper interpretation of this strange miracle? There are many facets to it, and I will focus on those relevant to the discussion of animals.
This miracle was a demonstration of Jesus power over demons to the disciples, to the local population, and to one healed man. 
Look at the context! That is a good way to start any interpretation of the Bible. All three gospel accounts have a very similar order of events before, during, and after the Gadarene case.
1) Jesus was healing people and casting out demons. Matthew 8:1-15. Mark 3:1-30. Luke 7:1-17 and 8:1-3.
2) Jesus saved the disciples in the boat from a severe storm. Matthew 8:23-27. Mark 4:35-41. Luke 8:22-25.
3) Jesus casts out Legion. Matthew 8:28-32. Mark 5:1-13. Luke 8:26-33.
4) The locals ask him to leave. Matthew 8:33-34. Mark 5:17. Luke 8:37.
5) Jesus heals more people. Matthew 9:1-7, 18-38. Mark 5:21-43. Luke 8:40-56.
6) Jesus sends the disciples out to heal people and cast out demons. He tells them how to deal with acceptance and rejection from people. Matthew 10. Mark 6:1-13. Luke 9:1-6.
You will find this pattern in Matthew, Mark and Luke. What does this mean?
These chapters of Jesus’ life show that He is preparing them to become apostles. They were fishermen. They had no idea how to teach, heal, or deal with “unclean spirits.” Of course Jesus is demonstrating His power, that comes from God, that they will also be using in the future. 
The real point of the story of the Gadarene swine is that Jesus does a miraculous work. It saves a man from demonic possession. And the locals are not happy about it, and want Jesus to leave. The disciples will encounter the same kind of rejection when they start doing miracles.
As for the pigs, the point was this: there were thousands of demons in the man, called Legion, and the thousands of pigs committing suicide was proof that the demons were gone. If only ten pigs had died, would the locals conclude that only a small portion of the demons were gone? It says the pig keepers were watching Jesus’ conversation with the possessed man, and apparently hearing it also. If only twenty pigs ran off and died, would these men have run into the city to tell everyone what was happening?
You might ask, does this mean that one human being is worth more than 2000 pigs? Maybe. Or you might ask it a different way? Is losing 2000 pigs better than having a thousands of demons terrorizing the countryside? 
I do not pretend to know exactly how demonic possession works. I mean, if a demon-possessed man dies, where do the demons go? It would seem that demons require God’s permission to go somewhere. These demons called Legion were worried that Jesus would be sending them to “the underworld,” or “torment.” So they begged to go into the pigs instead. I seriously doubt that they wanted the pigs to commit suicide. Funk says:

“As soon as the demons entered the pigs, the pigs ran into the sea and drowned. Demons can only have real power when they possess something that is alive. Their power is gone, or at least limited, if they have no living shell to dwell in. The pigs had enough sense to realize they were better off dead than having demons inside of them. Demon’s can’t continue to possess something that is already dead.”

I like Gilmour’s idea, cited a few paragraphs above, that the pigs chose to die rather than let the demons remain on Earth. The Sea of Galilee, in this instance, represents the Sea of Chaos, the underworld, and the demons were unwillingly cast into it, never to return.
The city people, rather than being thankful for the deliverance from thousands of devils, begged Jesus to leave. They rejected Jesus. The demon-possessed man wanted to stay with Jesus, but Jesus insisted that he become a home missionary to his own town. Soon, Jesus would insist that the disciples go out. Following Jesus physically would not be their life work. Going out to do the work of Jesus would become their life work.
So, no. The incident with lots of dead pigs is no proof that God cares nothing about animals. The worst that can be said is that Jesus permitted a “lesser evil.” Invisible demons fleeing the man would not be seen by the onlookers or disciples. The only way for people to “see” the departure of the demons was by their entry into the pigs and the suicide of that herd. (Bauckham, Living, 98) If you were forced to choose between the life of a human and the life of an animal, the human would always be preferred. That is the most that we might infer from the incident of the swine.
Many more arguments can be made from the rest of the Bible. One of the major tenets of modern Biblical interpretation is that “Scripture interprets Scripture.” Because we believe that God is stable, constant, and faithful, His revelation to us would not be full of contradictions. So if you come across one lone verse that seems to say that God does not care about animals, but you can find multiple other passages that seem to say that God does care about animals, you can guess that the single passage is being mistranslated or misinterpreted. It would be impossible for God to love animals and not care about animals simultaneously. 
So, what other evidences are there for God caring about animals?

The Creativity of God

In the Genesis accounts of the creation of the world, God's final verdict was that all of it was very good. In Job 38:4-7, when God created the world, the angels rejoiced with great singing and rejoicing. In Genesis 1:2, the Holy Spirit “moved” on the face of the waters. The Hebrew word used there for “moving” is of ‘hovering tremulously,’ matching the word in Deuteronomy 32:11 where an eagle hovers caringly over its young! The implication seems to be that the Holy Spirit wasn’t body surfing, but brooding or carefully tending the creation, He could have spoken from trillions of miles distance, but the Spirit at least was present in an intimate way. He chose to be “on location” for this work. 
You might consider the creativity of God in the remarkable variety of creatures. From birds to insects to fish to mammals to reptiles, every region of the Earth was formed with a multitude of living creatures, which God ordered to be fruitful and multiply, and teem with abundance. I am amazed at the number of different creatures. Until recently, I only knew about “the” Praying Mantis. You know, the long spindly green or brown creature with long legs and big jaws? Last week I read that there may be hundreds of different species of Praying Mantis. I saw photographs of an Orchid Mantis that looks like a pink flower, and a Dead Leaf Mantis. We haven’t even cataloged all of these bugs yet!
Contrary to the medieval opinion that God made animals just for humans to use, we have found in modern times that a lot of animal species have no obvious use to us. Some of them are nice to look at. Some of them are disgusting. I am sure that God has some purpose for them, and maybe we will discover some critical function that they serve in their ecological niches. 

“…the Creator loves the rich diversity of the tree of life, embedded in the whole tapestry of the cosmos, for its own sake, and not only as a stage on the way to the human species.” (Johnson, 179)

I enjoy painting and drawing once in awhile. As a boy I did a lot of acrylic art. I always signed my initials, JMK, in a corner. I was proud of my work. Most artists are proud of their work, and sign the canvas. Genesis 1 and the last chapters of Job clearly show that God is proud of His work. Jesus announced that all of the stuff He made was “very good.” 

God’s Provision of Joy

In Psalm 104 we are told that the animals cry out to God for their food, and when He opens His hand they gather it up.

“There seems to be a relationship of real intimacy between the Creator and his creation. We get the impression that God loves the world of nature and cares for it with a tenderness and concern that we might expect in a gardener caring for his prize roses.” (Jack Cottrell, cited in Van Dyke, 94)

In a 1779 book, William Derham cites this “...most wise provision.... even for which inferior creatures the liberal Creator hath provided all things necessary, or any ways conducing to their happy, comfortable living in this world, as well as for man.”  (64-65)
The point is, that under normal circumstances, God has set up the world to be full of abundance. Jesus was not Ebenezer Scrooge, doling out the bare minimum of necessary food and water to keep us alive. Just the opposite! God wants us to enjoy blessings of abundance! 

“God views his work and is satisfied with it; this means that God loves his work and therefore wills to preserve it. Creation and preservation are two aspects of the one activity of God. It cannot be otherwise than that God's work is good, that he does not reject or destroy but loves and preserves it.” (Bonhoeffer, 25)

God provides humans and animals with enough resources to go beyond mere survival to find joy!
God created many animals with the capacity for happiness. This is no accident of evolution. God is “the ever blessed God,” meaning He is full of joy. Humans and animals share this ability to be happy. 
Most species of animal seem to play. Whales leap out of the water, elephants roll in the mud, otters cavort in streams, puppies and kittens wrestle with each other. YouTube and Facebook are full of videos demonstrating the happy, playing creatures.
Platonist Henry More wrote that “Creatures are made to enjoy themselves, as well as to serve us.’ And God “takes pleasure that all his creatures enjoy themselves, that have life and sense and are capable of enjoyment.” (cited in Russell, Richard, 121)
It seems to me, that if God created animals with the desire to play and the resources to enjoy this world, He must care about them. Why? Because God meets the needs of His creatures. If God gave animals the need to play, and the need to enjoy life, then He shows His care by filling those needs. Just as you show your personal care for your pets when you buy them toys or tickle them.
In 1839, Abraham Smith wrote a book for children, teaching them not to be cruel to animals. This small section is very helpful, regarding animal joy.

 “Question - What do you learn to be the will of God, and the duty of man, towards the animal tribes, from the light of nature and divine revelation? Answer - The light of nature teaches man the duty of exercising mercy and compassion towards them, and divine revelation positively enjoins it. Question - How do you prove this duty from the light of nature? Answer - First, from God having endued animals with a capability of perceiving pleasure and pain. Second, from the abundant provision which he has made for the gratification of their several senses. Hence it is evident that God designed them to be happy, and that mercy extended towards them must be pleasing in his sight.” (Scriptural, 1-2)

God Notices / Remembers the Animals

The Great Flood is a demonstration of God’s concern for animals. Paul Marshall noted, in his book about Heaven, “Had Noah been a modern evangelical, he might have decided to ignore a couple of animals in order to squeeze in more people. But God said no, he wanted only some people on the vessel; the rest of the place was for animals.” (125) The Ark held thousands of species of animals, perhaps, but less than ten humans.
Many people say “we should spend more time worrying about people; not animals. People are more important.” 
The foundational premise of such an argument is the “zero sum game.” That is a model of economics that says we have a limited amount of resources. So we must con-serve our resources to help the most important creatures, not waste the resources on lesser creatures. They apply this economic model to our emotional and spiritual lives. The idea is: I only have 25 liters of love to share, so if I give 5 liters to animals, I am depriving some humans of my limited love supply. This concept is debatable, and probably wrong. While it may be true that some animal-lovers don’t like people much; a majority of the animal lovers I have met also love people more, not less. 
Even if we do have a limited supply of love, as humans, it cannot possibly be true of God. You cannot seriously propose that God cannot love any animals because He has only enough for us humans! 
So God ordered Noah to build this giant vessel to hold eight humans and pairs of all known animal species from the coming Deluge. In Genesis 8:1, when the Flood covered the world, “God remembered Noah, and every living thing, and all the animals that were with him in the ark.”
What does that mean? Did God temporarily forget them all, then bop His head and say, “Oh, right! The boat! The creatures!” No. Jesus does not have “senior moments.” The idea of remembering is a way of saying that God now acted to help them, as He had always planned to do. This is an idea found in several parts of the Bible.
Francis Schaeffer points out that “The blood of the Passover in Israel covered not only the firstborn of the Jews but the firstborn of their beasts.” (66) The blood used from the sacrificial lamb on the Jewish homes kept the destroying angel from killing the first-born humans and animals within, while it killed the Egyptian firstborn animals and humans. Does this not indicate some level of interest of God in the lives of the animals? The animals too could be saved by the sacrifice. Does this have no relevance to the question of animals in heaven? 
In the last verses of the book of Jonah, God spoke to the bratty prophet. God had to drag Jonah kicking and screaming to his work of preaching in the Assyrian capitol of Ninevah. Jonah hated Assyrians. They were a cruel empire. But when Jonah preached, they repented of their sin. Jonah is furious that God is going to spare them, rather than consume them with fire from Heaven.
Jonah is pouting outside the city, and God gave him a little shade plant to reduce the heat. The prophet loved that plant. Then God sent a pest to kill the plant. So Jonah whines about his lost comfort. Here is how God replied to the petulant Jew.

Jonah 4:10-11, “But the Lord said, ‘You pitied the shrub, for which you didn’t work and which you didn’t raise; it grew in a night and perished in a night. Yet for my part, can’t I pity Ninevah, that great city, in which there are more than one hundred twenty thousand people who can’t tell their right hand from their left, and also many animals?”

Certainly we learn many lessons from the book of Jonah. One lesson is that God is a lot more merciful than people are. It is almost hard to believe: a missionary who hopes the audience will get roasted! 
The other lesson is a demonstration of God’s heart. God explains to Jonah that His compassion on the wicked city of Ninevah is not solely based on the large human population Jesus includes the large number of animals dwelling in Ninevah as a reason for not destroying the place. God “pities” the humans and animals! Just as God remembered both Noah’s family AND the thousands of creatures in the Ark, again God pities both the humans and the animals in Ninevah. God again grants grace. 
Writers like Vantassel say, “sure, God cares about animals in the sense of caring about the fate of the whole species, but He doesn’t care about the individual animals.” God doesn’t want extinctions, but the specific animals are unimportant.
What does Jesus say about that?

Luke 12:6-7. “Are not five sparrows sold for two copper coins? And not one of them is forgotten before God. But the very hairs of your head are numbered. Do not fear therefore: you are of more value than many sparrows.”

People who oppose wasting time on animals often cite verse 7, that humans are more valuable than sparrows. 

“The Bible says (Leviticus 24:21), ‘whoever kills an animal shall restore it; but whoever kills a man shall be put to death.’ Human life is more precious than any other creature, because it is human.” (Wanliss)

Correct. Human life is more precious, but that does not make human life the ONLY precious life. More is an adverb indicating a higher quantity, not an infinite difference in value. According to Jesus, a human life is worth more than at least five sparrows. I have no problem with that. But they miss the point of the passage. The obvious point is that even common birds are not VALUELESS.

“But it would be an utter distortion of Scripture to argue that because God cares for us more than for the sparrows, we need not care for sparrows at all, or that because we are of greater value than they are, they have no value at all.” (Wright, Jesus, 268)

A similar verse can be seen in Matthew 10:29. “Aren’t two sparrows sold for a small coin? But not one of them will fall to the ground without your Father knowing about it.” Again, you are worth more than sparrows. Here again, Jesus connects God’s “knowing” with VALUE. Jesus is saying, it is not just that God knows, but that God cares. Knowing and caring are combined, with God. God observes not as a neutral scientist examining numbered specimens in a lab. We are not ants in Uncle God’s Ant Farm. Humans and birds, both, are known and have value to God. He watches because He cares! Is this not a sort of mild reproof of men? You men care so little about sparrows that you will hardly give a few pennies for them. But God loves them! Primatt wrote, “The meanness or apparent insignificancy of the creature, how despicable soever in the judgment of men, is no obstruction to the love of God towards it...” (174)

“(Matt. 10:29) The issue is not so much the relative value of birds and humans in God’s eyes - God’s love extends to all living things, as Psalm 104 demonstrates - but instead the value of these birds for those in Jesus’s audience. The low monetary value attached to these birds (two for a penny in Matthew, five for two pennies in Luke) indicates these small creatures have little usefulness for humans as commodities in a market context, but that is very different than saying birds, or by extension all animals, are of little worth in God’s eyes. Jesus simply demonstrates the extent of God’s concern and care by showing its manifestation among the most unlikely of recipients in the audience’s estimation.” (Gilmour, Eden’s)

No one should think that this applies only to birds. Jesus intends all of the animals in this manner, as is clearly seen in Matthew 12:11-12, “Jesus replied, ‘Who among you has a sheep that falls into a pit on the Sabbath and will not take hold of it and pull it out? How much more valuable is a person than a sheep?”
C.S. Lewis points out that “…the love of a man for a beast - a relation constantly used in Scripture to symbolize the relation between God and men…” (31) Sheep and shepherds were the constant allegory of the human/animal bond in the Old Testament, and in Jewish culture. Sheep and shepherd is also how Jesus defines his own love for His people in many places, such as John chapter 10.
God values even sparrows. He watches them, feeds them, and does not forget even when they fall! As mentioned earlier, this word for fall implies not a natural death, but that the birds are being caught in a throw-net, and being dragged to the ground by a human, presumably to be killed and eaten. (Bauckham, Living, 92) Jesus cares about those birds about to die.

Luke 12:24, “Consider the ravens, for they neither sow nor reap, which have neither storehouse nor barn; and God feeds them. Of how much more value are you than the birds?”

Here Jesus is stretching the point to His audience. They probably liked sparrows. Ravens, on the other hand, have a long history of being hated. As scavengers, the ravens were considered unclean. You couldn’t eat them. Just as Edgar Allan Poe treated the raven as a harbinger of death, people have despised the raven from ancient times. Jesus says to these raven haters, “God takes care of ravens.”

“God is no less concerned for the individual, than for the future of the species… Each bird is his particular creation, her vital effort a unique drama of his composition … Since then God’s care over the sparrow’s coming to be, and over its continuance in its being, is motivated by his desire that it should achieve and enjoy its existence, this care over it is also a caring for it…” (Austin Farrer, cited in Linzey and Regan, Animals, 68)

The life and death of every bird comes at the will of God. The activities and lives of animals are not any less a part of the will of God, the plan of God, and the eternal decree of God. As Psalm 104:29-30 say, it is the ruach, spirit, breath of God that brings them life and leaves at death. Your life is mapped out, and the lives of birds are similarly set by God's divine will. 
Pember explains that the phrase used by Jesus, that none of the sparrows will fall “without your father,” is remarkable. Pember translates it: “Not a sparrow falls to the ground without the presence and support, as well as the will, of your Heavenly Father.” (32-33) So it is not just the decision of God to let the sparrow die, but God is directly supporting the bird as it falls! 
George MacDonald refused to believe that God cares nothing for animals. “For what good, for what divine purpose is the Maker of the sparrow present at its death, if He does not care what becomes of it? What is he there for, I repeat, if he has no concern that it goes well with His bird in its dying, that it be neither comfortless nor lost in the abyss?” (3) I do not believe that George MacDonald had anything to worry about, because God does care.
Jesus Himself asked for a young donkey to be brought for riding into Jerusalem for the Triumphal entry, and also that its mother come along also. There would be no separation of the young creature from his mother, in case that might cause her worry. (Matthew 21:1-7) Jesus cared about the individual donkey, not just the species.
What about the famous Old Testament story of Balaam? Jesus took a sword to kill Balaam, but Balaam’s donkey saw Him. Three times she tried to avoid the scary sword, and three times Balaam beat her. 
In Numbers 22 we are told that God opened the mouth of the donkey, and the donkey spoke to Balaam, asking why he would be cruel. Once Balaam admitted that he was wrong, then God enabled Balaam to see Jesus. God did not just correct Balaam for planning to do an evil against Israel, but also rebuked Balaam for beating an individual animal. If you believe that torturing one homeless cat, or smashing one ugly lizard, has no importance to God, you are in error. And thus the theory of Vantassel is smashed again. God’s care extends to every individual animal, not just a species.
What does the Psalmist say about the animals in Psalm 50? Verses 10-11, “For every beast of the forest is Mine, and the cattle on a thousand hills. I know all the birds of the mountains, and the wild beasts of the field are Mine.” God knows them all. This is not just a statement of omniscience. The Psalmist is indicating that God is possessive of them. Like a child laying claim to his toys, God says “those are mine!”
We are not owners but stewards of the world, and the creatures in it, because God still claims to own every one of them. We are not dictators ruling the world with our own dominions; we are servants supposedly using the world in God-desired ways. You think that your body is yours? Think again, it belongs to God! You think your pet is yours? Wrong again. Stop thinking like an Adam Smith capitalist, and start thinking like a Christian. Do you get your worldview from American culture, or from God's Word? 

Lovability

Rationalist theologians like Thomas Aquinas claimed that love is impossible except between rational beings. A human cannot love an animal, or a doll, because the object is incapable of returning affection.
Kay Warren, the wife of prominent pastor Rick Warren, got into a big argument when she too-quickly wrote on her blog an unpopular opinion. She wrote that she was “emotionally duped, then angered by a heart-tugging television ad about suffering animals.” She said animals are not worthy of such compassion because “Jesus didn’t die for animals; he gave his all for human beings.” (Hobgood-Oster, Friends, 4)
Later, she apologized, saying she didn’t mean it exactly that way. But that is, in fact, the view of many Christians. They are wrong.
We can love animals, and they can love us, in a somewhat different way. At least animals with brains and nervous systems. The very purpose of pets, in general, is to have loving creatures around the house. 
George MacDonald used this as an argument for the eternality of animals.

“Love is the one bond of the universe, the heart of God, the life of His children: if animals can be loved, they are lovable; if they can love, they are yet more plainly lovable: if love is eternal, how then should its object perish?” (4)

You may scoff at the “sentimentalism” of such an argument, but it is a plausible argument. We will not discuss MacDonald’s ‘eternality’ aspect now, but instead, the implication of MacDonald that things that humans love may also be things that God loves.
Centuries ago, St. Catherine of Siena said, “The reason why God’s servants love His creatures so deeply is that they realize how deeply Christ loves them.” (Linzey, xx) Similarly, Richard Bauckham writes, “Human experience of pleasure or delight in the otherness of other creatures is a sign that these creatures have value in themselves and for God. When we delight in the otherness of other creatures we recognise the independent value they have quite apart from us.” (Bible, 131)
In short, we love because God loves. We love what God loves. 
You must not take that too far. I am not saying that because humans love sin, God loves sin. I am talking about objects, not deeds. This is similar to the argument of Abraham Kuyper regarding beauty. Kuyper wrote that God created humans with certain innate tendencies, including the ability to appreciate beauty. In fact, we appreciate beauty so much that we spend a lot of time trying to create beauty. We are incapable of creating beauty from nothing, as God can, but we can reshape things to be more pleasing to the view. 
In the same manner, we can argue that the natural human tendency to love animals is not an accident, but a created intention of God. As I have said many times in this book, God intentionally created a whole class of animal, the domestic animal, to live with us, or around us. It thereby makes perfect sense that we should desire that such creatures be with us, and that those creatures should likewise desire to be around us. Unlike the animal rightists who say that all species should live separately and “free” of interference, I insist that some animals WANT to be with us and we also WANT to be with them. That is, indeed, a kind of love. 
The opposite argument, that God does not love animals, seems almost an absurdity. As Stanton writes, “...God loves his animals more than we could ever love them. ...Could it be possible we as humans have a love and compassion for animals and God has no love for them? ” (107) Denis Edwards agrees. “The compassion that we humans sometimes feel for this or that creature can be but a pale reflection of the intensity of the divine feeling for individual creatures.” (94)

“Is it possible that in modern times, God has put the desire to care for all animals in the hearts of many people? When we think of all the animal trainers, humane volunteers, people who use animals for therapy purposes and so forth, it is not hard to imagine that the love of animals and the desire to care for them is God's love for his creation showing through humans.” (Bulanda, 28-29)

By what impulse would humans have the capacity and interest to adore animals if God had not given it to us? I find fossil hunting a very interesting hobby, but I cannot say that I love fossils. But I do love my pet bird. Does not love come from the “heart?” And is not love a “fruit of the Spirit” in the New Testament?
I cannot push that argument too far, because unbelievers also love animals. They simply do what is natural, for a love toward the creation, without the understanding of the glory of God in the process. Their love is necessarily imperfect. I do not call it wicked, because although it is a sin of omission, they are right, in wishing to love the lovable. They are just falling short, because the love does not include God’s perspective. The animals are lovable because God is lovable and God made the creatures similarly lovable. 
Take the question from the negative rather than the positive: why should God NOT love the animals? Is there any defect in them rendering the creatures unlovable? They are not sinners; only humans have transgressed God’s laws. (Venning, 139; also Linzey, Gospel, 66) If there is no sin in the animal for God’s justice to despise, why should God ignore them? Some will say, God only loves beings with souls. Then you have to prove that humans have “souls” and animals do not; which I challenge you to do. And why exactly should love be limited to “soul” creatures? Do angels have souls? Where in the Bible is that made clear? 

Psalm 145:8-10a, 15-16“The Lord is merciful and compassionate, very patient, and full of faithful love. The Lord is good to everyone and everything; God’s compassion extends to all his handiwork! All that you have made gives thanks to you…All eyes look to you, hoping, and you give them their food right on time, opening your hand and satisfying the desire of every living thing.”

It would seem, from this passage, that the compassion of God extends to animals.
Verse 21 of the same chapter says, “All flesh will bless His holy name forever and ever.” (NASB)

The argument of love by domesticity does not apply to God, because God requires no domestic animals, and therefore needs none of their help. However, God also requires no humans, and needs none of our help! But God loves us anyway. So the fulfilling of needs is not a requirement of God for loving His creatures. Jonathan Edwards wrote:

“God in seeking his glory, seeks the good of his creatures; because the emanation of his glory (which he seeks and delights in, as he delights in himself and his own eternal glory) implies the communicated excellency and happiness of his creatures.  And in communicating his fulness for them, he does it for himself- God in seeking their glory and happiness, seeks himself: and in seeking himself, i.e. himself diffused and expressed (which he delights in, as he delights in his own beauty and fulness), he seeks their glory and happiness.” (105)

The classic example of human loving animals must be Saint Francis of Assisi. He is now the most famous of the ascetics who prized nature. While we respect and enjoy the stories about Francis, we are also mystified by his connection. It is hard to imagine calling animals “brother” and “sister.” Skeptics accuse Francis of being a pantheist, but that is not true. Richard Bauckham sees the heart of the matter:

“We should now begin to be able to see that Francis's spirituality is really neither creation-centred nor anthropocentric, but centred on God. His own writings contain remarkable passages of praise and devotion which require the dedication of the whole person to God alone and that God should be the only goal of human desire (e.g. ER23:8-11l PrsG; PrOF 5; LtOrd50). This does not demean the creatures, but gives them their true dignity and worth as precisely creatures of the one Creator. As such they are loved and honoured by those who love God. By thus ensuring that the devotion of the whole person is owed to the one who surpasses creation Francis rules out the idolatry that divinizes creation and expects of it therefore what it was never able to supply: a true object of total, all-encompassing trust and devotion. Instead, the creatures can be for Francis truly themselves, his creaturely brothers and sisters, forming a community of mutual dependence, assisting each other in their common praise of the Creator who made them all and values them all, each in its own distinctive reality.” (Living, 201)

Francis loved animals because he correctly perceived that God loves animals! 
God loves His creatures because He created them, and enjoys their company, so to speak. We show that in worship.

Animals in Worship

If God cared nothing about animals, why would He create animal-like beings around His throne? The strange Cherubim appear in more detail in the Bible than any other type of angel. In fact, they aren’t even called angels, they are called Living Creatures, just like animals. They have faces representing the four major animal kingdoms: humans, oxen, lions, and eagles. They have cow feet. These creatures carry God’s throne, when traveling, and worship and praise God when He stays put.
These Living Creatures were represented in the Tabernacle and Temple that God ordered Moses and Solomon to build. The ox holds up the holy “laver” bowl for washing in the temple. Two cherubim stretch out their wings over the Mercy Seat of the Ark of the Covenant. Two statues or pillars of Cherubim were placed in Solomon's Temple, just as the Tabernacle curtains had cherubim sewn or woven into the cloth. 
So God has angelic animal creatures around His throne, and God ordered Moses and Solomon to install pictures of the Living Creatures in the places of worship. So explain to me, how can you say that God cares nothing about animals? Why does God have animals in Heaven now? And why did God want animals in the Old Testament churches? 
Here is an interesting question…
When did God create the Cherubim? Because Job 38:6-7 says that angels were singing when God laid down the foundation of the Earth, we tend to believe that God created angels before Genesis 1:1. Perhaps He made them when He created time.
If true, then we have the fascinating implication that the Cherubim are the first animals. God made no birds until Day Five, and no oxen, lions, or humans, until Day Six. Thus, the Cherubim are actually the prototype animals that God would later create in Eden and on Earth! So the answer to the question, what came first, the chicken or the egg, would be better phrased, what came first, the angel or the animal? The angel. The ancient idea of Plato, that all earthly things are models based on the heavenly originals, might be true!
We might also think here of the Nativity scene. Although we have few exact details, perhaps our imaginative Christmas creches are close to the truth. What if the animals did in fact worship the baby Jesus? There may have been oxen in that stable, along with the human shepherds, bowing to the King of Kings. That would have been a “type” or fulfillment of the Tabernacle and Temple scenes of cherubim bowing to worship the King. St. Francis started the custom of having animals in the nativity scene in the year 1223 in the town of Grecchio, Italy. (Wintz, 82)

“St. Francis of Assisi had a passionate belief that all creatures, not just humans, should celebrate the feast of Christmas. Jesus came into the world for all creation, not just humans. St. Francis requested that all people should scatter grains along the roads on Christmas Day for the birds and other animals to have plenty to eat. He also wanted all animals and beasts in the stables to get extra food so all creatures could participate in the celebration of Christmas. St. Francis strongly believed that God was revealing His saving plan for all creatures by having God’s Son come into this world in a stable among all the animals.” (Funk)

Covenants with Animals

If God cares not about animals, then why does He make covenants with them? 
I hope that you Christians have learned something about covenants. Some of you may only know about the two “big ones,” the Old Covenant and the New Covenant. A covenant is an agreement or promise from God. The Old Covenant, or Covenant of Works, is associated with the Old Testament. That was when God laid down the Law and ordered us to follow it. As Paul said in Romans, nobody could follow it perfectly. God gave a sacrificial system, when we killed animals, to symbolize the future when God would send a new covenant and a Savior. God promised a New Covenant, a Covenant of Grace, when He would forgive our sins by the blood of Jesus.
But there were several covenants mentioned in the Bible, not just those two. In church, we focus mostly on the Covenant of Grace, because it is the most glorious, for humans.
Right after the Flood, God told Noah that humans could eat animals. Then God made a covenant with Noah “and with every living creature that is with you: the birds, the cattle, and every beast of the earth with you, of all that go out of the ark, every beast of the earth.” 
And how long does this covenant last? Just until the next time God wants to flood the world? “The rainbow shall be in the cloud, and I will look on it to remember the EVERLASTING covenant between God and EVERY LIVING CREATURE OF ALL FLESH that is on the earth.” 
Does God make covenants with junk? If animals are nothing worth caring about, in what sense does God covenant with them? Why bother? 

“The scope of God’s covenant concern is as wide as the material creation. As the flood is a divine response to man’s violation of God’s word, the rupture of all created relationships resulting from that violation, and the fracture of the Edenic paradise, God’s intention to wash away the stain of man upon creation is a picture of the restoration of his unopposed lordship over his creation. The inclusion of the animals and the very earth within the covenant emphasizes that the scope of God’s redemptive program is as wide as his creational work.” (Williams, 93)

What about the everlasting nature of the covenant? If the Earth is going to be burned to a cinder and we will all live in Heaven in the clouds with harps, what good is an everlasting covenant with the Earth? None. But of course we do not believe that foolish modern lie, that Heaven is an ethereal place. We believe in the resurrection of the body.
That is coming up in the next two chapters.
God promises to make a future covenant, renewing and expanding the Noahic covenant, with humans and animals.

Hosea 2:18-19, “On that day, I will make a covenant for them with the wild animals, the birds of the sky, and the creeping creatures of the fertile ground. I will do away with the bow, the sword, and war from the land. I will make you lie down in safety. I will take you for my wife forever; I will take you for my wife in righteousness and justice…”

This is shown to be fulfilled in the last chapters of Revelation, where the bride is prepared for Jesus, the new earth will have living waters, and giant trees of life for the nations to eat from; all are very physical, earthly characteristics.
Could it be that Jesus' birth in a manger, in a stable for domestic animals, is a symbol of the universal nature of salvation? Not universal in the sense of saving all humans, but universal in bringing about the restoration of all the fallen universe, all of the creation corrupted by Adam's sin, which will be restored by the Second Adam, Jesus. This is what the end of Romans 8 says, where the whole creation groans, waiting to be released from bondage under sin and made whole in liberty with the sons of God. And it is strongly implied in Colossians 1:20, where we are told that God will by Jesus “reconcile all things to Himself, by Him, whether things on earth or things in heaven, having made peace through the blood of the cross.” All things in earth and heaven.

“As the Israelites misconstrued their chosenness as God’s special favor for them and not as God’s special mission of being a light to all the nations (Isa. 49:6), we may mistake the image of God for God’s exclusive love for humans alone…As we grow in understanding the image of God, we will be like Jesus, becoming more caring, more revering, and more loving of God’s whole creation. The cross of Jesus represents the crucified image of God for the sake of God’s whole creation.” (Park, 106-107)
	
The Importance of the Topic

Why does it matter if God cares about animals?
Because God's revelation is meant to be understood, or at least God thought it important enough to give us the Bible. The Scriptures have relevance to you in ways you have not even considered. 
Even a strange little verse like Deuteronomy 25:4 shows God's will, and if God cares about oxen being treated well, of course God also cares about people being treated well, including apostles and pastors.
Jesus and Balaam’s donkey showed that individual animals have value.

Christians have an opportunity to show that our faith is relevant to modern life. A lot of modern folks look at Christians as backward…overly-traditional sticks in the mud, with no interest in our culture and civilization. Particularly in the case of animal welfare and animal rights issues, most Christians have taken no stand and made no statement. I pro-pose that if the church and Christians truly believed that God cares about animals, that they also would care about animals, and would get off their butts and do something about it. This could be a testimony of great value. 
As Stephen Webb writes:

“Americans love their pets and are very hungry for a religious framework for thinking about animals, but Christian theologians have been slow to respond to this need.  To say that God's love extends beyond human beings is not to diminish God's love for us, nor to deny the special moral role we play in the world. But to say that God loves only us is surely to betray our limited imaginations and the self-interest that governs even the most theocentric theological models.” (Good, 35)

I challenge you to consider what the Bible says about animals. If I am correct, that God cares about them, and that God has set down principles for their proper treatment, then you and the church and the nation have failed to do much about it. If God cares, can you not care? Is it not supposed to be God's will we want, to be done here on Earth as it is done in Heaven?
God does care, and you should care too.
Here is a closing prayer, written in 1761.

“May the Almighty, and most gracious God, in whose Hand are the Hearts of Men, and whose tender Mercy is over all his Works; He who appointed the Rainbow as a Token of his Compassion to every living Creature upon the Earth; He who in his forbearance of Ninevah expressed a tender Concern even for the Cattle; may He give a Blessing to what hath been now urged in Favour of his poor Creatures, to the Benefit of your Souls, and to the Praise of his most Holy name, to which be ascribed all Glory and Honour Now and for Ever.” (Anonymous, Clemency, 31)



Chapter Twenty Two
The Forever Universe
	
Psalm 89:34-37, “My covenant I will not break, nor alter the word that has gone out of My lips. Once I have sworn by My holiness; I will not lie to David: His seed shall endure forever, and his throne as the sun before Me; It shall be established forever like the moon, even the faithful witness in the sky.” 

Psalm 89 is a Messianic Psalm: a song praising Jesus many centuries before He was born. Notice that our star Sol and our Moon are used as analogies for the length of Jesus' reign. The throne of Christ will rule forever like the Sun and the Moon. 
If you find this idea puzzling, you may be part of a church that believes in the imminent destruction of the heavens and the earth. This is the common theme in modern Christian prophecy: doom and gloom is the tenor of televangelists. The world will get worse and worse, demons and antichrists will attack, Jesus will restore order for a thou-sand years, but Satan will counterattack, and finally God will just wipe out the world in a ball of fire.
 Fortunately, say these preachers, Christians will be “raptured” into Heaven so we won’t have to go through the nightmarish Tribulation! After destroying the universe, God will make a new earth for the Jews to live on forever, while Christians will live forever in Heaven. 
That, in a nutshell, is classic “Dispensational” teaching about the future, as presented by the Scofield Reference Bible, and Lewis Sperry Chafer. In recent years, “modified dispensationalists’ have proposed a few changes, so that Christians may live with Jews on the new earth with Jesus too. 
We cannot discuss all of those ideas in this book. Here we will only consider the idea that the physical universe is soon to be destroyed. Why? Because there will be no-where for animals to exist forever if God annihilates the universe. If only the Jews will live on the Earth forever, they alone may have animals as companions, while Christians dwell in heaven forever without animals. And, if God simply abolishes our cosmos and makes a new one, can we or the animals see it as “home?”

Psalm 148 proclaims that the universe will last forever. 

“Praise the Lord! Praise the Lord from the heavens; praise him in the heights! Praise him all his angels; praise him all his hosts! Praise him Sun and Moon; praise him all you stars of light! Praise him, you heaven of heavens; and you waters above the heavens! Let them praise the name of the Lord, for He commanded and they were created. He also established them forever and ever; He made a decree which shall not pass away”  (v. 1-6)

 All angels, stars, sun and moon, and atmosphere, are commanded together to sing to the Lord in Psalm 148.
Standard Christian teaching is that angels live forever. When Lucifer rebelled against God, about one-third of the angels joined him, and they were cast out of God’s presence. The fallen angels, we believe, will be sentenced to Hell, just as wicked people will be. The angels who remained loyal to God will live forever with God, along with people redeemed by Jesus’ blood. Thus, all angels, and all humans, will exist forever. So if angels will live forever, and Psalm 148 says the sun and moon and stars and atmosphere will last forever just as the angels do, then how did modern Christianity come to believe that the physical universe would be utterly destroyed?

	Dualism: physical things are bad; spiritual things are good
	
In part, the church has been deceived by ancient Greek notions that physical things are inferior and/or evil, while spiritual things are superior and good. Plato and his pupil Aristotle, hundreds of years before Christ, promoted the view that when humans die, their souls break free of their physical bodies and live forever free in a spiritual heaven, unencumbered by physicality. In early heretical versions of Christianity, called Gnosticism, the same philosophy arose, teaching that Christian souls would live in Heaven, eternally separated from grimy physical bodies. (Snyder, 47; Bauckham, Bible, 148; Anderson, From Creation, 235)
The orthodox early church fathers tried to counter Gnosticism and Platonism by careful teaching about the resurrection body, prominently discussed by the Apostle Paul in I Corinthians chapter 15. Just as Jesus rose from the dead and took on a real (though up-graded) body, so Paul taught we will also be raised with superior bodies. Irenaeus (who died in 202 AD) preached that God is the author of the physical world and that Jesus’ incarnation and resurrection prove that God intends to redeem the whole material world, including our bodies. (Galloway, 105, 108)
The prominent Christian theologian, Origen (c. 185-254 AD), promoted a Platonist view, claiming that the resurrection body was “purely spiritual” and not physical. Such neo-Platonists influenced Augustine of Hippo, who wrote famously of the ongoing struggle between the “City of God” and the “City of Man,” with the church seeking to be separate from the earthly reality to join the heavenly future. (Snyder, 9, 13) Augustine “retained some vestiges of the Manichee’s hostility to the body,” but “…the Bible’s insistence on a general physical resurrection forced him to concede that embodiment is part of God’s ultimate plan for us.” (Osborn, 36-37) Augustine, of course, came to be the most influential theologian of all, claimed as a spiritual father by both the Roman Catholic church and Reformation Protestants. 
Thanks to Origen and other spiritualizers, Christians of the first millennium started seeing our final state as “heaven above” where “human spirits dwelling in ethereal bodies join eternally with all other spiritual beings,” and the physical universe would be destroyed forever. (Snyder, 26)  Humans live on Earth but only for a moment, then we leave our poor bodies and become angelic, so to speak.
John Ray offers an example of dualistic Christianity in a 1793 book on the Creation.

 “Is the body such a rare Piece, what then is the Soul? The Body is but the Husk or Shell, the Soul is the Kernel; the Body is but the Cask, the Soul is the precious Liquor contain’d in it; the Body is but the Cabinet, the Soul the Jewel; the Body is but the Ship or Vessel, the Soul the Pilot; the Body is but the Tabernacle, and a poor Clay Tabernacle or Cottage too, the Soul the Inhabitant; …the Body is but the dark Lantern, the Soul or Spirit is the Candle of the Lord that burns in it.” (396) 

While not attacking the body as evil or useless, our physical components are just the carton containing the good stuff, in this view. 
The 19th century saw the rise of dispensational premillennialism through the popular Scofield Reference Bible, which “reinforced the earth-heaven divorce.” In it, Christians earnestly await a Rapture to take us away from the dying Earth so we can live in heavenly spiritual mansions on streets of gold. (Snyder, 34-35) In recent years, some evangelicals have modified this extreme dualism in “revised dispensationalism” and “progressive dispensationalism,” but it has not been entirely corrected. I grew up in the Southern Baptist church which taught the eternal separation of Jews and Christians in earth and heaven.

 “’This strain of evangelical (often fundamentalist) theology was shaped by the work of John Nelson Darby, Cyrus Scofield, and Dwight L. Moody in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Its popular representations include Hal Lindsey's The Late Great Planet Earth (1970) and Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins best-selling Left Behind series (1995-2007). Dispensationalism holds that the current creation will be wholly destroyed and replaced by a new heaven and new Earth. I think there is still a small group of evangelicals who are opposed to [creation care] for what I would call eschatological reasons,' Phelan told me. He summarized the perspective: 'Jesus is coming soon. The world's going to hell in a handcart, and there's nothing you can do about it. And, in fact, environmental degradation is one of the signs of the end, and if we're fighting against that, we're in some perverse way fighting against God.' In other words, dispensationalism takes the arc of human history to be in decline, embraces societal and environmental deterioration as foretelling the rapture, and urges believers not to impede but to hasten that event. The only real hope is Christ's return. As such, dispensationalism can engender fatalism, for the Earth has no relevance to the future and creation care is but a distraction, especially from the Great Commission of converting people to Christianity.” (Wilkinson, Between, 59)
 
Even Reformed and Calvinistic churches have stumbled into the error of dualism. In 1843, The Reformed Presbyterian magazine attacked the idea of a future renewed Earth this way:

“It corrupts and degrades the hope of an inheritance eternal in the heavens, undefiled and that fathead not away, into a low, sensual, and earthly portion in the world which we now inhabit…this world was not designed as a permanent habitation for man…[but] a temporary and transient dwelling wherein he should remain for a time and undergo his preparation for another and far more glorious state… A vain attempt to confound heaven and earth, nay, worse, to substitute earth for heaven, to annihilate and extinguish heaven from the hopes of the faithful, and fill them up once more with that earth from which it was their last and best consolation to believe they had forever escaped.  An attempt too unreasonable and preposterous in its nature long to mislead the truly pious…”  (On the Millennium, 109, 112) 

The great American theologian Jonathan Edwards preached a similar thought, though it seems to contradict statements in other sermons [perhaps his thinking changed]. In this particular sermon, Edwards teaches that the Earth will in fact become the eternal burning Hell for the enemies of God!

“…then shall the whole church be perfectly and for ever delivered from this present evil world; shall take their everlasting leave of this earth, where they have been strangers, and which has been for the most part a scene of trouble and sorrow: They shall leave it, and shall never set foot on it again… The redeemed church shall all ascend with him…And Christ’s church shall for ever leave this accursed world, to go into the highest heavens, the paradise of God, the kingdom prepared for them from the foundation of the world.  When they are gone, this world shall be set on fire, and be turned into a great furnace, wherein all the enemies of Christ and his church shall be tormented for ever and ever. For their (his people) sakes he made the world, and for their sakes he will destroy it.” (Edwards, I, 613-614,618)

John Calvin stumbled on the soul and body question at times.

“…Calvin argued for the real and substantial existence of the soul distinct from the flesh. In this argument Calvin maintained that the image of God is not a part of the body and is not to be equated with the dominion that God gave humans over the beasts. The image, he said, is separate from the flesh and has its seat only in the spirit. The imago Dei, he insisted, applies to the soul which dwells in the body as in a prison. But, Calvin explained, with the death of the body the war between the spirit and the flesh ceases and the soul is set free from impurities and is truly eternal. Calvin admitted that the soul does, for a time, actuate and sustain the body but he argued that by virtue of its immortality the soul transcends the body: 'let us hold fast the faith that our spirit is the image of God, like whom it lives, understands, and is eternal. As long as it is in the body it exerts its own powers, but when it quits this prison-house, it returns to God, whose presence it enjoys while it rests in the hope of a blessed immortality.' (Schreiner, 61)

Hence we have the famous phrase, that the body is the “prison-house” of the soul. This is a gross distortion of the Biblical doctrine promoting the resurrection of the body and the rejoining of the body with the soul. In other studies, Calvin properly avoided Gnostic dual-ism and taught bodily resurrection rather than soul “escape.” 
“Only about a quarter of Americans expect to have bodies in heaven, and nearly a third believe in reincarnation, including one out of five professing Christians.” (Snyder, 41, 45) Obviously, the doctrine of the resurrection body has not been adequately taught in Christian pulpits!
Salvation of human souls is the only important thing, in the dualistic view. Our bodies, our planet and our animals are nothing but the stage upon which spiritual salvation is accomplished, wrote Karl Barth. As Francis Schaeffer admitted, “We must say with tears that much orthodoxy, much evangelical Christianity, is rooted in a platonic concept, wherein the only interest is in the heavenly things - only in saving the soul and getting it to heaven” (Pollution, 40). Dualism destroys any desire on the part of Christians to care for the Earth, or its animals. 

“If this world is merely an arena of pilgrimage, we must say that heaven rather than earth is the rightful abode of the Christian.  Consequently, we have absolutely no stake in the goings-on within this earthly sphere. Understood in such terms, regeneration means to be created anew as something otherworldly. Salvation, then, is understood as release from this-worldly concern.  It is flight from creation, flight from physicality; the proper contextualization of regeneration is the eschatological and cosmic restoration of all reality, heaven and earth, to God.” (Williams, Regeneration, 68-69)

“Even more perplexing is the widespread conviction among Christians that the Second Coming is imminent, and that therefore the condition of the planet is of little consequence. ... For those who believe this form of Christianity, the fate of ten million other life forms indeed does not matter.” (Wilson, Creation, 6)

One author who happily loves this error is James Wanliss, who writes to promote Christian domination of the world in his book Resisting the Green Dragon. He writes, 

“…the Earth, unlike man, will not continue forever. Flames of fire are its destination The beast rages and refuses this fate, but it is futile to rage against God.” 

“The Biblical doctrine of creation asserts that the universe is not an everlasting mechanism but a temporary construction of the everlasting Father (Isaiah 9:6)… Rather than long-lived, the Bible teaches that the Earth we know was a recent creation, had a watery beginning, and will come to a flaming end.”

Wanliss, and others of his view, hold an escapist view of human destiny, and what is called an “annihilationist” view of the universe, in saying that all matter will be destroyed. (Williams, 272)
Such thinking persists in our modern churches. If you ask most Christians, “what happens when you die?” they reply, “I go Heaven.” 
That is correct, but only half correct.
Ask them, “What happens after that?,” and they will look at you blankly. 
After that?! When we talk about dying and “going to Heaven” we are usually thinking about the “Intermediate State.” When your body dies, it is buried in a grave, but your soul immediately joins the Lord Jesus in Heaven (Snyder, 34-35). In John 14:2 where Jesus promises that there are many mansions for us to stay in;  those are not are permanent places of residence. Yes, when you die, your soul goes to be with Jesus. When Jesus returns to Earth to judge the living and the dead, then our bodies will be resurrected and rejoin our souls, and we will live forever on the new Earth with the Lord. 

I Corinthians 15:51-52, “I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed - in a flash, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed.” 

Paul says that Jesus “will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body” (Philippians 3:21; see also I John 3:2). Popular, silly myths about Heaven, that we will be cherubic spiritual angels strumming on harps in the clouds, are completely false. In fact, it sounds like a boring and horrible way to spend eternity! Humans cannot really imagine what life would be without a body. 

“God does not create souls and then plant them into bodies, using the flesh as a container that can be discarded when it has served its function…We cannot imagine ourselves as bodiless souls, wrapped in flesh which can be peeled off like a winter coat and left at the door of death. If there is an afterlife, it must involve who we are in terms of our most embodied experiences.” (Webb, Good, 172-3)

“Man's body is not his prison, his shell, his exterior, but man himself. Man does not 'have' a body; he does not 'have' a soul; rather, he 'is' body and soul. … The man who renounces his body renounces his existence before God the creator.” (Bonhoeffer, 51)

God created the physical world, including many creatures that may not have “souls.” Certainly plants and rocks do not have souls. Yet God called them all “very good.” Mere physicality, having a body, is not evil in any way. In the Fall, all creatures and creation were distorted and harmed by sin, and yet they were not rendered valueless.
The Old Testament held no hint toward this duality between soul and body. (Anderson, From Creation, 243) The coming of the Son of God “in the flesh” in the Incarnation that we call ‘Christmas’ shows that flesh is not evil. (LeQuire, Because, 189) Jesus’ body was truly human; not a mirage or illusion as Gnostics claimed. He lived for more than thirty years as a real flesh and blood human, and after his death, was raised into a changed, yet recognizable, touchable body. (John 20:19-29)
We will discuss the resurrection in greater detail in the next chapter. For now, I must show that there will be an earth where humans and animals can be resurrected to. If there is no physical place through eternity, what would be the purpose of having bodies?  
	
	Bible verses used to claim that the universe will be destroyed

A few passages of Scripture are used to promote the view that the heavens and earth will be destroyed. Varying translations can approach the same Hebrew or Greek words in different ways, and we moderns may get the wrong impression from their choices. 

Psalm 102:25-27 in the New International Version says: “In the beginning you laid the foundations of the earth, and the heavens are the work of your hands. They will perish, but you remain; they will all wear out like garment. Like clothing you will change them and they will be discarded. But you remain the same, and your years never end.”

According to this translation of verse 26, the heavens and earth “will perish” and “be discarded.” The New American Standard and New King James translations offer a very different version. “Even they will perish, but You endure; and all of them will wear out like a garment; like clothing you will change them and they will be changed.” The difference is significant. The universe will either be discarded, or it will be changed. 
The main subject of the passage, which is also quoted in Hebrews 1:10-12, is the eternality of God. Unlike any created thing, the Creator is eternal. Everything created has a beginning, and would have an end, unless God preserves them from entropy. John Calvin commented on Psalm 102 saying it does not teach destruction of the universe, “For although they will not be completely destroyed, the change of their nature will consume that which is mortal and perishable, in order that they may be renewed according to Romans 8.” (Rietkerk, 46) 
J. Richard Middleton says that the Hebrew verbs could be translated modally (as statements of possibility) rather than using a future tense, so that it would say, “They may perish / but you would stand. All of them could wear out like clothes; like a garment you could make them pass on.” (New, 119) A better interpretation of Psalm 102 (and the similar Isaiah 51:5-6) is that God will renew, update, upgrade, and fix the earth and heavens. Psalm 102 may also explain why Jesus said something similar in the gospels. (Middleton, New, 181)
Jesus, near the end of a sermon about future events, is cited by the gospel writers as saying, “Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will not pass away” (Matt. 24:35; Mark 13:31; Luke 21:33). This has been interpreted to mean that the universe will vanish. However, just like the Psalm 102 passage, the Greek word “pass away” [parer-chomai] does not mean annihilation, but a change. Revelation 21:1, “Now I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away …”. Once again, the heavens and earth are not destroyed, but dramatically changed. 
As for the “new heavens and new earth,” you may presume that these words imply that the old heavens and old earth have been destroyed, and replaced by new ones. That is not the intention of the Greek word for ‘new.’ Henriksen points out that in II Corinthians 5:17 we are called ‘a new creature,’ and in Ephesians 2:4 we are charged to ‘put on the new man,’ yet we are not annihilated, but changed (8-9). There are two common Greek words that can be translated as “new”: neos and kainos. In the New Testament, in general, neos is chronological, meaning new in time, while kainos means ‘new in nature’ with the implication of improvement. Neos is used for replacing an old wineskin with a new wineskin, for instance. Kainos is the term used for the new man, and the new heavens and new earth. The implication is that the new heavens and new earth are upgraded or renovated or improved old heavens and old earth; not brand new replacements.
There are several passages regarding the future Judgment Day that speak of universal signs, like the sun turning dark and the moon looking like blood. Let’s look briefly at Isaiah chapter 13 as an example. Verses 9-10, “Behold, the day of the Lord comes, cruel, with both wrath and fierce anger, to lay the land desolate; and He will destroy its sinners from it. For the stars of heaven and their constellations will not give their light; the sun will be darkened in its going forth, and the moon will not cause its light to shine.”  How about the sun and moon being darkened? Verse 13 might make this even more poignant, “Therefore I will shake the heavens, and the earth will move out of her place, in the wrath of the Lord of hosts and in the day of His fierce anger.” 
Is this literal? It cannot be, because in verses 15-19 we are told that this judgment will be when the Medes destroy Babylon. The Medes took Babylon several centuries before Christ, and the world did not end! 
Similarly, in Revelation 6:12-17, the sun darkens, the moon is like blood, the stars fall to earth, and every mountain and island are moved from their places. Yet the kings and sinners are hiding in caves. Just two chapters later, in Revelation 8:2-13, the sun starts going dark again. Whatever is happening in these dramatic verses, it is neither permanent nor catastrophic to the Sun or the Moon themselves. This again comes up in Revelation 20 and 21, but Middleton explains it well:

“It is sometimes thought that the disappearance of the heaven and the earth in Revelation 20:11 is equivalent to the passing away of heaven and earth reported in 21:1, and both are taken to signify total cosmic destruction. Whether or not the two texts are equivalent, we should note that the report in Revelation 20 comes just one verse before the dead stand before God’s throne (in heaven, which therefore has not been obliterated) and the sea gives up its dead (so the sea still exists). In the judgment scene of Revelation 20, were are therefore justified in taking the fleeing of heaven and earth as a vivid representation of the cosmic shaking that accompanies God’s righteous presence.” (New, 204-5)

The verses in Isaiah and many similar passages are known as hyperbole; an exaggeration to emphasize the intensity or importance of world-shaking events. The Persians wiping out the city of Babylon is the end of an empire: a gigantic change in the world.  As Middleton writes regarding such passages, “None of the multiple Old Testament precedents for the shaking of the earth or the darkening of sun and moon imply the eradication of the cosmos; rather, these celestial signs indicate the momentous nature of the events they portend.” (New, 184)
You may be shaking your head, saying that I am interpreting the Bible “figuratively” and not “literally.” 
Everyone, even the most ardent literalist, admits that some parts of Scripture must be interpreted figuratively. The Psalms have trees clapping their hands, which cannot liter-ally occur. You likely agree that we must interpret some passages figuratively. So I can only be judged as wrongly making figurative interpretations of what you believe to be literal occurrences. Then you must explain how the literal interpretations of universal cataclysms do not destroy the earth or kill the people on it, in the many cases where the Old Testament says they occurred.
You may be also be surprised that Peter interpreted Joel’s universal events not literally, but figuratively!
In Acts chapter 2, when the gentiles thought the Christians speaking in foreign languages were drunk, Peter quoted the minor prophet Joel,

 “And it shall come to pass in the last days, says God, that I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh; Your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your young men shall see visions, your old men shall dream dreams. And on My menservants and on My maidservants I will pour out My Spirit in those days; and they shall prophesy. I will show wonders in heaven above and signs in the earth beneath: blood and fire and vapor of smoke. The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and awesome day of the Lord. And it shall come to pass that whoever calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved.” 

Peter says that the Day of Pentecost with its signs and wonders is fulfilling the prophecy of Joel, in which the sun is darkened and moon turned to blood. The great and awesome day of the Lord was a world-changing event, Pentecost was the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the Christians of the world. Thousands in the audience believed Peter and called upon the name of Jesus to be saved.
I am not saying that some of these events might not happen in the future. On the final day of Judgment, the universe could very well be shaken, and the sun and moon may dim; but the world and the cosmos are not annihilated. Take Isaiah chapter 24 as a possible reference to the Judgment Day. In verses 18-20 we are told, “…the foundations of the earth are shaken. The earth is violently broken, the earth is split open, the earth is shaken exceedingly, the earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall totter like a hut; its transgression shall be heavy upon it, and it will fall, and not rise again.” But in the next verses we are told that the kings of earth will be shut up in prisons and punished, “Then the moon will be disgraced and the sun ashamed; for the Lord of hosts will reign on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem and before His elders, gloriously.” So whatever the violent happenings upon the Earth that are said to be happening here, clearly they do not destroy the world, because the Lord is reigning physically in Jerusalem gloriously. 

The key text creating the most confusion is II Peter 3:10-13. 	

“But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away with a great noise, and the elements will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the works that are in it will be burned up. Therefore, since all these things will be dissolved, what manner of persons ought you to be in holy conduct and godliness, looking for and hastening the coming of the day of God, because of which the heavens will be dissolved, being on fire, and the elements will melt with fervent heat? Nevertheless we, according to His promise, look for new heavens and a new earth in which righteousness dwells.”

The dramatic language used by Peter stirs up many of our senses; the heavens ‘pass away’ and we hear a great noise, and visualize elements melting, burning, and dissolving! Does this not prove that the universe will be annihilated? No, actually, it does not. Some of those dramatic words are poor translations. 
What does it mean, “pass away?” Middleton notes that this is the same word Paul uses for our personal conversions when we are changed from the state of lostness in sin to forgiveness in Jesus:

“…recall the statement in 2 Peter 3:10 that ‘the heavens will pass away with a loud noise, where ‘pass away’ is also parerchomai.…turn to Paul’s description of con-version as ‘new creation’ in 2 Corinthians 5:17. What follows is a literal translation. ‘If anyone is in Christ - new creation! The old things [ta archaia] have passed away; behold, new ones [kaina] have come!’ Here Paul uses the verb parerchomai for the ending of the old life, which is then replaced by a new life in Christ. Are we to believe that Paul thinks that the passing away of the old life is equivalent to the obliteration of the person, who is then replaced by a doppelganger? All the Pauline writings, not to mention common sense, suggest that no matter how radical the shift required for conversion to Christ, this describes the transformation rather than obliteration. By analogy, then, the passing away of the present heaven and earth to make way for the new creation is also transformative and not a matter of destruction followed by replacement.” (New 205-6)

Later in verse 10, Peter says that the world will be “burned up.” 

“During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the best available Greek manuscripts of 2 Peter 3:10 read that 'the earth and all of its works will be burned up.' This is how every translation of that period, including the King James Version, rendered this verse. It is easy to see how whole generations of Christians learned from their Bibles to expect a future fire that would annihilate the entire world. However, scholars have since discovered older, more reliable manuscripts, and these texts say that rather than burning up, 'the earth and all of its works will be found.' Instead of being destroyed, this term 'found' implies that the quality of our works will be 'laid bare,' discovered for all to see. Much like gold passing through a smelting furnace, the good that we do will be purified while our less noble efforts will slough off. Read this way, Peter's vision of a coming conflagration seems to be a purging rather than annihilating fire.” (Wittmer, 202; also Wolters, 47, and Middle-ton, New, 162)

Another helpful idea is to note that interpreting the correct word as “found” rather than “burned up” shows a possible parallel with the later verse 14, where Peter says “Be diligent that you may be found in his sight, in peace, without spot and blameless.” In other words, just as the earth and its works will be found in the last day, so Peter desires that you personally will also be found (in a good sense) in the end. Also, the parable of the Prodigal Son uses this same word, where the happy father declares “My son here was lost but now he is found.” (Luke 15:24) (Reitkerk, 29)
What about “the elements will burn up with fervent heat”? Henriksen points out that “elements” are not atoms, material things; the same word is used in Galatians 4:3, where we unbelievers were in bondage under the “elements of the world”, or civilization (11). These elements are not like our modern Periodic Table of the Elements showing the various atomic structures of physical reality, but spiritual forms of wickedness that influence our lives. Gold and silver and iron are not burning up; the evil ways of our societies are to be vanquished. (Williams, 279) Very similar passages are found in Zechariah 13: 1-9; Isaiah 1:25-31; and Malachi 3:2 - 4:2. In each text, fire is used to refine and purify, not annihilate. (Middleton, New, 122-124, 194)
Let me show you some brief statements of prominent Christian preachers and theologians who view the future of Earth as purification rather than destruction. 
John Brown, “…the earth that shall be after the conflagration, shall be materially the same as the earth that now is.” (232)
William G.T. Shedd, “When external nature is renovated and prepared for a residence of the redeemed, fragility and vanity, decay and death will no longer characterize it…St. Paul here teaches, not the annihilation of this visible world, but its transformation.” (256)
Robert Haldane, “Thus the heavens and the earth will pass through the fire, but only that they may be purified and come forth anew, more excellent than before.” (373)
Francis Schaeffer, “Just as the world was ‘subjected to vanity’ when man fell, so when man is fully restored in the future on the basis of the work of Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God, creation will be restored on the same basis.” (Genesis, 64)
Here is John Calvin’s view:

“…Calvin did insist on one rather 'speculative' point: the cosmos will be purified but not destroyed. His insistence appears to contradict passages such as II Peter 3:10-13 which states that the heavens will 'pass away,' that all things will be 'dissolved,' and that the elements will 'melt with heat and the earth and all its works will be burnt up.' But, probably in opposition to the speculation of Radical Reformers or the spiritualized eschatology of the Libertines, Calvin contended that God will not abandon creation; instead, God will renovate its original material. In Calvin's view, only the 'corruptions'  of the heaven and earth will be purified and melted by fire. Interpreting I Corinthians 15:28, he rejected the view of those who imagine that 'God will be all in all in this respect, namely, that all things vanish and dissolve into nothing.' Paul's words, Calvin argued, mean only that all things will be brought back to God who is their beginning and end. In a rare comment about the future world, Calvin echoed Irenaeus' teaching and stated that: 'I will say just one thing about the elements of the world, that they will be consumed in order to receive a new quality while their substance remains the same...' Therefore, in Calvin's view, the fires of judgment will not destroy creation but will purify its original and enduring substance. With this argument, Calvin portrayed God as faithful to his original creation. Just as God brought the cosmos into being, closely governs and restrains its natural forces, so too he will renew and transform its original substance.” (Schreiner, 98-99)

Look back just a few verses to II Peter 3:3-7. Sinners are scoffing at the idea of judgment because everything seems stable in our world. But “this they willfully forget: that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of water and in the water, by which the world that then existed perished, being flooded with water. But the heavens and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire until the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.” What is the purpose of the “fire” reserved for the day of judgment? To judge “un-godly men.” Not the planet. Peter warns those who are foolishly confident that God will not judge the world for sins, to remember that God caused the ancient world to “perish” being flooded with water. Was the Earth literally annihilated in the Flood? No. The “world that then existed perished.” What perished in the Flood? All of the wicked humans, and all of their homes, all of the animals not brought into the Ark, and the world’s plants. The whole civilization was destroyed. 

“The 'world' that was destroyed was not the 'world' of the creation but the 'world' of sinful people. The sinful world – the conspiracy of evil against God – was destroyed. But Noah and his family and the animals and the birds were rescued in order to begin life again. The flood was a time of purification. The fire of judgment will be similar. Peter goes on: 'The heavens will disappear with a roar, the elements will be destroyed by fire, and the earth and everything in it will be laid bare' (2 Pet. 3:10). The imagery here is of the refiner's fire (compare with Mal. 3:2-4). It is the imagery of the world renewed (kainos). When we refine metal, we take the impure ore and cast it into a blast furnace, where soil, impure elements, and unwanted minerals are burned off in the incandescent heat. At the end the pure metal – the gold, the silver – is poured forth and appears in shimmering, luminous beauty. This is the imagery that suffuses Peter's description of the judgment.” (Marshall, 237)

In similar fashion, I John 2:15-17 has been misunderstood. “Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world - the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life - is not of the Father but is of the world. And the world is passing away, and the lust of it; but he who does the will of God abides forever.” Again, this is not the physical world; this is the world system, or the culture of worldliness that evil humans have engendered. The lust and the pride, as John points out, are the world, which is passing away; not the earth itself. A sermon by Howard A. Snyder rightly preached:
	
“The Bible says we should not love the sinful world system – that is, the corrupted set of values that have become dominant in the world, and the twisted, tainted things that have come from these wrong values.” (LeQuire, 44)

If you take II Peter 3 to literally mean the annihilation of the universe, then Peter seems to be disagreeing with himself. In Acts chapter 3, preaching to the crowds at one of the Temple gates in Jerusalem, Peter declares that Jesus will remain in Heaven “until the times of the restoration of all things, which God has spoken by the mouth of all His holy prophets since the world began..” (v. 21). The end of time has the restoration of all things, not the destruction of all things!

	Why the universe will last forever, according to the Bible

You may wonder, what difference does it make? Why can’t God just destroy the old universe and create a new one where humans and animals can live?
As modern American consumers we are used to this thinking, as many of our consumer goods last for a short time, and we throw them into the garbage and buy new ones. 
I am not saying that God is incapable of annihilating the universe and starting over again. Of course, God is powerful and wise enough to do that, and He could make a replacement exactly like the original. However, I am saying, that God will not do that.
When is a copy not a copy? A copy is always just a copy.
Yes we are dealing in semantics here, but necessarily so. 
Let’s say that one day God makes an exact copy of you, and she is standing next to you. You can see no difference at all; in appearance, tone of voice, even mannerisms, she is identical to you. Would you mind if God kills you, and keeps your copy alive forever in Heaven? After all, it is you - an identical being to you in every way. God says, “Unfortunately, you were polluted by sin, and I don’t want anything in Heaven that was corrupted; so I made a copy of you that was never corrupted. Okay with you?” 
Who would ever know that you existed first, and this copy existed second, and took your place? Only you (now deceased), and God. I suspect that this would not be satisfactory to you. Nor would it be satisfactory to God, I presume. If God loved you from before the foundation of the world, His more recent duplicate of you would not ‘fill your shoes.’ His true loved one was lost. [Note: Middleton uses a similar analogy of the ‘doppelganger’ in his excellent New Heaven and New Earth book in 2014, but I used this analogy years earlier]
When the Holy Spirit came into your heart, and transformed it, softening your heart of stone so that you could see and love Jesus Christ… did you literally die? You died to sin, in Christ, but you did not cease to exist. The evil that dominated your life washed away in Jesus’ blood, and you became a new creature. You are not the brand new, righteous replacement of the old, dead, sinful you. You are the upgraded, healed, renewed, restored you. The “old you” changed so much that we see you as new. You are new in quality, not in existence. 
Similarly, the whole universe is beloved by God. He created it good, He has preserved it even amid the ravages of our sin and corruptions, and He intends to upgrade, heal, renew, and restore it. The old universe will be changed greatly, yet it is new only in quality, not because it is a replacement. As John Polkinghorne says more academically, “…eschatalogical discontinuity will not be so abrupt as to be an apocalyptic abolition of the old, wiping the cosmic slate clean in an act of almost magical tour de force and so severing all connection between the old and the new…” (15)
The main reason why God will not destroy the universe and simply start fresh, is because He promised that the earth will last forever. 

Genesis 8:21-22, “…Then the Lord said in His heart, ‘I will never again curse the ground for man’s sake, although the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his youth; nor will I again destroy every living thing as I have done. While the earth remains, seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, winter and summer, and day and night shall not cease.’”

Genesis 9:12-17, “And God said, ‘This is the sign of the covenant which I make between Me and you, and every living creature that is with you, for perpetual generations: I set My rainbow in the cloud, and it shall be for the sign of the covenant between Me and the earth. It shall be, when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the rainbow shall be seen in the cloud; and I will remember My covenant which is between Me and you and every living creature of all flesh; the waters shall never again become a flood to destroy all flesh. The rainbow shall be in the cloud, and I will look on it to remember the everlasting covenant between God and every living creature of all flesh that is on the earth.’ And God said to Noah, ‘This is the sign of the covenant which I have established between Me and all flesh that is on the earth.’”

These passages are proclamations of God’s intentions for the Earth after He had wiped out most of the life, human and animal, on the planet, in the Great Flood. You must imagine that Noah and his relatives would be uncertain about the future. A cataclysm of such magnitude would shake even the most godly people to their cores. ‘Is it really over? Should we leave the Ark intact in case God decides to wipe out the world again during our lifetime?’ 
In Genesis 8, God said ‘in His heart’ that He will never again curse the ground on account of man nor destroy every living thing as He had done in this Flood. In Genesis 9 God gives Noah this message. God does not simply declare His good intentions not to wipe out the world again. God makes a covenant with the Earth and with all flesh on it. A covenant is a binding promise. To prove that promise, the rainbow will be the symbol of the covenant with all the Earth and its creatures. This is called “an everlasting covenant”
Now the lawyers and subtle folks among you already have a retort planned. God has left Himself a loophole! Literally, God has simply vowed to never again destroy all life BY FLOOD. Thus, the next time humanity really annoys God, there are numerous other methods of worldwide desolation that He could choose from. He could extinguish us all with virulent pestilence; drought; bubbling hot mud; freezing polar vortexes; etc. Or God could just incinerate the whole place.
Yes, this does seem to be a loophole. But I ask you: do you really believe that is what God intended for Noah and his family and the earth, in this solemn covenant? Some-times I think we are just as skeptical of God’s intentions as the Serpent in Eden. Satan, through the serpent, impugns God’s motives. Do we impugn God’s motives when we suspect He actually plans to violate the Noahic covenant by means of a technicality?
In Genesis 8 and 9, God reassures the last few remaining humans and animals that never again will He wipe out the world. He says He will never again curse the ground on account of man’s sin. So what exactly would annihilating the physical universe by fire, on account of man’s sin, mean? It seems rather like cursing the ground to me! God makes a solemn covenant, and includes a frequent sign which every one of us has seen, the lovely rainbow, as a reminder. But we, like the serpent, do not really want to believe it. What God really means is that He has other plans of doom for our world, we think to ourselves. We cannot trust God completely.
I do not believe that God set loopholes in the Genesis covenant. Noah and his family only knew about one worldwide kind of destruction, and that was the Flood they had just survived. So when God promised He would never again bring a Flood, that meant God would never again wipe out the living world. Our modern world has learned of many new ways (in theory) that everything could die, and we are reading our modern fears into God’s ancient promise, and wrongly so. If God uses fire to incinerate the world and all of its creatures, it seems to me that He will have violated the intention of His heart to “never again destroy every living thing” in Genesis 8. 
The prophet Isaiah reinforces this truth directly in Isaiah 54:7-12,

“For a brief moment I forsook you, but with great compassion I will gather you. In an outburst of anger I hid My face from you for a moment, but with everlasting lovingkindness I will have compassion on you,’ says the Lord your Redeemer. ‘For this is like the days of Noah to Me, when I swore that the waters of Noah would not flood the earth again; so I have sworn that I will not be angry with you nor will I rebuke you. For the mountains may be re-moved and the hills make shake, but my lovingkindness will not be removed from you, and My covenant of peace will not be shaken,’ says the Lord who has compassion on you. ‘O afflicted one, storm-tossed and not comforted, Behold, I will set your stones in antimony, and your foundations I will lay in sapphires. Moreover I will make your battlements of rubies and your gates of crystal…”

God, through Isaiah, re-asserts the permanence of the Noahic covenant, and says that even if there are great earthquakes, My covenant will not fail, and in the end the New Jerusalem made of precious stones (see Revelation 21) will be your eternal home.	
God also promised to give the land on this earth to His people, forever.
Some centuries after the Flood, God came to visit Abram. He made a promise to  Abram in Genesis 13:14-15, “…Lift your eyes now and look from the place where you are - northward, southward, eastward, and westward; for all the land which you see I give to you and your descendants forever.” And Genesis 17:8, “Also I give to you and your descendants after you the land in which you are a stranger, all the land of Canaan, as an everlasting possession; and I will be their God.” This seems to be exactly what happens in Revelation 21, when the New Jerusalem comes down from heaven and “God Himself will be with them and be their God.”
In Genesis 48, Jacob blesses his family, saying that God vowed, “Behold, I will make you fruitful and multiply you, and I will make of you a multitude of people, and give this land to your descendants after you as an everlasting possession.” 
Ezekiel 37:25-26, “Then they shall dwell in the land that I have given to Jacob My servant, where your fathers dwelt; and they shall dwell there, they, their children, and their children’s children, forever; and My servant David shall be their prince forever. Moreover I will make a covenant of peace with them, and it shall be an everlasting covenant with them; I will establish them and multiply them, and I will set My sanctuary in their midst forevermore.” This seems to clearly be what is referred to in the last chapters of Revelation, as God living on earth with His people for-ever in the New Jerusalem. 
If God wipes out the universe and then recreates it and plants people there to own it; does that fulfill His promise to Abram, Jacob, and their descendants? I would say, not exactly! Is the land of Israel going to belong to Abraham and his descendants forever if God actually annihilates the universe and then creates a whole new thing? 
God says that the earth, and the stars, will last forever. 

Ecclesiastes 1:4, “One generation passes away, and another generation comes; but the earth abides forever.”
Isaiah 65:17-18a, “For behold, I create new heavens and a new earth; and the former shall not be remembered or come to mind. But be glad and rejoice forever in what I create…” The renewed heavens and earth will be so lovely, without sin, that we will forget how it was once stained and enslaved to sin’s corruption (Romans 8). Daniel 12:2-3, “And many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, some to shame and everlasting contempt. Those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the firmament, and those who turn many to righteousness like the stars forever and ever.”
If the original cosmos is so badly corrupted that only annihilation can cure it, then in a very real sense, Satan defeated God in the original creation. (Stanton, 391)

“Our visions of the future say as much about our understanding of God as they do about our understanding of sin and redemption. Whether intentional or not, annihilationist and escapist understandings of the gospel portray a god who is either too weak to defeat the satanic powers of sin and death, or else one who refuses to commit himself to his creation. But we find neither of these false gods in the Bible. The deity of ancient Gnosticism was powerless to do anything but rescue the occasional soul from the corruption of a damned and damning physical creation, scrapping the world because it is so ravaged by sin that it is beyond rehabilitation. … To suggest that the sin of man so corrupted his creation that God cannot fix it but can only junk it in favor of some other world is to say that ultimately the kingdom of evil is more powerful than the kingdom of God. It makes sin more powerful than redemption, and Satan the victor over God.” (Williams, 285)

 The universe that God declared to be “very good,” and once enjoyed with Adam and Eve, is not just rubbish to be tossed aside and replaced. Many humans, and animals, will be living forever on the restored Earth.
That is the subject for the next chapter. In order for the creation to be restored, it must be redeemed.	




Chapter Twenty Three
The New Heavens and New Earth

Now we are dealing with the future. The technical word for that is “eschatology”: study of the end times. I cannot offer a detailed account of everything that will happen in our future. That subject is huge, and only partially relevant to the question of animals. I will focus solely on the aspects of eschatology that help us understand the place of animal life in eternity.
We have been building one stone upon another to understand this future offered by God. If you skipped ahead past all the previous chapters to see whether your pet will be “in heaven,” this chapter may be confusing. It is our careful analysis of the whole Bible that shows the trajectory of “cosmic redemption.” By that, I do NOT mean universal salvation for all humanity. 
That sort of misunderstanding happens a lot. Crowder notes that people “often assume you’re talking about Universalism simply because you’re conveying the all-encompassing catholicity of the atonement.” The Bible is clear that the wicked end up in Hell, without Jesus. By cosmic, I mean that the universe itself, along with the faithful angels and redeemed humanity, will all be “saved.” The idea is often called “the cosmic Christ.” The cosmic Christ is the savior who redeems the universe; heals the whole Creation. This is not a new idea. It was the majority opinion of the early church fathers.

“The conception of Christ as victor in a cosmic conflict, and of the renewal of the whole material universe at the end of times, is not a mere anachronistic survival in the work of the Western Fathers, but occupies a key position in their whole theological system... After the great Patristic period the idea of cosmic redemption never again featured significantly in official Christian theology.” (Galloway, 111, viii)

I grew up in the Southern Baptist tradition. We were strongly Dispensational, and pre-millennial. I do not hold any grudge against that denomination. In fact, a lot of people become Christians through such churches. God uses many different worship styles and doctrinal differences to attract people to Himself.
Over the decades I have moved away from that position. I like the description given by Terry Crist, from his book Learning the Language of Babylon.

“Like many evangelicals…Our greatest hope was to be evacuated miraculously from this God-forsaken world just hours before the powers of darkness closed in for the final strike…our primary goal in life…was to be rescued from this demonized generation. We had developed a remnant theology to insulate us from our pain. In our theological confusion we harbored a hidden hope that the Gospel would ultimately be victorious, while personally lacking the faith to believe that anything positive could happen on this darkened planet. It was as if our systematic theology was at odds with the prophetic hope that lay within us. Tragically, in our spiritual and theological insecurity, we allowed God to be marginalized in His very own world. As the Church retreated from the public arena, the spirit of Babylon gained a foothold in contemporary culture and began to secularize our nation… Rapture fever swept through the Church like a raging fever trying to burn out the infection of our disappointment….” (19-20)

“We were proud to call ourselves dyed-in-the-wool premillennial dispensationalists and we expected the Church to be raptured at any moment. Since there was almost no time left on God’s clock, trying to save a godless culture destined for destruction was, to us, like polishing brass on a sinking ship. Most of our denominational ministers boldly asserted that efforts to preserve or stir up righteousness in the culture would only delay the Lord’s return, and consequently work against God’s end-time purpose. So we made no efforts to save the ship…” (144-145)

This worldview, commonly held by Christians today, is a 19th century innovation. It was popularized especially by Dwight L. Moody. He taught that the Earth is a “wrecked vessel. God has given me a lifeboat and said, ‘Moody, save all you can.’” (Snyder, 57) Pastors and churches who followed that idea could see no use in preserving the world, since it would be “rearranging the deck chairs” on a sinking ship.
This commonly held view has major implications for a future of animals in eternity. It was highly dualistic: casting the world as bad, and spiritual things as good. By the time the 20th world wars came along, many Christian churches taught that the Earth is doomed and only a future Heaven could be our hope. 
The key flaw in the traditional Dispensationalist system was the interpretation of almost all Old Testament prophecies as regarding the “Millennium,” and future annihilation of Earth. “The Bible passages about lions laying down with lambs? Just the Millennium, nothing to do with Heaven, or the New Earth.” Christians would live forever in Heaven, and messianic Jews would live forever on a re-created New Earth. The idea was that the animals were all annihilated with the roasted Earth, and since animals “could not possibly” be resurrected, any animals living with the Jews on the New Earth would have to be new creations.
The last couple of decades has seen some shifting of that view, so that some Dispensationalists now agree that Christians will live on the New Earth. 
The future of the Universe is to be healed, not destroyed. French Arrington says that “Paul makes no allowance for the annihilation of the present material universe on the day of redemption. Rather than the replacement of the natural world by a completely new world, Paul envisions the transformation of the animate and inanimate creation so that it will be returned to the service of God's glory.” (in Shanahan, 12)
Even though I specifically refer to the flawed Dispensational prediction, I cannot say that Reformed theologians have done much better. While they do not re-interpret prophecy to fit their Millennium, they simply ignore eschatology altogether, and animals are never mentioned at all. (Anderson, Earthen, 41) As Moltmann wrote:

“Theology's domain became the soul's assurance of salvation in the inner citadel of the heart. The earthly, bodily and cosmic dimensions of the salvation of the whole world were overlooked. The universality and totality of salvation were surrendered. ... With only a few exceptions, Protestant theology accepted the dichotomy of the modern world. Many people even saw in it the Reformation distinction between law and gospel, person and works – and also the distinction between the spiritual and the worldly kingdom.” (35)

The view of eschatology that I promote is defined well by Loren Wilkinson. It does not hide from the challenges of Biblical interpretation, nor narrow its focus to simply “humanity.” 

“Challenging an otherworldly religious orientation that focuses its gaze vertically to heaven at the expense of taking in a horizontal earthly view, it urges believers to move beyond a singular focus on individual salvation and urges believers to reject a material-spiritual binary that implicitly devalues the physical world. Looking to the future, it calls Christians to embrace an eschatology that envisions the redemption of all creation rather than its destruction at the end of days.” (Between, 17)

New Christian views on ecology have been renewing interest in the subject of the “Cosmic Christ.” In 1958, Oscar Cullman wrote that Christians must place our resurrect-ion within the framework of a cosmic redemption and of a new creation in the universe.’ The resurrection of the body, he noted, ‘is only a part of the whole new creation…’” (Middleton, New, 155)
The word “regeneration” (palingenesia) is used only twice in the New Testament. Once is by Jesus, who refers to “the regeneration of all things.” Another Greek word used of redemption is “reconciliation.” 

[On Colossians 1:20, “He reconciles to himself all things.”] “Why must God regenerate, give new life and direction to ta panta (all things)?… Just as the fall of the first Adam was the ruin of the whole earthly realm, so the atoning death of the second Adam is the salvation of the whole world. …there is more to redemption than my personal salvation… To miss the larger parameters of God’s wondrous redemptive work in our world on our behalf is to miss our own place within that world… To speak of regeneration as the entrance into a new life or as a recreation is not to imply that God scraps his first creation in favor of a new one, but rather to say that God salvages his fallen original creation…. The vision of God which we see here is that of a ‘fixer God.’ He repairs a fallen work. He does not junk it. Further-more, He is a jealous God; He refuses to abandon the work of His hands. In fact, He sacrifices His own Son to save and to heal His original work. God must love His creation very much indeed.” (Williams, Regeneration, 73, 78-79)

Redemption, not just Salvation

One problem we have is a rather vague understanding of the words. In church, practically the only talk of “salvation” regards humanity: the personal cleansing from Jesus Christ. Perhaps because you never hear anything else, you don’t realize that the atonement of Jesus did a lot more than just save humans from Hell! 
Redemption is more broad. It encompasses the restoration of the whole realm of Creation. So at least for now, let’s use “salvation” for the purification of human sins by Jesus. “Redemption” is the wider term, for the cleansing of everything else. Redemption is a process, but at the very end of time we will come to the “Consummation,” when all of Jesus’ work is finished. This is also called “Glorification.”
In short: you personally get “saved.” We need saving because the penalty of sin is spiritual death, so we must be “saved from our sins.” 
Redemption is the whole scope of healing work of Jesus in the Universe. Because our sins affected the universe and brought the Curse and the Fall, the whole universe needs fixing. Entropy, disease, and physical death affect the Creation, including the animals. Since the disease of sin affects all of creation, any healing from Jesus must en-compass the whole of Creation. If God leaves the Universe to annihilation, it would mean that Satan was victorious, in large part. Jesus might save some souls but the Universe is destroyed? That is silliness. Jesus will be the King over all the Universe, and heal it all!
The Consummation or Glorification is the very last step, when all of Creation is finally healed, and the New Heavens and Earth exist in eternal joy. The last enemy to be defeated will be Death.
Redemption and Consummation are seen in Revelation, as Williams shows:

“As we all know, the Bible begins with a creation story. Interestingly, the Bible ends with a creation story. John the Evangelist uses the imagery of the Garden story of Genesis to describe the eschatological consummation. One cannot read Revelation 20-22 without noticing its similarities to Genesis 1-2. Its river of life (Gen. 1:9; 2:10) reappears (Rev. 22:1-2), and the Tree of Life (Gen. 1:11-12) is restored (Rev. 22: 14,19). The heavenly city descends, and the Lord again walks in the cool of the day with his covenant partner. The structure of the biblical drama has matching book covers, we might say. It moves from a creation story through a drama of sin and redemption to a consummation in a new and restored creation.” (274)

The Incarnation

As you have seen, there is an unorthodox and heretical belief in the modern church, that started way back before Jesus, that physical things are bad, and spiritual things are good. This leads to the idea that our immaterial “souls” are the only part of us that are worth saving. Thus, we needn’t care anything about our own bodies, nor the physical world, but focus entirely on our “spirits.” The ancient Greeks came up with that view, and the Gnostics picked it up during the early church times. Sadly, it is a common view among Christians today. It affects our view of animals because a lot of folks think that animals are wholly physical. A wholly physical creature has no place in “Heaven,” is the standard line.
Jesus Himself disproved that false teaching by His birth and life on Earth. If salvation is only for our “souls,” then why would Jesus need to come in a human body and live among us for thirty-three years? And why would God actually raise the body of Jesus from the dead? John Murray wrote: 

“The body is not an appendage. The notion that the body is the prison house of the soul and that the soul is incarcerated in the body is pagan in origin and antibiblical: it is Platonic, and has no resemblance to the biblical conception.” (Williams, 277)

Waddell explains that the ancient church tradition of showing an ox and a donkey standing by Jesus’ manger is based not on the New Testament nativity passages, but on Isaiah’s prophecy that “the ox knows his owner and the ass his master’s crib.” St. Gregory the Theologian said that the nativity of Christ “is not a festival of creation but a festival of re-creation,” a renewal that sanctifies the whole world.” (Waddell, xx-xxi)
The word “incarnation” is our description of Jesus becoming human. He came “in the flesh.” His body was not fake, or an illusion. Nails held him to a cross, and Thomas could feel the wounds in Jesus’ hands after His resurrection. It was not a completely new body: that would be reincarnation. (Rietkerk, 55) Resurrection is a renewal of the body. 
John 1:14 says that “the Word became flesh.” The Son of God, the Wisdom of God, the Messiah, an entirely spiritual being, took on human flesh. The incarnation:

“…reaches beyond us to join him to the whole biological world of living creatures and the cosmic dust of which they are composed. The incarnation is a cosmic event. … Pope John Paul II explained this succinctly: ‘The incarnation of God the Son signifies the taking up into unity with God not only of human nature, but in this human nature, in a sense, of everything that is “flesh”: the whole of humanity, the entire visible and material world. The Incarnation, then, also has a cosmic significance … with the whole of creation.” (Johnson, 197-198)

We have flesh, different, yet similar to that of other creatures. As Paul wrote in I Corinthians 15:39, “Not all flesh is the same: People have one kind of flesh, animals have another, birds another, and fish another.” 
We are not souls trapped in human bodies, awaiting disintegration to become ethereal beings. We are embodied spirits. Although our spiritual part can exist without a body, when we die and await the resurrection, that is a temporary and unnatural separation Just as Jesus rose, back in his human body, so our spirits will also rejoin a resurrected body: our own body. Not a new, different body, but a new, changed, perfected body! 

Job 19:25-27, “As for me, I know that my Redeemer lives, and at the last He will take His stand on the earth. Even after my skin is destroyed, yet from my flesh I shall see God; whom I myself shall behold, and whom my eyes will see and not another.”
	
Job, in the oldest book of the Bible, believed that when his old body died, he would some-how get another body, and see the Redeemer with his own eyes. In other words, he believed in the resurrection.
God intended us to be embodied creatures. (Anderson, Earthen, 59) We were never meant to be gaseous clouds of spirit! After Adam and Eve sinned, God reminded them “For you are dust, and to dust you shall return.” (Genesis 3:19) And yet that return to dust would not be “the end.” 

“Creation matters. It matters not only because it is created and sustained by God. And not only because of its outpouring of praise. It also matters because God became flesh for our sakes. Expressing all-embracing love for the world, God affirms the material world through Christ's incarnation. Birthed in flesh and cradled in a feeding box for animals, Christ enters as a material person in a material world – God with us. Expressing God's love for the cosmos, Christ died in the flesh, is raised in the flesh, and ascends in the flesh to the throne room of heaven. Through all of this he brings the promise of human salvation and resurrection – in material flesh. Material creation is affirmed by the incarnation; it is vindicated by Christ's resurrection Heaven and nature sing!” (DeWitt, 30)

The early church did not view the body of Jesus, born, lived, died, and raised, solely as the salvation of humanity. Many passages of Scripture mention this, and yet their significance is often overlooked. 

“(Col 1:15-20; Eph 1:9-22; Heb 1:2-3; I Cor 8:16, John 1:3, Rev 3:14) These pass-ages make clear that, even in the period in which the New Testament was being written, Christian theologians recognized that in the life and death and resurrection of this one creature, Jesus Christ, was contained the origin, destiny and meaning of the entire universe. God became incarnate in one creature, but this incarnation revealed the meaning and transformed the being of every creaturely life. In this context, to think of the incarnation as bearing significance only for human beings seems an odd theological oversight, requiring the setting aside or convoluted reinterpretation of key New Testament discussions of the person of Christ. (Clough, On Animals)

In other words, the incarnation was God’s return to the broken world, to signify the beginning of the healing of the Earth. Adam and Eve were supposed to start creating God’s Temple, or home. They stopped. He has returned, to inaugurate the restarting of proper dominion, wherein the Creation will be healed. “God's eternal hope is for a new heaven and a new earth that can be the home of God (Rev. 21:1-4). God's eternal desire is not to be freed from but to be with and dwell among a reconciled creation.” (Wirzba, Food, 174)
Moltmann points out that: 

“In physical terms, believers are bound together in a common destiny with the whole world and all earthly creatures. So what they experience in their own body applies to all other created beings. ... Creation in the beginning started with nature and ended with a human being. The eschatological creation reverses this order: it starts with the liberation of the human being and ends with the redemption of nature.” (68)

We have to begin freeing our minds from the limiting framework of personal-salvation-theology. The gospel is far bigger than we have imagined! “We risk making the gospel a story all about us rather than about God.” (Moo, 87)

“Let us return to our question again: What is the gospel? Here is one way it can be summarized: it is nothing less than the good news that in Jesus, the Son of God and Messiah of Israel, God has defeated the powers of sin and death and has inaugurated his restored rule over all of his creation.” (Moo, 93)

Reformed churches have forgotten their key doctrine of the universal Kingship of Christ. An 1846 issue of the Reformed Presbyterian magazine declared that “The dominion of the Messiah is universal. It extends over all intelligent - all irrational creatures - all inanimate creation. … The lost right of dominion over the creatures is thus recovered by the Messiah.” (Headship, 252, 254)
In 1675, Thomas Hodges wrote: 

“And now if any ask me, Whether the wound, which the Creatures got by the fall of Adam crushing of them, be incurable? Whether the Creatures ever yet have had, or shall hereafter have, a restauration to their primitive goodness and integrity? I answer, 1. That when God, the Builder of this great House of the visible World, had been so provoked by his Tenant Adam, that he might justly have sworn in his wrath, that he would pull down this House about his ears; and either make a Dunghill of it, or consume it, with the Timber thereof, and the stones thereof: Then the Lord Jesus Christ, he by whom all things were made which were made at first; he interposed, step’d in, held the hand of divine Justice, and put under his shoulders, to uphold the tottering Creation; He undertook and covenanted to make God full satisfaction and reparation; and to establish the World again upon its own basis: Reconciling, or making all things meet again, and sweetly kiss each other, whether they be things in Earth or things in Heaven….” 16)

The Resurrection - including Animals
Animals Already in Heaven?

There are many Scripture passages that seem to have animals already residing with God in Heaven.
I will not belabor the point about the Cherubim again here, because I have shown you these Angelic Animals a few times already. They appear in the Bible more than any other type of angel, and have animal feet and faces, along with wings. Randy Alcorn writes in his book Heaven:

“Somehow we have failed to grasp that the 'living creatures' who cry out 'Holy holy holy' are animals - living, breathing, intelligent and articulate animals who dwell in God's presence, worshiping and praising him. They pre-existed and are greater than the animals we know. Perhaps they're the prototype creatures of Heaven after whom God designed Earth's animals.” (393)

We seem to find many heavenly animals in the Bible. All we know is that they look like animals and they live in Heaven with God now. Some propose that these are animals that died on Earth and are already in Heaven, just as our “souls” will immediately go to Heaven upon death. 
There is some need to discuss angel forms here, because angels do not have resurrection bodies. A resurrection body is the perfected body that God will give you after the Great Judgment Day, on the New Earth. In Heaven you will live without your body for a time, until your own body is resurrected. However, that does not mean that you will be a disembodied ghost, wandering about. Why do I say that? 
Jesus told His disciples in John 14:2 that in His house would be many rooms, and He is preparing a place for us there. In Heaven, therefore, is a physical place, with buildings. It is probably the New Jerusalem, that will come down from Heaven and stay on the Earth, from Revelation 22. Streets of gold, gates of gems, etc…
A physical place usually has physical beings. We will temporarily be out of our own bodies, but God may give us temporary forms, that might even been recognizable as us. I say that because of the parable of Lazarus, in Luke 16:19-31.
In the parable of Lazarus, told by Jesus, a rich man in Hell sees a former acquaintance, a poor man named Lazarus, in Heaven. The tormented rich man recognizes Lazarus and begs him for help. The fact that he can recognize Lazarus implies the possibility that even in our “intermediate state,” before gaining our resurrection body, we will be physic-ally visible and recognizable.
Lest you think this is “too far out,” consider angel bodies. Angels are spirits, not exactly physical. And yet angels can appear to be physical beings, even human. They appeared to people throughout the Bible. They can also act physically. They can carry swords and apparently kill people with them. The sword too would seem to be spiritual and yet physical, in a manner of speaking. 
Let’s look at some verses that imply that spiritual beings can also have a sort of shape, or body.
First, there are horses in Heaven.

II Kings 2:11, “As they were walking along and talking together, suddenly a chariot of fire and horses of fire appeared and separated the two of them, and Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind.”

II Kings 6:17, “And Elisha prayed, ‘Open his eyes, Lord, that he may see.’ Then the Lord opened the servant’s eyes, and he looked and saw the hills full of horses and chariots of fire all around Elisha.”

Psalm 68:17, “The chariots of God are tens of thousands and thousands of thousands…”

These seem to be rather like cherubim in the sense that they look like animals, and are called by animal names, yet they come out of heaven and return to heaven. They even have equipment, such as chariots, the ancient weapon platforms. 
Skeptics may say, these are simply visions, meaning that God made an illusion of horses and chariots, or perhaps Elisha didn’t know how to describe what he saw, but the closest analogy he could think of was horses.
Don’t be silly. How many illusions does God give in the Bible? There are dreams, of course. God often spoke to people in dreams, and there they saw “unreal” things as symbols explaining truth. But Elisha and Elijah were walking and talking, not dreaming, when the horses swooped down on Elijah and took him away.
Also, Psalm 68 has no reason to declare an illusion. In fact, an army of horses follows Jesus, in the future.

Revelation 19:11-16, “I saw heaven standing open and there before me was a white horse, whose rider is called Faithful and True. With justice he judges and wages war. His eyes are like blazing fire and on his head are many crowns. He has a name written on him that no one knows but he himself. He is dressed in a robe dipped in blood, and his name is the Word of God. The armies of heaven were following him, riding on white horses and dressed in fine linen, white and clean. Coming out of his mouth is a sharp sword with which to strike down the nations…”

Zechariah chapters 1 and 6 both have verses describing angelic horses riding around the world, apparently doing reconnaissance and watching the world. 
Horses are not the only beings shown in Heaven. There is an eagle.

Revelation 8:13, “As I watched, I heard an eagle that was flying in midair, call out in a loud voice, ‘Woe! Woe! Woe to the inhabitants of the earth, because of the trumpet blasts about to be sounded by the other three angels!”

Acts chapter ten tells the story of Peter and his vision of a sheet full of unclean animals. Because the passages does say that Peter “fell into a trance,” this was a “vision” and therefore possibly a dream, not a real event. However, Gilmour and Holmes say that God does not create illusions, and therefore these were real animals from heaven seen in Peter’s dream. (Holmes, 283-284; Gilmour)
There is no way for me to prove that these animals now living in Heaven were once earthly creatures. It is quite possible, in fact, that God made angelic animals before He made earthly animals, and that our earthly animals are sort of copies of those heavenly types. That would be similar to the theory of forms, held by Socrates, according to Plato, that all earthly forms are manifestations of things in Heaven.
The relevant point is this. There are animals in Heaven, now, and will be in the future. That means that there is no reasonable barrier to saying that more animals might end up there, or live eternally on the New Earth. If God already has animals that will live eternally, why annihilate the earthly ones? We must presume that the Cherubim and other angelic animals never die, if they did not sin. Death is a result of sin. Some angels, perhaps even some angelic animals, will end up in Hell, for their rebellion against God. They too will live forever. 
God is not much interested in short-term things. He seems to prefer eternal things over temporary things. And God is not required to settle for finite, when He can upgrade to eternal.

Romans 8

Romans 8:18-25, “I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us. For the creation waits in eager expectation for the children of God to be revealed. For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the freedom and glory of the children of God. We know that the whole creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the present time. Not only so, but we ourselves, who have the first-fruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait eagerly for our adoption to son-ship, the redemption of our bodies. For in this hope we were saved. But hope that is seen is no hope at all. Who hopes for what they already have? But if we hope for what we do not yet have, we wait for it patiently.”

This passage has received the most commentary from theologians throughout history, regarding the “cosmic” nature of redemption. 
Although the implications of the verses seem rather clear, there are a few skeptics who challenge the apparent meaning. In 1674, Thomas Horton commented that he must refute “such kind of persons who, from this present place of scripture, would very fondly and absurdly infer a resurrection of beasts. This does not follow from the text, neither has any other good foundation for it.” The same source, Thomas Keith, however, notes that “a substantial proportion of commentators took the view that animals, like the rest of nature, would be restored to the perfection they had enjoyed before the Fall.” (Thomas, Keith, 139)
I do with Horton that Romans 8 does not plainly state the resurrection of animals. The question is, what do Paul’s inspired words mean? What is the “creation” that is “waits in eager expectation,” and what does it mean for the creation to be liberated from bond-age and “brought into the freedom and glory of the children of God”? I am curious as to what alternative joyful experiences might await the patient Creation, if not resurrection? Annihilation does not sound too joyful. Will God provide the Creation with a brief moment of bliss, then destroy it? If so, then what sort of joy are we humans awaiting? Hopefully not a similar fate!
John Calvin agrees with the plain interpretation of the verses, but also slaps folks like me who try to delve into the meaning too far!

“…there is no element and no part of the world which does not intensely hope for a resurrection- all creatures, seized with great anxiety and held in suspense with great desire, look for that day -longing for their renewal. He now, by a kind of personification, ascribes hope to them, all creatures shall be renewed. But he means not that all creatures shall be partakers of the same glory with the sons of God; but that they, according to their nature, shall be participators of a better condition. But what that perfection will be, as to beasts as well as plants and metals, it is not meet nor right in us to inquire more curiously. Some subtle men, but hardly sober-minded, inquire whether all kinds of animals will be immortal; but if reins be given to speculations where will they at length lead us?” (Calvin, Romans, 303-305)

Poor Calvin wants to “have his cake and eat it too.” He says, “Yes, God will perfect the Creation, but it is too mysterious to discuss.” 
I have to laugh because I went to Seminary and got my degrees, and the only time that theologians start denying themselves the right to speculate, is when they are afraid of the implications of what they already suspect, and fear the audience reaction. Theologians love to speculate; that is the fun part of the job! So Calvin just didn’t want to push his luck with his congregation or readers, and be thought little of, when his Reformation peers couldn’t bear any “superstitious” talk. Who knows what Zwingli or Knox might say!
If the Apostle Paul says that the Creation will be perfected and freed, in manner similar to the saints, how dare you say “don’t think about that!” Why on Earth would Paul write it, if not to be pondered? Calvin, a great preacher, blew it. In what sense will the creation be perfected and happy, if not by joining the humans in their glorious adoption? 
There is only one way to “get around” Romans 8, and that is to dispute the meaning of “the creation.”
The word for “creation” is ktisis. Shedd notes that Irenaeus, Jerome, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Haldane, Luther, Calvin, Turretin, Chalmers, and Hodge all agree that ktisis means the material universe, not men. (251) Cranfield rightly says that the only “really probable” interpretation of Romans 8 is to see ktisis as the “sum-total of subhuman nature both animate and inanimate.” (411-412) John Stott writes that creation means “the earth, with all it contains, animate and inanimate, man excepted…” (cited in Shanahan, 67) Why is man excluded here? Because man is the subject of the next few verses, where Paul says, “Not only so, but we ourselves…” I included those verses in the citation because it shows clearly the redemption of the bodies that we hope for. It is the resurrection that we eagerly await, and the creation eagerly awaits!
Randy Alcorn, writer of the bestselling book Heaven, says that Romans 8 “is a clear statement that our resurrection, the redemption of our bodies, will bring deliverance not only to us but also to the rest of creation, which has been groaning in its suffering.” (397)

“In Romans 8, Paul simply assumes, without elaborating, the Old Testament view of salvation as involving both people and the land. This is an important and often overlooked point. When Paul begins talking about the whole creation in verse 19, he is introducing no strange or alien subject. He expresses the biblical worldview, the biblical 'all things' perspective. Since salvation is all about God, God's people, and God's land, of course one must speak of the liberation of all creation itself from its 'bondage to decay' when we speak of salvation and Jesus' resurrection! How could salvation mean anything else?” (Snyder, 103)

How, indeed!
Robert Haldane says in his Exposition of the Epistle to the Romans, that this is the third promise of God regarding creation. First God said of the world, “it was very good.” Second, God said “cursed is the ground for your sake.” Now, “When the promise of the Deliverer should come into the world to re-establish peace between God and man was given, the effect of this blessed reconciliation was to extend even to the inanimate and unintelligent creation; and God, it may be said, then viewed His work a third time, and held out the hope of a glorious restoration.” (cited in Moor)
In an 1873 book of preaching, a sermon by S. Baring-Gould offers an excellent summary of the message from Romans 8.

“By which this is meant: all created beings became subject to death and corruption, not of their own accord, nor through their own sin, but through the wilful sin of Adam. They fell with Adam, and were suffered so to fall, that all creatures might be united with man in one hope, that hope being man's restoration. Man is the key stone of nature's arch, the final link of the chain of the six days, uniting that work to God. By the fall of man the whole substructure of Creation was injured, the arch of nature crumbled down, the chain of created beings fell to the ground. But God purposes man's restoration, and the apostle shews us that man's restoration will be the restoration of all nature. Corruption has eaten deep into all creature nature and saddened its old brightness. We can observe this in the animal and vegetable worlds. In both there is a constant struggle for life, a battle for existence, the weaker perishing in multitudes... Of the multitudes of birds and beasts, how few survive in the battle of life, in which insect, bird, beast, weather, aye, and man fight against each other, seeking the destruction of each other. Truly, the whole creation does groan and travail in pain together, but not forever; with man's restoration comes the regeneration of all creation. For the glory of God, for the glory of incarnate God, Jesus Christ, all things were made. God in His fore knowledge saw that man would fall, and in His fore thought provided a means of restoration for fallen man. In the first Adam all died, in the second Adam all were to revive. Adam brought death and corruption into the world, Christ brings life and immortality to life. The first head of created beings wrought their ruin, the second Head brings their restoration.” (“The Future of Creation,” cited by Edmund Fowle, in Plain Preaching for a Year, 3rd ed., p. 205-206)

Francis Schaeffer agrees. “What Paul says here is that when our bodies- bodies of men- are raised from the dead, at that time nature, too, will be redeemed. The blood of the Lamb will redeem man and nature together, as it did in Egypt at the time of the Pass-over, when the blood applied to the doorposts saved not only the sons of the Hebrews but also their animals….As Christ’s death redeems men, including their bodies, from the consequences of the Fall, so His death will redeem all nature from its evil consequences, at the time when we are raised from the dead.” (Schaeffer, Poll., 65-6)
Critics of the idea of animal eternality point out that Romans 8 says nothing about individual animal resurrection. They propose that God may resurrect representatives from each species to live forever in the New Earth, rather than every animal that lived during our time. So instead of God restoring every lion, God will make a few new lions, to live forever.
This is very clever, but it does not help to explain the text, nor the basic problem lying behind Romans 8. Paul’s text clearly explains that the Creation is groaning because of its unwilling enslavement under sin. That is the ancient Christian problem of “theodicy.” How do we explain suffering in our world? Undeserved suffering. All suffering comes as a result of sin, but the Creation came under suffering not due to its own sin, but due to human sin. Therefore, the Creation groans under punishment for OUR failure. Romans 8 is the answer to undeserved suffering.
How will the God of justice bring healing to the wrongly suffering animals? 
The idea that “representative animals” created by God later, rather than the resurrection of animals that actually suffered, solves no problems at all! What is the purpose of such a theory? Some proponents seem to be mocking the idea with their alternative.
When C.S. Lewis speculated about animal immortality, he received many “jocular enquiries.” One good one, that I have faced too, is “Where will you put all the mosquitoes?” Lewis answered, “if the worst came to worst, a heaven for mosquitoes and a hell for men could be very conveniently combined.” (Problem, 124) Similarly, David Clough was asked what we will do with all the animal excrement if creatures are common in the New Earth. (On Animals)
John Polkinghorne wrote in 2002, “What are we to expect will be the destiny of non-human creatures? They must have their share in cosmic hope, but we scarcely need suppose that every dinosaur that ever lived, let alone all the vast multitude of bacteria that have constituted so large a fraction of biomass throughout the history of terrestrial life, will each have its own individual eschatalogical future…the eschaton is in danger of becoming a museum collection of all that has ever been. It is hard to believe that individual stones as such either have or need an ultimate destiny.” (122-123) 
Polkinghorne offers the representative animal theory, that God may make a much smaller museum collection with a few lions and a few dinosaurs. I do not see why a smaller museum makes the idea any less silly, if you are inclined to mock the idea of animal resurrection. Why would God resurrect any animals at all if even humans find the idea silly?
Far from being silly, the idea of animal resurrection is crucial to the justice of God. As Abraham asked the Angel of the Lord in Genesis 18:25, “Will not the the Judge of all the earth do right?” Abram knew that God would not judge the righteous in the same manner as he would punish the wicked. God resolved this situation by having angels drag righteous Lot and family out of the cities before drowning the locales in fire.

“If He permits them, for wise ends, to be partakers of sufferings for which they are not in any degree responsible, is not His justice bound to make them a suitable reparation? Such a reparation is plainly not their lot in the present life, nor is there any reason why it should. We look for a life to come, in which the tangled relations of the present time will be everlastingly adjusted, and the Supreme Arbiter will be seen to be holy in all His ways, and righteous in all His works.” (Hamilton, 86)

If animals have been unwillingly subjected to suffering due to human sin, then you are faced with the following possibilities.
1) Agree with Descartes: animals are incapable of feeling pain, and therefore they require no compensation for their earthly circumstances. God will not resurrect them; they can be annihilated without moral consideration.
2) Ignore the topic. Say that it means nothing; God can figure it out on his own. 
3) Agree with Romans 8, that God intends in some manner to recompense the suffering creation with glorious liberty.
Again, we ask, what is “the creation?” The commentators agree that it includes all animate and inanimate beings, except for humans, and I would add, angels. Angels and humans each have their own path to redemption or damnation. 
You ask, “in what sense can stones or plants be resurrected?” I do not claim that they are. God will restore the entire universe, but resurrection is only of life forms. Plants and rocks are not alive. In order to fix the corruption of sin, God will purify the whole material universe. But only living things are resurrected.
C.S. Lewis asked the same thing, about “lower animals.” 

The real difficulty about supposing most animals to be immortal is that immortality has almost no meaning for a creature which is not ‘conscious’ in the sense explained above. If the life of a newt is merely a succession of sensations, what should we mean by saying that God may recall to life the newt that died today? It would not recognize itself as the same newt - therefore, I take it, no question of immorality for creatures that are merely sentient. Nor do justice and mercy demand that there should be, for such creatures have no painful experience -it seems to me possible that certain animals may have an immortality, not in themselves, but in the immortality of their masters.” (Lewis, Problem, 124-8)

Lewis frames the question improperly, I believe, because he seems to insist that an animal must be “self-conscious” to suffer, and therefore these “lower” creatures do not require any resurrection. Although I do believe that suffering will be healed by God by resurrection, that is not the ONLY reason for resurrection of animals. Animals are alive; and life itself, which included the breath of the Holy Spirit of life, are eternal. So the resurrection need not be limited to “smart” animals. The resurrection may only have personal meaning to the “smart” animals who recognize themselves, as Lewis notes. If, in fact, a newt has no self-consciousness, it may not know that it was resurrected by God. I agree with David Clough, against C.S. Lewis, in this respect: the newt will exist in the New Earth “…for the same reason that it existed in the old, because God willed it to be so and because it contributes to the magnificence of the whole for it to be present rather than absent.” (On Animals)
The other oddity in Lewis’ argument, as his debate partner C.M. Joad noted, is the idea of household dominion acting as an element to salvation. Joad asks, how does this help animals with no relationship to men? And, why would animals be punished for their relationships under evil men? (164) 
Gerald Root does an interesting analysis of C.S. Lewis’ views on animal suffering. In a letter written shortly before his death, Lewis responded to a letter about his animal immortality views. He replied, “…these particular guesses arise in me, I trust, from taking seriously the resurrection of the body: a doctrine which now-a-says is very soft-pedaled by nearly all the faithful – to our great impoverishment.” (Root, 5) He was simply speculating, not presenting confident theories. “Evident is his love of animals and his sense of responsibility to advocate on their behalf.” (ibid., 8)
C.S. Lewis was certainly correct in this idea: “It should follow that God's justice is such that each and every experience of innocent suffering, however incomprehensible to us, will ultimately be transfigured and redeemed.” (Linzey, C.S. Lewis’s Theology of Animals, 74) 
Romans 8 entirely solves the problem of theodicy, or undeserved suffering. In what-ever sense the whole Creation suffers, God intends to heal that wound. I cannot speak to the suffering of rocks or plants, because as inanimate things, they have no nerves with which to feel. But I can speak to the billions of animals that have individually suffered in this civilization. Each and every one of those living creatures will be healed at the same time we Christians are finally adopted into the eternal kingdom!

I Corinthians 15

I Corinthians 15:21-26, 35-55, “For since death came through a man, the resurrection of the dead comes also through a man. For as in Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made alive. But each in turn: Christ, the firstfruits; then, when he comes, those who belong to him. Then the end will come, when he hands over the kingdom to God the Father after he has destroyed all dominion, authority and power. For he must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet. The last enemy to be destroyed is death.

But someone will ask, ‘How are the dead raised? With what kind of body will they come?’ How foolish! What you sow does not come to life unless it dies. When you sow, you do not plant the body that will be, but just a seed, perhaps of wheat or of something else. But God gives it a body as he has determined, and to each kind of seed he gives its own body. Not all flesh is the same: People have one kind of flesh, animals have another, birds another and fish another. There are also heavenly bodies and there are earthly bodies; but the splendor of the heavenly bodies is one kind, and the splendor of the earthly bodies is another. The sun has one kind of splendor, the moon another and the stars another; and star differs from star in splendor. So it will be with the resurrection of the dead.

The body that is sown is perishable, it is raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body. So it is written: ‘The first man Adam became a living being,’ the last Adam, a life-giving spirit. The spiritual did not come first, but the natural, and after that the spiritual. The first man was of the dust of the earth; the second man is of heaven. As was the earthly man, so are those who are of the earth; and as is the heavenly man, so also are those who are of heaven. And just as we have borne the image of the earthly man, so shall we bear the image of the heavenly man.

I declare to you brothers and sisters, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable. Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed - in a flash, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed. For the perishable must clothe itself with the imperishable, and the mortal with immortality. When the perishable has been clothed with the imperishable, and the mortal with immortality, then the saying that is written will come true: ‘Death has been swallowed up in victory.’ ‘Where, O death, is your victory? Where, O death, is your sting?’”

This is the “classic” Bible chapter explaining the “resurrection body.” It is the cure for people who cling to the Gnostic idea that we will live in eternity without bodies, as disembodied spirits. 
I want you to notice that Paul, in the midst of describing our human resurrection bodies, gives a detailed account of various kinds of animal flesh, and astronomical glory. Is it a coincidence? In what way do animal flesh and Moon dirt parallel human resurrection?
As I showed earlier, in the Psalms, the Sun and Moon and Stars are said to be eternal. Christ’s reign will be like that of the unending astronomical bodies. I propose that Paul is not only hinting, but stating, that the physical “bodies” of all things are destined to be made eternal. And I am not alone.
Though Jonathan Edwards at one point claims that the Earth will become the burning Hell for the wicked, in another place he writes this, of Psalm 8.

“Noah himself, and all such of his posterity…They partake with Christ in that dominion over the beasts of the earth, the fowls of the air and fishes of the sea, spoken of in the 8th Psalm; which is by the apostle interpreted of Christ’s dominion over the world (I Cor. 15:27 and Heb. 2:7). And the time is coming when the greater part of the posterity of Noah, and each of his sons, shall partake of this more honorable and excellent dominion over the creatures, through him in whom all the families of the earth shall be blessed. Neither is there any need of supposing that these blessings have their most complete accomplishment, till many ages after they were granted.” (Works, 227)

Edwards mentions I Corinthians 15 as promising Christ’s dominion also to the children of God as promised to Noah and others, over the animals. We might propose that Edwards is simply referring to a temporary Millennial kingdom; except that it would be hard to combine that with our eternal resurrection bodies being present with mortal animals. If eternal Christian humans are exercising dominion over the creatures, presumably the creatures present must also be immortal.
J. Richard Middleton unfortunately dodges the question of animals in the eternal state, but does make useful comments about I Corinthians 15. He notes that verses 51 and 52 use the Greek verb allasso, “we will all be changed.” This is the same verb used in Psalm 102:26 [Septuagint version] and Hebrews 1:12 where God changes the heaven and earth like a garment, when they wear out. Paul may be showing a parallel between “putting off the mortality of our present bodies” and God “putting off the perishable cosmos and replacing it with more permanent clothing (a new heaven and new earth).” (New, 203)
Howard Snyder preached:

 “The amazing thing here is what it says about material existence – things like hands and blood, cells and molecules, rocks and quarks and protons. Somehow these too will be 'resurrected', it seems – but each according to its kind, as Paul suggests in I Corinthians 15:35-44. Perhaps we can speak of the 'death' and 'resurrection' of the whole cosmos! But as with human beings, so with the cosmos: the death is not a destruction. Rather it leads to a resurrection. Could Almighty God ever be defeated by death? His power is displayed in creation; will it not also be displayed when he restores his glorious handiwork?” (cited by LeQuire, p. 50)

Paul writes that death comes “to all” by Adam, and in Jesus “Christ shall all be made alive.” Does “all” mean only humans? Do animals die? Of course. What are the key elements in Genesis, showing that the animals are alive, in the same way that humans are alive? Blood, breath, and flesh. In verse 50, Paul mentions “flesh and blood,” and the “spiritual body” is the soma pneumatikon, body spirit breathed. All three elements of human and animal life, blood, breath, and flesh, are found here.” (77-78)

“I Corinthians 15:21-22, 'For since by man came death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.’ (KJV) As we clearly see in verse 21, Adam is responsible for the curse of death and the resurrection will occur because of Jesus. Verse 22 clearly tells us Adam is responsible for our dying. The resurrection of Jesus Christ will give eternal life to all that are righteous. Therefore if animals have to die because of sin, the animals are to live once again because of one man, Jesus Christ.... It would not make any sense to put the curse of death upon animals the same as humanity and at the time of the resurrection remove the curse of death from the righteous but not remove the curse for the animals.” (Stanton, 38-39; see also Holmes, 295)

Stanton is right. Why would “all” who die because of Adam’s sin and “all” who are raised in Christ to gain His victory over death exclude the vast majority of living, dying creatures on Earth? And wouldn’t the inclusion of animals make I Corinthians 15 more comparable to Romans 8 with its victory over death?

“In Romans 8 the redemption of nature is compared with the birth of a child. When Jesus returns and the children of Adam and Eve are set free from sin and death, the whole of creation will be reborn. I believe in the new birth of animals, trees, oceans, and clouds which have been tremendously damaged as a result of sin. In I Corinthians 15 Paul writes of a process of transformation.” (Rietkirk, 41)

The change, from mortal to immortal is significant and thorough but not total. The original form can still be recognized and appreciated. “The risen Christ shares something of the physical nature of this earth: the disciples see in his hands and sides the marks of the nails and spear (John 20:20, 27)… And yet, the seeming body of this earth passes through locked doors (John 20:19) and can suddenly appear and disappear. In the new creation there is some continuity with the old creation, and yet there is also a physicality that is radically new and different. Paul is saying the same thing when he talks in I Corinthians 15 of the transformation of the physical, terrestrial, perishable body into the spiritual, celestial, imperishable body in the resurrection of the faithful.” (Achtemeier, 141-142)


New Testament Verses

There are many Bible verses prophesying or declaring the future restoration of all things. Here we will look at many of those.
 Many Bible prophecies indicate that there will be animals in the New Earth. How-ever, some Christian millennial views take all of these verses and say they belong to that proposed Millennium. 
The most popular position, Dispensational Pre-millennialism, believes that after the “Rapture” and “Tribulation,” Jesus will return for a literal one thousand year reign on Earth. The Jews will be His people on Earth, and all of the animal prophecies will be fulfilled. Then Satan will return, ending the Millennium, and Jesus will destroy His enemies. God will destroy the Earth, then make a new Earth. Some say Jews will live on the new Earth, with Christians dwelling in Heaven. Others say that both Jews and Christians will live on the new Earth. Animals are not mentioned in these new Earth predictions.
You can be a pre-millennialist and have animals on the New Earth. You just have to decide that the Bible verses about animals apply to both the Millennial reign and the New Earth, both. “The already and the not yet” is a phrase indicating that many Bible prophecies have a two-fold fulfillment. Perhaps God will have animals living during the Millennium, and still resurrect them for the New Earth also. I appreciate the view of pre-millennialist Steven Berger:

“I agree with many Bible scholars that this verse refers to the millennial kingdom here on earth before the new heaven and the new earth are created. However, I would add this question: Are the new heavens and new earth going to be greater or less than the millennial kingdom on earth? They will be infinitely bigger and better. So when we read Isaiah’s prophecy that during the thousand-year reign of Christ there will be animals, we can rest assure there are going to be animals in heaven.”

I tend to lean toward amillennialism. That means, there is no fixed one thousand year reign of Christ. The millennium is just another way of saying Christ’s reign, and so these Bible verses pertain to the New Earth. 

Let’s start with the New Testament then go back to the Old.
One lesser known version of the Great Commission of Jesus is a bit edgy…
Mark 16:15, “Go into all the world and preach the gospel to all creation.”
Saint Francis of Assisi took this very literally. He preached sermons to birds and fish and other animals. A few Christian animal writers believe that if you preach or teach the Bible to your pets, they may understand and be saved. 
I don’t think you need to take Jesus’ words quite that way. Then what does it mean?
It means that the gospel is not just meant for humans. The good news is good news for the whole world, including animals. Thomas Boston wrote on this verse, “that is, the gospel, which is gospel or good tidings to every creature; for not only man…but the creatures that were sunk in misery with him, shall have the advantage of it.” (264) This reminds me of the story of a 1904 revival in Wales. The coal miners were all converted by preaching, and they had to retrain the mules who had been accustomed only to swear words to do their work! That is an example of the Great Commission bringing good news even to the animals.
Did you ever notice how much time Jesus spent healing people, and casting out demons? Why did He not spend all His time teaching? Because restoration and healing were the core of His message. (Williams, 284; also Wirzba, Food, 147) The Messiah spent most of His time showing the disciples how to fix broken people, broken relationships, and broken cultural systems. (Wolters, 75)

“…the gospel is restorative, that is, Jesus announces the restoration of creation from the effects of sin. Thus the gospel is fundamentally about creation, fall, and redemption. Jesus' announcement of the gospel constitutes a resounding 'yes' to his good creation and at the same time a decisive 'no' to the sin that has perverted it. In the history of the church redemption has often been misunderstood to be salvation from creation rather than salvation of creation. But the point of the gospel is that creation itself is the goal of the salvation that the gospel announces.” (ibid., 121)

I might paraphrase Mark 16:15 slightly as “preach the gospel FOR all creation.” Hildrop proposes the translation, “preach a joyful message of redemption to the whole creation. (letter 2, p. 83-84) This is the doctrine of the Cosmic Christ, come to heal the world.

“Redemption, then, is the recovery of creational goodness through the annulment of sin and the effort toward the progressive removal of its effects everywhere. We return to creation through the cross, because only the atonement deals with sin and evil effectively at their root. Mark's version of the great commission bids us 'preach the good news to all creation' (Mark 16:15) because there is need of liberation from sin everywhere.” (Wolters, 83)

When Peter asked what reward the disciples would have, Jesus replied, 

Matthew 19:28, “Truly I tell you, at the renewal of all things, when the Son of Man sits on his glorious throne, you who have followed me will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the tribes of Israel.”

The Greek word for “renewal” there is palingenesia, or regeneration. This idea becomes a frequent theme in the New Testament: the restoration of “all things.” (Middle-ton, New, 24) We see the same doctrine in Peter’s first sermon in Acts 3:21, “Heaven must receive him until the time comes for God to restore everything, as he promised long ago through his holy prophets.”
Perhaps the most explicit such text is found in Colossians.

Colossians 1:15-20, “The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. For in him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things have been created through him and for him. He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in everything he might have the supremacy. For God was pleased to have all his fulness dwell in him, and through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross. ”

In this passage we have “all things” and “everything” created by Jesus, created for Jesus, held together by Jesus, and reconciled by Jesus. Not just earthly things, but also heavenly things, receiving cleansing by Christ’s blood. Paul goes on in the next verses (through 23) to say that this is why he preaches to all creation. (Wright, 59-60)

“Christians know therefore that the gospel of Jesus Christ offers the essential necessary resources for facing all earth's problems, including care of the earth. Here the bold claim of Scripture that in Jesus Christ all things cohere (Col 1:17) takes on deeper and broader meaning. As Charles Colson writes, 'Every part of creation came from God's hand, every part was drawn into the mutiny of humanity against God, and every part will someday be redeemed. This means caring about all of life - redeeming people and redeeming culture.'” (Snyder, 100)

This passage in Colossians is thought by many theologians to have been a hymn sung in the early church. 

“One of the things that the hymn impresses on us is the cosmic scope of both creation and reconciliation – through the phrases 'all creation,' 'all things' (6 times) and the further specification of all things as both visible and invisible, both in heaven and on Earth. The inclusion of the whole created world in both creation and reconciliation could hardly be more emphatically stated. The scope of reconciliation is as wide as the scope of creation….Through Christ, 'all things, whether on earth or in heaven,' are reconciled to Christ. This general statement need not imply that every creature is in a state of enmity with Christ and needs to be individually reconciled. This can hardly be true of the faithful angels in heaven, and it is hard to see how it could be true of, for example, trees. The meaning is rather that the whole creation, whose harmony has been disrupted by the violence of those who are alienated from their Creation, is brought into a state of peace by the reconciliation of those creatures.” (Bauckham, Bible, 151, 156)

Ephesians has a similar, though shorter, passage.

Ephesians 1:8b-10, “With all wisdom and understanding he made known to us the mystery of his will according to his good pleasure, which he purposed in Christ, to be put into effect when the times reach their fulfillment - to bring unity to all things in heaven and on earth under Christ.”

II Corinthians 5:17-19 includes the phrase “God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ.”

Other New Testament passages refer to the dominion that Jesus Christ for the whole world to come under his control. Wolters points out that the Greek word basileia, usually translated “Kingdom,” can also mean sovereignty or dominion. “It refers not so much to an area or domain…as to the active exercise of the kingly office…” (73-74) Jesus is King of King and Lord of Lords, but has only been gradually extending his authority over our world. (Philippians 3:21; Hebrews 2:6-8; Ephesians 1:20-23) 
Christ’s dominion, and our future dominion, will be over what? If the meek are to inherit the earth, what subjects will we have? The same subjects that Adam had: the animals! (Winstanley, 37)

Revelation 5:13, “Then I heard every creature in heaven and on earth and under the earth and on the sea, and all that is in them, saying: ‘To him who sits on the throne and to the Lamb be praise and honor and glory and power, for ever and ever!

This verse is a mind-blower. Every creature seems obviously to include animals because humans do not live in the sea, or under the earth. I live in a basement, but I don’t think that is what John means. 
Denis Edwards makes a strong statement regarding these verses.

“The animals, insects and fish of our planet are imagined as sharing in the resurrect-ion of the Lamb and joining in the great cosmic liturgy. That there is a real connect-ion between Christ's life death and resurrection and the whole creation is made clear in the range of New Testament texts….Today the challenge is to think more explicitly about animals and their participation in salvation in Christ. In exploring this issue, I will use the word redemption, like the word salvation, in the wide sense of transformation in Christ, rather than in the limited sense of forgiveness of human sin…. this kind of incarnational theology provides the basis for seeing kangaroos and chimpanzees, kookaburras and dolphins as participating in redemption in Christ.” (81-82)

This is the perfect time for a short detour.
Revelation 5:13 states plainly that creatures on the sea and in the sea praise God. There is a potential problem with that…

The Sea

One difficulty to the proposal that ALL animals will be resurrected and in the New Earth is the “no more Sea” clause in Revelation 21:1. The apostle John says very plainly, “there shall be no more sea.” Obviously that would be a problem, if taken literally, since whales, dolphins, and fish, to name a few, would be seemingly out of luck! Then we are looking at only birds and land creatures in the New Earth.
However, we should not take that clause literally, because “the Sea” is the Old Testament “watery chaos” where the sea monsters and agents of disorder lived, in myth and tradition. (Middleton, New, 169) For instance, in Daniel chapter seven, the four world kingdoms arise as beasts out of the Sea. (Claerbaut, 83) In Revelation 13:1, one of the evil beasts comes out of the sea. In Hebrew legend, God created Leviathan on Day Five of creation as the monster ruling the Sea. God treated Leviathan as a pet, spending the last three hours of each day playing with the monster of the sea. (Bright, 30) The Jews were never a sea-faring people. They saw the sea as dangerous and chaotic, and feared it. (Fyall, 83)
You might look at it this way: the violent oceans of our day will be no more. The oceans will be calm and ordered; more like gigantic lakes. They will pose no danger to humans or animals. Unpredictable weather will not burst off of the waters onto the land. So the sea is entirely changed, from raging waters to placid waters.
In case you continue to doubt the wisdom of “allegorizing.” the phrase “no more Sea,” allow me to offer you some other proofs that we will have oceans.
Old Testament prophecies of the final kingdom include the ocean, and animals.

Isaiah 60:5-7, 20-21, “Then you will see and be radiant, and your heart will thrill and rejoice; because the abundance of the sea will be turned to you, the wealth of the nations will cover you. A multitude of camels will cover you, the young camels of Midian and Ephah; all those of Sheba will come; they will bear good news of the praises of the Lord. All the flocks of Kedar will be gathered together to you, the rams of Nebaioth will minister to you; They will go up with acceptance on My altar, and I shall glorify My glorious house. … Your sun will no longer set, nor will your moon wane; for you will have the Lord for an everlasting light, and the days of your mourning will be over. Then all your people will be righteous; they will possess the land forever…”

“The abundance of the sea will be turned to you” is a statement of imports coming from the sea, just like the camels are bringing “the wealth of the nations” to God’s people. Camels and flocks will be there too!
In Ezekiel 47:1-12, water flows out of the future temple, down into rivers. The temple water makes all the water fresh, and many fish will live in the rivers. Presumably these rivers empty into oceans. Another interesting question about this: will the oceans become fresh water? It may be implied by Zechariah 14:3-12. Living waters will flow from Jerusalem, half to the eastern sea and half to the western sea, year round. Kent Hovind proposes that the original spring from the Garden of Eden may be uncapped (Genesis 2:10), or that the Dead Sea may be healed and become fresh.

Isaiah 43:18-21, “Do not call to mind the former things, or ponder things of the past. Behold, I will do something new, now it will spring forth; will you not be aware of it? I will even make a roadway in the wilderness, rivers in the desert. The beasts of the field will glorify Me, the jackals and the ostriches, because I have given waters in the wilderness and rivers in the desert, to give drink to My chosen people. The people whom I formed for Myself will declare My praise.”

So, the Old Testament prophecies of the New Earth include fish and oceans, rivers and freshwater, and trees. Things are different, of course. Rivers will be found even in deserts, for the animals to enjoy. Thus, “no more Sea” has to be taken allegorically, as a statement of the changing of the oceans from raging to calm. 
I must also say that because dolphins and whales and sea lions are among the smartest and most lovable creatures on Earth, it is hard to imagine Earth without them!

“The New Jerusalem is in some sense a return to Eden – its river and its trees of life (21:2) recall the garden, but they also recall Ezekiel's vision of the river of life that flows from the new temple of the future, turning lifeless waters into habitats swarming with abundant life (Ezek. 47:6-12), 'everything will live where the river goes' (47:9). Ezekiel's vision is of ecological renewal that recaptures the vision of the original creation, in which the living creatures of the waters were to multiply and fill them (Gen. 1:21-22), as well as surpassing the original in its depiction of the marvellous fruitfulness of the trees that are nourished by the river.” (Bauckham, Bible, 176-177)

Now, back from our little detour in the sea…


Old Testament Verses

I started with the New Testament verses for a couple of reasons. They are some-what plainer, and less filled with difficult language. Also, a lot of Christians wrongly believe that we are “New Testament Christians,” meaning they doubt that the Old Testament has much relevant information for us. They are wrong about that, but I have no problem working backwards. Now you will see why the New Testament says what it says. The New Testament is built on the prophecies of the Old. 
Remember what I said earlier: I do not throw these verses off into a future, temporary Millennium. I believe they represent the New Earth, a permanent future state.

Isaiah 11:6-9, “And the wolf will dwell with the lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the young goat, and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little boy will lead them. Also the cow and the bear will graze, their young will lie down together, and the lion will eat straw like the ox. The nursing child will play by the hole of the cobra, and the weaned child will put his hand on the viper’s den. They will not hurt or destroy in all My holy mountain, for the earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.”

In the Garden of Eden, the animals loved people, and there was no death or violence. This prophecy and others like it, show that although Revelation ends in the New Jerusalem, there is still “nature” outside of the city. All of it is peaceful again.
I have to mention a fascinating story from the early church father Irenaeus. He was a student of Polycarp, who was a pupil of the apostle John; so he heard stories directly from John’s student. In his book “Against Heresies,” Irenaeus talks about the Isaiah 11 passage, perhaps having heard John’s teachings. He made no attempt to allegorize the lion and the lamb as symbols of humans, but took the passage literally, as beasts.

“I am quite aware that some persons endeavour to refer these words to the case of savage men, both of different nations and various habits, who come to believe, and when they have believe, act in harmony with the righteous. But although this is [true] now with regard to some men coming from various nations to the harmony of the faith, nevertheless in the resurrection of the just [the words shall also apply] to those animals mentioned. For God is rich in all things. And it is right that when the creation is restored, all the animals should obey and be in subjection to man, and revert to the food originally given by God (for they had been originally subjected in obedience to Adam), that is, the productions of the earth. But some other occasion, and not the present, is [to be sought] for showing that the lion shall [then] feed on straw. And this indicates the large size and rich quality of the fruits. For if that animal, the lion, feeds upon straw [at that period], of what a quality must the wheat itself be whose straw shall serve as suitable food for lions?” (cited in Karlson III, 113-114)


Isaiah 65:17-25, “For behold, I create new heavens and a new earth; and the former things will not be remembered or come to mind. But be glad and rejoice forever in what I create… they will also plant vineyards and eat their fruit… they will not labor in vain, or bear children for calamity… The wolf and the lamb will graze together, and the lion will eat straw like the ox; and dust will be the serpent’s food. They will do no evil or harm in all My holy mountain,’ says the Lord.”

Once again, predators and prey are vegetarians and peaceful. Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones delighted in the promised change. “The lion who is carnivorous now, will not be so then. Nature ‘red in tooth and claw’ will no longer exist, parasites will have gone, all that makes life difficult will have disappeared, and there will be this amazing, incredible harmony even among the animals and the beasts of the field. We are told that you and I who are children of God are destined to dwell on that type of world under those new heavens and on this new earth, while the animals which have been such bitter enemies, attacking and destroying and eating one another, will now eat and lie down peaceably together, and a little child shall lead them.” (in Sargent, 155) John Wesley also preached on this:

“Many millions of creatures in the sea, in the air, and on every part of the earth cannot otherwise preserve their lives, than by taking away the lives of others; by tearing it to pieces and devouring their poor innocent, unresisting fellow creatures! Miserable lot of such innumerable multitudes who insignificant as they seem are the offspring of one common father, the creatures of the same love. It is probable that not only two-thirds of the animals creation, but ninety parts of a hundred, are under a necessity of destroying others in order to preserve their own life. But it shall not always be so. He that sitteth upon the throne shall soon change the face of all things and give a demonstrative proof to his creatures that ‘his mercy is over all his works.’ The horrid state of things which at present obtain shall soon be at an end. On the new earth no creature will kill, or hurt, or give pain to any other. The scorpion will have no poisonous sting, the adder no venomous teeth. The lion will have no claws to tear the lamb, nor teeth to grind his flesh and bones.” (ibid., 154-155)


Isaiah 30:23-25, “Then He will give you rain for the seed which you will sow in the ground, and bread from the yield of the ground, and it will be rich and plenteous; on that day your livestock will graze in a roomy pasture. Also the oxen and donkeys which work the ground will eat salted fodder, which has been winnowed with shovel and fork. On every lofty mountain and on every high hill there will be streams running with water…”

Oxen and donkeys, “your livestock,” live in the wonderful land.
The next passage is fascinating. It refers to the apparent aftermath of a Hellish judgment on the land of Edom for their sins. The land will be emptied of humanity, and only animals will live there, it seems.

Isaiah 34:13-17, “She will become a haunt for jackals, a home for owls. Desert creatures will meet with hyenas and wild goats will bleat to each other; there the night creatures will also lie down and find for themselves places of rest. The owl will nest there and lay eggs, she will hatch them, and care for her young under the shadow of her wings; there also the falcons will gather each with its mate. Look in the scroll of the Lord and read: None of these will be missing, not one will lack her mate. For it is his mouth that has given the order, and his Spirit will gather them together. He allots their portions; his hand distributes them by measure. They will possess it forever and dwell there from generation to generation.”

This clearly cannot refer to the Millennium since it is to be forever. I cannot see any obvious signs of allegory. If we take it literally, and understand it to refer to the New Earth, then we have a variety of birds and wild creatures living together peacefully, in a desert, it would seem. The real surprise is the reference to eggs and raising of young birds. Matthew Henry’s famous commentary says that species will continue to propagate in the future world. 
The very next chapter continues with more intriguing predictions. Isaiah 35 says that the desert will bloom with new waters, and a new highway called “The Way of Holiness” will offer a path to the righteous to return to Zion. The one verse to ponder is 9, where “No lion will be there, nor any ravenous beast; they will not be found there.” But this is no particular difficulty, since it simply means the highway will be without dangers, and those hyenas will be off in their own place, not seeking prey.
A similar passage is found in Ezekiel 34:25-28. 

“I will make with them a covenant of peace and banish wild beasts from the land, so that they may dwell securely in the wilderness and sleep in the woods. And I will make them and the places all around my hill a blessing… They shall be no more a prey to the nations, nor shall the beasts of the land devour them. They shall dwell securely and none shall make them afraid…”

Again, wild beasts are banished from that region, but there are still beasts of the land, who will not devour them nor make them afraid. Galloway compares this covenant to the Hosea 2 covenant, where humans and animals are reconciled to the land. (30-31)
Zechariah 2:4-5 speaks of the future wherein Jerusalem will be like a city without walls because it will so full of animals and people; but God will surround them with a wall of fire for protection.
Psalms chapter 8 is the classic “dominion” chapter. Some folks say it is about people having dominion over the world, but the New Testament always refers to it as the dominion of Jesus Christ over the Earth and its animals and nations. 

Psalms 8:3-8, “When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is man that you are mindful of him, and the son of man that you care for him? Yet you have made him a little lower than the heavenly beings and crowned him with glory and honor. You have given him dominion over the works of your hands; you have put all things under his feet, all sheep and oxen, and also the beasts of the field, the birds of the heavens, and the fish of the sea, whatever passes along the paths of the seas.”

Whether we see Psalm 8 as describing human dominion or Christ’s dominion, the New Testament sees this as yet unfulfilled. It describes what Genesis 1 may have intended for humanity, but humans never did it. Hebrews 2:5-9 quotes Psalm 48 and says that all things have not yet been subjected under Christ’s feet. 
So we may say that Jesus will, in the New Earth, have all things including the animals in subjection to Him. Then Jesus will give that dominion to humanity, which will finally be able to rule in righteousness as God intended. 
So what? Obviously, the New Earth will be full of all the animals that God had created in Eden! Humanity will have the dominion it should have had, long ago.

Job 12:7-10, “But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee; and the fowls of the air, and they shall tell thee: or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee: and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee. Who knoweth not in all these that the hand of the Lord hath wrought this? In whose hand is the soul of every living thing, and the breath of all mankind.”

Here we discuss again the “soul.” To be honest, I do not agree that the question of animal souls is critical. Since everyone defines soul differently, it is difficult to convince everyone that animals can have souls. And yet many Christians believe, for some reason, that a “soul” is needed to live forever. Only “souls” go to Heaven, they say. That is untrue: bodies go to Heaven, or at least the New Earth, also.

“I was taught in seminary and college that the difference between man and animal was that man had a soul and animals did not. For years, I taught what I had been taught. Deep inside there was an agonizing conflict between what I was teaching and what I believed to be true. After sixteen years of ministry, years of theological training and five years of medical school, I can say without a doubt that indeed animals have souls. Animals are spiritual creatures, made by God and a part of His eternal plan.” (King, 21)

Obviously, in the King James Version of this passage, every living thing has a soul. Augustus Toplady, the famous Calvinist hymn writer, said “I firmly believe that beasts have souls; souls truly and properly so-called.” (Thomas, Keith, 140)
 As I showed you in earlier chapters, the early chapters of Genesis have both humans and animals possessing “living souls.” 

“'God breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a living soul.' With the breath of life there came the living soul. Either, then, there can be no bodily life apart from the existence of a living soul, in which case the animals are all immortal, or else man's immortality is not here referred to at all. In either view, no line of separation is drawn between the human and the brute species. Into the nostrils of all animals, as well as of man, was breathed the breath of life… And that this 'breath of life' by which man became a 'living soul' does not refer to his immorality, is still clearer from another passage where the fact of his breath being in his nostrils is actually put forward as the symbol and indication of his short lived, mortal career. 'His breath goeth forth, he returned to his earth; in that very day his thoughts perish.' (Ps. 146:4) It will thus be seen that the reference to man as being exclusively a 'living soul,' to which so many will turn as a proof of his immortality, has no bearing upon the point at issue.” (Hamilton, 12-13)

And just as Hamilton cited Psalm 46:4 showing that the breath of man leaves and the body dies, so it is with the animals in Psalm 104:29-30, “you take away their breath, they die, and return to their dust. Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are created: and thou renewest the face of the earth.” 
Several writers take these verses to indicate animal resurrection. Adam Clarke (1763-1832), a Methodist follower of John Wesley wrote, “Do not these words plainly imply a resurrection of the bodies which have died, been dissolved, or turned to dust? And is not the brute creation principally intended here?” (in Shanahan, 27) Randy Alcorn concurs, saying that these are individual animals with their personalities being resurrected, not just species. (398) 
In 1742, John Hildrop considered Psalm 104 as a parallel with Romans 8. 

“And therefore the Psalmist, Psalm 104 after he has described in most pompous and poetical language, the beauties and glories of the creation, particularly the vegetable and animal kingdoms, seems to lament their mortality as a violence and breach upon the harmony of nature, verse 29. Thou hidest Thy face, they are troubled; Thou takest away their breath, they die and return to their dust. But he comforts himself in the next verse, that they are not lost, their death is but a change of their state and manner of existence: the original purposes of God in their creation shall stand for ever and ever; and whatever changes and revolutions they may undergo, they shall in due time appear again in their proper place and order, to fill the station, and answer the several ends intended by infinite wisdom in their first creation, verse 30, Thou shalt send forth (for so it should be rendered) Thy Spirit, and they shall be created (i.e. appear again in a new form and manner of existence) and Thou shalt renew the face of the Earth. The Glory of the Lord (manifested in the renovation of the visible world and all its inhabitants) shall endure for ever, and the Lord shall rejoice in His works.” (letter 2, p. 45-46)

Thus Psalm 104 is a prophecy of the New Earth, and the restoration of the whole creation. It is also significant that the verb used for “take away” their breath is asaph, usually meaning not “ceased” but “gathered” or “collected” in a literal translation. That would make the phrase, “He gathered their breath,” or collected their spirits, rather than just allowing them to vanish. It is a much more active and caring verb! (Harker, 19-20) John R.W. Stott preached on Psalm 104. 

“Psalm 104 is perhaps the earliest essay in ecology in the literature of the world. It depicts animals in their living environment. Psalm 103 is an invitation to praise God the Redeemer; Psalm 104 is an invitation to praise God the Creator. In each case, we praise God on account of his mighty works. Now this double worship of God – for his mighty works in creation and salvation, for his glory revealed in creation and his grace revealed in Scripture – is only a stammering anticipation of the full throat-ed chorus of heaven, in which angels, animals, and humans will join in unison and sing: You are worthy, our Lord and our God, to receive glory and honor and power, for you created all things, and by your will they were created and have their being. Revelation 4:11.” (cited by LeQuire, 82)

The most famous Bible passage to discuss animal life comes from Solomon in the book of Ecclesiastes. It is wrongly used to oppose any idea of animal afterlife.

Ecclesiastes 3:18-21, “I said to myself concerning the sons of men, ‘God has surely tested them in order for them to see that they are but beasts.’ For the fate of the sons of men and the fate of the beasts is the same. As one dies so dies the other; indeed, they all have the same breath and there is no advantage for man over beast, for all is vanity. All go to the same place. All came from the dust and all return to the dust. Who knows that the breath of man ascends upward and the breath of the beast descends downward to the earth?” (New American Standard version)

A few commentators have claimed that the final line is a statement that human souls go to heaven while animal souls go into the Earth. (Hengstenberg) But they are taking that verse as a statement rather than a question. Most translators and theologians agree that it is not a declarative statement, but an interrogative question. (Hamilton, 14-15) Solomon is asking rhetorically, “who really knows if human souls go up and animal souls go down?” After all, Solomon has just noted what we have been noting, that men and animals both die, both have the same breath, that both die and return to dust! So obviously he is not confident at all that animals and humans have different fates; in fact, he seems to be questioning that idea as foolish. J.G. Wood said that “…by no manner of interpretation can verse 21 mean that beasts are annihilated after death, while men rise again.” (Man, 23)
Many Jewish rabbis “preferred to teach that the spirit of the beast goeth upward also. They believe that in the days of the Messiah, when Israel will be saved in everlasting salvation, the ‘unclean’ animals, too, will be at last cleansed of their impurities.” This would include birds, beasts, and reptiles. (Raisin, 23, 6)
Christian writer Joni Eareckson Tada, in her book, “Heaven Your Real Home,” received some angry letters because she said that Ecclesiastes 3:21 meant pets would not be in heaven, though He might make some new animals for the future. She later revised her statement, saying “If God brings our pets back to life, it wouldn’t surprise me. It would be totally in keeping with His generous character.” (Buddemeyer-Porter, 9-10)
Pember also points out that even if you take verse 21 as a statement rather than a question, it does not prove anything against animal immortality. Every one goes to dust before being raised.

“But were we to admit the sense of the English version and regard the verse as an affirmation, it would even then furnish no proof that the spirits of animals are annihilated To a Hebrew mind, the expression 'goeth downward to Hades' – that place of departed spirits which is often mentioned as being in the lower parts of the earth, in the heart of the earth, to which Korah, Dathan, and Abiram went down alive when the earth opened her mouth; and from which the spirit of Samuel came up out of the ground. Even in this case, then, no more would be affirmed of animals than is said of men in Psalm 9:17, 'The wicked shall return to Hades, even all the nations that forget God.' It is thus clear that neither of these passages permits us to think slightingly of the animal creation, as though its tribes had been called into existence for the sole purpose of administering to our pleasures, and were destined ultimately to vanish into eternal nothingness.” (40-42)

Verses in Psalm 49 have also been used to oppose the idea of animal immortality.

Psalm 49:12, 20, “But man in his pomp will not endure; he is like the beasts that perish…. Man in his pomp, yet without understanding, is like the beasts that perish.”

Again, the translation is poor. A majority of experts say that “perish” is a bad rendering, since the word literally means “reduced to silence” or “dumb.” Like Balaam’s donkey before God’s help, they are speechless. (Pember, 38-39) Not to mention that to “perish” has no eternal connotations, it just would mean to die. Both man and beast die. 
The Septuagint translated the phrase as “dumb beasts,” and the Wycliffe translation used “unwise beasts.” (citing Wood, in Moor, 84) 
J.G. Wood said that the word should be “dumb” or “irrational.” Wood received a letter of protest, regarding his idea that animals would have a future life. The letter said, “I would never condescend to share immortality with a cheese-mite.” Wood wrote back that “in the first place, it was not likely that he would be consulted on the subject; and that, in the second place, as he did condescend to share mortality with a good many cheese-mites, there could be no great harm in extending his condescension a step further.” (Man, 20)

Psalm 36:6, “Your righteousness is like the highest mountains, your justice like the great deep. You, Lord, preserve both people and animals.”

The Hebrew word here translated “preserve” by most translations, is yasa, which usually means “save.” (Middleton, New, 93ff) The NRSV and ESV translate it “man and beast you save, O Lord.” Even taking the verse as “preserve” shows that God cares about both humans and animals, and treats them with similar consideration.

Hosea 2:18-19, “In that day I will make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, the birds in the sky and the creatures that move along the ground. Bow and sword and battle I will abolish from the land, so that all may lie down in safety. I will betroth you to me forever; I will betroth you in righteousness and justice, in love and compassion.”

God will make a future covenant between His people and the animals. It cannot be relegated to the Millennium because it will be “forever.” How can God make a forever covenant with animals and humans if there will be no animals in the forever future?
“The weight of biblical evidence compels the conclusion that in the future age we can expect the company of animals.” (Sargent, 115) The harmony of Eden will be restored. (Simkins, 219)

Improved Animals?

Some writers believe that animals lost much of their intelligence when Adam sinned. Therefore, they say, in the New Earth, the animals will be restored to their original Edenic state. 

“Although earthly animals aren't capable of verbalizing praise as these animals in Heaven do, the passages speaking of earthly animals praising God and the story of Balaam's donkey clearly suggest that animals have a spiritual dimension far beyond our understanding.” (Alcorn, 394-395)

The most commonly-proposed restoration of animal abilities is the ability to speak. Stanton and Pember, among others, expect that animals will speak, just as Balaam’s donkey did. (Stanton, 308)
In 1877, Hamilton proposed that “the prospect of their [animal] futurity is still more reasonable when we consider that their capacities may be very much enlarged.” (98)
John Wesley offered the most detailed description of the changes to be seen in animals for the New Earth.

“...the whole brute creation will then undoubtedly be restored, not only to the vigour, strength, and swiftness which they had at their creation, but to a far higher degree than they ever enjoyed. They will be restored, not only to that measure of understanding which they had in paradise, but to a degree of it as much higher than that as the understanding of an elephant is beyond that of a worm. And whatever affections they had in the garden of God will be restored with vast increase; being exalted and refined in a manner which we ourselves are not now able to comprehend The liberty they then had will be completely restored, and they will be free in all their motions. They will be delivered from all irregular appetites, from all unruly passions, from every disposition that is either evil in itself, or has any tendency to evil. No rage will be found in any creature, no fierceness, no cruelty, or thirst for blood... And with their beauty, their happiness will return; to which there can then be no obstruction. As there will be nothing within, so there will be nothing without, to give them any uneasiness: no heat or cold, no storm or tempest, but one perennial spring. In the new earth as well as the new heavens, there be nothing to give pain, but everything that the wisdom and goodness of God can create to give happiness. As a recompense for what they once suffered, while under 'the bondage of corrupt-ion', when God has 'renewed the face of the earth', and their corruptible body has put on incorruption, they shall enjoy happiness suited to their state, without alloy, without interruption, and without end.” (cited in Moor, 2nd ed. 2-3)

Love means Animals Forever

Conservatives may squirm at this topic, thinking it the “sheer sentimentality that can befall weak-minded animals lovers.” (Sargent, 152) Your decision to use only stern logic does not change the fact that emotions are a major part of human, and animal life.  Love, in fact, is a fruit of the Holy Spirit, not simply an emotion. God has emotions, of a sort. Since emotions are a God-given aspect of personality, they cannot be rejected out of hand.
There can be no doubt, that in spite of Thomas Aquinas quibbling about the proper objects of love, people do love animals, and some animals do love people back. If you prefer to call that feeling something other than “love,” be my guest. Whatever you call it, there is a strong bond or connection between most people and their pets, and between those pets and their owners. 
One major component of the eternal future life on the New Earth is joy. There will be no more sadness or tears, we are repeatedly told. Some folks say that they would not want to live eternally without a beloved pet. 
Will Rogers said that if there are no dogs in heaven, “then when I die I want to go where they went.” (Bulanda, 104) Another person claimed “If being a Lutheran meant going to a heaven with a bunch of people in it and no animals, then I was not interested.” (Tompkins, 150) If a pet can sometimes be a surrogate family member, it is easy to understand why there would be strong opposition to the eternal loss of such a being.
Conservatives say “God is going to change your heart so you won’t miss your pet.” Of course they don’t usually say it quite so bluntly. “God will so elevate your heart that you won’t even notice that animals are not there. You will only be worshiping God.” But that is false. Although there is a lot of singing and praising shown in the New Earth, there is also normal life, in perfected style. Walking, talking, growing, learning, sticking hands into vipers dens, crafting horse bells that say “Holy to the Lord,” and etc. The New Earth will be glorious but it will also be Earth, with land, plants, and animals. We may have the ability to travel to planets and stars to see other parts of God’s creation and marvel at it. 
Jonathan Edwards did not see the future as a boring life of rituals. “It is a thing infinitely good in itself, that God’s glory should be known by a glorious society of created beings. And that there should be in them an increasing knowledge of God to all eternity… what God has in view, is an increasing communication of himself through eternity, is an increasing knowledge of God, love to him, and joy in him.” (Works, 99, 101)
In 1768, Richard Dean wrote that “…since God in the formation of creatures dis-plays his perfections to the end, he may be adored and magnified for the excellence and variety of them, is it not extremely probable that they will be continued to serve the like purposes in a world to come?” (v.2, 83-84)
The famous scientist Jean Louis Agassiz (1807-1873) wrote: 

“Most of the arguments of philosophy in favor of the immortality of man apply equally to the permanency of the immortal principle in living beings. May I not add that a future life in which man should be deprived of that great source of enjoyment, and intellectual and moral improvement, which result from the contemplation of the harmonies of an organic world, would involve a lamentable loss; and may we not look to a spiritual concert of the combined worlds and all their inhabitants in the presence of their Creator, as the highest conception of paradise?” (Tompkins, 157)

What would Paradise, or the future Eden, be without animals? And rather than thinking of the New Earth as an unchanging place, try Polkinghorne’s idea:

“We need to rid ourselves of the vestiges of the platonic notion that perfection is static, and to replace it with an altogether more dynamic concept. Music should be our guiding image, not sculpture. …Even less attractive is the caricature notion of sitting on a cloud, eternally strumming a harp. Of course, these trivial images are totally inadequate. What awaits us is the unending exploration of the inexhaustible riches of God, a pilgrim journey into deepest reality that will always be thrilling and life-enhancing.” (120, 135)

Like Edwards, Polkinghorne recognizes that the future will not be unchanging. We will continue to grow in knowledge, and learn. 

“...we shouldn't overlook God's supreme creation besides mankind: animals. God's invisible qualities, his divine attributes, are evident in animals. If this is true even now, how much more will it be true on the New Earth? What will it be like to look at lions, study them, touch them, and see their power, nobility, and royalty - and see God in them?” (Alcorn, 394)

Billy Graham is quoted as saying, “If having his dog Charlie in heaven will make him happy, God will see to it that his dog will be there.” (Stanton, 204) This idea comes from other Christians as well. (Waldron, Will, 120-121) Here is a conversation from James Herriot in classic book, All Creatures Great and Small.

“A kind of terror flickered in her eyes and she quickly grasped my hand. ‘It’s my dogs and cats, Mr. Herriot. I’m afraid I might never see them when I’m gone and it worries me so. You see, I know I’ll be reunited with my parents and my brothers but… but…’ ‘Well, why not with your animals?’ ‘That’s just it.’ She rocked her head on the pillow and for the first time I saw tears on her cheeks. ‘They say animals have no souls.’ ‘Who says?’ ‘Oh, I’ve read it and I know a lot of religious people believe it.’ ‘Well I don’t believe it.’ I patted the hand which still grasped mine. ‘If having a soul means being able to feel love and loyalty and gratitude, then animals are better off than a lot of humans. You’ve nothing to worry about there.’ ‘Oh, I hope you’re right. Sometimes I lie at night thinking about it.’ ‘I know I’m right, Miss Stubbs, and don’t you argue with me. They teach us vets all about animals’ souls.’ The tension left her face and she laughed with a return of her old spirit. ‘I’m sorry to bore you with this and I’m not going to talk about it again. But before you go, I want you to be absolutely honest with me. I don’t want reassurance from you - just the truth. I know you are very young but please tell me - what are your beliefs? Will my animals go with me?’ She stared intently into my eyes. I shifted in my chair and swallowed once or twice. ‘Miss Stubbs, I’m afraid I’m a bit foggy about all this,’ I said. ‘But I’m absolutely certain of one thing. Wherever you are going, they are going too.’ She still stared at me but her face was calm again. ‘Thank you, Mr. Herriot, I know you are being honest with me. That is really what you believe, isn’t it.’ ‘I do believe it,’ I said. ‘With all my heart I believe it.’” (308)

Although I entirely agree with the sentiment of comforting someone worried about the fate of their pets, the foundational argument used to defend his position is seriously flawed. I will grant that Herriot may have known this lady well enough to believe she was heaven-bound, and so he was not implying that if she was hell-bound her pets would be with her in hell. The major problem is that our personal desire for a pet does not make his or her presence any more likely. If our desire for a pet made his resurrection more prob-able, then we are implying that the animals will be “in heaven” just because we want them there. Then there is no hope for the wild animals and the unwanted domestic animals, if our kindness is their only hope for resurrection! If the New Earth will have only the creatures that Christians loved during our lifetimes, there will precious few tarantulas or sting-rays or wombats present! Tripp York rightly asks, “Why does it seem that all dogs go to heaven, but not pigs and chickens?” (103)
As an aside, I hope you will consider seriously this question, posed by Stanton. Instead of asking only “Will we see our pets in heaven?”, you should ask even more care-fully, “Will our pets see us in heaven?” (265) While it is proper and befitting for you to wish good for your pets, I would personally want to be sure that YOU are saved by Christ, and going to be there, also! It will do no good at all for you to answer the question of your dogs and cats if you will not be there with them in the joy of Jesus…

I do not mean to say that love has nothing to do with the presence of animals in the eternal future. It is simply not OUR love which makes or breaks the animal’s chance of being resurrected. I agree with George MacDonald, “Love is the one bond of the universe, the heart of God, the life of His children: if animals can be loved, they are lovable; if they can love, they are yet more plainly lovable: if love is eternal, how then should its object perish?”

“Truth be told, there was no one creature that could contain the love and goodness of God, so He filled the world with a marvelous array of creatures. That alone stands in testimony to the probability that God indeed has prepared an eternity especially for these creatures of His love and goodness.” (Pittman, 69)

Exactly! If God loves the animals now, then why would He not continue their existence so He can love them in the everlasting earth? Our desire to see the animals is rather irrelevant. The love of God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, gives the animal assurance of a blessed future. (Edwards, Denis, 96) Our love is only a poor reflection of the love of God. We will be happy to see our pets in the New Earth, but they will not be there because we wanted it so. They will be there because God wanted it so. Our happiness is simply a happy corollary to God’s joy at their presence. We love the same objects that God loves. (Johnson, 231)

“This is not pie-in-the-sky, wishful thinking. This is the truth. This is Christianity. Heaven is going to be filled with animals. Every single pet you ever had in your life is going to be there. Every dog, every cat, every parakeet, every bunny, every goldfish, every gerbil. God loses nothing.” (DeStefano, 83)

Strangely enough, we tend to over-think these things. Adults have become trapped in the cultural norms of scientific thinking. We have to see it to believe it. We need hard evidence to know a truth. Happy ideas must be wrong because life is just hard. And yet children, at least Christian children, know that animals are loved by God. 

“Most children believe animals will be in heaven even though many churches teach the opposite. Why is this? Children realize if they love their animal God must love them also. They know he would never bring harm to the animals. … ”

Martin Luther was a fascinating man, aside from helping to lead the Protestant Reformation. He wrote and spoke a great deal, and left behind several interesting tidbits about his thoughts on animal eternality. Much of this was meant for children.
Luther told his son Hans that they will “have nice ponies” in heaven. (McDannell, 153) He told a grieving girl that her pet dog would surely be in her future, “that in the new heavens and new earth all creatures will not only be harmless, but lovely and joyful. Why then, should there not be little dogs in the new earth?” (Regenstein, 78) 
When asked if his dog Tolpel would be in heaven, Luther replied, “Certainly… Peter said that the last day would be the restitution of all things. God will create a new heaven and a new earth and new Tolpels with hide of gold and silver.” (Clough, 48)
 Luther also wrote that “even if someday a species should perish (but I doubt that this can happen) it would nevertheless be replaced by God.” (Luther, 52) Naturalist William Beebe wrote similarly: “When the last individual of a race of living beings breaths no more, another heaven and earth must pass before such a one can be again.” (Williams, Ted, 44) The extinct creatures will be restored to our New Earth.

Undesirables

The only place where I would disagree with Luther regarding the future of animals is when he assures readers that God will not restore “harmful animals such as toads and snakes.” They will be eliminated. (Russell, Jeffrey, 39) Luther was not the only Christian writer to expect “good” and “helpful” animals in the New Earth, while believing that God would not include unlikable creatures therein. 
You might look back at chapter 18, on wildlife. Many Christians have held strong opinions about predators. Conservatives hated predators because they endangered live-stock, while liberals hated predators for the violence that hurt the cause of pacifism or vegetarianism. 
Similarly, I tend to hate parasites. Fleas and ticks and mosquitoes find no mercy from me, if I find them on my body! There is the legitimate question, as to whether insects are even “alive,” or whether they are a result of the Fall, like weeds. My opinion for now is that no creature is without value, and that insects do have life, and therefore they will also be resurrected. However, they will no longer be parasitic, but will live on fruits and vegetables and grains, like the rest of the future animals. I suspect that molds and corals and things lacking any “mind” are not alive, and therefore would not be resurrected.
Thomas Drake, in 1613, made a list of things that Paul must have meant to exclude from Romans 8 and a restoration. These included:

“…thorns and thistles, briars & brambles, weedes and nettles… all creatures that have their being from an equivocall, mixt and confused generation, and not from the proper male and female, and therefore are, in kind and names divers and different, as mules, wolf dogs, wolf bitches, and all monstrous creatures... all creatures that have their beginning from, and are bred of corruption, and putrefaction, as frogs, flies, wormes, mouldes, mice, crickets, bats, barnacles, have no part in this restitution.. the ocean and all seas, for there shall be no more sea, and consequently no sea fish... all those (or such) plants, beasts, fowles, that either are alreadie dead and dissolved, or that afterwards, and at Christ his second coming shall bee found dead and without life, are to be deducted out of this number. (5-6)

Drake had a very limited restoration view, with only creatures alive at the Second Coming gaining permanent life, and Christ apparently destroying all of the sea creatures and yucky unpleasant life-forms.
A 19th century tract by Mrs. Hanson, “The Future Existence of the Animal Creation,” assures worried folks that “tribes of horrifying creatures - the saurians for instance - fearsome shapes that we should never wish to see again, [are] quite inadmissible in Paradise.” (Moor, 127-128)
No dinosaurs? Say it ain’t so!
It ain’t so. There will be dinosaurs, and trilobites, and saber-toothed cats.

Conclusion

My purpose in this book, God’s Animals, is well stated by Stephen Webb, as the purpose of his book also.

“One way to organize the many insights of the Bible is to try to tell the biblical story all the way through, in the hope that by retelling it an ethical pattern will emerge. When the whole story is heard in all its richness, the value of animals – their origin and destiny, as well as our responsibility for them – will become clear.” (Good, 232)

You have now seen the Bible’s statements relevant to animals in the future.
The harder question is: “will my pet be in heaven,” or “will every individual animal be resurrected?” 
What we have in Scripture are implications and hints, not direct affirmations. There-fore, we have to answer that question more thematically. What Bible doctrines, and logical implications drawn from Scripture, indicate that redemption applies to every animal?

First: Romans 8 and other such passages demonstrate the problem of theodicy. The creation, as a whole and as individuals, suffer due to human sin. We cannot say that God does not care about animal suffering because He says He will restore them at the time of human adoption for an eternal future. How can an individual animal be healed and restored for undeserved suffering if the individual animal is not resurrected? How would re-creating the species or representatives of the species make any difference for the affected creatures? Colossians and other passages show that “all things” and “everything” will be restored and redeemed. Why would you seek to limit that to species and not individuals? Why would sinful humans and angels all have an eternal future, while sinless animals are left to dissolution? 

Second: the Scripture says that Jesus will conquer the last enemy, Death. Animals die, just as humans die. Death came as a consequence of sin. For Jesus to conquer death will He not conquer ALL death? Would allowing billions of creatures to die without restoration be consistent with the Christ who conquers Death?

Third: the purpose of God’s creation of humans, animals, and all creation was for His own glory. If the whole of creation was good enough for God to create, in what way is the whole creation not good enough to be restored? (Buckner, 178) The creation shows God’s wisdom and power and other divine attributes (Romans 1). Why would God not restore the whole of creation to continue to show His glory? Would not the annihilation of any part of the creation be a victory for Satan, the destroyer? Will God allow that any creature go unhealed by the power of Jesus’ grace?

Fourth: dominion has not been obtained. The dominion of Jesus Christ and passing of dominion to humans cannot be fulfilled until all animals and creation come under His feet. This has not happened yet, and therefore must still happen in the future. Will Christ’s dominion be complete if long-dead animals never come under Him, because they are not resurrected? Then we could only say that Christ’s dominion was only exercised for the creatures still alive at the time of Judgment, and not including creatures of the past. 

Fifth: the Bible shows many analogies between humans and animals. We are made of dirt. We have the same breath of the Spirit of life. We have blood, and move.  Solomon, the wisest man on Earth, could not prove that animal ‘souls’ were any different in destiny than human souls. 

Sixth: God created many animals to serve humans as companions and workers. Animals have acted faithfully in serving people or their ecosystems as He designed. Will any creature find that God will not reward their faithful service? (King, 23)

“Some people may cavil at the confident notion that animals are redeemed individually... And the point concerns God's benevolence, not ours. I cannot with certainty look into an animal's psyche and register a conclusion about its spiritual status, but I can be sure – as sure as I am of anything – that the merciful God disclosed in Jesus Christ will not let any loved creature perish into oblivion. ” (Linzey, Creatures, 88-89)

For all of these reasons, and the general character of God, I confidently believe that every animal that ever lived will be resurrected for everlasting life. For the animals, that will be the New Earth.




Chapter Twenty Four
The Church Awakening

God’s animals need advocates to promote the proper treatment of our world and its creatures. The Christian church is the instrument that God designed to bring healing to the Earth, its people, and its animals.
“Church” as a term has multiple meanings because it exists at different size levels. You hopefully attend a local congregation. Many Christian denominations have bigger levels: groups of churches in a state or whole country. A few have global gatherings. That is one reason why the church could be such an effective tool for bringing change: Christians are everywhere. 
The Christian church does not have a good reputation everywhere. Organized religion tends to become corrupted over time, without careful and righteous management. “The cross of Christianity can be seen as a sign of oppression or a mark of salvation.” (Park, x) Just like business or governments, churches are run by people: sinners. We cannot change what the church has done in the past: the Crusades and the Inquisition cannot be fixed. But the church must awaken. 
As the Japanese launched its attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, Admiral Yamamoto worried that his country had “awakened the sleeping giant.” The United States of America did awaken, and spent the next four years beating down its attacker.
What would “the church” awakened be able to accomplish? 
“Awakening” was a term used almost synonymously with “revival” in centuries past. At the individual level, a sinner was “awakened” by the Holy Spirit to his or her dead heart, and prodded toward faith. An awakening did not always lead to saving faith in Christ, but it often did. At the community level, an “awakening” meant that the Holy Spirit moved in many or most of the locals, inspiring people to seek Jesus and repent. “The Great Awakening” was a widespread revival of piety among the people of New England in the early 18th century. Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield were among the leaders whom God used to inspire this revival.
Most churches agree that we would love to have revival now. So what methods or means did God use during that great revival?
Dr. John Gerstner, whom I worked with for a few years, was an expert on Jonathan Edwards. As Dr. Gerstner explained, Jonathan Edwards preached the Word with “glimpses of general revelation”, and the Holy Spirit awakened people’s hearts, many to salvation. (Moore, 135) These glimpses of general revelation are what Moore calls “creational theology.” 

“How often the Scriptures urge us to use our senses to perceive and experience the goodness, greatness, and mercy of God, and to learn something of how we should relate to Him. Sparrows, lilies, mountains, rivers; coins, fallen towers, millstones; people marrying, burying their dead, or paying their alms; sounds, tastes, and all manner of sensations - all these and much, much more offer us the opportunity for precious insights into the ways and will of God. But we are too busy, too much in a hurry, or too distracted by the mundaneness of it all to think more deeply about what God may be trying to say to us. The promise of creational theology is that by learning to perceive and experience creation, culture, and the actions of conscience with greater care and consistency, we might enter more fully into the knowledge of God, and grow in a more worshipful relationship with Him.” (Moore, 119)

If you read the journals of Jonathan Edwards, you will see that he was an amateur naturalist. He wrote about long walks, observing spiders and birds, while praying and contemplating the nature of God. His sermons involved the senses and inspired people with the guidance of the Spirit. Edwards encouraged humble but instructive talks between believers and unbelievers: “How much might persons promote each other’s knowledge in divine things, if they would improve their conversation…if those that have knowledge would communicate it, without pride and ostentation, and if all were more disposed to enter on such conversation as would be for their mutual edification and instruction.” (ibid., 176) How different is that idea of talks with unbelievers, from the picketing and arguing in front of abortion clinics?

“This is precisely what we are called to do concerning the revelation of God in creation, culture, and the actions of conscience. God has appointed us docents in His museum of wonders and glory, and charged us with declaring His glory to one and all, pointing out the beauty, goodness, truth, wonder, majesty, power, and loving-kindness of God that is flaming out and oozing all around us as He fathers-forth His glory in the unbroken, unending words and sentences of general revelation. For us to fulfill this calling, and to realize the end of creational theology, we must work at understanding the nature of God’s glory, His purposes in revealing His glory, how creational theology serves those purposes, and how we may communicate His glory through our work in this window of theological study.” (Moore, 204)

Revival will not come by arguing people into the kingdom of God. First the church must return to its root: Jesus Christ as shown by the Word of God. Then the church has to integrate that message into a practical worldview that promotes the healing of the world and all its relationships, human and animal and earthly.
I believe that the Holy Spirit is doing something right now in the world. You are being distracted by Satan and the media into thinking that the world is falling apart, and that there is no hope. There is hope. In fact, the world is NOT falling apart. Jesus Christ is going to use the church to bring “substantial healing” (as Francis Schaeffer proposed) to the Earth, more and more, until He returns. 

“Common grace is God’s restraint of the full effects of sin after the Fall, preservation and maintenance of the created order, and distribution of talents to human beings. As a result of this merciful activity of God through the Holy Spirit’s work in creation, it remains possible for humans to obey God’s first commandment for stewardly dominion over the creation (see Gen. 1:28). This is not a saving, regenerating, or electing grace, but a preserving grace extended to the world God has made, and is seen in the human inclination to serve one’s neighbor through work, pursue shalom in broken social situations, and defend equity in all forms of human interaction.” (Kuyper, 26)

What is the Holy Spirit doing right now in the world? He has been preparing the harvest, but the workers are few. Think about this… in the last few decades, a giant change in consciousness has taken place among people in all nations. They are beginning to understand the environment, promote animal well-being, and work toward healing the Earth. This is not just your typical “common grace” as defined by Abraham Kuyper. It has become a movement around the world!
This is inexplicable. Selfish, dead hearts, far from Christ, act from self-interest. And yet now, many of these folks are moving away from self-interest to promote the healing of the world. Paul Ehrlich, the radical environmentalist who predicted the end of the world, wrote a book called A World of Wounds. He wrote that many students are drawn to ecology because they want to heal our world of wounds. (Bekoff, Animal, 200) Ehrlich is not a Christian, I suspect. And yet he says the movement wants to heal the world. That is what Christ wants! World healing is God territory. It is supposed to be church territory.
That means that the Holy Spirit is working in hearts, to awaken the unbelievers. What remains then, is for them to hear the preaching of the Word, starting with the truths that they are seeing, to complete their path to faith in Christ. 
Just as Jesus met the Samaritan woman where she was, and led her to belief; and Jesus discussed Nicodemus’ concerns, leading him to faith; and Jesus found Matthew, or Zaccheus… so our pastors need to meet animal-loving and environmentalist unbelievers at the spot where the Holy Spirit is affecting them! We call this “open doors.” If God opens a door, we walk through it. If an unsaved person is interested in animals or the environment, the church (and you) should be ready to use that opening for the gospel.

“Crisis is surely one of the markers on our particular journey. In each place we stopped, a crisis opened doors, brought former adversaries to the table, cast new light on the dispiriting resource politics of 'derision and division,' and helped comm-unities break through to hear the words of somebody with vision (and of each other).” (Bernard, 198)

That does not mean that we only use key cultural issues to get people saved! Far from it! The gospel is good news for animals and the environment, so we simply use the truths that unbelievers already believe to show them that our gospel is the complete good news they need.

“We aim to overcome impoverished views of salvation that focus mainly on inner spiritual experience, eternity in heaven, or even narrowly on church health and growth. … The great concern of the church is salvation and, biblically speaking, salvation ultimately means creation healed. … Of course, the gospel is also about justification by faith, atonement, forgiveness, and new birth. But the larger truth that encompasses all of these is healing, creation restored, true shalom. The tree of life in the book of Revelation bears leaves 'for the healing of the nations' (Rev. 22:2).” (Snyder, xiii-xiv)

And know this: unbelievers can smell hypocrisy from far away. If your church just tries to use one issue to put statistics of new converts in the weekly bulletin, without actually working toward the healing of Earth, they will not come. I wouldn’t either! 
Let’s say I am wrong, and the Holy Spirit is not moving in unbelievers this way. Then I will apologize for my mistake, but it should not change in any way the church’s need to pursue healing of animals and the world. That is our calling, from the Garden of Eden until the New Jerusalem. Whether the rest of the world follows us toward creation care is irrelevant We do what God wants.
I do believe that this is the issue that God will use to bring Awakening and Revival to the church. We need to show them the way. “Martin Luther King Jr. often said that any movement - any culture - will fail if it cannot paint a picture of a world that people want to go to.” (Louv) A healed world is what even unbelievers want. Christ offers to heal it.
That is also why the Devil is doing so much to keep the church in doubt and fear. Satan does not want us doing what God commands. He will use purportedly Christian groups like The Cornwall Alliance to deceive conservative churches. Lots of pastors and seminary leaders have joined this deceived organization. They call environmentalism Satanic and “the greed Dragon,” and join industrialists to promote domination rather than dominion over the animals and earth. Satan wants the church to stay seated when we should be working toward healing and harvest. 
The unbelievers are flailing about, looking for some reason why they are feeling this burden, and not finding it. The Holy Spirit has enlightened their hearts but not their minds. They still lack the foundational purpose for their desire to heal the earth. So they latch on to eastern religions and political extremism, lacking any Christian guidance. They need the true gospel, but our church leaders are instead opposing them because of their errors, rather than meeting them with the truth!

“Christianity is supposed to be good news for all humans on the planet, including children with cancer, homeless people, battered women, schizophrenics, stroke victims, frightened youth in inner city gangs, despised criminals, and middle-class suburbanites. To be truly good, it must also be good news for cramped calves con-fined in cages, frightened rats undergoing painful experiments, species of birds whose habitats are being destroyed, dying rivers, polluted atmospheres, and the Earth itself. One aim of this book is to suggest how the Christian gospel might indeed be good news for all.” (McDaniel, Roots, 93)

There are major problems with the unbelievers’ animal-rights and environmental ideas. Rather than attack them we need to re-direct them with truth. Wolters rightly identifies our need for a “reformational vision” rather than a rejection by withdrawal.

 “...a Christian's rejection of evil must always lead to a cleansing and reforming of created structures, not to an indiscriminate abolition of an entire historical situation. … Hence, reformation always takes as its point of departure what is historically given and seeks to build on the good rather than clearing the historical terrain radically in order to lay an altogether new foundation… A program of social action inspired by a reformational vision will never seek to start from scratch or begin with a clean slate… For Christians, this renewing orientation is particularly important, since several social oppression and injustice can easily seduce them into identifying the whole social order ('the Establishment,' the 'status quo,' or 'the system') with the 'world' in its religiously negative sense. When this fatal identification is made, Christians tend to withdraw from all participation in social renewal.” (93-95)

There are times when rejection and withdrawal become necessary, but certainly not when reformation has not even been attempted! Francis Schaeffer tried to get the church involved in the 1970s with his book Pollution and the Death of Man. E.O. Wilson tried to encourage the church to join the movement. Most conservative churches continue to oppose, not just ignore, such hopes.
Much of the time, it is not churches, but a handful of individual Christians, who “get the ball rolling” in hopes that the church will eventually follow. We can see this even in recent history.
William Wilberforce spent decades organizing reforms, including the abolition of human slavery in England. He helped a group of people to found the RSPCA, Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, in 1824. Reverend Arthur Broom and Parliament member Richard Martin, along with Hannah More, worked with others to start this first animal welfare organization. (Sargent, 188; Prior, 198) They promoted preaching in England about animals, and published those sermons. 
In America, Henry Bergh inherited a lot of money from his father’s wartime ship-building business. He spent a lot of time traveling the world, and in 1847 witnessed a bullfight in Spain that disturbed him, but was soon forgotten. In 1862 Abraham Lincoln appointed Bergh to be a diplomat to Russia. One day he saw a Russian peasant beating his horse, and stopped his carriage, asking the man to stop. The peasant left the horse alone. Somehow, that day, Bergh saw a new purpose for his life. He traveled to England to meet with the head of the RSPCA, and returned to America to start the ASPCA, American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, in 1866. (Lane, Marion, 2, 9)
I could find no information to indicate that Henry Bergh was a Christian. But George Thorndike Angell, a devout Christian, saw two horses ridden to death, then contacted Henry Bergh and formed the Massachusetts branch of the ASPCA in 1868. John Quincy Adams became one of the first directors of the group. (Angell, 11) Angell was a Sunday School teacher and believed that education was the key to teaching the new and old generations about kindness to animals. He wrote that “A thousand cases of cruelty can be prevented by kind words and humane education for every one that can be prevented by prosecution.” (Buckner, 257-258)
Angell started a magazine called “Our Dumb Animals” with articles from Christians and animal-welfarists, for children and adults, to promote humane education. With the help of Thomas Timmons, he started hundreds of local groups called “Bands of Mercy” to promote local animal welfare causes. Using private gifts, Angell printed free copies of literature for churches and founded the American Humane Education Society. Dwight L. Moody asked him to speak in Baltimore to promote kindness for animals in Sunday School lessons. (Angell, 56-57)
What does this mean? That anyone can be used by God to heal. Even you or me!

“At every moment, from every one of the hundred human generations which stretch from Moses until today, God has called the imperfect, the uncertain, and the unworthy at inappropriate times to do the impossible.” (Massie, 30)

Jesus uses circumstances, people, dreams, and the Holy Spirit to guide people, directly or indirectly, toward His will.

Me, for Example

God gave me a love for animals since infancy. I loved zoos, and especially elephants. Happily, my family always had a variety of pets.
I cannot explain why I have always felt called to learn about animals and write books to help them. I collected signatures to save whales and dolphins in the late 1970s, and wrote a poem against whaling, in Junior High. 
The last event I can remember, prodding me to study and help animals, was on a dark, wet road in Washington State in the summer of 1985. I was about 18 years old, just graduated from high school, working as a Deputy Sheriff Reserve at the county jail. I worked “the graveyard shift” from midnight to 8 a.m., booking and fingerprinting prisoners. I knew I should go to college, but couldn’t afford it. So I was leaning toward taking an Army ROTC offer in Florida. 
I left home at about 11:15 pm, driving on the slick road from my house. We lived on a rarely-traveled side road, and did not see much traffic even in daylight hours. 
I saw something odd in the center of the road, and slowed to have a look. It was already crossing the center line into the opposing lane. It was a foot-long green and yellow salamander, walking with that odd full-body swing left and right. I watched it happily for a few seconds, when a speeding pickup truck flew around the curve ahead of me. I yanked my door quickly shut as the vehicle zoomed past. When I opened the door again to look at the salamander, it had been crushed by the passing tires, and I watched the light fade from its eyes as it died.
In prior years I had seen and heard about cruelties to various animals. But this was different. It was not a cruelty, per se. The speeding driver meant no intentional harm to the amphibian. It was an accident. A tragedy. An untimely death. Bad luck.
But it stuck in my mind. What did it mean? Did this lovely creature have no purpose? No future? No hope? 
I decided, vaguely perhaps, unaware of the depth of this feeling, that I would learn the answers to those questions. I thought I might need to go to college, and seminary, to get deeper training in Bible interpretation. But I had no money. The ROTC was the only place offering me a scholarship. I prayed about that. 
My grandparents apparently recognized that I wasn’t good military material. A few days before I planned to leave for the army, they offered to pay for much of my college if I came down to a Christian school in the Los Angeles area. This got me started on the needed path. 
I went to a few different colleges and seminaries. I learned all that I could. History and theology were my main studies. It puzzled me that animals were hardly ever mention-ed in books or lectures. I was sometimes teased as St. John of Assisi, and I didn’t mind. I figured that everyone had specific callings and animals weren’t theirs! I wrote a few articles about animals for Christian magazines. I worked as a library assistant. I started the theological research for my future animal book, and decided to call it “A Beastly Theology.” Over time, I came to realize that not only did my colleagues not know about animals…they did not even care.
By the final year of seminary, when I started “candida ting” to become a pastor, I realized that pasturing was not what I was good at, or gifted in. I was not what the churches were looking for. I became very disillusioned and depressed. I graduated, but stopped seeking a pastor job. I became a librarian.
I liked a lot of things about library work. I learned to be an expert researcher in non-biblical sources. Librarians, back when we still used books, were expected to write bibliographies: lists of books relevant to a particular subject. I realized this was my chance to start writing about animals. So I wrote and edited two annotated bibliographies about animal-welfare and animal-rights resources. I got to read hundreds of non-Christian books about animals.
After all those books, I realized that I wanted to know more about the motivations of those writers and activists. Why were they promoting or opposing animal rights? I came up with a questionnaire, so that all the folks got the same questions. Most were done by mail, but some by phone. Thus, People Promoting and People Opposing Animal Rights was published.
By this time, I realized my library career was fraying. I had difficulty with political situations at academic libraries. I tried to relieve the stress by writing a more enjoyable book, War Elephants. I loved elephants and I loved ancient history, so the creation of that volume was fun. But it did not solve my work problems, so I resigned and returned to Pennsylvania.
I worked for a year with a small Christian publishing company, and studied many Puritan books. I was surprised to find some real thinking on animals, in some of the Puritans. Eventually I started my own small business, selling things on eBay for people. I supplemented my income with frequent preaching engagements, called “pulpit supply.” I was happy to teach and preach at churches lacking pastors, or whose leaders were away temporarily.
For several years I worked full-time on eBay, and made just enough money to survive, and write Animals in the Military. 
Animals in the Military was a hard book to write because it was so depressing. I was reminded again that humans have not been kind to animals throughout history. It also reminded me that I had forgotten my calling. I was supposed to write about animals in the Bible. The prior books were just “warming up.”
I suspect that Satan didn’t want me going that direction. EBay sales dried up, and local churches got pastors, so I was not needed for preaching. I had to take second job to survive. I became a security guard.
There are good and bad things about any job. The best thing about many of my security details was having time to read and write. I read all of the new books on animal welfare and animal rights. It was hard to write much, sitting in my car, until my Dad gave me an old laptop computer. That enabled me to work heavily on writing. For fun I wrote novels, and for mission I worked on God’s Animals. I realized that my old title, “A Beastly Theology,” just wouldn’t work for a bunch of normal Christians seeking an animal book!
I did try going through the “normal” publishing route. I have, after all, five other published non-fiction books about animals. My agent and I spent about two years seeking a publisher, to no avail. The first response from a major Christian publishing company was that Christians don't care about animals! 
Secondly, the length was a problem. Publishers like nice tidy short books because they are cheap to produce. Obviously, this book was my life-work and cannot be easily condensed. Some topics require lengthy study.
Thirdly, many publishers are now owned partially by “agribusiness.” Few publishers want to risk the wrath of their stockholders by printing a book so strident against their cruel factory farms. 
For those reasons, I finally decided that this should be a free book, as a ministry for any Christians interested in the subject.

It is very strange to me, now that God’s Animals is finished. I used to think that my calling was to write this book, and that would be it. God doesn’t need me anymore, so I can retire! But I am starting to see that maybe I was wrong about that. Maybe the book was just the beginning, and Jesus plans to use me in other ways to help the animals. 
What if I could start a non-profit organization to help Christians help animals? I have seen how the Internet is changing our ability to communicate with lots of people in non-book form. All of the Christian websites promoting animal welfare I can find are strictly vegetarian. What about us normal folks who eat some meat? Where can we go?
First I had to find an acronym. Since the book is called God’s Animals, the first two letters had to be GA. There aren’t a whole lot of good words start with GA.
Gate. Gasp. Gab. Garb. Gaff. Gag. Gage. Gal. Gams. Game. Gap. Gale.
I finally came up with GALA. God’s Animals Living Abundantly. 
So I got a friend to build a website for me, at www.godsanimals.net. That enabled me to start a blog. 
God opened other opportunities. Some Christian radio hosts heard about my interest in animals and invited me to do a radio interview in nearby Pittsburgh. We did about a dozen live interviews about Christians and animals, and all of those interviews can be heard on my website, www.godsanimals.net as podcasts. 
In 2016 I had two opportunities to speak to Christian college students about wildlife and Christian views of animals. 
All of these new opportunities are leading me to believe that God intends for me to keep working, even though this book is finished. Like Massie said in the quotation, God uses even the imperfect and unworthy to do His will.
I do not pretend to have the wisdom of Francis Schaeffer, or the biological knowledge of E.O. Wilson. What I do have is a vision, and a knack for research. 
I see that the world is awaiting Christian help in bringing real healing change to animals and the Earth. I see that the church is not yet awakened or committed to bringing that change. Therefore, I will try, with your help, to awaken the church, and begin that work of healing. Charles Colson wrote, 

“If our culture is to be transformed, it will happen from the bottom up - from ordinary believers practicing apologetics over the backyard fence or around the barbecue grill. To be sure, it’s important for Christian scholars to conduct research and hold academic symposia, but the real leverage for cultural change come from transforming the habits and dispositions of ordinary people.” (Morris III, 35)

We will need allies. Many of these allies are unbelievers. They have good intentions but do not recognize the need for God’s power in such a crusade. The usual political efforts at bringing change will not work, on their own. Pollution, cruelty, and exploitation are spiritual problems, requiring repentance and faith for solutions. That means Jesus Christ. That means the church.

“But the ability to influence people is not the only, or even the best role the Church can play. My convictions about the role of the Church in this crisis come from a belief that environmental problems are sin problems. There is an underlying spiritual dissonance in the universe that makes it impossible for us to live within our means and in harmony with the natural systems that support our lives. We are out of touch with the One who runs the place. This being the case, the most careful science and the best economic theories and the most profound governmental policies, while necessary, will never be enough. We have a spiritual problem, and we need a spiritual solution.” (Brown, 5)

If you read this book, I presume you are interested in helping animals, and that you are a Christian. If you are not yet a Christian, I pray that you become one.
Helping animals does not require you to move to Africa. We have lots of animals here in the United States. You do not have to give up your job, or become a full-time volunteer, to make a difference. 
Why not start by just learning about animals? Think about God’s creation. Talk to other church people and your non-Christian friends about animals. 
In what ways are animals already a part of your life? Start right there. If you have a pet, be a better owner and friend to him/her. God gives us pets as a responsibility.
How about putting a bird bath or bird feeders outside, to help wild birds? 
Here is a great and easy idea: pray! Why do we think that God only wants us to pray about ourselves or spiritual things? Pray for an endangered species. Pray for change in industrial farming. Pray for workers who help animals.
After you have practiced doing some easy and small things, then you might try some bigger things.
Modify your diet, in small increments, to promote local farmers and righteously-produced meat. Avoid the agribusiness products which are based on cheap oil and pesticides 
Join or support a local animal-welfare group or shelter, if it does good work. 
Ask your pastor to consider preaching a sermon or teaching a Sunday school class on kindness to animals. Or maybe you could teach one yourself! Encourage your pastor to ponder the role of animals in our faith. Many pastors are still stuck in old thinking. I recently talked at length with a local pastor who practically tossed me out of his office when I proposed teaching a class on Christians and animals at his church. He responded “we will not waste church resources on trivial matters... only human salvation matters!”
See how you could lessen your personal use of gasoline, electricity, and water, to conserve more. Make little changes first.
The goal is not for you to change the world all by yourself. There are other Christians (and unbelievers) doing these same kind of things. The goal is to bring about healing in the world. We do it because we want to be obedient and pleasing to Jesus, who created and loves us.
 
We do these things because the creation is full of God’s animals.
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